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MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:   expartecommunications@hq.doe.gov 
FROM:  Bipartisan Policy Center 
DATE:  April 8, 2011 
RE:    Quadrennial Technology Review (QTR) 
 
External Participants: Jason Grumet, Nate Gorence, Sasha Mackler from the BPC; David 
Garman from Decker, Garman, Sullivan 
 
DOE Participants: Steve Koonin, Michael Holland, Asa Hopkins 
 
Purpose: The goal of the meeting was to discuss objectives of and process around DOE’s 
Quadrennial Technology Review (QTR).    
 
Summary:  On April 8, from approximately 3:00 to 4:00 p.m., several staff of the 
Bipartisan Policy Center (BPC) met the DOE team, at their request, to discuss DOE’s 
effort relating to the QTR and how the BPC could most effectively provide input into the 
process.   
 
To this end, Dr. Koonin presented the QTR’s design principles—including the project’s 
scope, strategy, process, structure and timeframe.  
 
The BPC team described its ongoing efforts related to energy, including the ongoing 
work of the American Energy Innovation Council and the launch of the new BPC Energy 
Project—which is a new effort that will focus on establishing clear and transparent 
policy goals, decision-making structures, and policies to place energy security at the very 
center of energy policy.  Specifically, the BPC team discussed preliminary ideas on how 
to support better goals, organization and accountability for our national energy agenda.   
 
The DOE team said it would welcome the BPC’s and the AEIC’s input as these projects 
are completed.   
 
The BPC team did not present any documents during this conversation. 








From: Exparte Communications


Subject: FW: 2nd set of presentations and material for meeting with M Holland on Mon May 9
Date: Monday, May 02, 2011 11:40:23 AM
Attachments: CaFCPProgressand2011Actions.pdf


Power_trains_for_Europe.pdf
Letter_of_Understanding_final_all_signatures.pdf
http___www.meti.go.jp_english_press_2011_0113_01.pdf
13_Japanese_Companies_Eye_SmoothDomestic_Launch_of_FCVs___TOYOTA_MOTOR__CORPORATION_GLOBAL_WEBSITE.pdf
RFI
DOE Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Program Plan Infrastructure Initiative.pdf


Second e-mail
 
Note: This e-mail message is intended only for the named recipients.  It contains information that may be confidential,
privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law.  If you have received this message
in error, are not a named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named
recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents
is strictly prohibited.  Please notify us immediately that you have received this message in error, and delete the message.
 
 
From: sigmundgronich@aol.com [mailto:sigmundgronich@aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 02, 2011 11:38 AM
To: Exparte Communications
Subject: 2nd set of presentations and material for meeting with M Holland on Mon May 9
 
Attached are additional material and presentations to be discussed with Dr. Holland and staff on Monday,
May 9 at 2 pm.
 
Presenters will be:
Dr Sigmund Gronich, President, Charisma Consulting
E F Kiczek, Global Manager, HES
Catherine Dunwoody, Executive Director, California Fuel Cell Partnership
Dr Robert Rose, FCHEA 
 
Sig Gronich
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This document refers to CaFCP’s current consensus plan for deploying fuel cell vehicles and 
hydrogen stations in California. This consensus vision does not necessarily represent the 
views or commitments of individual CaFCP members.
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Building the Early Commercial Market 
In the 2009 document Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle and Station Deployment Plan: A Strategy for 
Meeting the Challenge Ahead,1 CaFCP members identified the specific actions needed to enter a 
commercial market for fuel cell vehicles and hydrogen fuel through 2017. Based on data and 
real-world experience, the roadmap called for about 40 new hydrogen stations to prepare for 
commercial launch. In April 2010, CaFCP released an update that reported progress and next 
steps toward the action plan goals.2 



This report is the second update and a precursor to a roadmap coming later this year. This 
document identifies immediate actions required in 2011 to prepare for coming fuel cell passenger 
vehicles and transit buses. These actions are the next important steps toward commercialization 
and user acceptance, and point to future needs and challenges to establish the early commercial 
market. 



Vehicle technology has moved from R&D toward commercialization and, therefore, actions have 
evolved to focus on consumer confidence, acceptance and usability. This requires: 



• Successfully opening and operating the stations announced, funded and under construction. 
To customers, a station in planning or under construction does not exist. It’s vital that 
awarded stations move quickly from announcement to retail operation so automakers can 
deploy vehicles in planned timeframes.  



• Establishing early clusters of stations to enable vehicle deployments. To be successful, 
clusters need multiple fueling stations to meet customer needs and provide station 
redundancy. Hydrogen supply must also exceed customer demand by considering peak 
usage in addition to average daily usage. Early clusters will ultimately expand 
geographically and quantitatively to accommodate greater FCV deployments within the 
decade.  



• Meeting current technical requirements and preparing for codes and standards now under 
development. All stations, regardless of funding parties or equipment providers, must meet 
applicable J2601 requirements, provide fuel at H35 and H70, deliver sufficient daily and 
peak supply, and adhere to developing hydrogen fuel quality standards. 



• Meeting customer expectations for retail fueling. Stations and refueling protocols must be 
safe and open to all automaker vehicles, be retail oriented and provide a customer 
experience similar to today’s conventional fuel stations (e.g. 24/7 operating hours, no use 
agreements or classroom training requirements, and conventional payment methods). 



• Meeting retailers’ business expectations for dispensing fuel. Owners and operators of retail 
hydrogen stations must be able to sell hydrogen as a retail fuel, understand applicable 
regulations and requirements for dispensing hydrogen and be able to integrate hydrogen 
with normal business operations, including a path to profitability. Owners must be able to 
see when they can recover operating and maintenance costs, and make a return on capital 
investment competitive with other investment opportunities. 



 



                                                 
1 CaFCP 2009 Action Plan www.cafcp.org/sites/files/Action%20Plan%20FINAL.pdf  
2 CaFCP 2010 Progress and Next Steps report www.cafcp.org/sites/files/FINALProgressReport.pdf  
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2011 Coordinated Stakeholder Actions 
The following are priority actions for 2011: 



• Fill the gaps in areas where hydrogen supply will fall short of demand based on 
automakers’ projected vehicle deployments to early customers. 



 Direct available 2011 hydrogen station funding to support new stations in shortfall 
areas listed in Table B. 



 Identify additional funding, to be available in 2012 and beyond, to support a growing 
network of fueling stations necessary to fuel vehicles in 2015 and beyond, as shown 
in Figure A.  



 Find ways to fund ongoing operation and maintain early retail-like demonstration 
stations, as these will continue to be vital in the early years of commercialization 



• Synchronize and augment regulations, including the Clean Fuels Outlet, Zero Emission 
Vehicle Regulation, Zero Emission Bus Regulation and renewable hydrogen, to better 
support successful deployment of FCVs.  



• Complete many of the codes and standards that enable retail sales of hydrogen as fuel. 



• Use information from industry and academia to identify new funding models to transition 
away from year-to-year government co-funding. 



• Target education and training in the early market communities that are receiving their 
first hydrogen stations this year. 



2010 Snapshot 
At the end of 2010, California had four publically accessible hydrogen stations that customers 
from each automaker can use, two of which already have more demand for fuel than they can 
supply. A new station in Torrance was being commissioned as this document was written. Four 
more stations are expected to open in Southern California in early-2011 and one in San Francisco 
near the end of 2011. (See Appendix 1 for a list of current and planned stations.) 



Several of these demonstration stations are first of their kind, building upon the experience from 
earlier stations and becoming a proving ground for new technology and ideas. The Torrance 
station is the first to take fuel from an active underground hydrogen pipeline. The Harbor City 
station is the first to have high-pressure delivered gas, minimizing on-site compression. Fountain 
Valley will be the first to make 100% renewable hydrogen from wastewater digester gas. Jointly, 
the new stations will provide more fueling options for existing fuel cell vehicle customers and 
transit buses, and enable automakers to place more new vehicles with retail customers and into 
fleet operation. 



In 2010, a collaboration of five San Francisco Bay Area transit agencies began operating a fleet 
of 12 new fuel cell buses. The buses have the latest improvements and upgrades learned from 
prior demonstrations including a fully integrated hybrid fuel cell/battery electrical system with an 
advanced lithium-ion energy storage system. The buses have more passenger capacity and carry 
40kg of hydrogen, yet weigh 5,000 pounds less than the previous generation of fuel cell bus and 
cost about 35% less. 



The buses will use two stations, both using new ideas and technology. The station in Emeryville 
is a solar electrolysis station with two dispensers: one inside the fence for buses and one outside 
the fence for passenger vehicles. The transit-only station in Oakland will be the first to use a 
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biogas-fed stationary fuel cell system to fully power an electrolyzer and all other electrically 
driven equipment at the station with renewable energy.  



Two additional California fuel cell bus demonstrations are underway: one with SunLine Transit 
in Thousand Palms and the other with the City of Burbank. San Francisco MTA is also 
demonstrating the use of a hydrogen fuel cell auxiliary power unit in a hybrid diesel/electric 
transit bus. At a one-day workshop3 in Washington DC hosted by the U.S. Department of 
Energy, technical experts from industry, end users, academia, DOE national laboratories, and 
other government agencies concluded that the fuel cell vehicle technology is close to commercial 
readiness. 



Fuel Cell Vehicles on the Road 



Fuel cell passenger vehicles 
CaFCP conducts annual surveys of its automaker members to gain an accurate projection of 
planned vehicle deployments in the coming years. The December 2010 results show trends 
similar to previous surveys, confirming automaker plans for hundreds, thousands and then tens 
of thousands of fuel cell vehicles. Table A presents the 2010 CaFCP automaker survey results 
while Figure A presents a summary of CaFCP’s 2010 automaker survey results for passenger 
FCVs compared to the 2009 survey. Result show that automakers now expect FCVs to reach tens 
of thousands slightly earlier than they did in 2009. 
Table A: 2010 CaFCP survey of automaker passenger fuel cell vehicles 
 Hundreds Thousands Tens of thousands 



 Through 2013 2014 2015-2017 



Total Passenger Vehicles* 430 1,400 53,000 



 
 
Figure A: Total number of passenger FCVs on the road from automaker surveys 
 



Fuel cell buses 
The California Air Resources Board is currently monitoring all California fuel cell bus 
demonstrations by measuring bus performance characteristics such as bus reliability, availability, 
durability and cost as it compares to a conventional bus in transit service today. As the fuel cell 
buses reach commercial readiness, CARB is prepared to propose regulatory actions to require 
large transit agencies to purchase a small percentage of all new bus acquisitions as zero emission 
buses. CARB expects this percentage to be about 15%. When this purchase requirement is 
implemented, the 10 largest California transit agencies will likely be affected, further expanding 
the need for hydrogen infrastructure in the most densely populated regions of the state.  



                                                 



3 Joint Fuel Cell Bus Workshop Summary Report, 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/pdfs/buswksp10_summary.pdf 
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Fuel cell buses 
The California Air Resources Board is currently monitoring all California fuel cell bus 
demonstrations by measuring bus performance characteristics such as reliability, availability, 
durability and cost as they compare to conventional buses in transit service today. As fuel cell 
buses reach commercial readiness, CARB is prepared to propose regulatory actions to require 
large transit agencies to purchase a small percentage of all new bus acquisitions as zero emission 
buses. When this purchase requirement is implemented, the 10 largest California transit agencies 
will begin deployment, further expanding the need for hydrogen infrastructure, including high-
volume stations, in the most densely populated regions of the state.  



Hydrogen stations 
Four publicly accessible hydrogen stations were open in California at the end of 2010. Eight 
more stations were in development in 2010 and in November 2010 the California Energy 
Commission proposed funding for eight new and three upgraded/expanded stations. Proposed 
funding is expected to be awarded in early 2011, with stations to begin operation in 2012. 
 
The maps on the following page (Figure B) show a progression of public hydrogen stations in 
Southern California from those open at the end of 2010 to those projected to be open by the end 
of 2012. Figure C shows the stations expected in Northern California by the end of 2012. 
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Figure B: Progression of hydrogen stations in Southern California 
 



 Stations open to the public in 2010 



 



West Los Angeles 
Riverside 
Irvine 
Thousand Palms 



 Stations to be added in 2011 
Newport Beach 
Harbor City 
Los Angeles 
Burbank 
Fountain Valley 
Torrance 
Westwood 



 Stations to be added in 2012 
West Los Angeles 
Irvine (2) 
Beverly Hills 
Diamond Bar 
Santa Monica 
Hawthorne 
Hermosa Beach 
Laguna Niguel 
 



Proposed for funding in 2010 
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 Figure C: Northern California hydrogen stations 



 



2010 Progress and 2011 Recommended Actions  



In 2010, CaFCP members made progress with each of the five points in the Progress and Next 
Steps report. Most of the actions are specific steps to bringing clusters of demonstration retail-
ready hydrogen stations into operation in the early market areas.  



Fund showcase stations  
Progress: In the 2010 progress report, automakers and transit agencies identified seven specific 
communities that needed new stations before 2012, and four existing stations that needed 
upgraded, expanded or extended operation. Automakers identified these locations as best suited 
to provide “primary” stations to their first customers. The goal is to maximize station utilization, 
make the best use of limited funding, and provide adequate fuel and convenience for customers. 



In November, the California Energy Commission released its Notice of Proposed Awards that 
identifies the Transportation Committee’s support for co-funding 11 new, expanded or upgraded 
stations.4 The solicitation included specific points to ensure public access, longevity and faster 
station planning and construction. 



In addition, South Coast Air Quality Management District and the California Air Resources 
Board funded continued operation of the Burbank station. 



                                                 
4 Alternative and Renewable Fuel and Vehicle Technology Program Grant Solicitation PON-09-608 Hydrogen Fuel 
Infrastructure http://www.energy.ca.gov/contracts/PON-09-608_Revised_NOPA.pdf  
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2011 Action: Fill the gaps in areas where hydrogen supply will fall short of demand based on 
automakers’ projected vehicle deployments to early customers. 



• Direct available 2011 hydrogen station funding to support new stations in the shortfall 
areas listed in Table B. 



• Identify additional funding, to be available in 2012 and beyond, to support a growing 
network of fueling stations necessary to fuel vehicles in 2015 and beyond, as shown 
in Figure A.  



• Find ways to fund ongoing operation and maintenance of early retail-like 
demonstration stations, as these will continue to be vital in the early years of 
commercialization 



Customers need confidence they will be able to fuel their new vehicles where they want to go, 
and at times that are convenient for their schedules. It is important that hydrogen stations have 
adequate supply on a daily and peak basis to supply the growing vehicle fleet. Fulfilling 
customer needs with sufficient locations will initially result in more hydrogen than needed, but 
location is a key to customer adoption that will start the early commercial market.  



Through the survey and ongoing planning meetings, the automakers jointly identified areas 
where they project a shortfall in fuel supply by 2014, based on vehicle placement plans. Stations 
in these areas (listed in Table B) will fill these gaps. Areas within the South Coast air basin refer 
to South Coast AQMD’s forecast map.  



 
Table B: Areas where additional hydrogen stations are needed before 2014*  
Air Basin  County  Area 



South Coast‡ 



(Los Angeles region) 



Los Angeles  South LA County Coastal (region 4) 



West San Fernando Valley (region 6) 



Orange  North Orange County (region 16) 



  Central Orange County (region 17) 



  Saddleback Valley (region 19) 



  Capistrano Valley (region 21) 



South Central Coast  Santa Barbara  Santa Barbara 



San Diego  San Diego  San Diego 



San Francisco Bay Area  San Francisco   San Francisco 



Santa Clara  Santa Clara 



Sacramento Valley  Sacramento & Yolo  Sacramento 



* Areas having hydrogen supply shortfall by 2014 or sooner, based on projected publicly accessible hydrogen supply 
(kg/day) compared to automakers’ projected vehicle deployments. 
‡Regions within the South Coast air basin refer to the South Coast Air Quality Management District forecast area 
maps, the location basis used for the 2010 automaker survey.  
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In addition to location, new stations must also consider retail customer fueling habits. Most 
people fuel their vehicles in the few hours before and after work.5 Therefore, stations must be 
designed to provide 75-80% of their capacity in a three-hour window. For example, a station that 
has 50 customers a day will typically see 20 of the customers between 6:00am and 9:00am, 25 
customers between 5:00pm and 8:00pm, and the other five throughout the day. Therefore, that 
station’s design must consider both daily and peak fueling capacity. 



As FCVs approach the early commercial market, clusters of stations need to grow into an urban 
network and ultimately a system. Meeting this challenge requires continued operation of existing 
public stations as well as adding new stations. Stations must prove reliability in retail-like use so 
automakers can be confident their new customers will have access to sufficient fuel supply and 
locations. 



Additional hydrogen stations will need to be funded and built before 2015 to prepare for 
commercial launch of vehicles, and stations will need to be added and expanded each year to fuel 
the rapidly growing vehicle fleet. In the next few years, as more customers drive fuel cell 
vehicles, automakers will better understand how fueling location impacts early adoption. 
Automakers will prioritize new station locations as they understand customer market needs.  



Synchronize and augment regulations and policies 
Progress: Federal, state and regional government regulatory agencies took early action to 
synchronize vehicle regulations that emphasize zero emissions with fuel regulations that aim to 
lower carbon content through biofuels. Agencies will continue to look at ways to synchronize the 
regulations and policies.  



2011 Actions: The California Air Resources Board will consider revisions to several regulations, 
including the Clean Fuels Outlet, Zero Emission Vehicle Regulation and Zero Emission Bus 
Regulation in 2011. CaFCP and its members will continue to work with U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency to include fuel cell vehicles in the new EPA vehicle labels. In addition, 
California and the Department of Energy will continue research and evaluation of ways to make 
hydrogen from renewable resources, including biogas and biomass, in a more cost effective 
manner. 



Complete codes and standards for retail sales of hydrogen 
Progress: Several of the first standards for hydrogen quality have been adopted by standards 
setting organizations. The National Institute of Standards and Technology accepted the standards 
for hydrogen signage and dispenser marking. California Division of Measurement Standards, 
with support from NIST and the U.S. National Working Group and funding from CEC, expects 
to finalize hydrogen metrology standards by early 2012. In addition, the California Energy 
Commission executed a contract with the California Department of Food and Agriculture to 
establish a hydrogen dispenser type approval and hydrogen fuel quality standards.  



2011 Actions: CDFA to develop a one-year timeline for completing the rest of the codes and 
standards that includes:  



• Perform tolerance testing at existing stations  



                                                 
5 Driving demand: What can gasoline refueling patterns tell us about planning an alternative fuel network?, M. Nicholas, UC 
Davis Institute of Transportation Studies, September 2010 
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• Determine best practices for testing and evaluating hydrogen gas-measuring devices 
• Create a standard for type and field evaluation based on the most efficient, cost-effective, 



and precise method 
• Develop an examination procedure outline for compliance testing and examination for 



weights and measures officials 



Support business model development by the private sector 
Progress: CaFCP initiated a series of meetings with people in the traditional and alternative fuel 
businesses to learn how hydrogen can become a future profit center. CaFCP has also been 
evaluating existing business reports to understand how best to analyze and present the business 
case for selling hydrogen as a retail fuel. The International Partnership for Hydrogen and Fuel 
Cells in the Economy, in conjunction with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory and the 
California Fuel Cell Partnership, held workshops to identify early market fuel infrastructure 
options. 



2011 Actions: In early 2011, CaFCP and SIGMA, a membership organization of independent 
retail fuel marketers, began a joint workgroup to better understand the potential business case of 
hydrogen dispensers in retail fuel stations. CaFCP will also complete a report that uses UC Davis 
and UC Irvine costs analyses. NREL will hold an additional workshop with station equipment 
providers to better identify component cost targets and needs for R&D. With this information, 
CaFCP aims to identify new funding models to transition away from year-to-year government 
co-funding. 



Support early market communities 
Progress: Through outreach, education and training, CaFCP helps speed the permitting and 
construction process of hydrogen stations in the first communities. CaFCP members and staff 
met with many state and local elected officials in the early market areas to help them understand 
the benefits of bringing fuel cell vehicles into their communities. CaFCP also conducted first 
responder training, permitting workshops and business breakfasts in the Los Angeles and Orange 
County areas. 



2011 Actions: Target education and training in the early market communities that are receiving 
their first hydrogen demonstration stations this year. The goal is to provide information and 
hands-on experience to officials and residents to ensure that the planning and permitting 
processes move quickly and smoothly. 



Progress must continue if California is to retain leadership in fuel cell vehicle commercialization, 
bringing environmental and economic benefits, including a potential 25,000 new jobs that DOE 
estimates the industry could create.6  



  



                                                 
6 Department of Energy. Effects of a Transition to a Hydrogen Economy on Employment in the United States Report to Congress. 
July 2008, www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/epact1820_employment_study.pdf  
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Conclusion 
Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles offer zero-emission vehicle attributes with range, refueling time and 
performance comparable to current conventional vehicles while using domestic energy sources. 
FCVs are one of the few vehicle technologies that can meet the demands of a diverse consumer 
market while significantly reducing greenhouse gas emissions and local air pollutants and 
diversifying our energy sources. Hydrogen is a domestically produced low-carbon fuel and has 
demonstrated the ability to be a zero-carbon fuel when produced from renewable resources.  



Commercializing fuel cell vehicles is a dynamic and challenging process. Actions and priorities 
will change as deployment proceeds, requiring refinements and adjustments as progress is made. 
This report presents the second such refinement by identifying immediate steps required in 2011 
to bring FCVs to the commercial market as part of the portfolio of solutions.  



Automakers’ plans for commercializing fuel cell vehicles remain strong and consistent with 
previous years’ projections, even as some OEMs begin to roll out other advanced technologies. 
Many automakers have stated that fuel cell vehicles are the ultimate solution and vital to meeting 
consumer expectations for zero emission vehicles.7 By 2017, more than 50,000 fuel cell vehicles 
are expected to be on California roads. The FTA recently awarded $16.6 million in grants to help 
speed commercialization of fuel cell buses.8  
Building clusters of stations in early market communities is the right strategy to provide benefits 
of customer convenience, reduced operational costs and ease of transferring experience from one 
location to another. UC Irvine’s STREET model shows that eight hydrogen stations clustered in 
the Irvine area can match the level of service that the existing 34 retail gasoline stations provide.9 
While initially the stations will be able to provide more hydrogen than customers demand, as the 
number of vehicles increases from hundreds to thousands the stations will be ready to meet the 
increased demand. 



Current station deployment can work for hundreds of FCVs, but there needs to be a fundamental 
increment in infrastructure development and sustainability in the longer term to allow 
automakers to go from thousands to tens of thousands of FCVs. Uncertainty about stakeholders’ 
ability to overcome this hurdle remains high and is the main challenge in the years to come. 
Funding mechanisms, retail sales of hydrogen, cost-effective renewable hydrogen and 
synchronizing government regulations around low-carbon fuels and zero-emission vehicles are 
as necessary for commercialization as reducing costs and improving durability. 



                                                 
7 Toyota Advances Hydrogen Fuel Cell Plans Amid Industry's Battery‐Car Push, Bloomberg, January 12, 2011 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011‐01‐13/toyota‐advances‐hydrogen‐plans‐amid‐industry‐s‐battery‐car‐push.html  
Mercedes‐Benz Brings the Latest Fuel Cell Fleet to the USA, Daimler press release, November 18, 2010 
http://www.daimler.com/dccom/0‐5‐633234‐1‐1348590‐1‐0‐0‐0‐0‐0‐9293‐7145‐0‐0‐0‐0‐0‐0‐0.html  
Big three Japanese carmakers in ‘green’ push, Financial Times, January 13, 2011 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/ac949ba6‐1f44‐
11e0‐8c1c‐00144feab49a.html?ftcamp=rss#axzz1Bya2M4Vm  
Honda president Ito says fuel cell vehicle is ultimate solution, Detroit Auto Show January 11, 2011 
http://hondanews.com/channels/corporate/releases/a54bfbfb‐5b9b‐2574‐9eba‐b7004c34ba4b?query=ito+fuel+cell 
Hyundai Details Global Fuel‐Cell Vehicle Plans, Edmunds Inside Line, October 15, 2010 
http://www.insideline.com/hyundai/hyundai‐details‐global‐fuel‐cell‐vehicle‐plans.html  
GM Fuel‐Cell System Edges Closer to Reality, Edmunds Inside Line, March 2010 
http://www.insideline.com/chevrolet/equinox/gm‐fuel‐cell‐system‐edges‐closer‐to‐reality.html  
8 http://www.fta.dot.gov/news/news_events_12231.html    
9 Systematic planning to optimize investments in hydrogen, infrastructure deployment, Shane D. Stephens‐Romero, et al., 
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy 2010 
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Other technologies benefit from the progress of automotive fuel cells. Fuel Cells 2000’s report 
The Business Case for Fuel Cells10 profiles 38 nationally recognized companies, including Coca-
Cola, Staples, Wal-Mart, Whole Foods, Hilton Hotels and Sysco that have ordered, installed or 
deployed more than 1,000 fuel cell forklifts, 15 MW of power from stationary fuel cells and 600 
fuel cell units at telecom sites.  



California is a world leader in fuel cell vehicle demonstration and hydrogen infrastructure 
development, which has created jobs and new businesses in the ever-growing green technology 
sector. The state is positioned to continue its leadership by successfully initiating the commercial 
launch of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles as a part of the transition to electrification of the fleet.  



                                                 
10 The Business Cars for Fuel Cells www.fuelcells.org/BusinessCaseforFuelCells.pdf  
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Appendix A 



 



Open and Planned Hydrogen Stations in California 



Status 
 



Station  
LDV 



Capacity 
kg/day 



Pressure 
(H35/H70) 



O
pe



n 



 Irvine #1 25 35/70 



 Thousand Palms 60 35 



 Riverside 12 35 



 West Los Angeles #1 30 35 



P
la



nn
ed



 



 Burbank 60 35/70 



 Los Angeles  60 35/70 



 Emeryville  60 35/70 



 Fountain Valley  100 35/70 



 Harbor City  100 35/70 



 Newport Beach  100 35/70 



 Torrance 50 35/70 



 Westwood  140 35/70 



 Oakland (transit only) 0 35 



 Santa Monica 100 35/70 



 Beverly Hills 100 35/70 



 West Los Angeles #2 100 35/70 



 Hermosa Beach 100 35/70 



 Irvine #2 100 35/70 



 Hawthorne 100 35/70 



 San Francisco 120 35/70 



 Laguna Niguel 100 35/70 



 West Sacramento 100 35/70 



 Diamond Bar  100 35/70 



* Irvine #1 is currently open (25kg/day) with planned upgrade in 2012 (100kg/day)      



** Thousand Palms is shared bus and light‐duty vehicle station, total capacity 160 kg/day (100kg for buses, 60kg for light duty) 



*** Emeryville is a transit and light‐duty vehicle co‐located station, 60 kg/day capacity represents light duty  
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Conventional vehicles alone may not achieve EU CO2 reduction goal for 2050



In September 2009, both the European Union (EU) and G81 leaders agreed that CO2 emissions 
must be cut by 80% by 2050 if atmospheric CO2 is to stabilise at 450 parts per million2 – and 
global warming stay below the safe level of 2ºC. But 80% decarbonisation overall by 2050 may 
require 95%3 decarbonisation of the road transport sector.  



With the number of passenger cars set to rise to 273 million4 in Europe – and to 2.5 billion5 
worldwide – by 2050, this may not be achievable through improvements to the traditional internal 
combustion engine or alternative fuels: the traditional combustion engine is expected to improve 
by 30%, so achieving full decarbonisation is not possible through efficiency alone. There is also 
uncertainty as to whether large amounts of (sustainably produced) biofuels - i.e. more than 50% 
of demand - will be available for passenger cars, given the potential demand for biofuels6 from 
other sectors, such as goods vehicles, aviation, marine, power and heavy industry. 



Combined with the increasing scarcity and cost of energy resources, it is therefore vital to develop 
a range of technologies that will ensure the long-term sustainability of mobility in Europe. 



A factual evaluation of BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs based on  
proprietary industry data



To this end, a group of companies, government organisations and an NGO – the majority with 
a specific interest in the potential (or the commercialisation) of fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs)
and hydrogen, but with a product range also spanning battery electric vehicles (BEVs), plug-in 
hybrids (PHEVs) and conventional vehicles with internal combustion engines (ICEs) including 
hybridisation – undertook a study on passenger cars in order to assess alternative power-trains 
most likely to fulfil that need. Medium- or heavy-duty vehicles were not included.



Electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric drive) not only have zero tail-pipe emissions7 
while driving – significantly improving local air quality – they can be made close to CO2-free over 
time and on a well-to-wheel basis, depending on the primary energy source used. Zero-emission 
power-trains therefore go hand-in-hand with the decarbonisation of energy supply, with the 
potential to significantly reduce emissions from central power and hydrogen production by 2050. 
Electric vehicles have substantially lower pollution from noise, NO2 and particles.



It was considered particularly important to re-assess the role of FCEVs in the light of recent 
technological breakthroughs in fuel cell and electric systems that have now increased their 
efficiency and cost-competitiveness significantly. Given satisfactory testing in a customer 
environment - with more than 500 cars covering over 15 million kilometres and 90,000 refuellings 
- the focus has now shifted from demonstration to planning commercial deployment so that 
FCEVs, like all technologies, may benefit from mass production and the economies of scale.  



1 The Group of Eight industrial powers – Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the UK and 
the United States



2 CO2-equivalent
3 McKinsey Global GHG Abatement Cost Curve; International Energy Agency World Energy Outlook 



2009; US Environmental Protection Agency; European Environment Agency (EEA)
4 Parc Auto Survey 2009, Global Insight 2010; study analysis
5 European Commission, April 2010
6 The study makes the following assumptions: by 2020 biofuels are blended, delivering a 6% 



well-to-wheel reduction in CO2 emissions for gasoline- and diesel-engined vehicles, in line with the 
EU Fuel Quality Directive. By 2050, biofuel blending increases but is limited to 24%, reflecting supply 
constraints



7 FCEVs emit water vapour only
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Over 30 stakeholders therefore came together in order to develop a factual evaluation of the 
economics, sustainability and performance of BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs across the entire 
value chain – many with an equal interest in all four power-trains. 



It meant providing confidential and proprietary data on an unprecedented scale8 – including 
vehicle costs (in this report, purchase price is used to refer to cost plus a standard hypothetical 
margin, equal for all cars within one segment), operating costs, fuel and infrastructure cost. 



In order to ensure a realistic outcome, it was agreed that:



 � The study should include a balanced mix of vehicle sizes (or segments) and ensure no bias 
towards any particular power-train, representing the majority of vehicles on the market9



 � While it is possible that breakthrough technologies could provide step changes in current 
pathways to sustainable mobility, the study should only consider vehicle technologies that are 
proven in R&D today and capable of a) scale-up and commercial deployment and b) meeting 
the EU’s CO2 reduction goal for 2050



 � Average values should be taken, with no “cherry-picking” of the most favourable data



 � Input data provided by participating companies would be frozen before results were shared.



A balanced scenario for the electrification of passenger cars  
in the EU by 2050 



A combined forecasting and backcasting approach was then used to calculate the results: from 
2010 to 2020, global cost and performance data were forecasted, based on proprietary industry 
data; after 2020, on projected learning rates (see Annex, Exhibit 42, page 54). 



In order to test the sensitivity of these data to a broad range of market outcomes, three European 
“worlds” for 2050 were defined, assuming various power-train penetrations in 2050:



1. A world skewed towards ICE (5% FCEVs, 10% BEVs, 25% PHEVs, 60% ICEs)



2. A world skewed towards electric power-trains (25% FCEVs, 35% BEVs, 35% PHEVs, 5% ICEs)



3. A world skewed towards FCEVs (50% FCEVs, 25% BEVs, 20% PHEVs, 5% ICEs). 



These three “worlds” were then backcasted to 2010, resulting in a development pathway for each 
power-train. As the impact of the different “worlds” on FCEV costs was found not to be significant 
(see page 18), this report focuses on results for the second “world” as having a balanced split 
between the four power-trains (25% FCEVs, 35% BEVs, 35% PHEVs and 5% ICEs). 



8 Over 10,000 data points were collected for the study
9 No assumptions have been made on a potential shift in the composition of the car fleet from larger 



to smaller cars. An average ~30% fuel efficiency gain was included for the entire ICE fleet
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Assumptions are robust to significant variations



To test the robustness of results, all assumptions in the study’s vehicle and supply models were 
varied to identify possible “tipping points”. However, this showed that the conclusions were 
robust to significant variations in learning rates for the power-trains and the cost of fossil fuels  
(see page 24).



The power supply pathway underlying this report is based on the European Climate Foundation’s 
“Roadmap 2050”, which was developed in corporation with the industry and describes a pathway 
to decarbonise the EU power mix by 2050. In 2020, the expected share of renewable (RES) 
production capacity is approximately 34%. This is the minimum needed to meet the 20% EU 
renewable energy target, as there is limited RES opportunity outside of the power sector. 



For the following results, a conventional hydrogen production mix is assumed to 2020, utilising 
existing assets – industrially produced hydrogen and centralised steam methane reforming 
(SMR) – with a growing proportion of distributed units (water electrolysis and SMR). After 2020, 
a balanced and economically driven scenario is assumed, including CO2 Capture and Storage 
(CCS), water electrolysis (increasingly using renewable energy) and avoiding over-dependence 
on any single primary energy source.



An alternative production mix was also examined (see Exhibit 26, page 38), representing 100% 
electrolysis, with 80% renewable energy by 2050, which increases the total cost of ownership 
(TCO) of FCEVs  by 5% by 2030 and 3.5% by 2050. However, both production scenarios achieve 
CO2-free hydrogen by 2050. 



The value of electric vehicles on balancing an (increasingly intermittent) power grid can be 
significant and could amount to several billions of euros (ref. “Roadmap 2050”). This applies to 
BEVs (charging when power supply is available) as well as hydrogen cars (using stored hydrogen 
to produce power when supply is short).



SUMMARY OF RESULTS



1. BEVs, PHEVs and FCEVs have the potential to significantly reduce CO2 
and local emissions



Electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric drive) can be fuelled by a wide variety of 
primary energy sources – reducing oil dependency and enhancing security of energy supply. 
Well-to-wheel efficiency analysis also shows that electric vehicles are more energy-efficient than 
ICEs over a broader range of primary energy sources.



Owing to limits in battery capacity and driving range10 (currently 100-200 km for a medium- 
sized car11) and a current recharging time of several hours, BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars 
and shorter trips, i.e. urban driving (including new transportation models such as car sharing).



With a driving range and performance comparable to ICEs, FCEVs are the lowest carbon solution 
for medium/larger cars and longer trips. These car segments account for 50% of all cars and 
75% of CO2 emissions, hence replacing one ICE with one FCEV achieves a relatively high CO2 
reduction.



10 The range chosen in the study for BEVs and PHEVs reflects the car manufacturers’ current view on 
the best compromise between range, cost, and load bearing capacity for the vehicle



11 For C/D segment cars this will increase to 150-250 km in the medium term
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With a smaller battery capacity than BEVs, PHEVs have an electric driving range of 40-60 km. 
Combined with the additional blending of biofuels, they could show emission reductions for 
longer trips. 



ICEs have the potential to reduce their CO2 footprint significantly through an average 30% 
improvement in energy efficiency by 2020 and the additional blending of biofuels. After 2020, 
however, further engine efficiency improvements are limited and relatively costly, while the 
amount of biofuels that will be available may be limited.



BEVs, PHEVs and FCEVs have significant potential to reduce CO2 and local emissions, assuming 
CO2 reduction is performed at the production site. They play a complementary role, with BEVs 
ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips and FCEVs to medium/larger cars and longer 
trips. PHEVs can reduce CO2 considerably compared to ICEs on short trips or using biofuels, 
depending on  availability. The energy and CO2 efficiency of ICEs is expected to improve by 30%.



Medium/larger cars with above-average driving distance account for 50% of all cars, and 75% 
of CO2 emissions. FCEVs are therefore an effective low-carbon solution for a large proportion of 
the car fleet. Beyond 2030, they have a TCO advantage over BEVs and PHEVs in the largest car 
segments (see below). 



2. After 2025, the total cost of ownership (TCO) of all the  
power-trains converges 



In the study, the economic comparison between power-trains is based on the total cost of 
ownership (TCO), as it describes the costs associated over their entire lifetime (see page 18). In 
order to ensure a like-for-like comparison, taxes are not included unless specifically stated.



BEVs and FCEVs are expected to have a higher purchase price than ICEs (battery and fuel cell 
related) and a lower fuel cost (due to greater efficiency and no use of oil) and a lower maintenance 
cost (fewer rotating parts). 



The cost of fuel cell systems is expected to decrease by 90% and component costs for BEVs by 
80% by 2020, due to economies of scale and incremental improvements in technology. Around 
30% of technology improvements in BEVs and PHEVs also apply to FCEVs and vice versa. This 
assumes that FCEVs and BEVs will be mass produced, with infrastructure a key prerequisite to 
be in place. The cost of hydrogen also reduces by 70% by 2025 due to higher utilisation of the 
refuelling infrastructure and economies of scale. 



PHEVs are more economic than BEVs and FCEVs in the short term. The gap gradually closes and 
by 2030 PHEVs are cost-competitive with BEVs for smaller cars, with both BEVs and FCEVs for 
medium cars and less competitive than FCEVs for larger cars.



While the fuel economy of ICEs is expected to improve by an average of 30% by 2020, costs also 
increase due to full hybridisation and further measures such as the use of lighter weight materials. 



The TCOs of all four power-trains is expected to converge after 2025 – or earlier, with tax 
exemptions and/or incentives during the ramp-up phase. 



For larger cars, the TCO of FCEVs is expected to be lower than PHEVs and BEVs as of 2030. 
By 2050, it is also (significantly) lower than the ICE. For medium-sized cars, the TCOs for all 
technologies converge by 2050. BEVs have a (small) TCO advantage over FCEVs in the smaller 
car segments.



The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Executive summary
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PHEVs are more economic than BEVs and FCEVs in the short term. All electric vehicles are 
viable alternatives to ICEs by 2025, with BEVs suited to smaller cars and shorter trips, FCEVs 
for medium/larger cars and longer trips. With tax incentives, BEVs and FCEVs could be cost-
competitive with ICEs as early as 2020.



3. A portfolio of power-trains can meet the needs of consumers  
and the environment



BEVs have a shorter range than FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs: an average, medium-sized BEV with 
maximum battery loading cannot drive far beyond 150 km at 120 km/hour on the highway, if real 
driving conditions are assumed (and taking expected improvements until 2020 into account)
Charging times are also significantly longer: 6-8 hours  using normal charging equipment. Fast 
charging may become widespread, but the impact on battery performance degradation over 
time and power grid stability is unclear. Moreover, it takes 15-30 minutes to (partially) recharge the 
battery. Battery swapping reduces refuelling time; it is expected to be feasible if used once every 
two months or less and battery standards are adopted by a majority of car manufacturers. BEVs 
are therefore ideally suited to smaller cars and urban driving, potentially achieving ~80% CO2 
reduction by 2030 compared to today. 



FCEVs have a driving performance (similar acceleration), range (around 600 km) and refuelling 
time (< 5 minutes) comparable to ICEs. They are therefore a feasible low-carbon substitute for 
ICEs for medium/larger cars and longer trips, potentially achieving 80% CO2 reduction by 2030 
compared to today.



PHEVs have a similar range and performance to ICEs, but electric driving only applies to shorter 
distances, while the amount of biofuels available for longer trips is uncertain. They represent an 
attractive solution, reducing CO2 considerably compared to ICEs. 



Over the next 40 years, no single power-train satisfies all key criteria for economics, performance 
and the environment. The world is therefore likely to move from a single power-train (ICE) to a 
portfolio of power-trains in which BEVs and FCEVs play a complementary role: BEVs are ideally 
suited to smaller cars and shorter trips; FCEVs to medium/larger cars and longer trips; with 
PHEVs an attractive solution for short trips or where sustainably produced biofuels are available.



4. Costs for a hydrogen infrastructure are approximately 5% of the overall 
cost of FCEVs (€1,000-2,000 per car) 



For consumers who prefer larger cars and drive longer distances, FCEVs therefore have clear 
benefits in a CO2-constrained world. This segment represents around 50% of cars driven and 
can therefore justify a dedicated hydrogen infrastructure. The value of the FCEV over alternative 
power-trains in terms of TCO and emissions (including the cost of the hydrogen infrastructure) is 
positive beyond 2030. The economic gap prior to 2030 is almost completely determined by the 
higher purchase price, not by the cost of the hydrogen infrastructure. It can therefore be assumed 
that if this consumer segment prefers the FCEV, the cost of the infrastructure (5% of the TCO) will 
not be prohibitive to its roll-out. Having said that, an orchestrated investment plan is required to 
build up the first critical mass of hydrogen supply.
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In order to develop a portfolio of power-trains, several supply infrastructure systems are required – 
not only for gasoline and diesel, but potentially new infrastructures for CNG, LPG, 100% biofuels, 
electricity and hydrogen. Early commercial deployment of BEVs and PHEVs is already happening 
in several European countries: many car manufacturers have announced the introduction of new 
commercial models between 2010 and 2014. This report therefore focuses on the commercial 
deployment of FCEVs, which still needs to be addressed.



One could argue that it is inefficient to build an additional vehicle refuelling infrastructure on top  
of existing infrastructures. However, the additional costs of a hydrogen infrastructure are relatively 
low compared to the total costs of FCEVs and comparable to other fuels and technologies, such 
as a charging infrastructure for BEVs and PHEVs. Costs for a hydrogen distribution and retail 
infrastructure are around 5% of the overall cost of FCEVs – the vast majority lies in the purchase 
price. The attractiveness of the business case for FCEVs is therefore hardly affected by the 
additional costs required for distribution and retail. In other words, if FCEVs make commercial 
sense – as demonstrated by this study – building a dedicated hydrogen infrastructure can be 
justified.



In the first decade of a typical roll-out scenario, supply infrastructure costs per car – especially 
those for a retail infrastructure – are initially higher, due to lower utilisation. Nevertheless, sufficient 
network coverage must be available for consumers and initial investments required could amount 
to around €3 billion (covering hydrogen production, distribution and retail) for a region such as 
Germany. Although a single company would struggle to absorb the risk of such an investment, 
this is not the case at a societal level. This is confirmed by countries which have built up alternative 
infrastructures, such as LPG and CNG.



The cost per vehicle for rolling out a hydrogen infrastructure compares to rolling out a charging 
infrastructure for BEVs or PHEVs. The costs for hydrogen retail and distribution are estimated 
at €1,000-2,000 per vehicle (over its lifetime), including distribution from the production site to 
the retail station, as well as operational and capital costs for the retail station itself. Building an 
infrastructure for 25% market share of FCEVs requires infrastructure investments of around €3 
billion in the first decade and €2-3 billion per year thereafter. Annual infrastructure investments 
in oil and gas, telecommunications and road infrastructure each amount to €50-€60 billon.12 
Additional investments required to decarbonise the power sector amount to €20-30 billion  
per year.13



Current costs for an electric charging infrastructure range from €1,500 - €2,500 per vehicle. The 
higher end of the range assumes 50% home charging (investment of €200 - €400 per charging 
station) and 50% public charging at €5,000 for a charging station that serves two cars (€10,000 
in the first years). Potential additional investment in the power distribution networks are not 
included, but could be material, depending on the local situation. In contrast, once the territory is 
covered, no further investment is needed in hydrogen infrastructure – regardless of the number 
of cars – due to the fast refuelling time. As the number of FCEVs increase, it also benefits from the 
economies of scale.



12 Global Insight
13 http://www.roadmap2050.eu/attachments/files/Volume1_fullreport_PressPack.pdf
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Under the key assumptions of the study (i.e. zero CO2 from power by 205014), Europe must 
achieve a significant penetration of electric cars by 2050, if it is to achieve its CO2 reduction goal.
Early commercial deployment of BEVs has already started in several European countries, but 
infrastructure for FCEVs remains to be addressed.



Over the course of the next decades, costs for a hydrogen distribution and retail infrastructure are 
5% of the overall cost of FCEVs (€1,000-2,000 per car) and comparable to rolling out a charging 
infrastructure for BEVs and PHEVs (excluding potential upgrades in power distribution networks). 
The attractiveness of the business case for FCEVs is therefore hardly affected by the additional 
costs required for distribution and retail: if FCEVs make commercial sense – as demonstrated by 
this study – building a dedicated hydrogen infrastructure can be justified.



5. The deployment of FCEVs will incur a cost to society in the early years



The benefits of lower CO2 emissions, lower local emissions (NO2, particles), diversification of 
primary energy sources and the transition to renewable energy all come at an initial cost. These 
will ultimately marginalise with the reduction in battery and fuel cell costs, economies of scale and 
potentially increasing costs for fossil fuels and ICE specifications.



A roll-out scenario that assumes 100,000 FCEVs in 2015, 1 million in 2020 and a 25% share of the 
total EU passenger car market in 2050 results in a cumulative economic gap  of approximately 
€25 billion by 2020 – mainly due to the cost of the fuel cell system in the next decade, but also 
including around €3 billion for a hydrogen supply infrastructure. The CO2 abatement cost is 
expected to range between €150 and € 200 per tonne in 2030 and becomes negative for larger 
cars after 2030. 



A hydrogen supply infrastructure for around 1 million FCEVs by 2020 requires an investment 
of €3 billion (production, distribution, retail), of which €1 billion relates to retail infrastructure – 
concentrated in high-density areas (large cities, highways) and building on existing infrastructure. 
If only one energy company were to invest in hydrogen retail infrastructure, it faces a first-mover 
disadvantage due to the initially low utilisation by a small number of FCEVs and the risk of 
technology delivery failure or delay. In the latter case it would result in a potential write-off in the 
order of hundreds of millions per annum. The initial investment risk would be somewhat reduced 
if further companies also invest and even further if the roll-out is supported by adequate policy 
measures and risk underwriting all one word by governments. 



Hydrogen manufacturers have an incentive – as soon as the economics work – to race to beat 
their rivals. While financial incentives are required to persuade consumers to appreciate FCEVs, 
there is nothing to hold the hydrogen manufacturers back – as long as the retail infrastructure is in 
place. Infrastructure providers, on the other hand, bear a first-mover risk, making a heavy upfront 
outlay to build a retail station network that will not be fully utilised for some years; the unit cost 
reduces over time simply because the fixed capital expenditure is used by an increasing number 
of FCEVs.



The cumulative economic gap of around €25 billion for FCEVs up to 2020 is calculated on a global 
cumulative FCEV production and is mainly due to a higher purchase price. If this is also only met 
by a few car manufacturers, they will each need to finance around €1 billion per annum. Bridging 
this gap could be facilitated by adequate government actions and global co-operation. After 
2030, it can be reasonably assumed that the majority of the consumers will be financially driven, 
making their choice of car in response to an established tax and legislative regime. 



14 The power supply pathway underlying this report is based on the European Climate Foundation 
“Roadmap 2050“, which was developed in cooperation with the industry and describes a pathway to 
decarbonise the EU‘s power mix by 2050 - See page 24
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Provided these are stable and clear, car manufacturers, hydrogen manufacturers and 
infrastructure providers should all be able to make investments on the basis of well-understood 
risks and projected returns. A global roll-out would further reduce the economic gap for Europe.



A strong case will be required to persuade governments as to the level of explicit subsidy needed. 
In subsequent steps, it will therefore be important to make proposals that show how industry 
is taking responsibility for all the risks that they can reasonably analyse, control and mitigate. 
Discussions with Member State and EU governments are likely to focus on sharing the costs and 
risks between public and private sectors. 



The emerging FCEV market (2010-20) requires close value chain synchronisation and external 
stimulus in order to overcome the first-mover risk of building hydrogen retail infrastructure. 
While the initial investment is relatively low, the risk is high and therefore greatly reduced if 
many companies invest, co-ordinated by governments and supported by dedicated legislation 
and funding. With the market established, subsequent investment (2020-30) will present a 
significantly reduced risk and by 2030 any potentially remaining economic gap is expected to be 
directly passed on to the consumer.



SUMMARY OF NEXT STEPS



Investment cycles in energy infrastructure are long and BEV and FCEV infrastructure and  
scale-up should be initiated as soon as possible in order to develop these technologies as 
material transportation options beyond 2020. In the short term, CO2 emissions will therefore have 
to be reduced by more efficient ICEs and PHEVs – combined with biofuels – while taking two 
concrete actions: 



1. Study EU market launch plan for FCEVs and hydrogen infrastructure 



Car manufacturers have signalled that they are ready to mass-produce FCEVs, as demonstrated 
by the Letter of Understanding in 2009 (see page 13). This study shows that FCEVs are 
technologically ready and can be produced at much lower cost for an early commercial 
market over the next five years. The next logical step is therefore to develop a comprehensive 
and co-ordinated EU market launch plan study for the deployment of FCEVs and hydrogen 
infrastructure in Europe (see pages 52-53). This consists of two phases:



 � An in-depth business case and implementation plan for a single Member State (i.e. Germany) 
in order to de-risk the commercialisation of technology and test the supply chain for the rest of 
Europe, starting in 2015. At the same time, a series of subsidised FCEV demonstration projects 
in other Member States should start to gain experience with the technology.



 � A potential staged roll-out plan – first, a market introduction in Member States that have 
developed experience through the demonstration projects, followed by other Member States. 



The implementation plan should be fit for investment by companies and the public sector. This 
includes addressing the risks associated with the plan, how hydrogen will be decarbonised and 
its impact on future CO2 emissions from the transport sector. 



The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
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The dynamics of setting up a hydrogen retail infrastructure are such that there is a limited 
opportunity to gain “early mover” advantage, so the first player will not be able to compensate for 
any losses. Indeed, they will develop the market for all other infrastructure providers who will then 
reap the benefits at a later stage. However, if several hydrogen retail infrastructure providers invest 
– or a market-based mechanism is developed to spread the risk between different infrastructure 
providers – none will gain a ‘free ride’. The market launch plan must therefore go hand-in-hand 
with appropriate government policies. 



After the technology has been de-risked and achieved cost reductions in one Member State – 
and at the same time gained more experience with a series of demonstration projects in other 
Member States – a staged roll-out plan for subsequent introductions in other Member States has 
then to be studied. This will address the supply constraints of car manufacturers and hydrogen 
infrastructure providers; the primary energy resources of different Member States; and CO2 
reduction goals for the transport sector as a whole.



2. Co-ordinate roll-out of BEVs/PHEVs and battery-charging infrastructure 



A similar action would be helpful to support the roll-out of BEVs and PHEVs in the EU. Here, too, 
the risk of market failure exists. Although the investments per electric recharging point are low, 
the financial risk for infrastructure providers remains. As with hydrogen infrastructure, upfront 
investment for public charging will be necessary in order to give customers appropriate access to 
infrastructure from the start.



In order to achieve a sound market introduction, the technology also needs to be commercially 
de-risked and programmes for BEVs currently exist in several European countries and at 
EU level, addressing issues such as technology, market introduction, funding schemes and 
standardisation etc. A coherent approach to these activities would help to optimise development 
and support early market readiness.
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INTRODUCTION



EU CO2 reduction goal for 2050 requires 95% decarbonisation  
of road transport 



In 2009, both the European Union (EU) and G8 leaders agreed that CO2 emissions must be cut 
by 80% by 2050 if atmospheric CO2 is to stabilise at 450 parts per million15 – and global warming 
stay below the safe level of 2ºC. But 80% decarbonisation overall by 2050 requires 95%16 
decarbonisation of the road transport sector (Exhibit 1).  



Exhibit 1: In order to achieve EU CO2 reduction goal of 80% by 2050, road transport must 
achieve 95% decarbonisation 



Decarbonisation may be achieved through efficiency, biofuels and electric power-trains (including 
hydrogen). With the number of passenger cars set to rise to 273 million17 in Europe – and to 2.5 
billion18 worldwide – by 2050, full decarbonisation may not be achievable through improvements 
in the traditional internal combustion engine or alternative fuels alone. A comprehensive analysis 
would be helpful to determine the true global potential of biofuels and for which sectors and 
regions they may be most effectively used.



Combined with the increasing scarcity and cost of energy resources, it is therefore vital to develop 
a range of technologies to ensure the long-term sustainability of mobility in Europe, with “ultra 
low-carbon electric power-trains and hydrogen fuel cells the most promising options”,19 according 
to the European Commission. This study was therefore undertaken in order to compare the 
performance and costs of alternative power-trains for passenger cars – fuel cell electric vehicles 
(FCEVs), battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and plug-in hybrids (PHEVs) – with those of conventional 
vehicles with internal combustion engines (known as ICEs). This included every step of the value 
chain, or “well-to-wheel”.



15 CO2-equivalent
16 McKinsey Global GHG Abatement Cost Curve; International Energy Agency World Energy Outlook 



2009; US Environmental Protection Agency; European Environment Agency (EEA)
17 Parc Auto Survey 2009, Global Insight 2010; study analysis
18 European Commission, April 2010
19 COM(2010)186: A European strategy on clean and energy efficient vehicles, published April 2010



The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Executive summary



Total 
abatementEU-27 total GHG emissions1 Sector



SOURCE: www.roadmap2050.eu



1 Large efficiency improvements are already included in the baseline based on the International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2009, 
especially for industry 



2 Abatement estimates within sector based on Global GHG Cost Curve 
3 CCS applied to 50% of large industry (cement, chemistry, iron and steel, petroleum and gas, not applied to other industries) 
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Electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs) are necessary to achieve EU CO2 
reduction goal 



The benefits of electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric drive) over ICEs are:



 � Electric vehicles have zero emissions while driving – significantly improving local air quality 
– and they can be made close to CO2-free, depending on the primary energy source used20. 
Zero-emission power-trains therefore go hand-in-hand with the decarbonisation of energy 
supply, with the potential to eradicate emissions from central hydrogen production completely 
by 2050. 



 � Electric vehicles can be fuelled by a wide variety of primary energy sources – including gas, 
coal, oil, biomass, wind, solar and nuclear – reducing oil dependency and enhancing energy 
security (e.g. through stabilising an increasingly volatile power grid).



 � While ICEs have the potential to reduce their CO2 footprint considerably through improved 
energy efficiency, this is insufficient to meet the EU’s CO2 reduction goal for 2050. Full 
decarbonisation through biofuels depends on their availability.



Technologically ready, FCEVs are now focused on commercial deployment



30 stakeholders came together in order to develop a factual evaluation of the four power-trains 
and their role in decarbonising road transport. It was also considered particularly important to 
re-assess the role of FCEVs in the light of technological breakthroughs in fuel cell and electric 
systems that have now increased their efficiency and cost-competitiveness significantly 
(Exhibit 2). Previous studies21 predicted that all technological challenges would be addressed 
simultaneously within a few years. In reality this has happened sequentially, with a steady but 
significant improvement in all key areas:



 � With the implementation of 700 bar storage technology, hydrogen storage capacity has 
increased – without sacrificing volume – resulting in driving ranges that approach gasoline 
ICEs. In general, safety concerns have been adequately addressed.



 � Cold start is down to -25ºC, or even lower, due to the application of purging strategies at shut-
down and new materials (e.g. metallic bipolar plates) which have optimised heat management 
in the stacks.



 � With better understanding of the mechanisms affecting durability and the implementation of 
counter measures, such as enhanced materials (e.g. functionalised or nanostructured catalyst 
supports) and cell voltage management, durability (hence cost) has significantly improved.



 � With the development of CCS, an additional low-cost, low CO2 hydrogen production route 
would be made available.



Common standards for hydrogen and FCEV equipment have also been agreed, further reducing 
their complexity and costs: standard connections, safety limits and performance requirements 
for hydrogen refuelling have been established by several SAE22 and ISO22 standards, while the 
electric system is fully compliant with SAE and ISO safety standards. 



20 This is commonly illustrated by well-to-wheel emissions, integrating the CO2 footprint of fuel 
production with its transformation by the power-train (see Annex, Exhibit 43, page 54)



21 See Annex, Exhibit 44, page 55
22 SAE International (formerly Society of Automotive Engineers), the recognised authority on standards 



for commercial vehicles, together with ISO (International Organization for Standardization)
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With more than 500 passenger cars – both large and small – covering over 15 million kilometres 
and undergoing 90,000 refuellings,23 FCEVs are therefore now considered to have been 
comprehensively tested in a customer environment. The result: the focus has now shifted from 
demonstration to commercial deployment so that FCEVs, like all technologies, may benefit from 
mass production and the economies of scale.   



Exhibit 2: With all technological hurdles resolved, the focus for FCEVs has now shifted from 
demonstration to commercial deployment



This was clearly signalled in a Letter of Understanding issued by leading car manufacturers24 
in September 2009, in which they stated their goal to commercialise FCEVs by 2015, with 
hundreds of thousands of vehicles being rolled out worldwide shortly thereafter – assuming 
sufficient hydrogen refuelling infrastructure is in place. This was a catalyst for the in-depth 
evaluation of the four power-train technologies undertaken in this study.



A public-private partnership called H2 Mobility was also established, which is now developing 
a business plan for building a hydrogen refuelling infrastructure in a single Member State (i.e. 
Germany) – complemented by a series of demonstration projects in other Member States – as 
essential first steps towards a full EU roll-out (see pages 52-53). 



The window of opportunity is short. If FCEVs are to achieve economies of scale within the time-
frame necessary to meet EU CO2 reduction goals, action must be taken as a matter of urgency. 
There is also a danger that Europe will lose its technological leadership as other international 
markets gain ground. The European Commission has confirmed that “the global trend towards 
sustainable transport shows that the European automotive industry can only remain competitive 
by leading in green technologies”.25



23 Study data
24 Daimler AG, Ford Motor Company, General Motors Corporation/Opel, Honda Motor Co., Ltd., 



Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Motors Corporation, the alliance Renault SA and Nissan Motor Co., 
Ltd. and Toyota Motor Corporation



25 European Commission, April 2010



SOURCE: Study analysis



Temperature dependency
▪ Cold-weather performance tests 



have shown that cold start and 
driving performance is equivalent 
to ICE



Water management
▪ Prototype systems have shown 



that appropriate membrane 
humidity can be provided without 
external humidifier



Heat management
▪ Current systems have reduced 



heat loss with remaining heat 
used for vehicle climate control



Efficiency
▪ Fuel stack net efficiency has 



increased to 59%, with further 
improvement leading to a 
downsized system at lower cost



Durability
▪ Durability tests have shown that 



acceptable stack efficiency can 
be maintained for the lifetime 
of the vehicle



Material cost
▪ Acceptable cost will be 



achieved by 2020 through 
design simplifications, 
reduction of material use, 
production technology and 
economies of scale



Hydrogen storage
▪ Innovations in materials allow 



Hydrogen storage at 700 bar for 
increased driving range that 
approaches gasoline ICEs



Size
▪ Current fuel cell systems 



fit into vehicle without 
compromising cargo volume 
and vehicle weight



Average and peak load
▪ Voltage range of stack has 



improved, with power battery 
providing additional buffering 
capacity for increased stack 
durability and efficiency



Platinum
▪ Catalyst requirement is 



significantly reduced to 2-6 
times catalytic converter 
loading of conventional ICE. 
Platinum in fuel cells is also 
highly recyclable
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The reality is that no transportation model can be changed overnight – it requires preparation and 
ramp-up of production. A “knee-jerk” response to external factors, such as a rise in oil prices, 
supply constraints and the disastrous consequences of global warming will be too little, too late.



All conclusions are based on proprietary industry data 



This study represents the most accurate to date,26 as conclusions are based not on informed 
speculation, but on confidential, granular and proprietary data, provided by key industry players. 
This has allowed a true comparison of the power-trains, with all underlying assumptions clearly 
stated (see Methodology section, pages 15-25).



In order to present an integrated perspective across the entire value chain, the study addresses 
five key questions:



1. On a well-to-wheel basis, how do BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs compare to ICEs over the medium-
to-long term on emissions, performance and costs?



2. What are the key drivers by car size, miles driven, supply technology and over time?  



3. What are the potential market segments? 



4. How do fuels, electricity and hydrogen production, distribution and retail pathways compare? 



5. What is required at a high level to deploy electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs) at scale 
so that they can benefit society by significantly reducing CO2 emissions, enhancing energy 
security and improving air quality – without compromising its current expectations for 
mobility?



The positive effect of electric vehicles on public health



The benefits of electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric mode) go beyond the 
decarbonisation of road transport and energy security to address the key issue of air pollution 
in large, congested cities: the exhaust from ICEs not only emits CO2, but also local pollutants27 
such as carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and nitrous oxides. Diesel vehicles also emit particles 
referred to as particulate emissions or “soots”. Although these emissions are mitigated by 
catalytic converters, all pollutants that cannot be processed are released into the atmosphere, 
degrading air quality and reducing the ability of large cities to meet air quality targets.



Electric vehicles, on the other hand, release zero emissions in their “tank-to-wheel” process, with 
emissions limited to the “well-to-tank” process – far removed from the vehicle itself. Emissions 
also depend on the primary energy source used and can be potentially reduced to zero. Finally, 
unlike ICEs, electric vehicles are virtually silent, also reducing noise pollution significantly.



26 Other studies taken into consideration include “Hydrogen Highway”: www.hydrogenhighway.com; 
Roads2HyCom project www.roads2hy.com; “On the road in 2035”, published 2008; “The Hydrogen 
Economy”, published 2009; “Hydrogen Production Roadmap: Technology Pathways to the Future”, 
published 2010 



27 This would also apply even if using 100% biofuels
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METHODOLOGY



This study provides a factual comparison of four different power-trains (Exhibit 3) – BEVs, 
FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs – on economics, sustainability and performance across the entire value 
chain1 between now and 2050, based on confidential and proprietary industry data. This was 
possible due to the central role of an independent consultancy and a strict division between the 
consultancy’s “Clean Team” responsible for input gathering and the “Analysis Team” responsible 
for output generation. 



Data was submitted, challenged and, where necessary, benchmarked and validated for every 
step of the value chain – including purchase price, operating costs, fuel, as well as infrastructure. 
While it is possible that breakthrough technologies could provide step changes in current 
pathways to sustainable mobility, the study only considered vehicle technologies that are proven 
in R&D today – and in many cases demonstrated – and therefore capable of a) scale-up and 
commercial deployment and b) meeting the EU’s CO2 reduction goal for 2050.



To ensure a realistic outcome, it was agreed that all conclusions should be based on 
average values derived from the range provided, with no “cherry-picking” of the most 
favourable data.



Exhibit 3: The study focused on a portfolio of power-trains: BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs, 
taking into account significant advances in ICE technology between now and 2020 



In order to ensure no bias towards any particular power-train, the study included a balanced mix 
of car sizes (known as “segments”), representing the majority of vehicles currently on the market 
and with high data availability among study participants (Exhibit 4). Average values for fleets, as 
opposed to specific cars, were taken.



1 Commonly referred to as “well-to-wheel”



▪ Series hybrid
configuration of electric 
and ICE drive3



▪ Smaller battery capacity
than BEV, (Li-ion)
▪ Vehicle can be plugged-in



to charge from the grid
▪ Small ICE-based 



generator for larger range 
(‘range extender’)
▪ Short range: typically



40-60 km) electric driving.  
(based on battery weight 
of 20-80 kg2)



▪ Purely electric drive 
▪ Large battery capacity,



Li-ion technology
▪Only charging of battery 



from the grid while 
stationary1



▪ Short range: typically 
150-250 km (based on 
battery weight of 
70-180 kg2)



▪ Series configuration of fuel 
cell system and electric 
drive
▪ Fuel cell stack based on 



PEM technology
▪Hydrogen tank pressure 



typically 350 or 700 bar
▪Medium range: typically 



400-600 km



▪Conventional internal 
combustion engine
▪No dependency on 



electric infrastructure
▪High fuel consumption



and exhaust emissions
▪High range: typically 



800-1200 km



▪ Parallel hybrid 
configuration of electric 
and ICE drive; also known 
as hybrid electric vehicle 
(HEV)
▪ ICE is primary mover



of the vehicle with support 
from small electric motor
▪ Small battery charged 



by the ICE
▪ Fully electric driving only 



at low speed for smaller 
distances (<5 km)
▪Better fuel economy



than conventional ICE



1 Exchange of battery pack is possible, but not considered in this study
2 2020 values averaged over A/B, C/D and J segments – a ~50% decrease over 2010. Although considerable cost improvements in battery technology 



are considered in the study, it is not expected to achieve significantly lower specific  volumes or weights beyond 2020 
3 Other configurations are possible 
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Exhibit 4: The study focuses on the vehicle segments that represent the majority of the EU 
car fleet (75%) – selected small (A/B), medium (C/D) and larger (SUV) cars



A balanced scenario for the electrification of passenger cars in the  
EU by 2050 



In order to test the sensitivity of the economics to a broad range of market outcomes, the study 
envisioned three “worlds” with varying degrees of BEV, FCEV and PHEV penetration (Exhibit 5). 
These cover:



a. The full spectrum of expected futures for hydrogen, electricity and primary energy sources 



b. Market shares and segment penetration rates for the different power-trains 



c. Coverage area and availability of hydrogen.



All “worlds” assume 273 million passenger cars in the EU in 2050, with a hydrogen retail network 
infrastructure starting in the most densely populated areas (i.e. large cities) and growing to meet 
the needs of expanding vehicle clusters, leading to mass market roll-out. The car fleet is built up 
by introducing BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs where they are most competitive with ICEs (Exhibit 6).



SOURCE: HIS Global Insight 2010; study participants



Defined reference segments



Typical 
characteristics



Vehicle 
segment



6▪ <3,800 mm
▪ 3 door hatchback
▪ €8k-15k



A – City ▪ Hyundai i10
▪ Smart



23▪ 3,700-4,200 mm
▪ 5 door hatchback
▪ €10k-20k



B – Super-
mini



▪ Toyota Yaris
▪ Mercedes A



23▪ 4,000-4,500 mm
▪ 5 door hatchback
▪ €15k - 25k



C – Medium ▪ Honda Civic
▪ Ford Focus



13▪ 4,400-5,000 mm
▪ 4 door sedan
▪ €25k-45k



D – Upper 
medium



▪ Renault Laguna
▪ Honda FCX
▪ Mercedes C



5▪ 4,700-5,100 mm
▪ 4 door sedan
▪ €40k-120k



E – Large ▪ Mercedes E/S
▪ Lexus GS



<1▪ 2/4 door sedan
▪ > €100k



F – Luxury ▪ Maybach



Example



EU vehicle 
production
2008, %



Typical 
characteristics



Vehicle 
segment



<1▪ 2 door coupe
▪ >€30k



S – Sport ▪ Mercedes CLK
▪ Nissan 370Z



12▪ 3,900-4,400 mm
▪ 5 door MPV
▪ €10k - 30k



M1 – Small
MPV



▪ Mercedes B
▪ Renault Scenic



9▪ >4,400 mm
▪ 5 door MPV
▪ €25k-50k



M2 – Large
MPV



▪ Mercedes R



5▪ 3,700-4,000 mm
▪ 5 door 4x4
▪ €10k-30k



J1 – Small
SUV



▪ Hyundai 
Tucson



▪ Toyota RAV4



3▪ 4,000-5,100 mm
▪ 5 door 4x4
▪ €25k-75k



J2 – Large
SUV



▪ Toyota 
Highlander



▪ Ford Explorer



Example



EU vehicle 
production
2008, %
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Exhibit 5: Assumptions for the three “worlds”, each showing a different penetration scenario 
for BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs in the EU in 2050 



Exhibit 6: For all three “worlds”, the car fleet is built up from 2010 to 2050 by 
introducing BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs where they are most competitive with ICEs



1 EU29 defined to include EU27 + Norway and Switzerland



SOURCE: Study analysis
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▪ 2050: 3.3 



FCEV penetration
2050
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▪ BEVs achieve a higher 
penetration than FCEVs



▪ FCEVs mainly sold in C+ 
segments with high share 
in J, M, D



Zero-emission –
Electric vehicle dominated
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Coverage end state 
2050



▪ FCEVs are used in all countries 
with some rural exceptions



▪ Coverage is ~3/4 of the EU29 
area1, (97% cars)



2



FCEV BEV PHEV ICE
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▪ 2030: 1.7 
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technology by 2050 so network 
coverage develops fast
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major shares in large segments
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▪ All over Europe, FCEVs are sold 
and driven. Coverage is equal to 
the entire EU29 area1 (9 km 
average distance between stations)



3
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▪ FCEV with moderate adoption 
after 2020
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(75 % cars)
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A combined forecasting and backcasting approach to maximise accuracy



In order to ensure conclusions were as accurate as possible, both a forecasting and backcasting 
approach was then used: from 2010 to 2020, all cost and performance projections are based on 
proprietary industry data; after 2020, on projected learning and annual improvement rates.  
These forecasted data were then backcasted from the envisioned penetration of power-trains 
in the EU in 2050, as described above. The results showed that the impact on costs for varying 
FCEV penetrations is not significant2 (see Annex, Exhibit 45, page 55):



 � 5% penetration of FCEVs might be expected to be uncompetitive, but this is not the case: 



 —While a Europe-wide highway infrastructure is deployed, clustering of vehicles in higher 
population density regions could keep fuel costs from escalating significantly



 —Focusing FCEV deployment on the medium/larger car segments where FCEVs are more 
competitive helps offset the lower economies of scale and increased vehicle costs



 —Comparing 5% to 25% FCEV penetration in 2050 on a “like-for-like” basis, a C/D segment 
FCEV has a 6.1% higher purchase price and 17.4% higher fuel costs, resulting in a 7.3% 
increase in TCO



 � No significant improvements in economies of scale exist that improve the economics of FCEVs 
or hydrogen infrastructure between 25% and 50% penetration.



The study therefore focused on the “world” with a penetration of 25% FCEVs, 35% BEVs,  



35% PHEVs and 5% ICEs as a balanced scenario for the penetration of electric vehicles in the EU.



2 The TCO of BEVs and PHEVs is constant over the three worlds due to the fact that their learning 
rates are defined on a yearly basis, not on an increase in capacity.



Total cost of ownership (TCO)



In the study, the economic comparison between power-trains is based on the total cost of ownership (TCO), as well as
purchase price (see Annex, Exhibit 46, page 56 for a sample TCO calculation for an FCEV). 



Consumers buy cars for a wide variety of reasons, including purchase price, new vs. second-hand, depreciation rate, styling, 
performance and handling, brand preference and social image. The cost of driving the same vehicle when new is also greater 
than that for the next owner. Calculating the TCO of the power-trains is therefore important because it describes the costs 
associated over their entire lifetime – on top of which individual customer criteria are applied. TCO includes:



▪ Purchase price: the sum of all costs to deliver the assembled vehicle to the customer for a specific power-train and segment



▪ Running costs:  
– Maintenance costs in parts and servicing specific to each vehicle type and power-train combination
– Fuel costs based on the vehicle fuel economy and mileage, including all costs to deliver the fuel at the pump/charge 



point and capital repayment charges on investments made for fuel production, distribution and retail; or for 
BEVs/PHEVs, for charging infrastructure



N.B. There is no discounting of cash flows over the years and no residual value after 15 years. Time value of money has not 
been taken into account. All taxes on vehicles and fuel (including VAT) are set to zero to ensure that comparisons reflect the 
true costs of driving and are revenue-neutral to governments. 



TCO equation +
=



Purchase price



Parts cost



Assembly cost
+                          



SG&A
+



Margin



+



Running cost                                                    
=



+
Fuel cost   



(incl. infrastructure & fuel costs)



Maintenance cost



TCO 
= 
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A balanced hydrogen production mix including a variety of technologies



N.B. Assumptions on power generation are in line with the European Climate Foundation’s 
“Roadmap 2050”, which describes a realistic scenario for all power-trains (see page 24 and 
Annex, Exhibit 47, page 56). 



In this report, well-to-wheel emissions do not incorporate indirect emissions resulting from 
feedstock exploration and the associated infrastructure build-up (e.g. Exploration platforms, 
mining activities, power plant build-up), nor so-called CO2 equivalent green-house gases. If these 
indirect emissions are taken into account, the well-to-wheel emissions of the different power-
trains will change over time, depending on the production and supply pathway. In future analysis, 
it would be useful to take these into account as well.



The study consists of two business models – the vehicle model (generic for all power-trains) 
and the supply model (more detailed for hydrogen as the electricity supply chain already largely 
exists). In each “world” scenario, the demand for each fuel in each year is set by the annual driving 
and fuel economy of the power-trains on the road.



1. The vehicle model (see Annex, Exhibit 48, page 57) calculates the purchase price, operating 
cost, TCO and CO2 emissions based on the cost of electricity and hydrogen and the CO2 
footprint calculated from the supply model. It also includes key assumptions agreed among 
participating car manufacturers (Exhibit 7).



Exhibit 7: Key assumptions for the vehicle model were agreed among participating car 
manufacturers



2. The supply model (for FCEVs) then calculates the CO2 footprint, the cost of delivered 
hydrogen and investment required, based on cost and performance data received for the 
three components of hydrogen infrastructure – production, distribution and retail.  
 



1 Assumed  to be similar across reference segments, with the exception of profit assumption, since margins vary significantly between vehicle segments
2 Percentage will be applied to ICE purchase price per reference segment; same absolute cost will then be applied to all power-trains in the segment



SOURCE: Euromonitor, Polk, EU MVEG, Credit Suisse, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research report, study analysis



Parameter Proposed value



▪ Average vehicle lifetime ▪ 15 years



▪ Average annual distance driven ▪ 12,000 km



▪ Combined fuel economy ▪ Distance weighted average
of ECE-15 and EUDC cycles



▪ Sales tax ▪ Tax-free base model run



▪ Vehicle assembly cost as % 
of ICE purchase price1,2



▪ 13.5% 



▪ SG&A (including distribution) cost 
as % of ICE purchase price1,2



▪ 13.5%



▪ Return on investment as % of ICE 
purchase price1,2



▪ 2% - A/B segment
▪ 7% - C/D segment
▪ 8.5% - J segment
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Key assumptions included:



 � Each year, based on hydrogen demand for vehicles, components are added to meet new 
demand and replace components that are at the end of their life



 � With the exception of retail infrastructure and delivery trucks, utilisation is set to 95% (80% 
for distributed production) due to rapid increase in hydrogen demand, allowing installed 
equipment to achieve full utilisation within a few years (see Annex, Exhibit 49, page 57).



 � Shifting from small to medium to large installation size depends on the annual hydrogen 
capacity added each year, i.e. small components are built when hydrogen demand is low, large 
components when demand is high.



a. Production 



Nine major production pathways were considered for hydrogen, representing all the main 
technologies with the potential for rapid, large-scale deployment in Europe (Exhibit 8). Based on 
these production pathways, many different production mixes are possible. 



Among other options, the study examined two hydrogen production mixes: a balanced and 
economically driven production mix with CCS; the other without CCS, representing 100% 
electrolysis with 80% renewable energy by 2050. Both, however, lead to CO2-free hydrogen 
production by 2050 (Exhibit 9). While the production of hydrogen from SMR with CCS remains 
the lowest-cost scenario, the 100% electrolysis production mix only increases the TCO of FCEVs 
(C/D segment) by 5% by 2030 and 3.5% by 2050.



N.B. All the results in this report are based on the first balanced and economically driven 
production mix described below



Exhibit 8:  Nine major production pathways were assessed



1 Simplified reaction
2 Includes co-firing with biomass
3 100% CO2 reduction from power by 2050: www.roadmap2050.eu



SOURCE: Study analysis
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Exhibit 9: The study examined two hydrogen production mixes, both of which  
lead to CO2-free hydrogen by 2050



As total hydrogen demand for FCEVs is comparatively low up to 2020, a conventional production 
mix is assumed, utilising excess hydrogen from existing assets (industrial sites and centralised 
SMR), with a growing proportion of distributed units (water electrolysis and SMR). 



Beyond 2020, when hydrogen demand for FCEVs increases rapidly, a balanced and 
economically driven scenario is assumed, reflecting the diversity of resources available in 
different parts of Europe and including new sources of clean and green hydrogen.3 This scenario 
avoids over-dependence on any single primary energy source and provides the most cost-
effective means of decarbonising hydrogen supply.



In summary:



 � Before 2020, utilising existing production assets, Central Steam Methane Reforming (CSMR) 
has 40% and Distributed Steam Methane Reforming (DSMR) and Distributed Water Electrolysis 
(DWE) each have 30% share of new production.



 � After 2020, CSMR and Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) each have 30%, coal 
gasification has 10% and Central Water Electrolysis (CWE) and DWE each have 15% share of 
new production.



 � In line with the “Roadmap 2050” study, it is assumed that the share of renewable energy in the 
power mix increases steadily (important for electrolysis) – see Annex, Exhibit 47, page 56.



 � CO2 Capture and Storage (CCS) is applied to all new CSMR, IGCC and coal gasification 
capacity starting in 2020 and coal is co-fired with 10% biomass, which costs three times the 
IEA4 estimate to account for pre-treatment required prior to gasification.



3 “Clean hydrogen” refers to the use of CCS; “green hydrogen” to renewable energy
4 International Energy Agency
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100% water electrolysis production scenario
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 � Coal, natural gas, clean electricity and biomass are all important for hydrogen production.



Both water electrolysis and IGCC could play a key role in supporting the electricity grid: 
electrolysis for demand management; IGCC for dispatchable power, i.e. for storage or export. 
Both technologies are also compatible with providing load balancing services, which will be in 
high demand in an electricity grid which includes a high percentage of renewable energies.



b. Distribution



A range of distribution methods was included in the study (Table 1).



                         Distribution method                                  Tonnes of hydrogen/day



Liquid trucks 3.5



Gaseous trucks 0.4 (250 bar), 0.8 (500 bar)



Pipelines 1, 2.5, 10, 100



Table 1: An overview of distribution methods included in the study



Industry data were then used to calculate the distribution costs5 for different volumes and 
distances, with the least expensive distribution method chosen for the required delivery 
distance. 



A wide variety of distribution infrastructures may be considered, according to hydrogen volumes, 
distances and local specificities. This study assumes a distribution roadmap where gaseous 
trucks are initially the most important method, with liquid trucks bridging the gap to pipelines,6 
which will result in a significant reduction in delivery cost and CO2 emissions (Exhibit 10). 



5 Delivered cost = production cost + distribution cost + retail cost (each cost comes from the  
weighted average cost of all operating components using current feedstock and electricity prices). 
Components already built are assumed to continue operating for their lifetime until retired



6 Private companies in Europe already own and operate the world’s largest hydrogen pipeline network 
covering ~1600 kilometres in France, Germany and the Benelux countries. Smaller pipelines are also 
operating in Italy and Sweden. 



The role of biofuels



There is still uncertainty as to the amount of (sustainably produced) biofuels that will be available for passenger cars 
in the medium and long term in Europe. The study takes the following assumptions: by 2020 biofuels are blended, 
delivering a 6% well-to-wheel reduction in CO2 emissions for gasoline and diesel engined vehicles, in line with the EU 
Fuel Quality Directive; by 2050 this increases to 24% to reflect growing supplies. 



It also reflects the fact that this market will face increasing competition from other sectors – especially goods vehicles, 
aviation, marine, electric power and heavy industry to meet the needs of these sectors and a global passenger car 
fleet of 2.5 billion cars in 2050. A comprehensive analysis on the true global potential of biofuels is needed to 
determine both their availability and for which sectors and regions they may be most effectively used.
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Exhibit 10: The hydrogen distribution mix assumed for the study



c. Retail stations 



Small station (70-100 cars per day) 2 dispensers, 0.4 tonnes of hydrogen/day



Medium station (150-250 cars per day) 4 dispensers, 1 tonne of hydrogen/day



Large station (450-600 cars per day) 10 dispensers, 2.5 tonnes of hydrogen/day



Table 2: An overview of retail stations included in the study



The size of retail stations added was determined by hydrogen demand and coverage area: when 
coverage expands faster than demand, new retail stations are small; when demand grows faster 
than the coverage area, larger retail stations are added etc. 



In the first decade, utilisation of retail stations is low, resulting in higher costs, but by 2020 it 
achieves 80% of the designed capacity, based on industry experience in fuels retail (see Annex, 
Exhibit 49, page 57). As expected, large retail stations have better economics than small and 
medium stations.



For the simulation in all “worlds” (see pages 16-18), the number of retail stations grows from an 
initial cluster of four in 2010 to 198 in 2015 and 755 in 2020; for the electric vehicle-dominated 
“world”, Exhibit 11 shows a breakdown of retail stations from 2020 to 2050.



Annual H2 distribution
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2010 205020302020



100% Method
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Liquid Trucks
Gaseous Trucks



Gaseous TruckPipeline Liquid Truck



SOURCE: Study analysis
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Exhibit 11: The number of hydrogen retail stations from 2020 to 2050  
in the electric vehicle-dominated “world” 



Assumptions are robust to significant variations



Projected cost reductions are based on years of experience of conventional vehicles – ICEs – 
including learning rates, the simplification of systems and economies of scale achieved by scaling 
up to larger production lines. The introduction of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), on the other 
hand – with millions now on the road – has given a deep insight into the pace of cost reduction for 
innovative power-trains and components over the last 10 years. 



Nevertheless, all conclusions are robust to significant variations in learning rates and the cost of 
fossil fuels; and by 2030, there is only a small difference of –1 to +3 cents per kilometre (based on 
a pre-tax cost of 18 cents per kilometre), even with variations of +/– 50% (Exhibit 12). 



Thousand retail stations in EU29



Note  Small stations have maximum capacity of 400 kg H2/day, medium have 1 tonne H2 /day and large have 2.5 tonnes H2 /day



25% FCEV penetration in 2050 (hydrogen retail network covers 75% of EU29, giving local access to 97% of all cars)
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Small LargeMedium



Key assumptions 



▪ WACC (Weighted average cost of capital) of 7% in nominal terms (post corporate tax), with no additional margin
▪ An asset lifetime of 20 years (30 years for pipelines)
▪ Oil, gas and coal prices are assumed from the IEA (see Annex, Exhibits 50-52, pages 58-59)
▪ Key raw material prices (e.g. metals) are taken from industry consensus analysis 



The power supply pathway underlying this report is based on the European Climate Foundation “Roadmap 2050”, 
which was developed in cooperation with the industry and describes a pathway to decarbonise the EU’s power mix by 
2050. In 2020, the expected share of renewable production capacity is approximately 34%. This is the minimum 
needed to meet the 20% EU renewable energy target, as there is limited RES opportunity outside of the power sector 
(see Annex, Exhibit 47, page 56). This ensures that the treatment of the power sector is consistent with the EU CO2
reduction goal of 80% by 2050 (i.e. zero CO2 from power by 2050) and draws a self-consistent set of electricity tariffs 
for wholesale, industrial and retail use, together with CO2 emissions from power generation.
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Exhibit 12: All conclusions are robust to significant variations in learning rates and the cost of 
fossil fuels



iso TCO lines



1 Assuming 15 year lifetime and annual driving distance of 12,000 km
2 No taxes included, e.g. excise tax, CO2 tax, VAT
3 Fuel cell membranes: 15% pdc (per doubling of capacity); non-platinum catalyst: 15% pdc; FC structure: 15% pdc, EV-specific parts: 4.0%/1.5% p.a.; 



FC periphery 4.0%/1.5% p.a.; glider cost (FCEV & ICE): 0%; ICE basic power-train parts: 0%; technology packages: 1.5% p.a.



-2 Negative numbers
relate to a TCO 
Advantage of 
FCEV over ICE



Learning rates after 2020



TCO delta between FCEV and ICE-gasoline1



EURct/km, 2030
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-50%
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Fossil fuel2
Oil 0.58 EUR/litre, 
Gas 39 EUR/MWh
Coal 88 EUR/ton



+1



C/D SEGMENT



SOURCE: Study analysis
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The collection, benchmarking and validation of over 10,000 data points



The process of collecting and sanitising data from participating companies was both methodical 
and rigorous:



1.  The independent consultancy and participating companies together defined precisely the 
data to be collected in order to evaluate the four power-trains on a well-to-wheel basis.



2.  The consultancy’s “Clean Team” then sent out detailed data requests on economics  
(Exhibit 13), sustainability and performance for all four power-trains (BEV, FCEVs, PHEVs and 
ICEs), including the following supply chains: Gasoline and diesel, Electricity, and Hydrogen



Exhibit 13: An example of cost data collected for a FCEV



3.  The Clean Team collected the data and assessed whether they were of the  
appropriate quality.



4. The Clean Team reviewed the submitted data in order to understand the differences between 
the data sets of the various companies, asking them to preside correct data, where necessary.



5. Individual output data were submitted to relevant companies for sign-off (Exhibit 14)
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Exhibit 14: An example of cost output data for water electrolysis



After all the output data had been signed off, it was then considered frozen and the analysis of the 
power-trains began.
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The following conclusions are not forecasts, but one possible outcome – the result of a 
backcasting exercise based on a penetration of 25% FCEVs, 35% BEVs, 35% PHEVs and 5% ICEs 
in the EU by 2050 (see pages 16-18).



1. BEVs and FCEVs have the potential to significantly reduce CO2  
and local emissions



BEVs: given their limited energy storage capacity and driving range  (150-250 km1) – and a current 
recharging time of several hours – BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips, i.e. 
urban driving.



FCEVs: with a driving range and performance comparable to ICEs, FCEVs are the lowest-carbon 
solution  for medium/larger cars and longer trips.



PHEVs: with a smaller battery capacity than BEVs, electric driving for PHEVs is restricted to short 
trips (40-60 km). Combined with the additional blending of biofuels (see page 2), they also show 
emission reductions for longer trips, but uncertainty remains as to the amount of sustainably 
produced biofuels that will be available for this market. Nevertheless, they are an attractive 
solution, reducing emissions considerably compared to ICEs. 



ICEs: ICEs also have the potential to reduce their CO2 footprint significantly through improved 
energy efficiency and biofuels. After 2020, however, further engine efficiency improvements are 
limited and relatively costly, while the availability of biofuels may also be limited.



a. Electric vehicles are more energy efficient than ICEs over a broader range of 
feedstocks



Exhibit 15: The well-to-wheel efficiency of FCEVs is comparable to ICEs, while BEV remains 
the most efficient power-train 



1 For C/D segment cars in the medium term



RESULTS



1 All power-trains have different performance criteria and therefore different driving missions
2 CNG used in gasoline ICE; diesel production from natural gas through Fischer-Tropsch process
3 Gasoline and diesel production from coal-to-liquids transformation through Fischer-Tropsch process
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In the energy- and carbon-constrained world in which we now live, the efficient use of primary 
energy resources is essential. 



Exhibit 15 shows the well-to-wheel efficiency of the different power-trains using different types of 
primary energy sources. BEVs are the most efficient solution. FCEVs are more efficient than ICE 
on gas and coal. On oil and biofuels, the difference between ICE and FCEVs is small (see Annex, 
Exhibit 43, page 54, for a more detailed analysis).



Exhibit 16: On a net-distance-travelled basis, electric vehicles could potentially drive more 
kilometres than ICEs using less energy



The data in this exhibit are the result of a backcasting exercise based on FCEVs achieving a 
range of penetrations in the EU by 2050 (see pages 16-18) and the scenario for power generation 
outlined in the European Climate Foundation’s report, “Roadmap 2050” (see page 24). 



While oil will remain the main source of energy for passenger cars in the short-to-medium term, 
switching to a high percentage of electric vehicles will increase flexibility and security of energy 
supply as they can be fuelled by a variety of primary energy sources.



For all future scenarios – and on a total global vehicle travel basis – BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and 
future ICEs can drive more total kilometres than today’s ICEs using less primary energy due to 
increased efficiency.



1 Biofuels assumed to have zero carbon footprint, otherwise more is required to meet well-to-wheels CO2 reduction assumption
2 Electricity as secondary energy – no losses from primary energy included
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Exhibit 17: A variety of technologies are available to produce CO2-free hydrogen  
(future cost levels)



A variety of technologies and feedstocks will be able to produce CO2-free hydrogen, including 
fossil fuels, renewable electricity, nuclear and biomass. 



The most cost-effective future production methods use existing technologies – steam reforming 
and coal gasification.



Costs of existing technologies such as SMR and coal gasification, will increase due to increasing 
fuel prices and costs of CCS (partly offset by technology advancements).



Cost of water electrolysers reduces due to efficiency improvements. The assumed power  
price reflects that these units can be run intermittently, providing a balancing solution for the 
power grid.



Hydrogen can be produced cost-effectively on both a small and large scale – from 0.4 to 1000 
tonnes per day – from centralised or decentralised production.
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b. BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips 



Exhibit 18: BEVs and FCEVs can achieve significantly low CO2 emissions, with BEVs showing 
limitations in range



Despite improvements in fuel economy, the capacity of ICEs to reduce CO2 is significantly less 
than that of BEVs and FCEVs, which can achieve close to zero CO2 emissions (well-to-wheel). 
As the range of BEVs is limited for medium sized cars, they are ideally suited to smaller cars and 
shorter trips.



See Annex (Exhibit 53, page 59) for a graphical analysis of how BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs can 
reduce CO2 emissions over time.
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CO2 Capture and Storage (CCS)



CO2 Capture and Storage (CCS) has been identified as an important solution for reducing CO2 emissions, with the 
potential to provide 20% of the cuts required in the EU by 2030 and 20% of global cuts required by 2050



While the technology is being developed to reduce the CO2 footprint of power generation, an additional benefit is that 
pre-combustion CO2 capture technology also allows the production of large volumes of CO2-free hydrogen. This is 
important to the economic assumptions of the study, as in the balanced and economically driven hydrogen production 
scenario (see pages 20-22), 70% of hydrogen is assumed to be produced using CCS.



CO2 capture has already been practised on a small scale, while the technology for CO2 storage is similar to that used 
by the oil and gas industry for decades – to store natural gas or for enhanced oil recovery (EOR). CO2 storage 
technology combined with EOR is therefore very advanced, providing ample data for storage in depleted oil and gas 
fields, while pure storage has been demonstrated for over a decade in a limited range of deep saline aquifers. 
However, the inherent risks associated with scale up and deployment are recognised. 



The next step is therefore to scale-up the technology, with demonstration projects of a size large enough to allow 
subsequent projects to be at commercial scale. This will also build public confidence, as it is seen that CO2 storage is 
safe and reliable.



The EU has already made significant progress in advancing CCS, establishing a legal framework for the geological 
storage of CO2 and public funding to support an EU programme of up to 12 CCS demonstration projects. The goal: to 
enable the commercial availability of CCS by 2020. This has been echoed by many similar initiatives worldwide.



For more information, please refer to the European Technology Platform for Zero Emissions Fossil Fuel Power Plants 
(ZEP), otherwise known as the Zero Emissions Platform: www.zeroemissionsplatform.eu.
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c. FCEVs are the lowest-carbon solution for medium/larger cars and longer trips 



Exhibit 19: Medium/larger vehicles with above average driving distance account for 50% of 
all cars and 75% of CO2 emissions 



Medium/larger cars are responsible for a disproportionately greater share of CO2 emissions due 
to the fact that they generally cover longer distances, as well as emit more CO2. Replacing one 
ICE in these segments with one FCEV therefore achieves a relatively higher CO2 reduction. 



As FCEVs also have a clear TCO advantage over BEVs and PHEVs for medium/larger cars and 
longer trips (see Exhibit 32, page 42), FCEVs represent the lowest-carbon solution for a large 
proportion of the car fleet, based on current mobility patterns. 



BEVs and FCEVs have the potential to significantly reduce CO2 and local emissions. 
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d. PHEVs are an attractive solution for short trips or using biofuels 



Exhibit 20: BEVs and FCEVs can achieve 95% decarbonisation of road transport by 2050



In order to achieve the EU’s goal to reduce CO2 emissions by 80% by 2050, CO2 emissions in the 
road transport sector must be reduced by 95%. 



PHEVs can reduce CO2 emissions when using the electric drive, but only for short trips (40-60 km). 
Combined with the additional blending of biofuels, they also show emission reductions for longer 
trips, but uncertainty remains as to the amount that will be available for this market (see page 2).



2. After 2025, the total cost of ownership of all the power-trains converge



In the study, the economic comparison between power-trains is based on the total cost of 
ownership (TCO), as well as purchase price, as it describes the costs associated over their entire 
lifetime (see page 18). All costs are “clean” of tax effects, including carbon prices.



BEVs and FCEVs are expected to have a higher purchase price than ICEs (battery and fuel cell 
related) lower fuel cost (due to greater efficiency and no use of oil) and a lower maintenance cost 
(fewer rotating parts). 



The cost of fuel cell systems is expected to decrease by 90% and component costs for BEVs by 
80% by 2020, due to economies of scale and incremental improvements in technology. Around 
30% of technology improvements in BEVs and PHEVs also apply to FCEVs and vice versa. This 
assumes that FCEVs and BEVs will be mass produced, with infrastructure as a key prerequisite 
to be in place. The cost of hydrogen also reduces by 70% by 2025 due to higher utilisation of 
the refuelling infrastructure and economies of scale, e.g. the capital cost of hydrogen refuelling 
stations is expected to reduce by 50% between 2010 and 2020.



Balanced scenario



Range of scenarios1



1 Scenarios refer to a range of potential futures of varying electricity decarbonisation and biofuel implementation:
Balanced – decarbonised electricity sector via renewables, CCS and nuclear, and 24% well-to-wheel reduction in diesel and gasoline CO2 footprint
High CO2 – central SMR for H2 production, EU 2010 electricity mix and 6% well-to-wheel reduction in diesel and gasoline CO2 footprint



2 C/D segment emission limit set to 4% of current 2010 vehicle emissions to achieve 95% CO2 reduction allows 20% more vehicles in 2050
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PHEVs are more economic than BEVs and FCEVs in the short term. The gap gradually closes  
and by 2030 PHEVs are cost-competitive with BEVs for smaller cars, with both BEVs and FCEVs 
for medium cars and less competitive than FCEVs for larger cars. 



While the fuel economy of ICEs is expected to improve by an average of 30% by 2020, costs also 
increase due to full hybridisation and further measures such as the use of lighter weight materials. 
The TCOs of all four power-trains are expected to converge after 2025 – or earlier, with tax 
exemptions and/or incentives during the ramp-up phase.  
 
For larger cars, the TCO of FCEVs is expected to be lower than PHEVs and BEVs as of 2030. 
By 2050, it is also (significantly) lower than the ICE. For medium-sized cars, the TCOs for all 
technologies converge by 2050. BEVs have a (small) TCO advantage over FCEVs in the smaller 
car segments.



By 2020, the cost of a fuel cell system falls by 90%, BEV components by 80%



Exhibit 21: The cost of a fuel cell system falls by 90% by 2020



Exhibit 21 is based on a set of data provided by the participating companies. As discussed 
in the Methodology section, the average value for the fuel cell system cost is used for further 
calculations. The data set in 2010, 2015 and 2020 forms a broad range (see Annex, Exhibit 54, 
page 60), which is normal for an industry planning on mass production. The difference between 
the best and the worst cost data points can vary by a factor of 5, depending on the different 
technologies and processes used by car manufacturers.



The fuel cell system is the most significant cost component in an FCEV (other cost elements 
include the electric power-train and hydrogen tank). With all critical technological hurdles 
resolved, all projected cost reductions for FCEVs are based on engineering improvements and 
manufacturing efficiencies for commercial production. These include:



 � Improvements in design, e.g. removing components; operating at a higher temperature in order 
to simplify the units
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 � Different use of materials, e.g. reduced platinum use; using alloys and smart catalyst structure; 
mitigation of fuel cell degradation



 � Improvements in production technology – moving from batch to continuous production 
patterns; solvent-free (dry processes) with high throughput



 � Economies of scale (1 million FCEVs in the EU by 2020).



All projected cost reductions for FCEVs and hydrogen supply until 2020 are based on proprietary 
data. In order to ensure a realistic outcome, learning rates after 2020 are conservative and 
considerably lower than historical improvements of comparable technologies, such as Wind, 
Solar PV or LNG (see Annex, Exhibit 42, page 54).



Exhibit 22: The cost of BEV components falls by 80% by 2020



Exhibit 22 is based on a set of data provided by the participating companies. As discussed in 
the Methodology section, the average value for the BEV component cost is used for further 
calculations. The data set in 2010, 2015 and 2020 forms a broad range (see Annex, Exhibit 55, 
page 60), which is normal for an industry that has just started mass production. The difference 
between the best and the worst cost data point can vary by a factor of 3.



All projected cost reductions for BEV components are based on proprietary data  
and include:



 � Improvements in production engineering: operations such as electrode cutting, forming, 
stacking and contacting of the collectors will gradually grow more efficient through the 
introduction of advanced laser technologies and a shift from “batch to continuous” production 
modes. The automatisation and rationalisation of quality testing along the production line will 
also generate efficiency gains.



 � Economies of scale from larger production plants (3 million BEVs in the EU by 2020). 
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Exhibit 23: In 2020, 31% of technology improvements in BEVs and PHEVs  
also apply to FCEVs



 � BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs are complementary technologies as they share many similar 
electrical drive-train components, i.e. battery and electric drive. Investments in BEVs and 
PHEVs therefore also benefit FCEVs and vice versa.



Exhibit 24: ICE fuel economy is assumed to increase by an average of 30% by 2020 
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2020 – Significant hybridizationTypical hybridization measures2010 – Increasing hybridization



▪ OEMs expect that 80% of ICE 
vehicles in the C/D segment will 
be hybridized



▪ Optimized hybridization of C/D 
segment vehicle (with both power-
train and non-power-train 
measures) increases component 
cost by EUR 3,100



▪ Fuel economy is assumed to 
increase by an average of ~30%1



▪ Fuel economy mainly improved 
by ICE power-train and non-power-
train packages 



▪ In addition, all OEMs have hybrid 
vehicles in development or already 
on the market



▪ Level of hybridization varies



▪ Power-train improvements
– ICE downsizing
– Variable valve control
– Engine friction reduction
– Electric drive efficiency
– Battery improvements,     



e.g., Li-ion
▪ Non-power-train improvements



– Regenerative braking
– Start-stop system
– Low rolling resistance tyres
– Strong weight reduction
– Electrification of auxiliaries
– Improved aerodynamics
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The results of the study take into account significant improvements in fuel economy in ICEs  
by 2020.



a.  The cost of hydrogen reduces by 70% by 2025



Exhibit 25: The production mix assumed in the study is robust to energy shocks



Of the nine hydrogen production mixes studied, two were considered the most relevant for this 
study: the first (Exhibit 25) is more economically driven and based on a mix of fossil fuels and 
renewable energy; the second is based entirely on renewable energy (see Exhibit 26). Both 
production mixes reduce CO2 emissions (well-to-tank) to near-zero. 



Before 2020, the first production mix assumes that the limited volume of hydrogen required will be 
produced using centralised SMR (40%), distributed SMR (30%) and distributed water electrolysis 
(30%). After 2020, when the costs of FCEVs have come down and hydrogen demand rapidly 
increases, it assumes centralised SMR + CCS (30%); IGCC + CCS (30%); coal gasification + CCS 
(10%); centralised water electrolysis (15%); and decentralised water electrolysis (15%). Between 
2010 and 2050, the study assumes an increasing share of renewable energy in the power mix (see 
Annex, Exhibit 47, page 56).



The exhibit shows results for the first hydrogen production mix on which the study is based: the 
lower left hand chart indicates the costs of the chosen production mix. In the upper left hand 
chart, hydrogen retail delivered costs rapidly approach €4.50/kg, while in the upper right hand 
chart, the CO2 well-to-tank emissions first increase, then reduce rapidly after 2020.



As can be seen in the lower right hand chart, hydrogen can be produced, distributed and retailed 
cost-effectively by 2020 from a variety of feedstocks to suit local and market conditions.



N.B.  All the results in this report are based on the balanced and economically driven 
production mix described in Exhibit 25.
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Exhibit 26: An alternative production mix representing 100% electrolysis, with 80%  
renewable production by 2050



The alternative production mix – representing 100% electrolysis, with 80% renewable production 
by 2050 – increases the TCO of FCEVs  by 5% by 2030 and 3.5% by 2050. 



Exhibit 27: The cost of hydrogen reduces by 70% by 2025, then stays relatively  
flat (excluding taxes and incentives)
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The cost of hydrogen will be high in the first five years (2010-2015), as a result of the under-
utilisation of retail stations and the fact that very small stations will be built to reduce capital costs. 
This is still a pre-commercial market, so these stations will have very low economies of scale. 
For example, in order to persuade current gasoline and diesel station owners (dealers) to start 
providing hydrogen, hydrogen will need to be untaxed and dealers will require subsidy.



In the next five years – in the early commercial phase, when stations become larger and utilisation 
grows as more FCEVs come on the road – hydrogen (assuming it is untaxed) could become cost-
competitive with gasoline ICEs (assuming gasoline is taxed).



By 2020, retail costs will have significantly reduced, as more FCEVs come on the road and large 
stations, with multiple pumps and a higher utilisation, are built. New large-scale IGCC and CG 
plants will also start to be built, further reducing the cost of hydrogen.



b. By 2030, BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs are all cost-competitive with ICEs in relevant segments



Exhibit 28: After 2025, the TCOs of all the power-trains converge



Due to the initial steep decrease in the cost of fuel cell systems, BEV components and hydrogen 
as a result of higher utilisation and economies of scale, the TCOs of all the power-trains converge 
after 2025.
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Exhibit 29: By 2020, the purchase price of BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs is several thousand more 
euros than ICEs, which could be offset by tax exemptions



By 2020, the purchase price of electric vehicles is still several thousand euros more than that 
of ICEs, but reasonable public incentives on vehicle, fuel and an attractive customer value 
proposition could be sufficient to bridge this cost gap (see page 43). The purchase price of BEVs 
is lower than FCEVs.



The purchase prices of electric vehicles may vary widely according to market conditions and car 
manufacturers who may either be further advanced in achieving cost reductions and/or choose 
to limit the premium. They also depend on branding strategies, with a whole range of purchase 
prices within any car segment – from lowest cost to premium vehicles.



1 Includes production and distribution cost
2 Includes retail cost
NOTE: Assuming 15 year lifetime, annual driving distance of 12,000 km, no tax (e.g., fuel excise, VAT)
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Exhibit 30: By 2030, all electric vehicles are viable alternatives to ICEs, with running costs 
that are comparable and a purchase price that is close to comparable for larger cars



By 2030, the advantages of lower running costs almost outweigh the higher purchase price 
of electric vehicles, which start to close the gap with ICEs on both purchase price and TCO. 
Typically, electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs) cost 2-6 cents more per kilometre than ICEs.



Exhibit 31: By 2050, FCEVs are more economic than ICEs for larger cars and fully competi-
tive for medium-sized cars
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By 2050, all electric vehicles are cost-competitive with ICEs, FCEVs are the lowest-cost solution 
for larger cars (J segment).



Exhibit 32: The FCEV has a TCO advantage over BEVs and PHEVs in the heavy/long-
distance car segments 



In terms of car size and annual driving distance, BEVs are economic for smaller cars and shorter 
trips while FCEVs perform best for C/D and J segments (medium and larger cars) and longer trips. 



FCEVs score almost as well as BEVs on annual driving distances of 10,000-20,000+ km in the 
A/B (small car) segments.



As medium/larger vehicles with above average driving distance account for 50% of all cars, but 
75% of CO2 emissions, FCEVs are therefore an attractive abatement option for a large proportion 
of the car fleet.
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c. Incentives could make BEVs and FCEVs cost-competitive with ICEs by 2020 



Exhibit 33: The higher purchase price of BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs could be partially offset by 
tax exemptions



With an average vehicle subsidy of nearly €6,000 for FECVs as currently provided for BEVs in 
several Member States , the purchase price of FCEVs could start to close with ICEs by 2020 and 
be lower in 2030.



Exhibit 34: Temporarily forgoing fuel taxes on hydrogen or electricity will level fuel costs for 
all power-trains over the next 10 to 20 years



1 Assuming a EUR 6,000 subsidy on electric vehicles (either passively through foregoing excise taxes or actively through support)
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If hydrogen is not taxed like gasoline and diesel in the ramp-up phase, infrastructure and fuel 
costs for FCEVs could become cost-competitive with ICEs as early as 2020. 



3. A portfolio of power-trains can satisfy the needs of consumers and the 
environment



Over the next 40 years, no single power-train satisfies all key criteria for economics, performance 
and the environment. As different power-trains meet the needs of different consumers, the world 
is therefore likely to move from a single power-train (ICE) to a portfolio of power-trains in which 
BEVs and FCEVs play a complementary role.



The results show that BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips, FCEVs to  
medium/larger cars and longer trips, with PHEVs providing an intermediate solution to a zero-
emission world.



a. FCEVs and PHEVs are comparable to ICEs on driving performance and range



Exhibit 35: FCEVs and PHEVs have a driving performance and range  
comparable to ICEs



With limited energy storage capacity, BEVs are in a different category to FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs 
with regard to speed, range or refuelling times:



 � For example, an average, medium-sized BEV with maximum battery loading e.g. 30 kWh, 
around 220 kg in 2020) will not be able to drive far beyond 150 km at 120 km/hour, if real driving 
conditions are assumed (taking expected improvements until 2020 into account).



 � Charging times are longer, even at maximum proven battery technology potential: 6-8 hours 
using normal charging equipment. Using more sophisticated and expensive technologies 
can reduce charging time. Fast charging may become widespread, but the impact on battery 



SOURCE: Study analysis



1 Bars represent range of performance across reference segments
2 Fast charging; implies higher infrastructure costs, reduced battery lifetime and lower battery load
3 The gas tank of a PHEV has the same refueling time as a conventional vehicle
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performance degradation over time and power grid stability is unclear. Moreover, it takes 
15-30 minutes to (partially) recharge the battery. Battery swapping reduces refuelling time; 
it is expected to be feasible if used once every two months or less and battery standards are 
adopted by a majority of car manufacturers.



FCEVs have a driving performance and range comparable to ICEs: an average driving range 
of 500-600 km, similar acceleration and a refuelling time of less than 5 minutes, similar to ICE 
fuelling which is a proven business model. 



The driving range and performance of PHEVs is similar to ICEs when in ICE drive. 



See Annex, Exhibit 56, page 61, for a graphical analysis of the impact of cruising speed on range.



b. Snapshot of 2030: different power-trains meet different needs



Exhibit 36: Snapshot of 2030 – only a portfolio of power-trains can satisfy key criteria for 
performance and the environment 



With a driving performance comparable to ICEs and a TCO comparable in the J segment, FCEVs 
are the lowest-carbon solution for medium/larger cars and longer trips.



With limited driving range, BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars and urban mobility. Although 
considerable cost improvements in battery technology are considered in this study, it is not 
expected to achieve significantly lower specific volumes or weights beyond 2020.



PHEVs demonstrate a considerable CO2 reduction. This applies  either when using  biofuels or 
driving short distances. The smaller installed battery depletes quickly when driving at a higher 
speed, with a heavier load or over a longer distance. Although fuel economy is better than ICEs 
for larger cars (especially in stop/start city driving), the purchase price and TCO is higher and from 
2030, PHEVs no longer have a cost advantage compared to FCEVs.
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4. Costs for a hydrogen infrastructure are around 5% of the overall cost of 
FCEVs (€1,000-2,000 per vehicle)  



In order to develop a portfolio of drive-trains, several supply infrastructure systems are required – 
not only for gasoline and diesel, but potentially new infrastructures for CNG, LPG, 100% biofuels, 
electricity and hydrogen. Early commercial deployment of BEVs and PHEVs is already happening 
in several European countries: many car manufacturers have announced production and the first 
commercial models are expected between 2011 and 2014. This report therefore focuses on the 
commercial deployment of FCEVs, which still needs to be addressed.



One could argue that it is inefficient to build an additional vehicle refuelling infrastructure on top of 
existing infrastructures. However, the additional costs of a hydrogen infrastructure are relatively 
low compared to the total costs of FCEVs and comparable to other fuels and technologies, such 
as a charging infrastructure for BEVs and PHEVs.



Costs for a hydrogen distribution and retail infrastructure represent 5% of the overall cost of 
FCEVs – the vast majority lies in the purchase price. The attractiveness of the business case 
for FCEVs is therefore hardly affected by the additional costs required for distribution and retail. 
In other words, if FCEVs make commercial sense – as demonstrated by this study – building a 
dedicated hydrogen infrastructure can be justified.



In the first decade of a typical roll-out scenario, supply infrastructure costs – especially those for 
a retail infrastructure – are initially higher, due to lower utilisation. Nevertheless, sufficient network 
coverage must be available for consumers and initial investments required could amount to €3 
billion (covering hydrogen production, distribution and retail). Although a single company would 
struggle to absorb the risk of such an investment, this is not the case at a societal level. This is 
confirmed by countries which have built up alternative infrastructures, such as CNG and LPG.



The cost per vehicle for rolling out a hydrogen infrastructure compares to rolling out a charging 
infrastructure for BEVs or PHEVs (excluding potential upgrades in power distribution networks) – 
see Exhibit 38 below. The costs for hydrogen retail and distribution are estimated at €1,000-2,000 
per vehicle (over the lifetime), including distribution from the production site to the retail station, 
as well as operational and capital costs for the retail station itself. The average annual investment 
of €2.5 billion compares to that for other industries, such as oil and gas, telecommunications 
and road infrastructure, which each amount to €50-€60 billion2. It is also significantly less than 
additional investments required to decarbonise power (€1.3 trillion3 over 40 years).



Costs for an electric charging infrastructure range from €1,500 to €2,500 per vehicle. The higher 
end of the range assumes 50% home charging (investment of €200-€400 per charging station) 
and 50% public charging (investment of €5,000-€10,000 for a charging station that serves two 
cars. Potential additional investment in the power distribution networks are not included, but 
could be material, depending on the local situation. In contrast, once the territory is covered, no 
further investment is needed in hydrogen infrastructure – regardless of the number of cars –  
due to the fast refuelling time. As the number of FCEVs increase, it also benefits from economies 
of scale. 
 
 
 
 
 



2  Global Insight
3  www.roadmap2050.eu
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a. Up to 2020, FCEVs require €3 billion supply infrastructure investment   
for 1 million cars



Exhibit 37: Total capital investment for a large-scale roll-out of hydrogen supply infrastructure 
in Europe is estimated at €100 billion over 40 years



Initial investment before 2020 is relatively low, as it will be concentrated in areas of high density, 
such as large cities. Investment in retail stations is required in order to reach sufficient coverage 
of the territory, while being initially under-utilised. Retail cost then decreases as more vehicles are 
deployed, with a higher utilisation of the retail station.



The conclusions in this study are based on 25% penetration of FCEVs in Europe by 2050 (see 
pages 16-18). To achieve a 50% penetration, the cost of infrastructure would rise by another €75 
billion, but there would be no significant difference in TCO per vehicle.
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Exhibit 38: A large-scale roll-out of BEVs and PHEVs in Europe could require up to  
€500+ billion over the next 40 years



Electrical infrastructures could require an average annual investment of €13+ billion until 2050 in 
order to serve 200 million BEVs/PHEVs. Two thirds of this relates to BEV infrastructure, as they 
could require a higher share of public charging stations than PHEVs.



5. The deployment of FCEVs will incur a cost to society in the early years



The benefits of lower CO2 emissions, lower local emissions (NO2, particles), diversification of 
primary energy sources and the transition to renewable energy all require an initial investment. 
However, these will ultimately disappear with the reduction in battery and fuel cell costs, higher 
economies of scale and potentially increasing costs for fossil fuels and ICE specifications.



A roll-out scenario that assumes 100,000 FCEVs in 2015, 1 million in 2020 and a 25% share of 
the total EU passenger car market in 2050 results in a cumulative economic gap4  of €25 billion 
by 2020. Almost 90% of this relates to the relatively higher cost of the FCEV in the next decade. 
The CO2 abatement cost is expected to range between €150 and €200 per tonne in 2030 and 
becomes negative for larger cars after 2030.



A strong case will be required to persuade governments as to the level of explicit subsidy needed. 
In subsequent steps, it will therefore be important to make proposals that show how industry 
is taking responsibility for all the risks that they can reasonably analyse, control and mitigate. 
Discussions with Member State and EU governments are likely to focus on sharing the costs and 
risks between public and private sectors.



4 Economic gap is the delta between the TCO of the power-train under consideration and the ICE 
TCO, multiplied by the number of vehicles in the respective year.
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Up to 2020: a cumulative economic gap of €25 billion



Around €3 billion investment is required for a hydrogen supply infrastructure (production, 
distribution, retail) for 1 million FCEVs by 2020. Of this investment, around €1 billion relates to retail 
infrastructure. This will be concentrated in high-density areas (large cities, highways) and build on 
existing infrastructure. If only one energy company made the investment in retail, it would face a 
first-mover disadvantage due to the initially low utilisation by a small number of FCEVs. This could 
lead to a potential write-off of around €0.5 billion per annum if roll-out is terminated or delayed. 
The initial investment risk would be somewhat reduced if further companies also invest and even 
further if the roll-out is co-ordinated by government and supported by dedicated legislation and 
funding. 



The remaining €2 billion required for production and distribution presents a different investment 
risk: hydrogen producers do not expect a shortfall and can meet hydrogen demand as it 
arises, being paid-for product at rates that would cover their costs. In the first couple of years, 
in particular, hydrogen producers can respond with existing production capacity without large 
speculative upfront expenditures. Incremental capacity could then be added in small units at 
reasonable cost. The same applies to the distribution of hydrogen envisaged during this period.



While hydrogen producers may enjoy a first-mover advantage, retail investors face a first-mover 
disadvantage. Hydrogen manufacturers have an incentive – as soon as the economics work 
– to race to beat their rivals. While financial incentives are required to persuade consumers 
to appreciate FCEVs, there is nothing to hold the hydrogen manufacturers back – as long as 
the retail infrastructure is in place. They may also gain a marketing advantage. Infrastructure 
providers, on the other hand, bear a first-mover risk, making a heavy upfront outlay to build a retail 
station network that will not be fully utilised for some years; the unit cost reduces over time simply 
because the fixed capital expenditure is used by an increasing number of FCEVs. 



To reap the benefits of lower emissions, energy diversification and technology development, a 
cumulative economic gap for FCEVs of €25 billion may develop up to 2020, mainly due to a higher 
purchase price. If this is met by only a few car manufacturers, they will each need to finance €1 
billion per year. An incentive to ramp up production therefore only exists if most car manufacturers 
commit and co-ordinate, and government provides temporary funding support. 



This report assumes complete tax neutrality among the four power-trains, which allows clean 
comparison of technologies, but may not be realistic where practical policy is concerned. 
Gasoline is heavily taxed throughout the EU and various green incentives are in place  
(see page 43). 



Financial support for car manufacturers could be provided through tuning the tax regime. For 
the period to 2020, more explicit per-vehicle subsidies could also be applied. In the case of 
infrastructure support, some form of underwriting or sharing by government of investment risk 
may be more appropriate – the issue being not so much the cost of building the infrastructure as 
the risk that the market does not develop, leaving the infrastructure a stranded asset.



It is possible that governments could elect not only to provide the “carrot” of support to both cars 
manufacturers and infrastructure providers, but also the “stick” of legislation. Legislation would 
need to be credible and may present the risk of unstable outcomes that could leave the first-
mover problem only partly resolved; however, it could have a role. 
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2020-2030: a cumulative economic gap in the order of €75 billion due to increasing  
car volumes



If a core infrastructure is in place by 2020, even if it were regional, with a critical mass of FCEVs 
on the road, there could be a much greater willingness to invest and more scope for finely tuned 
legislative measures and tax incentives.  However, as 2020 approaches, it will become clearer 
whether target numbers and costs are being reached – and whether 1 million vehicles is indeed 
the critical number to achieve momentum. At this stage, it seems possible that any government 
support needed during this period could be provided through tax and regulatory systems, 
without special measures or subsidies.  



Beyond 2030: any potential remaining economic gap per vehicle is expected to be small 
and carried by the consumer



After 2030, it can be assumed that the majority of the consumers will be financially driven, making 
their choice of car in response to an established tax and legislative regime. Provided these are 
stable and clear, car manufacturers, hydrogen manufacturers and infrastructure providers should 
all be able to make investments on the basis of well-understood risks and projected returns. 



a.  FCEVs face a cumulative economic gap of €25 billion (cars + infrastructure) up to 2020



Exhibit 39: The cost of shifting from ICEs to FCEVs may amount to €4-5 billion per year for 
Europe (€500 per new car), with the economic gap beginning to close after 2030



Up to 2020, FCEVs face a cumulative economic gap (cars + infrastructure) of €25 billion (mainly 
due to a higher purchase price) and an additional €75 billion up to 2030. 



The TCO of FCEVs vs. ICEs falls dramatically by 2020 and is competitive with ICEs by 2030 for 
medium/larger cars, at which point it is anticipated that the economic gap per vehicle may be 
passed on to the consumer. However, the economic gap continues to rise due to increased sales. 
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Exhibit 40: BEVs could face a cumulative economic gap of €80 billion by 2020, €500 billion 
by 2050



In total, a cumulative economic gap of €80 billion exists for BEVs by 2020 and €500 billion by 
2050. (For an analysis of the economic gap for PHEVs, see Annex, Exhibit 57, page 61.)



Owing to their modular nature,5 electrical infrastructures are easier to build up, but after 2020, 
infrastructure costs for FCEVs are less than those for BEVs as the number of public charging 
stations remains commensurate with the number of cars, due to the lengthy recharging time. In 
contrast, once the territory is covered, no further investment is needed in hydrogen infrastructure 
– regardless of the number of cars – due to the fast refuelling time. By 2030, infrastructure for 
BEVs therefore costs 1.5 - 2.5 cents per kilometre, compared to 1.5 cents per kilometre for FCEVs. 



5 The study assumes 50% home charging (75% for PHEVs), 50% public charging, with two sockets 
serving two cars per public charging station, i.e. four cars
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In April 2010, the European Commission confirmed that “Green vehicles, including those capable 
of using electricity, hydrogen, biogas and liquid biofuels in high blends, are likely to contribute 
significantly to the Europe 2020 priorities of...promoting a more resource efficient, greener and 
more competitive economy”.1 This echoed the call of the European Parliament in 2007 to “institute 
hydrogen fuel cell storage technology, and other storage technologies, for portable, stationary 
and transport uses and establish a decentralised bottom-up hydrogen infrastructure by 2025 in 
all EU Member States”.



Urgent action is required for passenger cars to achieve EU CO2 reduction goal



Plans for the market launch of electric vehicles should therefore be initiated jointly by car 
manufacturers, equipment manufacturers and infrastructure providers. In the short term, CO2 
emissions will have to be reduced by more efficient ICEs and PHEVs, combined with biofuels. 



But investment cycles in energy infrastructure are long and for BEVs and FCEVs to achieve the 
economies of scale necessary to meet the EU’s CO2 reduction goal, action must be taken as a 
priority. Implementation plans for BEVs and PHEVs are described in other reports, therefore this 
report focuses on FCEVs.



a. Prepare EU market launch plan study for FCEVs and hydrogen infrastructure 



This study presents a first step towards a wider, co-ordinated EU roll-out plan study for FCEVs 
and hydrogen infrastructure. With all technological hurdles resolved and thousands of hours of 
testing in a customer environment, industry is clearly ready – as demonstrated by the Letter of 
understanding issued by car manufacturers in 2009 (see page 13) and the global consortium of 
stakeholders who have been prepared to share confidential data for the express purposes of this 
study. The next logical step is to develop a comprehensive and co-ordinated EU market launch 
plan study (Exhibit 41). This consists of two phases: 



1. An in-depth business case and implementation plan for a single Member State (i.e. Germany), 
starting in 2015. At the same time, a series of FCEV demonstration projects should also start in 
other Member States in order to gain experience with the technology.



2. A staged roll-out plan study – first, a market introduction in Member States that have 
developed experience through the demonstration projects above, followed by other  
Member States. 



The above single Member State implementation plan should be fit for investment by companies 
and the public sector. This includes addressing the risks associated with the plan, how hydrogen 
will be decarbonised and its impact on future CO2 emissions from the transport sector.



As this study indicates, there is a first-mover disadvantage for retail investors. However, if 
several hydrogen retail infrastructure providers invest (e.g. via a consortium), or a market-
based mechanism is developed to spread the risk between different infrastructure 
providers, none will gain a “free ride”. The market launch plan must therefore go hand-in-
hand with clear government incentive mechanisms to offset this risk, or the launch will not 
happen. 



After the technology has been de-risked and achieved cost reductions in one Member State – 
with a series of small, subsidised demonstration projects taking place in parallel in other Member 
States – a staged EU roll-out plan study is required, with market introductions in those Member 
States that have gained experience through the earlier demonstrations. 
1  COM(2010)186: A European strategy on clean and energy efficient vehicles



NEXT STEPS
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(Staging the roll-out will address the supply limitations of car manufacturers and hydrogen 
infrastructure providers who cannot undertake market introductions in all Member States at 
the same time.) Market introductions and hydrogen supply infrastructure build-up should also 
take into account the preferred primary energy resources of different Member States and CO2 
reduction goals for the transport sector as a whole. 



FCEV demonstration projects in other Member States are likely to start in 2015. These should 
ideally benefit from the learnings in Germany. Starting too early could result in a 50% higher 
investment for the same volume of cars, e.g. for a country such as Belgium a FCEV demonstration 
project comprising 100 vehicles and four stations in 2011 would cost €30 million now, versus €12-
13 million if implemented after the German launch (the cost of FCEVs will have reduced by a factor 
of four to five and retail stations by a factor of two). 



Exhibit 41: Market launch plan for FCEVs in Europe 



b. Co-ordinate roll-out of BEVs/PHEVs and battery charging infrastructure 



A similar action would be helpful to support the roll-out of BEVs and PHEVs in the EU. Here, too, 
the risk of market failure exists, but as investment per electric recharging point is low in non-public 
applications, so is the financial risk for infrastructure providers in such cases. However, as with 
hydrogen infrastructure, upfront investment for public charging will be necessary in order to give 
customers appropriate access to infrastructure from the start. 



In order to achieve a sound market introduction, the technology also needs to be commercially 
de-risked and several programmes for BEVs already exist in various European countries and 
at EU level,2 addressing issues such as technology, market introduction, funding schemes 
and standardisation etc. A coherent approach to all these activities would help to optimise 
development and support early market readiness.



2  European Green Car Initiative



1 Roll-out in a single member State will be complemented by a series of demonstration projects in other Member States
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Exhibit 42: Projected cost reductions of FCEVs and hydrogen supply are lower than historical 
improvements for comparable technologies



Exhibit 43: FCEV well-to-wheel efficiency is competitive with ICE, with a flexible use of 
feedstocks, while BEV remains the most efficient power-train
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Exhibit 44: Summary of previous studies which were not based on proprietary industry data



Exhibit 45: The different “world” scenarios for the penetration of FCEVs in the EU – 5%,  
25% and 50% – do not alter the business case dramatically
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SOURCE: Press search, OICA, US Department of Energy, study analysis
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Exhibit 46: An example of a TCO calculation for FCEVs



Exhibit 47: An EU 2050 production mix of 60% RES was assumed



1 If fuel cell lifetime is less than average vehicle lifetime (mileage), a replacement fuel cell(s) will be required. 
The cost of the replacement fuel cell(s) will be included in the vehicle purchase price.



2 TCO based on 15 years lifetime and 12,000 km annual driving distance
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Exhibit 48: The basic structure of the vehicle model used for the study



Exhibit 49: Average utilisation rate of hydrogen refuelling stations
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1 Sustainability focuses on the operation (running period) of the vehicle, not emissions for vehicle production or end-of-life
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SOURCE: Study analysis
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Exhibit 50: Feedstock price assumptions up to 2050 and corresponding gasoline and  
diesel prices (version 1)



Exhibit 51: Feedstock price assumptions up to 2050 and corresponding gasoline and diesel 
prices (version 2)



SOURCE: IEA WEO 2009; Working team diesel/gasoline regression analysis on Germany. Study estimates after 2030 
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Exhibit 52: Power price assumptions for electrolysis production scenario



Exhibit 53: In the long run, BEVs and FCEVs have the greatest potential to reduce  
CO2 emissions
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Annex



SOURCE: EEX power spot price; “Roadmap 2050” study by the European Climate Foundation; Global Insight; study data
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Exhibit 54: The cost of the fuel cell stack, based on data submitted by participating car 
manufacturers and suppliers



Exhibit 55: The cost of the battery, based on data submitted by participating car manufactu-
rers and suppliers



SOURCE: Study data
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Exhibit 56: FCEVs have sufficient range at higher cruising speed, while BEVs  
are restricted on range



Exhibit 57: PHEVs face an economic gap of €420 billion by 2050
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SOURCE: Study analysis
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Letter of Understanding 
on the Development and Market Introduction of Fuel Cell Vehicles 



To: Oil and Energy Companies, Government Organizations and NOW GmbH 



From: Daimler, Ford, GM/Opel, Honda, Hyundai/KIA, the Alliance Renault/Nissan, Toyota  



 



Preamble 



Road traffic has been steadily increasing in recent years and vehicle ownership is expected 



to grow. As a result, there will be increased priority on low and zero emission vehicles and 



an increase in overall CO2 reduction goals. Over the last decade, governments, OEMs and 



the energy sector have given special attention to the introduction of hydrogen as a fuel for 



road transport as a priority option to reach several goals associated with emission 



management and CO2 reduction.  



Battery and fuel cell vehicles complement one another and can move us closer to the 



objective of sustainable mobility. 
 



Development and Production Plan for Fuel Cell Vehicles 



Based on current knowledge and subject to a variety of prerequisites and conditions, the 



signing OEMs strongly anticipate that from 2015 onwards a quite significant number of fuel 



cell vehicles could be commercialised. This number is aimed at a few hundred thousand 



(100.000) units over life cycle on a worldwide basis. 



 



All OEMs involved will implement their own specific production and commercial strategies 



and timelines, and, as a consequence, depending on various influencing factors, the 



commercialisation of fuel cell vehicles may occur earlier than in the above-mentioned 



expected year. 



 



Build-up of a Hydrogen Infrastructure 



In order to ensure a successful market introduction of fuel cell vehicles, this market 



introduction has to be aligned with the build-up of the necessary hydrogen infrastructure. 



Therefore a hydrogen infrastructure network with sufficient density is required by 2015. The 



network should be built-up from metropolitan areas via corridors into area-wide coverage.  
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Letter of Understanding 
on the Development and Market Introduction of Fuel Cell Vehicles 
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Key criteria for the hydrogen fuelling stations are: 



• All hydrogen stations are publicly accessible and integrated into branded conventional 



fuelling stations, 



• All hydrogen stations meet the requirements of SAEJ2601, 



• All hydrogen stations are located smartly to enable customer access, 



• The hydrogen is offered at a reasonable price to the customers. 



 



The signing OEMs strongly support the idea of building-up a hydrogen infrastructure in 



Europe, with Germany as starting point and at the same time developing similar concepts for 



the market penetration of hydrogen infrastructure in other regions of the world, with one US 



market, Japan and Korea as further starting points. 



 



In support of the above understanding, the parties hereof have signed this letter of 



understanding on the date(s) herein below indicated. 
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Joint statement by private companies concerning the 
introduction of fuel cell vehicles onto the domestic market and 
the development of hydrogen supply infrastructure 
- Full launch of FCVs in the market slated for 2015! - 



Three auto manufacturers and ten energy suppliers issued a joint statement on their plan 



for the full launch of fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) onto the commercial market in 2015. FCVs 



are expected to make a significant contribution to energy conservation and global warming 



mitigation because they run on hydrogen and emit no CO2 while being driven.  



1. Background 



In accordance with the Strategic Energy Plan of Japan (approved by the Cabinet on June 18, 



2010) the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) is taking measures to increase the 



use of hydrogen energy with the goal of creating a low-carbon society. FCVs are included in this 



effort and METI intends to support the development of hydrogen supply infrastructure for them, 



such as hydrogen stations, ahead of the start of FCV dissemination in 2015.  



In METI’s Next-Generation Vehicle Strategy 2010 (announced by the Study Group on Next-



Generation Vehicle Strategy on April 12, 2010), FCVs are defined as one of the next-generation 



vehicles that should be promoted for their potential from the viewpoint of global warming 



countermeasures, energy security and maintenance of Japan’s industrial competitiveness.  



2. Implications of the joint statement 



Thirteen private companies, consisting of auto manufacturers and hydrogen suppliers, have just 



agreed to take measures jointly with the goal of introducing FCVs onto the domestic market and 



initiating the development of hydrogen supply infrastructure, and issued a joint statement 



(PDF:306KB)  (in Japanese).  



In this joint statement, for the full-scale launch in 2015, mass-produced FCVs* will be on sale by 



auto manufacturers. Ahead of the debut of these FCVs, a necessary number of hydrogen 



stations (around 100) are expected to be installed primarily in four metropolitan areas (Tokyo, 



Aichi, Osaka and Fukuoka) in accordance with the predicted unit sales of the vehicles by energy 



suppliers. 



*Mass-produced vehicles generally refer to vehicles for which systems for quality assurance, after-sales 



service and other operations for customers are in place and which can be sold in a manner that timely 



meets consumer demand. Mass-produced FCVs are predicted to sell one thousand to a few thousand units 



annually immediately after introduction, provided that they follow the same initial sales trend as exhibited by 



next-generation vehicles previously placed on the market, although this prediction depends on advance in 



technology development and market trends in the years to come.  
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3. Next step 



Recognizing that this joint statement conforms to goals set forth in the Strategic Energy Plan of 



Japan, METI will take necessary steps to facilitate the launch in 2015 and subsequent 



nationwide dissemination.  



Release Date 



January 13, 2011 



Division in Charge 



Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Promotion Office, New and Renewable Energy Division, Energy 



Conservation and Renewable Energy Department, Agency for Natural Resources and Energy 



You need the Adobe Acrobat Reader to view PDF files. Download free 



Acrobat Reader.  
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Toyota Motor Corporation
Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.
Honda Motor Co., Ltd.



JX Nippon Oil & Energy Corporation
Idemitsu Kosan Co., Ltd.



Iwatani Corporation
Osaka Gas Co., Ltd.
Cosmo Oil Co., Ltd.
Saibu Gas Co., Ltd.



Showa Shell Sekiyu K.K.
Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation



Tokyo Gas Co., Ltd.
Toho Gas Co., Ltd.



13 J apanese Companies Eye Smooth Domestic Launch of FCVs
―Development of Hydrogen Supply Infrastructure Key―



Toyota Motor Corporation (TMC), Nissan Motor Company, Ltd., Honda Motor Company, Ltd., JX Nippon Oil & Energy



Corporation, Idemitsu Kosan Company, Ltd., Iwatani Corporation, Osaka Gas Company, Ltd., Cosmo Oil Company, Ltd.,



Saibu Gas Company, Ltd., Showa Shell Sekiyu K.K., Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation, Tokyo Gas Company, Ltd. and Toho



Gas, Company, Ltd. jointly announce the following details regarding the launch of mass-produced fuel-cell vehicles



(FCVs)—one of a number of potential next-generation vehicles—in the Japanese market in 2015 and the development of



the hydrogen supply infrastructure necessary for the successful adoption of the vehicles. 



1. As development of fuel-cell systems progresses, Japanese automakers are continuing to drastically reduce the cost
of manufacturing such systems and are aiming to launch FCVs in the Japanese market—mainly in the country's four
major metropolitan areas—in 2015.  The automobile industry hopes to popularize the use of FCVs after their initial
introduction as a way of tackling energy and environmental issues.



2. Hydrogen fuel suppliers are aiming to construct approximately 100 hydrogen fueling stations by 2015, based on the
number of FCVs expected to initially enter the market, to ensure a smooth launch and to create initial market.



3. With an aim to significantly reduce the amount of CO2 emitted by the transportation sector, automakers and
hydrogen fuel suppliers will work together to expand the introduction of FCVs and develop the hydrogen supply
network throughout Japan.  The two groups are looking to the government to join them in forming various
strategies* to support their joint efforts and to gain greater consumer acceptance.



*As a specific initiative in the immediate future, the companies plan to approach local governments and other concerned parties to
discuss strategies for creating initial consumer demand for FCVs and for the optimal placement of hydrogen fueling stations, targeting



Japan's four major metropolitan areas (Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka and Fukuoka). 
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Request for Information


U.S. Department of Energy


Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy





Fuel Cell Technologies Program Technology Validation Activities


DE-FOA-0000524  





March 31, 2011





Subject:  Request for Information (RFI) for supporting Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technologies demonstration and validation activities.





Description:  


The Department of Energy (DOE) seeks feedback from stakeholders for Technology Validation activities aimed at demonstrating and validating fuel cell and hydrogen technologies, consistent with DOE’s on-going efforts.  Areas of interest include:  1) Innovative concepts for:  a) stationary fuel cell systems for residential and commercial applications, including combined heat and power (CHP) and combined cycle operation and b) combined heat, hydrogen, and power (CHHP) co-production fuel cell systems; and 2) Technology Validation projects for other markets.





Program Manager / Team Lead / Area:  


Dr. Sunita Satyapal, Program Manager / Fuel Cell Technologies Program, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy


Mr. John Garbak, Technology Validation Team Lead / Fuel Cell Technologies Program, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy





Background:


The Fuel Cell Technologies (FCT) Program is a key component of DOE’s Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Research & Development (R&D) portfolio, which aims to provide clean, affordable, and reliable energy from diverse domestic resources in order to provide increased energy security and reduced criteria pollutants and green house gas emissions. By collaborating with industry, universities and national laboratories, the FCT Program is working to overcome technological, economic, and institutional obstacles to enable the widespread commercialization of fuel cells and hydrogen technologies. The Technology Validation activity is an extension of applied R&D efforts and is a key part of the DOE portfolio to demonstrate and validate technologies before the deployment phase.  This activity helps identify issues to be addressed in the Program’s applied R&D efforts, and it aids in making accurate assessments of the status of the technologies in integrated systems, operating under “real-world” conditions.  These activities support commercial acceptance of the technologies by providing high-visibility application and accompanying infrastructure demonstrations and neutral, third-party economic and performance data that can be used to quantify and reduce market and investment risks.  





In order to meet the objective of validating integrated systems, a significant amount of performance data from demonstrations will be collected and provided to a DOE designated entity as part of any award.  Data will be collected with the objectives of determining whether DOE goals and targets have been met under realistic operating conditions and for providing feedback to the FCT Program.  Examples of performance data that could be collected include fuel cell stack and system efficiencies, degradation rates, power output, component performance and lifetime, and failure modes.  The data collection process will likely be carried out in a manner analogous to the light duty vehicle and hydrogen refueling infrastructure learning demonstrations and involve a public dissemination component[footnoteRef:1].  Sensitive information or the status of a particular company’s technology would not be divulged outside of DOE. [1:  http://www.nrel.gov/hydrogen/cdp_topic.html ] 






DOE seeks feedback on two broad areas of fuel cell and hydrogen applications which are under consideration as potential Technology Validation topics.  The information areas are described in detail under the Areas of Interest heading.





Since the focus of the Technology Validation subprogram is to validate fuel cell technologies at the system level, the technology status of the areas of interest should be discussed to give a clear indication of whether they are far enough along to be able to demonstrate systems without further system development and refinement being required during the demonstration phase.





Purpose:


The purpose of this RFI is to gather feedback from stakeholders prior to DOE potentially issuing a Technology Validation funding opportunity announcement (FOA).  This RFI is not a FOA; therefore, DOE is not accepting applications at this time.  DOE may issue a FOA in the future, providing approximately 60 calendar days for applicants to prepare and submit applications.  Only responses to the questions stated herein and general comments are being solicited.  Final details, including the anticipated award size, quantity, and timing of DOE funded awards, will be subject to Congressional appropriations and direction. However, DOE may also elect not to issue a FOA and there is no guarantee that a FOA will be issued as a result of this RFI.  





RFI Guidelines: 
Parties interested in submitting a response to this RFI should review the RFI Guidelines in their entirety before developing and submitting a response.  DOE will review and consider all responses in its formulation of program strategies or in potential FOAs.  DOE will not reimburse costs associated with preparing any documents for this RFI. 

All responses to this RFI must be provided as an attachment (in Microsoft Word format) to an e-mail message addressed to FCTtechvalRFI@go.doe.gov.  Please do not provide any information which may be considered proprietary or confidential.  





Questions may also be sent to FCTtechvalRFI@go.doe.gov with the subject line “Question” and the topic area.





RFI responses must be received no later than 11:59 PM EDT on 5/2/2011.  





DOE will not be publishing any report or compendium of responses received from this RFI.  The RFI is one of several routine processes used to solicit information from stakeholders and DOE has no obligation to respond to those who submit comments and/or provide feedback on any decision based on the comments received.  DOE will not pay for information provided under this RFI.  A response to this RFI will not be viewed as a binding commitment to develop or pursue the project or ideas discussed.  





Areas of Interest:


Respondents are asked to comment on the areas of interest below. Respondents are also encouraged to comment on the value of the possible FOA, as well as your organization’s anticipated interest in participating in such an opportunity.





Respondents are requested to provide the following information at the start of their response to this RFI: 


· Company/Institutional Name,


· Company/Institutional Contact,


· Address, phone number, and e-mail address, 


· Brief description of the operations and mission of business or institution (several sentences will suffice). 





Responses to the two areas of interest are limited to two pages in length, single spaced, per topic (minimum 11 point font, 1 inch margins).  When more than one area of interest is addressed, submit separate two- page documents to the e-mail address above.  Please identify your answers by responding to specific questions if possible. We welcome other comments as well. 





Area of Interest 1:  Innovative concepts for stationary and/or CHHP fuel cell systems


Consistent with on-going activities under Technology Validation, DOE is interested in demonstrating and validating innovative concepts and approaches for stationary fuel cells for residential and commercial applications and combined heat, hydrogen, and power (CHHP) systems. The anticipated power rating could range from 1-100 kW but other sizes will also be considered.  Multiple fuel cell technologies (e.g. polymer electrolyte membrane, solid oxide, molten carbonate, phosphoric acid) could be demonstrated and evaluated to validate the technology innovation and to identify remaining technical challenges that need to be addressed by additional applied R&D.  Stationary fuel cells could also be used in hybrid cycles (such as with a turbine) to boost efficiencies.  Please provide comments and insights on the following issues for either or both stationary fuel cell and CHHP systems:


1. What  innovations are ready to be demonstrated and validated?  What are the benefits of these innovations over more conventional fuel cell or CHHP systems?


2. Are there any concerns with performance data collection as laid out in the above Background section, with the types of performance data available, or with providing fabrication, installation, operating and maintenance costs of the system?


3. What do you estimate the funding requirements would be to fabricate, install, monitor, and operate multiple stationary or CHHP fuel cell systems over a period of several years?


4. What are current technology shortcomings and how would a technology validation effort of multiple units benefit continued commercial product development efforts?


5. What early markets are you targeting?  What is the value proposition and rationale for doing so?  What will it take to penetrate those markets?


6. How will the innovative fuel cell systems operate?  For example, will the stationary fuel cell system provide baseload (i.e. constant) power with heat when required; cycle power with the load with no heat recovery; or operate in a different manner?


7. How would a stationary fuel cell hybrid cycle (e.g. with a turbine) be different compared to previous demonstrations and what would be the value of such demonstrations?


8. What are present limitations to commercializing fuel cell-based combined cycle systems?  What is the minimum power rating (both fuel cell and complete system) for which such a system would be practical and what is a preferred power rating range?  


9. What are some renewable energy station concepts for CHHP systems?  What are the potential opportunities to demonstrate a CHHP system operating on biogas, landfill gas or hydrogen recovered from by-product/waste streams?  What is the technology status of the CHHP system for a given hydrogen source?


10. What is the appropriate vehicle fueling infrastructure capacity for CHHP demonstrations?  What are the concerns (if any) with local permitting issues in locating a suitable sized demonstration?


11. What advanced components (e.g. advanced compressors for hydrogen delivery) need to be validated?


12. Please provide any other comments that are relevant to this area of interest.





Area of Interest 2:  Technology Validation projects for other markets


Consistent with on-going activities under Technology Validation, DOE is interested in obtaining feedback on the need for Technology Validation activities in other markets.  Some examples include fuel cell-based auxiliary power units for heavy duty trucks, ships and aircraft and advanced hydrogen and/or fuel cell-based vehicles, including buses, passenger vans, and light duty vehicles as well as the accompanying infrastructure.  Submissions on other markets are welcomed as well.  Multiple units could be fielded to evaluate reliability, durability, and overall technical performance of fuel cells for these markets.  As part of the response to this RFI, the Fuel Cell Technologies Program is interested in comments and insights on the following questions:


1. Are there any concerns with performance data collection as laid out in the above Background section, with the types of performance data available, or with providing fabrication, installation, operating and maintenance costs of the system?


2. What “other markets” should be targeted for a technology validation program and why?


3. What is the technology status of hydrogen, infrastructure, and/or fuel cell-based systems (or subsystems) for the market of interest?  Is the technology far enough along to warrant demonstration without further system development? Is the technology sufficiently different from previously validated technologies to warrant further validation?


4. What are current technology shortcomings and how would a technology validation effort of multiple units benefit continued commercial product development efforts? How many units/systems would need to be validated and what is the basis for this number?


5. What do you estimate the funding requirements would be to fabricate, install, monitor, and operate multiple systems (state number) over several years?


6. What advanced hydrogen/infrastructure subsystem (e.g. components, dispensers, reformers, etc) are ready for validation in the field?


7. What advanced vehicle subsystems (e.g. fuel cell stacks, hydrogen storage systems) are ready for validation in the field?


8.  Please provide any other comments that are relevant to this area of interest.





The Department of Energy thanks you for your assistance and comments.


[Type text]
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DOE Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Program Plan Infrastructure Initiative 
 
The Program Plan needs to be updated to more accurately reflect the status of 
hydrogen fuel cell vehicle technology, and the industry and their needs. In 
particular, it is imperative to establish a Vehicle Market Transformation program 
to support the industry to deploy 4,000 HFCVs by 2014 and 50,000 HFCVs by 2017 
in the United States in concert with other foreign infrastructure programs. This 
imperative is in recognition that electric platform vehicles, both HFCVs and 
PHEVs, among DOE programs address not only climate change, but also our 
dependence on foreign oil most directly and can provide results by 2018 or 
sooner.  Hydrogen as a fuel produced from natural gas, coal and/or biomass from 
abundant national resources can in particular establish the United States as a 
major exporter of fuel with significant balance of payment benefits.  
 
The following initiative is proposed to accomplish this goal:  
 
A Vehicle Market Transformation program is established as an activity in the 



Technology Validation program within the Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Program. The 



Department of Energy should issue a solicitation in FY 2012 to support a vehicle 



market transformation infrastructure activity within the hydrogen and fuel cell 



program. The solicitation shall provide for government cost share of 50% for the 



requisite hydrogen infrastructure for 3,000 hydrogen fuel cell vehicles by 2014, 



and 30% cost share for infrastructure for an additional 50,000 hydrogen fuel cell 



vehicles by 2017. The Department upon the award of the contracts shall inform 



the Congress of the expected costs for the program during budget years 2013 



thru 2014 for the expected 3000 hydrogen fuel cell vehicles and budget years 



2014 thru 2018 for the expected 50,000 hydrogen fuel cell vehicles.  $5 million of 



the $10 million Technology Validation Administration’s request within the Fuel 



Cell program is hereby appropriated in FY 2012 to initiate the vehicle market 



transformation activity for hydrogen infrastructure deployment. 
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This document refers to CaFCP’s current consensus plan for deploying fuel cell vehicles and 
hydrogen stations in California. This consensus vision does not necessarily represent the 
views or commitments of individual CaFCP members.
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Building the Early Commercial Market 
In the 2009 document Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle and Station Deployment Plan: A Strategy for 
Meeting the Challenge Ahead,1 CaFCP members identified the specific actions needed to enter a 
commercial market for fuel cell vehicles and hydrogen fuel through 2017. Based on data and 
real-world experience, the roadmap called for about 40 new hydrogen stations to prepare for 
commercial launch. In April 2010, CaFCP released an update that reported progress and next 
steps toward the action plan goals.2 


This report is the second update and a precursor to a roadmap coming later this year. This 
document identifies immediate actions required in 2011 to prepare for coming fuel cell passenger 
vehicles and transit buses. These actions are the next important steps toward commercialization 
and user acceptance, and point to future needs and challenges to establish the early commercial 
market. 


Vehicle technology has moved from R&D toward commercialization and, therefore, actions have 
evolved to focus on consumer confidence, acceptance and usability. This requires: 


• Successfully opening and operating the stations announced, funded and under construction. 
To customers, a station in planning or under construction does not exist. It’s vital that 
awarded stations move quickly from announcement to retail operation so automakers can 
deploy vehicles in planned timeframes.  


• Establishing early clusters of stations to enable vehicle deployments. To be successful, 
clusters need multiple fueling stations to meet customer needs and provide station 
redundancy. Hydrogen supply must also exceed customer demand by considering peak 
usage in addition to average daily usage. Early clusters will ultimately expand 
geographically and quantitatively to accommodate greater FCV deployments within the 
decade.  


• Meeting current technical requirements and preparing for codes and standards now under 
development. All stations, regardless of funding parties or equipment providers, must meet 
applicable J2601 requirements, provide fuel at H35 and H70, deliver sufficient daily and 
peak supply, and adhere to developing hydrogen fuel quality standards. 


• Meeting customer expectations for retail fueling. Stations and refueling protocols must be 
safe and open to all automaker vehicles, be retail oriented and provide a customer 
experience similar to today’s conventional fuel stations (e.g. 24/7 operating hours, no use 
agreements or classroom training requirements, and conventional payment methods). 


• Meeting retailers’ business expectations for dispensing fuel. Owners and operators of retail 
hydrogen stations must be able to sell hydrogen as a retail fuel, understand applicable 
regulations and requirements for dispensing hydrogen and be able to integrate hydrogen 
with normal business operations, including a path to profitability. Owners must be able to 
see when they can recover operating and maintenance costs, and make a return on capital 
investment competitive with other investment opportunities. 


 


                                                 
1 CaFCP 2009 Action Plan www.cafcp.org/sites/files/Action%20Plan%20FINAL.pdf  
2 CaFCP 2010 Progress and Next Steps report www.cafcp.org/sites/files/FINALProgressReport.pdf  
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2011 Coordinated Stakeholder Actions 
The following are priority actions for 2011: 


• Fill the gaps in areas where hydrogen supply will fall short of demand based on 
automakers’ projected vehicle deployments to early customers. 


 Direct available 2011 hydrogen station funding to support new stations in shortfall 
areas listed in Table B. 


 Identify additional funding, to be available in 2012 and beyond, to support a growing 
network of fueling stations necessary to fuel vehicles in 2015 and beyond, as shown 
in Figure A.  


 Find ways to fund ongoing operation and maintain early retail-like demonstration 
stations, as these will continue to be vital in the early years of commercialization 


• Synchronize and augment regulations, including the Clean Fuels Outlet, Zero Emission 
Vehicle Regulation, Zero Emission Bus Regulation and renewable hydrogen, to better 
support successful deployment of FCVs.  


• Complete many of the codes and standards that enable retail sales of hydrogen as fuel. 


• Use information from industry and academia to identify new funding models to transition 
away from year-to-year government co-funding. 


• Target education and training in the early market communities that are receiving their 
first hydrogen stations this year. 


2010 Snapshot 
At the end of 2010, California had four publically accessible hydrogen stations that customers 
from each automaker can use, two of which already have more demand for fuel than they can 
supply. A new station in Torrance was being commissioned as this document was written. Four 
more stations are expected to open in Southern California in early-2011 and one in San Francisco 
near the end of 2011. (See Appendix 1 for a list of current and planned stations.) 


Several of these demonstration stations are first of their kind, building upon the experience from 
earlier stations and becoming a proving ground for new technology and ideas. The Torrance 
station is the first to take fuel from an active underground hydrogen pipeline. The Harbor City 
station is the first to have high-pressure delivered gas, minimizing on-site compression. Fountain 
Valley will be the first to make 100% renewable hydrogen from wastewater digester gas. Jointly, 
the new stations will provide more fueling options for existing fuel cell vehicle customers and 
transit buses, and enable automakers to place more new vehicles with retail customers and into 
fleet operation. 


In 2010, a collaboration of five San Francisco Bay Area transit agencies began operating a fleet 
of 12 new fuel cell buses. The buses have the latest improvements and upgrades learned from 
prior demonstrations including a fully integrated hybrid fuel cell/battery electrical system with an 
advanced lithium-ion energy storage system. The buses have more passenger capacity and carry 
40kg of hydrogen, yet weigh 5,000 pounds less than the previous generation of fuel cell bus and 
cost about 35% less. 


The buses will use two stations, both using new ideas and technology. The station in Emeryville 
is a solar electrolysis station with two dispensers: one inside the fence for buses and one outside 
the fence for passenger vehicles. The transit-only station in Oakland will be the first to use a 
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biogas-fed stationary fuel cell system to fully power an electrolyzer and all other electrically 
driven equipment at the station with renewable energy.  


Two additional California fuel cell bus demonstrations are underway: one with SunLine Transit 
in Thousand Palms and the other with the City of Burbank. San Francisco MTA is also 
demonstrating the use of a hydrogen fuel cell auxiliary power unit in a hybrid diesel/electric 
transit bus. At a one-day workshop3 in Washington DC hosted by the U.S. Department of 
Energy, technical experts from industry, end users, academia, DOE national laboratories, and 
other government agencies concluded that the fuel cell vehicle technology is close to commercial 
readiness. 


Fuel Cell Vehicles on the Road 


Fuel cell passenger vehicles 
CaFCP conducts annual surveys of its automaker members to gain an accurate projection of 
planned vehicle deployments in the coming years. The December 2010 results show trends 
similar to previous surveys, confirming automaker plans for hundreds, thousands and then tens 
of thousands of fuel cell vehicles. Table A presents the 2010 CaFCP automaker survey results 
while Figure A presents a summary of CaFCP’s 2010 automaker survey results for passenger 
FCVs compared to the 2009 survey. Result show that automakers now expect FCVs to reach tens 
of thousands slightly earlier than they did in 2009. 
Table A: 2010 CaFCP survey of automaker passenger fuel cell vehicles 
 Hundreds Thousands Tens of thousands 


 Through 2013 2014 2015-2017 


Total Passenger Vehicles* 430 1,400 53,000 


 
 
Figure A: Total number of passenger FCVs on the road from automaker surveys 
 


Fuel cell buses 
The California Air Resources Board is currently monitoring all California fuel cell bus 
demonstrations by measuring bus performance characteristics such as bus reliability, availability, 
durability and cost as it compares to a conventional bus in transit service today. As the fuel cell 
buses reach commercial readiness, CARB is prepared to propose regulatory actions to require 
large transit agencies to purchase a small percentage of all new bus acquisitions as zero emission 
buses. CARB expects this percentage to be about 15%. When this purchase requirement is 
implemented, the 10 largest California transit agencies will likely be affected, further expanding 
the need for hydrogen infrastructure in the most densely populated regions of the state.  


                                                 


3 Joint Fuel Cell Bus Workshop Summary Report, 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/pdfs/buswksp10_summary.pdf 
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Fuel cell buses 
The California Air Resources Board is currently monitoring all California fuel cell bus 
demonstrations by measuring bus performance characteristics such as reliability, availability, 
durability and cost as they compare to conventional buses in transit service today. As fuel cell 
buses reach commercial readiness, CARB is prepared to propose regulatory actions to require 
large transit agencies to purchase a small percentage of all new bus acquisitions as zero emission 
buses. When this purchase requirement is implemented, the 10 largest California transit agencies 
will begin deployment, further expanding the need for hydrogen infrastructure, including high-
volume stations, in the most densely populated regions of the state.  


Hydrogen stations 
Four publicly accessible hydrogen stations were open in California at the end of 2010. Eight 
more stations were in development in 2010 and in November 2010 the California Energy 
Commission proposed funding for eight new and three upgraded/expanded stations. Proposed 
funding is expected to be awarded in early 2011, with stations to begin operation in 2012. 
 
The maps on the following page (Figure B) show a progression of public hydrogen stations in 
Southern California from those open at the end of 2010 to those projected to be open by the end 
of 2012. Figure C shows the stations expected in Northern California by the end of 2012. 
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Figure B: Progression of hydrogen stations in Southern California 
 


 Stations open to the public in 2010 


 


West Los Angeles 
Riverside 
Irvine 
Thousand Palms 


 Stations to be added in 2011 
Newport Beach 
Harbor City 
Los Angeles 
Burbank 
Fountain Valley 
Torrance 
Westwood 


 Stations to be added in 2012 
West Los Angeles 
Irvine (2) 
Beverly Hills 
Diamond Bar 
Santa Monica 
Hawthorne 
Hermosa Beach 
Laguna Niguel 
 


Proposed for funding in 2010 
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 Figure C: Northern California hydrogen stations 


 


2010 Progress and 2011 Recommended Actions  


In 2010, CaFCP members made progress with each of the five points in the Progress and Next 
Steps report. Most of the actions are specific steps to bringing clusters of demonstration retail-
ready hydrogen stations into operation in the early market areas.  


Fund showcase stations  
Progress: In the 2010 progress report, automakers and transit agencies identified seven specific 
communities that needed new stations before 2012, and four existing stations that needed 
upgraded, expanded or extended operation. Automakers identified these locations as best suited 
to provide “primary” stations to their first customers. The goal is to maximize station utilization, 
make the best use of limited funding, and provide adequate fuel and convenience for customers. 


In November, the California Energy Commission released its Notice of Proposed Awards that 
identifies the Transportation Committee’s support for co-funding 11 new, expanded or upgraded 
stations.4 The solicitation included specific points to ensure public access, longevity and faster 
station planning and construction. 


In addition, South Coast Air Quality Management District and the California Air Resources 
Board funded continued operation of the Burbank station. 


                                                 
4 Alternative and Renewable Fuel and Vehicle Technology Program Grant Solicitation PON-09-608 Hydrogen Fuel 
Infrastructure http://www.energy.ca.gov/contracts/PON-09-608_Revised_NOPA.pdf  
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2011 Action: Fill the gaps in areas where hydrogen supply will fall short of demand based on 
automakers’ projected vehicle deployments to early customers. 


• Direct available 2011 hydrogen station funding to support new stations in the shortfall 
areas listed in Table B. 


• Identify additional funding, to be available in 2012 and beyond, to support a growing 
network of fueling stations necessary to fuel vehicles in 2015 and beyond, as shown 
in Figure A.  


• Find ways to fund ongoing operation and maintenance of early retail-like 
demonstration stations, as these will continue to be vital in the early years of 
commercialization 


Customers need confidence they will be able to fuel their new vehicles where they want to go, 
and at times that are convenient for their schedules. It is important that hydrogen stations have 
adequate supply on a daily and peak basis to supply the growing vehicle fleet. Fulfilling 
customer needs with sufficient locations will initially result in more hydrogen than needed, but 
location is a key to customer adoption that will start the early commercial market.  


Through the survey and ongoing planning meetings, the automakers jointly identified areas 
where they project a shortfall in fuel supply by 2014, based on vehicle placement plans. Stations 
in these areas (listed in Table B) will fill these gaps. Areas within the South Coast air basin refer 
to South Coast AQMD’s forecast map.  


 
Table B: Areas where additional hydrogen stations are needed before 2014*  
Air Basin  County  Area 


South Coast‡ 


(Los Angeles region) 


Los Angeles  South LA County Coastal (region 4) 


West San Fernando Valley (region 6) 


Orange  North Orange County (region 16) 


  Central Orange County (region 17) 


  Saddleback Valley (region 19) 


  Capistrano Valley (region 21) 


South Central Coast  Santa Barbara  Santa Barbara 


San Diego  San Diego  San Diego 


San Francisco Bay Area  San Francisco   San Francisco 


Santa Clara  Santa Clara 


Sacramento Valley  Sacramento & Yolo  Sacramento 


* Areas having hydrogen supply shortfall by 2014 or sooner, based on projected publicly accessible hydrogen supply 
(kg/day) compared to automakers’ projected vehicle deployments. 
‡Regions within the South Coast air basin refer to the South Coast Air Quality Management District forecast area 
maps, the location basis used for the 2010 automaker survey.  
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In addition to location, new stations must also consider retail customer fueling habits. Most 
people fuel their vehicles in the few hours before and after work.5 Therefore, stations must be 
designed to provide 75-80% of their capacity in a three-hour window. For example, a station that 
has 50 customers a day will typically see 20 of the customers between 6:00am and 9:00am, 25 
customers between 5:00pm and 8:00pm, and the other five throughout the day. Therefore, that 
station’s design must consider both daily and peak fueling capacity. 


As FCVs approach the early commercial market, clusters of stations need to grow into an urban 
network and ultimately a system. Meeting this challenge requires continued operation of existing 
public stations as well as adding new stations. Stations must prove reliability in retail-like use so 
automakers can be confident their new customers will have access to sufficient fuel supply and 
locations. 


Additional hydrogen stations will need to be funded and built before 2015 to prepare for 
commercial launch of vehicles, and stations will need to be added and expanded each year to fuel 
the rapidly growing vehicle fleet. In the next few years, as more customers drive fuel cell 
vehicles, automakers will better understand how fueling location impacts early adoption. 
Automakers will prioritize new station locations as they understand customer market needs.  


Synchronize and augment regulations and policies 
Progress: Federal, state and regional government regulatory agencies took early action to 
synchronize vehicle regulations that emphasize zero emissions with fuel regulations that aim to 
lower carbon content through biofuels. Agencies will continue to look at ways to synchronize the 
regulations and policies.  


2011 Actions: The California Air Resources Board will consider revisions to several regulations, 
including the Clean Fuels Outlet, Zero Emission Vehicle Regulation and Zero Emission Bus 
Regulation in 2011. CaFCP and its members will continue to work with U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency to include fuel cell vehicles in the new EPA vehicle labels. In addition, 
California and the Department of Energy will continue research and evaluation of ways to make 
hydrogen from renewable resources, including biogas and biomass, in a more cost effective 
manner. 


Complete codes and standards for retail sales of hydrogen 
Progress: Several of the first standards for hydrogen quality have been adopted by standards 
setting organizations. The National Institute of Standards and Technology accepted the standards 
for hydrogen signage and dispenser marking. California Division of Measurement Standards, 
with support from NIST and the U.S. National Working Group and funding from CEC, expects 
to finalize hydrogen metrology standards by early 2012. In addition, the California Energy 
Commission executed a contract with the California Department of Food and Agriculture to 
establish a hydrogen dispenser type approval and hydrogen fuel quality standards.  


2011 Actions: CDFA to develop a one-year timeline for completing the rest of the codes and 
standards that includes:  


• Perform tolerance testing at existing stations  


                                                 
5 Driving demand: What can gasoline refueling patterns tell us about planning an alternative fuel network?, M. Nicholas, UC 
Davis Institute of Transportation Studies, September 2010 
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• Determine best practices for testing and evaluating hydrogen gas-measuring devices 
• Create a standard for type and field evaluation based on the most efficient, cost-effective, 


and precise method 
• Develop an examination procedure outline for compliance testing and examination for 


weights and measures officials 


Support business model development by the private sector 
Progress: CaFCP initiated a series of meetings with people in the traditional and alternative fuel 
businesses to learn how hydrogen can become a future profit center. CaFCP has also been 
evaluating existing business reports to understand how best to analyze and present the business 
case for selling hydrogen as a retail fuel. The International Partnership for Hydrogen and Fuel 
Cells in the Economy, in conjunction with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory and the 
California Fuel Cell Partnership, held workshops to identify early market fuel infrastructure 
options. 


2011 Actions: In early 2011, CaFCP and SIGMA, a membership organization of independent 
retail fuel marketers, began a joint workgroup to better understand the potential business case of 
hydrogen dispensers in retail fuel stations. CaFCP will also complete a report that uses UC Davis 
and UC Irvine costs analyses. NREL will hold an additional workshop with station equipment 
providers to better identify component cost targets and needs for R&D. With this information, 
CaFCP aims to identify new funding models to transition away from year-to-year government 
co-funding. 


Support early market communities 
Progress: Through outreach, education and training, CaFCP helps speed the permitting and 
construction process of hydrogen stations in the first communities. CaFCP members and staff 
met with many state and local elected officials in the early market areas to help them understand 
the benefits of bringing fuel cell vehicles into their communities. CaFCP also conducted first 
responder training, permitting workshops and business breakfasts in the Los Angeles and Orange 
County areas. 


2011 Actions: Target education and training in the early market communities that are receiving 
their first hydrogen demonstration stations this year. The goal is to provide information and 
hands-on experience to officials and residents to ensure that the planning and permitting 
processes move quickly and smoothly. 


Progress must continue if California is to retain leadership in fuel cell vehicle commercialization, 
bringing environmental and economic benefits, including a potential 25,000 new jobs that DOE 
estimates the industry could create.6  


  


                                                 
6 Department of Energy. Effects of a Transition to a Hydrogen Economy on Employment in the United States Report to Congress. 
July 2008, www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/epact1820_employment_study.pdf  
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Conclusion 
Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles offer zero-emission vehicle attributes with range, refueling time and 
performance comparable to current conventional vehicles while using domestic energy sources. 
FCVs are one of the few vehicle technologies that can meet the demands of a diverse consumer 
market while significantly reducing greenhouse gas emissions and local air pollutants and 
diversifying our energy sources. Hydrogen is a domestically produced low-carbon fuel and has 
demonstrated the ability to be a zero-carbon fuel when produced from renewable resources.  


Commercializing fuel cell vehicles is a dynamic and challenging process. Actions and priorities 
will change as deployment proceeds, requiring refinements and adjustments as progress is made. 
This report presents the second such refinement by identifying immediate steps required in 2011 
to bring FCVs to the commercial market as part of the portfolio of solutions.  


Automakers’ plans for commercializing fuel cell vehicles remain strong and consistent with 
previous years’ projections, even as some OEMs begin to roll out other advanced technologies. 
Many automakers have stated that fuel cell vehicles are the ultimate solution and vital to meeting 
consumer expectations for zero emission vehicles.7 By 2017, more than 50,000 fuel cell vehicles 
are expected to be on California roads. The FTA recently awarded $16.6 million in grants to help 
speed commercialization of fuel cell buses.8  
Building clusters of stations in early market communities is the right strategy to provide benefits 
of customer convenience, reduced operational costs and ease of transferring experience from one 
location to another. UC Irvine’s STREET model shows that eight hydrogen stations clustered in 
the Irvine area can match the level of service that the existing 34 retail gasoline stations provide.9 
While initially the stations will be able to provide more hydrogen than customers demand, as the 
number of vehicles increases from hundreds to thousands the stations will be ready to meet the 
increased demand. 


Current station deployment can work for hundreds of FCVs, but there needs to be a fundamental 
increment in infrastructure development and sustainability in the longer term to allow 
automakers to go from thousands to tens of thousands of FCVs. Uncertainty about stakeholders’ 
ability to overcome this hurdle remains high and is the main challenge in the years to come. 
Funding mechanisms, retail sales of hydrogen, cost-effective renewable hydrogen and 
synchronizing government regulations around low-carbon fuels and zero-emission vehicles are 
as necessary for commercialization as reducing costs and improving durability. 


                                                 
7 Toyota Advances Hydrogen Fuel Cell Plans Amid Industry's Battery‐Car Push, Bloomberg, January 12, 2011 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011‐01‐13/toyota‐advances‐hydrogen‐plans‐amid‐industry‐s‐battery‐car‐push.html  
Mercedes‐Benz Brings the Latest Fuel Cell Fleet to the USA, Daimler press release, November 18, 2010 
http://www.daimler.com/dccom/0‐5‐633234‐1‐1348590‐1‐0‐0‐0‐0‐0‐9293‐7145‐0‐0‐0‐0‐0‐0‐0.html  
Big three Japanese carmakers in ‘green’ push, Financial Times, January 13, 2011 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/ac949ba6‐1f44‐
11e0‐8c1c‐00144feab49a.html?ftcamp=rss#axzz1Bya2M4Vm  
Honda president Ito says fuel cell vehicle is ultimate solution, Detroit Auto Show January 11, 2011 
http://hondanews.com/channels/corporate/releases/a54bfbfb‐5b9b‐2574‐9eba‐b7004c34ba4b?query=ito+fuel+cell 
Hyundai Details Global Fuel‐Cell Vehicle Plans, Edmunds Inside Line, October 15, 2010 
http://www.insideline.com/hyundai/hyundai‐details‐global‐fuel‐cell‐vehicle‐plans.html  
GM Fuel‐Cell System Edges Closer to Reality, Edmunds Inside Line, March 2010 
http://www.insideline.com/chevrolet/equinox/gm‐fuel‐cell‐system‐edges‐closer‐to‐reality.html  
8 http://www.fta.dot.gov/news/news_events_12231.html    
9 Systematic planning to optimize investments in hydrogen, infrastructure deployment, Shane D. Stephens‐Romero, et al., 
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy 2010 
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Other technologies benefit from the progress of automotive fuel cells. Fuel Cells 2000’s report 
The Business Case for Fuel Cells10 profiles 38 nationally recognized companies, including Coca-
Cola, Staples, Wal-Mart, Whole Foods, Hilton Hotels and Sysco that have ordered, installed or 
deployed more than 1,000 fuel cell forklifts, 15 MW of power from stationary fuel cells and 600 
fuel cell units at telecom sites.  


California is a world leader in fuel cell vehicle demonstration and hydrogen infrastructure 
development, which has created jobs and new businesses in the ever-growing green technology 
sector. The state is positioned to continue its leadership by successfully initiating the commercial 
launch of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles as a part of the transition to electrification of the fleet.  


                                                 
10 The Business Cars for Fuel Cells www.fuelcells.org/BusinessCaseforFuelCells.pdf  
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Appendix A 


 


Open and Planned Hydrogen Stations in California 


Status 
 


Station  
LDV 


Capacity 
kg/day 


Pressure 
(H35/H70) 


O
pe


n 


 Irvine #1 25 35/70 


 Thousand Palms 60 35 


 Riverside 12 35 


 West Los Angeles #1 30 35 


P
la


nn
ed


 


 Burbank 60 35/70 


 Los Angeles  60 35/70 


 Emeryville  60 35/70 


 Fountain Valley  100 35/70 


 Harbor City  100 35/70 


 Newport Beach  100 35/70 


 Torrance 50 35/70 


 Westwood  140 35/70 


 Oakland (transit only) 0 35 


 Santa Monica 100 35/70 


 Beverly Hills 100 35/70 


 West Los Angeles #2 100 35/70 


 Hermosa Beach 100 35/70 


 Irvine #2 100 35/70 


 Hawthorne 100 35/70 


 San Francisco 120 35/70 


 Laguna Niguel 100 35/70 


 West Sacramento 100 35/70 


 Diamond Bar  100 35/70 


* Irvine #1 is currently open (25kg/day) with planned upgrade in 2012 (100kg/day)      


** Thousand Palms is shared bus and light‐duty vehicle station, total capacity 160 kg/day (100kg for buses, 60kg for light duty) 


*** Emeryville is a transit and light‐duty vehicle co‐located station, 60 kg/day capacity represents light duty  
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	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
Q {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
S {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
SAMP {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
SMALL {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
STRIKE {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
STRONG {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
SUB {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
SUP {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
TT {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
VAR {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
DL {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
DT {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
DD {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
OL {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
UL {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
LI {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
FIELDSET {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
FORM {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
LABEL {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
LEGEND {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
TABLE {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
CAPTION {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
TBODY {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
TFOOT {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
THEAD {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
TR {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
TH {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
TD {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 100%; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: baseline; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: inherit; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px; outline: 0
}
:focus {
	outline: 0
}
BODY {
	BACKGROUND: white; COLOR: black; LINE-HEIGHT: 1
}
OL {
	LIST-STYLE-TYPE: none
}
UL {
	LIST-STYLE-TYPE: none
}
TABLE {
	BORDER-COLLAPSE: separate; border-spacing: 0
}
CAPTION {
	FONT-WEIGHT: normal; TEXT-ALIGN: left
}
TH {
	FONT-WEIGHT: normal; TEXT-ALIGN: left
}
TD {
	FONT-WEIGHT: normal; TEXT-ALIGN: left
}
BLOCKQUOTE:unknown {
	content: ""
}
BLOCKQUOTE:unknown {
	content: ""
}
Q:unknown {
	content: ""
}
Q:unknown {
	content: ""
}
BLOCKQUOTE {
	quotes: "" ""
}
Q {
	quotes: "" ""
}





* {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px
}
HTML {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-WEIGHT: normal; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; COLOR: #3c4349; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #fff
}
BODY {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-WEIGHT: normal; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; COLOR: #3c4349; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #fff
}
DIV#_atssh {
	DISPLAY: none! important
}
#outer {
	FONT-SIZE: 0.8em; MARGIN: auto
}
.grid_1 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; DISPLAY: inline; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; POSITION: relative
}
.grid_2 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; DISPLAY: inline; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; POSITION: relative
}
.grid_3 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; DISPLAY: inline; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; POSITION: relative
}
.grid_4 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; DISPLAY: inline; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; POSITION: relative
}
.grid_5 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; DISPLAY: inline; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; POSITION: relative
}
.grid_6 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; DISPLAY: inline; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; POSITION: relative
}
.grid_7 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; DISPLAY: inline; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; POSITION: relative
}
.grid_8 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; DISPLAY: inline; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; POSITION: relative
}
.grid_1 {
	WIDTH: 150px; MARGIN-RIGHT: 30px
}
.grid_2 {
	MARGIN-LEFT: 30px; WIDTH: 290px
}
.grid_3 {
	WIDTH: 335px
}
.grid_4 {
	WIDTH: 500px
}
.grid_5 {
	WIDTH: 640px
}
.grid_6 {
	WIDTH: 680px
}
.grid_7 {
	WIDTH: 820px
}
.grid_8 {
	MARGIN: auto 0px; WIDTH: 1000px
}
.grid_4 UL {
	MARGIN: 1em 0px 1em 2em; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: disc
}
.grid_6 UL {
	MARGIN: 1em 0px 1em 2em; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: disc
}
.grid_7 UL {
	MARGIN: 1em 0px 1em 2em; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: disc
}
.grid_8 UL {
	MARGIN: 1em 0px 1em 2em; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: disc
}
DIV#printable UL {
	MARGIN: 1em 0px 1em 2em; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: disc
}
.grid_4 OL {
	MARGIN: 1em 0px 1em 2em; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: decimal
}
.grid_6 OL {
	MARGIN: 1em 0px 1em 2em; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: decimal
}
.grid_7 OL {
	MARGIN: 1em 0px 1em 2em; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: decimal
}
.grid_8 OL {
	MARGIN: 1em 0px 1em 2em; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: decimal
}
DIV#printable OL {
	MARGIN: 1em 0px 1em 2em; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: decimal
}
.grid_4 UL UL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_6 UL UL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_7 UL UL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_8 UL UL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
DIV#printable UL UL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_4 UL UL UL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_6 UL UL UL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_7 UL UL UL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_8 UL UL UL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
DIV#printable UL UL UL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_4 OL OL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_6 OL OL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_7 OL OL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_8 OL OL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
DIV#printable OL OL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_4 OL OL OL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_6 OL OL OL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_7 OL OL OL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.grid_8 OL OL OL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
DIV#printable OL OL OL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
#wrapper {
	MARGIN: 0px auto; WIDTH: 1000px; TEXT-ALIGN: left
}
DIV#content {
	MARGIN: 0px auto; WIDTH: 1000px; PADDING-TOP: 12px
}
DIV#printable {
	FONT-SIZE: 0.8em; MARGIN: 0px auto; WIDTH: 600px
}
DIV#printable H2 {
	MARGIN-TOP: 12px
}
DIV#printable H2.siteheader {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; COLOR: #666
}
DIV#printable H3 {
	MARGIN: 12px 0px; COLOR: #999
}
H1 {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 1.7em; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0.3em; COLOR: #006021
}
H2 {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 1.4em; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0.4em; COLOR: #45812e
}
H2 A:link {
	COLOR: #45812e; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
H2 A:visited {
	COLOR: #45812e; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
H2 A:active {
	COLOR: #45812e; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
H2 A:hover {
	COLOR: #45812e; TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
H2 A:focus {
	COLOR: #45812e; TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
H3 {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; COLOR: #3c4349; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.2em
}
H4 {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; COLOR: #3c4349; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.1em; FONT-STYLE: italic
}
P {
	FONT-SIZE: 1em; MARGIN: 0px 0px 12px; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.4em; TEXT-ALIGN: left
}
EM {
	FONT-STYLE: italic
}
STRONG {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold
}
.hide {
	LEFT: -10000px; OVERFLOW: hidden; WIDTH: 1px; POSITION: absolute; TOP: auto; HEIGHT: 1px
}
.small {
	FONT-SIZE: 0.7em
}
.med {
	FONT-SIZE: 0.8em
}
.reg {
	FONT-SIZE: 1em
}
SPAN.nobreak {
	WHITE-SPACE: nowrap
}
.notop {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px
}
.nobottom {
	MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px
}
.nomargin {
	MARGIN: 0px
}
SUB {
	FONT-SIZE: smaller; VERTICAL-ALIGN: sub; LINE-HEIGHT: 1px
}
SUP {
	FONT-SIZE: smaller; VERTICAL-ALIGN: super; LINE-HEIGHT: 1px
}
UL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px
}
LI {
	LINE-HEIGHT: 1.3em
}
LI {
	FONT-WEIGHT: normal; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.3em
}
DL {
	MARGIN: 1em 0px
}
DT {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; MARGIN: 1em 0px 0px
}
DD {
	PADDING-BOTTOM: 0.2em; MARGIN: 0.2em 0px 0px 2em
}
IMG {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px
}
IMG.border {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #999 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: #999 1px solid; BORDER-LEFT: #999 1px solid; BORDER-BOTTOM: #999 1px solid
}
IMG.arrowicon {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 3px; FLOAT: none; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; PADDING-TOP: 0px
}
.floatright {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 12px; FLOAT: right; PADDING-BOTTOM: 12px; PADDING-TOP: 0px
}
.floatleft {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 12px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 12px; PADDING-TOP: 0px
}
P.caption {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 2px; PADDING-LEFT: 8px; FONT-SIZE: 0.85em; BACKGROUND: #eee; PADDING-BOTTOM: 5px; MARGIN: 0px 0px 12px; PADDING-TOP: 5px
}
A:link {
	COLOR: #ba4f16
}
A:visited {
	COLOR: #183c56
}
A:hover {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
A:active {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
A IMG {
	PADDING-LEFT: 3px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; BORDER-TOP-STYLE: none; BORDER-RIGHT-STYLE: none; BORDER-LEFT-STYLE: none; BORDER-BOTTOM-STYLE: none
}
.clearfix:unknown {
	CLEAR: both; DISPLAY: block; FONT-SIZE: 0px; VISIBILITY: hidden; HEIGHT: 0px; content: " "
}
* HTML .clearfix {
	ZOOM: 1
}
*:first-child + HTML .clearfix {
	ZOOM: 1
}
.clear {
	CLEAR: both
}
#eere_header {
	BACKGROUND-POSITION: center 50%; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(/images/v2/header_logo.gif); WIDTH: 100%; BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat; HEIGHT: 60px; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #00324d
}
#sunshot_header {
	BACKGROUND-POSITION: center 50%; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(/images/v2/doe_only_header_logo.gif); WIDTH: 100%; BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat; HEIGHT: 60px; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #00324d
}
#eere_header_content {
	MARGIN: 0px auto; WIDTH: 1000px
}
#eere_header_content IMG {
	FLOAT: left
}
#eere_header DIV#global_links {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 0.8em; FLOAT: right; PADDING-BOTTOM: 6px; MARGIN: 0.5em 0px 0px; COLOR: #fff; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.2em; PADDING-TOP: 6px; TEXT-ALIGN: right
}
#eere_header DIV#global_links A:link {
	COLOR: #fff; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#eere_header DIV#global_links A:visited {
	COLOR: #fff; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#eere_header DIV#global_links A:active {
	COLOR: #fff; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#eere_header DIV#global_links A:hover {
	COLOR: #fff; TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
#program_header {
	BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(/images/v2/header_strip_green.gif); BACKGROUND-REPEAT: repeat-x; POSITION: relative; HEIGHT: 104px; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #090
}
#program_header_subsite {
	POSITION: relative; HEIGHT: 115px; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #fff
}
#program_header_subsite_nonav {
	BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(/images/v2/background_shim.gif); MARGIN-BOTTOM: 6px; BACKGROUND-REPEAT: repeat-x; POSITION: relative; HEIGHT: 93px; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #fff
}
#program_header_content {
	MARGIN: 0px auto; WIDTH: 1000px
}
#program_header_content_nonav {
	MARGIN: 0px auto; WIDTH: 1000px
}
#program_header_subsite_content_nonav {
	BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; MARGIN: 0px auto; WIDTH: 1000px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #5aa83b 8px solid; HEIGHT: 93px
}
#sitename {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 2.2em; COLOR: #fff; MARGIN-RIGHT: 350px; PADDING-TOP: 20px
}
#sitename2 {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 2.2em; COLOR: #fff; MARGIN-RIGHT: 350px; PADDING-TOP: 20px
}
#sitename A {
	COLOR: #fff; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#sitename2 A {
	COLOR: #fff; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#program_header_subsite #sitename {
	COLOR: #006020; PADDING-TOP: 25px
}
#program_header_subsite_content_nonav #sitename {
	COLOR: #006020; PADDING-TOP: 25px
}
#program_header_content_nonav #sitename {
	PADDING-TOP: 35px
}
#program_header_subsite_content_nonav #sitename {
	PADDING-TOP: 35px
}
#program_header_subsite_content_nonav #sitename2 {
	FONT-SIZE: 2em; COLOR: #006020; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.1em; PADDING-TOP: 20px
}
#program_header_subsite #sitename A {
	COLOR: #006020; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#program_header_subsite_content_nonav #sitename A {
	COLOR: #006020; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#program_header_subsite #sitename2 A {
	COLOR: #006020; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#program_header_subsite_content_nonav #sitename2 A {
	COLOR: #006020; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#searchbox {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: right; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 15px
}
#program_header_content_nonav #searchbox {
	PADDING-TOP: 30px
}
#program_header_subsite_content_nonav #searchbox {
	PADDING-TOP: 25px
}
#searchbox LABEL {
	DISPLAY: block; FONT-SIZE: 0.8em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 3px; COLOR: #fff
}
#searchbox INPUT {
	FONT-SIZE: 0.85em; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom
}
#searchbox INPUT#search {
	WIDTH: 170px
}
#searchbox P {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 0.8em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; COLOR: #fff; PADDING-TOP: 0px; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#searchbox P :link {
	COLOR: #fff; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#searchbox P :visited {
	COLOR: #fff; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#searchbox P A:hover {
	COLOR: #fabd17
}
#program_header_subsite LABEL {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
#program_header_subsite #searchbox P {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
#program_header_subsite #searchbox P :link {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
#program_header_subsite P :visited {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
#program_header_subsite_nonav LABEL {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
#program_header_subsite_nonav #searchbox P {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
#program_header_subsite_nonav #searchbox P :link {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
#program_header_subsite_nonav #searchbox P :visited {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
DIV#topnav {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 0.95em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; WIDTH: 1100px; BOTTOM: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: none; POSITION: absolute; BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent
}
#topnav LI {
	DISPLAY: inline-block; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FLOAT: left; MARGIN: 0px 45px 0px 0px; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.2em; HEIGHT: 40px; TEXT-ALIGN: center
}
#topnav LI A {
	VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; WIDTH: 100px; COLOR: #ffffff; HEIGHT: 40px; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#ie-lt8 #topnav LI A {
	; CLEAR: expression(
		style.paddingTop = "" + (offsetHeight < parentNode.offsetHeight ? parseInt((parentNode.offsetHeight - offsetHeight) / 2) + "px" : "0"),
		style.paddingBottom = "" + (offsetHeight < parentNode.offsetHeight ? parseInt((parentNode.offsetHeight - offsetHeight)) + "px" : "0"),
		style.clear = "none", 0
	); DISPLAY: block; HEIGHT: auto
}
#topnav LI A:hover {
	BACKGROUND: #006021; COLOR: #fabd17
}
#topnav LI.current A {
	BACKGROUND: #006021; COLOR: #fabd17
}
#topnav LI#nav_home {
	MIN-WIDTH: 70px; WIDTH: 70px
}
#topnav LI#nav_home A {
	MIN-WIDTH: 70px; WIDTH: 70px
}
#topnav LI#nav_about {
	MIN-WIDTH: 80px; WIDTH: 80px
}
#topnav LI#nav_about A {
	MIN-WIDTH: 80px; WIDTH: 80px
}
#topnav LI#nav_financial {
	MIN-WIDTH: 120px; WIDTH: 120px
}
#topnav LI#nav_financial A {
	MIN-WIDTH: 120px; WIDTH: 120px
}
#topnav LI#nav_research {
	MIN-WIDTH: 120px; WIDTH: 120px
}
#topnav LI#nav_research A {
	MIN-WIDTH: 120px; WIDTH: 120px
}
#topnav LI#nav_program {
	MIN-WIDTH: 100px; WIDTH: 100px
}
#topnav LI#nav_program A {
	MIN-WIDTH: 100px; WIDTH: 100px
}
#topnav LI#nav_info {
	MIN-WIDTH: 110px; WIDTH: 110px
}
#topnav LI#nav_info A {
	MIN-WIDTH: 110px; WIDTH: 110px
}
#topnav LI#nav_news {
	MIN-WIDTH: 70px; WIDTH: 70px
}
#topnav LI#nav_news A {
	MIN-WIDTH: 70px; WIDTH: 70px
}
#topnav LI#nav_events {
	MIN-WIDTH: 70px; WIDTH: 70px
}
#topnav LI#nav_events A {
	MIN-WIDTH: 70px; WIDTH: 70px
}
#program_header_subsite #topnav {
	WIDTH: 1000px; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #5aa83b
}
#program_header_subsite #topnav LI A {
	COLOR: #fff; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #5aa83b; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#program_header_subsite #topnav LI A:hover {
	COLOR: #fabd17; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #006021
}
#program_header_subsite #topnav LI.current A {
	COLOR: #fabd17; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #006021
}
DIV#utility_line {
	OVERFLOW: auto
}
DIV#breadcrumb {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 0.85em; FLOAT: left; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 24px; COLOR: #3c4349
}
DIV#breadcrumb A {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
DIV#breadcrumb A:hover {
	COLOR: #ba4f16
}
UL#utilities {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 0.8em; FLOAT: right; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px 0px 24px; WIDTH: 291px; COLOR: #3c4349; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.3em; PADDING-TOP: 0px; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: none; HEIGHT: 11px
}
UL.nositemap#utilities {
	WIDTH: 206px
}
UL#utilities LI {
	DISPLAY: block; FLOAT: left; VERTICAL-ALIGN: bottom
}
UL#utilities A {
	COLOR: #3c4349; TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
UL#utilities A:hover {
	COLOR: #ba4f16
}
UL#utilities LI#sitemap {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 20px; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(/images/v2/icon_sitemap.gif); PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; WIDTH: 65px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat
}
UL#utilities LI#print {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 20px; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(/images/v2/icon_print.gif); PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; WIDTH: 100px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat
}
UL#utilities LI#share {
	WIDTH: 83px
}
.addthis_button {
	TEXT-ALIGN: right
}
#leftnav {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 0.85em; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 1em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px
}
#leftnav UL {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: none
}
#leftnav LI {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; MARGIN: 0px
}
#leftnav LI A {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; DISPLAY: block; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 5px; WIDTH: 140px; COLOR: #3c4349; PADDING-TOP: 5px; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#leftnav LI A:hover {
	BACKGROUND-COLOR: #eee
}
#leftnav LI A.current {
	BACKGROUND-COLOR: #eee
}
#leftnav LI LI {
	DISPLAY: inline-block; MARGIN: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #ddd 1px solid
}
#leftnav LI LI A {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; PADDING-LEFT: 15px; FONT-WEIGHT: normal; PADDING-BOTTOM: 5px; WIDTH: 130px; PADDING-TOP: 5px
}
#leftnav LI LI LI {
	BACKGROUND-POSITION: 15px center; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(/images/v2/third_level_leftnav_dash.gif); BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: none; BORDER-BOTTOM-STYLE: none
}
#leftnav LI LI LI A {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; BACKGROUND-POSITION: 15px center; PADDING-LEFT: 25px; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(/images/v2/third_level_leftnav_dash.gif); PADDING-BOTTOM: 5px; WIDTH: 120px; PADDING-TOP: 5px; BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat
}
#leftnav LI LI LI A:hover {
	BACKGROUND-POSITION: 15px center; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(/images/v2/third_level_leftnav_dash.gif); BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #eee
}
#leftnav LI LI LI A#current {
	BACKGROUND-POSITION: 15px center; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(/images/v2/third_level_leftnav_dash.gif); BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #eee
}
.grid_1 DIV.feature {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0.1em; BORDER-TOP: #ccc 1px solid; PADDING-LEFT: 0.1em; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 0.95em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0.5em; COLOR: #004063; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.4em; PADDING-TOP: 0.5em; BORDER-BOTTOM: #ccc 1px solid
}
.grid_1 DIV.feature A {
	COLOR: #006021; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
.grid_1 DIV.feature A:hover {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
.grid_1 DIV#quicklinks {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 0.9em; BACKGROUND: #eee; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0.3em; MARGIN: 60px auto 1.5em; WIDTH: 90%; PADDING-TOP: 0.3em
}
.grid_1 DIV#quicklinks H3 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 5px; COLOR: #3c4349; PADDING-TOP: 5px
}
.grid_1 DIV#quicklinks UL {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0.1em; BORDER-TOP: #ccc 3px solid; PADDING-LEFT: 1.3em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; COLOR: #3c4349; PADDING-TOP: 0.2em; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: disc
}
.grid_1 DIV#quicklinks UL UL {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0.1em; PADDING-LEFT: 0.7em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; BORDER-TOP-STYLE: none; PADDING-TOP: 0.2em
}
.grid_1 DIV#quicklinks A {
	TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
.grid_1 DIV#quicklinks A:hover {
	TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
.grid_1 DIV#quicklinks UL LI {
	MARGIN: 5px
}
H2.hp {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 1.3em; MARGIN: 2em 0px 0px; TEXT-TRANSFORM: uppercase; WIDTH: 100%; COLOR: #006021; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #fff
}
#program_highlights {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 20px; BORDER-TOP: #427c2b 3px solid; PADDING-LEFT: 20px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 15px; WIDTH: 94%; PADDING-TOP: 15px; HEIGHT: auto; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #eee
}
DIV.grid_4 #program_highlights {
	WIDTH: 460px
}
#program_highlights DIV#highlights_left {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 24px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; WIDTH: 48%; PADDING-TOP: 0px; TEXT-ALIGN: left
}
#program_highlights DIV.highlights_left {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 24px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; WIDTH: 48%; PADDING-TOP: 0px; TEXT-ALIGN: left
}
#program_highlights DIV#highlights_right {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: right; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; WIDTH: 48%; PADDING-TOP: 0px
}
#program_highlights DIV.highlights_right {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: right; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; WIDTH: 48%; PADDING-TOP: 0px
}
DIV#program_highlights DIV DIV {
	CLEAR: both; PADDING-BOTTOM: 20px
}
DIV#program_highlights DIV DIV DIV {
	PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px
}
#program_highlights H2 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 1.1em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px 0px 10px; TEXT-TRANSFORM: uppercase; COLOR: #006021; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #004063 1px solid
}
#program_highlights H3 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 1em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px 0px 10px; TEXT-TRANSFORM: uppercase; COLOR: #006021; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #006021 1px solid
}
#program_highlights H3.noborder {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 1.05em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px 0px 10px 10px; TEXT-TRANSFORM: none; COLOR: #3c4349; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM-STYLE: none
}
#program_highlights UL.left {
	PADDING-LEFT: 4px; FLOAT: left; MARGIN: 0px; WIDTH: 48%
}
#program_highlights UL.right {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: right; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; WIDTH: 48%; PADDING-TOP: 0px
}
#program_highlights DIV.links UL LI {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 1em; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0.2em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; COLOR: #ba4f16; PADDING-TOP: 0px; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: none
}
#program_highlights DIV.links UL LI A {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 1em; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0.2em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; COLOR: #ba4f16; PADDING-TOP: 0px; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: none
}
#program_highlights DIV.links UL LI A:hover {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
#program_highlights DIV.links UL.bullets LI {
	LIST-STYLE-TYPE: disc
}
#program_highlights DIV.links UL.bullets LI A {
	LIST-STYLE-TYPE: disc
}
#program_highlights DIV.links UL.bullets LI {
	LINE-HEIGHT: 1.3em
}
#program_highlights DIV.links UL.bullets LI A {
	TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
#program_highlights DIV.links UL.bullets LI A:hover {
	TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
#program_highlights DIV.links UL.bullets UL {
	MARGIN: 3px 0px
}
#program_highlights DIV.links UL.bullets UL LI {
	BACKGROUND-POSITION: 0px 0.7em; PADDING-LEFT: 10px; FONT-SIZE: 1em; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(/images/v2/dash_quicklinks.gif); BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: none
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature {
	FLOAT: left; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; COLOR: #3c4349
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature UL IMG {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 12px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; BORDER-TOP-STYLE: none; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BORDER-RIGHT-STYLE: none; BORDER-LEFT-STYLE: none; BORDER-BOTTOM-STYLE: none
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature UL IMG.arrowicon {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 3px; FLOAT: none; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; PADDING-TOP: 0px
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature UL {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; WIDTH: 100%; PADDING-TOP: 0px; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: none
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature LI {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #ddd 0px solid; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; BORDER-TOP: #ddd 1px solid; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 2px 0px; BORDER-LEFT: #ddd 0px solid; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #ddd 1px solid; HEIGHT: 60px
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature LI A {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; DISPLAY: block; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 1em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 5px; COLOR: #3c4349; PADDING-TOP: 5px; HEIGHT: 50px; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature LI A:visited {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; DISPLAY: block; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 1em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 5px; COLOR: #3c4349; PADDING-TOP: 5px; HEIGHT: 50px; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature LI A:hover {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; DISPLAY: block; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 1em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 5px; COLOR: #3c4349; PADDING-TOP: 5px; HEIGHT: 50px; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature LI A:active {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; DISPLAY: block; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 1em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 5px; COLOR: #3c4349; PADDING-TOP: 5px; HEIGHT: 50px; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature LI.inline A {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; DISPLAY: inline; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 0.8em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; HEIGHT: auto; TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
* HTML #program_highlights DIV.feature LI A {
	WIDTH: 97%
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature LI A:hover {
	BACKGROUND: #fff; COLOR: #ba4f16; HEIGHT: 50px
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature A EM {
	DISPLAY: block; FONT-WEIGHT: normal; COLOR: #3c4349
}
#program_highlights DIV.feature A SPAN {
	DISPLAY: block; FONT-WEIGHT: normal; FONT-SIZE: 1em; COLOR: #3c4349
}
#program_highlights DIV.text H4 {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold
}
#program_highlights DIV.text H4 A {
	TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#program_highlights DIV.text H4 A:hover {
	TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
#program_highlights DIV.text H4 A:visited {
	COLOR: #3c4349
}
#program_highlights DIV.text H4 A IMG {
	PADDING-LEFT: 3px; VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; BORDER-TOP-STYLE: none; BORDER-RIGHT-STYLE: none; BORDER-LEFT-STYLE: none; TEXT-DECORATION: none; BORDER-BOTTOM-STYLE: none
}
DIV.grid_2 DIV.feature {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 10px; PADDING-LEFT: 10px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 10px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 15px; WIDTH: 270px; COLOR: #3c4349; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #ddd 1px solid
}
DIV.grid_2 DIV.feature IMG {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 12px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FLOAT: left; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; BORDER-TOP-STYLE: none; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BORDER-RIGHT-STYLE: none; BORDER-LEFT-STYLE: none; BORDER-BOTTOM-STYLE: none
}
DIV.grid_2 DIV.feature H3 IMG {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 3px; FLOAT: none; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px
}
DIV.grid_2 DIV.feature P IMG {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 3px; FLOAT: none; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0px
}
DIV.grid_2 DIV.feature P {
	MARGIN: 0px
}
DIV.grid_2 DIV.feature H3 A {
	COLOR: #3c4349; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
DIV.grid_2 DIV.feature H3 A:hover {
	COLOR: #ba4f16; TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
DIV.grid_2 DIV.features DIV:unknown {
	BORDER-BOTTOM: #006021 1px solid
}
DIV.grid_2 H2 {
	CLEAR: left; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 12px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 1em; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 1em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 3px; TEXT-TRANSFORM: uppercase; COLOR: #006021; PADDING-TOP: 5px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #427c2b 3px solid; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #eee
}
UL.newsevents {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 0.9em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px 0px 12px 1em; PADDING-TOP: 0px; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: none
}
UL.extras {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 0.9em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px 0px 12px 1em; PADDING-TOP: 0px; LIST-STYLE-TYPE: none
}
UL.newsevents LI {
	MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0.75em; BORDER-BOTTOM: #eee 1px solid
}
UL.newsevents LI:unknown {
	MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #006021 1px solid
}
UL.newsevents H3 A {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0.6em; COLOR: #3c4349; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.3em; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
UL.newsevents H3 A:hover {
	COLOR: #ba4f16; TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
UL.newsevents P {
	MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0.5em; COLOR: #64717b; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.3em; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
UL.newsevents P A {
	TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
UL.newsevents P A:hover {
	COLOR: #ba4f16; TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
UL.extras LI {
	PADDING-BOTTOM: 3px
}
UL.extras LI A {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; COLOR: #006021; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
UL.extras LI A:hover {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; COLOR: #ba4f16; TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
UL.extras LI IMG {
	VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle
}
DIV#survey {
	PADDING-BOTTOM: 1.5em; BORDER-BOTTOM: #006021 1px solid; POSITION: relative
}
DIV#survey INPUT.survey_yes {
	MARGIN-LEFT: 10px; MARGIN-RIGHT: 3px
}
DIV#survey INPUT.survey_no {
	MARGIN-LEFT: 25px; MARGIN-RIGHT: 3px
}
DIV#survey INPUT.submit {
	RIGHT: 5px; POSITION: absolute
}
#footer {
	CLEAR: both; MARGIN: auto; WIDTH: 100%; PADDING-TOP: 100px; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #fff
}
#footer P {
	FONT-SIZE: 0.7em; COLOR: #3c4349; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.3em; PADDING-TOP: 10px; TEXT-ALIGN: center
}
#footer A {
	COLOR: #3c4349; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#footer A:hover {
	COLOR: #3c4349; TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
TABLE.data {
	BORDER-TOP: #ccc 1px solid; FONT-SIZE: 0.95em; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px; BORDER-LEFT: #ccc 1px solid
}
CAPTION {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #ccc 1px solid; PADDING-RIGHT: 6px; BORDER-TOP: #ccc 1px solid; PADDING-LEFT: 6px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 1.1em; PADDING-BOTTOM: 6px; BORDER-LEFT: #ccc 1px solid; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.3em; PADDING-TOP: 6px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #ccc 1px; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #d4e5d5; TEXT-ALIGN: center
}
CAPTION.blue {
	BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ccd6db
}
TABLE.data TD {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #ccc 1px solid; PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 5px; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.3em; PADDING-TOP: 5px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #ccc 1px solid
}
TR.grey {
	BACKGROUND-COLOR: #eee
}
TABLE.data TH {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #ccc 1px solid; PADDING-RIGHT: 5px; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; PADDING-BOTTOM: 5px; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.3em; PADDING-TOP: 5px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #ccc 1px solid
}
.left {
	TEXT-ALIGN: left
}
DIV.roundedcorner {
	MARGIN: 12px 0px; WIDTH: 250px
}
.boxtop {
	DISPLAY: block; FONT-SIZE: 1px; BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%
}
.boxbottom {
	DISPLAY: block; FONT-SIZE: 1px; BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%
}
.boxb1 {
	DISPLAY: block; OVERFLOW: hidden
}
.boxb2 {
	DISPLAY: block; OVERFLOW: hidden
}
.boxb3 {
	DISPLAY: block; OVERFLOW: hidden
}
.boxb4 {
	DISPLAY: block; OVERFLOW: hidden
}
.boxb1 {
	HEIGHT: 1px
}
.boxb2 {
	HEIGHT: 1px
}
.boxb3 {
	HEIGHT: 1px
}
.boxb2 {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #ccc 1px solid; BACKGROUND: #eee; BORDER-LEFT: #ccc 1px solid
}
.boxb3 {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #ccc 1px solid; BACKGROUND: #eee; BORDER-LEFT: #ccc 1px solid
}
.boxb4 {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #ccc 1px solid; BACKGROUND: #eee; BORDER-LEFT: #ccc 1px solid
}
.boxb1 {
	BACKGROUND: #ccc; MARGIN: 0px 5px
}
.boxb2 {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 2px; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; MARGIN: 0px 3px; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 2px
}
.boxb3 {
	MARGIN: 0px 2px
}
.boxb4 {
	MARGIN: 0px 1px; HEIGHT: 2px
}
.boxmiddle {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #ccc 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: #ccc 0px solid; DISPLAY: block; BACKGROUND: #eee; BORDER-LEFT: #ccc 1px solid; BORDER-BOTTOM: #ccc 0px solid; TEXT-ALIGN: left
}
.graphical_header {
	MARGIN-BOTTOM: 6px
}
.boxcontent {
	BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; PADDING-BOTTOM: 6px; MARGIN: 0px 6px 0px 10px
}
DIV#printable DIV.boxcontent H3 {
	MARGIN: 0px; COLOR: #000
}
DIV#printable DIV.boxcontent H2 {
	MARGIN: 0px; PADDING-TOP: 0.5em
}
DIV.callout {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #ccc 1px solid; PADDING-RIGHT: 8px; BORDER-TOP: #ccc 1px solid; PADDING-LEFT: 8px; FLOAT: right; PADDING-BOTTOM: 8px; MARGIN: 15px 0px 15px 15px; BORDER-LEFT: #ccc 1px solid; WIDTH: 250px; COLOR: #000; PADDING-TOP: 8px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #ccc 1px solid; POSITION: relative; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #f1f1f1
}
DIV.calloutwide {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #ccc 1px solid; PADDING-RIGHT: 8px; BORDER-TOP: #ccc 1px solid; PADDING-LEFT: 8px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 8px; MARGIN: 15px; BORDER-LEFT: #ccc 1px solid; WIDTH: 100%; COLOR: #000; PADDING-TOP: 8px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #ccc 1px solid; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #f1f1f1
}
P.backtotop {
	FONT-SIZE: 0.9em; TEXT-ALIGN: right
}
P.backtotop A:hover {
	COLOR: #900
}
P.backtotop :link {
	COLOR: #006
}
P.backtotop :visited {
	COLOR: #006
}
#anchorlist LI {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN-LEFT: -10px
}
.anchorlist LI {
	MARGIN-TOP: 0px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN-LEFT: -10px
}
.reddot {
	MARGIN-TOP: 5px; FONT-WEIGHT: normal; FONT-SIZE: 8pt; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px; COLOR: red; FONT-FAMILY: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica
}
FORM {
	MARGIN: 0px
}
.formarea {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #ccc 1px solid; PADDING-RIGHT: 25px; BORDER-TOP: #ccc 1px solid; PADDING-LEFT: 25px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 25px; MARGIN: 0px; BORDER-LEFT: #ccc 1px solid; WIDTH: 600px; PADDING-TOP: 25px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #ccc 1px solid; TEXT-ALIGN: left
}
.formarea LABEL {
	MARGIN-TOP: 18px; DISPLAY: block; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 70%; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; COLOR: #666
}
.formarea DIV.radioheader {
	MARGIN-TOP: 18px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 75%; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 2px; COLOR: #666
}
.formarea P.instruction {
	FONT-SIZE: 70%; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 3px; COLOR: #666
}
.formarea P.sample {
	FONT-SIZE: 70%; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 3px; COLOR: #666; FONT-STYLE: italic
}
.formarea TEXTAREA {
	FONT-FAMILY: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
}
FIELDSET {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 15px; PADDING-LEFT: 15px; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 15px; PADDING-TOP: 15px
}
LEGEND {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 80%; COLOR: #900
}
.form-button {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #666 1px solid; PADDING-RIGHT: 1px; BORDER-TOP: #666 1px solid; PADDING-LEFT: 1px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: x-small; MARGIN: 0px; BORDER-LEFT: #666 1px solid; COLOR: #000; BORDER-BOTTOM: #666 1px solid; FONT-FAMILY: "Trebuchet MS", "Bitstream Vera Sans", verdana, lucida, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #fff; voice-family: inherit
}





function filterXSS(ele) {
    var display = ele;
    var description = ele.value;
    if(description != undefined)
    {
	    description.replace(/[\"\'][\s]*javascript:(.*)[\"\']/g, "\"\"");
	    description = description.replace(/script(.*)/g, "");    
	    description = description.replace(/eval\((.*)\)/g, "");
	    description = description .replace(/</g, "&lt;").replace(/>/g, "&gt;");
	    display.value = description;
	   }
  } 
 
//Get the x,y position of any element on a page.
//see this URL for more information: http://vishalsays.wordpress.com/2007/12/21/finding-elements-top-and-left-using-javascript/
function GetTopLeft(elm)

{

var x, y = 0;

//set x to elm’s offsetLeft
x = elm.offsetLeft;

//set y to elm’s offsetTop
y = elm.offsetTop;

//set elm to its offsetParent
elm = elm.offsetParent;

//use while loop to check if elm is null
// if not then add current elm’s offsetLeft to x
//offsetTop to y and set elm to its offsetParent

while(elm != null)
{

x = parseInt(x) + parseInt(elm.offsetLeft);
y = parseInt(y) + parseInt(elm.offsetTop);
elm = elm.offsetParent;
}

//here is interesting thing
//it return Object with two properties
//Top and Left

return {Top:y, Left: x};

}

//popup a new window. See this URL for more info: http://forums.htmlcenter.com/usability-accessability/613-dont-open-new-windows-target-_blank.html
var newWindow = null;

function closeWin(){
if (newWindow != null){
if(!newWindow.closed)
newWindow.close();
}
}

function popUpWin(url, type, strWidth, strHeight){

closeWin();

if (type == "fullScreen"){

strWidth = screen.availWidth - 10;
strHeight = screen.availHeight - 160;
}

var tools="";
if (type == "standard" || type == "fullScreen") tools = "resizable,toolbar=yes,location=yes,scrollbars=yes ,menubar=yes,width="+strWidth+",height="+strHeight +",top=0,left=0";
if (type == "console") tools = "resizable,toolbar=no,location=no,scrollbars=no,width="+strWidth+",height="+strHeight+",left=0,top=0 ";
newWindow = window.open(url, 'newWin', tools);
newWindow.focus();
}

function set_printable_version()
    {
    //Sets the querystring for the printable version links
    
    if (window.location.search.substring(1) != '') {
        var printlink = document.getElementById("printversion");
        var querystring = window.location.search.substring(1);
        
        querystring = querystring.replace('>', '');
        querystring = querystring.replace('<', '');
        printlink.href = printlink.href + '?' + querystring;
    }//end if
    }




/*!
 * jQuery JavaScript Library v1.4.2
 * http://jquery.com/
 *
 * Copyright 2010, John Resig
 * Dual licensed under the MIT or GPL Version 2 licenses.
 * http://jquery.org/license
 *
 * Includes Sizzle.js
 * http://sizzlejs.com/
 * Copyright 2010, The Dojo Foundation
 * Released under the MIT, BSD, and GPL Licenses.
 *
 * Date: Sat Feb 13 22:33:48 2010 -0500
 */
(function(A,w){function ma(){if(!c.isReady){try{s.documentElement.doScroll("left")}catch(a){setTimeout(ma,1);return}c.ready()}}function Qa(a,b){b.src?c.ajax({url:b.src,async:false,dataType:"script"}):c.globalEval(b.text||b.textContent||b.innerHTML||"");b.parentNode&&b.parentNode.removeChild(b)}function X(a,b,d,f,e,j){var i=a.length;if(typeof b==="object"){for(var o in b)X(a,o,b[o],f,e,d);return a}if(d!==w){f=!j&&f&&c.isFunction(d);for(o=0;o<i;o++)e(a[o],b,f?d.call(a[o],o,e(a[o],b)):d,j);return a}return i?
e(a[0],b):w}function J(){return(new Date).getTime()}function Y(){return false}function Z(){return true}function na(a,b,d){d[0].type=a;return c.event.handle.apply(b,d)}function oa(a){var b,d=[],f=[],e=arguments,j,i,o,k,n,r;i=c.data(this,"events");if(!(a.liveFired===this||!i||!i.live||a.button&&a.type==="click")){a.liveFired=this;var u=i.live.slice(0);for(k=0;k<u.length;k++){i=u[k];i.origType.replace(O,"")===a.type?f.push(i.selector):u.splice(k--,1)}j=c(a.target).closest(f,a.currentTarget);n=0;for(r=
j.length;n<r;n++)for(k=0;k<u.length;k++){i=u[k];if(j[n].selector===i.selector){o=j[n].elem;f=null;if(i.preType==="mouseenter"||i.preType==="mouseleave")f=c(a.relatedTarget).closest(i.selector)[0];if(!f||f!==o)d.push({elem:o,handleObj:i})}}n=0;for(r=d.length;n<r;n++){j=d[n];a.currentTarget=j.elem;a.data=j.handleObj.data;a.handleObj=j.handleObj;if(j.handleObj.origHandler.apply(j.elem,e)===false){b=false;break}}return b}}function pa(a,b){return"live."+(a&&a!=="*"?a+".":"")+b.replace(/\./g,"`").replace(/ /g,
"&")}function qa(a){return!a||!a.parentNode||a.parentNode.nodeType===11}function ra(a,b){var d=0;b.each(function(){if(this.nodeName===(a[d]&&a[d].nodeName)){var f=c.data(a[d++]),e=c.data(this,f);if(f=f&&f.events){delete e.handle;e.events={};for(var j in f)for(var i in f[j])c.event.add(this,j,f[j][i],f[j][i].data)}}})}function sa(a,b,d){var f,e,j;b=b&&b[0]?b[0].ownerDocument||b[0]:s;if(a.length===1&&typeof a[0]==="string"&&a[0].length<512&&b===s&&!ta.test(a[0])&&(c.support.checkClone||!ua.test(a[0]))){e=
true;if(j=c.fragments[a[0]])if(j!==1)f=j}if(!f){f=b.createDocumentFragment();c.clean(a,b,f,d)}if(e)c.fragments[a[0]]=j?f:1;return{fragment:f,cacheable:e}}function K(a,b){var d={};c.each(va.concat.apply([],va.slice(0,b)),function(){d[this]=a});return d}function wa(a){return"scrollTo"in a&&a.document?a:a.nodeType===9?a.defaultView||a.parentWindow:false}var c=function(a,b){return new c.fn.init(a,b)},Ra=A.jQuery,Sa=A.$,s=A.document,T,Ta=/^[^<]*(<[\w\W]+>)[^>]*$|^#([\w-]+)$/,Ua=/^.[^:#\[\.,]*$/,Va=/\S/,
Wa=/^(\s|\u00A0)+|(\s|\u00A0)+$/g,Xa=/^<(\w+)\s*\/?>(?:<\/\1>)?$/,P=navigator.userAgent,xa=false,Q=[],L,$=Object.prototype.toString,aa=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty,ba=Array.prototype.push,R=Array.prototype.slice,ya=Array.prototype.indexOf;c.fn=c.prototype={init:function(a,b){var d,f;if(!a)return this;if(a.nodeType){this.context=this[0]=a;this.length=1;return this}if(a==="body"&&!b){this.context=s;this[0]=s.body;this.selector="body";this.length=1;return this}if(typeof a==="string")if((d=Ta.exec(a))&&
(d[1]||!b))if(d[1]){f=b?b.ownerDocument||b:s;if(a=Xa.exec(a))if(c.isPlainObject(b)){a=[s.createElement(a[1])];c.fn.attr.call(a,b,true)}else a=[f.createElement(a[1])];else{a=sa([d[1]],[f]);a=(a.cacheable?a.fragment.cloneNode(true):a.fragment).childNodes}return c.merge(this,a)}else{if(b=s.getElementById(d[2])){if(b.id!==d[2])return T.find(a);this.length=1;this[0]=b}this.context=s;this.selector=a;return this}else if(!b&&/^\w+$/.test(a)){this.selector=a;this.context=s;a=s.getElementsByTagName(a);return c.merge(this,
a)}else return!b||b.jquery?(b||T).find(a):c(b).find(a);else if(c.isFunction(a))return T.ready(a);if(a.selector!==w){this.selector=a.selector;this.context=a.context}return c.makeArray(a,this)},selector:"",jquery:"1.4.2",length:0,size:function(){return this.length},toArray:function(){return R.call(this,0)},get:function(a){return a==null?this.toArray():a<0?this.slice(a)[0]:this[a]},pushStack:function(a,b,d){var f=c();c.isArray(a)?ba.apply(f,a):c.merge(f,a);f.prevObject=this;f.context=this.context;if(b===
"find")f.selector=this.selector+(this.selector?" ":"")+d;else if(b)f.selector=this.selector+"."+b+"("+d+")";return f},each:function(a,b){return c.each(this,a,b)},ready:function(a){c.bindReady();if(c.isReady)a.call(s,c);else Q&&Q.push(a);return this},eq:function(a){return a===-1?this.slice(a):this.slice(a,+a+1)},first:function(){return this.eq(0)},last:function(){return this.eq(-1)},slice:function(){return this.pushStack(R.apply(this,arguments),"slice",R.call(arguments).join(","))},map:function(a){return this.pushStack(c.map(this,
function(b,d){return a.call(b,d,b)}))},end:function(){return this.prevObject||c(null)},push:ba,sort:[].sort,splice:[].splice};c.fn.init.prototype=c.fn;c.extend=c.fn.extend=function(){var a=arguments[0]||{},b=1,d=arguments.length,f=false,e,j,i,o;if(typeof a==="boolean"){f=a;a=arguments[1]||{};b=2}if(typeof a!=="object"&&!c.isFunction(a))a={};if(d===b){a=this;--b}for(;b<d;b++)if((e=arguments[b])!=null)for(j in e){i=a[j];o=e[j];if(a!==o)if(f&&o&&(c.isPlainObject(o)||c.isArray(o))){i=i&&(c.isPlainObject(i)||
c.isArray(i))?i:c.isArray(o)?[]:{};a[j]=c.extend(f,i,o)}else if(o!==w)a[j]=o}return a};c.extend({noConflict:function(a){A.$=Sa;if(a)A.jQuery=Ra;return c},isReady:false,ready:function(){if(!c.isReady){if(!s.body)return setTimeout(c.ready,13);c.isReady=true;if(Q){for(var a,b=0;a=Q[b++];)a.call(s,c);Q=null}c.fn.triggerHandler&&c(s).triggerHandler("ready")}},bindReady:function(){if(!xa){xa=true;if(s.readyState==="complete")return c.ready();if(s.addEventListener){s.addEventListener("DOMContentLoaded",
L,false);A.addEventListener("load",c.ready,false)}else if(s.attachEvent){s.attachEvent("onreadystatechange",L);A.attachEvent("onload",c.ready);var a=false;try{a=A.frameElement==null}catch(b){}s.documentElement.doScroll&&a&&ma()}}},isFunction:function(a){return $.call(a)==="[object Function]"},isArray:function(a){return $.call(a)==="[object Array]"},isPlainObject:function(a){if(!a||$.call(a)!=="[object Object]"||a.nodeType||a.setInterval)return false;if(a.constructor&&!aa.call(a,"constructor")&&!aa.call(a.constructor.prototype,
"isPrototypeOf"))return false;var b;for(b in a);return b===w||aa.call(a,b)},isEmptyObject:function(a){for(var b in a)return false;return true},error:function(a){throw a;},parseJSON:function(a){if(typeof a!=="string"||!a)return null;a=c.trim(a);if(/^[\],:{}\s]*$/.test(a.replace(/\\(?:["\\\/bfnrt]|u[0-9a-fA-F]{4})/g,"@").replace(/"[^"\\\n\r]*"|true|false|null|-?\d+(?:\.\d*)?(?:[eE][+\-]?\d+)?/g,"]").replace(/(?:^|:|,)(?:\s*\[)+/g,"")))return A.JSON&&A.JSON.parse?A.JSON.parse(a):(new Function("return "+
a))();else c.error("Invalid JSON: "+a)},noop:function(){},globalEval:function(a){if(a&&Va.test(a)){var b=s.getElementsByTagName("head")[0]||s.documentElement,d=s.createElement("script");d.type="text/javascript";if(c.support.scriptEval)d.appendChild(s.createTextNode(a));else d.text=a;b.insertBefore(d,b.firstChild);b.removeChild(d)}},nodeName:function(a,b){return a.nodeName&&a.nodeName.toUpperCase()===b.toUpperCase()},each:function(a,b,d){var f,e=0,j=a.length,i=j===w||c.isFunction(a);if(d)if(i)for(f in a){if(b.apply(a[f],
d)===false)break}else for(;e<j;){if(b.apply(a[e++],d)===false)break}else if(i)for(f in a){if(b.call(a[f],f,a[f])===false)break}else for(d=a[0];e<j&&b.call(d,e,d)!==false;d=a[++e]);return a},trim:function(a){return(a||"").replace(Wa,"")},makeArray:function(a,b){b=b||[];if(a!=null)a.length==null||typeof a==="string"||c.isFunction(a)||typeof a!=="function"&&a.setInterval?ba.call(b,a):c.merge(b,a);return b},inArray:function(a,b){if(b.indexOf)return b.indexOf(a);for(var d=0,f=b.length;d<f;d++)if(b[d]===
a)return d;return-1},merge:function(a,b){var d=a.length,f=0;if(typeof b.length==="number")for(var e=b.length;f<e;f++)a[d++]=b[f];else for(;b[f]!==w;)a[d++]=b[f++];a.length=d;return a},grep:function(a,b,d){for(var f=[],e=0,j=a.length;e<j;e++)!d!==!b(a[e],e)&&f.push(a[e]);return f},map:function(a,b,d){for(var f=[],e,j=0,i=a.length;j<i;j++){e=b(a[j],j,d);if(e!=null)f[f.length]=e}return f.concat.apply([],f)},guid:1,proxy:function(a,b,d){if(arguments.length===2)if(typeof b==="string"){d=a;a=d[b];b=w}else if(b&&
!c.isFunction(b)){d=b;b=w}if(!b&&a)b=function(){return a.apply(d||this,arguments)};if(a)b.guid=a.guid=a.guid||b.guid||c.guid++;return b},uaMatch:function(a){a=a.toLowerCase();a=/(webkit)[ \/]([\w.]+)/.exec(a)||/(opera)(?:.*version)?[ \/]([\w.]+)/.exec(a)||/(msie) ([\w.]+)/.exec(a)||!/compatible/.test(a)&&/(mozilla)(?:.*? rv:([\w.]+))?/.exec(a)||[];return{browser:a[1]||"",version:a[2]||"0"}},browser:{}});P=c.uaMatch(P);if(P.browser){c.browser[P.browser]=true;c.browser.version=P.version}if(c.browser.webkit)c.browser.safari=
true;if(ya)c.inArray=function(a,b){return ya.call(b,a)};T=c(s);if(s.addEventListener)L=function(){s.removeEventListener("DOMContentLoaded",L,false);c.ready()};else if(s.attachEvent)L=function(){if(s.readyState==="complete"){s.detachEvent("onreadystatechange",L);c.ready()}};(function(){c.support={};var a=s.documentElement,b=s.createElement("script"),d=s.createElement("div"),f="script"+J();d.style.display="none";d.innerHTML="   <link/><table></table><a href='/a' style='color:red;float:left;opacity:.55;'>a</a><input type='checkbox'/>";
var e=d.getElementsByTagName("*"),j=d.getElementsByTagName("a")[0];if(!(!e||!e.length||!j)){c.support={leadingWhitespace:d.firstChild.nodeType===3,tbody:!d.getElementsByTagName("tbody").length,htmlSerialize:!!d.getElementsByTagName("link").length,style:/red/.test(j.getAttribute("style")),hrefNormalized:j.getAttribute("href")==="/a",opacity:/^0.55$/.test(j.style.opacity),cssFloat:!!j.style.cssFloat,checkOn:d.getElementsByTagName("input")[0].value==="on",optSelected:s.createElement("select").appendChild(s.createElement("option")).selected,
parentNode:d.removeChild(d.appendChild(s.createElement("div"))).parentNode===null,deleteExpando:true,checkClone:false,scriptEval:false,noCloneEvent:true,boxModel:null};b.type="text/javascript";try{b.appendChild(s.createTextNode("window."+f+"=1;"))}catch(i){}a.insertBefore(b,a.firstChild);if(A[f]){c.support.scriptEval=true;delete A[f]}try{delete b.test}catch(o){c.support.deleteExpando=false}a.removeChild(b);if(d.attachEvent&&d.fireEvent){d.attachEvent("onclick",function k(){c.support.noCloneEvent=
false;d.detachEvent("onclick",k)});d.cloneNode(true).fireEvent("onclick")}d=s.createElement("div");d.innerHTML="<input type='radio' name='radiotest' checked='checked'/>";a=s.createDocumentFragment();a.appendChild(d.firstChild);c.support.checkClone=a.cloneNode(true).cloneNode(true).lastChild.checked;c(function(){var k=s.createElement("div");k.style.width=k.style.paddingLeft="1px";s.body.appendChild(k);c.boxModel=c.support.boxModel=k.offsetWidth===2;s.body.removeChild(k).style.display="none"});a=function(k){var n=
s.createElement("div");k="on"+k;var r=k in n;if(!r){n.setAttribute(k,"return;");r=typeof n[k]==="function"}return r};c.support.submitBubbles=a("submit");c.support.changeBubbles=a("change");a=b=d=e=j=null}})();c.props={"for":"htmlFor","class":"className",readonly:"readOnly",maxlength:"maxLength",cellspacing:"cellSpacing",rowspan:"rowSpan",colspan:"colSpan",tabindex:"tabIndex",usemap:"useMap",frameborder:"frameBorder"};var G="jQuery"+J(),Ya=0,za={};c.extend({cache:{},expando:G,noData:{embed:true,object:true,
applet:true},data:function(a,b,d){if(!(a.nodeName&&c.noData[a.nodeName.toLowerCase()])){a=a==A?za:a;var f=a[G],e=c.cache;if(!f&&typeof b==="string"&&d===w)return null;f||(f=++Ya);if(typeof b==="object"){a[G]=f;e[f]=c.extend(true,{},b)}else if(!e[f]){a[G]=f;e[f]={}}a=e[f];if(d!==w)a[b]=d;return typeof b==="string"?a[b]:a}},removeData:function(a,b){if(!(a.nodeName&&c.noData[a.nodeName.toLowerCase()])){a=a==A?za:a;var d=a[G],f=c.cache,e=f[d];if(b){if(e){delete e[b];c.isEmptyObject(e)&&c.removeData(a)}}else{if(c.support.deleteExpando)delete a[c.expando];
else a.removeAttribute&&a.removeAttribute(c.expando);delete f[d]}}}});c.fn.extend({data:function(a,b){if(typeof a==="undefined"&&this.length)return c.data(this[0]);else if(typeof a==="object")return this.each(function(){c.data(this,a)});var d=a.split(".");d[1]=d[1]?"."+d[1]:"";if(b===w){var f=this.triggerHandler("getData"+d[1]+"!",[d[0]]);if(f===w&&this.length)f=c.data(this[0],a);return f===w&&d[1]?this.data(d[0]):f}else return this.trigger("setData"+d[1]+"!",[d[0],b]).each(function(){c.data(this,
a,b)})},removeData:function(a){return this.each(function(){c.removeData(this,a)})}});c.extend({queue:function(a,b,d){if(a){b=(b||"fx")+"queue";var f=c.data(a,b);if(!d)return f||[];if(!f||c.isArray(d))f=c.data(a,b,c.makeArray(d));else f.push(d);return f}},dequeue:function(a,b){b=b||"fx";var d=c.queue(a,b),f=d.shift();if(f==="inprogress")f=d.shift();if(f){b==="fx"&&d.unshift("inprogress");f.call(a,function(){c.dequeue(a,b)})}}});c.fn.extend({queue:function(a,b){if(typeof a!=="string"){b=a;a="fx"}if(b===
w)return c.queue(this[0],a);return this.each(function(){var d=c.queue(this,a,b);a==="fx"&&d[0]!=="inprogress"&&c.dequeue(this,a)})},dequeue:function(a){return this.each(function(){c.dequeue(this,a)})},delay:function(a,b){a=c.fx?c.fx.speeds[a]||a:a;b=b||"fx";return this.queue(b,function(){var d=this;setTimeout(function(){c.dequeue(d,b)},a)})},clearQueue:function(a){return this.queue(a||"fx",[])}});var Aa=/[\n\t]/g,ca=/\s+/,Za=/\r/g,$a=/href|src|style/,ab=/(button|input)/i,bb=/(button|input|object|select|textarea)/i,
cb=/^(a|area)$/i,Ba=/radio|checkbox/;c.fn.extend({attr:function(a,b){return X(this,a,b,true,c.attr)},removeAttr:function(a){return this.each(function(){c.attr(this,a,"");this.nodeType===1&&this.removeAttribute(a)})},addClass:function(a){if(c.isFunction(a))return this.each(function(n){var r=c(this);r.addClass(a.call(this,n,r.attr("class")))});if(a&&typeof a==="string")for(var b=(a||"").split(ca),d=0,f=this.length;d<f;d++){var e=this[d];if(e.nodeType===1)if(e.className){for(var j=" "+e.className+" ",
i=e.className,o=0,k=b.length;o<k;o++)if(j.indexOf(" "+b[o]+" ")<0)i+=" "+b[o];e.className=c.trim(i)}else e.className=a}return this},removeClass:function(a){if(c.isFunction(a))return this.each(function(k){var n=c(this);n.removeClass(a.call(this,k,n.attr("class")))});if(a&&typeof a==="string"||a===w)for(var b=(a||"").split(ca),d=0,f=this.length;d<f;d++){var e=this[d];if(e.nodeType===1&&e.className)if(a){for(var j=(" "+e.className+" ").replace(Aa," "),i=0,o=b.length;i<o;i++)j=j.replace(" "+b[i]+" ",
" ");e.className=c.trim(j)}else e.className=""}return this},toggleClass:function(a,b){var d=typeof a,f=typeof b==="boolean";if(c.isFunction(a))return this.each(function(e){var j=c(this);j.toggleClass(a.call(this,e,j.attr("class"),b),b)});return this.each(function(){if(d==="string")for(var e,j=0,i=c(this),o=b,k=a.split(ca);e=k[j++];){o=f?o:!i.hasClass(e);i[o?"addClass":"removeClass"](e)}else if(d==="undefined"||d==="boolean"){this.className&&c.data(this,"__className__",this.className);this.className=
this.className||a===false?"":c.data(this,"__className__")||""}})},hasClass:function(a){a=" "+a+" ";for(var b=0,d=this.length;b<d;b++)if((" "+this[b].className+" ").replace(Aa," ").indexOf(a)>-1)return true;return false},val:function(a){if(a===w){var b=this[0];if(b){if(c.nodeName(b,"option"))return(b.attributes.value||{}).specified?b.value:b.text;if(c.nodeName(b,"select")){var d=b.selectedIndex,f=[],e=b.options;b=b.type==="select-one";if(d<0)return null;var j=b?d:0;for(d=b?d+1:e.length;j<d;j++){var i=
e[j];if(i.selected){a=c(i).val();if(b)return a;f.push(a)}}return f}if(Ba.test(b.type)&&!c.support.checkOn)return b.getAttribute("value")===null?"on":b.value;return(b.value||"").replace(Za,"")}return w}var o=c.isFunction(a);return this.each(function(k){var n=c(this),r=a;if(this.nodeType===1){if(o)r=a.call(this,k,n.val());if(typeof r==="number")r+="";if(c.isArray(r)&&Ba.test(this.type))this.checked=c.inArray(n.val(),r)>=0;else if(c.nodeName(this,"select")){var u=c.makeArray(r);c("option",this).each(function(){this.selected=
c.inArray(c(this).val(),u)>=0});if(!u.length)this.selectedIndex=-1}else this.value=r}})}});c.extend({attrFn:{val:true,css:true,html:true,text:true,data:true,width:true,height:true,offset:true},attr:function(a,b,d,f){if(!a||a.nodeType===3||a.nodeType===8)return w;if(f&&b in c.attrFn)return c(a)[b](d);f=a.nodeType!==1||!c.isXMLDoc(a);var e=d!==w;b=f&&c.props[b]||b;if(a.nodeType===1){var j=$a.test(b);if(b in a&&f&&!j){if(e){b==="type"&&ab.test(a.nodeName)&&a.parentNode&&c.error("type property can't be changed");
a[b]=d}if(c.nodeName(a,"form")&&a.getAttributeNode(b))return a.getAttributeNode(b).nodeValue;if(b==="tabIndex")return(b=a.getAttributeNode("tabIndex"))&&b.specified?b.value:bb.test(a.nodeName)||cb.test(a.nodeName)&&a.href?0:w;return a[b]}if(!c.support.style&&f&&b==="style"){if(e)a.style.cssText=""+d;return a.style.cssText}e&&a.setAttribute(b,""+d);a=!c.support.hrefNormalized&&f&&j?a.getAttribute(b,2):a.getAttribute(b);return a===null?w:a}return c.style(a,b,d)}});var O=/\.(.*)$/,db=function(a){return a.replace(/[^\w\s\.\|`]/g,
function(b){return"\\"+b})};c.event={add:function(a,b,d,f){if(!(a.nodeType===3||a.nodeType===8)){if(a.setInterval&&a!==A&&!a.frameElement)a=A;var e,j;if(d.handler){e=d;d=e.handler}if(!d.guid)d.guid=c.guid++;if(j=c.data(a)){var i=j.events=j.events||{},o=j.handle;if(!o)j.handle=o=function(){return typeof c!=="undefined"&&!c.event.triggered?c.event.handle.apply(o.elem,arguments):w};o.elem=a;b=b.split(" ");for(var k,n=0,r;k=b[n++];){j=e?c.extend({},e):{handler:d,data:f};if(k.indexOf(".")>-1){r=k.split(".");
k=r.shift();j.namespace=r.slice(0).sort().join(".")}else{r=[];j.namespace=""}j.type=k;j.guid=d.guid;var u=i[k],z=c.event.special[k]||{};if(!u){u=i[k]=[];if(!z.setup||z.setup.call(a,f,r,o)===false)if(a.addEventListener)a.addEventListener(k,o,false);else a.attachEvent&&a.attachEvent("on"+k,o)}if(z.add){z.add.call(a,j);if(!j.handler.guid)j.handler.guid=d.guid}u.push(j);c.event.global[k]=true}a=null}}},global:{},remove:function(a,b,d,f){if(!(a.nodeType===3||a.nodeType===8)){var e,j=0,i,o,k,n,r,u,z=c.data(a),
C=z&&z.events;if(z&&C){if(b&&b.type){d=b.handler;b=b.type}if(!b||typeof b==="string"&&b.charAt(0)==="."){b=b||"";for(e in C)c.event.remove(a,e+b)}else{for(b=b.split(" ");e=b[j++];){n=e;i=e.indexOf(".")<0;o=[];if(!i){o=e.split(".");e=o.shift();k=new RegExp("(^|\\.)"+c.map(o.slice(0).sort(),db).join("\\.(?:.*\\.)?")+"(\\.|$)")}if(r=C[e])if(d){n=c.event.special[e]||{};for(B=f||0;B<r.length;B++){u=r[B];if(d.guid===u.guid){if(i||k.test(u.namespace)){f==null&&r.splice(B--,1);n.remove&&n.remove.call(a,u)}if(f!=
null)break}}if(r.length===0||f!=null&&r.length===1){if(!n.teardown||n.teardown.call(a,o)===false)Ca(a,e,z.handle);delete C[e]}}else for(var B=0;B<r.length;B++){u=r[B];if(i||k.test(u.namespace)){c.event.remove(a,n,u.handler,B);r.splice(B--,1)}}}if(c.isEmptyObject(C)){if(b=z.handle)b.elem=null;delete z.events;delete z.handle;c.isEmptyObject(z)&&c.removeData(a)}}}}},trigger:function(a,b,d,f){var e=a.type||a;if(!f){a=typeof a==="object"?a[G]?a:c.extend(c.Event(e),a):c.Event(e);if(e.indexOf("!")>=0){a.type=
e=e.slice(0,-1);a.exclusive=true}if(!d){a.stopPropagation();c.event.global[e]&&c.each(c.cache,function(){this.events&&this.events[e]&&c.event.trigger(a,b,this.handle.elem)})}if(!d||d.nodeType===3||d.nodeType===8)return w;a.result=w;a.target=d;b=c.makeArray(b);b.unshift(a)}a.currentTarget=d;(f=c.data(d,"handle"))&&f.apply(d,b);f=d.parentNode||d.ownerDocument;try{if(!(d&&d.nodeName&&c.noData[d.nodeName.toLowerCase()]))if(d["on"+e]&&d["on"+e].apply(d,b)===false)a.result=false}catch(j){}if(!a.isPropagationStopped()&&
f)c.event.trigger(a,b,f,true);else if(!a.isDefaultPrevented()){f=a.target;var i,o=c.nodeName(f,"a")&&e==="click",k=c.event.special[e]||{};if((!k._default||k._default.call(d,a)===false)&&!o&&!(f&&f.nodeName&&c.noData[f.nodeName.toLowerCase()])){try{if(f[e]){if(i=f["on"+e])f["on"+e]=null;c.event.triggered=true;f[e]()}}catch(n){}if(i)f["on"+e]=i;c.event.triggered=false}}},handle:function(a){var b,d,f,e;a=arguments[0]=c.event.fix(a||A.event);a.currentTarget=this;b=a.type.indexOf(".")<0&&!a.exclusive;
if(!b){d=a.type.split(".");a.type=d.shift();f=new RegExp("(^|\\.)"+d.slice(0).sort().join("\\.(?:.*\\.)?")+"(\\.|$)")}e=c.data(this,"events");d=e[a.type];if(e&&d){d=d.slice(0);e=0;for(var j=d.length;e<j;e++){var i=d[e];if(b||f.test(i.namespace)){a.handler=i.handler;a.data=i.data;a.handleObj=i;i=i.handler.apply(this,arguments);if(i!==w){a.result=i;if(i===false){a.preventDefault();a.stopPropagation()}}if(a.isImmediatePropagationStopped())break}}}return a.result},props:"altKey attrChange attrName bubbles button cancelable charCode clientX clientY ctrlKey currentTarget data detail eventPhase fromElement handler keyCode layerX layerY metaKey newValue offsetX offsetY originalTarget pageX pageY prevValue relatedNode relatedTarget screenX screenY shiftKey srcElement target toElement view wheelDelta which".split(" "),
fix:function(a){if(a[G])return a;var b=a;a=c.Event(b);for(var d=this.props.length,f;d;){f=this.props[--d];a[f]=b[f]}if(!a.target)a.target=a.srcElement||s;if(a.target.nodeType===3)a.target=a.target.parentNode;if(!a.relatedTarget&&a.fromElement)a.relatedTarget=a.fromElement===a.target?a.toElement:a.fromElement;if(a.pageX==null&&a.clientX!=null){b=s.documentElement;d=s.body;a.pageX=a.clientX+(b&&b.scrollLeft||d&&d.scrollLeft||0)-(b&&b.clientLeft||d&&d.clientLeft||0);a.pageY=a.clientY+(b&&b.scrollTop||
d&&d.scrollTop||0)-(b&&b.clientTop||d&&d.clientTop||0)}if(!a.which&&(a.charCode||a.charCode===0?a.charCode:a.keyCode))a.which=a.charCode||a.keyCode;if(!a.metaKey&&a.ctrlKey)a.metaKey=a.ctrlKey;if(!a.which&&a.button!==w)a.which=a.button&1?1:a.button&2?3:a.button&4?2:0;return a},guid:1E8,proxy:c.proxy,special:{ready:{setup:c.bindReady,teardown:c.noop},live:{add:function(a){c.event.add(this,a.origType,c.extend({},a,{handler:oa}))},remove:function(a){var b=true,d=a.origType.replace(O,"");c.each(c.data(this,
"events").live||[],function(){if(d===this.origType.replace(O,""))return b=false});b&&c.event.remove(this,a.origType,oa)}},beforeunload:{setup:function(a,b,d){if(this.setInterval)this.onbeforeunload=d;return false},teardown:function(a,b){if(this.onbeforeunload===b)this.onbeforeunload=null}}}};var Ca=s.removeEventListener?function(a,b,d){a.removeEventListener(b,d,false)}:function(a,b,d){a.detachEvent("on"+b,d)};c.Event=function(a){if(!this.preventDefault)return new c.Event(a);if(a&&a.type){this.originalEvent=
a;this.type=a.type}else this.type=a;this.timeStamp=J();this[G]=true};c.Event.prototype={preventDefault:function(){this.isDefaultPrevented=Z;var a=this.originalEvent;if(a){a.preventDefault&&a.preventDefault();a.returnValue=false}},stopPropagation:function(){this.isPropagationStopped=Z;var a=this.originalEvent;if(a){a.stopPropagation&&a.stopPropagation();a.cancelBubble=true}},stopImmediatePropagation:function(){this.isImmediatePropagationStopped=Z;this.stopPropagation()},isDefaultPrevented:Y,isPropagationStopped:Y,
isImmediatePropagationStopped:Y};var Da=function(a){var b=a.relatedTarget;try{for(;b&&b!==this;)b=b.parentNode;if(b!==this){a.type=a.data;c.event.handle.apply(this,arguments)}}catch(d){}},Ea=function(a){a.type=a.data;c.event.handle.apply(this,arguments)};c.each({mouseenter:"mouseover",mouseleave:"mouseout"},function(a,b){c.event.special[a]={setup:function(d){c.event.add(this,b,d&&d.selector?Ea:Da,a)},teardown:function(d){c.event.remove(this,b,d&&d.selector?Ea:Da)}}});if(!c.support.submitBubbles)c.event.special.submit=
{setup:function(){if(this.nodeName.toLowerCase()!=="form"){c.event.add(this,"click.specialSubmit",function(a){var b=a.target,d=b.type;if((d==="submit"||d==="image")&&c(b).closest("form").length)return na("submit",this,arguments)});c.event.add(this,"keypress.specialSubmit",function(a){var b=a.target,d=b.type;if((d==="text"||d==="password")&&c(b).closest("form").length&&a.keyCode===13)return na("submit",this,arguments)})}else return false},teardown:function(){c.event.remove(this,".specialSubmit")}};
if(!c.support.changeBubbles){var da=/textarea|input|select/i,ea,Fa=function(a){var b=a.type,d=a.value;if(b==="radio"||b==="checkbox")d=a.checked;else if(b==="select-multiple")d=a.selectedIndex>-1?c.map(a.options,function(f){return f.selected}).join("-"):"";else if(a.nodeName.toLowerCase()==="select")d=a.selectedIndex;return d},fa=function(a,b){var d=a.target,f,e;if(!(!da.test(d.nodeName)||d.readOnly)){f=c.data(d,"_change_data");e=Fa(d);if(a.type!=="focusout"||d.type!=="radio")c.data(d,"_change_data",
e);if(!(f===w||e===f))if(f!=null||e){a.type="change";return c.event.trigger(a,b,d)}}};c.event.special.change={filters:{focusout:fa,click:function(a){var b=a.target,d=b.type;if(d==="radio"||d==="checkbox"||b.nodeName.toLowerCase()==="select")return fa.call(this,a)},keydown:function(a){var b=a.target,d=b.type;if(a.keyCode===13&&b.nodeName.toLowerCase()!=="textarea"||a.keyCode===32&&(d==="checkbox"||d==="radio")||d==="select-multiple")return fa.call(this,a)},beforeactivate:function(a){a=a.target;c.data(a,
"_change_data",Fa(a))}},setup:function(){if(this.type==="file")return false;for(var a in ea)c.event.add(this,a+".specialChange",ea[a]);return da.test(this.nodeName)},teardown:function(){c.event.remove(this,".specialChange");return da.test(this.nodeName)}};ea=c.event.special.change.filters}s.addEventListener&&c.each({focus:"focusin",blur:"focusout"},function(a,b){function d(f){f=c.event.fix(f);f.type=b;return c.event.handle.call(this,f)}c.event.special[b]={setup:function(){this.addEventListener(a,
d,true)},teardown:function(){this.removeEventListener(a,d,true)}}});c.each(["bind","one"],function(a,b){c.fn[b]=function(d,f,e){if(typeof d==="object"){for(var j in d)this[b](j,f,d[j],e);return this}if(c.isFunction(f)){e=f;f=w}var i=b==="one"?c.proxy(e,function(k){c(this).unbind(k,i);return e.apply(this,arguments)}):e;if(d==="unload"&&b!=="one")this.one(d,f,e);else{j=0;for(var o=this.length;j<o;j++)c.event.add(this[j],d,i,f)}return this}});c.fn.extend({unbind:function(a,b){if(typeof a==="object"&&
!a.preventDefault)for(var d in a)this.unbind(d,a[d]);else{d=0;for(var f=this.length;d<f;d++)c.event.remove(this[d],a,b)}return this},delegate:function(a,b,d,f){return this.live(b,d,f,a)},undelegate:function(a,b,d){return arguments.length===0?this.unbind("live"):this.die(b,null,d,a)},trigger:function(a,b){return this.each(function(){c.event.trigger(a,b,this)})},triggerHandler:function(a,b){if(this[0]){a=c.Event(a);a.preventDefault();a.stopPropagation();c.event.trigger(a,b,this[0]);return a.result}},
toggle:function(a){for(var b=arguments,d=1;d<b.length;)c.proxy(a,b[d++]);return this.click(c.proxy(a,function(f){var e=(c.data(this,"lastToggle"+a.guid)||0)%d;c.data(this,"lastToggle"+a.guid,e+1);f.preventDefault();return b[e].apply(this,arguments)||false}))},hover:function(a,b){return this.mouseenter(a).mouseleave(b||a)}});var Ga={focus:"focusin",blur:"focusout",mouseenter:"mouseover",mouseleave:"mouseout"};c.each(["live","die"],function(a,b){c.fn[b]=function(d,f,e,j){var i,o=0,k,n,r=j||this.selector,
u=j?this:c(this.context);if(c.isFunction(f)){e=f;f=w}for(d=(d||"").split(" ");(i=d[o++])!=null;){j=O.exec(i);k="";if(j){k=j[0];i=i.replace(O,"")}if(i==="hover")d.push("mouseenter"+k,"mouseleave"+k);else{n=i;if(i==="focus"||i==="blur"){d.push(Ga[i]+k);i+=k}else i=(Ga[i]||i)+k;b==="live"?u.each(function(){c.event.add(this,pa(i,r),{data:f,selector:r,handler:e,origType:i,origHandler:e,preType:n})}):u.unbind(pa(i,r),e)}}return this}});c.each("blur focus focusin focusout load resize scroll unload click dblclick mousedown mouseup mousemove mouseover mouseout mouseenter mouseleave change select submit keydown keypress keyup error".split(" "),
function(a,b){c.fn[b]=function(d){return d?this.bind(b,d):this.trigger(b)};if(c.attrFn)c.attrFn[b]=true});A.attachEvent&&!A.addEventListener&&A.attachEvent("onunload",function(){for(var a in c.cache)if(c.cache[a].handle)try{c.event.remove(c.cache[a].handle.elem)}catch(b){}});(function(){function a(g){for(var h="",l,m=0;g[m];m++){l=g[m];if(l.nodeType===3||l.nodeType===4)h+=l.nodeValue;else if(l.nodeType!==8)h+=a(l.childNodes)}return h}function b(g,h,l,m,q,p){q=0;for(var v=m.length;q<v;q++){var t=m[q];
if(t){t=t[g];for(var y=false;t;){if(t.sizcache===l){y=m[t.sizset];break}if(t.nodeType===1&&!p){t.sizcache=l;t.sizset=q}if(t.nodeName.toLowerCase()===h){y=t;break}t=t[g]}m[q]=y}}}function d(g,h,l,m,q,p){q=0;for(var v=m.length;q<v;q++){var t=m[q];if(t){t=t[g];for(var y=false;t;){if(t.sizcache===l){y=m[t.sizset];break}if(t.nodeType===1){if(!p){t.sizcache=l;t.sizset=q}if(typeof h!=="string"){if(t===h){y=true;break}}else if(k.filter(h,[t]).length>0){y=t;break}}t=t[g]}m[q]=y}}}var f=/((?:\((?:\([^()]+\)|[^()]+)+\)|\[(?:\[[^[\]]*\]|['"][^'"]*['"]|[^[\]'"]+)+\]|\\.|[^ >+~,(\[\\]+)+|[>+~])(\s*,\s*)?((?:.|\r|\n)*)/g,
e=0,j=Object.prototype.toString,i=false,o=true;[0,0].sort(function(){o=false;return 0});var k=function(g,h,l,m){l=l||[];var q=h=h||s;if(h.nodeType!==1&&h.nodeType!==9)return[];if(!g||typeof g!=="string")return l;for(var p=[],v,t,y,S,H=true,M=x(h),I=g;(f.exec(""),v=f.exec(I))!==null;){I=v[3];p.push(v[1]);if(v[2]){S=v[3];break}}if(p.length>1&&r.exec(g))if(p.length===2&&n.relative[p[0]])t=ga(p[0]+p[1],h);else for(t=n.relative[p[0]]?[h]:k(p.shift(),h);p.length;){g=p.shift();if(n.relative[g])g+=p.shift();
t=ga(g,t)}else{if(!m&&p.length>1&&h.nodeType===9&&!M&&n.match.ID.test(p[0])&&!n.match.ID.test(p[p.length-1])){v=k.find(p.shift(),h,M);h=v.expr?k.filter(v.expr,v.set)[0]:v.set[0]}if(h){v=m?{expr:p.pop(),set:z(m)}:k.find(p.pop(),p.length===1&&(p[0]==="~"||p[0]==="+")&&h.parentNode?h.parentNode:h,M);t=v.expr?k.filter(v.expr,v.set):v.set;if(p.length>0)y=z(t);else H=false;for(;p.length;){var D=p.pop();v=D;if(n.relative[D])v=p.pop();else D="";if(v==null)v=h;n.relative[D](y,v,M)}}else y=[]}y||(y=t);y||k.error(D||
g);if(j.call(y)==="[object Array]")if(H)if(h&&h.nodeType===1)for(g=0;y[g]!=null;g++){if(y[g]&&(y[g]===true||y[g].nodeType===1&&E(h,y[g])))l.push(t[g])}else for(g=0;y[g]!=null;g++)y[g]&&y[g].nodeType===1&&l.push(t[g]);else l.push.apply(l,y);else z(y,l);if(S){k(S,q,l,m);k.uniqueSort(l)}return l};k.uniqueSort=function(g){if(B){i=o;g.sort(B);if(i)for(var h=1;h<g.length;h++)g[h]===g[h-1]&&g.splice(h--,1)}return g};k.matches=function(g,h){return k(g,null,null,h)};k.find=function(g,h,l){var m,q;if(!g)return[];
for(var p=0,v=n.order.length;p<v;p++){var t=n.order[p];if(q=n.leftMatch[t].exec(g)){var y=q[1];q.splice(1,1);if(y.substr(y.length-1)!=="\\"){q[1]=(q[1]||"").replace(/\\/g,"");m=n.find[t](q,h,l);if(m!=null){g=g.replace(n.match[t],"");break}}}}m||(m=h.getElementsByTagName("*"));return{set:m,expr:g}};k.filter=function(g,h,l,m){for(var q=g,p=[],v=h,t,y,S=h&&h[0]&&x(h[0]);g&&h.length;){for(var H in n.filter)if((t=n.leftMatch[H].exec(g))!=null&&t[2]){var M=n.filter[H],I,D;D=t[1];y=false;t.splice(1,1);if(D.substr(D.length-
1)!=="\\"){if(v===p)p=[];if(n.preFilter[H])if(t=n.preFilter[H](t,v,l,p,m,S)){if(t===true)continue}else y=I=true;if(t)for(var U=0;(D=v[U])!=null;U++)if(D){I=M(D,t,U,v);var Ha=m^!!I;if(l&&I!=null)if(Ha)y=true;else v[U]=false;else if(Ha){p.push(D);y=true}}if(I!==w){l||(v=p);g=g.replace(n.match[H],"");if(!y)return[];break}}}if(g===q)if(y==null)k.error(g);else break;q=g}return v};k.error=function(g){throw"Syntax error, unrecognized expression: "+g;};var n=k.selectors={order:["ID","NAME","TAG"],match:{ID:/#((?:[\w\u00c0-\uFFFF-]|\\.)+)/,
CLASS:/\.((?:[\w\u00c0-\uFFFF-]|\\.)+)/,NAME:/\[name=['"]*((?:[\w\u00c0-\uFFFF-]|\\.)+)['"]*\]/,ATTR:/\[\s*((?:[\w\u00c0-\uFFFF-]|\\.)+)\s*(?:(\S?=)\s*(['"]*)(.*?)\3|)\s*\]/,TAG:/^((?:[\w\u00c0-\uFFFF\*-]|\\.)+)/,CHILD:/:(only|nth|last|first)-child(?:\((even|odd|[\dn+-]*)\))?/,POS:/:(nth|eq|gt|lt|first|last|even|odd)(?:\((\d*)\))?(?=[^-]|$)/,PSEUDO:/:((?:[\w\u00c0-\uFFFF-]|\\.)+)(?:\((['"]?)((?:\([^\)]+\)|[^\(\)]*)+)\2\))?/},leftMatch:{},attrMap:{"class":"className","for":"htmlFor"},attrHandle:{href:function(g){return g.getAttribute("href")}},
relative:{"+":function(g,h){var l=typeof h==="string",m=l&&!/\W/.test(h);l=l&&!m;if(m)h=h.toLowerCase();m=0;for(var q=g.length,p;m<q;m++)if(p=g[m]){for(;(p=p.previousSibling)&&p.nodeType!==1;);g[m]=l||p&&p.nodeName.toLowerCase()===h?p||false:p===h}l&&k.filter(h,g,true)},">":function(g,h){var l=typeof h==="string";if(l&&!/\W/.test(h)){h=h.toLowerCase();for(var m=0,q=g.length;m<q;m++){var p=g[m];if(p){l=p.parentNode;g[m]=l.nodeName.toLowerCase()===h?l:false}}}else{m=0;for(q=g.length;m<q;m++)if(p=g[m])g[m]=
l?p.parentNode:p.parentNode===h;l&&k.filter(h,g,true)}},"":function(g,h,l){var m=e++,q=d;if(typeof h==="string"&&!/\W/.test(h)){var p=h=h.toLowerCase();q=b}q("parentNode",h,m,g,p,l)},"~":function(g,h,l){var m=e++,q=d;if(typeof h==="string"&&!/\W/.test(h)){var p=h=h.toLowerCase();q=b}q("previousSibling",h,m,g,p,l)}},find:{ID:function(g,h,l){if(typeof h.getElementById!=="undefined"&&!l)return(g=h.getElementById(g[1]))?[g]:[]},NAME:function(g,h){if(typeof h.getElementsByName!=="undefined"){var l=[];
h=h.getElementsByName(g[1]);for(var m=0,q=h.length;m<q;m++)h[m].getAttribute("name")===g[1]&&l.push(h[m]);return l.length===0?null:l}},TAG:function(g,h){return h.getElementsByTagName(g[1])}},preFilter:{CLASS:function(g,h,l,m,q,p){g=" "+g[1].replace(/\\/g,"")+" ";if(p)return g;p=0;for(var v;(v=h[p])!=null;p++)if(v)if(q^(v.className&&(" "+v.className+" ").replace(/[\t\n]/g," ").indexOf(g)>=0))l||m.push(v);else if(l)h[p]=false;return false},ID:function(g){return g[1].replace(/\\/g,"")},TAG:function(g){return g[1].toLowerCase()},
CHILD:function(g){if(g[1]==="nth"){var h=/(-?)(\d*)n((?:\+|-)?\d*)/.exec(g[2]==="even"&&"2n"||g[2]==="odd"&&"2n+1"||!/\D/.test(g[2])&&"0n+"+g[2]||g[2]);g[2]=h[1]+(h[2]||1)-0;g[3]=h[3]-0}g[0]=e++;return g},ATTR:function(g,h,l,m,q,p){h=g[1].replace(/\\/g,"");if(!p&&n.attrMap[h])g[1]=n.attrMap[h];if(g[2]==="~=")g[4]=" "+g[4]+" ";return g},PSEUDO:function(g,h,l,m,q){if(g[1]==="not")if((f.exec(g[3])||"").length>1||/^\w/.test(g[3]))g[3]=k(g[3],null,null,h);else{g=k.filter(g[3],h,l,true^q);l||m.push.apply(m,
g);return false}else if(n.match.POS.test(g[0])||n.match.CHILD.test(g[0]))return true;return g},POS:function(g){g.unshift(true);return g}},filters:{enabled:function(g){return g.disabled===false&&g.type!=="hidden"},disabled:function(g){return g.disabled===true},checked:function(g){return g.checked===true},selected:function(g){return g.selected===true},parent:function(g){return!!g.firstChild},empty:function(g){return!g.firstChild},has:function(g,h,l){return!!k(l[3],g).length},header:function(g){return/h\d/i.test(g.nodeName)},
text:function(g){return"text"===g.type},radio:function(g){return"radio"===g.type},checkbox:function(g){return"checkbox"===g.type},file:function(g){return"file"===g.type},password:function(g){return"password"===g.type},submit:function(g){return"submit"===g.type},image:function(g){return"image"===g.type},reset:function(g){return"reset"===g.type},button:function(g){return"button"===g.type||g.nodeName.toLowerCase()==="button"},input:function(g){return/input|select|textarea|button/i.test(g.nodeName)}},
setFilters:{first:function(g,h){return h===0},last:function(g,h,l,m){return h===m.length-1},even:function(g,h){return h%2===0},odd:function(g,h){return h%2===1},lt:function(g,h,l){return h<l[3]-0},gt:function(g,h,l){return h>l[3]-0},nth:function(g,h,l){return l[3]-0===h},eq:function(g,h,l){return l[3]-0===h}},filter:{PSEUDO:function(g,h,l,m){var q=h[1],p=n.filters[q];if(p)return p(g,l,h,m);else if(q==="contains")return(g.textContent||g.innerText||a([g])||"").indexOf(h[3])>=0;else if(q==="not"){h=
h[3];l=0;for(m=h.length;l<m;l++)if(h[l]===g)return false;return true}else k.error("Syntax error, unrecognized expression: "+q)},CHILD:function(g,h){var l=h[1],m=g;switch(l){case "only":case "first":for(;m=m.previousSibling;)if(m.nodeType===1)return false;if(l==="first")return true;m=g;case "last":for(;m=m.nextSibling;)if(m.nodeType===1)return false;return true;case "nth":l=h[2];var q=h[3];if(l===1&&q===0)return true;h=h[0];var p=g.parentNode;if(p&&(p.sizcache!==h||!g.nodeIndex)){var v=0;for(m=p.firstChild;m;m=
m.nextSibling)if(m.nodeType===1)m.nodeIndex=++v;p.sizcache=h}g=g.nodeIndex-q;return l===0?g===0:g%l===0&&g/l>=0}},ID:function(g,h){return g.nodeType===1&&g.getAttribute("id")===h},TAG:function(g,h){return h==="*"&&g.nodeType===1||g.nodeName.toLowerCase()===h},CLASS:function(g,h){return(" "+(g.className||g.getAttribute("class"))+" ").indexOf(h)>-1},ATTR:function(g,h){var l=h[1];g=n.attrHandle[l]?n.attrHandle[l](g):g[l]!=null?g[l]:g.getAttribute(l);l=g+"";var m=h[2];h=h[4];return g==null?m==="!=":m===
"="?l===h:m==="*="?l.indexOf(h)>=0:m==="~="?(" "+l+" ").indexOf(h)>=0:!h?l&&g!==false:m==="!="?l!==h:m==="^="?l.indexOf(h)===0:m==="$="?l.substr(l.length-h.length)===h:m==="|="?l===h||l.substr(0,h.length+1)===h+"-":false},POS:function(g,h,l,m){var q=n.setFilters[h[2]];if(q)return q(g,l,h,m)}}},r=n.match.POS;for(var u in n.match){n.match[u]=new RegExp(n.match[u].source+/(?![^\[]*\])(?![^\(]*\))/.source);n.leftMatch[u]=new RegExp(/(^(?:.|\r|\n)*?)/.source+n.match[u].source.replace(/\\(\d+)/g,function(g,
h){return"\\"+(h-0+1)}))}var z=function(g,h){g=Array.prototype.slice.call(g,0);if(h){h.push.apply(h,g);return h}return g};try{Array.prototype.slice.call(s.documentElement.childNodes,0)}catch(C){z=function(g,h){h=h||[];if(j.call(g)==="[object Array]")Array.prototype.push.apply(h,g);else if(typeof g.length==="number")for(var l=0,m=g.length;l<m;l++)h.push(g[l]);else for(l=0;g[l];l++)h.push(g[l]);return h}}var B;if(s.documentElement.compareDocumentPosition)B=function(g,h){if(!g.compareDocumentPosition||
!h.compareDocumentPosition){if(g==h)i=true;return g.compareDocumentPosition?-1:1}g=g.compareDocumentPosition(h)&4?-1:g===h?0:1;if(g===0)i=true;return g};else if("sourceIndex"in s.documentElement)B=function(g,h){if(!g.sourceIndex||!h.sourceIndex){if(g==h)i=true;return g.sourceIndex?-1:1}g=g.sourceIndex-h.sourceIndex;if(g===0)i=true;return g};else if(s.createRange)B=function(g,h){if(!g.ownerDocument||!h.ownerDocument){if(g==h)i=true;return g.ownerDocument?-1:1}var l=g.ownerDocument.createRange(),m=
h.ownerDocument.createRange();l.setStart(g,0);l.setEnd(g,0);m.setStart(h,0);m.setEnd(h,0);g=l.compareBoundaryPoints(Range.START_TO_END,m);if(g===0)i=true;return g};(function(){var g=s.createElement("div"),h="script"+(new Date).getTime();g.innerHTML="<a name='"+h+"'/>";var l=s.documentElement;l.insertBefore(g,l.firstChild);if(s.getElementById(h)){n.find.ID=function(m,q,p){if(typeof q.getElementById!=="undefined"&&!p)return(q=q.getElementById(m[1]))?q.id===m[1]||typeof q.getAttributeNode!=="undefined"&&
q.getAttributeNode("id").nodeValue===m[1]?[q]:w:[]};n.filter.ID=function(m,q){var p=typeof m.getAttributeNode!=="undefined"&&m.getAttributeNode("id");return m.nodeType===1&&p&&p.nodeValue===q}}l.removeChild(g);l=g=null})();(function(){var g=s.createElement("div");g.appendChild(s.createComment(""));if(g.getElementsByTagName("*").length>0)n.find.TAG=function(h,l){l=l.getElementsByTagName(h[1]);if(h[1]==="*"){h=[];for(var m=0;l[m];m++)l[m].nodeType===1&&h.push(l[m]);l=h}return l};g.innerHTML="<a href='#'></a>";
if(g.firstChild&&typeof g.firstChild.getAttribute!=="undefined"&&g.firstChild.getAttribute("href")!=="#")n.attrHandle.href=function(h){return h.getAttribute("href",2)};g=null})();s.querySelectorAll&&function(){var g=k,h=s.createElement("div");h.innerHTML="<p class='TEST'></p>";if(!(h.querySelectorAll&&h.querySelectorAll(".TEST").length===0)){k=function(m,q,p,v){q=q||s;if(!v&&q.nodeType===9&&!x(q))try{return z(q.querySelectorAll(m),p)}catch(t){}return g(m,q,p,v)};for(var l in g)k[l]=g[l];h=null}}();
(function(){var g=s.createElement("div");g.innerHTML="<div class='test e'></div><div class='test'></div>";if(!(!g.getElementsByClassName||g.getElementsByClassName("e").length===0)){g.lastChild.className="e";if(g.getElementsByClassName("e").length!==1){n.order.splice(1,0,"CLASS");n.find.CLASS=function(h,l,m){if(typeof l.getElementsByClassName!=="undefined"&&!m)return l.getElementsByClassName(h[1])};g=null}}})();var E=s.compareDocumentPosition?function(g,h){return!!(g.compareDocumentPosition(h)&16)}:
function(g,h){return g!==h&&(g.contains?g.contains(h):true)},x=function(g){return(g=(g?g.ownerDocument||g:0).documentElement)?g.nodeName!=="HTML":false},ga=function(g,h){var l=[],m="",q;for(h=h.nodeType?[h]:h;q=n.match.PSEUDO.exec(g);){m+=q[0];g=g.replace(n.match.PSEUDO,"")}g=n.relative[g]?g+"*":g;q=0;for(var p=h.length;q<p;q++)k(g,h[q],l);return k.filter(m,l)};c.find=k;c.expr=k.selectors;c.expr[":"]=c.expr.filters;c.unique=k.uniqueSort;c.text=a;c.isXMLDoc=x;c.contains=E})();var eb=/Until$/,fb=/^(?:parents|prevUntil|prevAll)/,
gb=/,/;R=Array.prototype.slice;var Ia=function(a,b,d){if(c.isFunction(b))return c.grep(a,function(e,j){return!!b.call(e,j,e)===d});else if(b.nodeType)return c.grep(a,function(e){return e===b===d});else if(typeof b==="string"){var f=c.grep(a,function(e){return e.nodeType===1});if(Ua.test(b))return c.filter(b,f,!d);else b=c.filter(b,f)}return c.grep(a,function(e){return c.inArray(e,b)>=0===d})};c.fn.extend({find:function(a){for(var b=this.pushStack("","find",a),d=0,f=0,e=this.length;f<e;f++){d=b.length;
c.find(a,this[f],b);if(f>0)for(var j=d;j<b.length;j++)for(var i=0;i<d;i++)if(b[i]===b[j]){b.splice(j--,1);break}}return b},has:function(a){var b=c(a);return this.filter(function(){for(var d=0,f=b.length;d<f;d++)if(c.contains(this,b[d]))return true})},not:function(a){return this.pushStack(Ia(this,a,false),"not",a)},filter:function(a){return this.pushStack(Ia(this,a,true),"filter",a)},is:function(a){return!!a&&c.filter(a,this).length>0},closest:function(a,b){if(c.isArray(a)){var d=[],f=this[0],e,j=
{},i;if(f&&a.length){e=0;for(var o=a.length;e<o;e++){i=a[e];j[i]||(j[i]=c.expr.match.POS.test(i)?c(i,b||this.context):i)}for(;f&&f.ownerDocument&&f!==b;){for(i in j){e=j[i];if(e.jquery?e.index(f)>-1:c(f).is(e)){d.push({selector:i,elem:f});delete j[i]}}f=f.parentNode}}return d}var k=c.expr.match.POS.test(a)?c(a,b||this.context):null;return this.map(function(n,r){for(;r&&r.ownerDocument&&r!==b;){if(k?k.index(r)>-1:c(r).is(a))return r;r=r.parentNode}return null})},index:function(a){if(!a||typeof a===
"string")return c.inArray(this[0],a?c(a):this.parent().children());return c.inArray(a.jquery?a[0]:a,this)},add:function(a,b){a=typeof a==="string"?c(a,b||this.context):c.makeArray(a);b=c.merge(this.get(),a);return this.pushStack(qa(a[0])||qa(b[0])?b:c.unique(b))},andSelf:function(){return this.add(this.prevObject)}});c.each({parent:function(a){return(a=a.parentNode)&&a.nodeType!==11?a:null},parents:function(a){return c.dir(a,"parentNode")},parentsUntil:function(a,b,d){return c.dir(a,"parentNode",
d)},next:function(a){return c.nth(a,2,"nextSibling")},prev:function(a){return c.nth(a,2,"previousSibling")},nextAll:function(a){return c.dir(a,"nextSibling")},prevAll:function(a){return c.dir(a,"previousSibling")},nextUntil:function(a,b,d){return c.dir(a,"nextSibling",d)},prevUntil:function(a,b,d){return c.dir(a,"previousSibling",d)},siblings:function(a){return c.sibling(a.parentNode.firstChild,a)},children:function(a){return c.sibling(a.firstChild)},contents:function(a){return c.nodeName(a,"iframe")?
a.contentDocument||a.contentWindow.document:c.makeArray(a.childNodes)}},function(a,b){c.fn[a]=function(d,f){var e=c.map(this,b,d);eb.test(a)||(f=d);if(f&&typeof f==="string")e=c.filter(f,e);e=this.length>1?c.unique(e):e;if((this.length>1||gb.test(f))&&fb.test(a))e=e.reverse();return this.pushStack(e,a,R.call(arguments).join(","))}});c.extend({filter:function(a,b,d){if(d)a=":not("+a+")";return c.find.matches(a,b)},dir:function(a,b,d){var f=[];for(a=a[b];a&&a.nodeType!==9&&(d===w||a.nodeType!==1||!c(a).is(d));){a.nodeType===
1&&f.push(a);a=a[b]}return f},nth:function(a,b,d){b=b||1;for(var f=0;a;a=a[d])if(a.nodeType===1&&++f===b)break;return a},sibling:function(a,b){for(var d=[];a;a=a.nextSibling)a.nodeType===1&&a!==b&&d.push(a);return d}});var Ja=/ jQuery\d+="(?:\d+|null)"/g,V=/^\s+/,Ka=/(<([\w:]+)[^>]*?)\/>/g,hb=/^(?:area|br|col|embed|hr|img|input|link|meta|param)$/i,La=/<([\w:]+)/,ib=/<tbody/i,jb=/<|&#?\w+;/,ta=/<script|<object|<embed|<option|<style/i,ua=/checked\s*(?:[^=]|=\s*.checked.)/i,Ma=function(a,b,d){return hb.test(d)?
a:b+"></"+d+">"},F={option:[1,"<select multiple='multiple'>","</select>"],legend:[1,"<fieldset>","</fieldset>"],thead:[1,"<table>","</table>"],tr:[2,"<table><tbody>","</tbody></table>"],td:[3,"<table><tbody><tr>","</tr></tbody></table>"],col:[2,"<table><tbody></tbody><colgroup>","</colgroup></table>"],area:[1,"<map>","</map>"],_default:[0,"",""]};F.optgroup=F.option;F.tbody=F.tfoot=F.colgroup=F.caption=F.thead;F.th=F.td;if(!c.support.htmlSerialize)F._default=[1,"div<div>","</div>"];c.fn.extend({text:function(a){if(c.isFunction(a))return this.each(function(b){var d=
c(this);d.text(a.call(this,b,d.text()))});if(typeof a!=="object"&&a!==w)return this.empty().append((this[0]&&this[0].ownerDocument||s).createTextNode(a));return c.text(this)},wrapAll:function(a){if(c.isFunction(a))return this.each(function(d){c(this).wrapAll(a.call(this,d))});if(this[0]){var b=c(a,this[0].ownerDocument).eq(0).clone(true);this[0].parentNode&&b.insertBefore(this[0]);b.map(function(){for(var d=this;d.firstChild&&d.firstChild.nodeType===1;)d=d.firstChild;return d}).append(this)}return this},
wrapInner:function(a){if(c.isFunction(a))return this.each(function(b){c(this).wrapInner(a.call(this,b))});return this.each(function(){var b=c(this),d=b.contents();d.length?d.wrapAll(a):b.append(a)})},wrap:function(a){return this.each(function(){c(this).wrapAll(a)})},unwrap:function(){return this.parent().each(function(){c.nodeName(this,"body")||c(this).replaceWith(this.childNodes)}).end()},append:function(){return this.domManip(arguments,true,function(a){this.nodeType===1&&this.appendChild(a)})},
prepend:function(){return this.domManip(arguments,true,function(a){this.nodeType===1&&this.insertBefore(a,this.firstChild)})},before:function(){if(this[0]&&this[0].parentNode)return this.domManip(arguments,false,function(b){this.parentNode.insertBefore(b,this)});else if(arguments.length){var a=c(arguments[0]);a.push.apply(a,this.toArray());return this.pushStack(a,"before",arguments)}},after:function(){if(this[0]&&this[0].parentNode)return this.domManip(arguments,false,function(b){this.parentNode.insertBefore(b,
this.nextSibling)});else if(arguments.length){var a=this.pushStack(this,"after",arguments);a.push.apply(a,c(arguments[0]).toArray());return a}},remove:function(a,b){for(var d=0,f;(f=this[d])!=null;d++)if(!a||c.filter(a,[f]).length){if(!b&&f.nodeType===1){c.cleanData(f.getElementsByTagName("*"));c.cleanData([f])}f.parentNode&&f.parentNode.removeChild(f)}return this},empty:function(){for(var a=0,b;(b=this[a])!=null;a++)for(b.nodeType===1&&c.cleanData(b.getElementsByTagName("*"));b.firstChild;)b.removeChild(b.firstChild);
return this},clone:function(a){var b=this.map(function(){if(!c.support.noCloneEvent&&!c.isXMLDoc(this)){var d=this.outerHTML,f=this.ownerDocument;if(!d){d=f.createElement("div");d.appendChild(this.cloneNode(true));d=d.innerHTML}return c.clean([d.replace(Ja,"").replace(/=([^="'>\s]+\/)>/g,'="$1">').replace(V,"")],f)[0]}else return this.cloneNode(true)});if(a===true){ra(this,b);ra(this.find("*"),b.find("*"))}return b},html:function(a){if(a===w)return this[0]&&this[0].nodeType===1?this[0].innerHTML.replace(Ja,
""):null;else if(typeof a==="string"&&!ta.test(a)&&(c.support.leadingWhitespace||!V.test(a))&&!F[(La.exec(a)||["",""])[1].toLowerCase()]){a=a.replace(Ka,Ma);try{for(var b=0,d=this.length;b<d;b++)if(this[b].nodeType===1){c.cleanData(this[b].getElementsByTagName("*"));this[b].innerHTML=a}}catch(f){this.empty().append(a)}}else c.isFunction(a)?this.each(function(e){var j=c(this),i=j.html();j.empty().append(function(){return a.call(this,e,i)})}):this.empty().append(a);return this},replaceWith:function(a){if(this[0]&&
this[0].parentNode){if(c.isFunction(a))return this.each(function(b){var d=c(this),f=d.html();d.replaceWith(a.call(this,b,f))});if(typeof a!=="string")a=c(a).detach();return this.each(function(){var b=this.nextSibling,d=this.parentNode;c(this).remove();b?c(b).before(a):c(d).append(a)})}else return this.pushStack(c(c.isFunction(a)?a():a),"replaceWith",a)},detach:function(a){return this.remove(a,true)},domManip:function(a,b,d){function f(u){return c.nodeName(u,"table")?u.getElementsByTagName("tbody")[0]||
u.appendChild(u.ownerDocument.createElement("tbody")):u}var e,j,i=a[0],o=[],k;if(!c.support.checkClone&&arguments.length===3&&typeof i==="string"&&ua.test(i))return this.each(function(){c(this).domManip(a,b,d,true)});if(c.isFunction(i))return this.each(function(u){var z=c(this);a[0]=i.call(this,u,b?z.html():w);z.domManip(a,b,d)});if(this[0]){e=i&&i.parentNode;e=c.support.parentNode&&e&&e.nodeType===11&&e.childNodes.length===this.length?{fragment:e}:sa(a,this,o);k=e.fragment;if(j=k.childNodes.length===
1?(k=k.firstChild):k.firstChild){b=b&&c.nodeName(j,"tr");for(var n=0,r=this.length;n<r;n++)d.call(b?f(this[n],j):this[n],n>0||e.cacheable||this.length>1?k.cloneNode(true):k)}o.length&&c.each(o,Qa)}return this}});c.fragments={};c.each({appendTo:"append",prependTo:"prepend",insertBefore:"before",insertAfter:"after",replaceAll:"replaceWith"},function(a,b){c.fn[a]=function(d){var f=[];d=c(d);var e=this.length===1&&this[0].parentNode;if(e&&e.nodeType===11&&e.childNodes.length===1&&d.length===1){d[b](this[0]);
return this}else{e=0;for(var j=d.length;e<j;e++){var i=(e>0?this.clone(true):this).get();c.fn[b].apply(c(d[e]),i);f=f.concat(i)}return this.pushStack(f,a,d.selector)}}});c.extend({clean:function(a,b,d,f){b=b||s;if(typeof b.createElement==="undefined")b=b.ownerDocument||b[0]&&b[0].ownerDocument||s;for(var e=[],j=0,i;(i=a[j])!=null;j++){if(typeof i==="number")i+="";if(i){if(typeof i==="string"&&!jb.test(i))i=b.createTextNode(i);else if(typeof i==="string"){i=i.replace(Ka,Ma);var o=(La.exec(i)||["",
""])[1].toLowerCase(),k=F[o]||F._default,n=k[0],r=b.createElement("div");for(r.innerHTML=k[1]+i+k[2];n--;)r=r.lastChild;if(!c.support.tbody){n=ib.test(i);o=o==="table"&&!n?r.firstChild&&r.firstChild.childNodes:k[1]==="<table>"&&!n?r.childNodes:[];for(k=o.length-1;k>=0;--k)c.nodeName(o[k],"tbody")&&!o[k].childNodes.length&&o[k].parentNode.removeChild(o[k])}!c.support.leadingWhitespace&&V.test(i)&&r.insertBefore(b.createTextNode(V.exec(i)[0]),r.firstChild);i=r.childNodes}if(i.nodeType)e.push(i);else e=
c.merge(e,i)}}if(d)for(j=0;e[j];j++)if(f&&c.nodeName(e[j],"script")&&(!e[j].type||e[j].type.toLowerCase()==="text/javascript"))f.push(e[j].parentNode?e[j].parentNode.removeChild(e[j]):e[j]);else{e[j].nodeType===1&&e.splice.apply(e,[j+1,0].concat(c.makeArray(e[j].getElementsByTagName("script"))));d.appendChild(e[j])}return e},cleanData:function(a){for(var b,d,f=c.cache,e=c.event.special,j=c.support.deleteExpando,i=0,o;(o=a[i])!=null;i++)if(d=o[c.expando]){b=f[d];if(b.events)for(var k in b.events)e[k]?
c.event.remove(o,k):Ca(o,k,b.handle);if(j)delete o[c.expando];else o.removeAttribute&&o.removeAttribute(c.expando);delete f[d]}}});var kb=/z-?index|font-?weight|opacity|zoom|line-?height/i,Na=/alpha\([^)]*\)/,Oa=/opacity=([^)]*)/,ha=/float/i,ia=/-([a-z])/ig,lb=/([A-Z])/g,mb=/^-?\d+(?:px)?$/i,nb=/^-?\d/,ob={position:"absolute",visibility:"hidden",display:"block"},pb=["Left","Right"],qb=["Top","Bottom"],rb=s.defaultView&&s.defaultView.getComputedStyle,Pa=c.support.cssFloat?"cssFloat":"styleFloat",ja=
function(a,b){return b.toUpperCase()};c.fn.css=function(a,b){return X(this,a,b,true,function(d,f,e){if(e===w)return c.curCSS(d,f);if(typeof e==="number"&&!kb.test(f))e+="px";c.style(d,f,e)})};c.extend({style:function(a,b,d){if(!a||a.nodeType===3||a.nodeType===8)return w;if((b==="width"||b==="height")&&parseFloat(d)<0)d=w;var f=a.style||a,e=d!==w;if(!c.support.opacity&&b==="opacity"){if(e){f.zoom=1;b=parseInt(d,10)+""==="NaN"?"":"alpha(opacity="+d*100+")";a=f.filter||c.curCSS(a,"filter")||"";f.filter=
Na.test(a)?a.replace(Na,b):b}return f.filter&&f.filter.indexOf("opacity=")>=0?parseFloat(Oa.exec(f.filter)[1])/100+"":""}if(ha.test(b))b=Pa;b=b.replace(ia,ja);if(e)f[b]=d;return f[b]},css:function(a,b,d,f){if(b==="width"||b==="height"){var e,j=b==="width"?pb:qb;function i(){e=b==="width"?a.offsetWidth:a.offsetHeight;f!=="border"&&c.each(j,function(){f||(e-=parseFloat(c.curCSS(a,"padding"+this,true))||0);if(f==="margin")e+=parseFloat(c.curCSS(a,"margin"+this,true))||0;else e-=parseFloat(c.curCSS(a,
"border"+this+"Width",true))||0})}a.offsetWidth!==0?i():c.swap(a,ob,i);return Math.max(0,Math.round(e))}return c.curCSS(a,b,d)},curCSS:function(a,b,d){var f,e=a.style;if(!c.support.opacity&&b==="opacity"&&a.currentStyle){f=Oa.test(a.currentStyle.filter||"")?parseFloat(RegExp.$1)/100+"":"";return f===""?"1":f}if(ha.test(b))b=Pa;if(!d&&e&&e[b])f=e[b];else if(rb){if(ha.test(b))b="float";b=b.replace(lb,"-$1").toLowerCase();e=a.ownerDocument.defaultView;if(!e)return null;if(a=e.getComputedStyle(a,null))f=
a.getPropertyValue(b);if(b==="opacity"&&f==="")f="1"}else if(a.currentStyle){d=b.replace(ia,ja);f=a.currentStyle[b]||a.currentStyle[d];if(!mb.test(f)&&nb.test(f)){b=e.left;var j=a.runtimeStyle.left;a.runtimeStyle.left=a.currentStyle.left;e.left=d==="fontSize"?"1em":f||0;f=e.pixelLeft+"px";e.left=b;a.runtimeStyle.left=j}}return f},swap:function(a,b,d){var f={};for(var e in b){f[e]=a.style[e];a.style[e]=b[e]}d.call(a);for(e in b)a.style[e]=f[e]}});if(c.expr&&c.expr.filters){c.expr.filters.hidden=function(a){var b=
a.offsetWidth,d=a.offsetHeight,f=a.nodeName.toLowerCase()==="tr";return b===0&&d===0&&!f?true:b>0&&d>0&&!f?false:c.curCSS(a,"display")==="none"};c.expr.filters.visible=function(a){return!c.expr.filters.hidden(a)}}var sb=J(),tb=/<script(.|\s)*?\/script>/gi,ub=/select|textarea/i,vb=/color|date|datetime|email|hidden|month|number|password|range|search|tel|text|time|url|week/i,N=/=\?(&|$)/,ka=/\?/,wb=/(\?|&)_=.*?(&|$)/,xb=/^(\w+:)?\/\/([^\/?#]+)/,yb=/%20/g,zb=c.fn.load;c.fn.extend({load:function(a,b,d){if(typeof a!==
"string")return zb.call(this,a);else if(!this.length)return this;var f=a.indexOf(" ");if(f>=0){var e=a.slice(f,a.length);a=a.slice(0,f)}f="GET";if(b)if(c.isFunction(b)){d=b;b=null}else if(typeof b==="object"){b=c.param(b,c.ajaxSettings.traditional);f="POST"}var j=this;c.ajax({url:a,type:f,dataType:"html",data:b,complete:function(i,o){if(o==="success"||o==="notmodified")j.html(e?c("<div />").append(i.responseText.replace(tb,"")).find(e):i.responseText);d&&j.each(d,[i.responseText,o,i])}});return this},
serialize:function(){return c.param(this.serializeArray())},serializeArray:function(){return this.map(function(){return this.elements?c.makeArray(this.elements):this}).filter(function(){return this.name&&!this.disabled&&(this.checked||ub.test(this.nodeName)||vb.test(this.type))}).map(function(a,b){a=c(this).val();return a==null?null:c.isArray(a)?c.map(a,function(d){return{name:b.name,value:d}}):{name:b.name,value:a}}).get()}});c.each("ajaxStart ajaxStop ajaxComplete ajaxError ajaxSuccess ajaxSend".split(" "),
function(a,b){c.fn[b]=function(d){return this.bind(b,d)}});c.extend({get:function(a,b,d,f){if(c.isFunction(b)){f=f||d;d=b;b=null}return c.ajax({type:"GET",url:a,data:b,success:d,dataType:f})},getScript:function(a,b){return c.get(a,null,b,"script")},getJSON:function(a,b,d){return c.get(a,b,d,"json")},post:function(a,b,d,f){if(c.isFunction(b)){f=f||d;d=b;b={}}return c.ajax({type:"POST",url:a,data:b,success:d,dataType:f})},ajaxSetup:function(a){c.extend(c.ajaxSettings,a)},ajaxSettings:{url:location.href,
global:true,type:"GET",contentType:"application/x-www-form-urlencoded",processData:true,async:true,xhr:A.XMLHttpRequest&&(A.location.protocol!=="file:"||!A.ActiveXObject)?function(){return new A.XMLHttpRequest}:function(){try{return new A.ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP")}catch(a){}},accepts:{xml:"application/xml, text/xml",html:"text/html",script:"text/javascript, application/javascript",json:"application/json, text/javascript",text:"text/plain",_default:"*/*"}},lastModified:{},etag:{},ajax:function(a){function b(){e.success&&
e.success.call(k,o,i,x);e.global&&f("ajaxSuccess",[x,e])}function d(){e.complete&&e.complete.call(k,x,i);e.global&&f("ajaxComplete",[x,e]);e.global&&!--c.active&&c.event.trigger("ajaxStop")}function f(q,p){(e.context?c(e.context):c.event).trigger(q,p)}var e=c.extend(true,{},c.ajaxSettings,a),j,i,o,k=a&&a.context||e,n=e.type.toUpperCase();if(e.data&&e.processData&&typeof e.data!=="string")e.data=c.param(e.data,e.traditional);if(e.dataType==="jsonp"){if(n==="GET")N.test(e.url)||(e.url+=(ka.test(e.url)?
"&":"?")+(e.jsonp||"callback")+"=?");else if(!e.data||!N.test(e.data))e.data=(e.data?e.data+"&":"")+(e.jsonp||"callback")+"=?";e.dataType="json"}if(e.dataType==="json"&&(e.data&&N.test(e.data)||N.test(e.url))){j=e.jsonpCallback||"jsonp"+sb++;if(e.data)e.data=(e.data+"").replace(N,"="+j+"$1");e.url=e.url.replace(N,"="+j+"$1");e.dataType="script";A[j]=A[j]||function(q){o=q;b();d();A[j]=w;try{delete A[j]}catch(p){}z&&z.removeChild(C)}}if(e.dataType==="script"&&e.cache===null)e.cache=false;if(e.cache===
false&&n==="GET"){var r=J(),u=e.url.replace(wb,"$1_="+r+"$2");e.url=u+(u===e.url?(ka.test(e.url)?"&":"?")+"_="+r:"")}if(e.data&&n==="GET")e.url+=(ka.test(e.url)?"&":"?")+e.data;e.global&&!c.active++&&c.event.trigger("ajaxStart");r=(r=xb.exec(e.url))&&(r[1]&&r[1]!==location.protocol||r[2]!==location.host);if(e.dataType==="script"&&n==="GET"&&r){var z=s.getElementsByTagName("head")[0]||s.documentElement,C=s.createElement("script");C.src=e.url;if(e.scriptCharset)C.charset=e.scriptCharset;if(!j){var B=
false;C.onload=C.onreadystatechange=function(){if(!B&&(!this.readyState||this.readyState==="loaded"||this.readyState==="complete")){B=true;b();d();C.onload=C.onreadystatechange=null;z&&C.parentNode&&z.removeChild(C)}}}z.insertBefore(C,z.firstChild);return w}var E=false,x=e.xhr();if(x){e.username?x.open(n,e.url,e.async,e.username,e.password):x.open(n,e.url,e.async);try{if(e.data||a&&a.contentType)x.setRequestHeader("Content-Type",e.contentType);if(e.ifModified){c.lastModified[e.url]&&x.setRequestHeader("If-Modified-Since",
c.lastModified[e.url]);c.etag[e.url]&&x.setRequestHeader("If-None-Match",c.etag[e.url])}r||x.setRequestHeader("X-Requested-With","XMLHttpRequest");x.setRequestHeader("Accept",e.dataType&&e.accepts[e.dataType]?e.accepts[e.dataType]+", */*":e.accepts._default)}catch(ga){}if(e.beforeSend&&e.beforeSend.call(k,x,e)===false){e.global&&!--c.active&&c.event.trigger("ajaxStop");x.abort();return false}e.global&&f("ajaxSend",[x,e]);var g=x.onreadystatechange=function(q){if(!x||x.readyState===0||q==="abort"){E||
d();E=true;if(x)x.onreadystatechange=c.noop}else if(!E&&x&&(x.readyState===4||q==="timeout")){E=true;x.onreadystatechange=c.noop;i=q==="timeout"?"timeout":!c.httpSuccess(x)?"error":e.ifModified&&c.httpNotModified(x,e.url)?"notmodified":"success";var p;if(i==="success")try{o=c.httpData(x,e.dataType,e)}catch(v){i="parsererror";p=v}if(i==="success"||i==="notmodified")j||b();else c.handleError(e,x,i,p);d();q==="timeout"&&x.abort();if(e.async)x=null}};try{var h=x.abort;x.abort=function(){x&&h.call(x);
g("abort")}}catch(l){}e.async&&e.timeout>0&&setTimeout(function(){x&&!E&&g("timeout")},e.timeout);try{x.send(n==="POST"||n==="PUT"||n==="DELETE"?e.data:null)}catch(m){c.handleError(e,x,null,m);d()}e.async||g();return x}},handleError:function(a,b,d,f){if(a.error)a.error.call(a.context||a,b,d,f);if(a.global)(a.context?c(a.context):c.event).trigger("ajaxError",[b,a,f])},active:0,httpSuccess:function(a){try{return!a.status&&location.protocol==="file:"||a.status>=200&&a.status<300||a.status===304||a.status===
1223||a.status===0}catch(b){}return false},httpNotModified:function(a,b){var d=a.getResponseHeader("Last-Modified"),f=a.getResponseHeader("Etag");if(d)c.lastModified[b]=d;if(f)c.etag[b]=f;return a.status===304||a.status===0},httpData:function(a,b,d){var f=a.getResponseHeader("content-type")||"",e=b==="xml"||!b&&f.indexOf("xml")>=0;a=e?a.responseXML:a.responseText;e&&a.documentElement.nodeName==="parsererror"&&c.error("parsererror");if(d&&d.dataFilter)a=d.dataFilter(a,b);if(typeof a==="string")if(b===
"json"||!b&&f.indexOf("json")>=0)a=c.parseJSON(a);else if(b==="script"||!b&&f.indexOf("javascript")>=0)c.globalEval(a);return a},param:function(a,b){function d(i,o){if(c.isArray(o))c.each(o,function(k,n){b||/\[\]$/.test(i)?f(i,n):d(i+"["+(typeof n==="object"||c.isArray(n)?k:"")+"]",n)});else!b&&o!=null&&typeof o==="object"?c.each(o,function(k,n){d(i+"["+k+"]",n)}):f(i,o)}function f(i,o){o=c.isFunction(o)?o():o;e[e.length]=encodeURIComponent(i)+"="+encodeURIComponent(o)}var e=[];if(b===w)b=c.ajaxSettings.traditional;
if(c.isArray(a)||a.jquery)c.each(a,function(){f(this.name,this.value)});else for(var j in a)d(j,a[j]);return e.join("&").replace(yb,"+")}});var la={},Ab=/toggle|show|hide/,Bb=/^([+-]=)?([\d+-.]+)(.*)$/,W,va=[["height","marginTop","marginBottom","paddingTop","paddingBottom"],["width","marginLeft","marginRight","paddingLeft","paddingRight"],["opacity"]];c.fn.extend({show:function(a,b){if(a||a===0)return this.animate(K("show",3),a,b);else{a=0;for(b=this.length;a<b;a++){var d=c.data(this[a],"olddisplay");
this[a].style.display=d||"";if(c.css(this[a],"display")==="none"){d=this[a].nodeName;var f;if(la[d])f=la[d];else{var e=c("<"+d+" />").appendTo("body");f=e.css("display");if(f==="none")f="block";e.remove();la[d]=f}c.data(this[a],"olddisplay",f)}}a=0;for(b=this.length;a<b;a++)this[a].style.display=c.data(this[a],"olddisplay")||"";return this}},hide:function(a,b){if(a||a===0)return this.animate(K("hide",3),a,b);else{a=0;for(b=this.length;a<b;a++){var d=c.data(this[a],"olddisplay");!d&&d!=="none"&&c.data(this[a],
"olddisplay",c.css(this[a],"display"))}a=0;for(b=this.length;a<b;a++)this[a].style.display="none";return this}},_toggle:c.fn.toggle,toggle:function(a,b){var d=typeof a==="boolean";if(c.isFunction(a)&&c.isFunction(b))this._toggle.apply(this,arguments);else a==null||d?this.each(function(){var f=d?a:c(this).is(":hidden");c(this)[f?"show":"hide"]()}):this.animate(K("toggle",3),a,b);return this},fadeTo:function(a,b,d){return this.filter(":hidden").css("opacity",0).show().end().animate({opacity:b},a,d)},
animate:function(a,b,d,f){var e=c.speed(b,d,f);if(c.isEmptyObject(a))return this.each(e.complete);return this[e.queue===false?"each":"queue"](function(){var j=c.extend({},e),i,o=this.nodeType===1&&c(this).is(":hidden"),k=this;for(i in a){var n=i.replace(ia,ja);if(i!==n){a[n]=a[i];delete a[i];i=n}if(a[i]==="hide"&&o||a[i]==="show"&&!o)return j.complete.call(this);if((i==="height"||i==="width")&&this.style){j.display=c.css(this,"display");j.overflow=this.style.overflow}if(c.isArray(a[i])){(j.specialEasing=
j.specialEasing||{})[i]=a[i][1];a[i]=a[i][0]}}if(j.overflow!=null)this.style.overflow="hidden";j.curAnim=c.extend({},a);c.each(a,function(r,u){var z=new c.fx(k,j,r);if(Ab.test(u))z[u==="toggle"?o?"show":"hide":u](a);else{var C=Bb.exec(u),B=z.cur(true)||0;if(C){u=parseFloat(C[2]);var E=C[3]||"px";if(E!=="px"){k.style[r]=(u||1)+E;B=(u||1)/z.cur(true)*B;k.style[r]=B+E}if(C[1])u=(C[1]==="-="?-1:1)*u+B;z.custom(B,u,E)}else z.custom(B,u,"")}});return true})},stop:function(a,b){var d=c.timers;a&&this.queue([]);
this.each(function(){for(var f=d.length-1;f>=0;f--)if(d[f].elem===this){b&&d[f](true);d.splice(f,1)}});b||this.dequeue();return this}});c.each({slideDown:K("show",1),slideUp:K("hide",1),slideToggle:K("toggle",1),fadeIn:{opacity:"show"},fadeOut:{opacity:"hide"}},function(a,b){c.fn[a]=function(d,f){return this.animate(b,d,f)}});c.extend({speed:function(a,b,d){var f=a&&typeof a==="object"?a:{complete:d||!d&&b||c.isFunction(a)&&a,duration:a,easing:d&&b||b&&!c.isFunction(b)&&b};f.duration=c.fx.off?0:typeof f.duration===
"number"?f.duration:c.fx.speeds[f.duration]||c.fx.speeds._default;f.old=f.complete;f.complete=function(){f.queue!==false&&c(this).dequeue();c.isFunction(f.old)&&f.old.call(this)};return f},easing:{linear:function(a,b,d,f){return d+f*a},swing:function(a,b,d,f){return(-Math.cos(a*Math.PI)/2+0.5)*f+d}},timers:[],fx:function(a,b,d){this.options=b;this.elem=a;this.prop=d;if(!b.orig)b.orig={}}});c.fx.prototype={update:function(){this.options.step&&this.options.step.call(this.elem,this.now,this);(c.fx.step[this.prop]||
c.fx.step._default)(this);if((this.prop==="height"||this.prop==="width")&&this.elem.style)this.elem.style.display="block"},cur:function(a){if(this.elem[this.prop]!=null&&(!this.elem.style||this.elem.style[this.prop]==null))return this.elem[this.prop];return(a=parseFloat(c.css(this.elem,this.prop,a)))&&a>-10000?a:parseFloat(c.curCSS(this.elem,this.prop))||0},custom:function(a,b,d){function f(j){return e.step(j)}this.startTime=J();this.start=a;this.end=b;this.unit=d||this.unit||"px";this.now=this.start;
this.pos=this.state=0;var e=this;f.elem=this.elem;if(f()&&c.timers.push(f)&&!W)W=setInterval(c.fx.tick,13)},show:function(){this.options.orig[this.prop]=c.style(this.elem,this.prop);this.options.show=true;this.custom(this.prop==="width"||this.prop==="height"?1:0,this.cur());c(this.elem).show()},hide:function(){this.options.orig[this.prop]=c.style(this.elem,this.prop);this.options.hide=true;this.custom(this.cur(),0)},step:function(a){var b=J(),d=true;if(a||b>=this.options.duration+this.startTime){this.now=
this.end;this.pos=this.state=1;this.update();this.options.curAnim[this.prop]=true;for(var f in this.options.curAnim)if(this.options.curAnim[f]!==true)d=false;if(d){if(this.options.display!=null){this.elem.style.overflow=this.options.overflow;a=c.data(this.elem,"olddisplay");this.elem.style.display=a?a:this.options.display;if(c.css(this.elem,"display")==="none")this.elem.style.display="block"}this.options.hide&&c(this.elem).hide();if(this.options.hide||this.options.show)for(var e in this.options.curAnim)c.style(this.elem,
e,this.options.orig[e]);this.options.complete.call(this.elem)}return false}else{e=b-this.startTime;this.state=e/this.options.duration;a=this.options.easing||(c.easing.swing?"swing":"linear");this.pos=c.easing[this.options.specialEasing&&this.options.specialEasing[this.prop]||a](this.state,e,0,1,this.options.duration);this.now=this.start+(this.end-this.start)*this.pos;this.update()}return true}};c.extend(c.fx,{tick:function(){for(var a=c.timers,b=0;b<a.length;b++)a[b]()||a.splice(b--,1);a.length||
c.fx.stop()},stop:function(){clearInterval(W);W=null},speeds:{slow:600,fast:200,_default:400},step:{opacity:function(a){c.style(a.elem,"opacity",a.now)},_default:function(a){if(a.elem.style&&a.elem.style[a.prop]!=null)a.elem.style[a.prop]=(a.prop==="width"||a.prop==="height"?Math.max(0,a.now):a.now)+a.unit;else a.elem[a.prop]=a.now}}});if(c.expr&&c.expr.filters)c.expr.filters.animated=function(a){return c.grep(c.timers,function(b){return a===b.elem}).length};c.fn.offset="getBoundingClientRect"in s.documentElement?
function(a){var b=this[0];if(a)return this.each(function(e){c.offset.setOffset(this,a,e)});if(!b||!b.ownerDocument)return null;if(b===b.ownerDocument.body)return c.offset.bodyOffset(b);var d=b.getBoundingClientRect(),f=b.ownerDocument;b=f.body;f=f.documentElement;return{top:d.top+(self.pageYOffset||c.support.boxModel&&f.scrollTop||b.scrollTop)-(f.clientTop||b.clientTop||0),left:d.left+(self.pageXOffset||c.support.boxModel&&f.scrollLeft||b.scrollLeft)-(f.clientLeft||b.clientLeft||0)}}:function(a){var b=
this[0];if(a)return this.each(function(r){c.offset.setOffset(this,a,r)});if(!b||!b.ownerDocument)return null;if(b===b.ownerDocument.body)return c.offset.bodyOffset(b);c.offset.initialize();var d=b.offsetParent,f=b,e=b.ownerDocument,j,i=e.documentElement,o=e.body;f=(e=e.defaultView)?e.getComputedStyle(b,null):b.currentStyle;for(var k=b.offsetTop,n=b.offsetLeft;(b=b.parentNode)&&b!==o&&b!==i;){if(c.offset.supportsFixedPosition&&f.position==="fixed")break;j=e?e.getComputedStyle(b,null):b.currentStyle;
k-=b.scrollTop;n-=b.scrollLeft;if(b===d){k+=b.offsetTop;n+=b.offsetLeft;if(c.offset.doesNotAddBorder&&!(c.offset.doesAddBorderForTableAndCells&&/^t(able|d|h)$/i.test(b.nodeName))){k+=parseFloat(j.borderTopWidth)||0;n+=parseFloat(j.borderLeftWidth)||0}f=d;d=b.offsetParent}if(c.offset.subtractsBorderForOverflowNotVisible&&j.overflow!=="visible"){k+=parseFloat(j.borderTopWidth)||0;n+=parseFloat(j.borderLeftWidth)||0}f=j}if(f.position==="relative"||f.position==="static"){k+=o.offsetTop;n+=o.offsetLeft}if(c.offset.supportsFixedPosition&&
f.position==="fixed"){k+=Math.max(i.scrollTop,o.scrollTop);n+=Math.max(i.scrollLeft,o.scrollLeft)}return{top:k,left:n}};c.offset={initialize:function(){var a=s.body,b=s.createElement("div"),d,f,e,j=parseFloat(c.curCSS(a,"marginTop",true))||0;c.extend(b.style,{position:"absolute",top:0,left:0,margin:0,border:0,width:"1px",height:"1px",visibility:"hidden"});b.innerHTML="<div style='position:absolute;top:0;left:0;margin:0;border:5px solid #000;padding:0;width:1px;height:1px;'><div></div></div><table style='position:absolute;top:0;left:0;margin:0;border:5px solid #000;padding:0;width:1px;height:1px;' cellpadding='0' cellspacing='0'><tr><td></td></tr></table>";
a.insertBefore(b,a.firstChild);d=b.firstChild;f=d.firstChild;e=d.nextSibling.firstChild.firstChild;this.doesNotAddBorder=f.offsetTop!==5;this.doesAddBorderForTableAndCells=e.offsetTop===5;f.style.position="fixed";f.style.top="20px";this.supportsFixedPosition=f.offsetTop===20||f.offsetTop===15;f.style.position=f.style.top="";d.style.overflow="hidden";d.style.position="relative";this.subtractsBorderForOverflowNotVisible=f.offsetTop===-5;this.doesNotIncludeMarginInBodyOffset=a.offsetTop!==j;a.removeChild(b);
c.offset.initialize=c.noop},bodyOffset:function(a){var b=a.offsetTop,d=a.offsetLeft;c.offset.initialize();if(c.offset.doesNotIncludeMarginInBodyOffset){b+=parseFloat(c.curCSS(a,"marginTop",true))||0;d+=parseFloat(c.curCSS(a,"marginLeft",true))||0}return{top:b,left:d}},setOffset:function(a,b,d){if(/static/.test(c.curCSS(a,"position")))a.style.position="relative";var f=c(a),e=f.offset(),j=parseInt(c.curCSS(a,"top",true),10)||0,i=parseInt(c.curCSS(a,"left",true),10)||0;if(c.isFunction(b))b=b.call(a,
d,e);d={top:b.top-e.top+j,left:b.left-e.left+i};"using"in b?b.using.call(a,d):f.css(d)}};c.fn.extend({position:function(){if(!this[0])return null;var a=this[0],b=this.offsetParent(),d=this.offset(),f=/^body|html$/i.test(b[0].nodeName)?{top:0,left:0}:b.offset();d.top-=parseFloat(c.curCSS(a,"marginTop",true))||0;d.left-=parseFloat(c.curCSS(a,"marginLeft",true))||0;f.top+=parseFloat(c.curCSS(b[0],"borderTopWidth",true))||0;f.left+=parseFloat(c.curCSS(b[0],"borderLeftWidth",true))||0;return{top:d.top-
f.top,left:d.left-f.left}},offsetParent:function(){return this.map(function(){for(var a=this.offsetParent||s.body;a&&!/^body|html$/i.test(a.nodeName)&&c.css(a,"position")==="static";)a=a.offsetParent;return a})}});c.each(["Left","Top"],function(a,b){var d="scroll"+b;c.fn[d]=function(f){var e=this[0],j;if(!e)return null;if(f!==w)return this.each(function(){if(j=wa(this))j.scrollTo(!a?f:c(j).scrollLeft(),a?f:c(j).scrollTop());else this[d]=f});else return(j=wa(e))?"pageXOffset"in j?j[a?"pageYOffset":
"pageXOffset"]:c.support.boxModel&&j.document.documentElement[d]||j.document.body[d]:e[d]}});c.each(["Height","Width"],function(a,b){var d=b.toLowerCase();c.fn["inner"+b]=function(){return this[0]?c.css(this[0],d,false,"padding"):null};c.fn["outer"+b]=function(f){return this[0]?c.css(this[0],d,false,f?"margin":"border"):null};c.fn[d]=function(f){var e=this[0];if(!e)return f==null?null:this;if(c.isFunction(f))return this.each(function(j){var i=c(this);i[d](f.call(this,j,i[d]()))});return"scrollTo"in
e&&e.document?e.document.compatMode==="CSS1Compat"&&e.document.documentElement["client"+b]||e.document.body["client"+b]:e.nodeType===9?Math.max(e.documentElement["client"+b],e.body["scroll"+b],e.documentElement["scroll"+b],e.body["offset"+b],e.documentElement["offset"+b]):f===w?c.css(e,d):this.css(d,typeof f==="string"?f:f+"px")}});A.jQuery=A.$=c})(window);





  jQuery(document).ready(function() 
    { 
      var fileTypes = {
        doc:  '/images/icon_word.gif',
        docx: '/images/icon_word.gif',
        pdf:  '/images/icon_pdf.gif',
        ppt:  '/images/icon_powerpoint.gif',
        pptx: '/images/icon_powerpoint.gif',
        xls:  '/images/icon_excel.gif',
        xlsx: '/images/icon_excel.gif'
    };
      var altText = {
        doc:  'Microsoft Word',
        docx: 'Microsoft Word',
				pdf:  'PDF',
        ppt:  'Microsoft PowerPoint',
        pptx: 'Microsoft PowerPoint',
				xls:  'Microsoft Excel',
				xlsx: 'Microsoft Excel'
      };
             
			// iterate over the matched elements
			jQuery('a').each(function() {
			 
				// get a jQuery object for each anchor found
				var $a = jQuery(this);
				
				// don't add icons to images that are hyperlinked (eg, lightboxes, PDF thumbnails, etc)
			  if ($a.has('img').length == 0) { 
				
				
					// get the whole href attribute value
					var href = $a.attr('href');
	
					// get the extension from the href
					if(typeof(href) !== 'undefined') {
						var hrefArray = href.split('.');
						var extension = hrefArray[hrefArray.length - 1].toLowerCase();
					 
						var image = fileTypes[extension];
						
						// add the icon!
						if (image) {
							//console.log('image:'+image);	
							jQuery('<img />', {'src': image,
													'alt':  altText[extension],
													'style': 'margin-left:4px; vertical-align:text-top; '}).appendTo($a);
								
						}
				}
			}
			 
			});
		} 
	);
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if(!window._ate){var _atd="www.addthis.com/",_atr="//s7.addthis.com/",_atn="//l.addthiscdn.com/",_euc=encodeURIComponent,_duc=decodeURIComponent,_atc={dr:0,ver:250,loc:0,enote:"",cwait:500,bamp:0.25,camp:1,damp:1,famp:0.02,pamp:0.2,tamp:1,vamp:1,ltj:1,xamp:0.5,abf:!!window.addthis_do_ab,ufc:1};(function(){var l;try{l=window.location;if(l.protocol.indexOf("file")===0||l.protocol.indexOf("safari-extension")===0||l.protocol.indexOf("chrome-extension")===0){_atr="http:"+_atr;}if(l.hostname.indexOf("localhost")!=-1){_atc.loc=1;}}catch(e){}var ua=navigator.userAgent.toLowerCase(),d=document,w=window,dl=d.location,b={win:/windows/.test(ua),xp:(/windows nt 5.1/.test(ua))||(/windows nt 5.2/.test(ua)),osx:/os x/.test(ua),chr:/chrome/.test(ua),iph:/iphone/.test(ua),dro:/android/.test(ua),ipa:/ipad/.test(ua),saf:/safari/.test(ua),opr:/opera/.test(ua),msi:(/msie/.test(ua))&&!(/opera/.test(ua)),ffx:/firefox/.test(ua),ff2:/firefox\/2/.test(ua),ffn:/firefox\/((3.[6789][0-9a-z]*)|(4.[0-9a-z]*))/.test(ua),ie6:/msie 6.0/.test(ua),ie7:/msie 7.0/.test(ua),ie8:/msie 8.0/.test(ua),ie9:/msie 9.0/.test(ua),mod:-1},_7={rev:"97758",bro:b,wlp:(l||{}).protocol,dl:dl,upm:!!w.postMessage&&(""+w.postMessage).toLowerCase().indexOf("[native code]")!==-1,bamp:_atc.bamp-Math.random(),camp:_atc.camp-Math.random(),xamp:_atc.xamp-Math.random(),vamp:_atc.vamp-Math.random(),tamp:_atc.tamp-Math.random(),pamp:_atc.pamp-Math.random(),ab:"-",inst:1,wait:500,tmo:null,sub:!!window.at_sub,dbm:0,uid:null,spt:"static/r07/widget29.png",api:{},imgz:[],hash:window.location.hash};d.ce=d.createElement;d.gn=d.getElementsByTagName;window._ate=_7;var _8=function(o,fn,_b,_c){if(!o){return _b;}if(o instanceof Array||(o.length&&(typeof o!=="function"))){for(var i=0,_e=o.length,v=o[0];i<_e;v=o[++i]){_b=fn.call(_c||o,_b,v,i,o);}}else{for(var _10 in o){_b=fn.call(_c||o,_b,o[_10],_10,o);}}return _b;},_11=Array.prototype.slice,_12=function(a){return _11.apply(a,_11.call(arguments,1));},_14=function(s){return(""+s).replace(/(^\s+|\s+$)/g,"");},_16=function(A,B){return _8(_12(arguments,1),function(A,_1a){return _8(_1a,function(o,v,k){if(o){o[k]=v;}return o;},A);},A);},_1e=function(o,del){return _8(o,function(acc,v,k){k=_14(k);if(k){acc.push(_euc(k)+"="+_euc(_14(v)));}return acc;},[]).join(del||"&");},_24=function(q,del){return _8((q||"").split(del||"&"),function(acc,_28){try{var kv=_28.split("="),k=_14(_duc(kv[0])),v=_14(_duc(kv.slice(1).join("=")));if(k){acc[k]=v;}}catch(e){}return acc;},{});},_2c=function(){var _2d=_12(arguments,0),fn=_2d.shift(),_2f=_2d.shift();return function(){return fn.apply(_2f,_2d.concat(_12(arguments,0)));};},_30=function(un,obj,evt,fn){if(!obj){return;}if(we){obj[(un?"detach":"attach")+"Event"]("on"+evt,fn);}else{obj[(un?"remove":"add")+"EventListener"](evt,fn,false);}},_35=function(obj,evt,fn){_30(0,obj,evt,fn);},_39=function(obj,evt,fn){_30(1,obj,evt,fn);},_3d={reduce:_8,slice:_12,strip:_14,extend:_16,toKV:_1e,fromKV:_24,bind:_2c,listen:_35,unlisten:_39};_7.util=_3d;_16(_7,_3d);(function(_3e,_3f,env){var _41,u=_3e.util;function PolyEvent(_43,_44,_45,_46,_47){this.type=_43;this.triggerType=_44||_43;this.target=_45||_46;this.triggerTarget=_46||_45;this.data=_47||{};}u.extend(PolyEvent.prototype,{constructor:PolyEvent,bubbles:false,preventDefault:u.noop,stopPropagation:u.noop,clone:function(){return new this.constructor(this.type,this.triggerType,this.target,this.triggerTarget,u.extend({},this.data));}});function EventDispatcher(_48,_49){this.target=_48;this.queues={};this.defaultEventType=_49||PolyEvent;}function getQueue(evt){var Qs=this.queues;if(!Qs[evt]){Qs[evt]=[];}return Qs[evt];}function addEventListener(evt,fn){this.getQueue(evt).push(fn);}function removeEventListener(evt,fn){var q=this.getQueue(evt),idx=q.indexOf(fn);if(idx!==-1){q.splice(idx,1);}}function fire(_52,_53,_54,_55){var _56=this;if(!_55){setTimeout(function(){_56.dispatchEvent(new _56.defaultEventType(_52,_52,_53,_56.target,_54));},10);}else{_56.dispatchEvent(new _56.defaultEventType(_52,_52,_53,_56.target,_54));}}function dispatchEvent(evt){for(var i=0,_59=evt.target,q=this.getQueue(evt.type),L=q.length;i<L;i++){q[i].call(_59,evt.clone());}}function decorate(_5c){if(!_5c){return;}for(var k in _5e){_5c[k]=u.bind(_5e[k],this);}return _5c;}var _5e={constructor:EventDispatcher,getQueue:getQueue,addEventListener:addEventListener,removeEventListener:removeEventListener,dispatchEvent:dispatchEvent,fire:fire,decorate:decorate};u.extend(EventDispatcher.prototype,_5e);_3e.event={PolyEvent:PolyEvent,EventDispatcher:EventDispatcher};})(_7,_7.api,_7);_7.ed=new _7.event.EventDispatcher(_7);var _5f={isBound:0,isReady:0,readyList:[],onReady:function(){if(!_5f.isReady){_5f.isReady=1;var l=_5f.readyList.concat(window.addthis_onload||[]);for(var fn=0;fn<l.length;fn++){l[fn].call(window);}_5f.readyList=[];}},addLoad:function(_62){var o=w.onload;if(typeof w.onload!="function"){w.onload=_62;}else{w.onload=function(){if(o){o();}_62();};}},bindReady:function(){if(r.isBound||_atc.xol){return;}r.isBound=1;if(d.addEventListener&&!b.opr){d.addEventListener("DOMContentLoaded",r.onReady,false);}var apc=window.addthis_product;if(apc&&apc.indexOf("f")>-1){r.onReady();return;}if(b.msi&&!b.ie9&&window==top){(function(){if(r.isReady){return;}try{d.documentElement.doScroll("left");}catch(error){setTimeout(arguments.callee,0);return;}r.onReady();})();}if(b.opr){d.addEventListener("DOMContentLoaded",function(){if(r.isReady){return;}for(var i=0;i<d.styleSheets.length;i++){if(d.styleSheets[i].disabled){setTimeout(arguments.callee,0);return;}}r.onReady();},false);}if(b.saf){var _66;(function(){if(r.isReady){return;}if(d.readyState!="loaded"&&d.readyState!="complete"){setTimeout(arguments.callee,0);return;}if(_66===undefined){var _68=d.gn("link");for(var i=0;i<_68.length;i++){if(_68[i].getAttribute("rel")=="stylesheet"){_66++;}}var _6a=d.gn("style");_66+=_6a.length;}if(d.styleSheets.length!=_66){setTimeout(arguments.callee,0);return;}r.onReady();})();}r.addLoad(r.onReady);},append:function(fn,_6c){r.bindReady();if(r.isReady){fn.call(window,[]);}else{r.readyList.push(function(){return fn.call(window,[]);});}}},r=_5f,a=_7;_16(_7,{plo:[],lad:function(x){_7.plo.push(x);}});(function(_6f,_70,env){var w=window;_6f.pub=function(){return _euc((window.addthis_config||{}).pubid||(window.addthis_config||{}).username||window.addthis_pub||"");};_6f.usu=function(url,f){if(!w.addthis_share){w.addthis_share={};}if(f||url!=addthis_share.url){addthis_share.imp_url=0;}};_6f.rsu=function(){var d=document,dt=d.title,du=d.location?d.location.href:"";if(_atc.ver>=250&&addthis_share.imp_url&&du&&du!=w.addthis_share.url&&!(_7.util.ivc((d.location.hash||"").substr(1).split(",").shift()))){w.addthis_share.url=w.addthis_url=du;w.addthis_share.title=w.addthis_title=dt;return 1;}return 0;};_6f.igv=function(u,t){if(!w.addthis_config){w.addthis_config={username:w.addthis_pub};}else{if(addthis_config.data_use_cookies===false){_atc.xck=1;}}if(!w.addthis_share){w.addthis_share={};}if(!addthis_share.url){if(!w.addthis_url&&addthis_share.imp_url===undefined){addthis_share.imp_url=1;}addthis_share.url=(w.addthis_url||u||"").split("#{").shift();}if(!addthis_share.title){addthis_share.title=(w.addthis_title||t||"").split("#{").shift();}};if(!_atc.ost){if(!w.addthis_conf){w.addthis_conf={};}for(var i in addthis_conf){_atc[i]=addthis_conf[i];}_atc.ost=1;}})(_7,_7.api,_7);(function(_7b,_7c,env){var _7e,d=document,u=_7b.util;_7b.ckv=u.fromKV(d.cookie,";");function read(k){return u.fromKV(d.cookie,";")[k];}if(!_7b.cookie){_7b.cookie={};}_7b.cookie.rck=read;})(_7,_7.api,_7);(function(_81,_82,env){var _84,d=document,_85=0,u=_81.util;function canWeWrite(){if(_85){return 1;}set("xtc",1);if(1==_81.cookie.rck("xtc")){_85=1;}kill("xtc",1);return _85;}function checkForGovSite(_87){if(_atc.xck){return;}var h=_87||_7.dh||_7.du||(_7.dl?_7.dl.hostname:"");if(h.indexOf(".gov")>-1||h.indexOf(".mil")>-1){_atc.xck=1;}var p=typeof(_81.pub)==="function"?_81.pub():_81.pub,x=["usarmymedia","govdelivery"];for(i in x){if(p==x[i]){_atc.xck=1;break;}}}function kill(k,ud){if(d.cookie){d.cookie=k+"=; expires=Thu, 01 Jan 1970 00:00:01 GMT; path=/"+(ud?"; domain="+(_81.bro.msi?"":".")+"addthis.com":"");}}function set(u,v,s,nd,_91){checkForGovSite();if(!_atc.xck){if(!_91){var _91=new Date();_91.setYear(_91.getFullYear()+2);}document.cookie=u+"="+v+(!s?"; expires="+_91.toUTCString():"")+"; path=/;"+(!nd?" domain="+(_81.bro.msi?"":".")+"addthis.com":"");}}if(!_81.cookie){_81.cookie={};}_81.cookie.sck=set;_81.cookie.kck=kill;_81.cookie.cww=canWeWrite;_81.cookie.gov=checkForGovSite;})(_7,_7.api,_7);(function(_92,_93,env){function munge(s){var mv=291;if(s){for(var i=0;i<s.length;i++){mv=(mv*(s.charCodeAt(i)+i)+3)&1048575;}}return(mv&16777215).toString(32);}_92.mun=munge;})(_7,_7.api,_7);(function(_98,_99,env){var _9b,u=_98.util,max=4294967295,_9e=new Date().getTime();function generateCuid(){return((_9e/1000)&max).toString(16)+("00000000"+(Math.floor(Math.random()*(max+1))).toString(16)).slice(-8);}function getDateFromCuid(_9f){return isValidCuid(_9f)?(new Date((parseInt(_9f.substr(0,8),16)*1000))):new Date();}function isCuidOlderThan(_a0,_a1){var d=getDateFromCuid(_a0);return(((new Date()).getTime()-d.getTime())>_a1*1000);}function isValidCuid(_a3){return _a3&&_a3.match(/^[0-9a-f]{16}$/);}u.cuid=generateCuid;u.ivc=isValidCuid;u.ioc=isCuidOlderThan;})(_7,_7.api,_7);(function(_a4,_a5,env){function getHashParams(s,qs){var q=s.indexOf("#")>-1&&!qs?s.replace(/^[^\#]+\#?/,""):s.replace(/^[^\?]+\??/,""),p=_a4.util.fromKV(q);return p;}function getScriptParams(_ab){var ss=document.gn("script"),_ad=ss.length,s=ss[_ad-1],p=getHashParams(s.src);if(_ab||(s.src&&s.src.indexOf("addthis")==-1)){for(var i=0;i<_ad;i++){if((ss[i].src||"").indexOf(_ab||"addthis.com")>-1){p=getHashParams(ss[i].src);break;}}}return p;}if(!_a4.util){_a4.util={};}_a4.util.gsp=getScriptParams;_a4.util.ghp=getHashParams;})(_7,_7.api,_7);(function(_b1,_b2,env){var u=_b1.util,_b5="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789-_=";function hexToBase64(_b6){var _b7="",_b8,_b9,_ba,_bb,_bc,i=0;if(/[0-9a-fA-F]+/.test(_b6)){while(i<_b6.length){_b8=parseInt(_b6.charAt(i++),16);_b9=parseInt(_b6.charAt(i++),16);_ba=parseInt(_b6.charAt(i++),16);_bb=(_b8<<2)|(isNaN(_ba)?_b9&3:(_b9>>2));_bc=((_b9&3)<<4)|_ba;_b7+=_b5.charAt(_bb)+(isNaN(_ba)?"":_b5.charAt(_bc));}}else{}return _b7;}function base64ToHex(_be){var _bf="",_c0,_c1,_c2,_c3,_c4,i=0;while(i<_be.length){_c3=_b5.indexOf(_be.charAt(i++));_c4=i>=_be.length?NaN:_b5.indexOf(_be.charAt(i++));_c0=_c3>>2;_c1=isNaN(_c4)?(_c3&3):(((_c3&3)<<2)|(_c4>>4));_c2=_c4&15;_bf+=_c0.toString(16)+_c1.toString(16)+(isNaN(_c4)?"":_c2.toString(16));}return _bf;}u.hbtoa=hexToBase64;u.atohb=base64ToHex;})(_7,_7.api,_7);(function(_c6,_c7,env){var a=_c6,_ca=new Date().getTime(),ran=function(){return Math.floor(Math.random()*4294967295).toString(36);},off=function(){return Math.floor((new Date().getTime()-_ca)/100).toString(16);},cst=function(c){return"CXNID=2000001.521545608054043907"+(c||2)+"NXC";},sid=0,_d0=function(f){if(sid===0){a.sid=sid=(f||a.util.cuid());}return sid;},_d2=null,sxm=function(b,xmi){if(_d2!==null){clearTimeout(_d2);}if(b){_d2=setTimeout(function(){xmi(false);},_7.wait);}},fcv=function(k,v){return _euc(k)+"="+_euc(v)+";"+off();},seq=1,_da=function(url,f){var u=(url||"").split("?"),url=u.shift(),_de=(u.pop()||"").split("&");return f(url,_de);},_df=function(url,_e1,_e2,svc){if(!_e1){_e1={};}if(!_e1.remove){_e1.remove=[];}_e1.remove.push("sms_ss");_e1.remove.push("at_xt");_e1.remove.push("fb_ref");_e1.remove.push("fb_source");if(_e1.remove){url=_e4(url,_e1.remove);}if(_e1.clean){url=_e5(url);}if(_e1.defrag){url=_e6(url);}if(_e1.add){url=_e7(url,_e1.add,_e2,svc);}return url;},_e7=function(url,_e9,_ea,_eb){var _ec={};if(_e9){for(var k in _e9){if(url.indexOf(k+"=")>-1){continue;}_ec[k]=_ee(_e9[k],url,_ea,_eb);}_e9=_7.util.toKV(_ec);}return url+(_e9.length?((url.indexOf("?")>-1?"&":"?")+_e9):"");},_ee=function(s,url,_f1,_f2){var _f1=_f1||addthis_share;return s.replace(/{{service}}/g,_euc(_f2||"")).replace(/{{code}}/g,_euc(_f2||"")).replace(/{{title}}/g,_euc(_f1.title)).replace(/{{url}}/g,_euc(url));},_e4=function(url,_f4){var _f5={},_f4=_f4||[];for(var i=0;i<_f4.length;i++){_f5[_f4[i]]=1;}return _da(url,function(url,_f8){var _f9=[];if(_f8){for(var i in _f8){if(typeof(_f8[i])=="string"){var kv=(_f8[i]||"").split("=");if(kv.length!=2&&_f8[i]){_f9.push(_f8[i]);}else{if(_f5[kv[0]]){continue;}else{if(_f8[i]){_f9.push(_f8[i]);}}}}}url+=(_f9.length?("?"+_f9.join("&")):"");}return url;});},_fc=function(url){var _fe=url.split("#").pop().split(",").shift().split("=").pop();if(_7.util.ivc(_fe)){return url.split("#").pop().split(",");}return[""];},_e6=function(url){var frag=_fc(url).shift().split("=").pop();if(_7.util.ivc(frag)){return url.split("#").shift();}else{frag=url.split("#").slice(1).join("#");if(frag.length==12&&frag.substr(0,1)=="."&&/[a-zA-Z0-9\-_]{11}/.test(frag.substr(1))){return url.split("#").shift();}}return url;},_e5=function(url){return _da(url,function(url,_103){var jidx=url.indexOf(";jsessionid"),_105=[];if(jidx>-1){url=url.substr(0,jidx);}if(_103){for(var i in _103){if(typeof(_103[i])=="string"){var kv=(_103[i]||"").split("=");if(kv.length==2){if(kv[0].indexOf("utm_")===0||kv[0]=="gclid"||kv[0]=="sms_ss"||kv[0]=="at_xt"||kv[0]=="fb_ref"||kv[0]=="fb_source"){continue;}}if(_103[i]){_105.push(_103[i]);}}}url+=(_105.length?("?"+_105.join("&")):"");}return url;});},sta=function(){var pub=(typeof(a.pub||"")=="function"?a.pub():a.pub)||"unknown";return"AT-"+pub+"/-/"+a.ab+"/"+_d0()+"/"+(seq++)+(a.uid!==null?"/"+a.uid:"");};if(!_7.track){_7.track={};}_c6.util.extend(_7.track,{cst:cst,fcv:fcv,ran:ran,rup:_e4,aup:_e7,cof:_e6,gof:_fc,clu:_e5,mgu:_df,ssid:_d0,sta:sta,sxm:sxm});})(_7,_7.api,_7);(function(_10a,_10b,env){var _10d=".",_10e=_10d.length;function extractOurParameters(dl,dr){if(!dl){dl=document.location;}if(!dr){dr=d.referer||d.referrer||"";}var rxi,rsi,rsiq,rsc,_115=0,du=dl?dl.href:"",_117=(du||"").split("#").shift(),_118=_7.util.ghp(du,1),_119=_7.util.ghp(du);_115=0,at_st=_119.at_st,rsc=_118.sms_ss,fb_ref=_118.fb_ref,at_xt=_118.at_xt,q_at_st=_118.at_st;if(fb_ref){var _11a=fb_ref.split("=").pop().split("_");if(_11a.length==2&&_7.util.ivc(_11a[0])){at_xt=_11a.join(",");rsc="facebook_like";}}if(!at_st){for(var k in _119){if((k.substr(0,_10e)==_10d)&&(k.length==(11+_10e))&&/[a-zA-Z0-9\-_]{11}/.test(k.substr(_10e))){var key=_7.util.atohb(k.substr(_10e));at_st=key.substr(0,16)+",";at_st+=parseInt(key.substr(16),10);break;}}}at_st=at_st&&_7.util.ivc(at_st.split(",").shift())?at_st:"";if(at_st){_115=parseInt(at_st.split(",").pop())+1;rsi=at_st.split(",").shift();}else{if(du.indexOf(_atd+"book")==-1&&_117!=dr){var cvt=[],sm;if(at_xt){sm=at_xt.split(",");rxi=_duc(sm.shift());if(rxi.indexOf(",")>-1){sm=rxi.split(",");rxi=sm.shift();}}else{if(q_at_st){sm=q_at_st.split(",");rsiq=_duc(sm.shift());if(rsiq.indexOf(",")>-1){sm=rsiq.split(",");rsiq=sm.shift();}}}if(sm&&sm.length){_115=Math.min(3,parseInt(sm.pop())+1);}}}if(!_7.util.ivc(rsi)){rsi=null;}if(!_7.util.ivc(rsiq)){rsiq=null;}return{rsi:rsi,rsiq:rsiq,rxi:rxi,rsc:rsc,gen:_115};}_7.extend(_7.track,{cpf:_10d,eop:extractOurParameters});})(_7,_7.api,_7);(function(){var d=document,a=_7,cvt=[],avt=null,qtp=[],xtp=function(){var p;while(p=qtp.pop()){trk(p);}},pcs=[],spc=null,apc=function(c){c=c.split("-").shift();for(var i=0;i<pcs.length;i++){if(pcs[i]==c){return;}}pcs.push(c);},gat=function(){},atf=null,_12d=function(){var div=d.getElementById("_atssh");if(!div){div=d.ce("div");div.style.visibility="hidden";div.id="_atssh";a.opp(div.style);d.body.insertBefore(div,d.body.firstChild);}return div;},ctf=function(url){var ifr,r=Math.floor(Math.random()*1000),div=_12d();if(!a.bro.msi){ifr=d.ce("iframe");ifr.id="_atssh"+r;ifr.title="AddThis utility frame";}else{if(a.bro.ie6&&!url&&d.location.protocol.indexOf("https")==0){url="javascript:''";}div.innerHTML="<iframe id=\"_atssh"+r+"\" width=\"1\" height=\"1\" title=\"AddThis utility frame\" name=\"_atssh"+r+"\" "+(url?"src=\""+url+"\"":"")+">";ifr=d.getElementById("_atssh"+r);}a.opp(ifr.style);ifr.frameborder=ifr.style.border=0;ifr.style.top=ifr.style.left=0;return ifr;},_133=function(e){var _135=300;if(e&&e.data&&e.data.service){if(a.dcp>=_135){return;}trk({gen:_135,sh:e.data.service});a.dcp=_135;}},_136=function(evt){var t={},data=evt.data||{},svc=data.svc,pco=data.pco,_13c=data.cmo,_13d=data.crs,_13e=data.cso;if(svc){t.sh=svc;}if(_13c){t.cm=_13c;}if(_13e){t.cs=1;}if(_13d){t.cr=1;}if(pco){t.spc=pco;}img("sh","3",null,t);},trk=function(t){var dr=a.dr,rev=(a.rev||"");if(!t){return;}t.xck=_atc.xck?1:0;t.xxl=1;t.sid=a.track.ssid();t.pub=a.pub();t.ssl=a.ssl||0;t.du=a.tru(a.du||a.dl.href);if(a.dt){t.dt=a.dt;}if(a.cb){t.cb=a.cb;}t.lng=a.lng();t.ver=_atc.ver;if(!a.upm&&a.uid){t.uid=a.uid;}t.pc=t.spc||pcs.join(",");if(dr){t.dr=a.tru(dr);}if(a.dh){t.dh=a.dh;}if(rev){t.rev=rev;}if(a.xfr){if(a.upm){if(atf){atf.contentWindow.postMessage(_1e(t),"*");}}else{var div=_12d(),base="static/r07/sh39.html"+(false?"?t="+new Date().getTime():"");if(atf){div.removeChild(div.firstChild);}atf=ctf();atf.src=_atr+base+"#"+_1e(t);div.appendChild(atf);}}else{qtp.push(t);}},img=function(i,c,x,obj,_149){if(!window.at_sub&&!_atc.xtr){var t=obj||{};t.evt=i;if(x){t.ext=x;}avt=t;if(_149===1){xmi(true);}else{a.track.sxm(true,xmi);}}},cev=function(k,v){cvt.push(a.track.fcv(k,v));a.track.sxm(true,xmi);},xmi=function(_14f){var h=a.dl?a.dl.hostname:"";if(cvt.length>0||avt){a.track.sxm(false,xmi);if(_atc.xtr){return;}var t=avt||{};t.ce=cvt.join(",");cvt=[];avt=null;trk(t);if(_14f){var i=d.ce("iframe");i.id="_atf";_7.opp(i.style);d.body.appendChild(i);i=d.getElementById("_atf");}}};a.ed.addEventListener("addthis-internal.compact",_136);a.ed.addEventListener("addthis.menu.share",_133);if(!a.track){a.track={};}a.util.extend(a.track,{pcs:pcs,apc:apc,cev:cev,ctf:ctf,gtf:_12d,qtp:function(p){qtp.push(p);},stf:function(f){atf=f;},trk:trk,xtp:xtp});})();_16(_7,{_rec:[],xfr:!_7.upm||!_7.bro.ffx,pmh:function(e){if(e.origin.slice(-12)==".addthis.com"){if(!e.data){return;}var data=_24(e.data),r=_7._rec;for(var n=0;n<r.length;n++){r[n](data);}}}});_16(_7,{lng:function(){return window.addthis_language||(window.addthis_config||{}).ui_language||(_7.bro.msi?navigator.userLanguage:navigator.language)||"en";},iwb:function(l){var wd={th:1,pl:1,sl:1,gl:1,hu:1,is:1,nb:1,se:1,su:1,sw:1};return!!wd[l];},ivl:function(l){var lg={af:1,afr:"af",ar:1,ara:"ar",az:1,aze:"az",be:1,bye:"be",bg:1,bul:"bg",bn:1,ben:"bn",bs:1,bos:"bs",ca:1,cat:"ca",cs:1,ces:"cs",cze:"cs",cy:1,cym:"cy",da:1,dan:"da",de:1,deu:"de",ger:"de",el:1,gre:"el",ell:"ell",en:1,eo:1,es:1,esl:"es",spa:"spa",et:1,est:"et",eu:1,fa:1,fas:"fa",per:"fa",fi:1,fin:"fi",fo:1,fao:"fo",fr:1,fra:"fr",fre:"fr",ga:1,gae:"ga",gdh:"ga",gl:1,glg:"gl",gu:1,he:1,heb:"he",hi:1,hin:"hin",hr:1,ht:1,cro:"hr",hu:1,hun:"hu",id:1,ind:"id",is:1,ice:"is",it:1,ita:"it",ja:1,jpn:"ja",ko:1,kor:"ko",ku:1,lb:1,ltz:"lb",lt:1,lit:"lt",lv:1,lav:"lv",mk:1,mac:"mk",mak:"mk",ml:1,mn:1,ms:1,msa:"ms",may:"ms",nb:1,nl:1,nla:"nl",dut:"nl",no:1,nds:1,nn:1,nno:"no",oc:1,oci:"oc",pl:1,pol:"pl",ps:1,pt:1,por:"pt",ro:1,ron:"ro",rum:"ro",ru:1,rus:"ru",sk:1,slk:"sk",slo:"sk",sl:1,slv:"sl",sq:1,alb:"sq",sr:1,se:1,si:1,ser:"sr",su:1,sv:1,sve:"sv",sw:1,swe:"sv",ta:1,tam:"ta",te:1,teg:"te",th:1,tha:"th",tl:1,tgl:"tl",tn:1,tr:1,tur:"tr",tt:1,uk:1,ukr:"uk",ur:1,urd:"ur",vi:1,vec:1,vie:"vi","zh-hk":1,"chi-hk":"zh-hk","zho-hk":"zh-hk","zh-tr":1,"chi-tr":"zh-tr","zho-tr":"zh-tr","zh-tw":1,"chi-tw":"zh-tw","zho-tw":"zh-tw",zh:1,chi:"zh",zho:"zh"};if(lg[l]){return lg[l];}l=l.split("-").shift();if(lg[l]){if(lg[l]===1){return l;}else{return lg[l];}}return 0;},gvl:function(l){var rv=_7.ivl(l)||"en";if(rv===1){rv=l;}return rv;},alg:function(al,f){var l=_7.gvl((al||_7.lng()).toLowerCase());if(l.indexOf("en")!==0&&(!_7.pll||f)){_7.pll=_7.ajs("static/r07/lang09/"+l+".js");}}});_16(_7,{trim:function(s,e){try{s=s.replace(/^[\s\u3000]+|[\s\u3000]+$/g,"");if(e){s=_euc(s);}}catch(e){}return s||"";},trl:[],tru:function(u,k){var rv="",_166=0,_167=-1;if(u){rv=u.substr(0,300);if(rv!==u){if((_167=rv.lastIndexOf("%"))>=rv.length-4){rv=rv.substr(0,_167);}if(rv!=u){for(var i in _7.trl){if(_7.trl[i]==k){_166=1;}}if(!_166){_7.trl.push(k);}}}}return rv;},opp:function(st){st.width=st.height="1px";st.position="absolute";st.zIndex=100000;},jlr:{},ajs:function(name,_16b){if(!_7.jlr[name]){var o=d.ce("script"),head=d.gn("head")[0]||d.documentElement;o.src=(_16b?"":_atr)+name;head.insertBefore(o,head.firstChild);_7.jlr[name]=1;return o;}return 1;},jlo:function(){try{var a=_7,al=a.lng(),aig=function(src){var img=new Image();_7.imgz.push(img);img.src=src;};a.alg(al);if(!a.pld){if(a.bro.ie6){aig(_atr+a.spt);aig(_atr+"static/t00/logo1414.gif");aig(_atr+"static/t00/logo88.gif");if(window.addthis_feed){aig("static/r05/feed00.gif",1);}}if(a.pll&&!window.addthis_translations){setTimeout(function(){a.pld=a.ajs("static/r07/menu73.js");},10);}else{a.pld=a.ajs("static/r07/menu73.js");}}}catch(e){}},ao:function(elt,pane,iurl,_176,_177,_178){_7.lad(["open",elt,pane,iurl,_176,_177,_178]);_7.jlo();return false;},ac:function(){},as:function(s,cf,sh){_7.lad(["send",s,cf,sh]);_7.jlo();}});(function(_17c,_17d,env){var d=document,_180=1,_181=["cbea","kkk","zvys","phz"],i=_181.length,_183={};function rot(s){return s.replace(/[a-zA-Z]/g,function(c){return String.fromCharCode((c<="Z"?90:122)>=(c=c.charCodeAt(0)+13)?c:c-26);});}while(i--){_183[rot(_181[i])]=1;}function classifyString(s){var c=0;s=(s||"").toLowerCase()+"";if(!s){return c;}s=s.replace(/[^a-zA-Z]/g," ").split(" ");for(var i=0,_189=s.length;i<_189;i++){if(_183[s[i]]){c|=_180;return c;}}return c;}function classify(){var _18a=(w.addthis_title||d.title),_18b=classifyString(_18a),_18c=d.all?d.all.tags("META"):d.getElementsByTagName?d.getElementsByTagName("META"):new Array(),j=(_18c||"").length;if(_18c&&j){while(j--){var m=_18c[j]||{},n=(m.name||"").toLowerCase(),c=m.content;if(n=="description"||n=="keywords"){_18b|=classifyString(c);}}}return _18b;}if(!_17c.ad){_17c.ad={};}_7.extend(_17c.ad,{cla:classify});})(_7,_7.api,_7);(function(_191,_192,env){var _194,d=document,u=_191.util,_196=_191.event.EventDispatcher,_197=25,_198=[];function ApiQueueFactory(name,fn,cxt){var _19c=[];function _19c(){_19c.push(arguments);}function ready(){cxt[name]=fn;while(_19c.length){fn.apply(cxt,_19c.shift());}}_19c.ready=ready;return _19c;}function monitor(_19d){if(_19d&&_19d instanceof Resource){_198.push(_19d);}for(var i=0;i<_198.length;){var _19f=_198[i];if(_19f&&_19f.test()){_198.splice(i,1);Resource.fire("load",_19f,{resource:_19f});}else{i++;}}if(_198.length){setTimeout(monitor,_197);}}function Resource(id,url,test){var self=this,hub=new _196(self);hub.decorate(hub).decorate(self);this.ready=false;this.loading=false;this.id=id;this.url=url;if(typeof(test)==="function"){this.test=test;}else{this.test=function(){return(!!_window[test]);};}Resource.addEventListener("load",function(evt){var r=evt.resource;if(!r||r.id!==self.id){return;}self.loading=false;self.ready=true;hub.fire(evt.type,r,{resource:r});});}u.extend(Resource.prototype,{load:function(){if(!this.loading){var l;if(this.url.substr(this.url.length-4)==".css"){var head=(d.gn("head")[0]||d.documentElement);l=d.ce("link");l.rel="stylesheet";l.type="text/css";l.href=this.url;l.media="all";head.insertBefore(l,head.firstChild);}else{l=_7.ajs(this.url,1);}this.loading=true;Resource.monitor(this);return l;}else{return 1;}}});var _1a9=new _196(Resource);_1a9.decorate(_1a9).decorate(Resource);u.extend(Resource,{known:{},loading:_198,monitor:monitor});_191.resource={Resource:Resource,ApiQueueFactory:ApiQueueFactory};})(_7,_7.api,_7);(function(_1aa,_1ab,env){var d=document,a=_1aa,_1ae=function(){var _1af=d.gn("link"),rv={};for(var i=0;i<_1af.length;i++){var l=_1af[i];if(l.href&&l.rel){rv[l.rel]=l.href;}}return rv;},_1b3=_1ae(),_1b4=function(){var p=d.location.protocol;if(p=="file:"){p="http:";}return p+"//"+_atd;},srd=function(){if(a.dr){return"&pre="+_euc(a.track.cof(a.dr));}else{return"";}},_1b7=function(svc,feed,_1ba,_1bb){return _1b4()+(feed?"feed.php":(svc=="email"&&_atc.ver>=300?"tellfriend.php":"bookmark.php"))+"?v="+(_atc.ver)+"&winname=addthis&"+uadd(svc,feed,_1ba,_1bb)+"&"+a.track.cst(4)+srd()+"&tt=0"+(svc==="more"&&a.bro.ipa?"&imore=1":"");},uadd=function(svc,feed,_1bf,_1c0){var t=a.trim,d=window,pub=a.pub(),w=window._atw||{},u=(_1bf&&_1bf.url?_1bf.url:(w.share&&w.share.url?w.share.url:(d.addthis_url||d.location.href))),acs,hc=function(s){if(u&&u!=""){var i=u.indexOf("#at"+s);if(i>-1){u=u.substr(0,i);}}};if(!_1c0){_1c0=w.conf||{};}else{for(var k in w.conf){if(!(_1c0[k])){_1c0[k]=w.conf[k];}}}if(!_1bf){_1bf=w.share||{};}else{for(var k in w.share){if(!(_1bf[k])){_1bf[k]=w.share[k];}}}if(a.rsu()){_1bf.url=window.addthis_url;_1bf.title=window.addthis_title;u=_1bf.url;}if(!pub||pub=="undefined"){pub="unknown";}acs=_1c0.services_custom;hc("pro");hc("opp");hc("cle");hc("clb");hc("abc");if(u.indexOf("addthis.com/static/r07/ab")>-1){u=u.split("&");for(var i=0;i<u.length;i++){var p=u[i].split("=");if(p.length==2){if(p[0]=="url"){u=p[1];break;}}}}if(acs instanceof Array){for(var i=0;i<acs.length;i++){if(acs[i].code==svc){acs=acs[i];break;}}}var tmp=((_1bf.templates&&_1bf.templates[svc])?_1bf.templates[svc]:""),_1cc=((_1bf.modules&&_1bf.modules[svc])?_1bf.modules[svc]:""),_1cd=_1bf.share_url_transforms||_1bf.url_transforms||{},_1ce=_1bf.track_url_transforms||_1bf.url_transforms,_1cf=((_1cd&&_1cd.shorten&&_1bf.shorteners)?(typeof(_1cd.shorten)=="string"?_1cd.shorten:(_1cd.shorten[svc]||_1cd.shorten["default"]||"")):""),_1d0="",prc=(_1c0.product||d.addthis_product||("men-"+_atc.ver)),crs=w.crs,_1d3="",_1d4=a.track.gof(u),rsi=_1d4.length==2?_1d4.shift().split("=").pop():"",gen=_1d4.length==2?_1d4.pop():"";if(_1bf.email_vars){for(var k in _1bf.email_vars){_1d3+=(_1d3==""?"":"&")+_euc(k)+"="+_euc(_1bf.email_vars[k]);}}if(a.track.spc&&prc.indexOf(a.track.spc)==-1){prc+=","+a.track.spc;}if(_1cd&&_1cd.shorten&&_1bf.shorteners){for(var k in _1bf.shorteners){for(var kk in _1bf.shorteners[k]){_1d0+=(_1d0.length?"&":"")+_euc(k+"."+kk)+"="+_euc(_1bf.shorteners[k][kk]);}}}u=a.track.cof(u);u=a.track.mgu(u,_1cd,_1bf,svc);if(_1ce){_1bf.trackurl=a.track.mgu(_1bf.trackurl||u,_1ce,_1bf,svc);}var rv="pub="+pub+"&source="+prc+"&lng="+(a.lng()||"xx")+"&s="+svc+(_1c0.ui_508_compliant?"&u508=1":"")+(feed?"&h1="+t((_1bf.feed||_1bf.url).replace("feed://",""),1)+"&t1=":"&url="+t(u,1)+"&title=")+t(_1bf.title||d.addthis_title,1)+(_atc.ver<200?"&logo="+t(d.addthis_logo,1)+"&logobg="+t(d.addthis_logo_background,1)+"&logocolor="+t(d.addthis_logo_color,1):"")+"&ate="+a.track.sta()+((window.addthis_ssh&&(!crs||addthis_ssh!=crs)&&(addthis_ssh==svc||addthis_ssh.search(new RegExp("(?:^|,)("+svc+")(?:$|,)"))>-1))?"&ips=1":"")+(crs?"&cr="+(svc==crs?1:0):"")+"&uid="+_euc(a.uid&&a.uid!="x"?a.uid:a.util.cuid())+(_1bf.email_template?"&email_template="+_euc(_1bf.email_template):"")+(_1d3?"&email_vars="+_euc(_1d3):"")+(_1cf?"&shortener="+_euc(typeof(_1cf)=="array"?_1cf.join(","):_1cf):"")+(_1cf&&_1d0?"&"+_1d0:"")+((_1bf.passthrough||{})[svc]?"&passthrough="+t((typeof(_1bf.passthrough[svc])=="object"?a.util.toKV(_1bf.passthrough[svc]):_1bf.passthrough[svc]),1):"")+(_1bf.description?"&description="+t(_1bf.description,1):"")+(_1bf.html?"&html="+t(_1bf.html,1):(_1bf.content?"&html="+t(_1bf.content,1):""))+(_1bf.trackurl&&_1bf.trackurl!=u?"&trackurl="+t(_1bf.trackurl,1):"")+(_1bf.screenshot?"&screenshot="+t(_1bf.screenshot,1):"")+(_1bf.swfurl?"&swfurl="+t(_1bf.swfurl,1):"")+(a.cb?"&cb="+a.cb:"")+(a.ufbl?"&ufbl=1":"")+(_1bf.iframeurl?"&iframeurl="+t(_1bf.iframeurl,1):"")+(_1bf.width?"&width="+_1bf.width:"")+(_1bf.height?"&height="+_1bf.height:"")+(_1c0.data_track_p32?"&p32="+_1c0.data_track_p32:"")+(_1c0.data_track_clickback||_1c0.data_track_linkback||!pub||pub=="AddThis"?"&sms_ss=1&at_xt=1":"")+((acs&&acs.url)?"&acn="+_euc(acs.name)+"&acc="+_euc(acs.code)+"&acu="+_euc(acs.url):"")+(a.smd?(a.smd.rxi?"&rxi="+a.smd.rxi:"")+(a.smd.rsi?"&rsi="+a.smd.rsi:"")+(a.smd.gen?"&gen="+a.smd.gen:""):((rsi?"&rsi="+rsi:"")+(gen?"&gen="+gen:"")))+(_1bf.xid?"&xid="+t(_1bf.xid,1):"")+(tmp?"&template="+t(tmp,1):"")+(_1cc?"&module="+t(_1cc,1):"")+(_1c0.ui_cobrand?"&ui_cobrand="+t(_1c0.ui_cobrand,1):"")+(_1c0.ui_header_color?"&ui_header_color="+t(_1c0.ui_header_color,1):"")+(_1c0.ui_header_background?"&ui_header_background="+t(_1c0.ui_header_background,1):"");return rv;},_1d9=function(_1da,_1db){var xid=_1da.xid||a.util.cuid();if(_1db.data_track_clickback||_1db.data_track_linkback){return"at_xt="+xid+","+((a.smd||{}).gen||0);}else{return"";}},_1dd=function(_1de,_1df,_1e0,_1e1,_1e2,_1e3){var pub=a.pub(),url=_1e1||_1df.url||"",xid=_1df.xid||a.util.cuid();if(url.toLowerCase().indexOf("http%3a%2f%2f")===0){url=_duc(url);}if(_1e2){var _1e7={};for(var k in _1df){_1e7[k]=_1df[k];}_1e7.xid=xid;setTimeout(function(){(new Image()).src=_1b7(_1de=="twitter"&&_1e3?"tweet":_1de,0,_1e7,_1e0);},100);}return url+(_1e0.data_track_clickback||_1e0.data_track_linkback||!pub||pub=="AddThis"?((url.indexOf("?")>-1)?"&":"?")+("sms_ss="+_1de)+("&at_xt="+xid+","+((a.smd||{}).gen||0)):"");},_1e9=function(_1ea,_1eb,_1ec){var _1eb=_1eb||{},_1ed=_1ea.share_url_transforms||_1ea.url_transforms||{},url=a.track.cof(a.track.mgu(_1ea.url,_1ed,_1ea,"mailto"));return"mailto:?subject="+_euc(_1ea.title?_1ea.title:url)+"&body="+_euc(_1dd("mailto",_1ea,_1eb,url,_1ec));},_1ef=function(_1f0){return((!_1f0.templates||!_1f0.templates.twitter)&&(!a.wlp||a.wlp=="http:"));},_1f1=function(url,_1f3,_1f4,name){var neww=_1f3||550,newh=_1f4||450,_1f8=screen.width,_1f9=screen.height,_1fa=Math.round((_1f8/2)-(neww/2)),_1fb=0,i;if(_1f9>newh){_1fa=Math.round((_1f9/2)-(newh/2));}w.open(url,name||"addthis_share","left="+_1fa+",top="+_1fb+",width="+neww+",height="+newh+",personalbar=no,toolbar=no,scrollbars=yes,location=yes,resizable=yes");return false;},_1fd=function(svc){var _1ff={wordpress:1,vk:1};return _1ff[svc];},_200=function(svc,_202,_203,_204,_205,name){var _207={wordpress:{width:720,height:570},vk:{width:720,height:290},"default":{width:550,height:450}},url=_1b7(svc,0,_202,_203);if(_203.ui_use_same_window){window.location.href=url;}else{_1f1(url,_204||(_207[svc]||_207["default"]).width,_205||(_207[svc]||_207["default"]).height,name);}return false;},_209=function(_20a,_20b,_20c,_20d){var _20e="",_20f=_20a.share_url_transforms||_20a.url_transforms||{},_210,url=a.track.cof(a.track.mgu(_20a.url,_20f,_20a,"twitter"));if((_20a.passthrough||{}).twitter){if(_20a.passthrough.twitter.text){_210=_20a.title;_20a.title=_20a.passthrough.twitter.text;}_20e=a.util.toKV(_20a.passthrough.twitter);}if(_20e.indexOf("text=")==-1){_20e="text="+_euc(_20a.title)+"&"+_20e;}if(_20e.indexOf("via=")==-1){_20e="via=AddThis&"+_20e;}url="http://twitter.com/share?url="+_euc(_1dd("twitter",_20a,_20b,url,1,_20c))+"&"+_20e;if(_210){_20a.title=_210;}if(_20b.ui_use_same_window||_20d){window.location.href=url;}else{_1f1(url,550,450,"twitter_tweet");}return false;},_212=[],_213=function(svc,feed,_216,_217){var url=_1b7(svc,feed,_216,_217);_212.push(a.ajs(url,1));},_219=function(_21a,_21b,_21c){return _1b4()+"tellfriend.php?&fromname=aaa&fromemail="+_euc(_21b.from)+"&frommenu=1&tofriend="+_euc(_21b.to)+(_21a.email_template?"&template="+_euc(_21a.email_template):"")+(_21b.vars?"&vars="+_euc(_21b.vars):"")+"&lng="+(a.lng()||"xx")+"&note="+_euc(_21b.note)+"&"+uadd("email",null,null,_21c);};_1aa.share={auw:_1fd,ocw:_1f1,stw:_200,pts:_209,unt:_1ef,uadd:uadd,genurl:_1b7,geneurl:_219,genieu:_1e9,acb:_1dd,gcp:_1d9,svcurl:_1b4,track:_213,links:_1b3};})(_7,_7.api,_7);var w=window,ac=w.addthis_config||{},css=new _7.resource.Resource("widgetcss",_atr+"static/r07/widget57.css",function(){return true;}),_21f=new _7.resource.Resource("widget32css",_atr+"static/r07/widgetbig57.css",function(){return true;});function main(){try{if(_atc.xol&&!_atc.xcs&&ac.ui_use_css!==false){css.load();if(_7.bro.ipa){_21f.load();}}var a=_7,msi=a.bro.msi,hp=0,_223=window.addthis_config||{},dt=d.title,dr=(typeof(a.rdr)!=="undefined")?a.rdr:(d.referer||d.referrer||""),du=dl?dl.href:null,dh=dl.hostname,_228=du,_229=0,al=(_7.lng().split("-")).shift(),_22b=_7.track.eop(dl,dr),cvt=[],rsiq=_22b.rsiq,rsi=_22b.rsi,rxi=_22b.rxi,rsc=_22b.rsc,gen=_22b.gen,ifr,_233=_atr+"static/r07/sh39.html#",data,_235=function(){if(!_7.track.pcs.length){_7.track.apc(window.addthis_product||("men-"+_atc.ver));}data.pc=_7.track.pcs.join(",");};if(window.addthis_product){_7.track.apc(addthis_product);if(addthis_product.indexOf("fxe")==-1&&addthis_product.indexOf("bkm")==-1){_7.track.spc=addthis_product;}}var l=_7.share.links.canonical;if(l){if(l.indexOf("http")!==0){_228=(du||"").split("//").pop().split("/");if(l.indexOf("/")===0){_228=_228.shift()+l;}else{_228.pop();_228=_228.join("/")+"/"+l;}_228=dl.protocol+"//"+_228;}else{_228=l;}_7.usu(0,1);}_228=_228.split("#{").shift();a.igv(_228,d.title||"");var _237=addthis_share.view_url_transforms||addthis_share.track_url_transforms||addthis_share.url_transforms;if(_237){_228=_7.track.mgu(_228,_237);}a.smd={rsi:rsi,rxi:rxi,gen:gen,rsc:rsc};a.dr=a.tru(dr,"fr");a.du=a.tru(_228,"fp");a.dt=dt=w.addthis_share.title;a.cb=a.ad.cla();a.dh=dl.hostname;a.ssl=du&&du.indexOf("https")===0?1:0;data={cb:a.cb,ab:a.ab,dh:a.dh,dr:a.dr,du:a.du,dt:dt,inst:a.inst,lng:a.lng(),pc:w.addthis_product||"men",pub:a.pub(),ssl:a.ssl,sid:_7.track.ssid(),srd:_atc.damp,srf:_atc.famp,srp:_atc.pamp,srx:_atc.xamp,ver:_atc.ver,xck:_atc.xck||0};if(a.trl.length){data.trl=a.trl.join(",");}if(a.rev){data.rev=a.rev;}if(_223.data_track_clickback||_223.data_track_linkback){data.ct=a.ct=1;}if(a.prv){data.prv=_1e(a.prv);}if(rsc){data.sr=rsc;}if(a.vamp>=0&&!a.sub){if(rsi&&a.util.ioc(rsi,5)){cvt.push(a.track.fcv("plv",Math.round(1/_atc.vamp)));cvt.push(a.track.fcv("rsi",rsi));cvt.push(a.track.fcv("gen",gen));cvt.push(a.track.fcv("abc",1));data.ce=cvt.join(",");_229=1;}else{if(rxi||rsiq||rsc){cvt.push(a.track.fcv("plv",Math.round(1/_atc.vamp)));if(rsc){cvt.push(a.track.fcv("rsc",rsc));}if(rxi){cvt.push(a.track.fcv("rxi",rxi));}else{if(rsiq){cvt.push(a.track.fcv("rsi",rsiq));}}if(rsiq||rxi){cvt.push(a.track.fcv("gen",gen));}data.ce=cvt.join(",");_229=1;}}}if(_229&&a.bamp>=0){data.clk=1;a.dcp=data.gen=50;}if(a.upm){data.xd=1;if(_7.bro.ffx){data.xld=1;}}if(window.history&&typeof(history.replaceState)=="function"&&!_7.bro.chr&&(_223.data_track_addressbar||_223.data_track_addressbar_paths)&&((du||"").split("#").shift()!=dr)&&(du.indexOf("#")==-1||rsi)){var path=dl.pathname||"",_239,_23a=path!="/";if(_223.data_track_addressbar_paths){_23a=0;for(var i=0;i<_223.data_track_addressbar_paths.length;i++){_239=new RegExp(_223.data_track_addressbar_paths[i].replace(/\*/g,".*")+"$");if(_239.test(path)){_23a=1;break;}}}if(_23a&&(!rsi||a.util.ioc(rsi,5))){history.replaceState({d:(new Date()),g:gen},d.title,dl.href.split("#").shift()+"#"+_7.track.cpf+_7.util.hbtoa(_7.track.ssid()+Math.min(3,gen)));}}if(dl.href.indexOf(_atr)==-1&&!a.sub){if(a.upm){if(msi){setTimeout(function(){_235();ifr=a.track.ctf(_233+_1e(data));a.track.stf(ifr);},_7.wait);w.attachEvent("onmessage",a.pmh);}else{ifr=a.track.ctf();w.addEventListener("message",a.pmh,false);}if(_7.bro.ffx){ifr.src=_233;_7.track.qtp(data);}else{if(!msi){setTimeout(function(){_235();ifr.src=_233+_1e(data);},_7.wait);}}}else{ifr=a.track.ctf();setTimeout(function(){_235();ifr.src=_233+_1e(data);},_7.wait);}if(ifr){ifr=a.track.gtf().appendChild(ifr);a.track.stf(ifr);}}if(w.addthis_language||ac.ui_language){a.alg();}if(a.plo.length>0){a.jlo();}}catch(e){window.console&&console.log("lod",e);}}w._ate=a;w._adr=r;a._rec.push(function(data){if(data.sshs){var s=window.addthis_ssh=_duc(data.sshs);a.gssh=1;a._ssh=s.split(",");}if(data.uss){var u=a._uss=_duc(data.uss).split(",");if(window.addthis_ssh){var seen={},u=u.concat(a._ssh),_240=[];for(var i=0;i<u.length;i++){var s=u[i];if(!seen[s]){_240.push(s);}seen[s]=1;}u=_240;}a._ssh=u;window.addthis_ssh=u.join(",");}if(data.ups){var s=data.ups.split(",");a.ups={};for(var i=0;i<s.length;i++){if(s[i]){var o=_24(_duc(s[i]));a.ups[o.name]=o;}}a._ups=a.ups;}if(data.uid){a.uid=data.uid;}if(data.dbm){a.dbm=data.dbm;}if(data.rdy){a.xfr=1;a.track.xtp();return;}});try{var _243={},_244=_7.util.gsp("addthis_widget.js");if(typeof(_244)=="object"){if(_244.provider){_243={provider:_7.mun(_244.provider_code||_244.provider),auth:_244.auth||_244.provider_auth||""};if(_244.uid||_244.provider_uid){_243.uid=_7.mun(_244.uid||_244.provider_uid);}if(_244.logout){_243.logout=1;}_7.prv=_243;}if(_244.pubid||_244.pub||_244.username){w.addthis_pub=_duc(_244.pubid||_244.pub||_244.username);}if(w.addthis_pub&&w.addthis_config){w.addthis_config.username=w.addthis_pub;}if(_244.domready){_atc.dr=1;}if(_244.onready&&_244.onready.match(/[a-zA-Z0-9_\.\$]+/)){try{_7.onr=eval(_244.onready);}catch(e){window.console&&console.log("addthis: onready function ("+_244.onready+") not defined",e);}}if(_244.async){_atc.xol=1;}}if(_atc.ver===120){var rc="atb"+_7.util.cuid();d.write("<span id=\""+rc+"\"></span>");_7.igv();_7.lad(["span",rc,addthis_share.url||"[url]",addthis_share.title||"[title]"]);}if(w.addthis_clickout){_7.lad(["cout"]);}if(!_atc.xol&&!_atc.xcs&&ac.ui_use_css!==false){css.load();if(_7.bro.ipa){_21f.load();}}}catch(e){if(window.console){console.log("main",e);}}_5f.bindReady();_5f.append(main);})();function addthis_open(){if(typeof iconf=="string"){iconf=null;}return _ate.ao.apply(_ate,arguments);}function addthis_close(){_ate.ac();}function addthis_sendto(){_ate.as.apply(_ate,arguments);return false;}if(_atc.dr){_adr.onReady();}}else{_ate.inst++;}if(_atc.abf){addthis_open(document.getElementById("ab"),"emailab",window.addthis_url||"[URL]",window.addthis_title||"[TITLE]");}if(!window.addthis||window.addthis.nodeType!==undefined){window.addthis=(function(){var g={a1webmarks:"A1&#8209;Webmarks",aim:"AOL Lifestream",amazonwishlist:"Amazon",aolmail:"AOL Mail",aviary:"Aviary Capture",domaintoolswhois:"Whois Lookup",googlebuzz:"Google Buzz",googlereader:"Google Reader",googletranslate:"Google Translate",linkagogo:"Link-a-Gogo",meneame:"Men&eacute;ame",misterwong:"Mister Wong",mailto:"Email App",myaol:"myAOL",myspace:"MySpace",readitlater:"Read It Later",rss:"RSS",stumbleupon:"StumbleUpon",typepad:"TypePad",wordpress:"WordPress",yahoobkm:"Y! Bookmarks",yahoomail:"Y! Mail",youtube:"YouTube"},i=document,f=i.gn("body").item(0),h=_ate.util.bind,c=_ate.ed,b=function(d,n){var o;if(window._atw&&_atw.list){o=_atw.list[d]}else{if(g[d]){o=g[d]}else{o=(n?d:(d.substr(0,1).toUpperCase()+d.substr(1)))}}return(o||"").replace(/&nbsp;/g," ")},l=function(d,w,u,t,v){w=w.toUpperCase();var r=(d==f&&addthis.cache[w]?addthis.cache[w]:(d||f||i.body).getElementsByTagName(w)),q=[],s,p;if(d==f){addthis.cache[w]=r}if(v){for(s=0;s<r.length;s++){p=r[s];if((p.className||"").indexOf(u)>-1){q.push(p)}}}else{u=u.replace(/\-/g,"\\-");var n=new RegExp("(^|\\s)"+u+(t?"\\w*":"")+"(\\s|$)");for(s=0;s<r.length;s++){p=r[s];if(n.test(p.className)){q.push(p)}}}return(q)},m=i.getElementsByClassname||l;function k(d){if(typeof d=="string"){var n=d.substr(0,1);if(n=="#"){d=i.getElementById(d.substr(1))}else{if(n=="."){d=m(f,"*",d.substr(1))}else{}}}if(!d){d=[]}else{if(!(d instanceof Array)){d=[d]}}return d}function a(n,d){return function(){addthis.plo.push({call:n,args:arguments,ns:d})}}function j(o){var n=this,d=this.queue=[];this.name=o;this.call=function(){d.push(arguments)};this.call.queuer=this;this.flush=function(r,q){for(var p=0;p<d.length;p++){r.apply(q||n,d[p])}return r}}return{ost:0,cache:{},plo:[],links:[],ems:[],init:_adr.onReady,_Queuer:j,_queueFor:a,_select:k,_gebcn:l,button:a("button"),counter:a("counter"),toolbox:a("toolbox"),update:a("update"),util:{getServiceName:b},addEventListener:h(_ate.ed.addEventListener,_ate.ed),removeEventListener:h(_ate.ed.removeEventListener,_ate.ed)}})()}_adr.append((function(){if(!window.addthis.ost){_ate.extend(addthis,_ate.api);var d=document,u=undefined,w=window,unaccent=function(s){if(s.indexOf("&")>-1){s=s.replace(/&([aeiou]).+;/g,"$1")}return s},haveFB=function(){return(typeof(window.FB)=="object"&&FB.Event&&typeof(FB.Event.subscribe)=="function")},subscribedFB=0,likeButtons=[],customServices={},top_services={compact:1,expanded:1,facebook:1,email:1,twitter:1,print:1,google:1,live:1,stumbleupon:1,myspace:1,favorites:1,digg:1,delicious:1,blogger:1,googlebuzz:1,friendfeed:1,vk:1,mymailru:1,gmail:1,yahoomail:1,reddit:1,orkut:1},css32=new _ate.resource.Resource("widget32css",_atr+"static/r07/widgetbig57.css",function(){return true}),need32=false,needFBCallback=true,fblikes=[],globalConfig=w.addthis_config,globalShare=w.addthis_share,upConfig={},upShare={},body=d.gn("body").item(0),mrg=function(o,n){if(n&&o!==n){for(var k in n){if(o[k]===u){o[k]=n[k]}}}},twitterCounters={},addEvents=function(o,ss,au){var oldclick=o.onclick||function(){},genshare=function(){_ate.ed.fire("addthis.menu.share",window.addthis||{},{element:o,service:ss,url:o.share.url})};if(o.conf.data_ga_tracker||addthis_config.data_ga_tracker||o.conf.data_ga_property||addthis_config.data_ga_property){o.onclick=function(){_ate.gat(ss,au,o.conf,o.share);genshare();return oldclick()}}else{o.onclick=function(){genshare();return oldclick()}}},getFollowUrl=function(ss,userid){var urls={googlebuzz:"http://www.google.com/profiles/%s",youtube:"http://www.youtube.com/user/%s",facebook:"http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=%s",facebook_url:"http://www.facebook.com/%s",rss:"%s",flickr:"http://www.flickr.com/photos/%s",twitter:"http://twitter.com/%s",linkedin:"http://www.linkedin.com/in/%s"};if(ss=="facebook"&&isNaN(parseInt(userid))){ss="facebook_url"}return(urls[ss]||"").replace("%s",userid)||""},check32=function(o,alwaysCheck){if(need32&&!alwaysCheck){return true}var opc=(o.parentNode||{}).className||"";need32=(opc.indexOf("32x32")>-1||o.className.indexOf("32x32")>-1);return need32},registerProductCode=function(o){var opc=(o.parentNode||{}).className||"",pc=o.conf&&o.conf.product&&opc.indexOf("toolbox")==-1?o.conf.product:"tbx"+(o.className.indexOf("32x32")>-1||opc.indexOf("32x32")>-1?"32":"")+"-"+_atc.ver;if(pc.indexOf(32)>-1){need32=true}_ate.track.apc(pc);return pc},rpl=function(o,n){var r={};for(var k in o){if(n[k]){r[k]=n[k]}else{r[k]=o[k]}}return r},addthis=window.addthis,f_title={rss:"Subscribe via RSS"},b_title={tweet:"Tweet",email:"Email",mailto:"Email",print:"Print",favorites:"Save to Favorites",twitter:"Tweet This",digg:"Digg This",more:"View more services"},json={email_vars:1,passthrough:1,modules:1,templates:1,services_custom:1},nosend={feed:1,more:_atc.ver<300,email:1,mailto:1},nowindow={feed:1,email:1,mailto:1,print:1,more:!_ate.bro.ipa&&_atc.ver<300,favorites:1},sharetowindow={more:_atc.ver>=300},_uniqueConcat=function(a,b){var keys={};for(var i=0;i<a.length;i++){keys[a[i]]=1}for(var i=0;i<b.length;i++){if(!keys[b[i]]){a.push(b[i]);keys[b[i]]=1}}return a},_makeButton=function(w,h,alt,url){var img=d.ce("img");img.width=w;img.height=h;img.border=0;img.alt=alt;img.src=url;return img},_parseThirdPartyAttributes=function(el,prefix){var key,attr=[],rv={};for(var i=0;i<el.attributes.length;i++){key=el.attributes[i];attr=key.name.split(prefix+":");if(attr.length==2){rv[attr.pop()]=key.value}}return rv},_parseAttributes=function(el,overrides,name,childWins){var overrides=overrides||{},rv={},at_attr=_parseThirdPartyAttributes(el,"addthis");for(var k in overrides){rv[k]=overrides[k]}if(childWins){for(var k in el[name]){rv[k]=el[name][k]}}for(var k in at_attr){if(overrides[k]&&!childWins){rv[k]=overrides[k]}else{var v=at_attr[k];if(v){rv[k]=v}else{if(overrides[k]){rv[k]=overrides[k]}}if(rv[k]==="true"){rv[k]=true}else{if(rv[k]==="false"){rv[k]=false}}}if(rv[k]!==u&&json[k]&&(typeof rv[k]=="string")){eval("var e = "+rv[k]);rv[k]=e}}return rv},_processCustomServices=function(conf){var acs=(conf||{}).services_custom;if(!acs){return}if(!(acs instanceof Array)){acs=[acs]}for(var i=0;i<acs.length;i++){var service=acs[i];if(service.name&&service.icon&&service.url){service.code=service.url=service.url.replace(/ /g,"");service.code=service.code.split("//").pop().split("?").shift().split("/").shift().toLowerCase();customServices[service.code]=service}}},_select=addthis._select,_getCustomService=function(ss,conf){return customServices[ss]||{}},_getATtributes=function(el,config,share,childWins){var rv={conf:config||{},share:share||{}};rv.conf=_parseAttributes(el,config,"conf",childWins);rv.share=_parseAttributes(el,share,"share",childWins);return rv},_render=function(what,conf,attrs,reprocess){_ate.igv();if(what){conf=conf||{};attrs=attrs||{};var config=conf.conf||globalConfig,share=conf.share||globalShare,onmouseover=attrs.onmouseover,onmouseout=attrs.onmouseout,onclick=attrs.onclick,internal=attrs.internal,follow=attrs.follow,ss=attrs.singleservice;if(ss){if(onclick===u){onclick=nosend[ss]?function(el,config,share){var s=rpl(share,upShare);return addthis_open(el,ss,s.url,s.title,rpl(config,upConfig),s)}:nowindow[ss]?function(el,config,share){var s=rpl(share,upShare);return addthis_sendto(ss,rpl(config,upConfig),s)}:sharetowindow[ss]?function(el,config,share){var s=rpl(share,upShare);return _ate.share.stw(ss,s,config,735)}:null}}else{if(!attrs.noevents){if(!attrs.nohover){if(onmouseover===u){onmouseover=function(el,config,share){return addthis_open(el,"",null,null,rpl(config,upConfig),rpl(share,upShare))}}if(onmouseout===u){onmouseout=function(el){return addthis_close()}}if(onclick===u){onclick=function(el,config,share){return addthis_sendto("more",rpl(config,upConfig),rpl(share,upShare))}}}else{if(onclick===u){onclick=function(el,config,share){return addthis_open(el,"more",null,null,rpl(config,upConfig),rpl(share,upShare))}}}}}what=_select(what);for(var i=0;i<what.length;i++){var o=what[i],oParent=o.parentNode,oattr=_getATtributes(o,config,share,!reprocess)||{};mrg(oattr.conf,globalConfig);mrg(oattr.share,globalShare);o.conf=oattr.conf;o.share=oattr.share;if(o.conf.ui_language){_ate.alg(o.conf.ui_language)}_processCustomServices(o.conf);if(oParent&&oParent.className.indexOf("toolbox")>-1&&(o.conf.product||"").indexOf("men")===0){o.conf.product="tbx"+(oParent.className.indexOf("32x32")>-1?"32":"")+"-"+_atc.ver;_ate.track.apc(o.conf.product)}if(ss&&ss!=="more"){o.conf.product=registerProductCode(o)}if((!o.conf||(!o.conf.ui_click&&!o.conf.ui_window_panes))&&!_ate.bro.ipa){if(onmouseover){o.onmouseover=function(){return onmouseover(this,this.conf,this.share)}}if(onmouseout){o.onmouseout=function(){return onmouseout(this)}}if(onclick){o.onclick=function(){return onclick(o,o.conf,o.share)}}}else{if(onclick){if(ss){o.onclick=function(){return onclick(this,this.conf,this.share)}}else{if(!o.conf.ui_window_panes){o.onclick=function(){return addthis_open(this,"",null,null,this.conf,this.share)}}else{o.onclick=function(){return addthis_sendto("more",this.conf,this.share)}}}}}if(o.tagName.toLowerCase()=="a"){var url=o.share.url||addthis_share.url;_ate.usu(url);if(ss){var customService=_getCustomService(ss,o.conf),cbtn=o.firstChild;if(customService&&customService.code&&customService.icon){if(cbtn&&cbtn.className.indexOf("at300bs")>-1){var size="16";if(check32(o,1)){cbtn.className=cbtn.className.split("at15nc").join("");size="32"}cbtn.style.background="url("+customService.icon+") no-repeat top left transparent";if(!cbtn.style.cssText){cbtn.style.cssText=""}cbtn.style.cssText="line-height:"+size+"px!important;width:"+size+"px!important;height:"+size+"px!important;background:"+cbtn.style.background+"!important"}}if(!nowindow[ss]){if(attrs.follow){o.href=url;o.onclick=function(){_ate.share.track(ss,1,o.share,o.conf)};if(o.children&&o.children.length==1&&o.parentNode&&o.parentNode.className.indexOf("toolbox")>-1){var sp=d.ce("span");sp.className="addthis_follow_label";sp.innerHTML=addthis.util.getServiceName(ss);o.appendChild(sp)}}else{if(ss=="twitter"){if(_ate.share.unt(o.share)){o.onclick=function(e){return _ate.share.pts(o.share,o.conf)};o.noh=1}else{o.onclick=null;o.href=_ate.share.genurl(ss,0,o.share,o.conf);o.noh=0}}else{if(!o.noh){if(o.conf.ui_open_windows||_ate.share.auw(ss)){o.onclick=function(e){return _ate.share.stw(ss,o.share,o.conf)}}else{o.href=_ate.share.genurl(ss,0,o.share,o.conf)}}}}addEvents(o,ss,url);if(!o.target){o.target="_blank"}addthis.links.push(o)}else{if(ss=="mailto"||(ss=="email"&&(o.conf.ui_use_mailto||_ate.bro.iph||_ate.bro.ipa))){o.onclick=function(){o.share.xid=_ate.util.cuid();(new Image()).src=_ate.share.genurl("mailto",0,o.share,o.config)};o.href=_ate.share.genieu(o.share);addEvents(o,ss,url);addthis.ems.push(o)}}if(!o.title||o.at_titled){var serviceName=addthis.util.getServiceName(ss,!customService);o.title=unaccent(attrs.follow?(f_title[ss]?f_title[ss]:"Follow on "+serviceName):(b_title[ss]?b_title[ss]:"Send to "+serviceName));o.at_titled=1}}else{if(o.conf.product&&o.parentNode.className.indexOf("toolbox")==-1){registerProductCode(o)}}}var app;switch(internal){case"img":if(!o.hasChildNodes()){var lang=(o.conf.ui_language||_ate.lng()).split("-").shift(),validatedLang=_ate.ivl(lang);if(!validatedLang){lang="en"}else{if(validatedLang!==1){lang=validatedLang}}app=_makeButton(_ate.iwb(lang)?150:125,16,"Share",_atr+"static/btn/v2/lg-share-"+lang.substr(0,2)+".gif")}break}if(app){o.appendChild(app)}}}},buttons=addthis._gebcn(body,"A","addthis_button_",true,true),addFBSubscriptionAttempts=0;tryingToSubscribe=0,likes={},addFBSubscriptions=function(){if(d.location.href.indexOf(_atr)==-1&&!_ate.sub&&!subscribedFB){if(haveFB()){subscribedFB=1;FB.Event.subscribe("edge.create",function(response){if(!likes[response]){var as={};for(var k in addthis_share){as[k]=addthis_share[k]}as.url=response;_ate.share.track("facebook_like",0,as,addthis_config);likes[response]=1}});FB.Event.subscribe("edge.remove",function(response){if(likes[response]){var as={};for(var k in addthis_share){as[k]=addthis_share[k]}as.url=response;_ate.share.track("facebook_dislike",0,as,addthis_config);likes[response]=0}})}else{if(window.fbAsyncInit&&!tryingToSubscribe){if(addFBSubscriptionAttempts<3){setTimeout(addFBSubscriptions,3000+1000*2*(addFBSubscriptionAttempts++))}tryingToSubscribe=1}}}},_renderToolbox=function(collection,config,share,reprocess,override){for(var i=0;i<collection.length;i++){var b=collection[i];if(b==null){continue}if(reprocess!==false||!b.ost){var attr=_getATtributes(b,config,share,!override),hc=0,a="at300",c=b.className||"",passthrough="",s=c.match(/addthis_button_([\w\.]+)(?:\s|$)/),options={},sv=s&&s.length?s[1]:0;mrg(attr.conf,globalConfig);mrg(attr.share,globalShare);if(sv){if(sv==="tweetmeme"&&b.className.indexOf("chiclet_style")==-1){if(b.ost){continue}var tm_attr=_parseThirdPartyAttributes(b,"tm"),tmw=50,tmh=61;passthrough=_ate.util.toKV(tm_attr);if(tm_attr.style==="compact"){tmw=95;tmh=25}b.innerHTML='<iframe frameborder="0" width="'+tmw+'" height="'+tmh+'" scrolling="no" allowTransparency="true" scrollbars="no"'+(_ate.bro.ie6?" src=\"javascript:''\"":"")+"></iframe>";var tm=b.firstChild;tm.src="//api.tweetmeme.com/button.js?url="+_euc(attr.share.url)+"&"+passthrough;b.noh=b.ost=1}else{if(sv==="tweet"){if(b.ost){continue}var tw_attr=_parseThirdPartyAttributes(b,"tw"),searchUrl="http://twitter.com/#search?q=",share=attr.share,tww=tw_attr.width||55,twh=tw_attr.height||20,passthrough,serializedShare="",tweetButton;if(!tw_attr.text){tw_attr.text=attr.share.title}if(!tw_attr.via){tw_attr.via="AddThis"}if(!tw_attr.count){tw_attr.count="horizontal"}if(!share.passthrough){share.passthrough={}}share.passthrough.twitter=_ate.util.toKV(tw_attr);for(var k in share){if(typeof(share[k]).prototype=="undefined"){if(typeof(share[k])=="object"){serializedShare+="&"+_euc(k)+"="+_euc(_ate.util.toKV(share[k]))}else{serializedShare+="&"+_euc(k)+"="+_euc(share[k])}}}if(tw_attr.count==="vertical"){twh=62;if(!tw_attr.height){tw_attr.height=twh}}else{if(tw_attr.count==="horizontal"){tww=110;if(!tw_attr.width){tw_attr.width=tww}}}if(tw_attr.width){tww=tw_attr.width}if(tw_attr.height){twh=tw_attr.height}passthrough=_ate.util.toKV(tw_attr),b.innerHTML='<iframe frameborder="0" role="presentation" scrolling="no" allowTransparency="true" scrollbars="no"'+(_ate.bro.ie6?" src=\"javascript:''\"":"")+' style="width:'+tww+"px; height:"+twh+'px;"></iframe>';tweetButton=b.firstChild;if(!attr.conf.pubid){attr.conf.pubid=addthis_config.pubid||_ate.pub()}if(_ate.tamp>=0){tweetButton.src=_atr+"static/r07/tweet01.html#href="+_euc(attr.share.url)+"&dr="+_euc(_ate.dr)+"&conf="+_euc(_ate.util.toKV(attr.conf))+"&share="+_euc(serializedShare)+"&tw="+_euc(passthrough)}else{tweetButton.src="//platform.twitter.com/widgets/tweet_button.html?url="+_euc(tw_attr.url||attr.share.url)+"&"+share.passthrough.twitter}b.noh=b.ost=1}else{if(sv==="facebook_like"){if(b.ost){continue}var fblike,fb_attr=_parseThirdPartyAttributes(b,"fb:like"),fb_params="",fb_layout=fb_attr.layout||"button_count",fb_locale=fb_attr.locale||"en_US",fb_size={standard:[450,fb_attr.show_faces?80:35],button_count:[90,25],box_count:[55,65]},fbw=fb_attr.width||(fb_size[fb_layout]?fb_size[fb_layout][0]:100),fbh=fb_attr.height||(fb_size[fb_layout]?fb_size[fb_layout][1]:25),fbroot="fb-root",fbjs,hasNamespace=false,currentFBInit=window.fbAsyncInit,oFBroot=d.getElementById(fbroot);passthrough=_ate.util.toKV(fb_attr);_ate.ufbl=1;try{var htmlRoot=(document.getElementsByTagName("html"))[0];if(htmlRoot){if(htmlRoot.getAttribute&&htmlRoot.getAttribute("xmlns:fb")){hasNamespace=true}else{if(_ate.bro.msi){var scan=htmlRoot.outerHTML.substr(0,htmlRoot.outerHTML.indexOf(">"));if(scan.indexOf("xmlns:fb")>-1){hasNamespace=true}}}}}catch(e){}if((_atc.ltj&&(!window.FB_RequireFeatures&&(!window.FB||(!FB.Share&&!FB.Bootstrap)))&&hasNamespace)||(haveFB()&&FB.XFBML&&FB.XFBML.parse)){if(fb_attr.layout===undefined){fb_attr.layout="button_count"}if(fb_attr.show_faces===undefined){fb_attr.show_faces="false"}if(fb_attr.action===undefined){fb_attr.action="like"}if(fb_attr.width===undefined){fb_attr.width=fbw}if(fb_attr.font===undefined){fb_attr.font="arial"}if(fb_attr.href===undefined){fb_attr.href=_ate.track.mgu(attr.share.url)}for(var k in fb_attr){fb_params+=" "+k+'="'+fb_attr[k]+'"'}if(_atc.ufc){b.innerHTML='<fb:like ref="'+_ate.share.gcp(attr.share,attr.conf).replace(",","_")+'" '+fb_params+"></fb:like>"}else{b.innerHTML='<fb:like ref="addthis" '+fb_params+"></fb:like>"}if(haveFB()&&FB.XFBML&&FB.XFBML.parse){FB.XFBML.parse(b);addFBSubscriptions()}else{if(currentFBInit){}else{if(!oFBroot){oFBroot=d.ce("div");oFBroot.id=fbroot;body.appendChild(oFBroot)}if(!currentFBInit){e=d.createElement("script");e.src=d.location.protocol+"//connect.facebook.net/"+fb_locale+"/all.js";e.async=true;oFBroot.appendChild(e);currentFBInit=function(){FB.init({appId:"172525162793917",status:true,cookie:false})}}}fblikes.push(b);if(needFBCallback){needFBCallback=false;window.__orig__fbAsyncInit=currentFBInit;window.fbAsyncInit=function(){window.__orig__fbAsyncInit();for(var i=0;i<fblikes.length;i++){FB.XFBML.parse(fblikes[i])}addFBSubscriptions()}}}}else{if(!_ate.bro.msi){fblike=d.ce("iframe")}else{b.innerHTML='<iframe frameborder="0" scrolling="no" allowTransparency="true" scrollbars="no"'+(_ate.bro.ie6?" src=\"javascript:''\"":"")+"></iframe>";fblike=b.firstChild}fblike.style.overflow="hidden";fblike.style.scrolling="no";fblike.style.scrollbars="no";fblike.style.border="none";fblike.style.borderWidth="0px";fblike.style.width=fbw+"px";fblike.style.height=fbh+"px";fblike.src="//www.facebook.com/plugins/like.php?href="+_euc(attr.share.url)+"&layout=button_count&show_faces=false&width=100&action=like&font=arial&"+passthrough;if(!_ate.bro.msi){b.appendChild(fblike)}}likeButtons.push(fblike);b.noh=b.ost=1}else{if(sv.indexOf("preferred")>-1){if(b._iss){continue}s=c.match(/addthis_button_preferred_([0-9]+)(?:\s|$)/);var svidx=((s&&s.length)?Math.min(16,Math.max(1,parseInt(s[1]))):1)-1;if(!b.conf){b.conf={}}b.conf.product="tbx-"+_atc.ver;registerProductCode(b);if(window._atw){if(!b.parentNode.services){b.parentNode.services={}}var excl=_atw.conf.services_exclude||"",locopts=_atw.loc,parentServices=b.parentNode.services,opts=_uniqueConcat(addthis_options.replace(",more","").split(","),locopts.split(","));do{sv=opts[svidx++]}while(svidx<opts.length&&(excl.indexOf(sv)>-1||parentServices[sv]));if(parentServices[sv]){for(var k in _atw.list){if(!parentServices[k]&&excl.indexOf(k)==-1){sv=k;break}}}b._ips=1;if(b.className.indexOf(sv)==-1){b.className+=" addthis_button_"+sv;b._iss=1}b.parentNode.services[sv]=1}else{_ate.alg(attr.conf.ui_language||window.addthis_language);_ate.plo.unshift(["deco",_renderToolbox,[b],config,share,true]);if(_ate.gssh){_ate.pld=_ate.ajs("static/r07/menu73.js")}else{if(!_ate.pld){_ate.pld=1;var loadmenu=function(){_ate.pld=_ate.ajs("static/r07/menu73.js")};if(_ate.upm){_ate._rec.push(function(data){if(data.ssh){loadmenu()}});setTimeout(loadmenu,500)}else{loadmenu()}}}continue}}else{if(sv.indexOf("follow")>-1){sv=sv.split("_follow").shift();options.follow=true;attr.share.url=getFollowUrl(sv,attr.share.userid)}}}}}if(!top_services[sv]&&(need32||check32(b))){css32.load()}if(!b.childNodes.length){var sp=d.ce("span");b.appendChild(sp);sp.className=a+"bs at15nc at15t_"+sv}else{if(b.childNodes.length==1){var cn=b.childNodes[0];if(cn.nodeType==3){var sp=d.ce("span"),tv=cn.nodeValue;b.insertBefore(sp,cn);sp.className=a+"bs at15nc at15t_"+sv}}else{hc=1}}if(sv==="compact"||sv==="expanded"){if(!hc&&c.indexOf(a)==-1){b.className+=" "+a+"m"}if(attr.conf.product&&attr.conf.product.indexOf("men-")==-1){attr.conf.product+=",men-"+_atc.ver}if(sv==="expanded"){options.nohover=true;options.singleservice="more"}}else{if((b.parentNode.className||"").indexOf("toolbox")>-1){if(!b.parentNode.services){b.parentNode.services={}}b.parentNode.services[sv]=1}if(!hc&&c.indexOf(a)==-1){b.className+=" "+a+"b"}options.singleservice=sv}if(b._ips){options.issh=true}_render([b],attr,options,override);b.ost=1;registerProductCode(b)}}}},gat=function(s,au,conf,share){var pageTracker=conf.data_ga_tracker,propertyId=conf.data_ga_property;if(propertyId){if(typeof(window._gat)=="object"&&_gat._getTracker){pageTracker=_gat._getTracker(propertyId)}else{if(typeof(window._gaq)=="object"&&_gaq._getAsyncTracker){pageTracker=_gaq._getAsyncTracker(propertyId)}else{if(typeof(window._gaq)=="array"){_gaq.push([function(){_ate.gat(s,au,conf,share)}])}}}}if(pageTracker&&typeof(pageTracker)=="string"){pageTracker=window[pageTracker]}if(pageTracker&&typeof(pageTracker)=="object"){var gaUrl=au||(share||{}).url||location.href;if(gaUrl.toLowerCase().replace("https","http").indexOf("http%3a%2f%2f")==0){gaUrl=_duc(gaUrl)}try{pageTracker._trackEvent("addthis",s,gaUrl)}catch(e){try{pageTracker._initData();pageTracker._trackEvent("addthis",s,gaUrl)}catch(e){}}}};_ate.gat=gat;addthis.update=function(which,what,value){if(which=="share"){if(what=="url"){_ate.usu(0,1)}if(!window.addthis_share){window.addthis_share={}}window.addthis_share[what]=value;upShare[what]=value;for(var i in addthis.links){var o=addthis.links[i],rx=new RegExp("&"+what+"=(.*)&"),ns="&"+what+"="+_euc(value)+"&";if(o.share){o.share[what]=value}if(!o.noh){o.href=o.href.replace(rx,ns);if(o.href.indexOf(what)==-1){o.href+=ns}}}for(var i in addthis.ems){var o=addthis.ems[i];o.href=_ate.share.genieu(addthis_share)}}else{if(which=="config"){if(!window.addthis_config){window.addthis_config={}}window.addthis_config[what]=value;upConfig[what]=value}}};addthis._render=_render;var rsrcs=[new _ate.resource.Resource("countercss",_atr+"static/r07/counter57.css",function(){return true}),new _ate.resource.Resource("counter",_atr+"js/250/plugin.sharecounter.js",function(){return window.addthis.counter.ost})];if(!w.JSON||!w.JSON.stringify){rsrcs.unshift(new _ate.resource.Resource("json2",_atr+"static/r07/json2.js",function(){return w.JSON&&w.JSON.stringify}))}addthis.counter=function(what,config,share){if(what){what=addthis._select(what);if(what.length){if(!addthis.counter.selects){addthis.counter.selects=[]}addthis.counter.selects=addthis.counter.selects.concat({counter:what,config:config,share:share});for(var k in rsrcs){if((rsrcs[k]||{}).load){rsrcs[k].load()}}}}};addthis.button=function(what,config,share){config=config||{};if(!config.product){config.product="men-"+_atc.ver}_render(what,{conf:config,share:share},{internal:"img"})};addthis.toolbox=function(what,config,share,internalUse){var toolboxes=_select(what);for(var i=0;i<toolboxes.length;i++){var tb=toolboxes[i],attr=_getATtributes(tb,config,share,internalUse),sp=d.ce("div"),c;tb.services={};if(!attr.conf.product){attr.conf.product="tbx"+(tb.className.indexOf("32x32")>-1?"32":"")+"-"+_atc.ver}if(tb){c=tb.getElementsByTagName("a");if(c){_renderToolbox(c,attr.conf,attr.share,!internalUse,!internalUse)}tb.appendChild(sp)}sp.className="atclear"}};addthis.ready=function(){var at=addthis,a=".addthis_";if(at.ost){return}at.ost=1;addthis.toolbox(a+"toolbox",null,null,true);addthis.button(a+"button");addthis.counter(a+"counter");_renderToolbox(buttons,null,null,false);_ate.ed.fire("addthis.ready",addthis);if(_ate.onr){_ate.onr(addthis)}for(var i=0,plo=at.plo,q;i<plo.length;i++){q=plo[i];(q.ns?at[q.ns]:at)[q.call].apply(this,q.args)}addFBSubscriptions()};addthis.util.getAttributes=_getATtributes;window.addthis=addthis;window.addthis.ready()}}));_ate.extend(addthis,{user:(function(){var l=_ate,g=addthis,m={},c=0,n=0,f=0,d;function k(a,o){return l.reduce(["getID","getServiceShareHistory"],a,o)}function h(a,o){return function(p){setTimeout(function(){p(l[a]||o)},0)}}function j(a){if(c){return}if(!a||!a.uid){return}if(d!==null){clearTimeout(d)}d=null;c=1;k(function(q,o,p){m[o]=m[o].queuer.flush(h.apply(g,q[p]),g);return q},[["uid",""],["_ssh",[]]])}function i(){if(!_ate.pld){_ate.pld=(new _ate.resource.Resource("menujs",_atr+"static/r07/menu73.js",function(){return true})).load()}}function b(a){if(n&&(a.uid||a.ssh!==undefined)){i();n=0}}d=setTimeout(function(){var a={uid:"x",ssh:"",ups:""};f=1;j(a);b(a)},5000);l._rec.push(j);m.getPreferredServices=function(a){if(window._atw){_atw.gps(a)}else{_ate.ed.addEventListener("addthis.menu.ready",function(){_atw.gps(a)});_ate.alg();if(l.gssh||f){i()}else{if(!l.pld&&!n){_ate._rec.push(b)}}n=1}};return k(function(p,a){p[a]=(new g._Queuer(a)).call;return p},m)})()});




var gImages=new Array;
var gIndex=0;
var DCS=new Object();
var WT=new Object();
var DCSext=new Object();

var gDomain="statse.webtrendslive.com";
var gDcsId="dcsbw26mfpifwz7zjizosdgd2_4d7f";

function dcsVar(){
	var dCurrent=new Date();
	WT.tz=dCurrent.getTimezoneOffset()/60*-1;
	if (WT.tz==0){
		WT.tz="0";
	}
	WT.bh=dCurrent.getHours();
	WT.ul=navigator.appName=="Netscape"?navigator.language:navigator.userLanguage;
	if (typeof(screen)=="object"){
		WT.cd=screen.colorDepth;
		WT.sr=screen.width+"x"+screen.height;
	}
	if (typeof(navigator.javaEnabled())=="boolean"){
		WT.jo=navigator.javaEnabled()?"Yes":"No";
	}
	if (document.title){
		WT.ti=document.title;
	}
	WT.js="Yes";
	if (typeof(gVersion)!="undefined"){
		WT.jv=gVersion;
	}
	WT.sp="";
	DCS.dcsdat=dCurrent.getTime();
	DCS.dcssip=window.location.hostname;
	DCS.dcsuri=window.location.pathname;
	DCS.dcscfg = "00000001";
	if (window.location.search){
		DCS.dcsqry=window.location.search;
	}
	if ((window.document.referrer!="")&&(window.document.referrer!="-")){
		if (!(navigator.appName=="Microsoft Internet Explorer"&&parseInt(navigator.appVersion)<4)){
			DCS.dcsref=window.document.referrer;
		}
	}
}

function A(N,V){
	return "&"+N+"="+dcsEscape(V);
}

function dcsEscape(S){
	if (typeof(RE)!="undefined"){
		var retStr = new String(S);
		for (R in RE){
			retStr = retStr.replace(RE[R],R);
		}
		return retStr;
	}
	else{
		return escape(S);
	}
}

function dcsCreateImage(dcsSrc){
	if (document.images){
		gImages[gIndex]=new Image;
		gImages[gIndex].src=dcsSrc;
		gIndex++;
	}
	else{
		document.write('<IMG BORDER="0" NAME="DCSIMG" WIDTH="1" HEIGHT="1" SRC="'+dcsSrc+'">');
	}
}

function dcsMeta(){
	var myDocumentElements;
	if (document.all){
		myDocumentElements=document.all.tags("meta");
	}
	else if (document.documentElement){
		myDocumentElements=document.getElementsByTagName("meta");
	}
	if (typeof(myDocumentElements)!="undefined"){
		for (var i=1;i<=myDocumentElements.length;i++){
			myMeta=myDocumentElements.item(i-1);
			if (myMeta.name){
				if (myMeta.name.indexOf('WT.')==0){
					WT[myMeta.name.substring(3)]=myMeta.content;
				}
				else if (myMeta.name.indexOf('DCSext.')==0){
					DCSext[myMeta.name.substring(7)]=myMeta.content;
				}
				else if (myMeta.name.indexOf('DCS.')==0){
					DCS[myMeta.name.substring(4)]=myMeta.content;
				}
			}
		}
	}
}

function dcsTag(){
	var P="http"+(window.location.protocol.indexOf('https:')==0?'s':'')+"://"+gDomain+(gDcsId==""?'':'/'+gDcsId)+"/dcs.gif?";
	for (N in DCS){
		if (DCS[N]) {
			P+=A(N,DCS[N]);
		}
	}
	for (N in WT){
		if (WT[N]) {
			P+=A("WT."+N,WT[N]);
		}
	}
	for (N in DCSext){
		if (DCSext[N]) {
			P+=A(N,DCSext[N]);
		}
	}
	if (P.length>2048&&navigator.userAgent.indexOf('MSIE')>=0){
		P=P.substring(0,2040)+"&WT.tu=1";
	}
	dcsCreateImage(P);
}
function dcsMultiTrack() {
	for( var i=0; i<arguments.length; i++ ) {
		if( arguments[i].indexOf('WT.') == 0 ) {
			WT[arguments[i].substring(3)] = arguments[i+1];
			i++;
		}
		if( arguments[i].indexOf('DCS.') == 0 ) {
			DCS[arguments[i].substring(4)] = arguments[i+1];
			i++;
		}
		if( arguments[i].indexOf('DCSext.') == 0 ) {
			DCSext[arguments[i].substring(7)] = arguments[i+1];
			i++;
		}
	}
	var dCurrent = new Date();
	DCS.dcsdat = dCurrent.getTime();
	dcsTag();
}

dcsVar();
dcsMeta();
dcsTag();





// $Id: pdf.js,v 1.3 2004/03/09 13:56:54 powem Exp $

// find pdf links on a page and add an onclick event to them
// Fri 8/18/06

/* this script dynamically adds onClick events to links on the
 * page.  it does this by looping through the document.links array
 * and checking for links to .pdf files.  any link to a .pdf that
 * doesn't already have an onclick event has one assigned to it.
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Accomplishments and Progress
The U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) efforts have greatly advanced the state of
the art of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies—making significant progress toward
overcoming many of the key challenges to widespread commercialization. These
include reducing the cost and improving the durability of fuel cells and improving
technologies for producing, delivering and storing hydrogen. DOE has also made
major advances by demonstrating and validating the technologies under real-world
conditions, supporting early markets through Recovery Act deployments, and
leveraging domestic and international partnerships to advance the pace of
commercialization. See the program's accomplishments fact sheet.


Reducing the Cost and Improving the Durability
and Performance of Fuel Cells


DOE has reduced the cost of automotive fuel cells
from $275/kW in 2002 to $51/kW in 2010 and is
targeting a cost of $30/kW by 2015.


Reduced the cost of automotive fuel cells by 30% since 2008 and
80% since 2002 (from $275/kW in 2002 to $51/kW in 2010, based on
projections of high-volume manufacturing costs).



http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/production/

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/delivery/

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/storage/

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/fuelcells/

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/tech_validation/

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/codes/

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/education/

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/analysis/

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/pdfs/accomplishments.pdf





These cost-reductions reflect numerous individual advances in key
areas, including the development of a durable membrane electrode
assembly (MEA) with low platinum group metal (PGM) content (this
MEA simultaneously met the 5,000 hour durability target, with a
PGM loading of <0.2 grams of PGM per kW).


Demonstrated more than 2500-hour (75,000 miles) durability of fuel
cell systems in vehicles operating under real-world conditions, with
less than 10% degradation. This is more than doubled the maximum
durability of 950 hours demonstrated in 2006.


Improved the performance of stationary fuel cells, including
development of a solid-oxide fuel cell for micro-combined heat and power
applications with a 24% increase in system power density, which has enabled
a 33% reduction in stack volume and a 15% reduction in stack weight.


Developed advanced manufacturing methods and materials that
enabled a 61% decrease in the projected cost of gas diffusion layers since
2008.


Improving Technologies for Producing,
Delivering, and Storing Hydrogen


DOE-funded R&D has resulted in nearly 200 patents. And
almost 30 hydrogen and fuel cell technologies developed with
program funding have entered the market.


Examples include 3M, DuPont, Fuel Cell Energy, Nuvera, Proton
Energy Systems, Plug Power, Quantum, UTC, and many others.


Source: Pathways to Commercial Success: Technologies and
Products Supported by the Fuel Cell Technologies Program.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, August 2010.



http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/pdfs/pathways.pdf

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/pdfs/pathways.pdf





Reduced the projected cost of hydrogen


Producing hydrogen from natural gas: Projected costs of hydrogen
(assuming high-volume production and widespread deployment) have
been reduced to $3.00 per gallon gasoline equivalent (gge)—a cost that
is competitive with gasoline.


Producing hydrogen from renewable resources: Costs have been
reduced for several pathways, including wind electrolysis, ethanol
reforming, and biomass gasification. Key examples of advances include:
reducing capital costs for distributed hydrogen production by water
electrolysis by over 35% since 2008 and improving the photosynthetic
conversion of sunlight in hydrogen-producing microalgal cultures by up to
300% by minimizing chlorophyll antennae to maximize efficiency.


Delivering hydrogen to the end-user: costs have been reduced by
30% for tube-trailer delivery of high-pressure gas, 20% for pipeline
delivery of high-pressure gas, and 15% for tanker truck delivery of liquid
hydrogen.


Improved the capacity of hydrogen storage systems


DOE developed a novel "cryo-compressed" tank concept for hydrogen
storage and made improvements that increased the gravimetric and
volumetric capacity of these systems by 51% and 48% respectively.


DOE's four centers of excellence have developed materials-based
technologies for hydrogen storage—leveraging the efforts of multiple
university, industry, and national lab partners.


Among the key accomplishments in materials-based hydrogen
storage are the discovery of new materials with more than
50% improvement in capacity since 2004 and the
improvement of kinetics for metal hydride storage by a factor
of more than 60.


Conducting Real-World Demonstrations and
Technology Validations


Deployed 152 fuel cell vehicles and 24 hydrogen fueling stations in
learning demonstrations. The vehicles have traveled more than 2.8 million
miles, and the fueling stations have produced or dispensed more than 150,000
kg of hydrogen. These demonstrations have validated the status of several key
technologies in integrated systems, operating under real-world operating
conditions. Key results include demonstrating fuel cell system efficiency of up
to 59% (more than double the efficiency of gasoline internal combustion
engines), fuel cell system durability of 2,500 hours (about 75,000 miles) with
less than 10% degradation, and a driving range of more than 250 miles
between refueling. The program also validated one vehicle that can achieve
430 miles on a single fill of hydrogen.


DOE has also collaborated with the Department of Transportation,







to collect and analyze data from their fuel cell buses, and the
Department of Defense, to validate the performance of their fuel
cell forklifts and backup power units.


Funding Early Market Deployments through the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act


Government and Global Partnerships


DOE established the Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Interagency Task Force to
coordinate federal adoption of hydrogen and fuel cell technology to support
commercialization and industry growth.


DOE also works with the International Partnership for the Hydrogen and Fuel
Cells Economy (IPHE)—a partnership involving 17 countries and the European
Commission—to foster international cooperation on R&D, common codes and
standards, and information sharing on infrastructure development. In addition, the
Department coordinates with more than 25 countries through the International
Energy Agency's (IEA) two implementing agreements on hydrogen and fuel cells.


DOE awarded $42 million under the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act to accelerate the commercialization and
deployment of fuel cells—These efforts will deploy up to 1,000 fuel cells,
primarily in backup power and forklift applications. Success in these early
markets will help pave the way for longer term success of fuel cells in larger
markets, such as transportation.


Industry participants provided approximately $54 million in cost-share
funding—for a total of nearly $96 million. These funds are helping to
deploy fuel cells across several industries, including bringing several high-
profile companies into the fuel cell arena, such Sprint, AT&T, FedEx,
Whole Foods, Sysco, Wegmans, and Coca-Cola.


These projects are also supporting fuel cell manufacturers like ReliOn,
Plug Power, and Nuvera—helping to create fuel cell jobs and keep these
jobs in the U.S.


As of December 2010, 60% of these funds have been spent and put into
the market, and we exceeded our 2010 goal for deployments by 90%,
with 300 fuel cells already delivered.


Contacts | Web Site Policies | U.S. Department of Energy | USA.gov
Content Last Updated: 03/01/2011



http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/contacts_landing.html

http://www.eere.energy.gov/webpolicies/

http://www.energy.gov/

http://www.usa.gov/





DOE Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Program Plan Infrastructure Initiative 
 
The Program Plan needs to be updated to more accurately reflect the status of 
hydrogen fuel cell vehicle technology, and the industry and their needs. In 
particular, it is imperative to establish a Vehicle Market Transformation program 
to support the industry to deploy 4,000 HFCVs by 2014 and 50,000 HFCVs by 2017 
in the United States in concert with other foreign infrastructure programs. This 
imperative is in recognition that electric platform vehicles, both HFCVs and 
PHEVs, among DOE programs address not only climate change, but also our 
dependence on foreign oil most directly and can provide results by 2018 or 
sooner.  Hydrogen as a fuel produced from natural gas, coal and/or biomass from 
abundant national resources can in particular establish the United States as a 
major exporter of fuel with significant balance of payment benefits.  
 
The following initiative is proposed to accomplish this goal:  
 
A Vehicle Market Transformation program is established as an activity in the 


Technology Validation program within the Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Program. The 


Department of Energy should issue a solicitation in FY 2012 to support a vehicle 


market transformation infrastructure activity within the hydrogen and fuel cell 


program. The solicitation shall provide for government cost share of 50% for the 


requisite hydrogen infrastructure for 3,000 hydrogen fuel cell vehicles by 2014, 


and 30% cost share for infrastructure for an additional 50,000 hydrogen fuel cell 


vehicles by 2017. The Department upon the award of the contracts shall inform 


the Congress of the expected costs for the program during budget years 2013 


thru 2014 for the expected 3000 hydrogen fuel cell vehicles and budget years 


2014 thru 2018 for the expected 50,000 hydrogen fuel cell vehicles.  $5 million of 


the $10 million Technology Validation Administration’s request within the Fuel 


Cell program is hereby appropriated in FY 2012 to initiate the vehicle market 


transformation activity for hydrogen infrastructure deployment. 


 







Figure 1
Current Supply Chain for Delivered Hydrogen to 


Refueling Stations







Figure 2
Conventional Light-Duty Hydrogen Station (delivered 


product)







Figure 3
Proposed Low-Cost Supply Chain for Delivered 


Hydrogen to Refueling Stations (Patents/Patents 
Pending)







Figure 2
Conventional Light-Duty Hydrogen Station (delivered 


product)







Figure 5
Cost Breakdown for Light-Duty Hydrogen Station 


(delivered product)
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Docket 10-ALT-1 
 
Air Products is pleased to submit written comments to the 07 March 2011 Advisory Committee Meeting. 
 
Significant technology breakthroughs have advanced the infrastructure deployment forward to make the 
dispensing of hydrogen cost competitive to existing transportation fuels.  Earlier programs sponsored 
by federal, state and local agencies have provided hydrogen infrastructure developers with the 
opportunity to gain valuable experience regarding the supply chain associated with the production, 
distribution, and dispensing of hydrogen for the developing fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) market.  
California has been a key location for this activity, as many auto manufacturers have chosen the state 
as the site for their U.S. alternative vehicle research/development/demonstration facilities.  The auto 
manufacturers have indicated plans to deploy thousands of FCEVs in 2015, and tens of thousands 
more through 2017.  In addition, system capacity of hydrogen production exists which would serve the 
fueling needs of over 100,000 vehicles in CA.  Given California’s efforts to improve local and regional 
air quality (by reducing emissions of criteria pollutants) and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the 
transportation sector (for example, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard), fuel cell vehicles provide an 
important pathway to achieve these objectives.  Although activities in Europe are focusing on 
development and deployment of hydrogen infrastructure, the infrastructure requirements to serve the 
marketplace for refueling and the transportation needs of consumers in California (and the U.S.) will 
likely need a different approach and result in a different solution. 
 
Since 1995, Air Products has been a key supplier of hydrogen and fueling technology infrastructure to 
over 130 fueling station projects for light duty vehicles, material handling applications, mass transit and 
for other markets in 19 countries.  The current fueling rate for a variety of vehicles and stationary 
systems is in excess of 325,000 events per year.  Based upon this experience, Air Products has 
developed advanced fueling station technology for light duty vehicles that meets the following 
objectives: 
 
 Utilize improved delivery technologies to reduce the cost of transporting low-priced hydrogen from 


central facilities with high product availability. 
 Develop station concepts that are simple, modular, expandable to full-sized station capacities, and 


reduce capital costs at the point of use. 
 Reduced overall site maintenance costs. 
 Minimize station footprint to use existing retail gasoline forecourt locations, which significantly 


lowers the initial cost of infrastructure.  
 Utilize renewable resources most efficiently to meet the requirements of CA SB 1505. 
 Meet U.S. Department of Energy commercial price targets that are competitive with gasoline today, 


as well as for hydrogen applications in other emerging fuel cell markets with smaller station capacity 
than other station configurations. 


 More closely match the projected rollout of fuel cell vehicles to serve the market as it grows, as 
opposed to the installation of large stations that will be underutilized for longer periods of time 
(which would further suppress a business case for hydrogen fueling). 


 Provide a model for national fueling infrastructure, which piggybacks on existing production 
capabilities.  And would provide for energy independence as hydrogen can be produced from 
domestic sources. 


 
For a delivered hydrogen product and fueling of FCEVs, the current supply chain (shown in Figure 1) 
includes the steps of (1) production/purification, (2) preparation for transport, (3) distribution, (4) site 
storage, (5) preparation for fueling, and (6) dispensing.   
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Figure 1 – Current Supply Chain for Delivered Hydrogen to Refueling Stations 


 
As a more detailed depiction of steps 4 through 6 in Figure 1, Figure 2 below shows a conventional 
fueling station for light-duty vehicles requiring hydrogen at 35 MPa (H35) and 70 MPa (H70).  
Compression is required for delivery of hydrogen at either pressure (whether from a single compressor 
or two separate machines as illustrated here), which means station availability is strongly impacted by 
downtime associated with onsite processing.  These types of stations cost between $2 million (for 
stations integrated with an existing application) and $5 million (for a Greenfield hydrogen fueling 
station).  Onsite generation of hydrogen at the point of use would also add to station costs when 
compared with delivered product. 
 
Data from hydrogen refueling station operating history worldwide shows that the most downtime and 
maintenance at fueling stations is attributed to onsite processing systems and specifically those 
including compressors.  Unlike gasoline stations where low pressure fuel pumps are a low-cost and 
highly reliable means of providing fuel, addition of redundant systems would only increase capital costs 
and station footprints from today’s levels.  Station throughput is set by processing capacity, so 
expansion would require additional compressors, for example, at the fueling station.  In order to 
improve viability of hydrogen refueling stations, this bottleneck can be overcome with a fueling station 
that is simpler and more robust. 


 


 
Figure 2 – Conventional Light-Duty Hydrogen Station (delivered product) 


 
The new station concept being deployed by Air Products will merge the several steps from Figure 1 into 
a single operation with a unique cost effective offering by operating from a central production location.  
Figure 3 depicts the simplification of the supply chain for the proposed station concept.  Instead of each 
station having its own processing system onsite and (in the case of liquid hydrogen) site storage, a 
single system can be located at a distribution hub.  Therefore, the equipment at the hub, which would 
include all processing equipment, can be sized for larger throughput and utilized for a greater 
percentage of the time, and its capital cost and product output can be allocated to a number of sites 
instead of dedicated to a particular station, each of which results in significantly lower cost to each 
fueling outlet.  
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Figure 3 – Proposed Low-Cost Supply Chain for Delivered Hydrogen to Refueling Stations 


(Patents/Patents Pending) 
 
A key to the enabling technology for this step-change in delivery/station design is the use of proprietary 
high-pressure gaseous delivery trailers.  Air Products has worked under an exclusive contractual 
funding arrangement with Structural Composites, Inc. (SCI) (Pomona, CA) in the development and 
testing of composite vessels that achieve higher operating pressures at a significantly lower weight than 
steel tubes.  Three delivery trailers using this vessel technology have already been deployed for use in 
the marketplace with patents and pending patents filed related to this technology area.  
As shown in Figure 4, utilizing this trailer in a light-duty fueling station eliminates the need for onsite 
processing systems for H35 fueling, providing a significantly higher reliability for fuel supply than 
hydrogen fueling systems deployed to date.  The H70 equipment can be bolted on as needed for the 
particular application.  This innovative fueling station configuration can cost around $1 million as 
opposed to the $2 million or more for conventional hydrogen refueling stations, requires 30 to 50% less 
area than stations using liquid hydrogen as feedstock, and significantly reduces the setback distances 
from property lines compared to most existing stations. 


 


 
Figure 4 – Proposed H35/H70 Light-Duty Hydrogen Station (delivered product) 


 
Capacity at the station is determined by a combination of station footprint (which might limit the size of 
the trailer) and number of deliveries per unit time.  As volumes build at the station, an additional 
dispenser and associated equipment can be added by a station owner based on the economics of 
added vehicle traffic (both for fuel and other products/services) through the station.  The high-pressure 
gaseous delivery trailers can be filled either from a central production plant or from a mobile two-phase 
liquid hydrogen trailer that can supply compressed gas (currently six of these systems are deployed 
worldwide) in the same fashion that gasoline is delivered today.  Duplicating the gasoline model of 
deliver, store and dispense is the most reliable and lowest cost pathway for hydrogen as it takes 
advantage of existing station forecourt and existing hydrogen production capability.  This model 
provides the least capital risk to “seed” an early market.  Other models which employ larger stations 
may provide better capital utilization in a fully developed market but at multiples of capital investment to 
“seed” the market and are beholden to orders of magnitude higher hydrogen demand to reach 
breakeven. 
 
Under the funding support provided by the Energy Commission during the 2010 solicitation for 
hydrogen fueling infrastructure (PON-09-608), Air Products will be deploying eight stations (six new 
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retail locations/two retrofit stations) which will result in hydrogen pricing for early market users of fuel 
cell vehicles at less than $10 per kilogram based on anticipated demand. 
    
Our analysis indicates that these types of stations can become self-sufficient financially at throughputs 
as low as 200 kilograms per day.  The consumer price decreases as station capacities increase up to 
400 kg/day.  Further cost reductions are possible with continued technology advancements in storage, 
compression and distributed production, and also with expected market economies of scale.  There are 
significant opportunities to lower the dispensed fueling costs for hydrogen because hydrogen as a 
transportation fuel is less mature than traditional petroleum based fuels.   A price today with proper 
demand loading would be approximately $7.00/kg.  A cost breakdown based on the latest technology is 
provided in Figure 5. 


 


Figure 5 – Cost Breakdown for Light-Duty Hydrogen Station (delivered product) 
 
Air Products believes the $40 million funding level in the first CEC Investment Plan released in April 
2009 would be sufficient capital to provide for a self-sustaining infrastructure for these small station 
configurations in southern California.  A total of $13.3 million has already been targeted for southern 
California, and an additional $10.2 million has been allocated for 2011.  If another allocation of $16.5 
million were made over the next two years, it would allow for 20 more fueling stations using Air 
Products’ latest technology to be installed.  We believe at that point with the developing hydrogen 
fueling station infrastructure in southern California that private investment would consider taking a more 
active investment role.  Air Products would be willing to work with the Commission and the key 
stakeholders on an optimum hydrogen infrastructure rollout strategy using an analysis tool such as the 
STREET software being developed at UC Irvine to assist with station site selection.  Air Products 
believes with continued and targeted funding through the AB118 program that hydrogen fueling can be 
made readily available at the lowest possible cost to stakeholders, can confirm the value proposition for 
fuel cell vehicles to meet customer requirements for transportation, and provide a domestically 
available fuel that can move the transportation sector toward significant reductions in greenhouse gas 
emissions. 
 







Are plug-in/battery electric vehicles more market ready than 


hydrogen fuel cell vehicles? 


By Sigmund Gronich, PhD, President, Charisma Consulting 


The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Fuel Cell Technologies Program states: “The mission of 
the program is to enable the widespread commercialization of fuel cells in diverse sectors of 
the economy—with emphasis on applications that will most effectively strengthen our 
nation's energy security and improve our stewardship of the environment. “ 


In addition, it is reported in the 2011 Vehicle Technologies budget submission that President 
Obama has stated, “Increasing fuel efficiency in our cars and trucks is one of the most 
important steps that we can take to break our cycle of dependence on foreign oil. It will also 
help spark the innovation needed to ensure that our auto industry keeps pace with 
competitors around the world.”   The following goals are listed:  


� Within 10 years (by 2020) save more oil than currently imported from the Middle East and 
Venezuela combined (about 3.5 mbpd); 
� Invest in developing advanced vehicles, including the development and deployment of 
enough advanced battery manufacturing capacity to support 500,000 plug-in hybrid electric 
vehicles a year by 2015; 
� Reduce the production cost of a high energy battery from $1,000/kWh in 2008 to 
$300/kWh by 2014, enabling cost competitive market entry of PHEVs (Battery/Energy 
Storage). 
 
The latter statement is supported by the Multi-Path Transportation Futures Study (Plotkin et al) 
conducted by Argonne National Laboratory for DOE.   It is made on the basis of a literature 
review case for gasoline at $3.15/gallon but where the price of future fuel costs are discounted 
at 4%/year over the life of the vehicle.  This is called a societal model which is defined as the 
buying public making their vehicle purchase decisions based on societal needs.  Two other 
discount rates are explored at 10% and 20% which more typically represent actual public and 
business decision making.  The automobile industry feels the public makes their vehicle 
purchasing decisions based on receiving a fuel payback in three years.  In the literature review 
cases for 40 mile electric range plug-in hybrid vehicles, the battery is estimated at $300/kWh 
(the above 2014 target) and for fuel cell vehicles the fuel cell system is $50/kW and the storage 
system is $15/kWh (2010 and 2009 targets).  Both vehicle systems are commercially viable with 
gasoline at $3.15/gallon and the “societal” assumption of a 4% discount rate.  In fact the 
hydrogen fuel cell vehicle is slightly better than the 40 mile plug-in hybrid vehicle and is a break 
even proposition at the 10% discount rate. 
 
Yet in DOE’s budget submission for the Hydrogen Program there is no vehicle market 


transformation activity and the battery program receives significant development funds and 


$2.5 billion of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funding for battery manufacturing 


capability in the U. S.  The only market transformation activity funded in the hydrogen program 







budget is for stationary power systems even though only programs dedicated to transportation 


are able to directly address global climate change issues, and the dependence of this nation on 


foreign oil imports for the foreseeable future.   


The Obama administration has implemented a vigorous CAFÉ standard schedule to 35.5 miles 


per gallon by 2016 and has maintained the ethanol tax credits as the initial step to decrease our 


dependence on foreign oil.  However, these actions are recognized as only initial steps directed 


to the 10 year goal, and that electric platform vehicles will ultimately be necessary to make 


significant reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and eliminate the country’s dependence on 


foreign oil.  Both plug-in and hydrogen fuel cell vehicle market transformation strategies need 


to be deployed aggressively.  In that regard, the statements issued by the DOE concerning a 


long-term prognosis for hydrogen fuel cells is not in concert with what industry leaders are 


saying.  As part of a letter of understanding signed by seven major automobile manufacturers: 


“Based on current knowledge and subject to a variety of pre-conditions, OEMs strongly 


anticipate that from 2015 onwards, a quite significant number of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles 


could be commercialized at a few hundred thousand (100,000) units ---- on a worldwide 


basis.”  In the United States, California has implemented a Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) 


regulation for 7500 ZEVs by 2014 and 25,000 to 50,000 ZEVs by 2017 which is in concert with 


the OEM’s position. 


Whether plug-in hybrid or battery electric vehicles will precede or follow HFCVs is immaterial at 


this point in time.  Both are going to be more expensive than gasoline cars for now and the near 


future.  The truth of the matter is that the more expensive platforms will not be competitive in 


the marketplace with gasoline at $3.15/gallon.  The question is when will the price of oil rise to 


allow them to be cost competitive in the marketplace?  Electric platform vehicles are going to 


be required not only to forestall global warming but for the future national and economic 


security of the U.S.  The ZEV mandate is an important regulation and appears to match what 


several of the automobile manufacturers anticipate and is in concert with the German initiative.  


National policy needs to be instituted to support that effort.  It is not a state policy but the 


beginning of a national deployment strategy to keep the U.S. in step with Europe, Japan and 


Korea as an international partner.   


 National Research Council Report 


The National Research Council’s National Committee on Assessment of Resource Needs for Fuel Cell 


and Hydrogen Technologies Research recently extended their scope of activities and published their 


assessment for the Transitions to Alternative Transportation Technologies--Plug-in Hybrid Electric 


Vehicles.  Their assessment concluded the following: 







1. Lithium-ion battery technology has been developing rapidly, especially at the cell level, but 


costs are still high, and the potential for dramatic reductions appears limited.   


2. Costs to a vehicle manufacturer for a PHEV-40 built in 2010 are likely to be about $18,000 


more than an equivalent conventional vehicle, including a $14,000 battery pack. The 


incremental cost of a PHEV-10 would be about $6,300, including a $3,300 battery pack. 


3. PHEV-40s are unlikely to achieve cost-effectiveness before 2040 at gasoline prices below 


$4.00 per gallon, but PHEV-10s may get there before 2030.                              


 5. ---  PHEV-10s will reduce oil consumption only slightly more than can be achieved by HEVs  


6. PHEV-10s will emit less carbon dioxide than non-hybrid vehicles, but more than HEVs after 


accounting for emissions at the generating stations that supply the electric power. 


The above conclusions are not in concert with President Obama’s initial policy proposal to build a million 


electric vehicles by 2015 or establish the manufacturing capacity for 500,000 units by then.  Such a 


program would be costly and ineffective as neither the PHEV-10 nor the PHEV -40 would be cost 


effective vs the hybrid vehicle by that time.  A comparison was made in that report to the potential 


marketability of the Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle (HFCV).   


The conclusion reached by the panel was that the HFCV could be market ready by 2023 if 


gasoline prices were at $3.65/gallon.  In addition the market investment and time is less for the 


fuel cell vehicle than the electric vehicles.  Most importantly, their assessment indicated that 


there was a hydrogen success case in 2023 for the HFCV.  DOE needs to implement a vehicle 


market transformation program to meet that target date.  


Breakeven year              2028 
        PHEV-10 
(maximum practical)   


           2040 
        PHEV-40 
(maximum practical)  


         2023 
        HFCV 
(hydrogen success)  


Vehicle subsidy to 
breakeven year  


$33 billion  $408 billion  $40 billion  


Infrastructure 
subsidy  


$20 billion              
(for home fueling)  


$20 billion             
(for home fueling)  


$8 billion  


GHG reductions by 
2050  


- 29%  -36%  -59%  


Oil Reductions by 
2050  


-67%  -83%  -100%  


 


It is interesting to note that the infrastructure costs are less for the HFCV vs either plug-in hybrid 


option. And that the infrastructure costs represented for the electric vehicle option is for home 


refueling only. According to D W Crane, President and CEO of NRG Energy, Inc. in his 


testimony before the U.S. Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, Oct. 28, 2009   







(Electrification Roadmap), an additional $90 to $200 billion would be necessary to electrify  
roadside stations.  Now much of that cost can be supported as well as the cost for hydrogen 
stations as commercial enterprises once we proceed beyond an introductory period.  In a 
comparison of infrastructure costs reported by Thomas, he indicated that once any given region 
has thousands of HFCVs deployed, the average cost of the hydrogen infrastructure per vehicle 
would be approximately $955: 2,300 HFCVs supported by each fueling pump costing $2.2 
million.  This compares with $500 to $2,150 per BEV just for home charging outlets, and 
another $250 to $1,000 per BEV for the public stations recommended by the Electrification 
Coalition.  Thus the total electricity infrastructure cost would be in the range between $750 to 
$3,150 per BEV (excluding transformer upgrades and any added electrical generation for 
daytime charging), while the total hydrogen infrastructure cost is estimated at approximately 
$1,000 per HFCV. 


Lastly, it is also interesting to note that the HFCV and the PHEV -10 share equivalent 


development costs, but the NRC assessment that it would provide little benefit over hybrid 


vehicles would challenge the judgment to proceed with the more costly vehicle. There have 


been several challenges to the NRC estimates as being too conservative on battery costs and 


improvements in time.  The NRC study used a 50% usable/nameplate battery energy which is 


today’s technology and included the impact of battery fade, and the DOE uses a 70% 


usable/nameplate battery energy. So I will use the more optimistic DOE assessments for the 


status of the technology for the comparisons to the HFCV in this paper.   


HFCV targets for marketability 
 
There are several misconceptions concerning the HFCV that are based on achieving targets that 


would make it competitive to today’s gasoline vehicles.  There is little possibility of doing that.  


Instead, a more realistic assessment is needed that is consistent with the NRC’s conclusion of 


achieving commercial viability by 2023 to 2025 which was based on the low EIA 2009 gasoline 


projected prices.  The EIA 2010 forecast for motor gasoline prices (from table A 12) is: 


     Year      2015      2020     2025     2030    2035 


Motor Gasoline 


Price/gallon (low) 


$3.07 $3.34 $3.49 $3.68 $3.91 


Motor Gasoline Price 


/gallon (high) 


$3.42 $4.08 $4.74 $5.55 $6.57 


 


The low forecast is based on a 1.0% annual increase in the cost of imported crude oil that leads 
to a resultant $104/barrel of oil by 2025 and a consequent .7% annual growth rate in the price 
of gasoline with a price for gasoline at $3.49.  The high estimate is based on a 3% annual growth 







rate in the price of imported crude oil and a 2.6% annual increase in motor gasoline price with a 
resultant price for gasoline of $4.74.  The imported crude oil price is expected to be $141/barrel 
for this scenario.  There are several sources that document the depletion of the existing major 
oil fields with the need for significant water injections (30%) to maintain oil production in early 
developed and huge fields (i.e., Ghawar in Saudi Arabia) and in spite of more sophisticated 
exploration and drilling techniques, smaller fields are being found today (Roberts).  Also, most 
experts predict, as does Jim Lentz , Toyota Motor U.S.A. Sales President, who said: “Within the 
next 10 – 20 years, we will not only reach peak oil we will enter a period where demand for all 
liquid fuels will exceed supply.”  Thus, considering the expected rising demand for oil from 
Asian nations and the expected peak production of oil by 2015-2020, one might believe that the 
high EIA estimate is the more valid one, but for the purposes of this analysis, l assume an 
average motor gasoline price estimate which in 2025 would be $4.11/gallon of gasoline.  It 
seems eminently reasonable to proceed with an advanced vehicle development program 
considering the major uncertainties associated with shrinking provable reserves and increasing 
demands for oil.   
 


Where do we stand in the development of Hydrogen Fuel Cell and Plug-in Hybrid 


Vehicles? 


I attended the DOE Hydrogen and Vehicle Technologies Annual Merit Review May 19 to 21, 


2009.  I attended the plenary and technical sessions on analysis, fuel cell systems, battery 


systems, hydrogen storage, and technology validation. 


 Sinha, et al (TIAXLLC) and James, et al (DTI) presented their 2008 cost projections for fuel cell 


systems at $57/kw and $73/kw respectively.  The DTI model was used with accepted catalyst 


loadings and membrane specific power estimates for the 2008 technology assessment to arrive 


at a composite cost estimate of $73/kw (Papageorgopoulus).  Debe (3M) presented results for 


2009 membranes which showed an ability to achieve a lower catalyst loading below .2 mg/cm2 


and thin nanotechnology membranes that should permit a higher power density.  He also 


reported demonstrating 7300 hours lifetime in the laboratory for these membranes.   Recently, 


James and Kalinoski (DTI) updated their cost projections in 2009 for the mass production of fuel 


cells and reported a peer–reviewed $61/kw production cost for the fuel cell systems (500,000 


units annual production) with improvement potential to achieve $45/kW to $50/kW.  


Dillich (DOE) and Lasher, et al (TIAXLLC) presented their cost projections for hydrogen storage 


tanks at $15/kWh for 5000 psi tanks and $23/kWh for 10,000 psi tanks.  Liu (Quantum) 


presented their study of optimal flexible fiber placement and commercial filament winding, and 


improved manufacturing machinery for low cost hydrogen storage vessels but did not present 


any cost results.  The project is due to be completed in 2011.  Subsequently Lasher, et al 


(TIAXLLC) published expected storage system costs of $13.4/kWh and $17.4/kWh for the two 


pressures respectively.       







Howell (DOE Vehicle Technologies program) reported on the status of Lithium Ion batteries.  He 


presented a summary chart for a 10 mile range battery that is currently at 3+ year lifetime but 


is projected to have a 10+ year lifetime by 2012 and a cost projection of $500/kWh by 2012.  


This will be able to be achieved by American companies as the result of the American 


Reinvestment and Recovery Act expenditure of $2.5 billion.  Barnett (TIAXLLC) presented a cost 


study of a 5.5 kWh usable energy battery at the end of life.  He investigated 0% and 30% fade.  


With 30% fade the battery size is 9.8 kwh nominal to deliver 5.5 kwh at end of life.  At a State of 


Charge range of 10-90% the battery size is 6.9 kWh nominal to deliver 5.5 kWh usable.   PHEV 


battery configurations modeled in this study resulted in battery costs of about $360/kWh 


manufactured in the U.S. and ranged from $264/kWh to $710/kWh depending on assumptions 


of where manufactured, speed of manufacture and fade.   Howell projected a 40 mile range 


battery by 2014 with a cost projection of $300/kWh.  Subsequently, Nelson, et al (ANL) 


examined four battery formulations and arrived at a manufacturer’s cost of production at 


$3400 or about $300/kWh of usable power based on a 70% state of charge.   


Keith Wipke (NREL) presented the latest data from the Hydrogen Technology Validation 


program.  Some second generation vehicle data showed a significant improvement in the range 


of the vehicles due to the use of 700 bar storage and the window sticker value was 200 to 250 


miles.  The 250 miles was the 2009 DOE target.   80% of the fuelings were at less than 50% of 


the dynamometer range due to lack of hydrogen infrastructure or fear of running out of 


hydrogen.  Some generation 1 fuel cell stacks reached 2000 hours but the average was about 


800 hours.  Stacks that had 4 trips (start ups) per hour demonstrated lifetimes of 0 to 1000 


hours.  Stacks that had 2 trips per hour demonstrated 1750 to 2000 hours durability.  


Generation 1 and 2 vehicles were significantly below 2010 DOE targets in specific power and 


power density (50 to 60% for either).  Most of the infrastructure safety reports were non-


events and were alarms only. 


Based on the above information presented at the Annual Review Meeting and the 2011 DOE 
budget submission, the following assessment was made concerning the hydrogen fuel cell and 
plug-in hybrid vehicle programs over the next seven years.  In reality electric platform vehicles 
are going to be more expensive than gasoline vehicles and neither extended range batteries nor 
fuel cell vehicles are going to be commercially viable for at least ten years.  And it would be 
expensive and premature to proceed with 1 million plug-in hybrids by 2015 considering the 
projected cost of battery technology and the resulting high cost of the vehicles.   Furthermore, 
both vehicles need to meet 2015 targets that make them market ready if mass produced, but 
those targets need to be re-assessed to be compatible with more expensive vehicle platforms 
that can be expense neutral on a cents/mile basis consistent with the expectation of more 
expensive fuels by 2023-2025. 
 


 







Four Misconceptions about Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicles 
 


1. Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles are too expensive 
 


DOE/industry targets for 2015 are set at $30/kw for fuel cell systems and $2/kWh for hydrogen 
storage systems to make them competitive to gasoline vehicles today.  The fuel cell target is 
unlikely to be achieved and the storage target is beyond any reasonable expectation.  However, 
as reported in the most recent assessment of the mass manufacturing estimate for fuel cell 
systems of $61/kW (James & Kalinoski, DTI) and the expectation with some further system 
improvements of achieving $45/kW to $50/kW, the expected incremental cost (not price) 
above an advanced gasoline vehicle according to Kromer & Heywood (2007) would come to 
$1800 based on $50/kW.  Durability is still an issue that can affect cost.  Two stacks have 
demonstrated 1750 to 2000 hours duration as part of the technology validation program, but 
5000 hours are required for 150,000 mile vehicle lifetimes.  Given the Debe (3M) laboratory 
results for their new membranes one should expect longer lifetimes in the next generation fuel 
cells.   When gasoline is more than $4/gallon that incremental cost can be recovered and the 
cents/mile would be equivalent to less expensive gasoline vehicles by 2025.  This suggests that 
the DOE target be specified for 2025 commercialization and be established at $45 to$50/kW. 
 


2.        Breakthroughs are needed in hydrogen storage 
 
The most recent report by Lasher, et al (TIAXLLC) reported 5000 psi composite tanks at 
$13.4/kWh and $17.4/kWh for 10,000 psi composite tanks.  These are slightly better than 
reported at the 2009 Annual Merit review.  The DOE target for the hydrogen storage system is 
$2/kWh to make them compatible to gasoline tanks.  That will never happen.  We need new 
targets based on the expected marketplace by 2025.   
 
The Department of Energy has monitored and evaluated real-world performance of 140 fuel 
cell vehicles which have safely accumulated over 85,000 hours of operation and 1.9 million  
 
 


480 mile range 280 mile range  
 


 







miles. Second generation FCV’s exceeded the 250-mile DOE range target for 2008.  Hydrogen 


storage tanks projected to have 10+ year lives.    
 


The figure above shows two vehicles that have achieved greater than 250 mile range.  The 
Honda Clarity achieved 280 mile EPA rated range with 5000 psi tanks for a vehicle that attained 
70+ mile/gallon.  The Toyota Highlander achieved 480 mile range based on Japanese mileage 
tests with 10,000 psi tanks.  With the tanks at 5000 psi, a range greater than 300 miles would 
still be probable for the Toyota vehicle.  The real issue for hydrogen storage is for the Civic and 
smaller class vehicles.  Larger vehicles (Accord and greater) can achieve 280 mile range with 
5000 psi tanks especially for HFCVs that can attain 60 to 75 miles/gallon.  The cost of 10,000 psi 
tanks may make the HFCV non-competitive for a longer time frame.  Industry may need to 
consider 5000 psi, intermediate pressure tanks or cryo-compressed tanks.  And, I suggest a 
target of $12/kWh be established for future 5000+ psi tanks with a more optimum filament 
winding program. 
 


3.       It is inefficient to make hydrogen. 
 
As a transition strategy, DOE compared “well -to-wheel” emissions of GHGs from various 
pathways, and the results show that FCVs using hydrogen from natural gas emit 60% fewer 
GHGs than today’s gasoline vehicle, and 35% fewer GHGs than natural gas vehicles. FCVs using 
hydrogen from biomass emit 60% fewer GHGs than a PHEV running on cellulosic ethanol. 
  
Hydrogen produced from coal, natural gas or biomass with CO2 capture and sequestration can 
be dispensed for about $4 to $5/kg, (James, et al (DTI)) comparable to $2 to $2.50 per gallon 
gasoline (untaxed).  Per vehicle, hydrogen stations cost about the same as home charging.   
These fossil resources are estimated to be 12 times the expected provable oil reserves.  And 
considering major coal resources are located in the United States, Australia, Russia (Europe), 
China and India, the very nations expected to be the primary fuel consumers, such a prospect 
can have major energy security and balance of payment implications.   
 


4.       Building a hydrogen infrastructure is too difficult and costly 
 


A study by Melendez, et al (NREL) has shown that it is possible to roll-out infrastructure 
regionally concurrently with vehicle deployment to maximize utility and minimize costs for early 
markets.  In assessing a transition to hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, the National Research Council 
modeled a fuel production pathway to supply fuel for millions of vehicles through 2025 by 
starting in LA and NYC.  The selections of LA and NYC were done on the basis of city population 
demographics best able to support early deployments with a reasonable infrastructure 
network.   From those cities, HFCVs would be introduced in Chicago/Detroit, San Francisco, 
Philadelphia, Boston and Dallas or Houston by 2016 to 2019.  Fourteen additional cities would 
be subsequently added by 2025 as well as 280 stations along major interstate highways.   
 







 
 
 


Hydrogen is a technology that is going to need both regulation and support to be introduced 
into the United States marketplace.  Regulation is going to be required in order to give the fuel 
suppliers a better understanding as to when the demand is going to be there.  It would be 
significantly riskier without some sort of a representative guide as to when the vehicles would 
show up to warrant the capital investments necessary to deploy the infrastructure.  It currently 
is the greatest deterrent to the deployment of the infrastructure.                  


               
                        The Zero Emission Vehicle Mandate 
 


• 7500 Zero Emission Vehicles by 2014 (can be Battery Electric (BEV) or Hydrogen Fuel Cell 
(HFCV) Vehicles 


• 25,000 to 50,000 ZEVs by 2017 
• Industry survey by California Fuel Cell Partnership indicates up to 4200 are likely to be 


HFCVs to be provided by several OEMs and the remainder would be BEVs 
• Need both stick (ZEV mandate) to line up industry efforts and send signal for 


infrastructure requirements 
• And carrot of 50/50 cost sharing between industry and government for vehicles and 


infrastructure, $8000 vehicle tax credit and existing investment tax credits thru 2016.  







 
Fortunately, the California Zero Emission Vehicle mandate which includes New York State as a 
participating member does provide the regulation at a level that is consistent with a logical path 
to several million HFCVs worldwide by 2025 with federal support to introduce these vehicles.  
The table above describes the current ZEV mandate which is going to be modified this coming 
December.  The mandate for 2012 to 2014 is fixed, but it is likely to be modified and extended 
from 2015 onwards.   


 
In a similar attempt to encourage the development of a network of stations in Germany, seven 
automobile manufacturers (Daimler, Ford, GM/Opel, Honda, Toyota, Hyundai/Kai and 
Renault/Nissan) signed a letter of understanding that subject to market uncertainties, the 
“OEMs strongly anticipate that from 2015 onwards a quite significant number of hydrogen fuel 
cell vehicles could be commercialized.  This number is aimed at a few hundred thousand 
(100,000) units ---- on a worldwide basis.”  “Therefore, a hydrogen infrastructure with sufficient 
density is required by 2015 ----- to be built-up from metropolitan areas ---- into an area-wide 
coverage.”  This approach is less direct than the ZEV mandate but two oil companies have 
expressed an interest in deploying the necessary infrastructure (Total and Standard Oil of 
Norway). 
 
 Germany, Japan and Korea have already instituted such efforts.  The price of gasoline is already 
$6 to $8/gallon in those countries so one can expect the HFCV to be economically viable sooner 
in those countries.   Irv Miller, Toyota Motor Systems group vice president of environmental 
and public affairs, stated that: “We plan to come to market in 2015, or earlier, with a reliable 
and durable, with exceptional fuel economy and zero emissions, at an affordable price.”  Honda 
plans to offer hydrogen powered cars at costs comparable to mid-size gasoline autos by 2020.  
Based on the California Fuel Partnership Action Plan their members indicated that they would 
provide about 4000 of the 7500 ZEVs as HFCVs.  From public statements by the automobile 
manufacturers, a reasonable assumption is that Toyota, Honda, Daimler, Hyundai and GM 
would respond with HFCVs and Ford, Chrysler and Nissan/Renault would provide battery 
electric cars.  According to the ORNL model (Greene, et al), if Toyota and three other 
automakers were to produce 10,000 HFCVs each over the next three years (2015-2017) which is 
consistent with a ZEV mandate for that period, the HFCV production costs would be about 
$60,000 if there is a worldwide program.  That doesn’t seem to meet the definition of an 
affordable vehicle or Toyota may have made more significant progress than previously thought 
or plan to internally support the price.  However, with a 50/50 cost share of the HFCV and an 
$8000 tax credit, an affordable option can be introduced to spur consumer demand.  Also 
importantly would be the necessity for the infrastructure deployments for that introductory 
period.   
 
Greene (ORNL) delineates the required investments that the government needs to make in 
order to achieve three scenarios of 2, 5 and 10 million HFCVs by 2025.  The larger scenarios are 
similar to the NRC report of about $40 billion being required.  However, I propose an option to 
deploy 1 million HFCVs in the U.S. with the expectation that four million more vehicles will be 







deployed worldwide.  Such an approach would lead to an $8 billion government cost over 10 
years.  Thus as part of an international effort the cost to the U. S. taxpayer would be less. 
 


Vehicle Ownership Costs 
 


I want to now present the prospects of the hydrogen fuel cell vehicle being cost competitive to 
advanced gasoline vehicles by 2025.  DOE and the industry have always developed hydrogen 
fuel cell vehicle targets on being competitive in the marketplace today.  On that basis they 
developed 2015 fuel cell and storage systems cost targets of $30/kW and $2/kWh respectively.  
These targets are not realistic and especially true for the storage system.  I propose that targets 
of $45 to $50/kW and $12/kWh respectively are much more realistic and adequate to meet the 
forthcoming market conditions. The hydrogen program at DOE (Report to Congress) proposed a 
1.74 mark-up for fuel cell and hydrogen storage systems to go from manufactured cost to retail 
price as against the NRC report that used a 1.4 and the Multi-Path Analysis (Plotkin et al) that 
used a 1.5 factor.  I will use the 1.74 mark-up factor.  If the lesser numbers can be used then 
that will be an advantage for the electric platform vehicles.   
 
The vehicle ownership costs are based on payments by the owner for five years that leaves a 
45% residual value of the vehicle by the fifth year (Lasher, et al (TIAXLLC)).  The annual vehicle 
miles driven are 15,000 miles.  For the comparison, I assumed during the introductory market 
period that the OEMs would provide 0% APRs on the battery, fuel cell and storage systems.  At 
a rate of 5% APR, an additional penalty would need to be accounted for.  The price of gasoline is 
the average EIA forecast price of $4.11/gallon by 2025.  I used the estimates of vehicle 
incremental costs, vehicle fuel consumption per mile, and electricity costs from two reports 
(Kromer & Heywood, and the Argonne National Laboratory Multipath Analysis) for two 
separate analyses of the vehicle ownership cost differentials for advanced gasoline, plug-in 
hybrid, and two hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (5,000 and 10,000 psi storage systems).  The results  
generally show that electric platform vehicles if program goals are met (i.e., $300/kWh 
batteries,  $50/kW fuel cell systems and $15/kWh hydrogen storage systems), can be 
competitive with advanced gasoline vehicles if the price of gasoline is $4.11 and greater.  The 
buying public would need both the perception of high gasoline prices and price escalation.  
Table 1 shows the expected fuel and power system costs based on input from the Kromer and 
Heywood report, and table 2 is derived from input from the Multi-Path Vehicle Analysis: 


 Table 1 – Fuel and Power System Ownership Costs (input from Kromer & 
Heywood) 
Vehicles Advanced 


Gasoline 
Vehicles 


Plug-In Hybrid – 
40 mile electric 
range 


Hydrogen Fuel 
Cell - 5,000 psi 
storage sys. 


Hydrogen Fuel 
Cell 10,000 psi 
storage sys. 


Incremental 
vehicle costs 
(cents/mile)  


        0         6.2         4.6        5.3 


Fuel costs 
(cents/mile) 


       9.0         2.9         3.5        3.7 







Total 
(cents/mile) 


       9.0         9.1         8.1        9.0 


 


 Table 2 – Fuel and Power System Ownership Costs (input from Multi-Path Vehicle 
Analysis)(for mid-size vehicles) 
 Vehicles 
  
 


Advanced 
Gasoline 
Vehicles 


Plug-in Hybrid -
40 mile electric 
range 


Hydrogen Fuel 
Cell – 5,000 psi 
storage sys. 


Hydrogen Fuel 
Cell 10,000 psi 
storage sys. 


Incremental 
vehicle costs 
(cents/mile) 


         0          5.3        5.3        5.8 


Fuel costs 
(cents/mile) 


       10.9          4.6        4.9        5.0 


Total 
(cents/mile) 


       10.9         9.9      10.2      10.8 


       
What Government Programs Are Necessary? 
 


I believe that the expected scarcity of petroleum fuel and attendant high oil price is a significant 
factor in driving several automobile manufacturers to pursue electric platform vehicles.  
However, the vehicle ownership costs are going to be significantly higher than today’s vehicles 
and so it is premature to consider true commercialization of electric platform vehicles prior to 
2020.   
 
The authors (Plotkin, et al, page 50) of the Multi-Path Future Vehicles Study also expressed 
concern that the higher cost platforms would not be competitive initially: “Even for the 
Program Goals cost case- which we consider optimistic, particularly in the early years – cost for 
the most advanced drive trains will be high enough at their introductions that 
commercialization can proceed only if the manufacturers or the U. S. government subsidize 
their purchase.”  It is going to require higher gasoline prices with the expectation that they are 
going to be continuing their cost escalation to make these options viable.  But to leave the 
status quo, the U.S., Japan, Korea and Europe are in a very weak energy security and a large 
balance of payment deficit situation, and automobiles will be making a significant contribution 
to greenhouse gases.  And there are significant pre-commercial activities that need to be done 
today. 
 
Because the HFCV appears closer to achieving competitive cost targets (i.e., at $61/kW for the 
fuel cell system and $15/kWh for the hydrogen storage system in 2010) than the 40 mile 
electric range plug-in hybrid vehicle (i.e., $1000/kWh today and $300/kWh batteries in 2014), 
the HFCV could in theory be pre-commercial by 2015.  However, there would need to be a 
period of time to implement the infrastructure nationally and time is necessary to increase the 
number of vehicles thru a volume of production manufacturing phase to achieve economy of 
scale and manufacturing learning before producing millions of vehicles.  In the case of plug-in 







hybrids with 40 mile electric range, such high energy batteries do not yet exist and are not 
considered to be economically available until 2014. There would be a five to six year period to 
bring a vehicle to the marketplace with that technology which then would be post 2020.  Also, 
the introduction of a 10,000 psi storage tank may delay the introduction of HFCVs by several 
years due to the increased capital and fuel costs.  The industry should examine such 
alternatives as pressures between 5000 psi and 10,000 psi or perhaps cryo-compressed tanks 
for larger luxury vehicles for early introduction of HFCVs.   
 
In summary, considering the probability of reaching peak oil production in the next 10 to 15 
years, and the rising demand for oil from Asia, both programs need to be placed on a top 
priority to incrementally introduce these electric platform vehicles.  It is too early to consider 
mass market introduction but selective vehicle market transformation activities are essential. 
 


Where do we go from here? 


 
The President and the Congress need to recognize the hydrogen fuel cell program as part of a 
significant international effort to commercialize the hydrogen fuel cell vehicle and the role that 
the Zero Emission Mandate plays in that scenario.  As such, the Congress needs to restore a 
vehicle market transformation line item in the 2011 hydrogen program budget to support the 
ZEV mandate through 2017 that would provide for 50/50 cost share of the infrastructure from 
2012 through 2017.  It should also provide for 50/50 cost share for up to 3000 hydrogen fuel 
cell vehicles by 2014, up to 30,000 of each by 2017 for up to three to four manufacturers at a 
cost of $75 million/year for four years (FY 2011-14) and $330 million/year for three years (2015-
17) and the supporting infrastructure.  The hydrogen budget for the initial four years would 
need to be restored to $210 million to accommodate the increased budget for vehicle market 
transformation activity of $75 million FY 2011 – 14).  After such a volume of production phase is 
achieved by 2017 in concert with international programs, a better assessment can be made 
about the commercial viability of the technology.  If Toyota and Honda are right in predicting 
early commercial viability without further support or the industry can meet targets of $30/kW 
on the fuel cell system and $12/kWh on the storage system, then no additional government 
funding may be required by 2020.  If not then an additional $8 billion in U. S. funding over the 
subsequent 8 years (2018-2025) may be required to bring a commercially viable vehicle to the 
marketplace in the U.S. by 2025 in concert with international efforts.   
 
DOE needs to better understand that the imperatives of our nation’s security and improvement 
of our stewardship of the environment, and additionally rectification of our balance of payment 
accounts are addressed most directly by electric platform vehicles in the transportation sector.  
The Hydrogen program needs to once again stress the importance of a vehicle market 
transformation strategy for hydrogen fuel cell vehicles in concert with the Zero Emission 
Vehicle mandate.  And that their program needs to be coordinated internationally with the 
market development efforts in Germany, Japan and Korea as well as China and India.   
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Ahead, California Fuel Cell Partnership, http://www.cafcp.org  


• Melendez, M., Milbrandt, A. Geographically Based Hydrogen Consumer Demand and 


Infrastructure Analysis:  Final Report. October 2006. NREL. 


http://www.nrel.gov/hydrogen/pdfs/40373.pdf;  
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Conclusions from the National Research 
Council Report on Transitions to Plug-in 


Hybrid Vehicles
1. Lithium-ion battery technology has been developing rapidly, especially at 


the cell level, but costs are still high, and the potential for dramatic 
reductions appears limited.  


2. Costs to a vehicle manufacturer for a PHEV-40 built in 2010 are likely to 
be about $18,000 more than an equivalent conventional vehicle, including 
a $14,000 battery pack. The incremental cost of a PHEV-10 would be about 


$6,300, including a $3,300 battery pack.


3. PHEV-40s are unlikely to achieve cost-effectiveness before 2040 at 
gasoline prices below $4.00 per gallon, but PHEV-10s may get there before 
2030.                             


5. PHEV-10s will reduce oil consumption only slightly more than can be 
achieved by HEVs and 


6. PHEV-10s will emit less carbon dioxide than non-hybrid vehicles, but 
more than HEVs after accounting for emissions at the generating stations 
that supply the electric power.







Commercialization costs and timing of 
electric platform vehicles 


PHEV-10 PHEV-40 HFCV


Breakeven year 2028
(maximum practical)


2040
(maximum practical)


2023
(hydrogen success)


Vehicle subsidy 
to breakeven 
year


$33 billion $408 billion $40 billion


Infrastructure 
subsidy


$20 billion $20 billion $8 billion


GHG reductions 
by 2050


- 29% -36% -59%


Oil Reductions by 
2050


-67% -83% -100%







Misconception #1: Fuel cells vehicles (FCV’s) are too expensive 
Analysis shows: Fuel cell system costs have been reduced 


substantially and FCV’s are expected to be cost-competitive 
with other advanced  electric vehicles.
Fuel Cell and Battery Costs
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Misconception #2: Breakthroughs are needed in hydrogen 
storage 


Analysis shows: Compressed hydrogen tanks safely provide 
adequate range in a reasonable volume


• The Department of Energy has monitored and evaluated real-world performance 
of 140 fuel cell vehicles which have safely accumulated over 85,000 hours of 
operation and 1.9 million miles. Second generation FCV’s exceeded the 250-mile 
DOE range target for 2008.  Hydrogen storage tanks projected to have 10+ year 
lives. 


• Current life of 10 mile range electric fuel cell batteries are 3+ years and is targeted 
to achieve 10+ years by 2012, and 40 mile range battery is targeted to achieve 10+ 
years by 2014.  40 mile range battery needs to become energy intensive.


• Current life of 10 mile range electric fuel cell batteries are 3+ years and is targeted 
to achieve 10+ years by 2012, and 40 mile range battery is targeted to achieve 10+ 
years by 2014.  40 mile range battery needs to become energy intensive.


• Larger vehicles (>Accord) can achieve 280 mile range with 5000 psi tanks.


• Current life of 10 mile range electric  batteries are 3+ years and is targeted achieve 
10+ years by 2012, and the 40 mile range battery needs to be more energy 
intensive and is targeted to achieve 10+ years by 2014.


480 mile range 280 mile range







Misconception #3: It is inefficient to make hydrogen 
Analysis shows: Hydrogen from natural gas, coal and biomass 
with sequestration is clean, low cost, energy efficient and can 


be used to transition to renewable 


• As a transition strategy, DOE compared “well-to-wheel” emissions of GHGs 
from various pathways, and the results show that FCVs using hydrogen 
from natural gas emit 60% fewer GHGs than today’s gasoline vehicle, and 
35% fewer GHGs than natural gas vehicles. FCVs using hydrogen from 
biomass emit 60% fewer GHGs than a PHEV running on cellulosic ethanol. 


• Hydrogen produced from coal, natural gas or biomass with CO2 
sequestration can be dispensed for about $4 to $5/kg, comparable to $2 
to  $2.50 per gallon gasoline (untaxed).  Per vehicle, hydrogen stations cost 
about the same as home charging. 







Misconception #4: Building a hydrogen infrastructure is too difficult and 
costly


Analysis shows: Hydrogen can be cost-competitive with gasoline and 
stations can be deployed using a coordinated cost-effective, regional 


strategy.


Several studies have 
shown that it is possible to 
roll-out  infrastructure 
regionally concurrently with 
vehicle deployment to 
maximize utility and 
minimize costs for 
early markets.  In 
assessing a transition to 
hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, 
the National Research 
Council modeled 
a fuel production pathway 
to supply fuel for millions of 
vehicles through 2025 by 
starting in LA and NYC.  







Zero Emission Vehicle Mandate


• 7500 Zero Emission Vehicles by 2014 (can be Battery Electric 
(BEV) or Hydrogen Fuel Cell (HFCV) Vehicles


• 25,000 to 50,000 ZEVs by 2017


• Industry survey by CaFCP indicates up to 4200 are likely to be 
HFCVs and remainder would be BEVs by 2014


• Need both stick (ZEV mandate) to line up industry efforts and 
send signal for infrastructure requirements


• And carrot of 50/50 cost sharing between industry and 
government for vehicles and infrastructure, $8000 vehicle tax 
credit and investment tax credits thru 2016. 


• The ZEV mandate to 2017 is in concert with proposed 
international programs







Fuel and Power System Ownership Costs
(cents/mile)


Input from Kromer and Heywood report







Fuel and Power System Ownership Costs
(cents/mile)


Input from Multi-Path Vehicle Analysis Report 
(for mid sized cars)







The Price of Oil is Highly Vulnerable 
to Externalities and Singularities 


• Oil production is approaching peak capacity and will be 
further concentrated in the OPEC cartel


• New sources are in underdeveloped areas or in deeper 
offshore sites


• Demand is increasing significantly as developing countries 
become major societies


• The oil supply chain is highly vulnerable to terrorist and rebel 
attacks


• The price of oil is a direct function of the strength of the U. S. 
dollar as the U. S. increases its national debt to 
unprecedented levels







Conclusions
• President Obama needs to have the U.S. join an international consortium 


to aid industry to manufacture and sell 5 million HFCVs worldwide by 2025 
with 1 million of them being deployed in the U.S. 


• DOE and the industry need to adopt viable competitive HFCV targets for a 
2025 market for fuel cell (i.e, $45 to 50/kw vs $30/kw) and hydrogen 
storage systems (i.e., $12/kWh vs $2/kWh).


• DOE/industry needs to reassess the need for 10,000 psi tanks for initial 
penetration scenarios.


• DOE needs to support a market transformation HFCV program that 
supports the ZEV mandate from 2012 to 2017 with a 50/50 cost share for 
vehicles and infrastructure, and tax credits as the first step in a national 
HFCV rollout.


• Low cost competitive hydrogen will be produced from coal, natural gas 
and biomass with carbon capture and sequestration and less likely from 
electrolysis.


• The NHA and USFCC need to develop an educational program with 
senators and house members from coal and natural gas producing states.
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50+ Years of Hydrogen Experience


 World’s largest merchant supplier


 H2 production equivalent to fueling ~8 
Million cars/day


 Bulk, liquid and pipeline distribution
 More than 500 H2 customers
 H2 Energy projects since 1993 


 >130 hydrogen station projects
 >350,000 fuellings/yr


 Parlayed MHE, cell tower, DOD 
experiences


 Stations in 19 countries
 Broad IP estate







Figure 1


Current Supply Chain for Delivered Hydrogen to 


Refueling Stations
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Point of Use – Business Case


 For business case to succeed, investment at 
station must be $1 million or less 


 Station components today:


 Limit equipment to dispensers, cooling, 70 MPa 
system


Cooling


Storage


70 MPa Compression


Storage


Hydrogen 350 Bar 


(H35)


700 Bar 


(H70)


Figure 2







Figure 3


Proposed Low-Cost Supply Chain for Delivered 


Hydrogen to Refueling Stations (Patents/Patents 


Pending)
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Next Generation H35 + H70 Station


 Replace 350 bar compression and low-pressure ground 
storage with integrated station/delivery system


 70 MPa system can be bolted on, with compressor selected to 
match demand and available site power supply


 Lower onsite maintenance, higher fuel availability (H35 is fit-
for-purpose – customers can always get fuel)


 Patents pending


Cooling


Storage


350 Bar 


(H35)


700 Bar 


(H70)


70 MPa Compression


Figure 4







Figure 5


Cost Breakdown for Light-Duty Hydrogen Station 


(delivered product)
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Expansion of H35 + H70 Station


 Options for increased throughput:
– more deliveries or delivery capacity
– dual phase trailer


Cooling


Storage


350 Bar 


(H35)


700 Bar 


(H70)


70 MPa Compression
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Lowest Cost Fit-For-Purpose 
Station


 Minimum site investment – dispenser, cooling system (where 
needed), other low-voltage electricals for controls


 Today’s system meets requirements for other fuel cell 
applications 


 Future for light-duty vehicles – can drive station costs down by 
50%


Cooling
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The Delivery and Station Breakthrough 
HP Composite Bulk Delivery / Storage


 Enables step-change in bulk hydrogen 
product payload capacities, up to 3-4X . 


 Enables distribution of hydrogen from 
all forms of distributed and renewable 
sources with minimum GHG emissions


 Promotes modular and expandable 
stations on existing gasoline forecourt.


 Potential to eliminate ONSITE 
COMPRESSION.


 AP Patents pending
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Air Products’ Patented  Delivery Trailer


 Dual Phase Liquid Hydrogen trailer capable of delivering liquid 
and high pressure hydrogen up to 10,000 psi to a station


 Enables step-change in liquid delivery to numerous 
applications, lowering delivery costs
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Focused regional markets can demonstrate 
hydrogen can compete with gasoline


Regional


Demo


Regional 
Expansion


Interconnectivity


Los Angeles, NY, .


Mass Transit, Fleets


Tie-in Major Cities-LA-SF


Pipelines


Alternative H2 Demo


Interconnectivity


Initiate Regional Interstates
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Coal, Nuclear
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800sq.ft (plus dispensers)


First of nine stations in Southern California
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Joint statement by private companies concerning the 
introduction of fuel cell vehicles onto the domestic market and 
the development of hydrogen supply infrastructure 
- Full launch of FCVs in the market slated for 2015! - 


Three auto manufacturers and ten energy suppliers issued a joint statement on their plan 


for the full launch of fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) onto the commercial market in 2015. FCVs 


are expected to make a significant contribution to energy conservation and global warming 


mitigation because they run on hydrogen and emit no CO2 while being driven.  


1. Background 


In accordance with the Strategic Energy Plan of Japan (approved by the Cabinet on June 18, 


2010) the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) is taking measures to increase the 


use of hydrogen energy with the goal of creating a low-carbon society. FCVs are included in this 


effort and METI intends to support the development of hydrogen supply infrastructure for them, 


such as hydrogen stations, ahead of the start of FCV dissemination in 2015.  


In METI’s Next-Generation Vehicle Strategy 2010 (announced by the Study Group on Next-


Generation Vehicle Strategy on April 12, 2010), FCVs are defined as one of the next-generation 


vehicles that should be promoted for their potential from the viewpoint of global warming 


countermeasures, energy security and maintenance of Japan’s industrial competitiveness.  


2. Implications of the joint statement 


Thirteen private companies, consisting of auto manufacturers and hydrogen suppliers, have just 


agreed to take measures jointly with the goal of introducing FCVs onto the domestic market and 


initiating the development of hydrogen supply infrastructure, and issued a joint statement 


(PDF:306KB)  (in Japanese).  


In this joint statement, for the full-scale launch in 2015, mass-produced FCVs* will be on sale by 


auto manufacturers. Ahead of the debut of these FCVs, a necessary number of hydrogen 


stations (around 100) are expected to be installed primarily in four metropolitan areas (Tokyo, 


Aichi, Osaka and Fukuoka) in accordance with the predicted unit sales of the vehicles by energy 


suppliers. 


*Mass-produced vehicles generally refer to vehicles for which systems for quality assurance, after-sales 


service and other operations for customers are in place and which can be sold in a manner that timely 


meets consumer demand. Mass-produced FCVs are predicted to sell one thousand to a few thousand units 


annually immediately after introduction, provided that they follow the same initial sales trend as exhibited by 


next-generation vehicles previously placed on the market, although this prediction depends on advance in 


technology development and market trends in the years to come.  
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3. Next step 


Recognizing that this joint statement conforms to goals set forth in the Strategic Energy Plan of 


Japan, METI will take necessary steps to facilitate the launch in 2015 and subsequent 


nationwide dissemination.  


Release Date 


January 13, 2011 


Division in Charge 


Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Promotion Office, New and Renewable Energy Division, Energy 


Conservation and Renewable Energy Department, Agency for Natural Resources and Energy 


You need the Adobe Acrobat Reader to view PDF files. Download free 


Acrobat Reader.  
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13 J apanese Companies Eye Smooth Domestic Launch of FCVs
―Development of Hydrogen Supply Infrastructure Key―


Toyota Motor Corporation (TMC), Nissan Motor Company, Ltd., Honda Motor Company, Ltd., JX Nippon Oil & Energy


Corporation, Idemitsu Kosan Company, Ltd., Iwatani Corporation, Osaka Gas Company, Ltd., Cosmo Oil Company, Ltd.,


Saibu Gas Company, Ltd., Showa Shell Sekiyu K.K., Taiyo Nippon Sanso Corporation, Tokyo Gas Company, Ltd. and Toho


Gas, Company, Ltd. jointly announce the following details regarding the launch of mass-produced fuel-cell vehicles


(FCVs)—one of a number of potential next-generation vehicles—in the Japanese market in 2015 and the development of


the hydrogen supply infrastructure necessary for the successful adoption of the vehicles. 


1. As development of fuel-cell systems progresses, Japanese automakers are continuing to drastically reduce the cost
of manufacturing such systems and are aiming to launch FCVs in the Japanese market—mainly in the country's four
major metropolitan areas—in 2015.  The automobile industry hopes to popularize the use of FCVs after their initial
introduction as a way of tackling energy and environmental issues.


2. Hydrogen fuel suppliers are aiming to construct approximately 100 hydrogen fueling stations by 2015, based on the
number of FCVs expected to initially enter the market, to ensure a smooth launch and to create initial market.


3. With an aim to significantly reduce the amount of CO2 emitted by the transportation sector, automakers and
hydrogen fuel suppliers will work together to expand the introduction of FCVs and develop the hydrogen supply
network throughout Japan.  The two groups are looking to the government to join them in forming various
strategies* to support their joint efforts and to gain greater consumer acceptance.


*As a specific initiative in the immediate future, the companies plan to approach local governments and other concerned parties to
discuss strategies for creating initial consumer demand for FCVs and for the optimal placement of hydrogen fueling stations, targeting


Japan's four major metropolitan areas (Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka and Fukuoka). 
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A portfolio of power-trains for Europe: 
a fact-based analysis


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in 
Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles











The following companies and organisations participated in this study: 


Car manufacturers  
BMW AG, Daimler AG, Ford, General Motors LLC, Honda R&D, Hyundai Motor 
Company, Kia Motors Corporation, Nissan, Renault, Toyota Motor Corporation, 
Volkswagen 


Oil and gas  
ENI Refining and Marketing, Galp Energia, OMV Refining and Marketing GmbH,  
Shell Downstream Services International B.V., Total Raffinage Marketing


Utilities  
EnBW Baden-Wuerttemberg AG, Vattenfall


Industrial gas companies  
Air Liquide, Air Products, The Linde Group


Equipment car manufacturers  
Intelligent Energy Holdings plc, Powertech


Wind  
Nordex


Electrolyser companies  
ELT Elektrolyse Technik, Hydrogenics, Hydrogen Technologies, Proton Energy Systems 


Non-governmental organisations  
European Climate Foundation


Governmental organisations  
European Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking, NOW GmbH


 


This document reflects the results of a fact-based study that has been prepared 
on behalf of the companies and organisations listed above. The information and 
conclusions contained in this document represent the collective view of the working 
groups of this study and not that of individual companies or organisations. Any 
information and conclusions provided in this document are for reference purposes 
only and are not intended, nor should they be used as a substitute for professional 
advice or judgement with respect to certain circumstances. None of the companies 
and organisations listed above guarantee the adequacy, accuracy, timeliness or 
completeness of the document’s contents. Said companies and organisations therefore 
disclaim any and all warranties and representations as to said contents, express or 
implied, including any warranties of fitness for a particular purpose or use.


McKinsey & Company, the management consultancy, provided analytical support to the 
study. Any recommendations or positions taken in this report are the responsibility of the 
authors, not of McKinsey & Company.
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Conventional vehicles alone may not achieve EU CO2 reduction goal for 2050


In September 2009, both the European Union (EU) and G81 leaders agreed that CO2 emissions 
must be cut by 80% by 2050 if atmospheric CO2 is to stabilise at 450 parts per million2 – and 
global warming stay below the safe level of 2ºC. But 80% decarbonisation overall by 2050 may 
require 95%3 decarbonisation of the road transport sector.  


With the number of passenger cars set to rise to 273 million4 in Europe – and to 2.5 billion5 
worldwide – by 2050, this may not be achievable through improvements to the traditional internal 
combustion engine or alternative fuels: the traditional combustion engine is expected to improve 
by 30%, so achieving full decarbonisation is not possible through efficiency alone. There is also 
uncertainty as to whether large amounts of (sustainably produced) biofuels - i.e. more than 50% 
of demand - will be available for passenger cars, given the potential demand for biofuels6 from 
other sectors, such as goods vehicles, aviation, marine, power and heavy industry. 


Combined with the increasing scarcity and cost of energy resources, it is therefore vital to develop 
a range of technologies that will ensure the long-term sustainability of mobility in Europe. 


A factual evaluation of BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs based on  
proprietary industry data


To this end, a group of companies, government organisations and an NGO – the majority with 
a specific interest in the potential (or the commercialisation) of fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs)
and hydrogen, but with a product range also spanning battery electric vehicles (BEVs), plug-in 
hybrids (PHEVs) and conventional vehicles with internal combustion engines (ICEs) including 
hybridisation – undertook a study on passenger cars in order to assess alternative power-trains 
most likely to fulfil that need. Medium- or heavy-duty vehicles were not included.


Electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric drive) not only have zero tail-pipe emissions7 
while driving – significantly improving local air quality – they can be made close to CO2-free over 
time and on a well-to-wheel basis, depending on the primary energy source used. Zero-emission 
power-trains therefore go hand-in-hand with the decarbonisation of energy supply, with the 
potential to significantly reduce emissions from central power and hydrogen production by 2050. 
Electric vehicles have substantially lower pollution from noise, NO2 and particles.


It was considered particularly important to re-assess the role of FCEVs in the light of recent 
technological breakthroughs in fuel cell and electric systems that have now increased their 
efficiency and cost-competitiveness significantly. Given satisfactory testing in a customer 
environment - with more than 500 cars covering over 15 million kilometres and 90,000 refuellings 
- the focus has now shifted from demonstration to planning commercial deployment so that 
FCEVs, like all technologies, may benefit from mass production and the economies of scale.  


1 The Group of Eight industrial powers – Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the UK and 
the United States


2 CO2-equivalent
3 McKinsey Global GHG Abatement Cost Curve; International Energy Agency World Energy Outlook 


2009; US Environmental Protection Agency; European Environment Agency (EEA)
4 Parc Auto Survey 2009, Global Insight 2010; study analysis
5 European Commission, April 2010
6 The study makes the following assumptions: by 2020 biofuels are blended, delivering a 6% 


well-to-wheel reduction in CO2 emissions for gasoline- and diesel-engined vehicles, in line with the 
EU Fuel Quality Directive. By 2050, biofuel blending increases but is limited to 24%, reflecting supply 
constraints


7 FCEVs emit water vapour only
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Executive summary


Over 30 stakeholders therefore came together in order to develop a factual evaluation of the 
economics, sustainability and performance of BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs across the entire 
value chain – many with an equal interest in all four power-trains. 


It meant providing confidential and proprietary data on an unprecedented scale8 – including 
vehicle costs (in this report, purchase price is used to refer to cost plus a standard hypothetical 
margin, equal for all cars within one segment), operating costs, fuel and infrastructure cost. 


In order to ensure a realistic outcome, it was agreed that:


 � The study should include a balanced mix of vehicle sizes (or segments) and ensure no bias 
towards any particular power-train, representing the majority of vehicles on the market9


 � While it is possible that breakthrough technologies could provide step changes in current 
pathways to sustainable mobility, the study should only consider vehicle technologies that are 
proven in R&D today and capable of a) scale-up and commercial deployment and b) meeting 
the EU’s CO2 reduction goal for 2050


 � Average values should be taken, with no “cherry-picking” of the most favourable data


 � Input data provided by participating companies would be frozen before results were shared.


A balanced scenario for the electrification of passenger cars  
in the EU by 2050 


A combined forecasting and backcasting approach was then used to calculate the results: from 
2010 to 2020, global cost and performance data were forecasted, based on proprietary industry 
data; after 2020, on projected learning rates (see Annex, Exhibit 42, page 54). 


In order to test the sensitivity of these data to a broad range of market outcomes, three European 
“worlds” for 2050 were defined, assuming various power-train penetrations in 2050:


1. A world skewed towards ICE (5% FCEVs, 10% BEVs, 25% PHEVs, 60% ICEs)


2. A world skewed towards electric power-trains (25% FCEVs, 35% BEVs, 35% PHEVs, 5% ICEs)


3. A world skewed towards FCEVs (50% FCEVs, 25% BEVs, 20% PHEVs, 5% ICEs). 


These three “worlds” were then backcasted to 2010, resulting in a development pathway for each 
power-train. As the impact of the different “worlds” on FCEV costs was found not to be significant 
(see page 18), this report focuses on results for the second “world” as having a balanced split 
between the four power-trains (25% FCEVs, 35% BEVs, 35% PHEVs and 5% ICEs). 


8 Over 10,000 data points were collected for the study
9 No assumptions have been made on a potential shift in the composition of the car fleet from larger 


to smaller cars. An average ~30% fuel efficiency gain was included for the entire ICE fleet
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Assumptions are robust to significant variations


To test the robustness of results, all assumptions in the study’s vehicle and supply models were 
varied to identify possible “tipping points”. However, this showed that the conclusions were 
robust to significant variations in learning rates for the power-trains and the cost of fossil fuels  
(see page 24).


The power supply pathway underlying this report is based on the European Climate Foundation’s 
“Roadmap 2050”, which was developed in corporation with the industry and describes a pathway 
to decarbonise the EU power mix by 2050. In 2020, the expected share of renewable (RES) 
production capacity is approximately 34%. This is the minimum needed to meet the 20% EU 
renewable energy target, as there is limited RES opportunity outside of the power sector. 


For the following results, a conventional hydrogen production mix is assumed to 2020, utilising 
existing assets – industrially produced hydrogen and centralised steam methane reforming 
(SMR) – with a growing proportion of distributed units (water electrolysis and SMR). After 2020, 
a balanced and economically driven scenario is assumed, including CO2 Capture and Storage 
(CCS), water electrolysis (increasingly using renewable energy) and avoiding over-dependence 
on any single primary energy source.


An alternative production mix was also examined (see Exhibit 26, page 38), representing 100% 
electrolysis, with 80% renewable energy by 2050, which increases the total cost of ownership 
(TCO) of FCEVs  by 5% by 2030 and 3.5% by 2050. However, both production scenarios achieve 
CO2-free hydrogen by 2050. 


The value of electric vehicles on balancing an (increasingly intermittent) power grid can be 
significant and could amount to several billions of euros (ref. “Roadmap 2050”). This applies to 
BEVs (charging when power supply is available) as well as hydrogen cars (using stored hydrogen 
to produce power when supply is short).


SUMMARY OF RESULTS


1. BEVs, PHEVs and FCEVs have the potential to significantly reduce CO2 
and local emissions


Electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric drive) can be fuelled by a wide variety of 
primary energy sources – reducing oil dependency and enhancing security of energy supply. 
Well-to-wheel efficiency analysis also shows that electric vehicles are more energy-efficient than 
ICEs over a broader range of primary energy sources.


Owing to limits in battery capacity and driving range10 (currently 100-200 km for a medium- 
sized car11) and a current recharging time of several hours, BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars 
and shorter trips, i.e. urban driving (including new transportation models such as car sharing).


With a driving range and performance comparable to ICEs, FCEVs are the lowest carbon solution 
for medium/larger cars and longer trips. These car segments account for 50% of all cars and 
75% of CO2 emissions, hence replacing one ICE with one FCEV achieves a relatively high CO2 
reduction.


10 The range chosen in the study for BEVs and PHEVs reflects the car manufacturers’ current view on 
the best compromise between range, cost, and load bearing capacity for the vehicle


11 For C/D segment cars this will increase to 150-250 km in the medium term
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With a smaller battery capacity than BEVs, PHEVs have an electric driving range of 40-60 km. 
Combined with the additional blending of biofuels, they could show emission reductions for 
longer trips. 


ICEs have the potential to reduce their CO2 footprint significantly through an average 30% 
improvement in energy efficiency by 2020 and the additional blending of biofuels. After 2020, 
however, further engine efficiency improvements are limited and relatively costly, while the 
amount of biofuels that will be available may be limited.


BEVs, PHEVs and FCEVs have significant potential to reduce CO2 and local emissions, assuming 
CO2 reduction is performed at the production site. They play a complementary role, with BEVs 
ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips and FCEVs to medium/larger cars and longer 
trips. PHEVs can reduce CO2 considerably compared to ICEs on short trips or using biofuels, 
depending on  availability. The energy and CO2 efficiency of ICEs is expected to improve by 30%.


Medium/larger cars with above-average driving distance account for 50% of all cars, and 75% 
of CO2 emissions. FCEVs are therefore an effective low-carbon solution for a large proportion of 
the car fleet. Beyond 2030, they have a TCO advantage over BEVs and PHEVs in the largest car 
segments (see below). 


2. After 2025, the total cost of ownership (TCO) of all the  
power-trains converges 


In the study, the economic comparison between power-trains is based on the total cost of 
ownership (TCO), as it describes the costs associated over their entire lifetime (see page 18). In 
order to ensure a like-for-like comparison, taxes are not included unless specifically stated.


BEVs and FCEVs are expected to have a higher purchase price than ICEs (battery and fuel cell 
related) and a lower fuel cost (due to greater efficiency and no use of oil) and a lower maintenance 
cost (fewer rotating parts). 


The cost of fuel cell systems is expected to decrease by 90% and component costs for BEVs by 
80% by 2020, due to economies of scale and incremental improvements in technology. Around 
30% of technology improvements in BEVs and PHEVs also apply to FCEVs and vice versa. This 
assumes that FCEVs and BEVs will be mass produced, with infrastructure a key prerequisite to 
be in place. The cost of hydrogen also reduces by 70% by 2025 due to higher utilisation of the 
refuelling infrastructure and economies of scale. 


PHEVs are more economic than BEVs and FCEVs in the short term. The gap gradually closes and 
by 2030 PHEVs are cost-competitive with BEVs for smaller cars, with both BEVs and FCEVs for 
medium cars and less competitive than FCEVs for larger cars.


While the fuel economy of ICEs is expected to improve by an average of 30% by 2020, costs also 
increase due to full hybridisation and further measures such as the use of lighter weight materials. 


The TCOs of all four power-trains is expected to converge after 2025 – or earlier, with tax 
exemptions and/or incentives during the ramp-up phase. 


For larger cars, the TCO of FCEVs is expected to be lower than PHEVs and BEVs as of 2030. 
By 2050, it is also (significantly) lower than the ICE. For medium-sized cars, the TCOs for all 
technologies converge by 2050. BEVs have a (small) TCO advantage over FCEVs in the smaller 
car segments.


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Executive summary
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PHEVs are more economic than BEVs and FCEVs in the short term. All electric vehicles are 
viable alternatives to ICEs by 2025, with BEVs suited to smaller cars and shorter trips, FCEVs 
for medium/larger cars and longer trips. With tax incentives, BEVs and FCEVs could be cost-
competitive with ICEs as early as 2020.


3. A portfolio of power-trains can meet the needs of consumers  
and the environment


BEVs have a shorter range than FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs: an average, medium-sized BEV with 
maximum battery loading cannot drive far beyond 150 km at 120 km/hour on the highway, if real 
driving conditions are assumed (and taking expected improvements until 2020 into account)
Charging times are also significantly longer: 6-8 hours  using normal charging equipment. Fast 
charging may become widespread, but the impact on battery performance degradation over 
time and power grid stability is unclear. Moreover, it takes 15-30 minutes to (partially) recharge the 
battery. Battery swapping reduces refuelling time; it is expected to be feasible if used once every 
two months or less and battery standards are adopted by a majority of car manufacturers. BEVs 
are therefore ideally suited to smaller cars and urban driving, potentially achieving ~80% CO2 
reduction by 2030 compared to today. 


FCEVs have a driving performance (similar acceleration), range (around 600 km) and refuelling 
time (< 5 minutes) comparable to ICEs. They are therefore a feasible low-carbon substitute for 
ICEs for medium/larger cars and longer trips, potentially achieving 80% CO2 reduction by 2030 
compared to today.


PHEVs have a similar range and performance to ICEs, but electric driving only applies to shorter 
distances, while the amount of biofuels available for longer trips is uncertain. They represent an 
attractive solution, reducing CO2 considerably compared to ICEs. 


Over the next 40 years, no single power-train satisfies all key criteria for economics, performance 
and the environment. The world is therefore likely to move from a single power-train (ICE) to a 
portfolio of power-trains in which BEVs and FCEVs play a complementary role: BEVs are ideally 
suited to smaller cars and shorter trips; FCEVs to medium/larger cars and longer trips; with 
PHEVs an attractive solution for short trips or where sustainably produced biofuels are available.


4. Costs for a hydrogen infrastructure are approximately 5% of the overall 
cost of FCEVs (€1,000-2,000 per car) 


For consumers who prefer larger cars and drive longer distances, FCEVs therefore have clear 
benefits in a CO2-constrained world. This segment represents around 50% of cars driven and 
can therefore justify a dedicated hydrogen infrastructure. The value of the FCEV over alternative 
power-trains in terms of TCO and emissions (including the cost of the hydrogen infrastructure) is 
positive beyond 2030. The economic gap prior to 2030 is almost completely determined by the 
higher purchase price, not by the cost of the hydrogen infrastructure. It can therefore be assumed 
that if this consumer segment prefers the FCEV, the cost of the infrastructure (5% of the TCO) will 
not be prohibitive to its roll-out. Having said that, an orchestrated investment plan is required to 
build up the first critical mass of hydrogen supply.
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In order to develop a portfolio of power-trains, several supply infrastructure systems are required – 
not only for gasoline and diesel, but potentially new infrastructures for CNG, LPG, 100% biofuels, 
electricity and hydrogen. Early commercial deployment of BEVs and PHEVs is already happening 
in several European countries: many car manufacturers have announced the introduction of new 
commercial models between 2010 and 2014. This report therefore focuses on the commercial 
deployment of FCEVs, which still needs to be addressed.


One could argue that it is inefficient to build an additional vehicle refuelling infrastructure on top  
of existing infrastructures. However, the additional costs of a hydrogen infrastructure are relatively 
low compared to the total costs of FCEVs and comparable to other fuels and technologies, such 
as a charging infrastructure for BEVs and PHEVs. Costs for a hydrogen distribution and retail 
infrastructure are around 5% of the overall cost of FCEVs – the vast majority lies in the purchase 
price. The attractiveness of the business case for FCEVs is therefore hardly affected by the 
additional costs required for distribution and retail. In other words, if FCEVs make commercial 
sense – as demonstrated by this study – building a dedicated hydrogen infrastructure can be 
justified.


In the first decade of a typical roll-out scenario, supply infrastructure costs per car – especially 
those for a retail infrastructure – are initially higher, due to lower utilisation. Nevertheless, sufficient 
network coverage must be available for consumers and initial investments required could amount 
to around €3 billion (covering hydrogen production, distribution and retail) for a region such as 
Germany. Although a single company would struggle to absorb the risk of such an investment, 
this is not the case at a societal level. This is confirmed by countries which have built up alternative 
infrastructures, such as LPG and CNG.


The cost per vehicle for rolling out a hydrogen infrastructure compares to rolling out a charging 
infrastructure for BEVs or PHEVs. The costs for hydrogen retail and distribution are estimated 
at €1,000-2,000 per vehicle (over its lifetime), including distribution from the production site to 
the retail station, as well as operational and capital costs for the retail station itself. Building an 
infrastructure for 25% market share of FCEVs requires infrastructure investments of around €3 
billion in the first decade and €2-3 billion per year thereafter. Annual infrastructure investments 
in oil and gas, telecommunications and road infrastructure each amount to €50-€60 billon.12 
Additional investments required to decarbonise the power sector amount to €20-30 billion  
per year.13


Current costs for an electric charging infrastructure range from €1,500 - €2,500 per vehicle. The 
higher end of the range assumes 50% home charging (investment of €200 - €400 per charging 
station) and 50% public charging at €5,000 for a charging station that serves two cars (€10,000 
in the first years). Potential additional investment in the power distribution networks are not 
included, but could be material, depending on the local situation. In contrast, once the territory is 
covered, no further investment is needed in hydrogen infrastructure – regardless of the number 
of cars – due to the fast refuelling time. As the number of FCEVs increase, it also benefits from the 
economies of scale.


12 Global Insight
13 http://www.roadmap2050.eu/attachments/files/Volume1_fullreport_PressPack.pdf


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Executive summary
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Under the key assumptions of the study (i.e. zero CO2 from power by 205014), Europe must 
achieve a significant penetration of electric cars by 2050, if it is to achieve its CO2 reduction goal.
Early commercial deployment of BEVs has already started in several European countries, but 
infrastructure for FCEVs remains to be addressed.


Over the course of the next decades, costs for a hydrogen distribution and retail infrastructure are 
5% of the overall cost of FCEVs (€1,000-2,000 per car) and comparable to rolling out a charging 
infrastructure for BEVs and PHEVs (excluding potential upgrades in power distribution networks). 
The attractiveness of the business case for FCEVs is therefore hardly affected by the additional 
costs required for distribution and retail: if FCEVs make commercial sense – as demonstrated by 
this study – building a dedicated hydrogen infrastructure can be justified.


5. The deployment of FCEVs will incur a cost to society in the early years


The benefits of lower CO2 emissions, lower local emissions (NO2, particles), diversification of 
primary energy sources and the transition to renewable energy all come at an initial cost. These 
will ultimately marginalise with the reduction in battery and fuel cell costs, economies of scale and 
potentially increasing costs for fossil fuels and ICE specifications.


A roll-out scenario that assumes 100,000 FCEVs in 2015, 1 million in 2020 and a 25% share of the 
total EU passenger car market in 2050 results in a cumulative economic gap  of approximately 
€25 billion by 2020 – mainly due to the cost of the fuel cell system in the next decade, but also 
including around €3 billion for a hydrogen supply infrastructure. The CO2 abatement cost is 
expected to range between €150 and € 200 per tonne in 2030 and becomes negative for larger 
cars after 2030. 


A hydrogen supply infrastructure for around 1 million FCEVs by 2020 requires an investment 
of €3 billion (production, distribution, retail), of which €1 billion relates to retail infrastructure – 
concentrated in high-density areas (large cities, highways) and building on existing infrastructure. 
If only one energy company were to invest in hydrogen retail infrastructure, it faces a first-mover 
disadvantage due to the initially low utilisation by a small number of FCEVs and the risk of 
technology delivery failure or delay. In the latter case it would result in a potential write-off in the 
order of hundreds of millions per annum. The initial investment risk would be somewhat reduced 
if further companies also invest and even further if the roll-out is supported by adequate policy 
measures and risk underwriting all one word by governments. 


Hydrogen manufacturers have an incentive – as soon as the economics work – to race to beat 
their rivals. While financial incentives are required to persuade consumers to appreciate FCEVs, 
there is nothing to hold the hydrogen manufacturers back – as long as the retail infrastructure is in 
place. Infrastructure providers, on the other hand, bear a first-mover risk, making a heavy upfront 
outlay to build a retail station network that will not be fully utilised for some years; the unit cost 
reduces over time simply because the fixed capital expenditure is used by an increasing number 
of FCEVs.


The cumulative economic gap of around €25 billion for FCEVs up to 2020 is calculated on a global 
cumulative FCEV production and is mainly due to a higher purchase price. If this is also only met 
by a few car manufacturers, they will each need to finance around €1 billion per annum. Bridging 
this gap could be facilitated by adequate government actions and global co-operation. After 
2030, it can be reasonably assumed that the majority of the consumers will be financially driven, 
making their choice of car in response to an established tax and legislative regime. 


14 The power supply pathway underlying this report is based on the European Climate Foundation 
“Roadmap 2050“, which was developed in cooperation with the industry and describes a pathway to 
decarbonise the EU‘s power mix by 2050 - See page 24
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Provided these are stable and clear, car manufacturers, hydrogen manufacturers and 
infrastructure providers should all be able to make investments on the basis of well-understood 
risks and projected returns. A global roll-out would further reduce the economic gap for Europe.


A strong case will be required to persuade governments as to the level of explicit subsidy needed. 
In subsequent steps, it will therefore be important to make proposals that show how industry 
is taking responsibility for all the risks that they can reasonably analyse, control and mitigate. 
Discussions with Member State and EU governments are likely to focus on sharing the costs and 
risks between public and private sectors. 


The emerging FCEV market (2010-20) requires close value chain synchronisation and external 
stimulus in order to overcome the first-mover risk of building hydrogen retail infrastructure. 
While the initial investment is relatively low, the risk is high and therefore greatly reduced if 
many companies invest, co-ordinated by governments and supported by dedicated legislation 
and funding. With the market established, subsequent investment (2020-30) will present a 
significantly reduced risk and by 2030 any potentially remaining economic gap is expected to be 
directly passed on to the consumer.


SUMMARY OF NEXT STEPS


Investment cycles in energy infrastructure are long and BEV and FCEV infrastructure and  
scale-up should be initiated as soon as possible in order to develop these technologies as 
material transportation options beyond 2020. In the short term, CO2 emissions will therefore have 
to be reduced by more efficient ICEs and PHEVs – combined with biofuels – while taking two 
concrete actions: 


1. Study EU market launch plan for FCEVs and hydrogen infrastructure 


Car manufacturers have signalled that they are ready to mass-produce FCEVs, as demonstrated 
by the Letter of Understanding in 2009 (see page 13). This study shows that FCEVs are 
technologically ready and can be produced at much lower cost for an early commercial 
market over the next five years. The next logical step is therefore to develop a comprehensive 
and co-ordinated EU market launch plan study for the deployment of FCEVs and hydrogen 
infrastructure in Europe (see pages 52-53). This consists of two phases:


 � An in-depth business case and implementation plan for a single Member State (i.e. Germany) 
in order to de-risk the commercialisation of technology and test the supply chain for the rest of 
Europe, starting in 2015. At the same time, a series of subsidised FCEV demonstration projects 
in other Member States should start to gain experience with the technology.


 � A potential staged roll-out plan – first, a market introduction in Member States that have 
developed experience through the demonstration projects, followed by other Member States. 


The implementation plan should be fit for investment by companies and the public sector. This 
includes addressing the risks associated with the plan, how hydrogen will be decarbonised and 
its impact on future CO2 emissions from the transport sector. 


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Executive summary
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The dynamics of setting up a hydrogen retail infrastructure are such that there is a limited 
opportunity to gain “early mover” advantage, so the first player will not be able to compensate for 
any losses. Indeed, they will develop the market for all other infrastructure providers who will then 
reap the benefits at a later stage. However, if several hydrogen retail infrastructure providers invest 
– or a market-based mechanism is developed to spread the risk between different infrastructure 
providers – none will gain a ‘free ride’. The market launch plan must therefore go hand-in-hand 
with appropriate government policies. 


After the technology has been de-risked and achieved cost reductions in one Member State – 
and at the same time gained more experience with a series of demonstration projects in other 
Member States – a staged roll-out plan for subsequent introductions in other Member States has 
then to be studied. This will address the supply constraints of car manufacturers and hydrogen 
infrastructure providers; the primary energy resources of different Member States; and CO2 
reduction goals for the transport sector as a whole.


2. Co-ordinate roll-out of BEVs/PHEVs and battery-charging infrastructure 


A similar action would be helpful to support the roll-out of BEVs and PHEVs in the EU. Here, too, 
the risk of market failure exists. Although the investments per electric recharging point are low, 
the financial risk for infrastructure providers remains. As with hydrogen infrastructure, upfront 
investment for public charging will be necessary in order to give customers appropriate access to 
infrastructure from the start.


In order to achieve a sound market introduction, the technology also needs to be commercially 
de-risked and programmes for BEVs currently exist in several European countries and at 
EU level, addressing issues such as technology, market introduction, funding schemes and 
standardisation etc. A coherent approach to these activities would help to optimise development 
and support early market readiness.
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INTRODUCTION


EU CO2 reduction goal for 2050 requires 95% decarbonisation  
of road transport 


In 2009, both the European Union (EU) and G8 leaders agreed that CO2 emissions must be cut 
by 80% by 2050 if atmospheric CO2 is to stabilise at 450 parts per million15 – and global warming 
stay below the safe level of 2ºC. But 80% decarbonisation overall by 2050 requires 95%16 
decarbonisation of the road transport sector (Exhibit 1).  


Exhibit 1: In order to achieve EU CO2 reduction goal of 80% by 2050, road transport must 
achieve 95% decarbonisation 


Decarbonisation may be achieved through efficiency, biofuels and electric power-trains (including 
hydrogen). With the number of passenger cars set to rise to 273 million17 in Europe – and to 2.5 
billion18 worldwide – by 2050, full decarbonisation may not be achievable through improvements 
in the traditional internal combustion engine or alternative fuels alone. A comprehensive analysis 
would be helpful to determine the true global potential of biofuels and for which sectors and 
regions they may be most effectively used.


Combined with the increasing scarcity and cost of energy resources, it is therefore vital to develop 
a range of technologies to ensure the long-term sustainability of mobility in Europe, with “ultra 
low-carbon electric power-trains and hydrogen fuel cells the most promising options”,19 according 
to the European Commission. This study was therefore undertaken in order to compare the 
performance and costs of alternative power-trains for passenger cars – fuel cell electric vehicles 
(FCEVs), battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and plug-in hybrids (PHEVs) – with those of conventional 
vehicles with internal combustion engines (known as ICEs). This included every step of the value 
chain, or “well-to-wheel”.


15 CO2-equivalent
16 McKinsey Global GHG Abatement Cost Curve; International Energy Agency World Energy Outlook 


2009; US Environmental Protection Agency; European Environment Agency (EEA)
17 Parc Auto Survey 2009, Global Insight 2010; study analysis
18 European Commission, April 2010
19 COM(2010)186: A European strategy on clean and energy efficient vehicles, published April 2010
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Total 
abatementEU-27 total GHG emissions1 Sector


SOURCE: www.roadmap2050.eu


1 Large efficiency improvements are already included in the baseline based on the International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2009, 
especially for industry 


2 Abatement estimates within sector based on Global GHG Cost Curve 
3 CCS applied to 50% of large industry (cement, chemistry, iron and steel, petroleum and gas, not applied to other industries) 
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Electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs) are necessary to achieve EU CO2 
reduction goal 


The benefits of electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric drive) over ICEs are:


 � Electric vehicles have zero emissions while driving – significantly improving local air quality 
– and they can be made close to CO2-free, depending on the primary energy source used20. 
Zero-emission power-trains therefore go hand-in-hand with the decarbonisation of energy 
supply, with the potential to eradicate emissions from central hydrogen production completely 
by 2050. 


 � Electric vehicles can be fuelled by a wide variety of primary energy sources – including gas, 
coal, oil, biomass, wind, solar and nuclear – reducing oil dependency and enhancing energy 
security (e.g. through stabilising an increasingly volatile power grid).


 � While ICEs have the potential to reduce their CO2 footprint considerably through improved 
energy efficiency, this is insufficient to meet the EU’s CO2 reduction goal for 2050. Full 
decarbonisation through biofuels depends on their availability.


Technologically ready, FCEVs are now focused on commercial deployment


30 stakeholders came together in order to develop a factual evaluation of the four power-trains 
and their role in decarbonising road transport. It was also considered particularly important to 
re-assess the role of FCEVs in the light of technological breakthroughs in fuel cell and electric 
systems that have now increased their efficiency and cost-competitiveness significantly 
(Exhibit 2). Previous studies21 predicted that all technological challenges would be addressed 
simultaneously within a few years. In reality this has happened sequentially, with a steady but 
significant improvement in all key areas:


 � With the implementation of 700 bar storage technology, hydrogen storage capacity has 
increased – without sacrificing volume – resulting in driving ranges that approach gasoline 
ICEs. In general, safety concerns have been adequately addressed.


 � Cold start is down to -25ºC, or even lower, due to the application of purging strategies at shut-
down and new materials (e.g. metallic bipolar plates) which have optimised heat management 
in the stacks.


 � With better understanding of the mechanisms affecting durability and the implementation of 
counter measures, such as enhanced materials (e.g. functionalised or nanostructured catalyst 
supports) and cell voltage management, durability (hence cost) has significantly improved.


 � With the development of CCS, an additional low-cost, low CO2 hydrogen production route 
would be made available.


Common standards for hydrogen and FCEV equipment have also been agreed, further reducing 
their complexity and costs: standard connections, safety limits and performance requirements 
for hydrogen refuelling have been established by several SAE22 and ISO22 standards, while the 
electric system is fully compliant with SAE and ISO safety standards. 


20 This is commonly illustrated by well-to-wheel emissions, integrating the CO2 footprint of fuel 
production with its transformation by the power-train (see Annex, Exhibit 43, page 54)


21 See Annex, Exhibit 44, page 55
22 SAE International (formerly Society of Automotive Engineers), the recognised authority on standards 


for commercial vehicles, together with ISO (International Organization for Standardization)
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With more than 500 passenger cars – both large and small – covering over 15 million kilometres 
and undergoing 90,000 refuellings,23 FCEVs are therefore now considered to have been 
comprehensively tested in a customer environment. The result: the focus has now shifted from 
demonstration to commercial deployment so that FCEVs, like all technologies, may benefit from 
mass production and the economies of scale.   


Exhibit 2: With all technological hurdles resolved, the focus for FCEVs has now shifted from 
demonstration to commercial deployment


This was clearly signalled in a Letter of Understanding issued by leading car manufacturers24 
in September 2009, in which they stated their goal to commercialise FCEVs by 2015, with 
hundreds of thousands of vehicles being rolled out worldwide shortly thereafter – assuming 
sufficient hydrogen refuelling infrastructure is in place. This was a catalyst for the in-depth 
evaluation of the four power-train technologies undertaken in this study.


A public-private partnership called H2 Mobility was also established, which is now developing 
a business plan for building a hydrogen refuelling infrastructure in a single Member State (i.e. 
Germany) – complemented by a series of demonstration projects in other Member States – as 
essential first steps towards a full EU roll-out (see pages 52-53). 


The window of opportunity is short. If FCEVs are to achieve economies of scale within the time-
frame necessary to meet EU CO2 reduction goals, action must be taken as a matter of urgency. 
There is also a danger that Europe will lose its technological leadership as other international 
markets gain ground. The European Commission has confirmed that “the global trend towards 
sustainable transport shows that the European automotive industry can only remain competitive 
by leading in green technologies”.25


23 Study data
24 Daimler AG, Ford Motor Company, General Motors Corporation/Opel, Honda Motor Co., Ltd., 


Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Motors Corporation, the alliance Renault SA and Nissan Motor Co., 
Ltd. and Toyota Motor Corporation


25 European Commission, April 2010


SOURCE: Study analysis


Temperature dependency
▪ Cold-weather performance tests 


have shown that cold start and 
driving performance is equivalent 
to ICE


Water management
▪ Prototype systems have shown 


that appropriate membrane 
humidity can be provided without 
external humidifier


Heat management
▪ Current systems have reduced 


heat loss with remaining heat 
used for vehicle climate control


Efficiency
▪ Fuel stack net efficiency has 


increased to 59%, with further 
improvement leading to a 
downsized system at lower cost


Durability
▪ Durability tests have shown that 


acceptable stack efficiency can 
be maintained for the lifetime 
of the vehicle


Material cost
▪ Acceptable cost will be 


achieved by 2020 through 
design simplifications, 
reduction of material use, 
production technology and 
economies of scale


Hydrogen storage
▪ Innovations in materials allow 


Hydrogen storage at 700 bar for 
increased driving range that 
approaches gasoline ICEs


Size
▪ Current fuel cell systems 


fit into vehicle without 
compromising cargo volume 
and vehicle weight


Average and peak load
▪ Voltage range of stack has 


improved, with power battery 
providing additional buffering 
capacity for increased stack 
durability and efficiency


Platinum
▪ Catalyst requirement is 


significantly reduced to 2-6 
times catalytic converter 
loading of conventional ICE. 
Platinum in fuel cells is also 
highly recyclable
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The reality is that no transportation model can be changed overnight – it requires preparation and 
ramp-up of production. A “knee-jerk” response to external factors, such as a rise in oil prices, 
supply constraints and the disastrous consequences of global warming will be too little, too late.


All conclusions are based on proprietary industry data 


This study represents the most accurate to date,26 as conclusions are based not on informed 
speculation, but on confidential, granular and proprietary data, provided by key industry players. 
This has allowed a true comparison of the power-trains, with all underlying assumptions clearly 
stated (see Methodology section, pages 15-25).


In order to present an integrated perspective across the entire value chain, the study addresses 
five key questions:


1. On a well-to-wheel basis, how do BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs compare to ICEs over the medium-
to-long term on emissions, performance and costs?


2. What are the key drivers by car size, miles driven, supply technology and over time?  


3. What are the potential market segments? 


4. How do fuels, electricity and hydrogen production, distribution and retail pathways compare? 


5. What is required at a high level to deploy electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs) at scale 
so that they can benefit society by significantly reducing CO2 emissions, enhancing energy 
security and improving air quality – without compromising its current expectations for 
mobility?


The positive effect of electric vehicles on public health


The benefits of electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric mode) go beyond the 
decarbonisation of road transport and energy security to address the key issue of air pollution 
in large, congested cities: the exhaust from ICEs not only emits CO2, but also local pollutants27 
such as carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and nitrous oxides. Diesel vehicles also emit particles 
referred to as particulate emissions or “soots”. Although these emissions are mitigated by 
catalytic converters, all pollutants that cannot be processed are released into the atmosphere, 
degrading air quality and reducing the ability of large cities to meet air quality targets.


Electric vehicles, on the other hand, release zero emissions in their “tank-to-wheel” process, with 
emissions limited to the “well-to-tank” process – far removed from the vehicle itself. Emissions 
also depend on the primary energy source used and can be potentially reduced to zero. Finally, 
unlike ICEs, electric vehicles are virtually silent, also reducing noise pollution significantly.


26 Other studies taken into consideration include “Hydrogen Highway”: www.hydrogenhighway.com; 
Roads2HyCom project www.roads2hy.com; “On the road in 2035”, published 2008; “The Hydrogen 
Economy”, published 2009; “Hydrogen Production Roadmap: Technology Pathways to the Future”, 
published 2010 


27 This would also apply even if using 100% biofuels
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METHODOLOGY


This study provides a factual comparison of four different power-trains (Exhibit 3) – BEVs, 
FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs – on economics, sustainability and performance across the entire value 
chain1 between now and 2050, based on confidential and proprietary industry data. This was 
possible due to the central role of an independent consultancy and a strict division between the 
consultancy’s “Clean Team” responsible for input gathering and the “Analysis Team” responsible 
for output generation. 


Data was submitted, challenged and, where necessary, benchmarked and validated for every 
step of the value chain – including purchase price, operating costs, fuel, as well as infrastructure. 
While it is possible that breakthrough technologies could provide step changes in current 
pathways to sustainable mobility, the study only considered vehicle technologies that are proven 
in R&D today – and in many cases demonstrated – and therefore capable of a) scale-up and 
commercial deployment and b) meeting the EU’s CO2 reduction goal for 2050.


To ensure a realistic outcome, it was agreed that all conclusions should be based on 
average values derived from the range provided, with no “cherry-picking” of the most 
favourable data.


Exhibit 3: The study focused on a portfolio of power-trains: BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs, 
taking into account significant advances in ICE technology between now and 2020 


In order to ensure no bias towards any particular power-train, the study included a balanced mix 
of car sizes (known as “segments”), representing the majority of vehicles currently on the market 
and with high data availability among study participants (Exhibit 4). Average values for fleets, as 
opposed to specific cars, were taken.


1 Commonly referred to as “well-to-wheel”


▪ Series hybrid
configuration of electric 
and ICE drive3


▪ Smaller battery capacity
than BEV, (Li-ion)
▪ Vehicle can be plugged-in


to charge from the grid
▪ Small ICE-based 


generator for larger range 
(‘range extender’)
▪ Short range: typically


40-60 km) electric driving.  
(based on battery weight 
of 20-80 kg2)


▪ Purely electric drive 
▪ Large battery capacity,


Li-ion technology
▪Only charging of battery 


from the grid while 
stationary1


▪ Short range: typically 
150-250 km (based on 
battery weight of 
70-180 kg2)


▪ Series configuration of fuel 
cell system and electric 
drive
▪ Fuel cell stack based on 


PEM technology
▪Hydrogen tank pressure 


typically 350 or 700 bar
▪Medium range: typically 


400-600 km


▪Conventional internal 
combustion engine
▪No dependency on 


electric infrastructure
▪High fuel consumption


and exhaust emissions
▪High range: typically 


800-1200 km


▪ Parallel hybrid 
configuration of electric 
and ICE drive; also known 
as hybrid electric vehicle 
(HEV)
▪ ICE is primary mover


of the vehicle with support 
from small electric motor
▪ Small battery charged 


by the ICE
▪ Fully electric driving only 


at low speed for smaller 
distances (<5 km)
▪Better fuel economy


than conventional ICE


1 Exchange of battery pack is possible, but not considered in this study
2 2020 values averaged over A/B, C/D and J segments – a ~50% decrease over 2010. Although considerable cost improvements in battery technology 


are considered in the study, it is not expected to achieve significantly lower specific  volumes or weights beyond 2020 
3 Other configurations are possible 


Fuel cell electric vehicle 
(FCEV)


Plug-in hybrid  electric 
vehicle (PHEV)


Battery electric vehicle 
(BEV)


Internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicle
Current technology (2010)     Advanced (2015/20)


Power 
battery


Tank


FC stack
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SOURCE: Study analysis
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Exhibit 4: The study focuses on the vehicle segments that represent the majority of the EU 
car fleet (75%) – selected small (A/B), medium (C/D) and larger (SUV) cars


A balanced scenario for the electrification of passenger cars in the  
EU by 2050 


In order to test the sensitivity of the economics to a broad range of market outcomes, the study 
envisioned three “worlds” with varying degrees of BEV, FCEV and PHEV penetration (Exhibit 5). 
These cover:


a. The full spectrum of expected futures for hydrogen, electricity and primary energy sources 


b. Market shares and segment penetration rates for the different power-trains 


c. Coverage area and availability of hydrogen.


All “worlds” assume 273 million passenger cars in the EU in 2050, with a hydrogen retail network 
infrastructure starting in the most densely populated areas (i.e. large cities) and growing to meet 
the needs of expanding vehicle clusters, leading to mass market roll-out. The car fleet is built up 
by introducing BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs where they are most competitive with ICEs (Exhibit 6).


SOURCE: HIS Global Insight 2010; study participants


Defined reference segments


Typical 
characteristics


Vehicle 
segment


6▪ <3,800 mm
▪ 3 door hatchback
▪ €8k-15k


A – City ▪ Hyundai i10
▪ Smart


23▪ 3,700-4,200 mm
▪ 5 door hatchback
▪ €10k-20k


B – Super-
mini


▪ Toyota Yaris
▪ Mercedes A


23▪ 4,000-4,500 mm
▪ 5 door hatchback
▪ €15k - 25k


C – Medium ▪ Honda Civic
▪ Ford Focus


13▪ 4,400-5,000 mm
▪ 4 door sedan
▪ €25k-45k


D – Upper 
medium


▪ Renault Laguna
▪ Honda FCX
▪ Mercedes C


5▪ 4,700-5,100 mm
▪ 4 door sedan
▪ €40k-120k


E – Large ▪ Mercedes E/S
▪ Lexus GS


<1▪ 2/4 door sedan
▪ > €100k


F – Luxury ▪ Maybach


Example


EU vehicle 
production
2008, %


Typical 
characteristics


Vehicle 
segment


<1▪ 2 door coupe
▪ >€30k


S – Sport ▪ Mercedes CLK
▪ Nissan 370Z


12▪ 3,900-4,400 mm
▪ 5 door MPV
▪ €10k - 30k


M1 – Small
MPV


▪ Mercedes B
▪ Renault Scenic


9▪ >4,400 mm
▪ 5 door MPV
▪ €25k-50k


M2 – Large
MPV


▪ Mercedes R


5▪ 3,700-4,000 mm
▪ 5 door 4x4
▪ €10k-30k


J1 – Small
SUV


▪ Hyundai 
Tucson


▪ Toyota RAV4


3▪ 4,000-5,100 mm
▪ 5 door 4x4
▪ €25k-75k


J2 – Large
SUV


▪ Toyota 
Highlander


▪ Ford Explorer


Example


EU vehicle 
production
2008, %
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Exhibit 5: Assumptions for the three “worlds”, each showing a different penetration scenario 
for BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs in the EU in 2050 


Exhibit 6: For all three “worlds”, the car fleet is built up from 2010 to 2050 by 
introducing BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs where they are most competitive with ICEs


1 EU29 defined to include EU27 + Norway and Switzerland


SOURCE: Study analysis


Size of coverage 
area
million km2


▪ 2020: 0.36 
▪ 2030: 1.3 
▪ 2040: 2.3 
▪ 2050: 3.3 


FCEV penetration
2050
Percent


▪ BEVs achieve a higher 
penetration than FCEVs


▪ FCEVs mainly sold in C+ 
segments with high share 
in J, M, D


Zero-emission –
Electric vehicle dominated


2010-2020


Coverage end state 
2050


▪ FCEVs are used in all countries 
with some rural exceptions


▪ Coverage is ~3/4 of the EU29 
area1, (97% cars)


2


FCEV BEV PHEV ICE


35%35%25% 5%


▪ 2020: 0.36
▪ 2030: 1.7 
▪ 2040: 3.0 
▪ 2050: 4.3 


▪ FC is the dominant power-train 
technology by 2050 so network 
coverage develops fast


▪ FCEVs sold in all segments with 
major shares in large segments


Zero-emission –
FCEV dominated


▪ All over Europe, FCEVs are sold 
and driven. Coverage is equal to 
the entire EU29 area1 (9 km 
average distance between stations)


3


FCEV BEV PHEV ICE


20%25%50% 5%


▪ 2020: 0.36 
▪ 2030: 0.60 
▪ 2040: 0.84 
▪ 2050: 1.08


▪ FCEV with moderate adoption 
after 2020


▪ FCEVs sold in C+ segments, 
but with limited market shares 


Non-zero emission –
Conventional


▪ FCEV coverage area increases 
only to ~1/4 of the EU29 area1 ,
(75 % cars)


1


FCEV BEV PHEV ICE


60%
5%


25%
10%


▪ For all worlds, coverage grows to include 10% of Europe’s most metropolitan area and 20% 
of European motorways (>50% of cars)


Zero-emission –
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Non-zero emission –
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A combined forecasting and backcasting approach to maximise accuracy


In order to ensure conclusions were as accurate as possible, both a forecasting and backcasting 
approach was then used: from 2010 to 2020, all cost and performance projections are based on 
proprietary industry data; after 2020, on projected learning and annual improvement rates.  
These forecasted data were then backcasted from the envisioned penetration of power-trains 
in the EU in 2050, as described above. The results showed that the impact on costs for varying 
FCEV penetrations is not significant2 (see Annex, Exhibit 45, page 55):


 � 5% penetration of FCEVs might be expected to be uncompetitive, but this is not the case: 


 —While a Europe-wide highway infrastructure is deployed, clustering of vehicles in higher 
population density regions could keep fuel costs from escalating significantly


 —Focusing FCEV deployment on the medium/larger car segments where FCEVs are more 
competitive helps offset the lower economies of scale and increased vehicle costs


 —Comparing 5% to 25% FCEV penetration in 2050 on a “like-for-like” basis, a C/D segment 
FCEV has a 6.1% higher purchase price and 17.4% higher fuel costs, resulting in a 7.3% 
increase in TCO


 � No significant improvements in economies of scale exist that improve the economics of FCEVs 
or hydrogen infrastructure between 25% and 50% penetration.


The study therefore focused on the “world” with a penetration of 25% FCEVs, 35% BEVs,  


35% PHEVs and 5% ICEs as a balanced scenario for the penetration of electric vehicles in the EU.


2 The TCO of BEVs and PHEVs is constant over the three worlds due to the fact that their learning 
rates are defined on a yearly basis, not on an increase in capacity.


Total cost of ownership (TCO)


In the study, the economic comparison between power-trains is based on the total cost of ownership (TCO), as well as
purchase price (see Annex, Exhibit 46, page 56 for a sample TCO calculation for an FCEV). 


Consumers buy cars for a wide variety of reasons, including purchase price, new vs. second-hand, depreciation rate, styling, 
performance and handling, brand preference and social image. The cost of driving the same vehicle when new is also greater 
than that for the next owner. Calculating the TCO of the power-trains is therefore important because it describes the costs 
associated over their entire lifetime – on top of which individual customer criteria are applied. TCO includes:


▪ Purchase price: the sum of all costs to deliver the assembled vehicle to the customer for a specific power-train and segment


▪ Running costs:  
– Maintenance costs in parts and servicing specific to each vehicle type and power-train combination
– Fuel costs based on the vehicle fuel economy and mileage, including all costs to deliver the fuel at the pump/charge 


point and capital repayment charges on investments made for fuel production, distribution and retail; or for 
BEVs/PHEVs, for charging infrastructure


N.B. There is no discounting of cash flows over the years and no residual value after 15 years. Time value of money has not 
been taken into account. All taxes on vehicles and fuel (including VAT) are set to zero to ensure that comparisons reflect the 
true costs of driving and are revenue-neutral to governments. 


TCO equation +
=


Purchase price


Parts cost


Assembly cost
+                          


SG&A
+


Margin


+


Running cost                                                    
=


+
Fuel cost   


(incl. infrastructure & fuel costs)


Maintenance cost


TCO 
= 
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A balanced hydrogen production mix including a variety of technologies


N.B. Assumptions on power generation are in line with the European Climate Foundation’s 
“Roadmap 2050”, which describes a realistic scenario for all power-trains (see page 24 and 
Annex, Exhibit 47, page 56). 


In this report, well-to-wheel emissions do not incorporate indirect emissions resulting from 
feedstock exploration and the associated infrastructure build-up (e.g. Exploration platforms, 
mining activities, power plant build-up), nor so-called CO2 equivalent green-house gases. If these 
indirect emissions are taken into account, the well-to-wheel emissions of the different power-
trains will change over time, depending on the production and supply pathway. In future analysis, 
it would be useful to take these into account as well.


The study consists of two business models – the vehicle model (generic for all power-trains) 
and the supply model (more detailed for hydrogen as the electricity supply chain already largely 
exists). In each “world” scenario, the demand for each fuel in each year is set by the annual driving 
and fuel economy of the power-trains on the road.


1. The vehicle model (see Annex, Exhibit 48, page 57) calculates the purchase price, operating 
cost, TCO and CO2 emissions based on the cost of electricity and hydrogen and the CO2 
footprint calculated from the supply model. It also includes key assumptions agreed among 
participating car manufacturers (Exhibit 7).


Exhibit 7: Key assumptions for the vehicle model were agreed among participating car 
manufacturers


2. The supply model (for FCEVs) then calculates the CO2 footprint, the cost of delivered 
hydrogen and investment required, based on cost and performance data received for the 
three components of hydrogen infrastructure – production, distribution and retail.  
 


1 Assumed  to be similar across reference segments, with the exception of profit assumption, since margins vary significantly between vehicle segments
2 Percentage will be applied to ICE purchase price per reference segment; same absolute cost will then be applied to all power-trains in the segment


SOURCE: Euromonitor, Polk, EU MVEG, Credit Suisse, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research report, study analysis


Parameter Proposed value


▪ Average vehicle lifetime ▪ 15 years


▪ Average annual distance driven ▪ 12,000 km


▪ Combined fuel economy ▪ Distance weighted average
of ECE-15 and EUDC cycles


▪ Sales tax ▪ Tax-free base model run


▪ Vehicle assembly cost as % 
of ICE purchase price1,2


▪ 13.5% 


▪ SG&A (including distribution) cost 
as % of ICE purchase price1,2


▪ 13.5%


▪ Return on investment as % of ICE 
purchase price1,2


▪ 2% - A/B segment
▪ 7% - C/D segment
▪ 8.5% - J segment
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Key assumptions included:


 � Each year, based on hydrogen demand for vehicles, components are added to meet new 
demand and replace components that are at the end of their life


 � With the exception of retail infrastructure and delivery trucks, utilisation is set to 95% (80% 
for distributed production) due to rapid increase in hydrogen demand, allowing installed 
equipment to achieve full utilisation within a few years (see Annex, Exhibit 49, page 57).


 � Shifting from small to medium to large installation size depends on the annual hydrogen 
capacity added each year, i.e. small components are built when hydrogen demand is low, large 
components when demand is high.


a. Production 


Nine major production pathways were considered for hydrogen, representing all the main 
technologies with the potential for rapid, large-scale deployment in Europe (Exhibit 8). Based on 
these production pathways, many different production mixes are possible. 


Among other options, the study examined two hydrogen production mixes: a balanced and 
economically driven production mix with CCS; the other without CCS, representing 100% 
electrolysis with 80% renewable energy by 2050. Both, however, lead to CO2-free hydrogen 
production by 2050 (Exhibit 9). While the production of hydrogen from SMR with CCS remains 
the lowest-cost scenario, the 100% electrolysis production mix only increases the TCO of FCEVs 
(C/D segment) by 5% by 2030 and 3.5% by 2050.


N.B. All the results in this report are based on the first balanced and economically driven 
production mix described below


Exhibit 8:  Nine major production pathways were assessed


1 Simplified reaction
2 Includes co-firing with biomass
3 100% CO2 reduction from power by 2050: www.roadmap2050.eu


SOURCE: Study analysis


VariationsTechnology Governing reaction1Process


▪ On-site SMR
▪ Central SMR
▪ Central SMR + CCS


SMR
Steam Methane 
Reforming


CH4 + 2H2O  4H2 + CO2


Methane H2


Steam CO2


▪ On-site WE
▪ Central WE


WE
Water 
Electrolysis


2H2O  2H2 + O2


Water H2


Electricity3 O2


▪ CG
▪ CG + CCS
▪ IGCC
▪ IGCC + CCS


CG/(IGCC)
Coal Gasification 
/Integrated
Gasification 
Combined Cycle


C + 2H2O  CO2 + 2H2


Coal2 H2


Steam CO2
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Exhibit 9: The study examined two hydrogen production mixes, both of which  
lead to CO2-free hydrogen by 2050


As total hydrogen demand for FCEVs is comparatively low up to 2020, a conventional production 
mix is assumed, utilising excess hydrogen from existing assets (industrial sites and centralised 
SMR), with a growing proportion of distributed units (water electrolysis and SMR). 


Beyond 2020, when hydrogen demand for FCEVs increases rapidly, a balanced and 
economically driven scenario is assumed, reflecting the diversity of resources available in 
different parts of Europe and including new sources of clean and green hydrogen.3 This scenario 
avoids over-dependence on any single primary energy source and provides the most cost-
effective means of decarbonising hydrogen supply.


In summary:


 � Before 2020, utilising existing production assets, Central Steam Methane Reforming (CSMR) 
has 40% and Distributed Steam Methane Reforming (DSMR) and Distributed Water Electrolysis 
(DWE) each have 30% share of new production.


 � After 2020, CSMR and Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) each have 30%, coal 
gasification has 10% and Central Water Electrolysis (CWE) and DWE each have 15% share of 
new production.


 � In line with the “Roadmap 2050” study, it is assumed that the share of renewable energy in the 
power mix increases steadily (important for electrolysis) – see Annex, Exhibit 47, page 56.


 � CO2 Capture and Storage (CCS) is applied to all new CSMR, IGCC and coal gasification 
capacity starting in 2020 and coal is co-fired with 10% biomass, which costs three times the 
IEA4 estimate to account for pre-treatment required prior to gasification.


3 “Clean hydrogen” refers to the use of CCS; “green hydrogen” to renewable energy
4 International Energy Agency
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100% water electrolysis production scenario
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 � Coal, natural gas, clean electricity and biomass are all important for hydrogen production.


Both water electrolysis and IGCC could play a key role in supporting the electricity grid: 
electrolysis for demand management; IGCC for dispatchable power, i.e. for storage or export. 
Both technologies are also compatible with providing load balancing services, which will be in 
high demand in an electricity grid which includes a high percentage of renewable energies.


b. Distribution


A range of distribution methods was included in the study (Table 1).


                         Distribution method                                  Tonnes of hydrogen/day


Liquid trucks 3.5


Gaseous trucks 0.4 (250 bar), 0.8 (500 bar)


Pipelines 1, 2.5, 10, 100


Table 1: An overview of distribution methods included in the study


Industry data were then used to calculate the distribution costs5 for different volumes and 
distances, with the least expensive distribution method chosen for the required delivery 
distance. 


A wide variety of distribution infrastructures may be considered, according to hydrogen volumes, 
distances and local specificities. This study assumes a distribution roadmap where gaseous 
trucks are initially the most important method, with liquid trucks bridging the gap to pipelines,6 
which will result in a significant reduction in delivery cost and CO2 emissions (Exhibit 10). 


5 Delivered cost = production cost + distribution cost + retail cost (each cost comes from the  
weighted average cost of all operating components using current feedstock and electricity prices). 
Components already built are assumed to continue operating for their lifetime until retired


6 Private companies in Europe already own and operate the world’s largest hydrogen pipeline network 
covering ~1600 kilometres in France, Germany and the Benelux countries. Smaller pipelines are also 
operating in Italy and Sweden. 


The role of biofuels


There is still uncertainty as to the amount of (sustainably produced) biofuels that will be available for passenger cars 
in the medium and long term in Europe. The study takes the following assumptions: by 2020 biofuels are blended, 
delivering a 6% well-to-wheel reduction in CO2 emissions for gasoline and diesel engined vehicles, in line with the EU 
Fuel Quality Directive; by 2050 this increases to 24% to reflect growing supplies. 


It also reflects the fact that this market will face increasing competition from other sectors – especially goods vehicles, 
aviation, marine, electric power and heavy industry to meet the needs of these sectors and a global passenger car 
fleet of 2.5 billion cars in 2050. A comprehensive analysis on the true global potential of biofuels is needed to 
determine both their availability and for which sectors and regions they may be most effectively used.
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Exhibit 10: The hydrogen distribution mix assumed for the study


c. Retail stations 


Small station (70-100 cars per day) 2 dispensers, 0.4 tonnes of hydrogen/day


Medium station (150-250 cars per day) 4 dispensers, 1 tonne of hydrogen/day


Large station (450-600 cars per day) 10 dispensers, 2.5 tonnes of hydrogen/day


Table 2: An overview of retail stations included in the study


The size of retail stations added was determined by hydrogen demand and coverage area: when 
coverage expands faster than demand, new retail stations are small; when demand grows faster 
than the coverage area, larger retail stations are added etc. 


In the first decade, utilisation of retail stations is low, resulting in higher costs, but by 2020 it 
achieves 80% of the designed capacity, based on industry experience in fuels retail (see Annex, 
Exhibit 49, page 57). As expected, large retail stations have better economics than small and 
medium stations.


For the simulation in all “worlds” (see pages 16-18), the number of retail stations grows from an 
initial cluster of four in 2010 to 198 in 2015 and 755 in 2020; for the electric vehicle-dominated 
“world”, Exhibit 11 shows a breakdown of retail stations from 2020 to 2050.


Annual H2 distribution
Percent


2010 205020302020


100% Method


Pipeline


Liquid Trucks
Gaseous Trucks


Gaseous TruckPipeline Liquid Truck


SOURCE: Study analysis
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Exhibit 11: The number of hydrogen retail stations from 2020 to 2050  
in the electric vehicle-dominated “world” 


Assumptions are robust to significant variations


Projected cost reductions are based on years of experience of conventional vehicles – ICEs – 
including learning rates, the simplification of systems and economies of scale achieved by scaling 
up to larger production lines. The introduction of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), on the other 
hand – with millions now on the road – has given a deep insight into the pace of cost reduction for 
innovative power-trains and components over the last 10 years. 


Nevertheless, all conclusions are robust to significant variations in learning rates and the cost of 
fossil fuels; and by 2030, there is only a small difference of –1 to +3 cents per kilometre (based on 
a pre-tax cost of 18 cents per kilometre), even with variations of +/– 50% (Exhibit 12). 


Thousand retail stations in EU29


Note  Small stations have maximum capacity of 400 kg H2/day, medium have 1 tonne H2 /day and large have 2.5 tonnes H2 /day


25% FCEV penetration in 2050 (hydrogen retail network covers 75% of EU29, giving local access to 97% of all cars)
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Key assumptions 


▪ WACC (Weighted average cost of capital) of 7% in nominal terms (post corporate tax), with no additional margin
▪ An asset lifetime of 20 years (30 years for pipelines)
▪ Oil, gas and coal prices are assumed from the IEA (see Annex, Exhibits 50-52, pages 58-59)
▪ Key raw material prices (e.g. metals) are taken from industry consensus analysis 


The power supply pathway underlying this report is based on the European Climate Foundation “Roadmap 2050”, 
which was developed in cooperation with the industry and describes a pathway to decarbonise the EU’s power mix by 
2050. In 2020, the expected share of renewable production capacity is approximately 34%. This is the minimum 
needed to meet the 20% EU renewable energy target, as there is limited RES opportunity outside of the power sector 
(see Annex, Exhibit 47, page 56). This ensures that the treatment of the power sector is consistent with the EU CO2
reduction goal of 80% by 2050 (i.e. zero CO2 from power by 2050) and draws a self-consistent set of electricity tariffs 
for wholesale, industrial and retail use, together with CO2 emissions from power generation.
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Exhibit 12: All conclusions are robust to significant variations in learning rates and the cost of 
fossil fuels


iso TCO lines


1 Assuming 15 year lifetime and annual driving distance of 12,000 km
2 No taxes included, e.g. excise tax, CO2 tax, VAT
3 Fuel cell membranes: 15% pdc (per doubling of capacity); non-platinum catalyst: 15% pdc; FC structure: 15% pdc, EV-specific parts: 4.0%/1.5% p.a.; 


FC periphery 4.0%/1.5% p.a.; glider cost (FCEV & ICE): 0%; ICE basic power-train parts: 0%; technology packages: 1.5% p.a.


-2 Negative numbers
relate to a TCO 
Advantage of 
FCEV over ICE


Learning rates after 2020


TCO delta between FCEV and ICE-gasoline1


EURct/km, 2030


+50%


-50%
-50% +50%0% - 15%3


+2


0


+1


-1


+3


Fossil fuel2
Oil 0.58 EUR/litre, 
Gas 39 EUR/MWh
Coal 88 EUR/ton


+1


C/D SEGMENT


SOURCE: Study analysis
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The collection, benchmarking and validation of over 10,000 data points


The process of collecting and sanitising data from participating companies was both methodical 
and rigorous:


1.  The independent consultancy and participating companies together defined precisely the 
data to be collected in order to evaluate the four power-trains on a well-to-wheel basis.


2.  The consultancy’s “Clean Team” then sent out detailed data requests on economics  
(Exhibit 13), sustainability and performance for all four power-trains (BEV, FCEVs, PHEVs and 
ICEs), including the following supply chains: Gasoline and diesel, Electricity, and Hydrogen


Exhibit 13: An example of cost data collected for a FCEV


3.  The Clean Team collected the data and assessed whether they were of the  
appropriate quality.


4. The Clean Team reviewed the submitted data in order to understand the differences between 
the data sets of the various companies, asking them to preside correct data, where necessary.


5. Individual output data were submitted to relevant companies for sign-off (Exhibit 14)


INPUT DATA


Collected data sets for all drive trains in the segments A/B, D, J


ICE – Gas
ICE –
DieselPHEVBEVFCV


A/B D J A/B D J A/B D J A/B D J A/B D
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Fuel 
economy
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Data points


2010


2015,20


2010


2015, 20
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2015,20


8 8 8 6 5 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6
8 8 8 6 5 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6
8 8 8 7 6 5 6 6 6 4 5 4 5 5 4
3 7 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 4 5 5 4
8 8 8 7 6 4 6 6 6 3 4 3 4 4 3
3 7 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4


Total cost of 
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Fuel cost
EUR/vehicle


Maintenance 
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EUR/vehicle


Parts cost
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Purchase price
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Running cost
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ICE-specific parts
EUR/vehicle


Fuel cell
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Other FCV parts
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Vehicle lifetime
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Travelled distance
km/year


Hydrogen cost
EUR/km


FCV-specific parts 
cost (other than FC)
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Conventional parts 
cost
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Fuel cell cost1
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CO2 tax
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Subsidy
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EUR/kg


FC battery cost
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Fuel cell power
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Cost per kW
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H2 tank cost
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EV-specific 
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Hydrogen 
consumption
kgH2/km


Assuming 
complete 
depreciation over 
vehicle lifetime


Example of cost calculation – FCEV D segment – 22 data points


Not included in the study


Assumptions pre-defined 
with participating companies
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Exhibit 14: An example of cost output data for water electrolysis


After all the output data had been signed off, it was then considered frozen and the analysis of the 
power-trains began.


 Learning rates


 Greenfield capex; footprint
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The following conclusions are not forecasts, but one possible outcome – the result of a 
backcasting exercise based on a penetration of 25% FCEVs, 35% BEVs, 35% PHEVs and 5% ICEs 
in the EU by 2050 (see pages 16-18).


1. BEVs and FCEVs have the potential to significantly reduce CO2  
and local emissions


BEVs: given their limited energy storage capacity and driving range  (150-250 km1) – and a current 
recharging time of several hours – BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips, i.e. 
urban driving.


FCEVs: with a driving range and performance comparable to ICEs, FCEVs are the lowest-carbon 
solution  for medium/larger cars and longer trips.


PHEVs: with a smaller battery capacity than BEVs, electric driving for PHEVs is restricted to short 
trips (40-60 km). Combined with the additional blending of biofuels (see page 2), they also show 
emission reductions for longer trips, but uncertainty remains as to the amount of sustainably 
produced biofuels that will be available for this market. Nevertheless, they are an attractive 
solution, reducing emissions considerably compared to ICEs. 


ICEs: ICEs also have the potential to reduce their CO2 footprint significantly through improved 
energy efficiency and biofuels. After 2020, however, further engine efficiency improvements are 
limited and relatively costly, while the availability of biofuels may also be limited.


a. Electric vehicles are more energy efficient than ICEs over a broader range of 
feedstocks


Exhibit 15: The well-to-wheel efficiency of FCEVs is comparable to ICEs, while BEV remains 
the most efficient power-train 


1 For C/D segment cars in the medium term


RESULTS


1 All power-trains have different performance criteria and therefore different driving missions
2 CNG used in gasoline ICE; diesel production from natural gas through Fischer-Tropsch process
3 Gasoline and diesel production from coal-to-liquids transformation through Fischer-Tropsch process
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In the energy- and carbon-constrained world in which we now live, the efficient use of primary 
energy resources is essential. 


Exhibit 15 shows the well-to-wheel efficiency of the different power-trains using different types of 
primary energy sources. BEVs are the most efficient solution. FCEVs are more efficient than ICE 
on gas and coal. On oil and biofuels, the difference between ICE and FCEVs is small (see Annex, 
Exhibit 43, page 54, for a more detailed analysis).


Exhibit 16: On a net-distance-travelled basis, electric vehicles could potentially drive more 
kilometres than ICEs using less energy


The data in this exhibit are the result of a backcasting exercise based on FCEVs achieving a 
range of penetrations in the EU by 2050 (see pages 16-18) and the scenario for power generation 
outlined in the European Climate Foundation’s report, “Roadmap 2050” (see page 24). 


While oil will remain the main source of energy for passenger cars in the short-to-medium term, 
switching to a high percentage of electric vehicles will increase flexibility and security of energy 
supply as they can be fuelled by a variety of primary energy sources.


For all future scenarios – and on a total global vehicle travel basis – BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and 
future ICEs can drive more total kilometres than today’s ICEs using less primary energy due to 
increased efficiency.


1 Biofuels assumed to have zero carbon footprint, otherwise more is required to meet well-to-wheels CO2 reduction assumption
2 Electricity as secondary energy – no losses from primary energy included
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Exhibit 17: A variety of technologies are available to produce CO2-free hydrogen  
(future cost levels)


A variety of technologies and feedstocks will be able to produce CO2-free hydrogen, including 
fossil fuels, renewable electricity, nuclear and biomass. 


The most cost-effective future production methods use existing technologies – steam reforming 
and coal gasification.


Costs of existing technologies such as SMR and coal gasification, will increase due to increasing 
fuel prices and costs of CCS (partly offset by technology advancements).


Cost of water electrolysers reduces due to efficiency improvements. The assumed power  
price reflects that these units can be run intermittently, providing a balancing solution for the 
power grid.


Hydrogen can be produced cost-effectively on both a small and large scale – from 0.4 to 1000 
tonnes per day – from centralised or decentralised production.
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1 SMR (Steam Methane Reforming) – dependent on natural gas
2 WE (Water Electrolysis) – uses 80% RES pathway for electricity and can offer additional grid stabilisation load leveling benefits
3 CG (Coal Gasification) – relies on domestic coal and when combined with CCS is assumed to be co-fired with 10% biomass


SOURCE: Study analysis







b. BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips 


Exhibit 18: BEVs and FCEVs can achieve significantly low CO2 emissions, with BEVs showing 
limitations in range


Despite improvements in fuel economy, the capacity of ICEs to reduce CO2 is significantly less 
than that of BEVs and FCEVs, which can achieve close to zero CO2 emissions (well-to-wheel). 
As the range of BEVs is limited for medium sized cars, they are ideally suited to smaller cars and 
shorter trips.


See Annex (Exhibit 53, page 59) for a graphical analysis of how BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs can 
reduce CO2 emissions over time.
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CO2 Capture and Storage (CCS)


CO2 Capture and Storage (CCS) has been identified as an important solution for reducing CO2 emissions, with the 
potential to provide 20% of the cuts required in the EU by 2030 and 20% of global cuts required by 2050


While the technology is being developed to reduce the CO2 footprint of power generation, an additional benefit is that 
pre-combustion CO2 capture technology also allows the production of large volumes of CO2-free hydrogen. This is 
important to the economic assumptions of the study, as in the balanced and economically driven hydrogen production 
scenario (see pages 20-22), 70% of hydrogen is assumed to be produced using CCS.


CO2 capture has already been practised on a small scale, while the technology for CO2 storage is similar to that used 
by the oil and gas industry for decades – to store natural gas or for enhanced oil recovery (EOR). CO2 storage 
technology combined with EOR is therefore very advanced, providing ample data for storage in depleted oil and gas 
fields, while pure storage has been demonstrated for over a decade in a limited range of deep saline aquifers. 
However, the inherent risks associated with scale up and deployment are recognised. 


The next step is therefore to scale-up the technology, with demonstration projects of a size large enough to allow 
subsequent projects to be at commercial scale. This will also build public confidence, as it is seen that CO2 storage is 
safe and reliable.


The EU has already made significant progress in advancing CCS, establishing a legal framework for the geological 
storage of CO2 and public funding to support an EU programme of up to 12 CCS demonstration projects. The goal: to 
enable the commercial availability of CCS by 2020. This has been echoed by many similar initiatives worldwide.


For more information, please refer to the European Technology Platform for Zero Emissions Fossil Fuel Power Plants 
(ZEP), otherwise known as the Zero Emissions Platform: www.zeroemissionsplatform.eu.
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c. FCEVs are the lowest-carbon solution for medium/larger cars and longer trips 


Exhibit 19: Medium/larger vehicles with above average driving distance account for 50% of 
all cars and 75% of CO2 emissions 


Medium/larger cars are responsible for a disproportionately greater share of CO2 emissions due 
to the fact that they generally cover longer distances, as well as emit more CO2. Replacing one 
ICE in these segments with one FCEV therefore achieves a relatively higher CO2 reduction. 


As FCEVs also have a clear TCO advantage over BEVs and PHEVs for medium/larger cars and 
longer trips (see Exhibit 32, page 42), FCEVs represent the lowest-carbon solution for a large 
proportion of the car fleet, based on current mobility patterns. 


BEVs and FCEVs have the potential to significantly reduce CO2 and local emissions. 
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d. PHEVs are an attractive solution for short trips or using biofuels 


Exhibit 20: BEVs and FCEVs can achieve 95% decarbonisation of road transport by 2050


In order to achieve the EU’s goal to reduce CO2 emissions by 80% by 2050, CO2 emissions in the 
road transport sector must be reduced by 95%. 


PHEVs can reduce CO2 emissions when using the electric drive, but only for short trips (40-60 km). 
Combined with the additional blending of biofuels, they also show emission reductions for longer 
trips, but uncertainty remains as to the amount that will be available for this market (see page 2).


2. After 2025, the total cost of ownership of all the power-trains converge


In the study, the economic comparison between power-trains is based on the total cost of 
ownership (TCO), as well as purchase price, as it describes the costs associated over their entire 
lifetime (see page 18). All costs are “clean” of tax effects, including carbon prices.


BEVs and FCEVs are expected to have a higher purchase price than ICEs (battery and fuel cell 
related) lower fuel cost (due to greater efficiency and no use of oil) and a lower maintenance cost 
(fewer rotating parts). 


The cost of fuel cell systems is expected to decrease by 90% and component costs for BEVs by 
80% by 2020, due to economies of scale and incremental improvements in technology. Around 
30% of technology improvements in BEVs and PHEVs also apply to FCEVs and vice versa. This 
assumes that FCEVs and BEVs will be mass produced, with infrastructure as a key prerequisite 
to be in place. The cost of hydrogen also reduces by 70% by 2025 due to higher utilisation of 
the refuelling infrastructure and economies of scale, e.g. the capital cost of hydrogen refuelling 
stations is expected to reduce by 50% between 2010 and 2020.


Balanced scenario


Range of scenarios1


1 Scenarios refer to a range of potential futures of varying electricity decarbonisation and biofuel implementation:
Balanced – decarbonised electricity sector via renewables, CCS and nuclear, and 24% well-to-wheel reduction in diesel and gasoline CO2 footprint
High CO2 – central SMR for H2 production, EU 2010 electricity mix and 6% well-to-wheel reduction in diesel and gasoline CO2 footprint


2 C/D segment emission limit set to 4% of current 2010 vehicle emissions to achieve 95% CO2 reduction allows 20% more vehicles in 2050
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PHEVs are more economic than BEVs and FCEVs in the short term. The gap gradually closes  
and by 2030 PHEVs are cost-competitive with BEVs for smaller cars, with both BEVs and FCEVs 
for medium cars and less competitive than FCEVs for larger cars. 


While the fuel economy of ICEs is expected to improve by an average of 30% by 2020, costs also 
increase due to full hybridisation and further measures such as the use of lighter weight materials. 
The TCOs of all four power-trains are expected to converge after 2025 – or earlier, with tax 
exemptions and/or incentives during the ramp-up phase.  
 
For larger cars, the TCO of FCEVs is expected to be lower than PHEVs and BEVs as of 2030. 
By 2050, it is also (significantly) lower than the ICE. For medium-sized cars, the TCOs for all 
technologies converge by 2050. BEVs have a (small) TCO advantage over FCEVs in the smaller 
car segments.


By 2020, the cost of a fuel cell system falls by 90%, BEV components by 80%


Exhibit 21: The cost of a fuel cell system falls by 90% by 2020


Exhibit 21 is based on a set of data provided by the participating companies. As discussed 
in the Methodology section, the average value for the fuel cell system cost is used for further 
calculations. The data set in 2010, 2015 and 2020 forms a broad range (see Annex, Exhibit 54, 
page 60), which is normal for an industry planning on mass production. The difference between 
the best and the worst cost data points can vary by a factor of 5, depending on the different 
technologies and processes used by car manufacturers.


The fuel cell system is the most significant cost component in an FCEV (other cost elements 
include the electric power-train and hydrogen tank). With all critical technological hurdles 
resolved, all projected cost reductions for FCEVs are based on engineering improvements and 
manufacturing efficiencies for commercial production. These include:


 � Improvements in design, e.g. removing components; operating at a higher temperature in order 
to simplify the units
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 � Different use of materials, e.g. reduced platinum use; using alloys and smart catalyst structure; 
mitigation of fuel cell degradation


 � Improvements in production technology – moving from batch to continuous production 
patterns; solvent-free (dry processes) with high throughput


 � Economies of scale (1 million FCEVs in the EU by 2020).


All projected cost reductions for FCEVs and hydrogen supply until 2020 are based on proprietary 
data. In order to ensure a realistic outcome, learning rates after 2020 are conservative and 
considerably lower than historical improvements of comparable technologies, such as Wind, 
Solar PV or LNG (see Annex, Exhibit 42, page 54).


Exhibit 22: The cost of BEV components falls by 80% by 2020


Exhibit 22 is based on a set of data provided by the participating companies. As discussed in 
the Methodology section, the average value for the BEV component cost is used for further 
calculations. The data set in 2010, 2015 and 2020 forms a broad range (see Annex, Exhibit 55, 
page 60), which is normal for an industry that has just started mass production. The difference 
between the best and the worst cost data point can vary by a factor of 3.


All projected cost reductions for BEV components are based on proprietary data  
and include:


 � Improvements in production engineering: operations such as electrode cutting, forming, 
stacking and contacting of the collectors will gradually grow more efficient through the 
introduction of advanced laser technologies and a shift from “batch to continuous” production 
modes. The automatisation and rationalisation of quality testing along the production line will 
also generate efficiency gains.


 � Economies of scale from larger production plants (3 million BEVs in the EU by 2020). 
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Exhibit 23: In 2020, 31% of technology improvements in BEVs and PHEVs  
also apply to FCEVs


 � BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs are complementary technologies as they share many similar 
electrical drive-train components, i.e. battery and electric drive. Investments in BEVs and 
PHEVs therefore also benefit FCEVs and vice versa.


Exhibit 24: ICE fuel economy is assumed to increase by an average of 30% by 2020 
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The results of the study take into account significant improvements in fuel economy in ICEs  
by 2020.


a.  The cost of hydrogen reduces by 70% by 2025


Exhibit 25: The production mix assumed in the study is robust to energy shocks


Of the nine hydrogen production mixes studied, two were considered the most relevant for this 
study: the first (Exhibit 25) is more economically driven and based on a mix of fossil fuels and 
renewable energy; the second is based entirely on renewable energy (see Exhibit 26). Both 
production mixes reduce CO2 emissions (well-to-tank) to near-zero. 


Before 2020, the first production mix assumes that the limited volume of hydrogen required will be 
produced using centralised SMR (40%), distributed SMR (30%) and distributed water electrolysis 
(30%). After 2020, when the costs of FCEVs have come down and hydrogen demand rapidly 
increases, it assumes centralised SMR + CCS (30%); IGCC + CCS (30%); coal gasification + CCS 
(10%); centralised water electrolysis (15%); and decentralised water electrolysis (15%). Between 
2010 and 2050, the study assumes an increasing share of renewable energy in the power mix (see 
Annex, Exhibit 47, page 56).


The exhibit shows results for the first hydrogen production mix on which the study is based: the 
lower left hand chart indicates the costs of the chosen production mix. In the upper left hand 
chart, hydrogen retail delivered costs rapidly approach €4.50/kg, while in the upper right hand 
chart, the CO2 well-to-tank emissions first increase, then reduce rapidly after 2020.


As can be seen in the lower right hand chart, hydrogen can be produced, distributed and retailed 
cost-effectively by 2020 from a variety of feedstocks to suit local and market conditions.


N.B.  All the results in this report are based on the balanced and economically driven 
production mix described in Exhibit 25.
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Exhibit 26: An alternative production mix representing 100% electrolysis, with 80%  
renewable production by 2050


The alternative production mix – representing 100% electrolysis, with 80% renewable production 
by 2050 – increases the TCO of FCEVs  by 5% by 2030 and 3.5% by 2050. 


Exhibit 27: The cost of hydrogen reduces by 70% by 2025, then stays relatively  
flat (excluding taxes and incentives)
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The cost of hydrogen will be high in the first five years (2010-2015), as a result of the under-
utilisation of retail stations and the fact that very small stations will be built to reduce capital costs. 
This is still a pre-commercial market, so these stations will have very low economies of scale. 
For example, in order to persuade current gasoline and diesel station owners (dealers) to start 
providing hydrogen, hydrogen will need to be untaxed and dealers will require subsidy.


In the next five years – in the early commercial phase, when stations become larger and utilisation 
grows as more FCEVs come on the road – hydrogen (assuming it is untaxed) could become cost-
competitive with gasoline ICEs (assuming gasoline is taxed).


By 2020, retail costs will have significantly reduced, as more FCEVs come on the road and large 
stations, with multiple pumps and a higher utilisation, are built. New large-scale IGCC and CG 
plants will also start to be built, further reducing the cost of hydrogen.


b. By 2030, BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs are all cost-competitive with ICEs in relevant segments


Exhibit 28: After 2025, the TCOs of all the power-trains converge


Due to the initial steep decrease in the cost of fuel cell systems, BEV components and hydrogen 
as a result of higher utilisation and economies of scale, the TCOs of all the power-trains converge 
after 2025.
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Exhibit 29: By 2020, the purchase price of BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs is several thousand more 
euros than ICEs, which could be offset by tax exemptions


By 2020, the purchase price of electric vehicles is still several thousand euros more than that 
of ICEs, but reasonable public incentives on vehicle, fuel and an attractive customer value 
proposition could be sufficient to bridge this cost gap (see page 43). The purchase price of BEVs 
is lower than FCEVs.


The purchase prices of electric vehicles may vary widely according to market conditions and car 
manufacturers who may either be further advanced in achieving cost reductions and/or choose 
to limit the premium. They also depend on branding strategies, with a whole range of purchase 
prices within any car segment – from lowest cost to premium vehicles.


1 Includes production and distribution cost
2 Includes retail cost
NOTE: Assuming 15 year lifetime, annual driving distance of 12,000 km, no tax (e.g., fuel excise, VAT)
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Exhibit 30: By 2030, all electric vehicles are viable alternatives to ICEs, with running costs 
that are comparable and a purchase price that is close to comparable for larger cars


By 2030, the advantages of lower running costs almost outweigh the higher purchase price 
of electric vehicles, which start to close the gap with ICEs on both purchase price and TCO. 
Typically, electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs) cost 2-6 cents more per kilometre than ICEs.


Exhibit 31: By 2050, FCEVs are more economic than ICEs for larger cars and fully competi-
tive for medium-sized cars
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By 2050, all electric vehicles are cost-competitive with ICEs, FCEVs are the lowest-cost solution 
for larger cars (J segment).


Exhibit 32: The FCEV has a TCO advantage over BEVs and PHEVs in the heavy/long-
distance car segments 


In terms of car size and annual driving distance, BEVs are economic for smaller cars and shorter 
trips while FCEVs perform best for C/D and J segments (medium and larger cars) and longer trips. 


FCEVs score almost as well as BEVs on annual driving distances of 10,000-20,000+ km in the 
A/B (small car) segments.


As medium/larger vehicles with above average driving distance account for 50% of all cars, but 
75% of CO2 emissions, FCEVs are therefore an attractive abatement option for a large proportion 
of the car fleet.
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c. Incentives could make BEVs and FCEVs cost-competitive with ICEs by 2020 


Exhibit 33: The higher purchase price of BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs could be partially offset by 
tax exemptions


With an average vehicle subsidy of nearly €6,000 for FECVs as currently provided for BEVs in 
several Member States , the purchase price of FCEVs could start to close with ICEs by 2020 and 
be lower in 2030.


Exhibit 34: Temporarily forgoing fuel taxes on hydrogen or electricity will level fuel costs for 
all power-trains over the next 10 to 20 years


1 Assuming a EUR 6,000 subsidy on electric vehicles (either passively through foregoing excise taxes or actively through support)
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If hydrogen is not taxed like gasoline and diesel in the ramp-up phase, infrastructure and fuel 
costs for FCEVs could become cost-competitive with ICEs as early as 2020. 


3. A portfolio of power-trains can satisfy the needs of consumers and the 
environment


Over the next 40 years, no single power-train satisfies all key criteria for economics, performance 
and the environment. As different power-trains meet the needs of different consumers, the world 
is therefore likely to move from a single power-train (ICE) to a portfolio of power-trains in which 
BEVs and FCEVs play a complementary role.


The results show that BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips, FCEVs to  
medium/larger cars and longer trips, with PHEVs providing an intermediate solution to a zero-
emission world.


a. FCEVs and PHEVs are comparable to ICEs on driving performance and range


Exhibit 35: FCEVs and PHEVs have a driving performance and range  
comparable to ICEs


With limited energy storage capacity, BEVs are in a different category to FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs 
with regard to speed, range or refuelling times:


 � For example, an average, medium-sized BEV with maximum battery loading e.g. 30 kWh, 
around 220 kg in 2020) will not be able to drive far beyond 150 km at 120 km/hour, if real driving 
conditions are assumed (taking expected improvements until 2020 into account).


 � Charging times are longer, even at maximum proven battery technology potential: 6-8 hours 
using normal charging equipment. Using more sophisticated and expensive technologies 
can reduce charging time. Fast charging may become widespread, but the impact on battery 


SOURCE: Study analysis
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2 Fast charging; implies higher infrastructure costs, reduced battery lifetime and lower battery load
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performance degradation over time and power grid stability is unclear. Moreover, it takes 
15-30 minutes to (partially) recharge the battery. Battery swapping reduces refuelling time; 
it is expected to be feasible if used once every two months or less and battery standards are 
adopted by a majority of car manufacturers.


FCEVs have a driving performance and range comparable to ICEs: an average driving range 
of 500-600 km, similar acceleration and a refuelling time of less than 5 minutes, similar to ICE 
fuelling which is a proven business model. 


The driving range and performance of PHEVs is similar to ICEs when in ICE drive. 


See Annex, Exhibit 56, page 61, for a graphical analysis of the impact of cruising speed on range.


b. Snapshot of 2030: different power-trains meet different needs


Exhibit 36: Snapshot of 2030 – only a portfolio of power-trains can satisfy key criteria for 
performance and the environment 


With a driving performance comparable to ICEs and a TCO comparable in the J segment, FCEVs 
are the lowest-carbon solution for medium/larger cars and longer trips.


With limited driving range, BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars and urban mobility. Although 
considerable cost improvements in battery technology are considered in this study, it is not 
expected to achieve significantly lower specific volumes or weights beyond 2020.


PHEVs demonstrate a considerable CO2 reduction. This applies  either when using  biofuels or 
driving short distances. The smaller installed battery depletes quickly when driving at a higher 
speed, with a heavier load or over a longer distance. Although fuel economy is better than ICEs 
for larger cars (especially in stop/start city driving), the purchase price and TCO is higher and from 
2030, PHEVs no longer have a cost advantage compared to FCEVs.
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4. Costs for a hydrogen infrastructure are around 5% of the overall cost of 
FCEVs (€1,000-2,000 per vehicle)  


In order to develop a portfolio of drive-trains, several supply infrastructure systems are required – 
not only for gasoline and diesel, but potentially new infrastructures for CNG, LPG, 100% biofuels, 
electricity and hydrogen. Early commercial deployment of BEVs and PHEVs is already happening 
in several European countries: many car manufacturers have announced production and the first 
commercial models are expected between 2011 and 2014. This report therefore focuses on the 
commercial deployment of FCEVs, which still needs to be addressed.


One could argue that it is inefficient to build an additional vehicle refuelling infrastructure on top of 
existing infrastructures. However, the additional costs of a hydrogen infrastructure are relatively 
low compared to the total costs of FCEVs and comparable to other fuels and technologies, such 
as a charging infrastructure for BEVs and PHEVs.


Costs for a hydrogen distribution and retail infrastructure represent 5% of the overall cost of 
FCEVs – the vast majority lies in the purchase price. The attractiveness of the business case 
for FCEVs is therefore hardly affected by the additional costs required for distribution and retail. 
In other words, if FCEVs make commercial sense – as demonstrated by this study – building a 
dedicated hydrogen infrastructure can be justified.


In the first decade of a typical roll-out scenario, supply infrastructure costs – especially those for 
a retail infrastructure – are initially higher, due to lower utilisation. Nevertheless, sufficient network 
coverage must be available for consumers and initial investments required could amount to €3 
billion (covering hydrogen production, distribution and retail). Although a single company would 
struggle to absorb the risk of such an investment, this is not the case at a societal level. This is 
confirmed by countries which have built up alternative infrastructures, such as CNG and LPG.


The cost per vehicle for rolling out a hydrogen infrastructure compares to rolling out a charging 
infrastructure for BEVs or PHEVs (excluding potential upgrades in power distribution networks) – 
see Exhibit 38 below. The costs for hydrogen retail and distribution are estimated at €1,000-2,000 
per vehicle (over the lifetime), including distribution from the production site to the retail station, 
as well as operational and capital costs for the retail station itself. The average annual investment 
of €2.5 billion compares to that for other industries, such as oil and gas, telecommunications 
and road infrastructure, which each amount to €50-€60 billion2. It is also significantly less than 
additional investments required to decarbonise power (€1.3 trillion3 over 40 years).


Costs for an electric charging infrastructure range from €1,500 to €2,500 per vehicle. The higher 
end of the range assumes 50% home charging (investment of €200-€400 per charging station) 
and 50% public charging (investment of €5,000-€10,000 for a charging station that serves two 
cars. Potential additional investment in the power distribution networks are not included, but 
could be material, depending on the local situation. In contrast, once the territory is covered, no 
further investment is needed in hydrogen infrastructure – regardless of the number of cars –  
due to the fast refuelling time. As the number of FCEVs increase, it also benefits from economies 
of scale. 
 
 
 
 
 


2  Global Insight
3  www.roadmap2050.eu
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a. Up to 2020, FCEVs require €3 billion supply infrastructure investment   
for 1 million cars


Exhibit 37: Total capital investment for a large-scale roll-out of hydrogen supply infrastructure 
in Europe is estimated at €100 billion over 40 years


Initial investment before 2020 is relatively low, as it will be concentrated in areas of high density, 
such as large cities. Investment in retail stations is required in order to reach sufficient coverage 
of the territory, while being initially under-utilised. Retail cost then decreases as more vehicles are 
deployed, with a higher utilisation of the retail station.


The conclusions in this study are based on 25% penetration of FCEVs in Europe by 2050 (see 
pages 16-18). To achieve a 50% penetration, the cost of infrastructure would rise by another €75 
billion, but there would be no significant difference in TCO per vehicle.
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Exhibit 38: A large-scale roll-out of BEVs and PHEVs in Europe could require up to  
€500+ billion over the next 40 years


Electrical infrastructures could require an average annual investment of €13+ billion until 2050 in 
order to serve 200 million BEVs/PHEVs. Two thirds of this relates to BEV infrastructure, as they 
could require a higher share of public charging stations than PHEVs.


5. The deployment of FCEVs will incur a cost to society in the early years


The benefits of lower CO2 emissions, lower local emissions (NO2, particles), diversification of 
primary energy sources and the transition to renewable energy all require an initial investment. 
However, these will ultimately disappear with the reduction in battery and fuel cell costs, higher 
economies of scale and potentially increasing costs for fossil fuels and ICE specifications.


A roll-out scenario that assumes 100,000 FCEVs in 2015, 1 million in 2020 and a 25% share of 
the total EU passenger car market in 2050 results in a cumulative economic gap4  of €25 billion 
by 2020. Almost 90% of this relates to the relatively higher cost of the FCEV in the next decade. 
The CO2 abatement cost is expected to range between €150 and €200 per tonne in 2030 and 
becomes negative for larger cars after 2030.


A strong case will be required to persuade governments as to the level of explicit subsidy needed. 
In subsequent steps, it will therefore be important to make proposals that show how industry 
is taking responsibility for all the risks that they can reasonably analyse, control and mitigate. 
Discussions with Member State and EU governments are likely to focus on sharing the costs and 
risks between public and private sectors.


4 Economic gap is the delta between the TCO of the power-train under consideration and the ICE 
TCO, multiplied by the number of vehicles in the respective year.
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Up to 2020: a cumulative economic gap of €25 billion


Around €3 billion investment is required for a hydrogen supply infrastructure (production, 
distribution, retail) for 1 million FCEVs by 2020. Of this investment, around €1 billion relates to retail 
infrastructure. This will be concentrated in high-density areas (large cities, highways) and build on 
existing infrastructure. If only one energy company made the investment in retail, it would face a 
first-mover disadvantage due to the initially low utilisation by a small number of FCEVs. This could 
lead to a potential write-off of around €0.5 billion per annum if roll-out is terminated or delayed. 
The initial investment risk would be somewhat reduced if further companies also invest and even 
further if the roll-out is co-ordinated by government and supported by dedicated legislation and 
funding. 


The remaining €2 billion required for production and distribution presents a different investment 
risk: hydrogen producers do not expect a shortfall and can meet hydrogen demand as it 
arises, being paid-for product at rates that would cover their costs. In the first couple of years, 
in particular, hydrogen producers can respond with existing production capacity without large 
speculative upfront expenditures. Incremental capacity could then be added in small units at 
reasonable cost. The same applies to the distribution of hydrogen envisaged during this period.


While hydrogen producers may enjoy a first-mover advantage, retail investors face a first-mover 
disadvantage. Hydrogen manufacturers have an incentive – as soon as the economics work 
– to race to beat their rivals. While financial incentives are required to persuade consumers 
to appreciate FCEVs, there is nothing to hold the hydrogen manufacturers back – as long as 
the retail infrastructure is in place. They may also gain a marketing advantage. Infrastructure 
providers, on the other hand, bear a first-mover risk, making a heavy upfront outlay to build a retail 
station network that will not be fully utilised for some years; the unit cost reduces over time simply 
because the fixed capital expenditure is used by an increasing number of FCEVs. 


To reap the benefits of lower emissions, energy diversification and technology development, a 
cumulative economic gap for FCEVs of €25 billion may develop up to 2020, mainly due to a higher 
purchase price. If this is met by only a few car manufacturers, they will each need to finance €1 
billion per year. An incentive to ramp up production therefore only exists if most car manufacturers 
commit and co-ordinate, and government provides temporary funding support. 


This report assumes complete tax neutrality among the four power-trains, which allows clean 
comparison of technologies, but may not be realistic where practical policy is concerned. 
Gasoline is heavily taxed throughout the EU and various green incentives are in place  
(see page 43). 


Financial support for car manufacturers could be provided through tuning the tax regime. For 
the period to 2020, more explicit per-vehicle subsidies could also be applied. In the case of 
infrastructure support, some form of underwriting or sharing by government of investment risk 
may be more appropriate – the issue being not so much the cost of building the infrastructure as 
the risk that the market does not develop, leaving the infrastructure a stranded asset.


It is possible that governments could elect not only to provide the “carrot” of support to both cars 
manufacturers and infrastructure providers, but also the “stick” of legislation. Legislation would 
need to be credible and may present the risk of unstable outcomes that could leave the first-
mover problem only partly resolved; however, it could have a role. 
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2020-2030: a cumulative economic gap in the order of €75 billion due to increasing  
car volumes


If a core infrastructure is in place by 2020, even if it were regional, with a critical mass of FCEVs 
on the road, there could be a much greater willingness to invest and more scope for finely tuned 
legislative measures and tax incentives.  However, as 2020 approaches, it will become clearer 
whether target numbers and costs are being reached – and whether 1 million vehicles is indeed 
the critical number to achieve momentum. At this stage, it seems possible that any government 
support needed during this period could be provided through tax and regulatory systems, 
without special measures or subsidies.  


Beyond 2030: any potential remaining economic gap per vehicle is expected to be small 
and carried by the consumer


After 2030, it can be assumed that the majority of the consumers will be financially driven, making 
their choice of car in response to an established tax and legislative regime. Provided these are 
stable and clear, car manufacturers, hydrogen manufacturers and infrastructure providers should 
all be able to make investments on the basis of well-understood risks and projected returns. 


a.  FCEVs face a cumulative economic gap of €25 billion (cars + infrastructure) up to 2020


Exhibit 39: The cost of shifting from ICEs to FCEVs may amount to €4-5 billion per year for 
Europe (€500 per new car), with the economic gap beginning to close after 2030


Up to 2020, FCEVs face a cumulative economic gap (cars + infrastructure) of €25 billion (mainly 
due to a higher purchase price) and an additional €75 billion up to 2030. 


The TCO of FCEVs vs. ICEs falls dramatically by 2020 and is competitive with ICEs by 2030 for 
medium/larger cars, at which point it is anticipated that the economic gap per vehicle may be 
passed on to the consumer. However, the economic gap continues to rise due to increased sales. 
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Exhibit 40: BEVs could face a cumulative economic gap of €80 billion by 2020, €500 billion 
by 2050


In total, a cumulative economic gap of €80 billion exists for BEVs by 2020 and €500 billion by 
2050. (For an analysis of the economic gap for PHEVs, see Annex, Exhibit 57, page 61.)


Owing to their modular nature,5 electrical infrastructures are easier to build up, but after 2020, 
infrastructure costs for FCEVs are less than those for BEVs as the number of public charging 
stations remains commensurate with the number of cars, due to the lengthy recharging time. In 
contrast, once the territory is covered, no further investment is needed in hydrogen infrastructure 
– regardless of the number of cars – due to the fast refuelling time. By 2030, infrastructure for 
BEVs therefore costs 1.5 - 2.5 cents per kilometre, compared to 1.5 cents per kilometre for FCEVs. 


5 The study assumes 50% home charging (75% for PHEVs), 50% public charging, with two sockets 
serving two cars per public charging station, i.e. four cars
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In April 2010, the European Commission confirmed that “Green vehicles, including those capable 
of using electricity, hydrogen, biogas and liquid biofuels in high blends, are likely to contribute 
significantly to the Europe 2020 priorities of...promoting a more resource efficient, greener and 
more competitive economy”.1 This echoed the call of the European Parliament in 2007 to “institute 
hydrogen fuel cell storage technology, and other storage technologies, for portable, stationary 
and transport uses and establish a decentralised bottom-up hydrogen infrastructure by 2025 in 
all EU Member States”.


Urgent action is required for passenger cars to achieve EU CO2 reduction goal


Plans for the market launch of electric vehicles should therefore be initiated jointly by car 
manufacturers, equipment manufacturers and infrastructure providers. In the short term, CO2 
emissions will have to be reduced by more efficient ICEs and PHEVs, combined with biofuels. 


But investment cycles in energy infrastructure are long and for BEVs and FCEVs to achieve the 
economies of scale necessary to meet the EU’s CO2 reduction goal, action must be taken as a 
priority. Implementation plans for BEVs and PHEVs are described in other reports, therefore this 
report focuses on FCEVs.


a. Prepare EU market launch plan study for FCEVs and hydrogen infrastructure 


This study presents a first step towards a wider, co-ordinated EU roll-out plan study for FCEVs 
and hydrogen infrastructure. With all technological hurdles resolved and thousands of hours of 
testing in a customer environment, industry is clearly ready – as demonstrated by the Letter of 
understanding issued by car manufacturers in 2009 (see page 13) and the global consortium of 
stakeholders who have been prepared to share confidential data for the express purposes of this 
study. The next logical step is to develop a comprehensive and co-ordinated EU market launch 
plan study (Exhibit 41). This consists of two phases: 


1. An in-depth business case and implementation plan for a single Member State (i.e. Germany), 
starting in 2015. At the same time, a series of FCEV demonstration projects should also start in 
other Member States in order to gain experience with the technology.


2. A staged roll-out plan study – first, a market introduction in Member States that have 
developed experience through the demonstration projects above, followed by other  
Member States. 


The above single Member State implementation plan should be fit for investment by companies 
and the public sector. This includes addressing the risks associated with the plan, how hydrogen 
will be decarbonised and its impact on future CO2 emissions from the transport sector.


As this study indicates, there is a first-mover disadvantage for retail investors. However, if 
several hydrogen retail infrastructure providers invest (e.g. via a consortium), or a market-
based mechanism is developed to spread the risk between different infrastructure 
providers, none will gain a “free ride”. The market launch plan must therefore go hand-in-
hand with clear government incentive mechanisms to offset this risk, or the launch will not 
happen. 


After the technology has been de-risked and achieved cost reductions in one Member State – 
with a series of small, subsidised demonstration projects taking place in parallel in other Member 
States – a staged EU roll-out plan study is required, with market introductions in those Member 
States that have gained experience through the earlier demonstrations. 
1  COM(2010)186: A European strategy on clean and energy efficient vehicles


NEXT STEPS
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(Staging the roll-out will address the supply limitations of car manufacturers and hydrogen 
infrastructure providers who cannot undertake market introductions in all Member States at 
the same time.) Market introductions and hydrogen supply infrastructure build-up should also 
take into account the preferred primary energy resources of different Member States and CO2 
reduction goals for the transport sector as a whole. 


FCEV demonstration projects in other Member States are likely to start in 2015. These should 
ideally benefit from the learnings in Germany. Starting too early could result in a 50% higher 
investment for the same volume of cars, e.g. for a country such as Belgium a FCEV demonstration 
project comprising 100 vehicles and four stations in 2011 would cost €30 million now, versus €12-
13 million if implemented after the German launch (the cost of FCEVs will have reduced by a factor 
of four to five and retail stations by a factor of two). 


Exhibit 41: Market launch plan for FCEVs in Europe 


b. Co-ordinate roll-out of BEVs/PHEVs and battery charging infrastructure 


A similar action would be helpful to support the roll-out of BEVs and PHEVs in the EU. Here, too, 
the risk of market failure exists, but as investment per electric recharging point is low in non-public 
applications, so is the financial risk for infrastructure providers in such cases. However, as with 
hydrogen infrastructure, upfront investment for public charging will be necessary in order to give 
customers appropriate access to infrastructure from the start. 


In order to achieve a sound market introduction, the technology also needs to be commercially 
de-risked and several programmes for BEVs already exist in various European countries and 
at EU level,2 addressing issues such as technology, market introduction, funding schemes 
and standardisation etc. A coherent approach to all these activities would help to optimise 
development and support early market readiness.


2  European Green Car Initiative


1 Roll-out in a single member State will be complemented by a series of demonstration projects in other Member States
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Exhibit 42: Projected cost reductions of FCEVs and hydrogen supply are lower than historical 
improvements for comparable technologies


Exhibit 43: FCEV well-to-wheel efficiency is competitive with ICE, with a flexible use of 
feedstocks, while BEV remains the most efficient power-train


ANNEX
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Exhibit 44: Summary of previous studies which were not based on proprietary industry data


Exhibit 45: The different “world” scenarios for the penetration of FCEVs in the EU – 5%,  
25% and 50% – do not alter the business case dramatically


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Annex


SOURCE: Press search, OICA, US Department of Energy, study analysis
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Exhibit 46: An example of a TCO calculation for FCEVs


Exhibit 47: An EU 2050 production mix of 60% RES was assumed


1 If fuel cell lifetime is less than average vehicle lifetime (mileage), a replacement fuel cell(s) will be required. 
The cost of the replacement fuel cell(s) will be included in the vehicle purchase price.


2 TCO based on 15 years lifetime and 12,000 km annual driving distance
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Exhibit 48: The basic structure of the vehicle model used for the study


Exhibit 49: Average utilisation rate of hydrogen refuelling stations


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Annex


1 Sustainability focuses on the operation (running period) of the vehicle, not emissions for vehicle production or end-of-life
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Exhibit 50: Feedstock price assumptions up to 2050 and corresponding gasoline and  
diesel prices (version 1)


Exhibit 51: Feedstock price assumptions up to 2050 and corresponding gasoline and diesel 
prices (version 2)


SOURCE: IEA WEO 2009; Working team diesel/gasoline regression analysis on Germany. Study estimates after 2030 
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Exhibit 52: Power price assumptions for electrolysis production scenario


Exhibit 53: In the long run, BEVs and FCEVs have the greatest potential to reduce  
CO2 emissions


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Annex


SOURCE: EEX power spot price; “Roadmap 2050” study by the European Climate Foundation; Global Insight; study data
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Exhibit 54: The cost of the fuel cell stack, based on data submitted by participating car 
manufacturers and suppliers


Exhibit 55: The cost of the battery, based on data submitted by participating car manufactu-
rers and suppliers


SOURCE: Study data
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Exhibit 56: FCEVs have sufficient range at higher cruising speed, while BEVs  
are restricted on range


Exhibit 57: PHEVs face an economic gap of €420 billion by 2050


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Annex


SOURCE: Study analysis
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Gopstein, Avi (S4)


From: Hopkins, Asa (S4)
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 9:45 AM
To: Gopstein, Avi (S4)
Subject: Fw: Follow-up
Attachments: Praying at the Pump.pdf


From: Ron Minsk <RMinsk@secureenergy.org>  
To: Hopkins, Asa (S4); Holland, Mike (S4)  
Sent: Fri Apr 08 09:36:28 2011 
Subject: Follow-up  


I very much enjoyed our conversation yesterday and will certainly have thoughts to share regarding the issues we 
discussed.  I wanted to forward to you two things that came up in our conversation. First, I have attached a copy of the 
NYT op‐ed I mentioned.  And, below is a link to a blog that I wrote on gas taxes and the variance in local gasoline prices. 
 
http://energypolicyinfo.com/2010/04/thoughts‐about‐gas‐taxes‐2/  
 
Warm Regards, 
 
Ron 
 
 
Ron Minsk 
Senior Vice President, Policy 
Securing America's Future Energy 
1111 19th Street, NW, Suite 406 
Washington, DC  20036 
202‐461‐2374 (direct line) 
240‐535‐9799 (cell) 
rminsk@secureenergy.org  
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Praying at the Pump  


By RONALD E. MINSK 


Washington 


ONCE again, the price of oil is making Americans nervous. After falling by more than one-


third since peaking above $75 per barrel last summer, the price has rebounded to $58 with 


the re-emergence of cold weather and news of a production cut by OPEC. As Congress and 


President Bush face off over energy policy, we should reaffirm a few basic principles. A very 


important one is that our most critical goal in enhancing our energy security is to maintain a 


stable price for oil. 


When we talk about energy “dependence” or “security,” we really mean oil. We do not 


import coal or wind or the sun or geothermal steam, and we import only a tiny percentage of 


the natural gas we consume from anywhere other than Canada. Thus there is virtually no 


geopolitical risk in using any of these sources.  


This is why energy policy statements frequently begin with the goal of “eliminating the 


import of Middle East oil.” Such aims presume that our insecurity derives from oil imports, 


and reflect our distaste of being beholden to autocratic regimes in the Middle East and 


elsewhere that we perceive as sharing neither our interests nor our values. This 


presumption, however, is wrong. 


Simply put, our oil addiction undermines our well-being because the volatility of oil prices 


threatens our economy. Because we spend so much on oil and there are no short-term 


substitutes, price spikes wreck household, business and government budgets alike. Our 


sense of insecurity is magnified because volatility is both unpredictable and generally 


beyond our control.  


If we could predict future oil prices, we could plan for them. But few people can adjust their 


lifestyles to reduce their oil consumption significantly in response to price spikes. Likewise, 


businesses may be reluctant to invest in efficiency or alternative fuels because the higher oil 
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prices that make such investments cost-effective could collapse virtually overnight.  


It is important to remember that our insecurity is related to price volatility and not to the 


source of the oil. If OPEC members suspended exports but the price of oil mysteriously did 


not rise, we would not care about the interruption. It is only because a supply interruption 


always affects price that we care about oil’s uninterrupted flow.  


Yes, the oil market does care where oil comes from, because the political and economic 


stability of the supplier informs the market about its reliability as a producer. And because 


there is a world market for oil, supply interruptions anywhere affect the price of oil 


everywhere. Even if we imported oil only from the most stable countries (or eliminated 


imports altogether), so long as unstable countries and regions supply the world market, we 


would be exposed to the risks of a volatile market. It is precisely the economic risk posed by 


price fluctuations that forces us to spend diplomatic and military capital in oil-producing 


regions. 


This means that the percentage of oil we import is relatively unimportant. Even the use of 


alternative liquid fuel instead of oil-derived gasoline will not allow us to escape this 


volatility, because as direct substitutes for each other, gasoline and alternative fuels will be 


similarly priced, just as gasoline sold by different oil companies or at different gas stations is 


similarly priced today. 


Accordingly, while the domestic production of oil or alternative liquid fuels may be critically 


important for other reasons — it can create jobs, stimulate development of new technology, 


reduce the trade deficit, protect our environment and lower the baseline price of oil — it 


won’t do much to end oil price fluctuations. 


It’s true that we can help mitigate the effects of oil price volatility by increasing fuel 


economy standards on cars and trucks. In fact, the more efficient use we make of oil today 


as opposed to 25 years ago has certainly reduced some of the effects of recent price 


fluctuations. But tighter fuel standards cannot eliminate the effects of volatility, because 


new business and governmental budgets already assume increased efficiency; nor would 


they protect us from price spikes brought on by, say, a new military conflict in the Middle 


East.  


The only way to truly address price instability is to find ways to, in a crisis, quickly and 


substantially increase fuel production, or to develop some means by which consumers could 


quickly switch from liquid transportation fuels to other fuels. Not only would it be 


remarkably difficult to develop these new abilities to such an extent that they could offset 
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the effects of the largest foreseeable supply interruption, but achieving them might have an 


unexpectedly negative effect: undermining incentives to increase oil production and 


decrease demand.  


In the short term, technology like plug-in hybrid cars could help with volatility, because it 


allows consumers to choose day to day whether to power their cars with oil or with the 


sources their utilities use. In the long term, however, if we cannot find a way to increase 


production and inoculate ourselves from oil-supply interruptions, we are either going to 


have to develop cars that need no oil, or learn to live with the risks of the global market.  


When Americans fill up the tank, they do not care where their gasoline comes from — they 


just want a stable price. And the fact that we import so much oil does not, in itself, cause its 


price to fluctuate so wildly or promote inflation. There are many paths to take as we seek to 


improve our energy security, but all should be based on one principle: real security can 


come only through finding a way to keep prices stable.  


Ronald E. Minsk, a lawyer who represents electric utilities, was a special assistant for 


economic policy to President Bill Clinton. 
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Office of the Under Secretary for Science 


Washington, DC 20585 
 


March 14, 2011 
 


 
 
Dear meeting participant: 
 
The Department of Energy (DOE) is committed to openness in Government, and the DOE 
Quadrennial Technology Review (DOE-QTR) will be conducted so that all will have access to 
information received from external groups throughout the process.  Accordingly, meetings and 
communications with external parties are being posted online in adherence to DOE General 
Counsel’s ex parte communications guidance. 
 
Please be aware that following your upcoming DOE-QTR discussion, you will be requested to 
provide the following information for posting on the DOE-QTR website: 
 


• A memorandum including a summary of the issues discussed as well as a list of 
participants and date of the meeting; and 
 


• Any documents in either written or electronic format that were presented to the DOE 
(including PowerPoint presentations). 
 


Please e-mail the requested documents to the following e-mail address within one week of the 
meeting: expartecommunications@hq.doe.gov. 
 


Thank you, 
 
Steven Koonin 
Under Secretary for Science 



http://www.gc.energy.gov/documents/ex_parte_guidance.pdf�

http://energy.gov/QTR�

mailto:expartecommunications@hq.doe.gov�
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Memo to: Steve Koonin                                                                                                                                         
From: Bob Williams                                                                                                                                           
Subject: Addressing CO2 emissions from coal power and transportation via EOR applications for 
CO2 captured from coproduction systems that coprocess fossil fuel and biomass  


This memo is background for comments I hope to make at the QTR meetings on 7 and 8 June in 
Boulder. 


In the memo I sent you as a QTR input on alternative low-C fuels on 25 April 2011 I discussed 
the prospective economics of systems that coproduce liquid transportation fuels and electricity 
from coal and biomass with CCS from the perspective of synthetic fuel providers. At the 
electricity QTR meetings in Boulder on 7 and 8 June one focus of my remarks will be on these 
systems that coprocess fossil fuel (coal or natural gas) and biomass with the economics presented 
from the perspective of electricity generators, with emphasis on EOR applications of the 
captured CO2.  


Such hybrid strategies providing electricity, liquid fuels, and CO2 for EOR via coprocessing 
fossil fuel and biomass offer considerable technical and economic promise (LIU et al, 2011) but 
are inherently hard for DOE to pursue because stovepiping constraints makes it difficult for the 
culturally different DOE divisions to collaborate to help bring such technologies into the market. 
The QTR Framing document refers only parenthetically (on page 25) to coal and biomass 
coprocessing—but not to natural gas and biomass coprocessing (LIU et al., 2010), not to options 
for the coproduction of synfuels and electricity, and not to CO2 EOR. Furthermore, there is no 
discussion of CCS for biomass-based systems—which can be very important to system 
economics under a carbon policy constraint—as I showed in my 25 April 2011 submission to the 
QTR process.  


The categorization of options into the six strategies shown in Figure 2 of the QTR framing 
document virtually precludes serious consideration of hybrid strategies that involve the 
coproduction of transportation fuels and electricity. Leadership at high levels in DOE and The 
Administration is needed to overcome these organizational obstacles that stand in the way of 
substantial technological innovation that could be realized even during this decade with 
technologies near at hand. 


One of the main US challenges relating to electric power is decarbonizing existing coal power 
plants, which account for ~ ½ of US power generation and ~ 1/3 of CO2 emissions from fossil 
fuel burning. Coproduction systems are economically attractive repowering alternatives 
compared to CCS retrofits of existing coal power plants and alternative repowering systems 
(Williams et al., 2010).  


Coproduction systems coprocessing < 10% biomass can be deployed during this decade in CO2 
EOR applications using technologies that are commercially ready or near commercial. A CBTL-
OTA-CCS-5%1  coproduction system for which ~ 70% of the output is FTL fuels and ~ 30% of 
the output is electricity, which captures ~ 65% of the CO2 in the feedstock, would have a fuel 
cycle wide GHG emission rate < ½ of that for the fossil energy displaced (see Table 1, Table 2, 
and Figure 1).  


                                                            
1 Acronyms for systems described in this memo are defined in Table 1. 
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Coproduction systems are characterized by CO2 capture costs that are much lower than for stand-
alone power plants (LIU et al, 2011). Consider that if the plant gate selling for a CBTL-OTA-
CCS-4.9% plant were only $7/t, its levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) at zero GHG emissions 
price would be the same as for a CTL-OT-V plant (see Figure 2). In a competitive market the 
plant owner would be willing to sell CO2 for prices that approach this level, which implies that 
the CO2 could be transported to markets as far away as ~ 2000 km and the CO2 would still be 
competitive in EOR markets: As shown in Figure 3, the delivered cost at such a distance would 
be $20-$30 a tonne; for comparison the price in current CO2 EOR markets is $25 to $40 a tonne. 
This suggests that coproduction systems deployed as repowering options at most existing coal 
power plant sites could plausibly serve EOR markets, however remote. 


Second generation (post-2020) coprocessing technology that coprocesses ~ 30% biomass 
(CBTL-OTA-CCS-29%--see Figure 4) would be able to realize > 90% reduction in GHG 
emissions for both liquid fuels and electricity. For such systems a minimum plant-gate CO2 
selling price of $0/t CO2 could be realized for a GHG emission price of $25/t CO2eq—see Figure 
6. Such plants that are able to sell CO2 for $7/t can provide decarbonized electricity that is no 
more costly than electricity from a written off coal plant @ $0/t CO2eq in a world with $100 a 
barrel oil prices (compare Figures 5 and 6) .    


What is the magnitude of the CO2 EOR opportunity? The US technical potential for CO2 EOR is 
comparable to that for oil on the US Outer Continental Shelf. A soon-to-be released study2 
suggests that CO2 EOR could plausible provide, beyond what is already planned, an additional 4 
million barrels per day of incremental crude. If this much incremental crude oil were provided 
WAG (@ 0.35 tonnes of purchased CO2 per incremental barrel) entirely from CBTL-OTA-CCS-
29%  CO2 sources, ~ 40 GWe of CBTL-OTA-CCS-29% capacity would be required—an amount 
that would displace ~ 75 GWe of existing coal capacity,3 assuming that a CBTL-OTA-CCS-29%  
plant would have a coal input capacity that is about the same as for the old coal power plant 
displaced. The gasoline-equivalent liquid fuels provided via EOR would amount to 3.9 million 
barrels per day and another 1.5 million barrels per day would be provided in the form of FTL 
fuels. GHG emissions would be reduced more than 90% for the electricity and FTL fuels. The 
GHG emissions for all the liquid fuels produced (CO2 EOR products as well as FTL fuels) would 
be ~ ¼ less than for crude oil products. The biomass required by 2030 would be ~ 140 million 
tonnes per year.  The CO2 delivery rate in 2030 from these plants would be ~ 500 million tonnes 
per year (much of which would be photosynthetic CO2). 


This CO2 EOR opportunity coupled to low-cost CO2 capture technologies such as coproduction 
systems makes it feasible to move forward aggressively with CCS technologies even in the 
absence of a stringent carbon mitigation policy and buys decades of time to sort out and resolve 
remaining technical challenges associated with CO2 storage in deep saline formations before 
having to widely exploit such storage options. Moreover, if these coproduction technologies are 
deployed mainly as repowering options at sites of existing coal power plants, rapid capacity 


                                                            
2 Kuuskraa, V.A., Tyler van Leeuwen, and Matt Wallace, Improving Domestic Energy Securityt and Lowering CO2 
Emissions with “Next Generation” CO2-Enhanced Oil Recovery (CO2-EOR)Tyler, draft final report prepared for the 
National Energy Technology Laboratory by Advanced Resources International, 1 June 2011. 


3 For comparison,  EIA (AEO 2011) estimates that up to 73 GWe of existing coal generating capacity may be retired 
as by 2035 a result of EPA  environmental regulations (exclusive of regulations relating to carbon mitigation). 
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growth should be feasible, because permitting should be much easier than for building new 
plants at greenfield sites.   


There is now wide recognition in the global integrated assessment community that the cost of 
realizing carbon mitigation goals would be substantially less if CCS for biomass energy systems 
is included in the portfolio of carbon mitigation options.4  CCS for biomass energy warrants high 
priority in light of the huge C-mitigation benefits offered by exploiting the negative GHG 
emissions benefit of photosynthetic CO2 storage and the powerful economic benefits offered by 
such systems under a C-mitigation policy. Coproduction plants that coprocess coal and biomass 
with CCS would be able compete very effectively with alternative biomass CCS options up to 
very high GHG emissions prices (see Figure 7). 


Coal/biomass to liquids and electricity with CCS represents an attractive strategy for launching 
CCS for biomass energy in the market. Focusing on coal/biomass coprocessing now could be a 
bridge to a much wider global effort, perhaps in the post-2030 period, when biofuels such as FTL 
with CCS derived from only biomass with CCS could become cost competitive with crude oil 
products in the many biomass-rich but coal-poor regions of the world—if the global community 
eventually enacts a serious carbon mitigation policy and thereby prices carbon to make such 
technologies attractive (as I showed in my 25 April 2011 low carbon fuels submission to the 
QTR process).  


The strong negative emissions of such biomass energy systems with CCS and the fact that 
coal/biomass systems with CCS enable deep reductions in GHG gases for transportation fuels 
with < 40% as much biomass as conventional next-generation biofuels (as I showed in my 25 
April 2011 low carbon fuels submission to the QTR process) imply that, in principle at least, it is 
feasible to realize deep reductions in GHG emissions for transportation without abandoning oil 
and without having to use cropland for growing dedicated energy crops—thereby largely 
avoiding conflicts with food production and direct and indirect land-use impacts. A global 
transportation thought experiment is presented in Figure 8 to illustrate this point. This thought 
experiment [from the forthcoming Global Energy Assessment (Larson and LI et al., 2011)] is 
described in the appendix.   


Coproduction technologies that coprocess coal and biomass with CCS, though attractive 
environmentally and economically, face institutional obstacles as a result of having to provide 
products for three very different commodity markets (for transportation fuels, electricity, and 
CO2) and having to manage two very different feedstocks (coal and biomass). It is unclear what 
entities would own and operate such systems.  


                                                            
4 See, as examples: (i) Karlsson, H., and Bystr�m (Biorecro AB), 2011: Global Status of BECCS Projects, a report 
prepared for the Global CCS Institute, Canberra, Australia, March; (ii) Azar, C., Lindgren, K., Obersteiner, M., 
Riahi, K., van Vurren, D.P., den Elzen, K.M.G.J, M�llersten, K., and Larson, E.D. 2010: The feasibility of low CO2 
concentration targets and the role of bio-energy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS). Clim. Change. 100: 195-
202; and (iii)  Luckow, P., Dooley, J.J., Wise, M.A., and Kim, S.H. 2010: Biomass Energy for Transport and 
Electricity: Large Scale Utilization Under Low CO2 Concentration Scenarios, Report PNNL-19124 prepared for the 
US Department of Energy, January.  
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Moreover, these technologies are largely unknown to most stakeholder groups. They cannot go 
forward unless commercial scale demonstration projects are carried out, and DOE resources for 
needed demo projects are scarce. 


In his exchanges with Senator Manchin and Congressman Shimkus in Senate and House 
hearings on the DOE budget during February and March, Secretary Chu expressed the 
Administration’s strong interest in advancing the coal/biomass to liquids with CCS concept. 
However, this stated interest is at odds with the current DOE budgetary stance of the 
Administration: According to the QTR Framing Document, “DOE currently has no activities 
related to liquid transportation fuels from fossil feedstocks.” Will this situation be turned around 
when it comes to be recognized that coal/biomass coprocessing with CCS represents an 
economically attractive path to deep reductions in GHG emissions for transportation fuels?   
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Table 1: Acronyms defined 
FTL fuels Fischer-Tropsch liquid fuels (diesel/jet and gasoline) 


BTL Coal + biomass to finished FTL fuels and electricity 
CBTL Coal + biomass to finished FTL fuels and electricity 
BIGCC Biomass integrated gasifier combined cycle power plant 


CBIGCC Coal/biomass integrated gasifier combined cycle power plant 
RC FTL synthesis with recycle (RC) of unconverted syngas to maximize FTL output 
OT FTL synthesis with once through (OT) synthesis; unconverted syngas is burned to make coproduct 


power in combined cycle power plant (“mild capture” of naturally concentrated CO2 in syngas) 
OTA Autothermal reformer (A) and extra CO2 capture equipment added to OT system (downstream of 


synthesis) to increase CO2 capture/storage (“aggressive capture”) 
V Coproduct CO2 is vented 


CCS Coproduct CO2 is captured and piped to underground storage site 
X% Percent biomass (energy basis) that is coprocessed with coal 


* 


Table 2: Features of alternatives to a written off pulverized coal power plant 
Technology  Energy output capacities CO2 captured,  


106 t/y (% of 
feedstock C 


stored as CO2) 


Biomass 
use, 106 t/y 
(% of input, 


HHV) 


TPC (overnight 
construction 


cost—Nth 
plants), $106 


GHGIc FTL Fuels, 
barrels/day 


Electricity, 
MWe 


 
WO PC-Va 1.00 0 543 0 0 0 
PC-CCS retrofita 0.19 0 398 3.5 (90) 0 426 
CTL-OT-Vb 1.17 15,500 543 0 (0) 0 2190 
CBTL-OTA-CCS-4.9%b 0.46 22,500 543 7.5 (65) 0.35 (4.9) 3260 
CBTL-OTA-CCS-29%b  0.077 10,900 287 3.7 (65) 1.0 (29) 1790 
a For details see Williams et al. (2010).                                                                                                                            
b For details see Liu et al. (2011).                                                                                                                                     
c GHGI (greenhouse gas emissions index) ≡ (system-wide GHG emissions for production + consumption of energy 
products)/(system-wide GHG emissions for fossil energy displaced). For the calculations in this table it is assumed 
that the displaced fossil fuel-based electricity is that from the written off coal plant that vents CO2 and that the 
displaced liquid fuels are the crude oil-derived equivalents of the Fischer-Tropsch diesel and gasoline produced.                                     


Table 3: Features of systems using 0.46 x 106 tonnes of biomass annually & storing CO2
Technology Physical metrics Energy outputs % of C in 


feedstock 
stored as 


CO2 


TPC 
(overnight 


construction 
cost—Nth 


plants), $106 


GHGIc BIId ZEFIe Fuels, 
barrels/day 
of gasoline 
equivalent 


Electricity, 
MWe 


 


BTL-RC-CCSa - 0.95 2.15 1.02 2,240 14.2 56 416 
CBTL-OTA-CCS-29%a 0.086 0.90 0.92 5,400 131 65 939 
BIGCC-CCSb - 0.93 - 0.99 0 118 90 398 
CBIGCC-CCS-39%b - 0.34 -   0.80 0 260 90 1006 
a For details see Liu et al. (2011).                                                                                                                                     
b For details see Larson and Li (2011).                                                                                                                              
c GHGI (greenhouse gas emissions index) ≡ (system-wide GHG emissions for production + consumption of energy 
products)/(system-wide GHG emissions for fossil energy displaced). For the calculations in this table it is assumed 
that the displaced fossil fuel-based electricity is that from a new supercritical coal plant that vents CO2 and that the 
displaced liquid fuels are the crude oil-derived equivalents of the Fischer-Tropsch diesel and gasoline produced.                                    
d  BII (biomass input index) ≡ GJ of dry biomass required to manufacture 1 GJ of liquid fuel (LHV basis).                                             
e ZEFI (zero-emissions fuels index) ≡ total GJ of net zero GHG-emitting liquid fuel provided per GJ of biomass 
input via production and/or offsets of crude-oil-derived products. 
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Figure 1: Carbon Balance & GHG Emissions for CBTL-OT-CCS-4.9% System in Table 2 
 


For this plant GHGI = 0.46. It is assumed that the GHG emissions allocated to electricity are for a NGCC plant that 
vents CO2 (115 kg Ceq/MWh) and that the rest of the emissions are allocated to FTL fuels = 0.50 X [emission rate 
for crude oil products displaced (25.0 kg Ceq/GJ)] = 12.5 kg Ceq/GJ.


* 


Figure 2: Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) for Some Energy Systems in Table 2 if 
Captured CO2 Is Used for Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) 
 
It is assumed for this construction that the plant-gate CO2 selling price = $7/t—the value needed to make the LCOEs 
equal for CBTL-OTA-CCS-4.9% and CTL-OT-V at zero GHG emissions price.
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Figure 3: Cost CO2  at EOR Sites Remote from Coproduction Plants  
 
Coproduction systems such as CBTL-OTA-CCS-4.9% would be highly competitive in EOR markets that are remote 
from energy conversion plants because of the ultra-low CO2 capture costs for such plants. 
* 


Figure 4: Carbon Balance & GHG Emissions for CBTL-OT-CCS-29% System in Table 2 2 
 
For this plant GHGI = 0.077.  It is assumed that emissions are reduced by the same percentage for FTL & electricity 
according to GHGI. Thus FTL fuels emission rate = 0.077*(25.0 kg Ceq/GJ, for crude oil products displaced) = 1.9 
kg Ceq/GJ, and electricity emission rate = 0.077*(273 kg Ceq/MWh, for displaced coal plant) =21.1 kg Ceq/MWh. 


* 
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Figure 5: LCOE for Some Energy Systems in Table 2 If Captured CO2 Is Used for EOR 
 
It is assumed that: coal and biomass prices are $2.0/GJ and $5.0/GJ (HHV basis), respectively; $100/barrel crude oil 
price; $0/t CO2eq GHG emissions price. 
 


The CO2 selling price at with the CTL-OT-V and CBTL-OTA-CCS-29% curves cross ($30/t) might be considered 
the minimum CO2 selling price for a CBTL-OTA-CCS-29% system at zero GHG emissions price. The CO2 selling 
price at with the WO PC-V and PC-CCS retrofit curves cross ($33/t) might be considered the minimum CO2 selling 
price for a PC-CCS retrofit system at zero GHG emissions price.


** 


Figure 6: LCOE for Some Energy Systems in Table 2 If Captured CO2 Is Used for EOR 
 
It is assumed that: coal and biomass prices are $2.0/GJ and $5.0/GJ (HHV value basis), respectively; $100/barrel 
crude oil price; & a $25/t CO2eq GHG emissions price—a price high enough to make the CTL-OT-V and CBTL-
OTA-CCS-29% curves cross at a CO2 selling price of $0/t—which might be considered the minimum CO2 selling 
price for a CBTL-OTA-CCS-29% system at the assumed GHG emissions price. The CO2 selling price at which the 
WO PC-V and PC-CCS retrofit curves cross ($16/t) might be considered the minimum CO2 selling price for a PC-
CCS retrofit system at a GHG emissions price of $0/t.
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Figure 7: Real Internal Rate of Return on Equity for Alternative Biomass-Using Energy 
Systems with CCS   
 
The options compared are described in Table 3. The assumed coal and biomass prices are $2.0/GJ and $5.0/GJ 
(HHV value basis), respectively. It is assumed that the CO2 is stored in deep saline formations. 


 


Figure 8: Energy and GHG Emissions for Coal/Biomass Thought Experiment for Global 
Transportation and for IEA 2050 Base-Line (Business as Usual) Scenario 
 


Numbers at tops of bars are total GHG emissions in Gt CO2eq per year. 
  
This figure is the same as Figure 12.66 in the Appendix. 
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Appendix: Global Coal/Biomass Thought Experiment for Transportation  
 


This appendix is the final draft of a subsection (12.7.6) of “Knowledge Module 12: Fossil Energy Systems” 
of the forthcoming Global Energy Assessment report (Larson and LI et al., 20111)  


 
A global coal/biomass thought experiment (Global C/B TE) for transportation is presented 


to illustrate the C-mitigation potential for transportation at midcentury via widespread use of 
low-C fuels provided via coal and/or biomass with CCS in many regions—coal-poor (via BTL-
RC-CCS) as well as coal-rich (via CBTL-OTA-CCS)— but for a world in which the growing of 
dedicated energy crops on cropland is off-limits (Tilman et al., 2009) because of concerns about 
impacts on food prices (Rosegrant, 2008) and land-use effects (Fargione et al., 2008; Searchinger 
et al., 2008). 


It is assumed for the supply side of the Global C/B TE that the only biomass supplies are 
residues5 and mixed prairie grasses grown with minimal inputs on abandoned agricultural lands. 
The estimated total global biomass supply under these conditions is approximately 6 billion dry 
tonnes per year6—all of which is assumed to be used in the Global C/B TE. It is assumed that 
worldwide CBTL-OTA-CCS plants use 1 billion tonnes per year of biomass and that the rest of 
the biomass is used in BTL-RC-CCS plants located in coal-poor regions. Many of these plants 
would be located in developing regions—e.g., in sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America. 


Dedicating the entire global biomass supply to the Global C/B TE is clearly an unrealistic 
assumption. However, these applications are likely to be hard to beat in terms of both the carbon 
mitigation per tonne of scarce biomass and economics in a world of high GHG emissions prices 
and oil prices. Moreover, such a starkly defined Global C/B TE helps to clarify the tradeoffs 
associated with the allocation of scarce biomass resources.  


The demand for global transportation energy in 2050 in the Global C/B TE is assumed to 
be essentially that presented for the IEA’s Blue Map Transportation Scenario (IEA, 2009)—an 
update of the IEA Blue Map Projection to 2050 in IEA (2008). 7 A general characterization of the 
IEA Blue Map Scenario is that it envisages technological change consistent with realization by 
mid-century of a 50% reduction in global GHG emissions relative to 2005—including a strong 
emphasis on improving energy efficiency but excluding lifestyle changes and modal shifts. 
Assuming an energy-efficient future as a context for exploring the prospects for carbon 
mitigation via biomass and coal with CCS is appropriate because typically energy efficiency 
improvement represents the low-hanging fruit in carbon mitigation and thus should be a priority 
for exploiting.  


                                                            
5 Agricultural residues, forest residues, forest thinnings to reduce forest fire risk and enhance productivity for 
commercial species, urban wood wastes, municipal solid wastes. 
6 In energy terms, the residue supply is assumed for 2050 to be 75 EJ per year [the global residue supply for energy 
assumed for 2050 in (IEA, 2008)]. The assumed potential supply of biomass grown on abandoned agricultural lands 
is 32 EJ per year (average yield of 4.3 dry tonnes per year on 429 million hectares worldwide) based on (Campbell 
et al., 2008). The total biomass supply is 2.3 X total biomass use for energy in 2005. For comparison, the global 
biomass supply for 2050 in the IEA Blue Map scenario is 150 EJ/year (which includes biomass grown for energy on 
cropland). For perspective, the total assumed global biomass supply (107 EJ per year) is comparable to total US 
primary energy consumption in 2006 (97 EJ per year). 
7 For the IEA Baseline Projection the total number of light-duty vehicles (LDVs) increases 3X to 2.15 billion, 2005-
2050, air travel increases 3.9 X, and truck freight increases 1.9 X.     
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The IEA Baseline Projection (involving nearly a doubling of both energy demand and 
GHG emissions) shown in Figure 12.1 illustrates the dimension of the challenge for global 
transportation—which is to reduce GHG emissions at midcentury by a factor of four relative to  


Figure 12.1 Energy and GHG emissions for coal/biomass thought experiment and for IEA 2050 
Base-line (Business as Usual) scenario. Numbers at tops of bars are total GHG emissions in Gt 
CO2eq per year. 
 
the Baseline Projection in order to reduce global emissions by 50% relative to emissions in 2005.  


While transportation demand in 2050 is essentially that in the Blue Map Scenario, we 
modify the Blue Map scenario using the assumption that in the period to 2050 no plug-in hybrid 
vehicles, no all-electric vehicles, and no H2 fuel cell vehicles are included in the light-duty 
vehicle (LDV) mix. This is in contrast to the actual Blue Map Scenario, which assumes a high 
penetration of these technologies in the mix by mid-century.8 Obviously, this exclusion is not a 
realistic assumption, because these technologies are being heavily promoted by governments. 
The main reason for the exclusion is to bring to the attention of policymakers that, as shown in 
this KM, deep reductions can plausibly be realized at attractive production costs with essentially 
no costly changes in fuel infrastructures via pursuit of CCS for coal and biomass and with 
evolutionary rather than revolutionary changes in automotive engine technologies. In particular, 
energy-efficient LDVs9 (e.g., advanced gasoline and diesel hybrid electric vehicles) are 
emphasized in our Modified Blue Map Scenario. Our hope is that this modified Blue Map 
scenario will inspire policymakers to take a more balanced approach to decarbonizing the 


                                                            
8 In 2050 the LDV fleet in the IEA Blue Map Scenario (IEA, 2009b) is made up of 37% plug-in hybrids, 21% all-
electric vehicles, and 25% H2 hybrid fuel cell vehicles.  
9 In the (IEA, 2009) scenarios average fuel economies for new LDVs in 2050 are 5.9 liters of gasoline equivalent per 
100 km (lge/100 km) or 40 miles per gallon of gasoline equivalent (mpgge) for the Baseline Scenario and 2.9 lge/100 
km (81 mpgge) for the Blue Map Scenario. The average fuel economy assumed for the entire LDV stock in 2050 in 
the Modified Blue Map Scenario is 2.9 lge/100 km (62 mpgge), which is consistent with the IEA assumptions for the 
average fuel economy for new LDVs in the Actual Blue Map Scenario. There are reasonable prospects that this 
average fuel economy for the LDV stock could be realized without use of plug-in hybrids or fuel cell vehicles. 
(Kromer and Heywood, 2007) have estimated that by 2030 a mid-sized conventional hybrid-electric car (essentially 
a 2030 version of a Prius) could have a fuel economy of 3.1 lge/100 km (76 mpgge).   
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transportation sector and create policies that enable the low carbon transportation technology 
options that have been the focus of KM 12 to compete alongside the technologies that are 
intensely promoted in current policies.     


The resulting liquid fuel demand and supply for global transportation under the Modified 
Blue Map Scenario are shown as the 3rd and 4th bars of Figure 12.1. Total net GHG emissions are 
zero for global transportation in 2050 under the conditions of the Global C/B TE. The liquid fuel 
supply would be made up of 19% FTL via CBTL-OTA-CCS, 38% FTL via BTL-RC-CCS, and 
43% crude oil–derived products. The level of crude oil-derived products used in transportation is 
51% of the amount of crude oil derived products used for transportation worldwide in 2005. The 
projected GHG emissions are zero despite the large share of crude oil-derived products in the 
mix because it is assumed for the Global C/B TE that the negative emissions from BTL-RC-CCS 
systems are used to offset GHG emissions from both crude oil-derived products and CBTL-OT-
CCS plants. 


In 2050 coal use for the Modified Blue Map (with the Global C/B TE) is 1.15 X global 
coal use in 2005, compared to 0.78 X for the IEA Blue Map Scenario and 3.04 X for the IEA 
Baseline Scenario. 


Under the conditions of the Global C/B TE, CO2 storage would be carried out in 2050 at 
rates of 3.7 billion tonnes per year for CBTL-OTA-CCS plants and 4.8 billion tonnes per year for 
BTL-RC-CCS plants. This finding highlights the importance of ascertaining the extent to which 
there are good geological CO2 storage opportunities in biomass-rich but coal-poor regions—
where consideration of CCS as a carbon mitigation option has probably not been given much 
thought.  


Is it plausible that ~ 10,000 BTL-RC-CCS plants10 might be up and running by 2050 (each 
processing 0.5 million tonnes of biomass annually)? If one imagines starting with 20 such plants 
by 2030 the annual average growth rate in plant deployment, 2030-2050, would have to be 37% 
per year. This extraordinarily high growth rate would not take place without supportive public 
policy, but it is not inconceivable. In its heyday, nuclear power grew worldwide at a sustained 
average growth rate of 37% per year, 1957-1977. 


Much of this growth would take place in now impoverished developing countries, where 
this technology would represent a major opportunity for industrial growth. But many such 
countries currently have neither the needed physical infrastructures (roads, railroads, pipelines, 
port facilities for managing exports, etc.) nor the human capacity to manage such industrial 
growth. But the technology is not likely to be cost competitive until ~ 2030 so there is a strategic 
opportunity to build those needed capacities in the interim if the global community comes to 
think that there is a pressing need for this industry.  


A final thought relating to the Global C/B TE: If the goal for decarbonizing global 
transportation were to reduce by 2050 GHG emissions for transportation worldwide not to zero 
but rather to half the 2005 level (in line with current long-term policy goals for carbon 
mitigation), the global biomass requirements for 2050 drop to a level that is only 38% higher 
than global biomass use in 2005—so that considerable biomass would be available for purposes 
other than to satisfy Global C/B TE needs. Moreover, crude oil-derived products (in an amount 
equivalent to 69% of the level for transportation in 2005) would account for 60% of total 
transportation energy in 2050. 


 


                                                            
10 Each of which provides 2,200 barrels per day of gasoline equivalent FTL + 14 MWe of electricity and  requires an 
investment of $420  million. 
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Cc: Steven E. Koonin, Under Secretary for Science; sgrosvenor@ecocorp.com
Subject: Biomethane in the DOE QDR /Letter to Secretary Chu & U-Secy Koonin 
Attachments: Secy_Chu_Koonin_EC_Let.pdf


Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged


Categories: Red Category


Dear Avi and Miles, 
 
Per our exchange at the DOE QTR on Wednesday, attached please find a letter addressed to both 
Secretary Chu and Undesecretary Koonin regarding the inclusion in the QTR of biomethane as a 
secure, clean, reliable and affordable renewable biofuel as well as of necessary policy 
changes to offset entry barriers into the market of this and other energy technologies.  I am 
also requesting an audience with Secretary Chu and with Undersecretary Koonin.   
 
Please forward the attached letter to both Secretary Chu and Undersecretary Koonin.  I look 
forward to receiving their feedback to my observations, recommendations and request for 
meeting. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. John G. Ingersoll 
President & CEO 
ECOCORP  
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
mail2web LIVE – Free email based on Microsoft® Exchange technology ‐ 
http://link.mail2web.com/LIVE 
 







ECO C O R P


E C O C O R P


 
1211 S. Eads St, Suite 803 


Arlington, VA 22202 


 
July 14, 2011 
 
To:   The Honorable Secretary S. Chu and Undersecretary S. Koonin 
 
Re. Biomethane as a major renewable energy source in the U.S. 
 
Having participated in the July 13 public hearing of the DOE QTR, I thank your senior advisors, 
Drs. A. Majumdar and A. Gopstein, for suggesting that I contact you regarding the augmentation 
of American renewable energy sources through biomethane. To this end, as the author of the 
recently published book, Biomethane, I would like to offer the following observations regarding 
the potential of this energy technology and its implementation for consideration in the QTR.    
 
(a) Biomethane is produced by a commercially available technology that employs a biological 


conversion process with a minimal environmental footprint. The billions of tons of 
agricultural, industrial and other wastes (and not just cow manure), combined with energy 
crops that do not compete with food sources, could produce several trillion cubic feet of 
methane annually across the country. This effort would eliminate a dependency on 
imported oil and create several million green jobs that could not be exported. 


 
(b) Market-entry barriers to new energy technologies need to be overcome. First, the 


production of energy needs to be priced more realistically to establish the economic 
competitiveness of renewable energy.  The price of renewables would reflect their 
environmental and societal benefits by taking into account the costs of externalities such as 
defense expenditures to protect oil supplies, local health impacts of pollution and global 
greenhouse emissions that are not included in the price of oil and other fossils fuels.  In 
Germany, for example, the price of renewable energy is reflected as a feed-in-tariff (FIT), 
such that energy derived from wind, solar and biomass is priced differently from coal or oil 
or natural gas produced energy. Second, since the current energy production system 
promotes large centralized enterprises at the exclusion of decentralized energy businesses, 
financing mechanisms and financial instruments need to be created to address this 
imbalance.  The QTR would be a suitable vehicle to be a catalyst to effect such changes. 


 
I would be honored to have the opportunity to meet with both the Secretary and the 
Undersecretary at a mutually convenient time to discuss further these concerns and to discuss the 
inclusion of biomethane as an integral component of the national energy and biofuels policy.     
 
Respectfully, 


 
Dr. John G. Ingersoll - President & CEO jgingersoll@ecocorp.com  
ECOCORP 
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Gopstein, Avi (S4)


From: Hopkins, Asa (S4)
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 2:10 PM
To: 'doe-qtrmailbox@hq.doe.gov'
Cc: Gopstein, Avi (S4)
Subject: FW: qtr guidelines
Attachments: qtr comment.pdf


For the record 
 


From: sigmundgronich@aol.com [mailto:sigmundgronich@aol.com]  
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 11:50 AM 
To: Hopkins, Asa (S4); Chambers, Megan (S4); Holland, Mike (S4) 
Subject: qtr guidelines 
 
Hi Asa and Mike: 
  
I was reading the guidelines for the qtr document and attached the above from the document.  In particular what caught 
my eye was that: we (DOE) do not pick winners and losers; the market makes those selections.  You have been given 
evidence as well as public statements by auto companies that they plan to commercialize the hydrogen fuel cell vehicle by 
2015 and plan to deploy 50,000 HFCVs by 2017 in the U.S.  Secondly, "we (DOE) support commercialization as an 
essential part of what we do".  Hydrogen infrastructure is a critical demonstration requirement in this period.  Hope you 
have a plan to support such an activity.  Looking forward to reviewing the new document.  Still would be willing to come 
back to discuss. 
  
Sig Gronich 
  
    
 







 


o invention, refinement – we work on both revolutionary and evolutionary technologies  
 
o early deployment – we support some activities beyond first commercial demonstration  
 
o meaningful technologies – we pursue technologies that could have a material impact when deployed; 
accordingly, scale, economics, and timeliness are important criteria  
 
o enable options – we do not pick commercial winners and losers; the markets make those choices  
 
o scaling by the private sector – we support commercialization as an essential part of what we do  
 


o toward national energy goals – we cannot and will not pursue all technologies; only those that 
enhance energy and national security, reduce environmental impacts, and increase U.S. competitiveness  


 


5) What are principles and best practices in performing large-scale demonstration projects?  
 
a) How close to commercial viability does a demonstration have to be? What are the optimal cost 
sharing arrangements? How might demonstrations be coordinated with DOE financing activities?  
 
b) How can demonstration projects better benefit all stakeholders beyond the immediate 
participants? How are lessons-learned best captured and promoted, and how is intellectual property 
best handled?  
 
c) How should DOE determine whether demonstrations adequately address technical and operation 
risks?  
 
d) What defines failure or success in the demonstration phase?  





		August 25, 2011 - Sigmund Gronich

		qtr comment






 


 


From:  James Warner, Director of Policy, Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Energy Association 
To:  Dr. Steven Koonin, Under Secretary for Science, U.S. Department of Energy 
Re:  Quadrennial Technology Review Open Government Disclosure 
Date:  May 2, 2011 
 
On April 25, I had the pleasure of meeting with Holmes Hummel, Senior Advisor to the Office of 
Policy and International Affairs. 
 
In that meeting, we discussed the Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Energy Association’s (FCHEA) concerns 
over:  
 


• the omission of fuel cell and hydrogen energy from the Quadrennial Technology Review 
(QTR) Framing Document; 


• the lack of invitations to fuel cell and hydrogen energy companies were for to the alternative 
fuel QTR workshop;  


• Secretary Chu and Under Secretary Koonin’s opinion of fuel cell and hydrogen energy 
technologies, which do not reflect, and do not appear to be informed by, the current state of 
the industry; 


• DOE policy towards fuel cells and hydrogen energy does not reflect the findings of DOE 
studies and reports on the industry and its own programs, nor does it reflect the successes of 
these programs; 


• the disproportionate cuts proposed to fuel cell and hydrogen energy programs in the DOE’s 
FY 2012 budget; 


• the omission of fuel cells and hydrogen energy from the President’s Blueprint for a Secure 
Energy Future. 
  


We also discussed policy priorities and opportunities for the fuel cell and hydrogen energy industry, 
including: 
 


• inclusion in a Clean Energy Standard; 
• inclusion in electric vehicle and electric vehicle infrastructure policy; 
• Participation in renewable energy and energy efficiency export initiatives; 
• Participation in the Clean Cities program; 
• the ability of fuel cells and hydrogen technologies to provide a solution for air quality 


problems at our nation’s ports; 
• the ability of fuel cells and hydrogen technologies to provide a solution for excess capacity 


in regions such as the Bonneville Power District  


 
 







 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


2010 ANNUAL REPORT of  
The Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technical Advisory Committee 


Hydrogen and Fuel Cell 
Commercialization and Technical Development Activity 


2010 was a year of  significant activity for hydrogen and 
fuel cell technologies in multiple applications. Fuel cell 
markets for stationary generation, back-up power, and 
material handling applications continued to expand by 
providing added value to customers, and automotive 
applications progressed as fuel cell vehicle deployment 
moved from demonstration fleet applications to real-
world consumers. Many automakers confi rmed 2015 
as the target for large-scale deployment, and studies 
affirmed that hydrogen and fuel cell technologies can 
offer substantial, cost-effective reductions in greenhouse 
gases and petroleum consumption as part of  a portfolio 
of  technologies to meet our national energy and 
environmental goals. 
Fuel cell system cost, durability, and performance continue 
to improve and have met or exceeded all of  the milestones 
set by the industry and DOE. Low-carbon and renewable 
hydrogen production technologies are advancing, 
and analysis shows that some central and distributed 
production, distribution, and dispensing pathways can 
be competitive with gasoline on a per-mile bases at a 
commercial scale while offering substantial reductions in 
greenhouse gases and petroleum use. Public investment 
in research, development, and demonstration has 
contributed substantially toward the commercial readiness 
of  these technologies, but more is needed to address the 
remaining challenges as the global competition for clean 
energy technologies intensifi es. 


Commercial Deployments in 2010 
Sales in the material handling, combined heat and power 
(CHP), back-up power, and auxiliary power sectors led 
expansion in the global commercial market for fuel cells 
in 2010. These early commercial applications provide 
performance advantages for consumers, build valuable 
experience and customer awareness, and provide revenue 
to support the supply chain of  fuel cell and hydrogen 
suppliers. Several of  these 
applications are becoming 
cost competitive with 
incumbent technologies; 
however, government 
funding continues to be an 
important driver of  sales. 
Funding from the 


American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) 
enabled the installation of  more than 400 fuel cells in 
2010, putting DOE on track to meet its goal of  up to 
1,000 fuel cell installations with ARRA funds. 


Material Handling Equipment 


	 Rising sales volumes, reductions in first costs, 
and a strong track record of  operating success are 
moving fuel cell forklifts toward sustainable long-
term markets. For example, Plug Power reported 
sales of  more than 400 lift trucks in the fourth 
quarter of  2010 alone without federal government 
subsidy.1 ARRA funding supported the placement of 
over 290 forklifts that gained 149,000 hours of  use 
in commercial operations in the first half  of  2010. 
Participating companies include Sysco, GENCO, 
Kimberly-Clark, Whole Foods, Wegmans, Coca-Cola, 
and FedEx. In addition, 75 forklifts in two Defense 
Logistics Agency (DLA) distribution depots gained 
150,000 hours of  use. 


	 The DLA and ARRA projects logged more than 
44,000 refueling events at 12 forklift refueling 
facilities with no major safety incidents, dispensing 
almost 24,000 kilograms (kg) of  hydrogen.  


	 User experience with fuel cell forklifts has been 
positive. Nissan North America realized productivity 
savings of  35 hours per day in its Smyrna, Tennesse 
plant by redirecting staff  time previously spent 
changing and recharging forklift batteries in 60 tugs.  
Nissan also eliminated more than 70 electric battery 
chargers that used almost 540,000 kilowatt-hours 
(kWh) of  electricity annually.2 


Back-up and Remote Power Generation 


	 Government grants (ARRA) and federal early 
adoption increased U.S. fuel cell back-up power 
installations. With ARRA funding, U.S. companies 
like Sprint, AT&T, and PG&E installed more than 
50 fuel cell back-up power (BUP) units at U.S. cell 
tower sites. The U.S. Army base at Fort Jackson, South 


1	 Citations and references for the 2010 HTAC Annual Report may be 
found at http://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/ 
2010_htac_report_refs.pdf 
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Carolina, installed 10 fuel cell BUP systems, reporting 
zero power interruptions to critical loads during three 
2010 grid power outages, 
and provided hands-on 
experience to fuel cell 
technician students from 
Midlands Technical College. 


	 Other major U.S. and international 
telecommunication providers recognized the 
benefits of  fuel cells for off-grid and remote 
power support. In late 2010, T-Mobile placed fuel 
cell BUP systems at 35 sites in Florida, and Motorola 
deployed more than 100 in their U.S. network. Many 
countries are increasingly using fuel cell BUP systems 
to provide continuous power for off-grid cell towers 
as well. For example, IdaTech shipped over 
350 back-up power systems in 2010, mainly to 
telecommunications companies in Southeast Asia and 
Central and South America. 


Stationary Power Generation (including CHP) 


	 Retail stores, office buildings, and manufacturing 
facilities are increasingly using fuel cell systems 
for heat and/or power generation. Companies such 
as Whole Foods, Albertson’s, Coca-Cola, FedEx, UPS, 
Adobe, Walmart, Cox Enterprises, Bank of  America, 
Safeway, Cypress Semiconductor, eBay, Google, and 
Price Chopper use stationary fuel cells to provide 
reliable prime and back-up power for continuous 
operation while cutting emissions and lowering 
operating costs. In 2010, Whole Foods installed a fuel 
cell for CHP at a third supermarket; the 400 kilowatt 
(kW) UTC fuel cell has an 80,000 hour guarantee and 
is expected to deliver power at over 60% efficiency.3 


	 The demonstration of  fuel cells in single- and 
multi-family buildings is expanding. In May 2010, 
Barksdale Air Force Base began using a 300 kW 
molten carbonate fuel cell system (FuelCell Energy) to 
provide electricity, heat, and hot water for dormitory 
residents. In addition, two apartment buildings in 
the New York region became the first large-scale 
residential buildings powered by fuel cells in the United 
States. Each building’s fuel cell generates enough 
power to supply 675 apartments and reduces resident 
utilities bills by 50% compared to a traditional building. 
Federal and state grants enabled the developers to pay 
back the capital costs within five years. 


	 Strong government support is increasing the 
international use of  fuel cells for residential power 
generation. In Japan, government incentives and 
the dedication of  several manufacturers (Panasonic, 
Toshiba, and Eneos) to supplying the commercial 


market have spurred the sale of  thousands of 
residential CHP fuel cell systems. Toyota continues 
partnering with Aisin Seiki Company to develop solid 
oxide fuel cells for residential use. In South Korea, a 
new government program is subsidizing up to 80% 
of  the installed costs of  a residential fuel cell, with the 
goal of  installing at least 1,000 systems by 2012. 
By 2020, the program aims to install more than 
100,000 residential fuel cells.4 


In mid-2010, the United 
Kingdom announced a 
feed-in tariff  for low-carbon 
residential generation up to 
5 kW that will pay British 
homeowners for every unit of 
low-carbon power generated 
or sold to the grid. 


	 Many countries are showing interest in hydrogen 
and fuel cells for baseload power generation and 
grid support. POSCO Power of  Korea, one of  15 
power producers influenced by South Korea’s new 
renewable portfolio standard, has already installed 
more than one-third of  its planned 68 megawatts 
(MW) of  fuel cells at a power plant outside Seoul. 
In Canada, Enbridge and FuelCell Energy are 
demonstrating a hybrid fuel cell power plant that will 
provide energy to about 1,700 Canadian homes. Italy’s 
Enel launched a first-of-its-kind 100% hydrogen-fueled 
12 MW combined cycle power plant near Venice that 
will generate close to 60 million kWh per year from by-
product hydrogen provided by nearby petrochemical 
plants. FirstEnergy and Ballard Power began testing 
the peak generating capacity and load management of 
a utility-scale proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel 
cell system at FirstEnergy’s plant in Eastlake, Ohio that 
has the potential to provide peak power to more than 
600 homes. 


Technology and Demonstration Activities 
in 2010 
Automakers, energy companies, and government agencies 
around the world are converging on 2015 as the target 
date for full commercial introduction of  fuel cell vehicles 
and hydrogen fueling infrastructure. To prepare for large-
scale deployment, automakers are leasing next-generation 
fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) to regular customers with 
positive results. Publicly available hydrogen infrastructure 
is expanding in targeted regions throughout the world in 
step with vehicle deployment. Studies and demonstration 
projects are highlighting hydrogen’s energy storage 
potential to support electric grids and integrate variable 
renewable energy sources. 
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Hydrogen Infrastructure 


	 GM and The Gas Company (TGC) announced 
plans to build 20-25 retail hydrogen stations 
on Oahu by 2015. The plan, known as the Hawaii 
Hydrogen Initiative (H2I), joins 12 public and private 
sector stakeholders in an effort to make hydrogen 
available to Oahu’s one million residents and seven 
million annual visitors before mass production of 
FCVs. TGC makes enough 
hydrogen as a by-product in its 
Oahu-based synthetic natural 
gas production plant to power 
10,000 FCVs and has capacity 
to produce more, particularly 
from locally sourced bio
products such as animal fats, 
vegetable oil, and landfill gas. 
TGC will distribute hydrogen 
via its existing 1,200-mile gas pipeline system, tapping 
into it at key locations and separating the hydrogen for 
use by local fueling stations. H2I also established other 
ways to integrate  hydrogen infrastructure to enable the 
state to meet its clean energy objectives. 


	 California continues adding fueling infrastructure 
to keep pace with vehicle rollout. California has 
the largest number of  FCVs and hydrogen stations 
nationwide; to date, approximately 300 vehicles have 
driven over 3.5 million miles in California, filling up at 
20 private and 4 public hydrogen stations throughout 
the state. An additional 16 hydrogen stations were 
either funded or started construction in 2010 and 
will be opened to the public in 2011, establishing an 
early network in targeted clusters across the state. 
The location and capacity of  these new stations will 
be matched to automakers’ vehicle deployment plans, 
which anticipate thousands of  vehicles by 2014 and 
tens of  thousands of  vehicles after 2015.5 


	 SunHydro opened its first hydrogen station in 
Wallingford, Connecticut, as part of  the “East 
Coast Hydrogen Highway.” Sister companies 
Proton Energy Systems and SunHydro completed 
the first of  nine planned privately funded renewable 
hydrogen stations that will be open to the public and 
will make it possible for a hydrogen fuel cell vehicle to 
travel from Maine to Miami. The Wallingford station 
generates hydrogen on-site using a solar-powered 
electrolyzer.6 


	 The global hydrogen fueling infrastructure is 
expanding, with Germany, Japan, and South Korea 
anticipating over 300 stations combined by 2017. 
Germany’s public-private Clean Energy Partnership, 
which includes 13 member companies from Germany, 


France, the United Kingdom, Norway, Sweden, Japan, 
and the United States, is adding two new renewable 
hydrogen stations in Berlin. As of  November 2010, 
the total number of  stations in Germany is 27, with 
as many as 15 more planned in the regions of  Berlin, 
Hamburg, and North Rhine-Westpahlia by 2013. 
Canada is home to the largest fueling station in the 
world, a 1,000 kg/day station in Whistler, British 
Columbia, built for the fleet of  20 fuel cell buses 
launched during the 2010 Winter Olympics. Japan’s 
Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Project currently operates 
14 hydrogen stations and one hydrogen liquefaction 
facility, with Japanese car and energy companies 
planning for as many as 100 fueling stations in four 
Japanese cities by 2015. South Korea continues 
efforts to develop its own Hydrogen Highway, with 
six stations in operation and four additional stations 
planned. 


	 Next-generation refueling components and 
systems are moving to market. Developers are 
making progress in reducing the capital, operating, 
and maintenance costs associated with hydrogen 
compression. Linde North America introduced a novel 
“Ionic Compressor” system that uses an ionic liquid in 
direct contact with hydrogen to replace relatively high-
maintenance, inefficient mechanical piston systems. 
Air Products offers compression-less hydrogen fueling 
with its new “composite pressure vessel” trailer, which 
is connected directly to the fuel dispensing unit. 


Fuel Cell Cars 


	 DOE’s Technology 
Validation program 
continues to provide 
valuable data on early-
generation fuel cell and 
hydrogen infrastructure 
performance and 
operating experience. Started in 2004, the cost-
shared industry-government program includes 152 fuel 
cell vehicles that have accumulated 114,000 hours and 
2.8 million miles of  real-world driving, demonstrating 
ranges over 400 miles between fill-ups and fuel cell 
efficiencies of  up to 59%. The program’s 24 fueling 
stations have produced and/or dispensed over 134,000 
kg of  hydrogen. 


	 Other U.S. government agencies continue to 
sponsor hydrogen vehicle demonstrations. For 
example, DoD’s Army Tank Automotive Research, 
Development, and Engineering Center operated 11 
hydrogen FCVs and 10 hydrogen internal combustion 
engine (ICE) vehicles at four locations in 2010, 
reporting a very high rate of  customer satisfaction. 
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	 Next-generation FCVs are hitting the road, 
building on technology advances and lessons 
learned from earlier generations. While early-
generation technology showed better-than-expected 
results, next-generation FCV technology will 
be substantially improved. For example, Ford’s 
fleet of  30 FCVs, launched in 2005, has reached 
a combined total 1.3 million miles driven, well 
beyond the anticipated life span for these early-
generation vehicles. Third-party testing of  Toyota’s 
latest-generation fuel cell sport utility vehicle, the 
Highlander FCHV-adv, validated a driving range 
of  431 miles on a single tank of  compressed 
hydrogen gas, an average fuel economy of  68.3 miles 
per gallon of  gasoline equivalent, and cold-start 
capability down to -30°C. General Motors’ next-
generation fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) is expected 
to have a fuel cell system that is 50% smaller, 220 
pounds lighter, and uses less than half  the precious 
metal of  the current Equinox FCEV. 


	 Automakers are converging on 2015 for high-
volume production of  FCVs. In a move that 
builds on previous statements from seven of  the 
world’s leading automakers, 13 Japanese companies 
(3 automakers and 10 energy companies) formed a 
partnership to expand the introduction of  hydrogen 
FCVs in 2015 and develop a supporting hydrogen 
station network. The companies plan to build at 
least 100 filling stations by 2015, centered around 
four major Japanese cities. The Japanese Ministry of 
Economy, Trade, and Industry has pledged to support 
the development of  hydrogen infrastructure ahead 
of  the start of  FCVdeployment.7 Additional relevant 
announcements include the following: 
• Toyota plans to introduce a fuel cell sedan in 2015, 


priced to sell at $50,000. 
• Hyundai could introduce FCVs as early as 2012 (500 


vehicles), increasing production to 10,000 per year in 
2015 at a cost below $50,000. 


• General Motors introduced its “production intent” 
FCEV system and restated its plan to introduce a 
commercial vehicle by 2015. 


• Daimler began small-series production of  its 
Mercedes-Benz B-Class F-Cell vehicle and plans to 
increase production to tens of  thousands of  vehicles 
by 2015–2017. 


Fuel Cell Buses 


	 U.S. fuel cell bus (FCB) demonstration projects 
continue to show strong performance. In August 
2010, AC Transit and UTC Power announced some 
significant milestones for its three-bus demonstration 


fleet in California, which has carried more than 
695,000 passengers. The latest-generation UTC 
fuel cell system in one bus passed 7,000 operating 
hours with its original fuel cell stacks and no cell 
replacements. Compared to the control fleet of 
diesel buses, the FCBs also achieved 60% better fuel 
economy, reduced maintenance by 80%, and reduced 
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) by 43% (using 
hydrogen produced from natural gas). 


	 Federal demonstrations are collecting systematic 
data on FCB performance. The National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL) has collected data for 
DOE and the U.S. Department of  Transportation 
on nine FCBs in service at sites in California, New 
York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, South Carolina, and 
Texas. Since 2006, the buses have been driven more 
than 395,000 miles, consumed more than 80,000 kg of 
hydrogen, and demonstrated a fuel economy that is at 
least 53% higher than diesel or compressed natural gas 
buses.8 


	 Hydrogen bus programs around the world are 
expanding. The European Commission completed 
the CUTE project, which included 33 hydrogen fuel 
cell and 14 hydrogen ICE buses that operated in 10 
cities on three continents, transporting more than 8.5 
million passengers and traveling more than 2.5 million 
kilometers. A new project under the European Fuel 
Cell and Hydrogen Joint Technology Initiative, known 
as the “Clean Energy for European Cities” project, will 
deploy up to 28 hydrogen fuel cell buses in 5 major 
European regions. High-profile events showcasing full-
size FCBs included the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai, 
China and the 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver, 
for which British Columbia, Canada, launched the 
largest fleet of  FCBs to date (20 full-size buses).9 
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Energy Storage 


	 A recent NREL study concludes that hydrogen 
may be suitable for utility-scale energy storage. 
The analysis compared hydrogen and competing 
technologies for utility-scale energy storage systems 
and explored the cost and GHG emissions impacts of 
interaction on hydrogen storage and variable renewable 
resources. The study concluded that hydrogen energy 
storage is competitive with batteries and could be 
competitive with compressed air energy storage and 
pumped hydro in certain locations. 


	 Projects are exploring the use of  hydrogen for 
energy storage. 


• The Naval Air Warfare Center, China Lake, 
California, is developing a fi eld deployable 
Regenerative Fuel Cell system that will use a 
photovoltaic system to create hydrogen via high-
pressure electrolysis combined with a PEM fuel cell 
to power the system load during dark periods. 


• To reduce overall system cost and increase system 
efficiency, AREVA developed their new “GreenBox” 
technology, which combines their electrolyzer and 
PEM technologies into an integrated storage system. 


• In Canada, a partnership between the federal 
government, BC Hydro, Powertech, and General 
Electric in Bella Coola, British Columbia, is 
converting excess off-peak electricity and storing it 
as hydrogen via an electrolyzer, and reducing diesel 
consumption by an estimated 200,000 liters per 
year and GHG emissions by an estimated 600 tons 
per year. 


• The “Ikebana” pilot project in Russia is using 
hydrogen for energy storage. It aims to improve 
power generation efficiency with a variety of  power 
sources, including renewable energy. 


• Germany’s Enertrag AG, one of  the world’s largest 
wind power companies, is building Germany’s first 
hybrid power plant, which uses excess wind energy 
to produce hydrogen for energy storage and for 
transport applications. The 6.7 MW plant will have 
a hydrogen storage capacity of  1,350 kg. Also in 
Germany, the RH2-WKA project in Mecklenburg-
Western Pomerania is developing a hydrogen storage 
system in conjunction with its 180 MW wind park to 
balance fluctuating wind energy. 


Research and Analysis in 2010 
Basic and applied research is making progress toward 
resolving remaining cost and performance barriers for fuel 
cells. Expanded analysis confirms the need for a portfolio 
of  technologies that can meet medium- and long-term 
energy and environmental goals. 


Technical and Economic Analysis   
Several new studies published in 2010 assessed the 
potential costs and benefits of  various alternative fuel 
technologies, including their contributions to reducing 
oil imports and GHG emissions. The reports include the 
following: 
 A 2010 study published by McKinsey & Company 


finds that the costs of  ownership of  several vehicle 
power trains are likely to converge in the next 10 to 
20 years, and that costs for electrical and hydrogen 
infrastructures are comparable and affordable. The 
report, which gathered over 10,000 proprietary data 
points from 
more than 
30 industry 
stakeholders, 
suggested 
an evolution 
from today’s 
ICEs toward 
a portfolio of 
technologies, in 
which battery 
electric vehicles (BEVs) are specifically attractive in the 
small-car segments and urban mobility patterns, and 
hydrogen FCVs are “the best low-carbon substitute” 
in the medium- and large-car segments, which account 
for 50% of  all cars and 75% of  carbon dioxide 
emissions.10 


	 The third biannual National Research Council 
review of  the FreedomCAR and Fuel Partnership 
included two key findings: (1) improved ICEs with 
biofuels, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, and BEVs, 
and hydrogen FCVs are the primary alternative 
pathways for substantially reducing petroleum 
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions; and (2) 
the hydrogen fuel cells research program is an effective 
public research effort, and government-industry 
collaboration should continue.11 


	 A new report by Fuel Cells 2000 profiles fuel cell use 
by many well-known companies, including warehouses, 
stores, office and manufacturing facilities, hotels, data 
centers, and telecommunications sites. Collectively, 
these companies ordered, installed, or deployed more 
than 1,000 fuel cell forklifts, 58 stationary fuel cell 
systems (15 MW total), and more than 600 fuel cell 
units at telecommunications sites.12 


	 An updated well-to-wheels analysis of  the GHG 
performance for various vehicle/fuel combinations 
shows that fuel cell vehicles operating on hydrogen 
from natural gas or biomass are among the lowest 
emitters of  GHGs per mile (see chart next page).13 
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Well-to-Wheels Greenhouse Gas Emissions of Alternative Transportation Options (grams of GHG/mile) 


Source: Well-to-Wheels Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Petroleum Use for Mid-Size Light-Duty Vehicles, U.S. Department of  Energy, Offices of  Vehicle 
Technologies and Fuel Cell Technologies, October 25, 2010, http://hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/10001_well_to_wheels_gge_petroleum_use.pdf. 


Fuel Cell Technologies 


	 Projected high-volume transportation fuel 
cell system costs, using today’s best available 
technology, declined to $51/kW. The DOE fiscal 
year 2010 modeled cost assessment, projected for a 
manufacturing volume of  500,000 80–kW automotive 
fuel cell systems per year using today’s best technology 
(including balance of  plant), represents a 30% 
reduction in cost since 2008 and an 80% reduction 
in cost since 2002.14 These reductions are largely due 
to R&D efforts that enabled reduced platinum group 
metal content (down from 0.35 to 0.18 grams [g]/kW), 
increased power density (up from 715 to 813 mW/ 
cm2), and simplified balance of  plant. At the current 
level of  platinum (0.18 g/kW), the cost of  platinum 
for a medium-sized fuel cell car would be $510, 
compared to a cost of  $140 to $175 for platinum used 
in the catalytic converter of  an equivalent gasoline-
powered car.* 


	 The DOE fuel cell R&D portfolio continues 
to show progress. Significant R&D progress 
lowered fuel cell costs and improved durability and 
performance by, for example, using catalysts with 
low or no platinum (Pt), increasing power density, 
improving water management, reducing impacts of 
contaminants, and simplifying and lowering the cost of 
the balance of  plant. Some research highlights include 
the following: 


*	 Calculations assume an 80 kW fuel cell system and a platinum cost 
of  $1,100 per troy ounce, which is the value used in DOE’s fuel cell 
cost analysis. A range of  4–5 grams was assumed for the amount of 
platinum in the catalytic converter of  a comparable ICE vehicle. 


 Brookhaven National Laboratory, Los Alamos 
National Laboratory, Argonne National Laboratory, 
and 3M each developed innovative low or no Pt 
catalysts with ex-situ activity levels that exceed 
DOE targets, and scale-up efforts are underway. 


 Case Western Reserve University and 3M developed 
membranes for PEM fuel cells that achieve high 
conductivity at higher temperatures (above 100°C), 
which could reduce cost and increase power yield. 


 3M’s new nanostructured thin-film (NSTF) 
catalyst was incorporated into membrane electrode 
assemblies (MEAs) in short stacks (>20 cells) that 
demonstrated total platinum group metal (PGM) 
content of  less than 0.2 g PGM/kW, successful 
10°C cold- and -20°C freeze-starts, and lifetimes of 
2,000 hours under various automotive drive cycles. 
New NSTF-based MEAs with catalyst loadings of 
0.15 mg total PGM/cm2 also demonstrated 6,500 
hours of  operation under automotive load cycling. 


 A new process for making nanofiber composite 
membranes was developed and demonstrated by 
Vanderbilt University. The process may significantly 
increase the durability of  polymer-based 
membranes without compromising performance. 


	 The Solid State Energy Conversion Alliance 
(SECA), supported by DOE’s Office of  Fossil 
Energy, realized considerable advances in large-
scale solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) technology. 
SOFC stack scale-up efforts resulted in greater than 
25 kW stacks based on large active area (greater than 
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Challenges to Commercialization 
Although hydrogen and fuel cell technologies are now 
being offered in early commercial markets, their wide
spread adoption faces key challenges: 
	 Some hydrogen and fuel cell technologies must 


continue to improve performance and reduce cost 
to be competitive with the capabilities and cost of 
incumbent technologies. 


	 Although safe, lightweight, low-volume hydrogen 
storage systems are available now, their cost 
remains an issue. 


	 The public has little awareness of  hydrogen 

and fuel cell systems, and a misconception that 

hydrogen is unsafe and unreliable still prevails. 



	 It is critical that R&D reduce the cost of 
producing and delivering clean hydrogen to end 
users. Coupled with this is the need to improve 
emissions-free methods of  hydrogen production. 


	 Current regulations and standards do not 
reflect real-world use of  hydrogen and fuel cell 
technologies and need to be synchronized among 
countries. 


400 cm2) planar cells. Laboratory testing validated the 
achievement of  SECA’s 2010 cost goal: $700/kW for 
the system power block and $175/kW for the SOFC 
stacks based upon mass production (2007 dollars). 
Laboratory-scale testing also demonstrated degradation 
rates of  less than 1%/1,000 hours in intermediate-
duration testing. 


Hydrogen Production, Distribution, and Storage 


	 Researchers addressed ways to reduce capital 
costs and improve the overall efficiency and 
performance of  distributed and centralized low-
carbon and renewable hydrogen production and 
delivery. For some pathways (e.g., distributed natural 
gas reforming and biomass gasification), estimated 
high-volume costs for delivered hydrogen are already 
at or near the newly established DOE target of 
$2.00–$4.00 per gallon of  gasoline equivalent (gge). 
For other pathways, continued R&D is needed to bring 
costs down. 


	 DOE’s Fuel Cell Technology Program reassessed 
the cost threshold at which hydrogen is projected 
to become competitive with gasoline in hybrid 
electric vehicles (HEVs) in 2020 to be between 
$2.00–$4.00/gge (formerly $2.00–$3.00/gge). The 


reassessment accounts for changes in technology 
options, feedstock costs, and gasoline prices, and this 
year also includes an incremental cost of  ownership 
for FCVs over gasoline HEVs of  zero to four cents 
per mile over the vehicle’s life.15 The new threshold, 
developed with input and review from stakeholders 
including Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technical Advisory 
Committee members, industry, international 
stakeholders, and laboratory experts, will help prioritize 
hydrogen technology R&D needs. 


	 The projected cost of  several key hydrogen 
delivery modes dropped considerably between 
2005 and 2010, including a 30% reduction in tube 
trailer delivery costs, a 20% reduction in pipeline 
delivery costs, and a 15% reduction in liquid hydrogen 
delivery costs. These modeled cost reductions are 
made possible by various technical advances, such 
as new materials for tube trailers and pipelines, 
liquefaction process improvements, and improved 
compressor technology.16 


	 Several projects reduced the cost of  hydrogen 
from renewable sources. For example, research at 
Proton Energy reduced catalyst loading by 55% and 
optimized a flow field design to reduce electrolyzer 
cell costs by over 20%. United Technologies Research 
Center demonstrated the use of  an inexpensive 
base-metal catalyst in converting woody biomass to 
hydrogen. Efficiency improvements can also lead 
to cost savings. For example, Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory improved photosynthetic solar-
to-chemical energy conversion from 3% to 25% for 
photobiological hydrogen production by maximizing 
chlorophyll’s ability to absorb light. Stanford University 
demonstrated novel nanoparticle catalysts to optimize 
photoelectrochemical water splitting for producing 
hydrogen from sunlight.17 


	 On July 22, 2010, DOE created a new “Energy 
Innovation Hub” that will develop revolutionary 
methods to generate fuels directly from sunlight. 
The new Joint Center for Artificial Photosynthesis, led 
by the California Institute of  Technology, will receive 
up to $122 million over five years to demonstrate a 
scalable and cost-effective solar fuels generator that 
mimics the photosynthetic system “to produce fuel 
from the sun 10 times more efficiently than typical 
current crops.” One of  the intermediate products 
in the process is hydrogen from direct separation of 
water, which could become a source of  renewable 
hydrogen. 
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Regulations, Codes, and Standards 
A diverse array of  codes and standards are required to 
integrate hydrogen and fuel cells into buildings, vehicles, 
electronics, and other equipment. Many organizations 
are engaged in critical efforts worldwide to develop 
consistent, harmonized codes and standards to facilitate 
commercialization and international trade. Great progress 
has been made in the last five years, in part due to DOE’s 
involvement in (1) conducting research needed to inform 
science-based codes and standards; (2) coordinating and 
prioritizing the efforts of  the various organizations and 
agencies involved in codes and standards development; 
and (3) informing code officials, emergency personnel, 
and others responsible for implementing codes and 
ensuring public safety. Key accomplishments in 2010 
include the following: 
	 DOE research informed codes and standards 


development. The National Fire Protection 
Association published the 2010 code for compressed 
gases and cryogenic fluid based on Sandia National 
Laboratory’s hydrogen release behavior data and 
updated separation distances for bulk hydrogen storage 
using a quantitative risk assessment approach. DOE 
researchers also tested forklift tank materials to enable 
design qualification. 


	 R&D enabled the development of  harmonized 
domestic and international fuel quality 
specifications, including standardized sampling and 
analytical methodologies that were developed with 
ASTM International. 


	 DOE-sponsored training reached hundreds 
of  code officials. The DOE Hydrogen Program 
supported permitting workshops that reached more 
than 300 code officials and published several online 
courses. DOE supported the development of  an 


advanced, prop-based course for first responders that 
was delivered to almost 400 trainees from 18 states. 
The web-based Introduction to Hydrogen Safety for 
First Responders course averaged 300-500 unique 
visits per month in 2010, for a total of  17,000 visits 
since January 2007. 


Financial Climate in 2010 
Although financial markets strengthened in 2010, the 
climate for the financing of  hydrogen and fuel cell 
companies, both private and public, remains weak. 
Analysts and investors continue to view companies in the 
hydrogen and fuel cells market with considerable caution, 
given the relatively slow pace of  market development 
and the long path to profitability. However, there have 
been some encouraging developments—several small 
private and public companies raised needed capital, while 
only a few were unsuccessful and had to close facilities 
or shut down entirely. The continued success of 
commercial applications such as forklifts, distributed 
generation, and back-up power, and automotive 
companies’ recently announced plans for large-scale 
vehicle deployment in 2015, have helped rekindle a degree 
of  interest from the financial community that has not 
been seen in recent years. 


As hydrogen and fuel cell technologies progress, 
worldwide momentum is building toward their 
commercialization in stationary, distributed 


generation, material handling, and automotive 
markets. Fuel cell forklifts, CHP systems, back-up 
power units, and fuel cell cars and buses are creating 
positive value for users today in early commercial 
and pre-commercial markets. Globally, as consumers 
and governments increasingly emphasize the need 
to diversify the transportation and power sectors 
with clean, low-carbon energy carriers, the value 
proposition for hydrogen and fuel cells will grow 
and the pace of  commercialization will accelerate. 
United States researchers, technology developers, 
and government funding agencies have made 
important contributions to the current state of 
hydrogen and fuel cell technology. With continued 
commitment in the United States, we can overcome 
the remaining challenges and reap the full economic 
and environmental benefits of  these promising 
technologies. Without such commitment, we risk 
being left behind as other nations bring these 
technologies to market. 


The Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technical Advisory Committee (HTAC) was established under Section 807 of  the Energy Policy Act of  2005 
to provide technical and programmatic advice to the Energy Secretary on DOE’s hydrogen research, development, and demonstration efforts. 


http://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/advisory_htac.html 
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Docket 10-ALT-1 
 
Air Products is pleased to submit written comments to the 07 March 2011 Advisory Committee Meeting. 
 
Significant technology breakthroughs have advanced the infrastructure deployment forward to make the 
dispensing of hydrogen cost competitive to existing transportation fuels.  Earlier programs sponsored 
by federal, state and local agencies have provided hydrogen infrastructure developers with the 
opportunity to gain valuable experience regarding the supply chain associated with the production, 
distribution, and dispensing of hydrogen for the developing fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) market.  
California has been a key location for this activity, as many auto manufacturers have chosen the state 
as the site for their U.S. alternative vehicle research/development/demonstration facilities.  The auto 
manufacturers have indicated plans to deploy thousands of FCEVs in 2015, and tens of thousands 
more through 2017.  In addition, system capacity of hydrogen production exists which would serve the 
fueling needs of over 100,000 vehicles in CA.  Given California’s efforts to improve local and regional 
air quality (by reducing emissions of criteria pollutants) and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the 
transportation sector (for example, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard), fuel cell vehicles provide an 
important pathway to achieve these objectives.  Although activities in Europe are focusing on 
development and deployment of hydrogen infrastructure, the infrastructure requirements to serve the 
marketplace for refueling and the transportation needs of consumers in California (and the U.S.) will 
likely need a different approach and result in a different solution. 
 
Since 1995, Air Products has been a key supplier of hydrogen and fueling technology infrastructure to 
over 130 fueling station projects for light duty vehicles, material handling applications, mass transit and 
for other markets in 19 countries.  The current fueling rate for a variety of vehicles and stationary 
systems is in excess of 325,000 events per year.  Based upon this experience, Air Products has 
developed advanced fueling station technology for light duty vehicles that meets the following 
objectives: 
 


 Utilize improved delivery technologies to reduce the cost of transporting low-priced hydrogen from 
central facilities with high product availability. 


 Develop station concepts that are simple, modular, expandable to full-sized station capacities, and 
reduce capital costs at the point of use. 


 Reduced overall site maintenance costs. 


 Minimize station footprint to use existing retail gasoline forecourt locations, which significantly 
lowers the initial cost of infrastructure.  


 Utilize renewable resources most efficiently to meet the requirements of CA SB 1505. 


 Meet U.S. Department of Energy commercial price targets that are competitive with gasoline today, 
as well as for hydrogen applications in other emerging fuel cell markets with smaller station capacity 
than other station configurations. 


 More closely match the projected rollout of fuel cell vehicles to serve the market as it grows, as 
opposed to the installation of large stations that will be underutilized for longer periods of time 
(which would further suppress a business case for hydrogen fueling). 


 Provide a model for national fueling infrastructure, which piggybacks on existing production 
capabilities.  And would provide for energy independence as hydrogen can be produced from 
domestic sources. 


 
For a delivered hydrogen product and fueling of FCEVs, the current supply chain (shown in Figure 1) 
includes the steps of (1) production/purification, (2) preparation for transport, (3) distribution, (4) site 
storage, (5) preparation for fueling, and (6) dispensing.   
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Figure 1 – Current Supply Chain for Delivered Hydrogen to Refueling Stations 


 
As a more detailed depiction of steps 4 through 6 in Figure 1, Figure 2 below shows a conventional 
fueling station for light-duty vehicles requiring hydrogen at 35 MPa (H35) and 70 MPa (H70).  
Compression is required for delivery of hydrogen at either pressure (whether from a single compressor 
or two separate machines as illustrated here), which means station availability is strongly impacted by 
downtime associated with onsite processing.  These types of stations cost between $2 million (for 
stations integrated with an existing application) and $5 million (for a Greenfield hydrogen fueling 
station).  Onsite generation of hydrogen at the point of use would also add to station costs when 
compared with delivered product. 
 
Data from hydrogen refueling station operating history worldwide shows that the most downtime and 
maintenance at fueling stations is attributed to onsite processing systems and specifically those 
including compressors.  Unlike gasoline stations where low pressure fuel pumps are a low-cost and 
highly reliable means of providing fuel, addition of redundant systems would only increase capital costs 
and station footprints from today’s levels.  Station throughput is set by processing capacity, so 
expansion would require additional compressors, for example, at the fueling station.  In order to 
improve viability of hydrogen refueling stations, this bottleneck can be overcome with a fueling station 
that is simpler and more robust. 


 


 
Figure 2 – Conventional Light-Duty Hydrogen Station (delivered product) 


 
The new station concept being deployed by Air Products will merge the several steps from Figure 1 into 
a single operation with a unique cost effective offering by operating from a central production location.  
Figure 3 depicts the simplification of the supply chain for the proposed station concept.  Instead of each 
station having its own processing system onsite and (in the case of liquid hydrogen) site storage, a 
single system can be located at a distribution hub.  Therefore, the equipment at the hub, which would 
include all processing equipment, can be sized for larger throughput and utilized for a greater 
percentage of the time, and its capital cost and product output can be allocated to a number of sites 
instead of dedicated to a particular station, each of which results in significantly lower cost to each 
fueling outlet.  
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Figure 3 – Proposed Low-Cost Supply Chain for Delivered Hydrogen to Refueling Stations 


(Patents/Patents Pending) 
 
A key to the enabling technology for this step-change in delivery/station design is the use of proprietary 
high-pressure gaseous delivery trailers.  Air Products has worked under an exclusive contractual 
funding arrangement with Structural Composites, Inc. (SCI) (Pomona, CA) in the development and 
testing of composite vessels that achieve higher operating pressures at a significantly lower weight than 
steel tubes.  Three delivery trailers using this vessel technology have already been deployed for use in 
the marketplace with patents and pending patents filed related to this technology area.  
As shown in Figure 4, utilizing this trailer in a light-duty fueling station eliminates the need for onsite 
processing systems for H35 fueling, providing a significantly higher reliability for fuel supply than 
hydrogen fueling systems deployed to date.  The H70 equipment can be bolted on as needed for the 
particular application.  This innovative fueling station configuration can cost around $1 million as 
opposed to the $2 million or more for conventional hydrogen refueling stations, requires 30 to 50% less 
area than stations using liquid hydrogen as feedstock, and significantly reduces the setback distances 
from property lines compared to most existing stations. 


 


 
Figure 4 – Proposed H35/H70 Light-Duty Hydrogen Station (delivered product) 


 
Capacity at the station is determined by a combination of station footprint (which might limit the size of 
the trailer) and number of deliveries per unit time.  As volumes build at the station, an additional 
dispenser and associated equipment can be added by a station owner based on the economics of 
added vehicle traffic (both for fuel and other products/services) through the station.  The high-pressure 
gaseous delivery trailers can be filled either from a central production plant or from a mobile two-phase 
liquid hydrogen trailer that can supply compressed gas (currently six of these systems are deployed 
worldwide) in the same fashion that gasoline is delivered today.  Duplicating the gasoline model of 
deliver, store and dispense is the most reliable and lowest cost pathway for hydrogen as it takes 
advantage of existing station forecourt and existing hydrogen production capability.  This model 
provides the least capital risk to “seed” an early market.  Other models which employ larger stations 
may provide better capital utilization in a fully developed market but at multiples of capital investment to 
“seed” the market and are beholden to orders of magnitude higher hydrogen demand to reach 
breakeven. 
 
Under the funding support provided by the Energy Commission during the 2010 solicitation for 
hydrogen fueling infrastructure (PON-09-608), Air Products will be deploying eight stations (six new 
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retail locations/two retrofit stations) which will result in hydrogen pricing for early market users of fuel 
cell vehicles at less than $10 per kilogram based on anticipated demand. 
    
Our analysis indicates that these types of stations can become self-sufficient financially at throughputs 
as low as 200 kilograms per day.  The consumer price decreases as station capacities increase up to 
400 kg/day.  Further cost reductions are possible with continued technology advancements in storage, 
compression and distributed production, and also with expected market economies of scale.  There are 
significant opportunities to lower the dispensed fueling costs for hydrogen because hydrogen as a 
transportation fuel is less mature than traditional petroleum based fuels.   A price today with proper 
demand loading would be approximately $7.00/kg.  A cost breakdown based on the latest technology is 
provided in Figure 5. 


 


Figure 5 – Cost Breakdown for Light-Duty Hydrogen Station (delivered product) 
 
Air Products believes the $40 million funding level in the first CEC Investment Plan released in April 
2009 would be sufficient capital to provide for a self-sustaining infrastructure for these small station 
configurations in southern California.  A total of $13.3 million has already been targeted for southern 
California, and an additional $10.2 million has been allocated for 2011.  If another allocation of $16.5 
million were made over the next two years, it would allow for 20 more fueling stations using Air 
Products’ latest technology to be installed.  We believe at that point with the developing hydrogen 
fueling station infrastructure in southern California that private investment would consider taking a more 
active investment role.  Air Products would be willing to work with the Commission and the key 
stakeholders on an optimum hydrogen infrastructure rollout strategy using an analysis tool such as the 
STREET software being developed at UC Irvine to assist with station site selection.  Air Products 
believes with continued and targeted funding through the AB118 program that hydrogen fueling can be 
made readily available at the lowest possible cost to stakeholders, can confirm the value proposition for 
fuel cell vehicles to meet customer requirements for transportation, and provide a domestically 
available fuel that can move the transportation sector toward significant reductions in greenhouse gas 
emissions. 
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The United States Department of Energy (DOE) has initiated a review of its energy technology 


activities (Quadrennial Technology Review, or QTR). This framing document is a principal means of 


facilitating stakeholder engagement in that process. It describes the nation’s energy landscape and 


challenges, identifies important research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) policy choices to be 


made, and summarizes the current status of selected energy technologies and DOE technology program 


goals. It is intended to serve as the common framework for stakeholder engagement through advisory 


committees, workshops, and expert discussion groups. Successive drafts of the DOE-QTR will be 


circulated among U.S. Government stakeholders. 


The Department especially seeks input on the questions posed throughout this document, which 


correspond to those in the Request for Information published in the Federal Register (Ref. 2011-5794). 


Instructions on submitting comments can be found at http://energy.gov/QTR. 


  



Ref.%202011-5794

http://energy.gov/QTR
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1 Introduction  
The DOE-QTR will provide a context and framework for the Department’s energy programs, as well as 


principles by which to establish program plans with a five-year horizon. It stems most immediately from 


recommendations in a recent report by the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology 


(PCAST), Report to the President on Accelerating the Pace of Change in Energy Technologies Through an 


Integrated Federal Energy Policy, which echo and amplify numerous prior calls for better prioritization 


and planning in DOE’s energy activities1. PCAST recommended a government-wide Quadrennial Energy 


Review. However, recognizing the scope and challenge of that task, they also recommended beginning 


with a more limited review centered on DOE activities. Secretary Chu initiated the DOE-QTR in February 


of 2011, and tasked Under Secretary for Science Steven Koonin with leading the process.  


Given DOE’s mission and capabilities, the DOE-QTR is concerned primarily with activities to develop and 


demonstrate new energy technologies in support of national energy goals. These are multi-year efforts 


in which science, technology, economics, and energy policy intertwine. In view of the multitude of 


technologies that could be developed and demonstrated, analytically-based priorities and coordination 


of RD&D efforts with policy are essential to facilitate deployment by the for-profit sector.  


The scope of the DOE-QTR will include a discussion of the roles of government, industry, national 


laboratories, and universities in energy system transformation, as a function of technological area. It will 


describe summary roadmaps for advancing key energy technologies, systems, and sectors, including 


current status, historical pace of development and market diffusion, technological potential, factors 


affecting their market prospects, and research and demonstration milestones. The objective will be to 


include enough detail to enable the other objectives of the DOE-QTR, not to lay out detailed 


programmatic or technological roadmaps for wider application. The DOE-QTR will also establish 


principles by which the Department can judge the priority of various technology efforts. Rather than an 


ordered prioritization of technologies or activities, these principles will be useful to guide the budget 


process, which is the appropriate mechanism to set priorities. This will include the principles DOE will 


use to determine which demonstration projects to support. Last, the DOE-QTR will describe the 


connections between energy technology innovation and energy policy. While the document will be 


focused on the activities within DOE’s purview, it will also identify critical DOE analytical assets that can 


inform policy making by others. 


The DOE draft Strategic Plan, which was recently released for public comment, is a coherent plan for all 


of the Department’s activities, including nuclear security, environmental management, and basic 


research.  It does not have a singlular focus on the energy porfolio. The Plan does include energy goals:  


“Petroleum use will be decreased by raising fuel economy standards, gradual electrification of 


the vehicle fleet, and increasing production of advanced biofuels. Greenhouse gas emissions 


will be reduced through improved efficiency, accelerated deployment of low-carbon energy 


                                                           
1
 For example, see the National Academy of Science America’s Energy Future report, the National Commission on 


Energy Policy Ending the Energy Stalemate report, and the American Energy Innovation Council’s Business Plan for 
America’s Energy Future.  



http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-energy-tech-report.pdf

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-energy-tech-report.pdf

http://www.energy.gov/media/DOE_StrategicPlan_Draft.pdf

http://sites.nationalacademies.org/Energy/index.htm

http://bipartisanpolicy.org/library/report/ending-energy-stalemate

http://www.americanenergyinnovation.org/full-report

http://www.americanenergyinnovation.org/full-report
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generation technologies (including conventional renewable, nuclear, and carbon capture and 


storage), modernization of the electricity grid, and public policy.”  


This DOE-QTR will discuss more deeply the substance and process of DOE energy technology programs 


that can accelerate progress toward those goals; the Department’s nuclear security, environmental 


management, and basic science are addressed to the extent that they relate to and inform the energy 


portfolio. 


Coherent multi-year planning through reviews such as the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) has been 


important to success in other government missions. While this DOE-QTR follows the purpose and spirit 


of other federal “QXRs” (beyond the QDR already mentioned, there is the QDDR for Diplomacy and 


Development and QHSR for Homeland Security), it is fundamentally different because defense, 


diplomacy, and homeland security are almost entirely governmental functions that are directly shaped 


by public spending decisions and policies. In contrast, the deployment, ownership, and operations of 


energy technologies are almost entirely nongovernmental functions that are determined by government 


policies and investments. Many government agencies beyond DOE have significant roles to play in 


establishing those policies. As a result, broad nongovernmental and intra-governmental engagement is 


central to creating the DOE-QTR. In addition, full transparency of input to the drafting team is an 


important guiding principle.  


This framing document and its accompanying Request For Information (RFI) begin a process that the 


Department believes will lead to robust, effective technology portfolio to accelerate energy 


transformation and meet our Nation’s energy challenges. We welcome written comments responding to 


the questions raised in the RFI and in this document throughout the public comment period, lasting 


from March 14 to April 15, 2011.  


Following the close of that comment period, DOE will analyze comments received in preparation for a 


series of workshops. These will draw on the expertise of the private sector, academia, non-


governmental organizations, DOE, and the national laboratories to delve into the questions raised here, 


as well as additional topics as might arise in response to the RFI. Each workshop will bring together 


experts and stakeholders to share their individual views on one or more of the six strategies we have 


described.   


In keeping with the Administration’s commitment to open government, the names, materials discussed, 


and subject matter (including transcripts or detailed notes where appropriate), for all of these meetings 


will be posted on the QTR website. DOE anticipates that vibrant discussion of the technology and policy 


questions relevant to our technology programs will help us produce a better Quadrennial Technology 


Review. 


This document is organized as follows. Section 2 is a factual description of the national energy landscape 


and its near-term evolution. Section 3 describes the three challenges that drive the need for a prompt 


and substantial transformation of the nation’s energy system. Section 4 is about the policies and 


capabilities within the Department’s sphere of influence. Section 5 presents crosscutting questions for 



http://www.defense.gov/qdr/

http://www.state.gov/s/dmr/qddr/

http://www.dhs.gov/xabout/gc_1208534155450.shtm
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comment regarding how to allocate resources for DOE RD&D activities. Section 6 describes six thematic 


strategies that categorize the approaches to transforming our energy landscape.  


2 U.S. Energy Context  
Addressing our energy challenges, whether through technology or policy, requires that they be 


understood. This section provides a brief overview of the U.S. energy context, emphasizing those 


aspects most relevant to the challenges we face. A more detailed exposition can be found at the Energy 


Information Administration (EIA) website.  


 


Figure 1. U.S. energy flow (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory). Data in quadrillion British thermal units (Quads). 


The energy sector is a large, complex system that touches every aspect of modern life and comprises 9% 


of gross domestic product (GDP) while enabling the rest of the economy. Figure 1 shows the flow of 


energy from supply to demand, scaled to show the relative amounts of energy produced from each 


energy source and consumed by use. Several salient points can be taken from Figure 1 and other data on 


the energy system. 


2.1 Different Fuels for Different Uses 
Fossil fuels currently provide 83% of U.S. primary energy, with coal used almost exclusively (93%) for 


power and oil used largely (72%) for transport. Natural gas (methane) is a flexible fossil fuel source that 


is used for power and heat across multiple sectors of the economy. Transport is fueled almost 


exclusively by petroleum-derived liquids (gasoline and diesel), while electricity is fed by many sources 



http://www.eia.doe.gov/energyexplained/

https://flowcharts.llnl.gov/

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/perfpro/news_m/index.html

http://www.eia.doe.gov/energy_in_brief/major_energy_sources_and_users.cfm

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/aer/txt/ptb0105.html
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beyond fossil fuels, most significantly nuclear fission and hydropower. Other renewable sources supply 


less than 4% of U.S. electricity.  


The energy system divides between transport and stationary (i.e., electricity and power/heat), with each 


further partitioned into the supply, intermediate, and demand sectors. These sectors are a useful 


framework for discussing the energy system and each has its own unique context, challenges, and 


opportunities. 


2.2 Energy Efficiency  
Nearly 60% of energy is lost due to waste heat (labeled “Rejected Energy” in Figure 1). Both electrical 


generation and transport make use of less than one-third of their primary energy inputs. While 


efficiency is bound by thermodynamic limits, there is significant potential to reduce energy consumption 


by increasing the efficiency of power plants and vehicles. The movement of goods and people, the least 


efficient energy use, can be made more efficient by technological changes to engines and vehicles, and 


by societal changes (e.g., greater use of public transport). Power generation can be improved by 


progressing to more efficient generating technologies and harnessing the waste heat for useful 


applications, such as heating water. Importantly, the 80% efficiency depicted in Figure 1 for residential, 


commercial, and industrial energy use is misleading; there is no rigorous way to measure absolute 


efficiency in end-use service delivery (relative efficiency can be rigorously measured). Significant 


opportunities also exist to reduce energy consumption in these sectors via improved building, device, 


and industrial process efficiencies.  


Implementation of efficiency measures generally incurs an up-front capital cost that is offset by reduced 


ongoing energy costs, although cases do exist in which significant efficiencies can be achieved with little 


or no capital costs. A number of market failures prevent full utilization of these efficiency measures. For 


example, consumers and professionals alike often lack the necessary information to choose the best 


product to meet their needs at the lowest life cycle cost, and there is ample evidence that investment 


decisions, particularly by individual consumers, are driven by first-cost considerations rather than life-


cycle cost analysis. Another notable market failure is the principal-agent problem, which occurs when 


one person acts on behalf of another, but acts contrary to that person’s best interests. For example, this 


commonly occurs in energy use between landlords and renters. 


Energy efficiency reduces energy consumption and expense for the service delivered, allowing that 


money to be spent elsewhere, including increased use of the more efficient service (direct rebound). In 


addition, improved energy productivity spurs economic growth, with some associated increase in energy 


demand in all sectors (indirect rebound). The magnitudes of these rebound effects are topics of active 


research. 


2.3  Stationary vs. Transport Supply 
The energy needs of the residential and commercial sectors of the economy, about 40% of our national 


energy consumption, are met primarily by electricity and natural gas. The industrial sector consumes 


another 30% of the nation’s energy, supplied by diverse feedstocks. New energy technologies that 



http://www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/distributedenergy/chp_basics.html

http://www.pnl.gov/main/publications/external/technical_reports/PNNL-17623.pdf

http://enduse.lbl.gov/info/LBNL-1096E.pdf

http://www.ornl.gov/sci/eere/cef/

http://www.eere.energy.gov/topics/buildings.html

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/appliance_standards/

http://www.eere.energy.gov/topics/industry.html

http://cx.lbl.gov/2009-assessment.html

http://cx.lbl.gov/2009-assessment.html

https://apps3.eere.energy.gov/ba/pba/analysis_database/docs/pdf/lbnl_59773.pdf
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supply these stationary energy consumers must compete against existing infrastructure that delivers 


energy reliably and at low cost.  


Approximately 94% of transportation services are fueled by petroleum (see Figure 1). The growing price 


and price volatility of current fuels provide a significant opportunity for making current technologies 


more efficient, as well as for competing technologies to gain acceptance. However, new fuels must 


compete against the extraordinary energy density and marginal production costs of petroleum-based 


fuels and adapt to, or compete with, the established fuel distribution infrastructure.  


2.4  Supply Changes Slowly, Demand Rapidly  
Throughout U.S. history new energy resources have taken many decades to achieve scale and penetrate 


markets, often requiring 50 years or more. The timescale of supply change is dominated by long-lived 


infrastructure and the continual growth in energy consumption that has allowed new technologies to 


supplement rather than replace existing energy sources. In addition, energy is a commodity, where 


intermediaries (including refineries, utilities, and other electric power producers) operate on thin 


margins. Still, significant opportunities for greater efficiency with existing technologies and the 


introduction of new technologies exist due to the age of current U.S. infrastructure. 


In contrast to large, long-lived energy supply assets, energy-consuming devices and vehicles are 


relatively inexpensive and replaced more frequently. Typical lifetimes for vehicles and home appliances 


are under 20 years, while consumer electronics and lighting technologies can have significantly shorter 


lifetimes. New demand-side technologies can therefore enter and dominate the market within a few 


years. 


2.5  Scale 
For both the transport and stationary sectors, there is a million-fold difference in the number of energy 


users and energy producers. This disparity in scale is at the root of the different challenges in 


transforming the energy system. The current energy supply paradigm is dominated by large, centralized 


supply facilities that are expensive to replace and affect the overall system when taken offline. Energy 


demand is the aggregated result of billions of individual end uses, each a miniscule fraction of total 


demand. Although the cumulative actions of energy consumers are the fundamental drivers of the 


energy system, the actions of any one end user do not materially affect the overall system. 


2.6  Private Sector Dominance  
By any measure, the U.S. energy system is in the hands of the private sector, which makes decisions 


based on cost and profit considerations. It designs, constructs, and operates the overwhelming majority 


of energy production and transmission facilities. On the supply side, all domestic refineries are owned by 


the private sector. The power marketing administrations, Tennessee Valley Authority, public utilities, 


and cooperative utilities combined are less than 25% of national generating capacity and 20% of 


transmission (and even these generally function like private-sector organizations in striving to serve 


customer loads reliably at lowest cost). On the demand side, while the federal government is the 


nation’s largest single user of energy, it represents less than 2% of total demand (almost 90% of federal 


energy use is in the Department of Defense).  



http://www.eia.doe.gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_gnd_dcus_nus_w.htm

http://www.eia.doe.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=10

http://www.eia.doe.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=110&t=3

http://www.eia.doe.gov/pub/oil_gas/petroleum/analysis_publications/oil_market_basics/refining_text.htm

http://www.santafe.edu/media/workingpapers/09-12-047.pdf

http://www.eia.doe.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=110&t=3

http://www.eia.doe.gov/neic/rankings/refineries.htm

http://www.oe.energy.gov/information_center/faq.htm#ppl1

http://www.eia.doe.gov/aer/txt/ptb0113.html

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/pdfs/annrep07.pdf
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2.7  Current Policy Context 
The U.S. energy system is regulated and subsidized by many players including the DOE at all levels of 


government. Incentives, standards, trade policies, and direct government investment shape the markets 


for fuels, electricity, and demand technologies. More than half of U.S. state governments have instituted 


renewable portfolio standards (RPS) that require certain fractions of the electricity sold in their states to 


be generated by renewable technologies. While portfolio standards create a certain level of market 


access for renewable fuels (federal renewable fuel standards) and renewable power (state RPSs), energy 


efficiency standards (set by the Department of Energy) and building codes (set by states) establish 


minimum performance standards that apply to entire markets, with the long-term goal of driving out 


the most wasteful products in a specific set of end-uses. 


In addition, providers of energy are subject to a wide range of consumer-protection and environmental 


regulation. The electricity industry is owned and regulated by a diverse set of stakeholders. This 


structure varies across states and regions, and many combinations of roles exist for different entities 


within the system. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) regulates interstate transmission 


and sale of electricity, natural gas, and oil. Retail electricity regulation and infrastructure siting is largely 


controlled by the states, usually by public utility commissions. Natural gas for commercial and 


residential uses is generally subject to state regulation in a manner similar to electricity.  


Environmental regulation affects both the transport and stationary energy sectors. There are federal 


regulations for criterion air pollutants from both sectors, and since finding that carbon dioxide (CO2) also 


endangers public health, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has established standards for CO2 


emissions that apply to light duty vehicles. Some states have taken additional action to curb CO2 


emissions through a wide range of policies and measures. Federal and state vehicle efficiency and 


emission standards address the emission of CO2 and other pollutants. Federal regulations exist regarding 


the custody and disposition of fuel and waste from nuclear generation. 


2.8  The U.S. Energy Industry 
The U.S. energy industry is large and multifaceted, with activities that can be broadly categorized as 


deployment, manufacturing, or innovation. In deployment, modest increases in electrical demand and 


replacement of aging capacity resulted in approximately 16.4 gigawatts (GW) of capacity in new 


generators added in 2010, corresponding to some tens of billions of dollars in added capital. This 


deployment is less than 2% of total capacity and will provide an even smaller percentage of total 


electricity given the associated technology capacity factors. In contrast, more than 100 GW of capacity 


was added each year in non-Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 


countries from 2004-2008, a 6% annual growth rate. While the petroleum refining capacity in the U.S. 


has plateaued over the last five years, the utilization of that capacity has fallen over the same time 


period, so major investments in fuel refining necessary to transition to new feedstocks or products will 


not happen under business-as-usual.  


The conservatism of the energy system is reflected in research and development (R&D) investments; 


U.S. companies invested approximately $3 billion in energy supply R&D in 2010, about 0.3% of total 


revenue, a small proportion compared to non-commodity sectors, such as pharmaceuticals (18.7%) and 



http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/servicerpt/subsidy2/pdf/execsum.pdf

http://www.ferc.gov/market-oversight/othr-mkts/renew/othr-rnw-rps.pdf

http://www.eia.doe.gov/energyexplained/index.cfm?page=electricity_delivery

http://www.oe.energy.gov/information_center/faq.htm#ppl1

http://www.oe.energy.gov/information_center/faq.htm#p1

http://www.ferc.gov/

http://www.pewclimate.org/what_s_being_done/in_the_states/vehicle_ghg_standard.cfm

http://www.nhtsa.gov/cars/rules/cafe/overview.htm

http://www.epa.gov/regulations/bizsector/automotive.html

http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory.html

http://www.eia.gov/cneaf/electricity/epm/tablees3.html

http://tonto.eia.gov/cfapps/ipdbproject/iedindex3.cfm?tid=2&pid=2&aid=7&cid=CG6,&syid=2004&eyid=2008&unit=MK

http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=PET&s=MOCGGUS2&f=A

http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=PET&s=MOPUEUS2&f=A

http://www.rdmag.com/Feature-Articles/2010/12/Policy-And-Industry-Government-Funding-2011-Global-RD-Funding-Forecast-Industrial-RD-Energy/

http://www.americanenergyinnovation.org/full-report-download/AEIC_Brochure_Final.pdf
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computers and electronics (7.9%). Federal investment in energy RD&D was $4.3 billion in 2010, one-


third of benchmark commonly articulated target for developed nations (1% of sector’s portion of GDP). 


Manufacturing related to energy technologies varies widely. In general, manufacturing facilities for 


mature technologies are built where the cost of manufacturing is lowest, and those for innovative 


technologies are built near the site of invention. Decisions regarding manufacturing capacity are also 


related to the cost of transport of the products. For example, a 2005 study suggested that U.S. suppliers 


will have inadequate production capacity for the predicted nuclear energy deployment, partially due to 


the inactivity in the U.S. nuclear market over the last several decades and the emergence of markets 


abroad. Similarly, while only 6% of solar photovoltaic modules were manufactured in the U.S. in 2008, 


the U.S. dominated production of innovative thin-film modules, which have been the recent focus of 


domestic RD&D. Beyond energy supply, end-use technologies responsible for consumer energy demand 


are manufactured world-wide and subject to vigorous global trade. Manufacturing of energy system 


components, including end-use technologies, is itself a significant energy consumer. 


3 Challenges Posed by Today’s Energy Landscape 
Access to affordable, secure, and reliable energy has been the cornerstone of America’s economic 


growth. However, the nation’s physical and social systems that produce, store, transmit, and use energy 


remain deficient in several important dimensions.  


3.1  Energy Security  
The movement of goods and people is essential to our economy, and 94% of the energy used for 


domestic transportation comes from oil. When other sectors of our economy are considered as well, 


37% of all U.S. primary energy is derived from oil, nearly half of which is imported. The crude import 


fraction has dropped from over 60% in 2005 and is expected to drop further to 42% in 2035; absolute 


imports are projected to decrease from 9 million barrels per day  in 2009 to 8.5 in 2035.  


Crude imports at current prices add nearly $1 billion per day to the national trade deficit. In addition, 


the world relies on OPEC countries for approximately 40% of it oil supply, much of which is produced in 


regions and countries subject to disruptions. This circumstance shapes U.S. foreign policy and 


engenders economic vulnerability. Further, there is effectively one global price for oil set by global 


supply and demand, modulated slightly based on geographic and quality differences in the crude. That 


price may well continue to be higher than historic norms due to increasing demand in developing 


economies and concentration of low-cost supply in a few countries. Continued reliance on 


transportation fuels fungible with oil implies continued U.S. coupling to the global oil price and the 


drawbacks that entails.  However, any reduction in oil use through efficiency would diminish the 


economic harm of high prices and price volatility. 


Security concerns associated with the U.S. energy system extend beyond oil. The security and 


management of the nuclear fuel cycle will be of critical importance to increased deployment of nuclear 


energy technologies in the U.S. and abroad. National policy and international agreements are elements 


of ensuring the availability of the required fuel supply. Effective and credible international nuclear 



http://www.cfo.doe.gov/budget/11budget/Content/FY2011Highlights.pdf

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/pcast-energy-tech-report.pdf

http://www.ne.doe.gov/np2010/reports/mpr2776Rev0102105.pdf

http://www.nrel.gov/analysis/pdfs/46025.pdf

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/fact_sheet_expanding_oil_production.pdf

http://www.eia.gov/neic/speeches/newell_12162010.pdf

http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/Press-Release/current_press_release/exh17.txt

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/ieo/highlights.html
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safeguards, export controls as well as R&D will be required to ensure that future nuclear power systems 


can be deployed safely and securely with appropriate mitigation of risks from terrorism and 


proliferation. The nation’s electric grid must be more secure and reliable to minimize the impact of 


potential natural and man-made disruptions.  


3.2  U.S. Competitiveness  
American leadership in clean energy technologies can be a foundation for future economic growth. The 


market for clean energy technologies is expected to grow because of global economic development, 


which is driving dramatic increases in energy demand, and increasing international focus on 


environmental concerns. The economic opportunities in the clean energy technology market are driving 


innovation, manufacturing, and deployment worldwide. To participate in that market, the U.S. must 


have a robust energy technology industry and well-developed supply chains.  


3.2.1 Innovation 


Innovation has historically been the nation’s economic engine, and is an area accessible for continued 


U.S. leadership. The U.S. has led in innovation because of a culture of creativity and entrepreneurship 


coupled with investment in basic and applied research by both the government and the private sector. 


However, the U.S. is out-spent in RD&D as a fraction of GDP by Japan, and China’s investments are rising 


steadily. In energy RD&D, the U.S. is out-spent by its major trading partners (i.e., Japan, Korea, France, 


and China). Innovation is correlated with RD&D funds, as illustrated by national statistics for patent 


filings. 


3.2.2 Manufacturing 


Reversing the decline in domestic manufacturing is often cited as necessary for U.S. economic 


competitiveness. While the U.S. has steadily shed manufacturing jobs since 2000, manufacturing output 


and wages have increased over the same period. Although increased manufacturing productivity can be 


a hazard to individual manufacturing jobs, the associated economic growth benefits the economy as a 


whole. Investment in manufacturing facilities not only creates immediate capabilities, it facilitates future 


manufacturing efforts because the existing capital can be updated to accommodate new needs.   


Historically, U.S. leadership in innovation enabled its leadership in manufacturing highly differentiated 


products, since close collaboration between researchers, engineers, and manufacturers is useful for 


burgeoning technologies. However, once a product becomes a commodity in the broader market, 


premiums can no longer be garnered by domestically-produced materials and local pools of talent, and 


manufacturing will shift to where it is economically optimal. Innovation in manufacturing processes, in 


addition to the invention of new and better products, enables increased productivity and output and 


creates competitive advantage. Manufacturers in the developing world are becoming ever-more 


sophisticated; Chinese high-tech manufacturing value-added quadrupled from 1997–2007. Private-


sector decisions regarding the location of manufacturing facilities are shaped by a variety of factors, 


including access to capital, tax incentives, regulatory hurdles, market access, and labor force 


productivity.  



http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind10/c4/c4h.htm

http://www.americanenergyinnovation.org/full-report-download/AEIC_Brochure_Final.pdf

http://www.issues.org/22.1/realnumbers.html

http://www.issues.org/22.1/realnumbers.html

http://data.bls.gov/pdq/SurveyOutputServlet?series_id=CES3000000001&data_tool=XGtable

http://www.bea.gov/industry/gpotables/gpo_action.cfm?anon=822793&table_id=26758&format_type=0

http://data.bls.gov/pdq/SurveyOutputServlet?series_id=CES3000000003&data_tool=XGtable

http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind10/c0/c0s11.htm
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3.2.3 Deployment 


Large developing economies are just now building the bulk of their infrastructure and are well suited to 


adopt new clean energy technologies as they build out a modern energy infrastructure for the first time. 


This rapid growth abroad is a market opportunity for U.S.-developed clean energy technologies. While 


the U.S. is unlikely to lead the world in the absolute numbers of clean energy technologies deployed 


simply because the U.S. energy market is a mature market dominated by replacement and modest 


demand growth, widely deploying clean energy technologies domestically is attractive for economic 


competitiveness for several reasons. These include the benefit of the technology itself (e.g., decreased 


energy costs with efficiency technologies), decreased cost of the technology from lessons learned 


through deployment, as well as the associated jobs that cannot be outsourced for the sale, installation, 


operation, and maintenance of the technology. 


The president has set a goal of increasing the share of America’s electricity supplied by clean energy 


sources to 80% by 2035.  


3.3  Environmental Impacts 
Conventional energy production and consumption cumulatively can have significant environmental 


impacts. Among these are the emission of greenhouse gasses (GHGs) and other airborne pollutants, the 


production of solid wastes, and ecological impacts due to the use and consumption of significant 


quantities of water. 


The use of fossil fuels is a major source of CO2 accumulation in the atmosphere, which is perturbing the 


climate. Global temperatures during the last thirty years have risen about 0.6 °C, consistent with 


expectations. Substantial climate change over the next 90 years would have a serious impact on society, 


and could lead to global instabilities if water supplies are threatened or if a substantial rise in sea levels 


displaces populations. Energy and water are linked; the production of energy requires large volumes of 


water while the treatment and distribution of water is equally dependent upon readily available, low-


cost energy. Climate changes may affect water run-off in the U.S. and elsewhere.  


Other pollutants have environmental impacts. For example, highly radioactive and toxic used nuclear 


fuel is produced and stored at the current fleet of nuclear plants, and presents a future problem for 


centennial-scale storage. The burning of fuels can lead to other types of solid or airborne waste that 


may contain mercury, ozone, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, and heavy elements. Extraction of fossil 


fuels can have significant environmental effects at the location of the extraction.  


Significant deployment of any energy technology will have environmental impact simply because of the 


required scale. Some environmental impacts of large wind or solar farms have been discussed; biomass 


production can have both direct and indirect environmental impacts 


4 DOE Activities 
An effective plan for the Department’s energy technology programs requires both knowledge of the 


energy landscape and challenges reviewed in the previous sections together with a realistic 



http://climate.nasa.gov/keyIndicators/index.cfm#globalTemp

http://www.unep.org/publications/ebooks/kick-the-habit/pdfs/KickTheHabit_en_lr.pdf

http://www.epa.gov/region9/waterinfrastructure/waterenergy.html

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/effects/water/

http://www.nrc.gov/waste/spent-fuel-storage.html
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understanding of the government’s and DOE’s role in shaping the energy system. Since that system is 


largely in the hands of the private sector, the government can effect change through the pre-


competitive RD&D it supports and through its policies that affect the rate of deployment, including 


market incentives and penalties, regulation, and finance.  


As outlined in Section 2.7, nearly every governmental entity defines some policies related to the energy 


sector. Even within the federal government, many of the regulations and incentives that shape the 


energy system are not administered by the DOE. The EPA is home to emissions and environmental 


regulations; all tax incentives are the purview of the Treasury; the Department of Transportation sets 


the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards; the Department of the Interior regulates fossil 


fuel extraction and siting of energy projects on federal lands; the Department of Agriculture regulates 


and subsidizes the feedstocks for most biofuels; FERC regulates interstate energy transmission; the 


Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulates nuclear power; many federal agencies are involved in 


the siting of off-shore energy projects; the Department of Defense (DoD) funds energy RD&D for its own 


substantial, and often unique, energy needs; the Department of Labor regulates worker safety and 


compensation for energy projects; and the list goes on. 


The federal government’s direct participation in the energy system as a provider or purchaser of energy 


is limited. Its major influence is instead exerted by joining with state and local governments to modulate 


private-sector decisions through policies that set the terms of operation and trade in the energy sector. 


DOE contributes in part to private sector decisions by developing and maturing technology options that 


could be rewarded in evolving market conditions.  


The Department of Energy’s RD&D programs include the Offices of Science, Energy Efficiency and 


Renewable Energy, Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability, Nuclear Energy, Fossil Energy, and Nuclear 


Nonproliferation. The Office of Science is the single largest funder of basic research in the physical 


sciences in the country. The other Offices primarily support applied research and development in 


technology-specific areas. In addition, the Advanced Research Projects Agency – Energy (ARPA-E) funds 


the development of high-risk, high-payoff clean energy technologies. As a whole, the Department’s 


programs are a major U.S. innovation engine, supporting mission-related research in academia, the DOE 


complex of national laboratories and user facilities, and the for-profit sector. The Department is home to 


some of the world’s most powerful scientific computers and leads the world in simulation capabilities 


that couple computer modeling with experimental validation. A strategic combination of applied 


research, test beds and simulation has the potential to decrease risks associated with new technologies, 


accelerate technological progress, and can catalyze private-sector investment for the wide deployment 


of clean energy technologies. 


The Department’s core strength lies in its science and technology efforts, which have led to technology 


improvements and breakthroughs, and these efforts are the focus of this DOE-QTR process. However, 


these are not the Department’s only responsibilities and policy tools. DOE has some regulatory (e.g., 


appliance efficiency standards) and financial authorities (e.g., loan guarantees) and its techno-economic 


analyses play a unique role in informing and shaping energy and related environmental policies and 


investments.  



http://coastalmanagement.noaa.gov/issues/energy_federal.html
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The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (Recovery Act) channeled an unprecedented amount of 


funds through the Department in record time. The Recovery Act funding and an increased fiscal year 


2009 appropriation provided the opportunity for new, extensive projects. In energy, projects include tax 


credits, construction of advanced vehicle technology battery manufacturing facilities, and energy 


efficiency grants available to every state, county, and large city. These projects will help inform future 


investments in energy technology research, development, demonstration, and deployment (RDD&D). 


The Department serves as a repository and disseminator of technical information and best practices for 


energy consumers, from individuals to industries to the federal government. For example, the Federal 


Energy Management Program (FEMP) facilitates the federal government's implementation of sound, 


cost-effective energy management and investment practices to enhance the nation's energy security 


and environmental stewardship. DOE has the authority to set mandatory minimum energy efficiency 


standards for a range of residential, commercial, and industrial appliances, including lighting, 


refrigerators, heating and cooling systems, and motors.  


The Department works with dozens of foreign governments and international organizations to promote 


best practice policies and programs, including appliance standards, to accelerate technology innovation 


and clean energy deployment. Through leadership in the Clean Energy Ministerial and the Energy & 


Climate Partnership of the Americas, DOE is catalyzing an array of cooperative activities with countries 


that account for the vast majority of the world's energy use. With most of the growth in future energy 


use expected to occur in developing countries, DOE also supports strong strategic bilateral partnerships 


with both China and India, where the rapid speed and large scale of new energy technology deployment 


is an important driver for innovation. 


In addition, the Department has a core competency in providing unbiased, technically rigorous 


information for policymakers. The EIA is the nation’s premier source of independent statistical 


information about energy production and use. The power marketing administrations, DOE independent 


agencies, offer experience in power generation and transmission activities and can demonstrate and 


deploy new technologies and capabilities into the electrical grid. The Department collaborates with 


other federal agencies to leverage expertise, advance research, development, demonstration, and 


deployment programs, reduce redundancy in energy research programs, and leverage government 


purchasing power to facilitate commercialization and initial deployment. One example is the 


Department’s work with the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, and Transportation on biofuels 


from farm to certification. The DoD, with whom the DOE has a memorandum of understanding 


regarding early deployment of new energy technologies, will be an important early adopter of new and 


improving clean energy technologies, and the information DoD generates from trials at installations can 


inform DOE’s technology programs. 


5  Crosscutting Questions 
With the above framework in mind, the Department has a series of questions for which it seeks public 


input.  
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5.1 Mission 
1) What do you think of the following mission statement for DOE energy research? 


To facilitate the invention, refinement, and early deployment of meaningful technologies that 


enable options for scaling by the private sector toward national energy goals. 


 


 The words in this statement are carefully chosen: 


o to facilitate – we convene and fund various entities – as well as support the basic 


research that underpins invention and refinement 


o invention, refinement – we work on both revolutionary and evolutionary technologies 


o early deployment – we support some activities beyond first commercial demonstration 


o meaningful technologies – we pursue technologies that could have a material impact 


when deployed; accordingly, scale, economics, and timeliness are important criteria 


o enable options – we do not pick commercial winners and losers; the markets make 


those choices 


o scaling by the private sector – we support commercialization as an essential part of 


what we do 


o toward national energy goals – we cannot and will not pursue all technologies; only 


those that enhance energy and national security, reduce environmental impacts, and 


increase U.S. competitiveness  


5.2 Technology Policy 


5.2.1 Clean Energy Leadership 


U.S. leadership in clean energy technologies can help promote their diffusion around the world and 


contribute to the nation’s economic competitiveness. The Department has long supported RD&D to 


catalyze energy innovation. Some programs drive entire clean energy fields, while others are focused on 


specific technical hurdles; we fund individual researchers as well as interdisciplinary teams of 


investigators addressing a common problem; we fund research at national laboratories, universities, and 


in the private sector. The Department supports a broad set of basic research in the physical sciences, 


with world-leading programs in materials science and engineering and in simulation, since these areas 


are critical to progress not only in energy, but also in our security, environmental, and science missions.  


The Department has a number of mechanisms to support the manufacturing of clean energy 


technologies. The loan guarantee program supports manufacturing of innovative technologies that will 


avoid, reduce, or sequester GHG emissions. The Industrial Technologies Program funds R&D and 


provides technical assistance to make manufacturing processes more efficient. 


The Department has neither the authority nor resources to significantly deploy technologies itself. 


However, DOE can facilitate private investment to deploy clean energy technologies. For example, 


working with the Department of the Interior, DOE is participating in studies to identify resources that 


will help developers of renewable energy generation projects. In addition, the loan guarantee program 
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leverages private resources to support renewable energy generation projects that have difficulty finding 


traditional financing.  


As the greatest energy challenges are global in nature, partnering internationally to develop and 


demonstrate new technologies is both essential and attractive. Other countries can have technical 


capabilities that complement our own, and greater demand, pace, and/or risk tolerance in energy 


innovation. International partnerships could offer more diverse projects to increase learning rates, 


promote the global adoption of clean energy technologies, and perhaps ease foreign market entry for 


U.S. firms. However, international partnerships require careful management of intellectual property and 


competitiveness issues. 


2) How can DOE activities best support U.S. leadership in clean energy innovation? In clean 


energy manufacturing? In clean energy deployment? How do we balance international 


competitiveness against international cooperation? 


5.2.2 Program Definition and Management 


Focusing programs on eliminating the most significant problems and barriers allows the most rapid 


progress toward our goals. All programs have many more good ideas to fund than resources available to 


pursue them, and constantly churning priorities, the pursuit of quick wins, or the dilution of resources in 


the face of too many options sap the effectiveness of our efforts. Programs that ramp up and down 


before the hard work can be carried out to test an idea, develop an essential tool, or prove a technology 


cannot effectively deliver results.  


The active participation of multiple technologies or resources in a market is frequently beneficial. 


Competition exerts downward pressure on prices, while diversity reduces the risks associated with 


technical, economic, or supply chain complications and disruptions. Yet the strategic and economic 


value of diversity is often difficult to balance against other metrics, and a portfolio guided only by 


diversity can dilute investments and diminish the likelihood of success.  


Clear-cut, baseline standards for entry into the DOE portfolio are useful tools for program definition. The 


DOE draft Strategic Plan says we will “focus on technologies that can confidently be predicted to enter 


commercial application at a minimum of 1 Quad annually by 2030 (about 1% of current U.S. primary 


energy).” Analogous thresholds for technologies that don’t supply energy (e.g., carbon capture and 


storage or efficiency technologies) are more difficult to capture in this way. However, such standards 


cannot be the sole guide to program definition or budgeting, as mere technical possibility is too low a 


threshold; they do not capture the readiness of the technology for deployment, the maturity of the 


industry involved, or the RD&D involvement of outside parties. Furthermore, such standards do not 


provide guidance for how RD&D efforts should evolve as the technology is deployed and gains market 


share.  


The Department can also use targets to guide its activities in different technologies. For example, the 


SunShot program aims to achieve a $1/Watt cost for installed utility-scale solar power by 2020. ARPA-E, 


too, cites specific parameters that technologies must plan to achieve in their funding opportunity 


announcements. These targets can be useful in that they provide concrete, tangible goals to work 



http://www.energy.gov/media/DOE_StrategicPlan_Draft.pdf

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/sunshot/
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towards without prescribing the specific technological pathway to achieve them. On the other hand, 


finding the right targets is challenging since the relationship between technical targets within an R&D 


setting and scaled production can be difficult to determine rigorously, and inappropriate targets can 


hamper technology development. For example, if DOE targets are underambitious, there is little 


incentive for the private sector to help the Department increase the aggressiveness of its targets. 


However, without input from industry, the Department runs the risk of recalibrating targets to 


unrealistic levels.  


These challenges might be addressed by planning that is grounded by rigorous analysis, clear priorities 


established with broad input from stakeholders, and decisions based upon rigorous peer review. In 


addition, achieving even the most ambitious targets does not guarantee adoption and deployment by 


the private sector, as there are many non-technological barriers to technology commercialization.  


3)  What principles should the Department follow for allocating resources among 


technologies of disparate maturity and potential time to impact? 


a) What should be the criteria for including a technology in the DOE portfolio?  What 


should be the criteria for removing a technology from the DOE portfolio?  How should 


programs be structured and managed to accommodate entry and exit of technologies 


within the DOE portfolio?2  


b) How do we balance the diversity of technology options the Department could provide 


for the private sector  against timeliness, scale, and cost-effectiveness? 


c) How can DOE be more effective at each stage of the innovation chain?  


d) What are useful metrics to guide DOE technology activities?  


5.2.3 Private Sector Partnership 


Since the Government is not the primary driver of either energy supply or use, all DOE energy activities 


must have the ultimate goal of catalyzing action by the private sector. In general, basic research is 


conducted solely at universities and national laboratories with funding by the government. As a 


technology moves through development and demonstration and associated risks lessen, it gains more 


attention and support from the private sector. Venture capital and small businesses have a higher risk 


tolerance than large corporations, who deploy technology at scale. To promote commercialization, the 


Department must partner with the private sector and other federal agencies to move technologies from 


proof-of-concept to full-scale deployment.  


Progress towards an improved energy system in the U.S. will require both basic research and applied 


technology development. Historically, the feedback loop between science and technology has been a 


critical part of how progress is made; the more active the feedback loop, the higher the likelihood of 


rapid progress. To this end, we have developed a portfolio of new research efforts that augment our 


base programs to provide integration across disciplinary boundaries as well as across multiple phases of 


                                                           
2
 This question appears in the RFI as: “What should the threshold be for entry of a technology into the DOE 


portfolio? Does every technology deserve a program? Conversely, when should we declare ‘mission accomplished’ 
for a government RD&D effort, or cease efforts on a program whose costs may outweigh its benefits?” 
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RD&D. These include Energy Innovation Hubs, Energy Frontier Research Centers, Bioenergy Research 


Centers, and ARPA-E. 


One of the Department’s successful partnering mechanisms is its model of scientific user facilities. These 


facilities allow researchers to do experiments on large, capital-intensive DOE-owned scientific 


instruments. To ensure the Department’s experimental facilities are used most effectively, proposals to 


use these facilities undergo rigorous peer review by researchers in academia and the national 


laboratories. To ensure that the knowledge from experiments is widely disseminated, users must either 


publish their results or pay for the use of the facility. A similar model could be imagined for clean energy 


technologies; for example, the Department could create and operate national technology test beds with 


greater experimental capability than could be developed by the private-sector in order to validate novel 


energy technologies and explore their system-level performance. While DOE national laboratories have 


similar capabilities for some technologies (e.g., the National Wind Technology Test Site and the Biomass 


Process Facility), these facilities are generally not operated under the paradigm described above. In the 


experience of the DOE, the user-facility model of open-calls for proposals and peer-reviewed selection 


have resulted in a diverse, high-quality set of research projects. This model may also apply in the arena 


of technology development. However, the translation of that model to energy technologies may be 


imperfect, as the majority of the users of these facilities will likely be for-profit and more likely to pay for 


their time and want to hold the results proprietary.  


Energy RD&D management and planning will be most effective when fully informed about the actions of 


all relevant parties. The private sector is most knowledgeable about the status of commercial 


technologies and their likely evolution, yet competitiveness concerns may inhibit complete sharing, 


particularly for commodity products. The Department’s current mechanisms to gather information on 


private sector innovation in clean energy technologies include invention disclosures of innovations that 


were made with DOE resources (e.g., through partnering with a DOE national laboratory), and efforts by 


the applied technology programs to hold workshops, read proposals submitted to solicitations, attend 


technology conferences, tour manufacturing plants, read market reports, and commission technology 


studies. However, these are imperfect and incomplete.  


4) What are the optimal roles for the private sector, government laboratories, citizens and 


academia in accelerating technology innovation?  


a) How can DOE best coordinate activities between and among these types of 


organizations (including the wide variety of institutions within each class)? How 


should we gauge the effectiveness of this coordination? How can the basic-applied 


coupling be optimized? Are there examples in other sectors or other countries that 


can serve as models?  


b) What are the design principles for an effective ‘technology user facility’?3 


                                                           
3
  This question appears in the RFI as: “Are ‘technology user facilities’ analogous to the Department’s scientific user 


facilities possible, or even desirable? If so, what would be the most effective model for their operation?” 



http://www.energy.gov/hubs/

http://www.er.doe.gov/bes/EFRC/index.html

http://genomicscience.energy.gov/centers/#page=news

http://genomicscience.energy.gov/centers/#page=news

http://arpa-e.energy.gov/

http://www.science.doe.gov/Scientific_User_Facilities/index.htm
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c) How can the Department best gather technology market information? How can 


information on private sector innovation be captured without compromising 


competitive advantage? 


5.2.4 Technology Demonstration 


Reducing the risks associated with new technologies is a critical component of government engagement 


with the private sector. The commercialization, broad diffusion, and regulatory approval of a new 


energy technology require high confidence in its performance. Uncertainty in operation at scale or in 


system-integrated operation increases early adopter risk and slows market penetration.  


The DOE collaborates with industry on demonstration projects to help catalyze large-scale adoption of 


promising energy technologies. In order to ensure these efforts have the largest possible impact, DOE is 


interested in ideas to improve the process for selecting when and under what circumstances to sponsor 


technology demonstrations with industry, as well as how to best disseminate the results so as to have 


the largest market impact. To ensure relevance and application beyond the direct participants, learning 


must be widely disseminated so that test bed and demonstration activities can benefit entire industries. 


Such practices will require a careful balance of promulgating information for broadest impact against 


non-disclosure agreements and intellectual property protection necessary for private sector 


participation. However, specifics of how to chose and operate demonstration projects are unclear.  


Failure is a common, and beneficial, fact of experimentation. The Department’s R&D programs expect a 


certain proportion of failed research ideas, although contingency plans are integral to good program 


management. In contrast, the Department’s Loan Guarantee Program is operated such that every 


funded project has a high likelihood of success (defined as a reasonable prospect of loan repayment). 


The risk associated with demonstration projects falls somewhere between R&D and commercial 


viability. Assessing and planning for risk will be essential to demonstration projects the DOE undertakes. 


5) What are principles and best practices in performing large-scale demonstration projects? 


a) How close to commercial viability does a demonstration have to be? What are the 


optimal cost sharing arrangements? How might demonstrations be coordinated with 


DOE financing activities? 


b) How can demonstration projects better benefit all stakeholders beyond the 


immediate participants? How are lessons-learned best captured and promoted, and 


how is intellectual property best handled? 


c) How should DOE determine whether demonstrations adequately address technical 


and operation risks?  


d) What defines  failure or success in the demonstration phase? 


5.2.5 Non-Technical Barriers 


DOE is but one of the many entities whose actions impact the energy system; while the energy sector is 


heavily regulated, few of those regulations are in the control of the Department. Integrated planning at 


the federal and international levels is essential to accelerating the deployment of new energy 


technologies. Standards, siting, and permitting are examples of the many issues that require multiple 
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agency participation. Establishing common understanding and prioritization regarding land or other 


resource use, and accelerating the process by which applications are considered across multiple 


agencies, would enable more rapid deployment of clean energy technologies. Other methods for 


addressing non-technical barriers include voluntary technical standards (like the work of ASTM 


International and the American National Standards Institute), dissemination of information crucial to 


market function, and support for workforce skills and availability.A comprehensive discussion of federal 


policies for addressing non-technical barriers to deployment would be the subject of the government-


wide Quadrennial Energy Review suggested in the PCAST report, not this DOE-QTR. However, the 


Department is interested in comments regarding its role in addressing these barriers. 


6) A number of non-technical barriers—including federal, state, and local regulations, market 


failures, and non-technical risks—impact the rate of deployment of energy technologies. 


What, if any, role should the Department have in addressing these barriers? 


6 Six Strategies 
The recently released DOE draft Strategic Plan (February, 2011) outlines three important Departmental 


goals:  


 Catalyze the timely, material, and efficient transformation of the nation’s energy system and 


secure U.S. leadership in clean energy technologies. 


 Maintain a vibrant U.S. effort in science and engineering as a cornerstone of our economic 


prosperity, with clear leadership in strategic areas. 


 Enhance nuclear security through defense, nonproliferation, and environmental efforts. 


President Obama has articulated broad goals for reducing our dependence on oil, reducing pollution, 


and investing in RD&D of clean energy technologies in the United States to create jobs.  These include:  


 Reduce energy-related greenhouse gas emissions by 17% by 2020 and 83% by 2050, from a 2005 


baseline. 


 By 2035, 80% of America’s electricity will come from clean energy sources. 


 Support deployment of 1 million electric vehicles (EVs) on the road by 2015. 


There are six more or less independent strategies that are both necessary and sufficient to address the 


Administration’s goals (see Figure 2) and enhance our energy, economic, and environmental security. 


These six divide into two trios: one for stationary energy (heat and power), and another for transport. 


Each trio has supply, efficiency, and “intermediate” strategies.  


Implementation of any one of these strategies is a complex undertaking involving policies, economics, 


and technologies; this DOE-QTR is concerned with DOE’s efforts in the latter.  



http://www.energy.gov/media/DOE_StrategicPlan_Draft.pdf
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Figure 2. Six Strategies 


7) Have we correctly identified and structured these six strategies? 


 The remainder of this framing document describes each strategy and its context, together with 


summaries of technologies we believe are important to that strategy. In each of the transportation and 


stationary sectors we begin with end-use efficiency, since improvements here will have the most 


immediate impact.  


These sections are meant to solicit input on state-of-the-art, learning curves, and potential of each 


technology. In developing technology and policy priorities, future opportunities must compete on the 


quality of their ideas, the rigor of their technical approach, and the value of their knowledge return. 


Because of their importance in prioritization, technology assessments must be made within a systems 


context under realistic assumptions of scale, technology headroom, and economics. We believe the 


technologies and strategies discussed below meet the criteria of timeliness, and scale and should be 


central to DOE efforts going forward. Since we believe DOE’s efforts best leverage the private sector in 


immature industries, our selection deemphasizes established energy sources such as conventional 


hydroelectric power and fossil fuels without carbon capture and sequestration. We welcome comment 


on our  technology selection.  


For each strategy or technology, we list source documents we intend to draw upon in assessing a 


technology’s potential and in developing summary roadmaps towards its realization. In addition to the 


technology-specific reports listed in each section below, we will draw upon a number of cross-cutting 


reports and data: the National Academies of Science America’s Energy Future reports, historical data 


from the EIA, the European Commission on Energy’s Strategic Energy Technology Plan, and the Global 


Energy Assessment, when it becomes available.  



http://sites.nationalacademies.org/Energy/index.htm

http://www.eia.gov/

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/technology/set_plan/set_plan_en.htm

http://www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/ENE/GEA/index_gea.html

http://www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/ENE/GEA/index_gea.html
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8) We welcome comment on the selection of these technologies and sources, as well as 


suggestions of alternate technologies and sources, and updated technology, cost, and forecast data, 


particularly in rapidly-moving fields. 


6.1 Transport 


6.1.1 Increase Vehicle Efficiency 


Powered almost exclusively by petroleum, U.S. road vehicles travelled three trillion miles in 2009 and 


consumed more than 150 billion gallons of liquid fuel. Vehicle miles traveled are projected to increase 


by 50% through 2035, although energy consumption by the fleet is projected to grow by only 20%. 


U.S. fuel-economy in cars and light trucks (Light Duty Vehicles, or LDV) has been constant for 25 years, 


with continuously improving engine efficiency offset by growth in vehicle size, performance, and 


accessories. During this same period, European and Japanese fuel economics have improved steadily, so 


that their fleets are now 60% more fuel efficient than the U.S. fleet.  


Significant opportunities remain for improving vehicle efficiency and fuel economy without adversely 


impacting performance, size, and other characteristics. Advanced internal combustion engines (ICEs) 


could improve efficiency by nearly 50% over today’s gasoline engines, and additional opportunities to 


improve the fuel economy of vehicles with conventional ICEs abound (e.g., improved transmission 


gearing and reduced vehicle weight).  


Beyond the fuel consumption by LDVs, medium- and heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs)—particularly freight 


trucks—consume an additional 30 billion gallons of diesel fuel per year. There are opportunities to 


reduce fuel consumption by up to 50% in these vehicles using conventional technologies, at a break-


even fuel price of just over $1 per gallon. Given the rapid turnover of HDV stock, the freight sector can 


effect a significant near-term reduction of petroleum consumption. 


The cross-cutting questions described in Section 5 should be considered while reviewing these 


technologies. DOE is particularly interested in feedback on the resources and reports that are listed with 


each technology, as well as the technology roadmaps described in the America’s Energy Future reports. 


Although DOE does continuously track new information emerging from the field, we welcome all data 


that updates these references on questions of cost, projections, and non-technical barriers to 


deployment. 


In developing roadmaps for all vehicle efficiency technologies, we will draw upon the following sources: 


 DOE Vehicle Technologies Program, Multi-Year Program Plan, 2011-2015, 2010 


 DOE EERE, 2008 Vehicle Technologies Market Report, 2009 


 National Research Council, Assessment of Fuel Economy Technologies for Light-Duty Vehicles, 2011 


 National Research Council, Technologies and Approaches to Reducing the Fuel Consumption of 


Medium- and Heavy-Duty Vehicles, 2010 



http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/aer/pecss_diagram.html

http://www.eia.gov/oiaf/aeo/tablebrowser/#release=AEO2011&subject=0-AEO2011&table=7-AEO2011&region=0-0&cases=ref2011-d120810c

http://www.nrel.gov/analysis/pdfs/46018.pdf

http://www.pewclimate.org/federal/executive/vehicle-standards/fuel-economy-comparison

http://www.eia.gov/oiaf/aeo/tablebrowser/#release=AEO2011&subject=0-AEO2011&table=7-AEO2011&region=0-0&cases=ref2011-d120810c

http://books.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=12845&page=5

http://sites.nationalacademies.org/Energy/index.htm

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/vehiclesandfuels/pdfs/program/vt_mypp_2011-2015.pdf

http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy09osti/46018.pdf

http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12924

http://books.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12845

http://books.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12845
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6.1.1.1 Light-weight Materials 


Light-weight materials like magnesium, aluminum, high-strength steel, and polymer composites can 


replace the cast-iron and traditional steel in vehicles to significantly increase fuel economy while 


maintaining safety, performance, and reliability. A 10% reduction in vehicle weight can increase fuel 


economy by 6–8%. Moreover, replacing traditional components with lightweight materials allows 


vehicles to carry advanced emissions control equipment, safety devices, power systems, and integrated 


electronic systems without an overall increase in weight. 


For passenger vehicles, DOE is working to validate a cost-effective weight reduction of 50% in body and 


chassis systems by 2015 compared to a 2002 baseline, while maintaining safety, performance, and 


reliability. DOE funds research on a variety of lightweight materials, focusing on carbon fiber composites 


and magnesium. Through these activities, DOE aims to lower the cost of carbon fiber from the current 


$10–20 per pound to less than $5 per pound. 


In developing roadmaps for lightweighting technologies, we will draw upon the following source: 


 DOE Vehicle Technologies Program, 2009 Annual Progress Report for Lightweighting Materials, 2009 


6.1.1.2 Internal Combustion Engine Performance 


ICEs power 240 million cars and light trucks on our nation’s roads, and nearly all of the 10–17 million 


new vehicles sold each year. Many vehicles of the future, whether traditional combustion, hybrid-


electric, or plug-in hybrid, will continue to rely on ICEs because of their relatively low cost, high 


performance, and ability to use diverse liquid fuels. Increasing the efficiency of ICEs is one of the most 


promising and cost-effective approaches to improving the fuel economy of our nation's vehicle fleet in 


the near- to mid-term. ICE thermal efficiency and emission reduction are being driven by innovations in 


low temperature combustion strategies, emission controls, and fuel injection. Key developments in 


combustion and emission controls plus low-sulfur fuel have enabled manufacturers to achieve the 


necessary emissions levels and introduce additional diesel-powered LDV models to the U.S. market.  


DOE aims to facilitate improvement of LDV gasoline fuel economy by 25% by 2015 and of LDV diesel by 


40% compared to a baseline 2009 gasoline vehicle. The program also aims to improve heavy truck fuel 


economy by 20% by 2015 and by 30% by 2018.  


In developing roadmaps for combustion engine technologies, we will draw upon the following source:  


 DOE Vehicle Technologies Program, 2009 Annual Progress Report for Advanced Combustion Engine 


Research and Development, 2009 


6.1.2 Progressive Electrification of the Vehicle Fleet 


Electrification of the transportation sector is a significant opportunity to reduce petroleum 


consumption, lower GHG emissions, and reduce air pollution. Degrees of electrification range from mild 


and strong hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), through plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), to battery 


electric vehicles (BEVs). More than 1.5 million HEVs have been sold in the U.S. since their introduction in 


2005 and new hybrid models are introduced every year.  



http://web.mit.edu/sloan-auto-lab/research/beforeh2/otr2035/

http://aluminumintransportation.org/downloads/AluminumNow/Ricardo%20Study_with%20cover.pdf

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/vehiclesandfuels/resources/vt_lm_fy09.html

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/vehiclesandfuels/pdfs/program/2009_adv_combustion_engine.pdf

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/vehiclesandfuels/pdfs/program/2009_adv_combustion_engine.pdf

http://web.mit.edu/mitei/docs/reports/electrification-transportation-system.pdf

http://www.bts.gov/publications/national_transportation_statistics/pdf/entire.pdf
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HEV powertrains are at least 50% more efficient than current gasoline internal combustion engines 


(ICEs), and do not require infrastructure upgrades. Grid-connected vehicles (PHEVs and BEVs) that 


further minimize fuel consumption have recently come to market. The first mass produced PHEV (Chevy 


Volt) and BEV (Nissan Leaf) began delivery in late 2010, and DOE has estimated that auto manufacturers 


will have the capacity to produce more than one million EVs by 2015. DOE is also supporting large 


demonstrations of 13,000 PHEVs and BEVs and 23,000 chargers in more than 20 cities around the 


country.  


Partial electrification of the vehicle fleet combined with improvement in conventional vehicles could 


reduce domestic fuel consumption by more than 80 billion gallons per year in 2035. Estimating GHG 


reductions becomes more problematic as integration with the electric grid grows and the carbon 


footprint of future electric power becomes important. 


The principal challenge to vehicle electrification continues to be the cost, performance, and physical 


characteristics of batteries. Other challenges include the supply of rare-earth elements for motors, local 


barriers to installing charging infrastructure, long charging times, and standardization of chargers and 


the grid interface. PHEVs and BEVs are both a challenge and opportunity for the grid. Large numbers of 


EVs could burden residential distribution transformers and reduce grid reliability. High EV penetration 


combined with smart charging could also provide distributed grid storage that enhances grid operability 


and reliability and allows for greater integration of renewable power.  


As you review these technologies, please keep in mind the cross-cutting questions described in Section 


5. DOE is particularly interested in feedback on the resources and reports that are listed with each 


technology, as well as the technology roadmaps described in the America’s Energy Future reports. 


Although DOE does continuously track new information emerging from the field, we welcome all data 


that updates these references on questions of cost, projections, and non-technical barriers to 


deployment. 


In developing roadmaps for all vehicle electrification technologies, we will draw upon the following 


sources: 


 National Research Council, Assessment of Fuel Economy Technologies for Light-Duty Vehicles, 2011  


 DOE Vehicle Technologies Program, Multi-Year Program Plan, 2011-2015, 2010 


6.1.2.1 Batteries 


The cost and performance of batteries are key factors determining the growth of electric drive. In 2010, 


more than 95% of lithium-ion batteries were made in Japan, China, and South Korea. The worldwide 


market for EV batteries is projected to grow to $8 billion by 2015. The Recovery Act included grants that 


are enabling companies to build the capacity to produce 50,000 EV batteries annually by the end of 


2011 and 500,000 EV batteries annually by December 2014. This represents capacity sufficient to meet 


the requirements for projected U.S. EV production.  


DOE’s goal is to drive reduction in the cost of battery storage to $300 per kilowatt hour (kWh) by 2014, 


roughly half of current costs. This is being done through investments in RD&D of battery chemistries, 



http://www.eia.gov/oiaf/aeo/supplement/suptab_59.xls

http://www.energy.gov/media/1_Million_Electric_Vehicle_Report_Final.pdf

http://books.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=12621&page=154
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including both the mature family of lithium-ion batteries and other less mature chemical systems such 


as lithium metal polymer batteries and lithium sulfur batteries. ARPA-E supports 14 battery projects. The 


Recovery Act supported 30 new battery, electric drive, and electric vehicle manufacturing plants, and 


supported construction of more than 10,000 charging locations. 


In developing roadmaps for battery technologies, we will draw upon the following source: 


 International Energy Agency, Technology Roadmap: Electric and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, 2009  


6.1.2.2 Motors 


Electric propulsion components can add significant price to vehicles that require 80–180 kilowatt (kW) 


motors. An electric motor and inverter, critical components of the electric drive power train, use the 


energy in the battery to move the EV. Permanent magnet motors are the most popular for EVs because 


of their high power density, specific power, and efficiency. These permanent magnets require rare earth 


metals, the supply and cost of which present a potential barrier to wide deployment of EVs.  


The DOE aims to facilitate a reduction in the cost of an electric drive system to $12/kW ($7/kW for the 


motor) in 2015 and $8/kW ($4.70/kW for the motor) in 2020 with specific requirements and targets 


including power density, efficiency and lifetime. To achieve these metrics, DOE is supporting research, 


development, and demonstration to decrease cost, weight, volume, and improve thermal management 


of power electronics (inverters and capacitors) and electric motors.  


In developing roadmaps for electric motor technologies, we will draw upon the following source: 


 DOE FreedomCAR and Fuel Partnership, Electrical and Electronics Technical Team Roadmap, 2010  


6.1.3 Alternative Fuels 


For reasons of energy density, cost of production, and ease of transport and use, petroleum-derived 


gasoline and diesel dominate both domestically and globally. Despite improving vehicle efficiencies and 


progressive electrification, the U.S. is projected to continue to rely on liquid fuels for the foreseeable 


future, and certain segments of the transportation sector (e.g. HDVs, airplanes, and civilian ships) 


require the energy density of liquid fuels for effective operation. Use of alternative (non-crude-derived) 


liquid or gaseous fuels is therefore another strategy to reduce oil consumption.  


The existing petroleum fleet is supported by an extensive infrastructure. Substitution of other fuels for 


petroleum products is therefore a significant challenge, as diverse alternative chemistries face a range of 


complications. Certain fuels are incompatible with existing infrastructure, and so require new 


infrastructures to be deployed, an expensive proposition for a sector that includes 250 million vehicles. 


Other fuels require significant resources and technology advances to achieve production at scale, and 


still others suffer from low energy density relative to petroleum-derived incumbents. Drop-in 


compatible alternative fuels (i.e., fuels that can be easily blended with or substituted for their 


petroleum-derived counterparts) therefore have a structural advantage.  


As you review these technologies, please keep in mind the cross-cutting questions described in Section 


5. DOE is particularly interested in feedback on the resources and reports that are listed with each 
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technology, as well as the technology roadmaps described in the America’s Energy Future report on 


liquid fuels. Although DOE does continuously track new information emerging from the field, we 


welcome all data that updates these references on questions of cost, projections, and non-technical 


barriers to deployment. 


6.1.3.1 Advanced Biofuels 


Biofuels are substitutes for petroleum-based transportation fuels made by biologically or chemically 


converting renewable biological feedstock. In 2010, the U.S. produced an estimated 13 billion gallons of 


ethanol from corn grain, an 800% increase from 2000. The total global ethanol supply was estimated to 


be 22.5 billion gal in 2010. Biodiesel produced from oilseed crops peaked in 2008 at 691 million gallons 


and has declined since. These first-generation commercial biofuels total less than 5% of the fuels 


consumed for U.S. transportation, and interact significantly with food and feed markets. 


Lignocellulosic biomass, on the other hand, derives from agricultural and forestry residues or dedicated 


energy crops. It is estimated that over 400 million tons of U.S. biomass annually is sustainably available 


today, and that the sustainable resource potential is over 1 billion tons annually. This estimate  does not 


include potentially significant sources of non-terrestrial biomass such as algae. More than 35 


biorefineries for lignocellulosic biomass are being designed and/or constructed in the U.S at pilot-, 


demonstration-, and commercial scales.  


Possible biofuels include alcohols, other oxygenates, and drop-in hydrocarbons. There are multiple  


conversion pathways, including biochemical approaches that use a combination of chemical 


pretreatment, enzymatic hydrolysis and fermentation; gasification to convert biomass to synthesis gas 


intermediates; and pyrolysis and other liquefaction that convert biomass to liquid bio-oil intermediates. 


DOE’s program supports R&D to make cellulosic biofuels cost competitive with petroleum-based fuels. 


The Energy Independence and Security Act set a goal of 36 billion gallons per year of renewable 


transportation fuels by 2022, of which at most 12 billion may be corn ethanol. The Recovery Act 


supported the construction of 19 pilot, demonstration, and commercial-scale bio-refineries.  


 In developing roadmaps for advanced biofuel technologies, we will draw upon the following sources: 


 DOE and U.S. Department of Agriculture, Biomass as Feedstock for a Bioenergy and BioProducts 


Industry: The Technical Feasibility of a Billion-Ton Annual Supply. ORNL/TM-2005/06, 2005 


 DOE, Biomass Program Multi-Year Program Plan, 2010 


6.1.3.2 Alternative Fossil Fuels 


Both coal and natural gas can substitute for petroleum in transportation applications. The abundant 


domestic supply of both fossil fuels can address challenges associated with oil, although as with all forms 


of energy, there are environmental aspects to be managed and balanced. 


In 2008, 150,000 vehicles (mostly buses and corporate-fleet vehicles) were powered by compressed 


natural gas (CNG) in the U.S. Natural gas must be compressed to meet the volume requirements of 


mobile applications, but even CNG takes considerable space in vehicles. Advantages for CNG as a 
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substitute for petroleum include engine efficiencies greater than those for gasoline and and the existing 


natural gas infrastructure for domestic and industrial applications.  


Coal (with or without added biomass) and natural gas can be converted to syngas, which can be 


subsequently catalyzed into gasoline components, alternative diesel components, methanol, or dimethyl 


ether (DME) through a variety of proven chemical processes. Commercial deployment of methanol 


would require considerable new infrastructure, and methanol’s corrosive and toxic properties raise 


environmental and health concerns. DME is a clean-burning drop-in substitute for diesel, but like other 


alternative fuels would require upgrades in infrastructure. Coal can also be liquefied directly to synthetic 


crude oil for subsequent refining.  


The primary barriers to all of these conversion processes are scale, capital intensity, and environmental 


impact. Opportunities for technical improvement include gasification units, separation processes, 


catalysts, and CCS.  


DOE currently has no activities related to alternative liquid transportation fuels from fossil feedstocks. 


In developing roadmaps for alternative fossil transportation fuel technologies, we will draw upon the 


following source: 


 California Institute for Energy and the Environment, Natural Gas Vehicle Research Roadmap, 2008 


6.2 Stationary 


6.2.1 Building and Industrial Efficiency 


Industry consumes some 30% of U.S. energy, with residential and commercial buildings accounting for a 


further 40%. Energy efficiency improvements, whereby the same or better services are provided to the 


end user while consuming less energy, could therefore dramatically reduce energy demand, often with 


net economic benefit to the end user.  


Changes in electrical energy demand directly affect the entire grid system, and can have benefits well 


beyond the economic value of reduced energy consumption for the consumer. By reducing energy 


demand, efficiency improvements enable utilities to serve more customers with the same infrastructure, 


thereby deferring large-capital upgrades to the bulk and distribution power systems. Demand response, 


where device power consumption is adjusted in response to the state of a larger system, can target 


efficiency to periods of peak stress where the operational value is often highest and opportunities for 


revenue generation are greatest. 


As you review these technologies, please keep in mind the cross-cutting questions described in Section 


5. DOE is particularly interested in feedback on the resources and reports that are listed with each 


technology, as well as the technology roadmaps described in the America’s Energy Future report on 


efficiency. Although DOE does continuously track new information emerging from the field, we welcome 


all data that updates these references on questions of cost, projections, and non-technical barriers to 


deployment. The many and varied end uses of energy present a challenge to prioritization, and DOE 
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particularly welcomes input on Question 3 in Section 5.2.2 with respect to efficiency technologies and 


priorities. 


6.2.1.1 Efficiency in Buildings 


Residential and commercial buildings currently use about 40% of U.S. primary energy and 72% of U.S. 


electricity each year. Building energy use is dominated by heat generation (for air or water), moving 


heat from one place to another (air conditioning or refrigeration), and lighting. However, end-use 


devices account for a growing fraction of building electricity use. Direct fossil fuel (primarily natural gas 


and fuel oil) use in buildings is overwhelmingly for conditioning air and heating water. 


Significant energy savings (likely over 20%) would be possible by deploying currently cost-effective 


technologies. However, the interdependence of building components makes it harder to estimate the 


potential for energy efficiency. For example, the building envelope, windows, and control systems 


impact the energy use required for heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC), and windows have 


a direct impact on lighting demand.  


Building codes and standards govern building construction and have historically been concerned 


primarily with safety. Recent building codes and voluntary programs have increased attention on 


energy-efficient design and building operation. Equipment and appliance standards set minimum energy 


efficiency limits. Technology development and building codes and standards can work together to create 


beneficial feedback loops. 


Building energy use can have two key interactions with the other stationary energy strategies described 


in this DOE-QTR. Some clean electricity technologies (particularly solar PV) can be installed in or on 


buildings to provide energy directly. This distributed energy generation changes the nature of the 


demands on the transmission and distribution grids. In addition, a modern grid system could implement 


demand response technologies that shed load rather than increase generation at times of high demand 


or decreases in production (such as from intermittent sources). Many building loads are well suited to 


participate in demand response.  


DOE has identified five key technologies and loads in improving building efficiency. 


6.2.1.1.1 Whole Building Design 


Integrated approaches to whole building design that incorporate architecture/design, engineering, and 


construction for new commercial buildings have demonstrated up to 50% energy savings compared with 


current building codes. In 2006, the U.S. market for the construction and renovation of new and existing 


residential and commercial buildings was estimated to be approximately $1.22 trillion, which is over 


69% of the value of all U.S. construction and over 9% of U.S. GDP.  


DOE uses a systems engineering approach to assess and improve the efficiency of residential homes 


through its Building America program. Additionally, DOE is working with the American Society of 


Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) and other stakeholders in commercial 


buildings to develop advanced energy design guides for commercial buildings that are 50% more 


efficient than minimum code requirements. 
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6.2.1.1.2 Energy Management Systems 


A system-wide approach to reducing a building’s energy consumption combines sensors, controls, 


feedback loops, and software that integrate information from smart end-use technologies with an 


intelligent grid. The building control systems market grew from $3.1 billion in the U.S. in 2001 to $4.3 


billion in North America in 2008, while remaining approximately one third of the global market for 


building controls. 


Within the U.S., centralized energy management and control systems operate in about 33% of 


commercial building floor space, all of which is contained within about 10% of commercial buildings. 


Automated demand response (ADR) allows smart buildings to adjust energy consumption in response to 


changing energy prices from a smart grid. ADR has been enhanced by open protocols and wireless 


technologies, both of which have contributed to the ability of service providers to integrate systems and 


provide clients with valuable data. ADR has been successfully demonstrated. 


DOE is supporting work across several technical pathways including commissioning, standards 


development, sensors, algorithms for automation systems, integration with existing buildings, and 


integration with the design and construction of new buildings. 


6.2.1.1.3 HVAC and Water Heating 


HVAC accounts for 32% of building energy use. U.S. shipments of central air conditioners and air-source 


heat pumps make up about 10% of the global market. Unitary air conditioners and heat pumps have 


improved in energy efficiency by more than 13% since 2005. DOE has a goal of driving a reduction of 


80% in the energy consumption of commercial HVAC between 2004 and 2020. 


Water heating accounts for 9% of building energy use. Efficient water heating includes solar and heat 


pump devices. These currently comprise about 0.25% of the 8–10 million water heaters installed each 


year, and about 1% of the 100 million installed in the U.S. Heat pump water heaters have very low global 


penetration. In solar water heating, however, China leads the world, followed by Australia and New 


Zealand, Europe, Japan, and the U.S. and Canada. DOE has a goal of driving a reduction of energy use for 


hot water service by 50% between 2005 and 2015. 


6.2.1.1.4 Lighting 


Lighting accounts for 14% of building energy use. Compact fluorescent (CFL) shipments increased from 


about 21 million units in 2000 to 400 million units in 2007, causing CFLs to account for the majority of 


“light service” sold in 2007. Though light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are still in early deployment stages, DOE 


projections indicate that a 1000-lumen LED source could cost $2 in 2015. DOE is supporting 


development of solid state lighting across two main pathways—LEDs and organic LEDs—and across the 


innovation chain via core technology research, product development, and manufacturing support. DOE’s 


goal is to improve lighting costs from 22 to 118 lumens per dollar and increase lighting output from 78 


to 154 lumens per watt by 2015. The Recovery Act supported 17 projects that advanced core technology 


research, product development, and manufacturing of solid-state lighting. 
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6.2.1.1.5 Building Envelope and Windows 


The windows, roofs, attic, and insulation of a building forms an envelope that determines about 36% of 


overall building energy use through loss of heating and cooling energy. Efficient windows can reduce a 


building’s heating and cooling demand by up to 35%. From 2005 to 2009, energy efficient windows with 


low-e (R-3) glass increased from 58% to 74% of all units sold in the residential market and from 37% to 


54% of the commercial market. R-5 windows, as well as dynamic windows, are available and could 


enable system effects such as downsizing HVAC capacity. DOE is supporting activities to lower the cost 


of R-10 windows to $3/ft2 price premium by 2020, as well as aiming to improve foam insulation 


performance by 25-40% by 2015 and enable dynamic thermal response of attics and walls at no extra 


life cycle cost by 2015. 


Cool roofs can reduce a building’s heating and cooling demand by up to 15%. Cool roofs for commercial 


buildings have achieved widespread use in California and will be mandatory in hot climates (zones 1-3) 


after upcoming changes to the ASHRAE 90.1 standard. Cool roofs for residential buildings currently have 


a very low market share due to high price premiums.  


In developing roadmaps for building efficiency technologies, we will draw upon the following sources: 


 Interlaboratory Working Group, Scenarios for a Clean Energy Future, ORNL/CON-476 and LBNL-


44029, 2000 


 Dirks, J.A., et al., Lost Opportunities in the Buildings Sector: Energy-Efficiency Analysis and Results, 


PNNL-17623, 2008 


6.2.1.2 Industrial Efficiency 


The energy requirements of the industrial sector are significant and diverse, consuming about one-third 


of all energy produced in the U.S. Approximately two-thirds of the end-use energy is consumed by 


relatively few energy intensive subsectors including chemicals, refining, pulp and paper, iron and steel, 


glass, aluminum, metal-casting, and cement. Manufacturing remains a leading contributor to the U.S. 


economy; in 2009 it accounted for 11% of GDP and directly employed 14 million people, supplied 60% of 


U.S. exports, and produced nearly 20% of the world’s output.  


Best practices and deployment of commercially-available state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies to 


improve efficiency are the fastest routes to improved industrial efficiencies. There is significant 


headroom both to improve the efficiency of existing processes and technologies (such as through the 


use of high-efficiency motor systems and combined heat and power) and to develop new processes and 


technologies that require significantly less energy to perform the same service (such as new fiber or 


plastic that can replace metals in some applications).  


Many cost-effective energy efficient technologies have not been widely adopted due to barriers that 


include insufficient access to industry-specific energy efficiency expertise and workforce, slow capital 


stock turnover and uncertainty of energy prices, which deter corporate energy efficiency investments. 


The National Academies has surveyed a range of studies that estimate industrial energy savings of more 


than 16%  through deploying existing and emerging technologies by 2020. Including the energy-savings 


potential of combined heat and power increases these estimates to more than 20%.  
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Next-generation materials and associated production technologies are intended to reduce costs, reduce 


energy use, reduce pollution, and improve product quality. DOE’s industrial technology program 


includes efforts in coatings, thin films, electrochemicals that require functional surface interactions; 


ceramics, engineered polymers, and metallics that operate in extreme environments; composites and 


smart materials integrated in energy systems; and substitutes for magnetic materials containing rare 


earth elements. 


Next-generation manufacturing processes improve efficiency by reducing steps required, developing 


alternative low-energy pathways, and developing entirely new processes and unit operations. Novel 


methods are required to produce such energy-intensive materials as steel, chemicals, titanium, and 


carbon fiber. DOE supports development of new production systems, including innovative bioprocessing 


techniques, high-performance catalysts and separations, nano-scale manufacturing and processing, 


next-generation computational tools (including simulation), advanced characterization, integrated 


sensor and process control systems, and smart process manufacturing. 


In developing roadmaps for industrial efficiency technologies, we will draw upon the following sources: 


 The Minerals, Metals, and Materials Society, Linking Transformational Materials and Processing for 


an Energy-Efficient and Low-Carbon Economy: Creating the Vision and Accelerating Realization, 


Vision Report of the Energy Materials Blue Ribbon Panel, 2010, and Opportunity Analysis for 


Materials Science and Engineering, 2011 


 Science and Technology Policy Institute, The White Papers on Advanced Manufacturing Questions, 


April 2010 draft  


6.2.2 Modernize the Grid 


The electrical grid is a large and complex system that moves 4 trillion kWh of electricity in the U.S. 


annually from more than 40,000 individual generating units through more than 150,000 miles of high 


voltage transmission lines to distribution systems that service more than 140 million customers. The 


physical nature of electricity links components together requiring real-time system balancing and every 


technology and action on the grid affects the rest of the system. Indeed, the utilities, independent 


power producers, system and transmission operators, and consumers all affect the same system, 


making forecasting the function, value, operation, and integration of new technologies in the system 


challenging, and leading to conservatism in the deployment of new technologies. 


Much of the grid is based on an historical paradigm of large centralized generators connected to a bulk-


energy transmission system, in which the distribution circuits that bring electricity into our homes and 


businesses are considered simple loads rather than integral components that contribute to overall 


system health. The system is designed for minimally acceptable operation at the extremes rather than 


the most efficient use of capital-intensive infrastructure. It is thus under-utilized and requires 


infrastructure upgrades despite having capacity to spare on most days. Additionally, because the grid 


evolved to accommodate generation and consumption technologies with physical characteristics 


different than those of today’s technologies, power quality and reliability are compromised. The 


changing supply mix, increased demand requirements, and emerging vulnerabilities present 
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unprecedented challenges to grid operation. Any transition toward the energy resources and 


technologies of the future will be enabled, or limited, by the grid. 


The introduction of plug-in EVs will conjoin the transportation and stationary energy systems in an 


unprecedented manner (see 6.1.2), and distributed generation and actively managed distribution 


networks will require increased connectivity in both the electrical and telecommunications realms. 


Smart grid technologies are allowing system operation and engagement all the way to the customer, 


creating a distribution system with a level of flexibility not previously attainable. The ability to 


understand and control aspects of both the bulk power and distribution systems in real time will allow 


full exploitation of new technologies ranging from renewable generation, to efficiency and dynamic 


response of distribution networks, to EVs, all while supporting the power quality and reliability that is 


required by modern loads and consumers. 


The broader objectives of “grid modernization” are to provide access to new energy resources while 


simultaneously increasing system utilization and flexibility. While specific needs may vary between the 


bulk power and distribution systems, the overall needs for improved system control and protection are 


common.  


As you review these technologies, please keep in mind the cross-cutting questions described in Section 


5. DOE is particularly interested in feedback on the resources and reports that are listed with each 


technology, as well as the technology roadmaps described in the America’s Energy Future reports. 


Although DOE does continuously track new information emerging from the field, we welcome all data 


that updates these references on questions of cost, projections, and non-technical barriers to 


deployment. 


In developing roadmaps for all grid technologies, we will draw upon the following sources: 


 DOE, National Transmission Grid Study, 2002, and associated the Issue Papers, particularly Section F: 


Advanced Transmission Technologies, 2002 


 DOE Electricity Advisory Committee, Keeping the Lights On in a New World – A Report by the 


Electricity Advisory Committee, 2009 


6.2.2.1 Monitoring, Modeling, and Control 


Improving system flexibility across multiple timescales is important to enable system-wide 


improvements in asset utilization and to accelerate the integration of new technologies. New smart grid 


technologies that enable monitoring and control of critical electric system parameters are dramatically 


expanding visibility and flexibility throughout the system. 


Phasor measurement units (PMUs) with data sampling rates in excess of 30 Hz, a 100x improvement of 


over legacy supervisory control and data acquisition systems, will allow users to observe and analyze the 


bulk power system in real-time. The deployment of advanced metering infrastructure could eventually 


turn each point of consumption into an active informational stream, thereby enhancing real-time grid 


monitoring capability. The Recovery Act supported the installation of 18 million smart meters and more 


than 850 PMUs. 
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The wealth of operational data provides significant opportunity to improve our models and 


understanding of the grid. The complexity and interdependencies associated with the electric system 


result in system-wide dynamic engagements that require improved knowledge and prediction of 


performance beyond today’s capabilities. Modeling, simulation, and forecasting enable improved 


understanding of issues from operation through planning, and especially the interaction of the 


interconnected elements. 


Leveraging advances in both monitoring and modeling to enable control points across the system will 


improve reliability and asset utilization. New real-time analysis tools and control protocols will be 


required, although attention must be paid to concerns over privacy and consumer preference.  


In developing roadmaps for grid monitoring, modeling and control technologies, we will draw upon the 


following source: 


 DOE and FERC, Steps to Establish a Real-time Transmission Monitoring System for Transmission 


Owners and Operators Within the Eastern and Western Interconnections: A Report to Congress 


Pursuant to Section 1839 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005, 2006 


6.2.2.2  Power Electronics 


New developments in power electronics devices, such as voltage control equipment and volt ampere 


reactive compensators will provide utilities with the ability to more effectively deliver power to their 


customers while increasing reliability of the bulk power system. Power electronics enable power flow 


control and energy conversion, critical to the efficient movement of electricity from generation resource 


to the consumer. Advances in power electronic devices include both technologies that are new to the 


grid and evolutionary improvements in existing technologies, both involving the development and 


deployment of new materials. Overcoming the limitations of silicon-based semiconductors (which 


include low voltage blocking capability, low switching speeds at high power, and limited junction 


operating temperature) would enable new technologies. DOE is supporting research in large-bandgap 


materials. 


In developing roadmaps for power electronics technologies, we will draw upon the following source: 


 L. M. Tolbert et al., Power Electronics For Distributed Energy Systems and Transmission and 


Distribution Applications, ORNL/TM-2005/230, 2005. 


6.2.2.3 Energy Storage 


The core function of energy storage is to bridge the gap between the characteristics of the generation, 


load, and control technologies. The physical characteristics of energy storage technologies govern their 


most useful applications, and despite the large number of technologies available for storing energy, 


each technology is best suited to a limited subset of applications and services. 


Optimal deployment of storage will require assessment and analysis of technology characteristics, 


possible system configurations, and service value. Departmental goals in energy storage are to 


understand how to optimize system integration, to improve performance of storage systems relevant to 
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their most appropriate application, and to develop the manufacturing innovations necessary  for cost-


effective storage technologies. The Recovery Act supported the development of two utility-scale energy 


storage facilities. 


In developing roadmaps for energy storage technologies, we will draw upon the following sources: 


 DOE Electricity Advisory Committee, Bottling Electricity: Storage as a Strategic Tool for Managing 


Variability and Capacity Concerns in the Modern Grid – A Report by the Electricity Advisory 


Committee, 2008 


 DOE, Electric Power Industry Needs for Grid-Scale Storage Applications, 2010 
 Electric Power Research Institute and DOE, EPRI-DOE Handbook of Energy Storage for Transmission 


and Distribution Applications, 2003, and its supplement, EPRI-DOE Handbook Supplement of Energy 


Storage for Grid Connected Wind Generation Applications, 2004  


 DOE, Advanced Materials and Devices for Stationary Electrical Energy Storage, 2010 


6.2.3 Adoption and Deployment of Clean Electricity Supply 


Approximately 50% of our electricity is generated from coal, 20% from nuclear, 20% from natural gas, 


and a further 10% from renewable resources such as hydropower and wind. The conventional fossil 


energy technologies that dominate the system (i.e. coal and natural gas) provide a variety of services, 


including base-load and grid regulation, and are simultaneously consistent and dispatchable to respond 


to changing loads. However, their environmental impacts can include particulate, mercury, and GHG 


emissions, and consumption of  27% of non-agricultural fresh water. 


There are many alternative generation technologies, each with benefits and challenges relative to the 


incumbent mix.  Renewable technologies such as wind and solar are non-polluting and require little 


water; successful deployment of carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies would dramatically 


reduce the emissions associated with coal and gas. Because the final product of a new generation 


technology (power into the grid) is indistinguishable from that of legacy technologies, clean energy 


technologies face considerable hurdles in displacing incumbent technologies, ranging from cost to 


performance. Recent innovations in extraction, partially driven by DOE research contributions a decade 


ago, have made natural gas a low-cost power method, and it will likely set cost benchmarks going 


forward. The low energy density (both per unit area and per project) of renewable resources relative to 


fossil or nuclear plants requires expansive deployment, often elevating costs and regulatory hurdles 


beyond conventional technologies. The opportunity to deploy generation in a distributed manner 


presents opportunities to lower cost burdens to entry of new technologies and provide resilience 


compared to centralized energy generation, but will require substantially different deployment 


strategies. New technologies using conventional resources (e.g. CCS and nuclear) are often more 


expensive to build and operate than their legacy counterparts, with uncertain technical performance.  


Beyond cost, the overall conservative and regulated nature of our utility sector places a very high 


burden on entry of new technologies. The variability of renewable resources, with fluctuations on 


timescales ranging from seconds to years, is in tension with the desire of system operators to control 


generator output. A properly designed power system incorporating distributed generation will be 



http://www.oe.energy.gov/DocumentsandMedia/final-energy-storage_12-16-08.pdf

http://www.oe.energy.gov/DocumentsandMedia/final-energy-storage_12-16-08.pdf

http://www.oe.energy.gov/DocumentsandMedia/final-energy-storage_12-16-08.pdf

http://www.oe.energy.gov/DocumentsandMedia/Utility_12-30-10_FINAL_lowres.pdf

http://my.epri.com/portal/server.pt?Abstract_id=000000000001001834

http://my.epri.com/portal/server.pt?Abstract_id=000000000001001834

http://my.epri.com/portal/server.pt?Abstract_id=000000000001008703

http://my.epri.com/portal/server.pt?Abstract_id=000000000001008703

http://www.oe.energy.gov/DocumentsandMedia/AdvancedMaterials_12-30-10_FINAL_lowres.pdf

http://eia.doe.gov/forecasts/aeo/executive_summary.cfm

http://www.eia.doe.gov/conference/2010/session10/hightower.pdf
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fundamentally more robust than the current system, thereby providing significant benefit and resilience 


to operators and consumers alike. Given the great projected rise in power demand in non-OECD nations, 


domestic development and deployment of alternative generation technologies can enhance the global 


competitiveness of the U.S. economy. 


As you review these technologies, please keep in mind the cross-cutting questions described in Section 


5. DOE is particularly interested in feedback on the resources and reports that are listed with each 


technology, as well as the technology roadmaps described in the America’s Energy Future reports. 


Although DOE does continuously track new information emerging from the field, we welcome all data 


that updates these references on questions of cost, projections, integration into the grid, land and water 


use, and non-technical barriers to deployment.  


6.2.3.1 Nuclear Energy 


Nuclear power plants use the energy released by fission to produce heat, which then drives a turbine to 


generate electricity. Twenty percent of electricity produced in the United States comes from nuclear 


power. There are 104 operating reactors in the U.S. with a combined capacity of 101 GW. The NRC is in 


the process of reviewing 17 applications to build 26 new reactors with a combined capacity of 34 GW. 


Globally, 442 reactors are in operation with an additional 65 under construction, the majority of which 


are in Asia. Known uranium reserves would be more than sufficient to expand nuclear generation by a 


factor of ten over the course of decades. 


Reactors are generally operated at constant output to maximize economic return on the high capital 


investment, and the capacity factor of nuclear energy (over 0.9) is the highest for any current generation 


technology. This rigid output prevents nuclear plants from providing dispatchable power.  


The oldest nuclear power reactors still operating were built in 1969, and the last reactor built in the U.S. 


began operation in 1996. Pre-1980 reactors were smaller and had a lower cost per kW installed than 


those built after 1980. Improvements in operational performance have allowed reactor operators to 


extend their operational lifetime—sixty-one reactors have received 20-year license renewals from the 


NRC with an additional 21 currently under review and 17 more that have indicated their intent to apply 


for renewals.  


U. S. utilities are currently proposing to construct Generation 3+ units, with the first expected to be 


completed by 2016. These are based upon the same light-water reactor technologies in use today, with 


improved safety and economic characteristics. They require large steel components that can be 


produced only in a few factories around the world, all of which are located abroad. Small modular 


reactors (SMRs) have the potential to lower the hurdle for construction financing while leveraging 


factory construction techniques to lower costs.  


International nuclear development has diminished the importance of U.S. nuclear suppliers, and all 


major U.S. reactor vendors are either owned by or closely aligned with foreign companies. In addition, 


South Korea may begin exporting SMRs before U.S. suppliers. As more players emerge in the global 


nuclear power arena, the U.S. must lead engagement with international regulatory bodies to ensure 


safety and security throughout the nuclear fuel cycle. 



http://sites.nationalacademies.org/Energy/index.htm

http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/epa/epaxlfile5_2.pdf

http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/list-power-reactor-units.html
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DOE supports the continuing operation of existing plants through its Light Water Reactor Sustainability 


program and the Modeling and Simulation Hub. The DOE program to accelerate SMR development will 


provide financial support to reactor developers to reach commercialization while the DOE SMR R&D 


efforts will help to enable the NRC to establish the regulatory basis for SMR licensing. DOE is supporting 


development of Generation IV and Generation V reactor designs.  


In developing roadmaps for nuclear technologies, we will draw upon the following sources: 


 Congressional Budget Office, Nuclear Power’s Role in Generating Electricity, 2008. 


 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, The Future of Nuclear Power: An Interdisciplinary MIT 


Study, 2003, and the 2009 Update to this report. 


 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, The Future of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle: An Interdisciplinary 


MIT Study, 2010. 


 University of Chicago, The Economic Future of Nuclear Power, 2004. 


6.2.3.2 Wind 


Wind turbines convert airflow directly to electricity. The capacity factor for wind power can be as much 


as 0.44 for new generation at good sites, but averages ~0.3 across the U.S. Wind power can be used as a 


distributed generation technology, but because of the size and area requirements it is more typically 


installed on the utility scale, and can be installed either on- or offshore. The U.S. wind resource is most 


dense in mountain areas (including the Rockies and Appalachians), in the Great Plains, and in some 


offshore locations.  


Global wind power installations increased by 35.8 GW in 2010, bringing total installed wind  capacity up 


to 194 GW, a 22.5% increase from the end of 2009. China currently has the most installed wind power 


capacity. In the U.S., just over 5 GW of new wind power capacity was added in 2010, bringing the total 


installed capacity to 40.2 GW. Wind power now provides over 2% of the nation’s annual electricity 


generation. No offshore projects have yet been built in the U.S. 


Over the past 25 years, wind turbine nameplate capacity has increased from about 50 kW to 1.5–3 


megawatts (MW) for land-based wind turbines. Offshore wind turbines as large as 5 MW are being 


deployed, and even larger turbines are under consideration. Continued scaling of rotor size and tower 


height will increase energy capture, while advanced control and condition monitoring technology will 


lower installation costs and increase reliability. Installed costs could be further reduced through 


decreased component weight and simplified transportation logistics. Offshore wind requires further 


development of turbines, installation, and monitoring mechanisms designed for the marine 


environment.  


The availability of fiberglass, carbon fiber, and permanent magnets (i.e., rare earth minerals) may 


present long-term barriers to continued scaling and deployment of wind energy. Non-technical barriers 


to wind deployment include transmission availability at remote locations, noise and viewshed concerns, 


danger to wildlife, and siting and permitting requirements. 



http://www.ne.doe.gov/AdvModelingSimulation/casl.html

http://www.cbo.gov/ftpdocs/91xx/doc9133/05-02-Nuclear.pdf

http://web.mit.edu/nuclearpower/pdf/nuclearpower-full.pdf

http://web.mit.edu/nuclearpower/pdf/nuclearpower-full.pdf

http://web.mit.edu/nuclearpower/pdf/nuclearpower-update2009.pdf

http://web.mit.edu/mitei/docs/spotlights/nuclear-fuel-cycle.pdf

http://web.mit.edu/mitei/docs/spotlights/nuclear-fuel-cycle.pdf

http://www.ne.doe.gov/np2010/reports/NuclIndustryStudy-Summary.pdf

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/aeo/assumption/pdf/renewable_tbls.pdf

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/pdfs/2009_wind_technologies_market_report.pdf

http://www.gwec.net/fileadmin/documents/Publications/GWEC_PRstats_02-02-2011_final.pdf

http://www.gwec.net/fileadmin/documents/Publications/GWEC_PRstats_02-02-2011_final.pdf

http://www.awea.org/documents/reports/4Q10_market_outlook_public.pdf

http://www.awea.org/documents/reports/4Q10_market_outlook_public.pdf

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/pdfs/2009_wind_technologies_market_report.pdf
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DOE’s goals are to facilitate wind deployment and decrease the cost of electricity for onshore and 


offshore wind systems to $0.036/kWh by 2012 and 0.07/kWh by 2014, respectively. The Recovery Act 


supported over 8 GW of wind capacity installation, more than 50 wind-related manufacturing projects, 


and development of innovative wind technologies and test facilities. 


In developing roadmaps for wind technologies, we will draw upon the following sources: 


 Musial, W. and Ram, B., Large-Scale Offshore Wind Power in the United States: Assessment of 


Opportunities and Barriers, NREL/TP-500-40745, 2010 


 DOE EERE, 2009 Wind Technologies Market Report, DOE/GO-102010-3107, 2010  


 DOE EERE, 20% Wind Energy by 2030: Increasing Wind Energy’s Contribution to U.S. Electricity 


Supply, DOE/GO-102008-2567, 2008.  


6.2.3.3 Concentrating Solar Power 


Concentrating solar power (CSP) systems use mirrors to focus the sun's energy onto receivers in which a 


heat-transfer fluid is heated; that heat ultimately drives a turbine to generate power. CSP is suited for 


utility-scale generation, and could be base-load generation if long-term thermal storage is incorporated. 


The average capacity factor of new CSP generation is 0.3. Short-term storage (30 minutes to 1 hour) 


reduces the impact of thermal transients (such as clouds), while long-term storage (4–16 hours) can 


increase the system capacity factor (up to 0.7). The CSP solar resource in the U.S. is geographically 


concentrated in the desert southwest. 


Between 1985 and 1991, 354 MW of solar trough technology were deployed in southern California. 


These plants are still in commercial operation and have demonstrated the longevity of CSP technology. 


In the U.S., 431 MW of CSP were in operation in 2009, generating about 0.03% of U.S. electricity, and 


there are more than 8 GW of CSP projects with signed power purchase agreements. Spain has 435 MW 


of commercial CSP generation and an additional 2 GW under development, and there are significant 


markets in the Middle East and North Africa.  


CSP technology without thermal storage is relatively mature; integration of thermal storage is an area of 


active technical development. In addition, new technologies could reduce the use of water in CSP plants 


(as well as water use in other thermal power generation technologies). The DOE program aims for cost 


reductions to less than $0.10/kWh, which could make CSP competitive in the intermediate load market 


without subsidies by 2020. 


In developing roadmaps for solar CSP technologies, we will draw upon the following sources: 


 GTM Research, Concentrating Solar Power 2011, Technology, Markets, and Trends, 2009 


 Mehos, M., D. Kabel, and P. Smithers, “Planting the Seed—Greening the Grid with Concentrating 


Solar Power.” IEEE Power & Energy, 7 (3), 55-62, 2009 


 SolarPACES/ESTELA/Greenpeace, Concentrating Solar Power Global Outlook 2009 - Why Renewable 


Energy is Hot, 2009. 


 Turchi, C., M. Mehos, C.K. Ho, and G.J. Kolb, Current and Future Costs for Parabolic Trough and 


Power Tower Systems in the U.S. Market, NREL/CP-5500-49303, 2010. 



http://www.nrel.gov/wind/pdfs/40745.pdf

http://www.nrel.gov/wind/pdfs/40745.pdf

http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/48666.pdf

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/pdfs/41869.pdf

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/pdfs/41869.pdf

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/aeo/assumption/pdf/renewable_tbls.pdf

http://www.nrel.gov/csp/troughnet/thermal_energy_storage.html

http://www.nrel.gov/csp/solarpaces

http://www.seia.org/galleries/pdf/Major%20Solar%20Projects.pdf

http://www.nrel.gov/csp/solarpaces

http://www.gtmresearch.com/report/concentrating-solar-power-2011-technology-costs-and-markets

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/freeabs_all.jsp?arnumber=4907281

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/freeabs_all.jsp?arnumber=4907281

http://www.greenpeace.org/raw/content/international/press/reports/concentrating-solar-power-2009.pdf

http://www.greenpeace.org/raw/content/international/press/reports/concentrating-solar-power-2009.pdf

http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy11osti/49303.pdf

http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy11osti/49303.pdf
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6.2.3.4 Solar Photovoltaic 


Solar photovoltaics (PV) use semiconductors (such as silicon or thin-film materials) to convert sunlight 


directly into electrical energy. They can be deployed at both utility (field) and distributed (rooftop) 


scales. The average capacity factor of new solar PV is ~0.2, with peak generation in daytime. The total 


solar resource exceeds U.S. energy consumption, although the intermittent nature of that resource 


requires new paradigms of energy management. The greatest resource density is in the desert 


southwest, although the resource is significant across the southern tier of the U.S. and the Great Plains.  


Global solar PV installations reached nearly 37 GW at the end of 2010, growing at an annual rate of 


almost 40% over the past decade. U.S. PV capacity grew at similar rates to approximately 2.0 GW in 


2010, but nearly 70% of the world’s solar capacity is in Europe. Even with this growth, PV currently 


supplies less than 0.1% of US electricity.  


The U.S. solar industry has grown into a $6 billion market, the majority of which is solar PV. However, 


the U.S. share of global PV manufacturing has fallen from nearly 46% in 1995 to 6% in 2008. China, the 


world leader, manufactured nearly 9 GW of solar PV in 2010, compared to roughly 900 MW produced in 


the U.S.  


Cost is currently the major barrier to greater solar PV deployment. Improvements in cell efficiency, along 


with advances in manufacturing and the balance of the PV system, can drive down deployment costs. 


DOE’s PV program aims to facilitate cost reduction to $1/W for utility-scale installations by 2020 through 


activities on three key components: the module, the power electronics, and the balance of system. At 


that cost, widespread deployment is expected. The Recovery Act supported the construction of PV 


manufacturing facilities and the deployment of 322 MW of PV capacity. 


In developing roadmaps for solar PV technologies, we will draw upon the following sources: 


 International Energy Agency, Technology Roadmap: Solar photovoltaic energy, 2010 


6.2.3.5 Carbon Capture and Storage 


Carbon capture technology removes CO2 from fossil fuel combustion product stream for potential 


geologic storage, thereby reducing GHG emissions. Fossil fuels supply 80% of the world’s energy, and 


coal accounts for 25% of world energy supply and 40% of global carbon emissions. The U.S. possesses 


1/4 of the known coal resource, and the U.S., Russia, China and India together account for 2/3 of world 


reserves. The existing and predicted coal-burning energy infrastructure in these countries implies 


substantial continued coal use in the next few decades.  


Currently available CCS technologies are neither cost-effective nor demonstrated with electric 


generation. The highest-cost CCS step is CO2 capture, due to the added capital cost and energy required 


to release the CO2 from the chemicals that extract it from the combustion flue gas and the subsequent 


compression. A new generation of capture technologies is under development with DOE support, and 


DOE expects them to be ready for demonstration by 2015. If these are successful, CCS could be an 


economically viable GHG reduction option by 2020. Assigning a monetary value to the reduction in CO2 



http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/aeo/assumption/pdf/renewable_tbls.pdf

http://www.epia.org/fileadmin/EPIA_docs/public/Global_Market_Outlook_for_Photovoltaics_until_2014.pdf

http://www.seia.org/cs/news_detail?pressrelease.id=1292

http://www.nrel.gov/analysis/pdfs/46025.pdf

http://www.iea.org/papers/2010/pv_roadmap.pdf

http://www.eia.gov/cfapps/ipdbproject/IEDIndex3.cfm?tid=44&pid=44&aid=2

http://www.eia.gov/cfapps/ipdbproject/IEDIndex3.cfm?tid=90&pid=44&aid=8

http://eia.doe.gov/cfapps/ipdbproject/IEDIndex3.cfm?tid=1&pid=7&aid=6
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emissions would provide a market incentive to further improve and deploy CCS technologies. Multiple 


technology paths are being pursued in an effort to maximize the likelihood of commercial success.  


Another challenge to CCS deployment is demonstrating CO2 storage. This will require comprehensive 


characterization and monitoring of geologic CO2 storage sites and the ability to predict underground 


behavior, migration, and trapping of CO2 as well as a legal regime that addresses allocation of long term 


potential liabilities associated with storage. Injection of CO2 has long been used to enhance oil recovery. 


DOE supports the development of 5–10 commercial-scale CCS demonstration projects in the U.S. by 


2016 for both retrofit and new-plant applications; these projects have been funded in part by the 


Recovery Act. DOE’s RD&D aims to reduce costs by improving overall power plant efficiency and 


reducing cost for CCS systems. DOE is also supporting research in CO2 storage that will lead to the 


reduction and quantification of risks. DOE participates in several international collaborations to develop 


and demonstrate CCS technologies. 


In developing roadmaps for CCS technologies, we will draw upon the following sources: 


 Report of the Interagency Task Force on Carbon Capture and Storage, 2010.  


 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, The Future of Coal: Options for a Carbon-Constrained World, 


2007.  


6.2.3.6 Other Clean Electricity Supply Technologies 


DOE expects that each of clean electricity supply technologies described above could contribute 


significantly to meeting the Nation’s energy goals, and DOE RD&D support has the potential to 


materially improve these technologies. Other clean electricity supply technologies could also contribute 


to varying degrees; these include hydroelectric, marine, and geothermal power technologies. Increasing 


the deployment of hydroelectric power is expected to consist largely of deploying evolutionary 


technologies, where DOE RD&D would not play a significant role. Geothermal and marine power 


technologies face uncertainties that exceed those of the previously discussed clean power technologies, 


including uncertainty in the materiality of their impact. 


 



http://fossil.energy.gov/programs/sequestration/ccstf/CCSTaskForceReport2010.pdf

http://web.mit.edu/coal/The_Future_of_Coal.pdf

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/hydro_basics.html

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/hydrokinetic/default.aspx

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/geothermal/





 


 


Comments on the Department of Energy Quadrennial Technology Review Framing Document 
Submitted by the 


Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Energy Association 
 April 15, 2011 


 
The Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Energy Association (FCHEA) appreciates the opportunity to comment 
on the Quadrennial Technology Review (QTR) Framing Document. We note the drafters of the QTR 
have omitted fuel cells and hydrogen energy in their framing document; whether an intentional 
oversight or otherwise, this is in error.  
 
We believe any rational analysis of the facts, the data, the market experience, and their actual and 
potential benefits leads to the conclusion that fuel cells and hydrogen energy have a crucial role to 
play in America’s energy security. As the Framing Document welcomes “ . . . comment on the 
selection of . . . technologies and sources, as well as suggestions of alternate technologies and 
sources, and updated technology, cost, and forecast data, particularly in rapidly-moving fields,” 
(p.23)  we welcome the authors’ openness and the chance to respond.  
 
The Department of Energy’s excellent work and the strong public-private partnership in fuel cells 
and hydrogen ought to be a model for the Department’s activities. Certainly the progress on fuel 
cells and hydrogen energy amply justifies raising the profile of fuel cells and hydrogen in the QTR 
and at DOE generally.   
 
Fuel cells and hydrogen technologies are transforming the energy network through distributed 
generation of clean, efficient and reliable power using a broad range of domestic fuels. They are 
proven to play a unique and vital role in enhancing the performance of renewable and nuclear 
power, boosting the efficiency and lowering the emissions of fossil fuels, and generating power 
closer to the point of consumption, relieving grid congestion and reducing the need for high 
voltage transmission lines.  
  
Leading corporations like Coca-Cola, Google, FedEx and Walmart are using fuel cells and hydrogen 
to meet mission critical power needs for 7/24 materials handling, grocery store refrigeration and 
data center operations. The U.S. military is relying on fuel cells and hydrogen energy for light, long 
duration soldier power and to power unmanned vehicles, increasing their efficiency and 
effectiveness on the battlefield, as well as for materials handling and stationary applications in 
non-tactical base operations. 
 







 


The men and women of the fuel cell and hydrogen energy industries strive daily to produce energy 
from domestic fuels—renewable and fossil—as cleanly, as efficiently, as reliably, and as 
cost-effectively as possible. Our companies and research partners are at the cutting edge of 
high-tech manufacturing, engineering, and materials science. We are the last clean energy 
technology in which the United States is the recognized manufacturing and technical leader, an 
advantage other countries are positioning themselves to take away. 
 
The FCHEA is the advocacy organization dedicated to the commercialization of fuel cells and 
hydrogen energy technologies. FCHEA and its membership are at the forefront of efforts to 
transform the energy network, fundamentally altering the way energy is generated and used. Fuel 
cells and hydrogen technologies are being commercially deployed today to solve critical problems 
in our energy infrastructure and deliver clean, reliable power to leading edge corporate, academic 
and public sector users.  FCHEA’s membership represents the full spectrum of the supply chain 
from universities, government laboratories and agencies, trade associations, fuel cell materials, 
components and systems manufacturers, hydrogen producers and fuel distributors, utilities and 
other end users. 
 


Summary 
The family of technologies comprising the fuel cell and hydrogen energy industry play a central role 
in the new energy network outlined in the QTR.   


• With an estimated $1 billion in sales, more than 10,000 employees in the US, and more 
than 30,000 worldwide, our industry is emerging as a significant contributor to the new 
energy architecture.  


• With 15,000 fuel cell systems (representing over 90 mW) shipped in 2010, our industry is 
proving it can meet market needs and deliver benefits to society today with high efficiency 
and low emissions, and up to 100% renewable generation. 


• Electrical conversion efficiencies up to 60% and combined heat and power efficiencies 
higher than 80% bring economic benefits to customers and energy security benefits to the 
nation.   


• The ability to use low- and zero-carbon fuels efficiently brings up to 100% reductions in 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and in conventional pollution, and substantial 
environmental benefits even when using conventional hydrocarbons. 


• Nearly 1,000 patents, including 200 developed with DOE funding, and the potential for up 
to 675,000 jobs by 2035, according to a DOE estimate, strengthen the nation’s knowledge 
base and bring economic growth in critical industries. 


FCHEA looks forward to continuing our dialogue with you as you develop the QTR.   







 


Background on the Industry 
Fuel cells are electrochemical systems that convert the energy of a fuel directly into heat and 
electricity.  Since there is no combustion, the process is inherently efficient and low polluting.  In 
structure fuel cells are similar to batteries but with a fundamental difference.  Batteries store 
electricity and must be recharged.  Fuel cells generate electricity and will do so as long as fuel is 
supplied. 
 
Hydrogen is abundant and in hydrocarbon compounds is essential to life on earth.  It is an 
excellent energy carrier and when used in a fuel cell yields its energy with no emissions other than 
water and heat.   
 
The fuel cell and hydrogen energy industry is international in scope, with $1 billion1 in sales in at 
least 40 countries.  Public and private estimates project exponential growth as products gain market 
share in a wide range of markets, including power generation, combined heart and power, industrial 
equipment, backup power, portable generation, military, consumer electronics  and, by 2015, 
passenger vehicles. 
 
Investment in the industry by venture capital firms and private equity sales exceeded $570 million 
between 2008 and 2010.  Over the past two decades, an estimated $10 billion has been spent on 
research, development and commercialization of fuel cells and hydrogen energy, 80% from the 
private sector: federal research dollars have been matched more than four-to-one. 
 
Employment in the industry is expected to grow exponentially.  DOE estimates that 677,000 jobs 
could be created by 2035 in 41 fuel cell and related [fuel cell and related?  I don’t understand the 
41 industries reference] industries.2  The Korean government estimates 2.8 million jobs will be 
created worldwide with global sales of $126 billion.3  
 
Knowledge is growing rapidly in the industry. According to the Clean Energy Patent Growth 
Index4 fuel cell patents lead in the clean energy field (and has since 2002), with 996 fuel cell patents 
registered worldwide in 2010.  This number is three times greater than the second place holder, 
solar, with just 363 patents.  The number of fuel cell patents grew more than 57 percent in 2010. 
The top holder is General Motors; IdaTech, United Technologies, Delphi, Plug Power and Bloom 
Energy are among the U.S. companies with significant patent positions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


                                                 
1 Some estimates are higher; Intertechpira, a private analyst, puts the figure at $2 billion in 2009. 
2 Effects of a Transition to a Hydrogen Economy on Employment in the United States: Report to Congress. 2008. 
3 Park, Dal-Ryung, “Commercialization of Fuel Cell Technologies in Korea,” 2010 FC Expo, March 2010.  The Korean 
government has adopted a policy to capture 20% of the world market in fuel cells, and 20% of the jobs. 
4 http://cepgi.typepad.com/heslin_rothenberg_farley_/. 



http://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/epact1820_employment_study.pdf





 


 


 
 
 
 


Fuel Cells Address the Challenges Posed in QTR 
 
Fuel cells are an integral part of the solution to the nation’s energy challenges. 


Energy Security (3.1) 
Fuel cells contribute to energy security by  


1. Making possible the eventual elimination of hydrocarbon motor fuel in light duty vehicles.5 
Every fuel cell vehicle displaces 12 to 15 times the oil demand of a plug-in hybrid vehicle. 
Thus on an energy security basis 55,000 fuel cell vehicles are equivalent to more than 
600,000 PHEVs. 6  


2. Achieving very high efficiency in the use of natural gas for power generation and heating, 
even in very small and distributed systems7 


                                                 
5 “A portfolio of technologies including hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, improved efficiency of conventional vehicles, 
hybrids, and use of biofuels—in conjunction with required new policy drivers—has the potential to nearly eliminate 
gasoline use in light-duty vehicles by the middle of this century, while reducing fleet greenhouse gas emissions to less 
than 20 percent of current levels. This portfolio approach provides a hedge against potential shortfalls in any one 
technological approach and improves the probability that the United States can meet its energy and environmental 
goals.” NRC, Transitions Report, Summary. National Research Council, Transitions to Alternative Transportation 
Technologies: A Focus on Hydrogen, 2008. 
6 DOE Office of Vehicle Technologies, Multi-Year Program Plan, 2011-2015, page ES-3. 
7 http://www.fuelcellenergy.com/files/FCE%20WhitePaper%20040308_1.pdf, page 5. 



http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12222

http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12222

http://www.fuelcellenergy.com/files/FCE%20WhitePaper%20040308_1.pdf





 


3. Enabling the continued use of coal by providing a pathway to high efficiency coal power 
generation (60%) and affordable carbon sequestration (reducing the cost of energy to the 
consumer by one-third compared to the DOE baseline projection).8 
 


4. Improving the quality and security of the power grid by offering a storage option for 
intermittent generation and increasing operators’ flexibility.9  


U.S. Competitiveness (3.2) 
Fuel cells are a U.S. based technology, with a strong patent position and an estimated 1,000 
supply chain companies. We know from painful experience how expensive it is to try to buy 
back energy technology capability.  The U.S. still has a lead that can (and in our view must) be 
nurtured. Fuel cells contribute to U.S. competitiveness. 


 
Innovation (3.2.1)  
The U.S. has a dominant patent position in fuel cells, holding 47% of fuel cell patents 
registered between 2002-2010 (Japan is second with 31%.).  Fuel cell patents originated 
from 30 U.S. states.10 Japan, Korea, China, Germany and the European Union, however, all 
support aggressive fuel cell research programs. 
 


 
 


                                                                                                                                                                  
 
8 Cost and Performance Baseline for Fossil Energy Plants, Volume 1, Revision 2 DRAFT, 2010 . 
Analysis of Integrated Gasification Fuel Cell Plant Configurations, DRAFT, 2010.  
9 NREL, Analysis of Hydrogen and Competing for Utility-Technologies Utility Scale Energy Storage, 2010,  
10 CEPGI, op. cit. 







 


Manufacturing (3.2.2) 
The early commercial status of the fuel cell and hydrogen energy industry presents an 
opportunity to foster job growth in the Unites States.  There is substantial competition: 
Korea has announced a long-term program to capture 560,000 fuel cell jobs over the next 
two decades.  But the door is still open for the United States. According to Fuel Cell Today, 
the global fuel cell industry could create 700,000 manufacturing jobs by 2020. About 25% 
of the jobs, or 175,000 jobs, were projected for North America.11 


Deployment (3.3.3) 
U.S. fuel cell companies are competing in world markets today although they are under 
pressure to relocate facilities and jobs where the markets are.12  Fuel cells are also finding 
important in the United States, helping commercial and industrial customers convert to 
highly reliable, high efficiency, low cost distributed systems, and providing effective 
alternatives to batteries and combustion systems in industrial vehicle, backup power and 
portable power markets.  Fuel cell systems are powering many mission critical energy 
needs, and saving customers money today in all these applications.13 


Environment (3.3) 
Fuel cells are the cleanest technology that consumes a fuel.   A fuel cell generates electricity and 
useful heat through an electrochemical process rather than combustion. The absence of combustion 
means fuel cells are inherently clean and highly efficient.  Fuel cells produce very low or zero 
emissions and are up to 80% to 90% efficient when used in a combined heat and power application. 
This protects the environment in addition to saving customers money. 
 


1. In Transportation, fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs), as part of a portfolio of vehicle 
technologies, can achieve the goal of 80% reduction of CO2 emissions from the light duty 
vehicle fleet by 2050.14 FCEVs are zero emission vehicles, according to the California Air 
Resources Board. When emissions from hydrogen production are included, fuel cell EVs 
can also achieve zero well-to-wheel emissions via renewable pathways. According to a DOE 
analysis, producing hydrogen from natural gas yields fewer emissions than would be 
generated by charging a battery EV (based on grid average) even using a “cleaner grid” in 
2035.15 
 
If one compares the DOE/industry targets presented in DOE program plans for battery costs 
and fuel cell and hydrogen storage costs, and employs them in comparative vehicle analyses, 
neither technology has an obvious economic advantage at this stage of development.  It 
makes sense to embrace the full portfolio rather than picking winners and losers, which the 
Scoping document specifically says DOE wishes to avoid.16  


                                                 
11 http://www.fuelcelltoday.com/online/news/articles/2010-01/Fuel-Cell-Industry-Could-Create- 
12 2009 Fuel Cell market Report, page 4. http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/pdfs/49492.pdf. 
13  The Business Case for Fuel Cells, 2010. http://www.fuelcells.org/BusinessCaseforFuelCells.pdf. 
14 NRC, Transitions, op. cit. 
15 http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/pdfs/budget_webinar_fy12.pdf. 
16 Gronich, Are Plug-in/Battery Electric Vehicles More Market Ready than Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicles? NHA 2009. 
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2. In Power Generation, Fuel cell CHP emissions are so low – pounds compared to tons for 


the alternatives - that fuel cells are exempt from air quality permitting in Los Angeles and 
other jurisdictions with serious smog problems.17  Fuel cells are a low CO2 technology, the 
result of high efficiency use of hydrocarbon fuels and the ability to operate on biogas and on 
hydrogen generated renewably via electrolysis of water.  Fuel cell systems can be zero net 
emissions.  Natural gas powered fuel cell systems reduce CO2 by 10 to 40 percent 
compared to alternatives. 
 
Fuel cells save water.  Today’s combined heat and power fuel cell systems are water neutral 
once charged.  When solid oxide fuel cell systems are used to separate CO2 emissions from 
gasified coal, they reduce water use per megawatt hour by 80 percent or more.18   


 
Analysis and Assessment 
 
The performance of fuel cells in the marketplace is being documented both via data analysis and 
individual examples.19  There is ample real world data to judge the environmental and energy 
saving performance of fuel cell systems.  In Japan, for example, with experience from more than 
13,000 installed residential fuel cell systems, the gas companies offering the systems report a 33% 
reduction in primary energy consumption and a 45% reduction in household CO2, or about 1,500 
kilograms per year per household.20  The National Renewable Energy Laboratory maintains an 
extensive data collection activity on hundreds of fuel cell forklifts in operation in the U.S., and on 
an extended trial of more than 150 fuel cell passenger cars and buses,.21   
Commenters were invited to suggest additional analysis and assessments that might guide the QTR 
authors, and we do so below.  


DOE Fuel Cell Technologies Program, Multi-Year Research, Development and 
Demonstration Plan:  2005-2015, updated 2009.22 
The program plan was developed in 2005 and revised in 2009 with extensive input from industry 
and other stakeholders and represents a consensus view of the cost, performance and durability 
needed for full commercialization.  The program has met every significant milestone, and is on 
pace to achieve cost reduction and performance benchmarks in 2015 that many once thought were 
impossible; the program is responsible for more than 200 patents.  The public’s investment of 
about $2 billion since 1994 has been matched more than four-to-one by industry.  The program is a 
success and, compared to investment in other advanced and renewable technologies, a bargain.   


                                                 
17 www.aqmd.gov/rules/reg/reg02/r219.pdf. 
18 NETL analysis presented to Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Energy Association, 2010. 
19 Business Case, op. cit. 
20 Hataba, M., Tokyo Gas Company, Ene-Farm, presentation to the FC Expo, Tokyo, 2010. 
21 http://www.nrel.gov/hydrogen/proj_tech_validation.html. 
22 http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/mypp/index.html. 
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McKinsey and Co., “A portfolio of power-trains for Europe: a fact based analysis,” 
2010.23 
A 31-member public-private coalition sponsored the report, which concludes that “a significant 
penetration of both fuel cell and battery electric cars” will be needed to build a sustainable 
transportation system by 2050.  McKinsey interviewed every fuel cell vehicle developer and 
concluded that Fuel cell electric vehicles are ready for commercial scale-up, and are the best EV 
option for longer trips and medium size and larger cars,  The study concluded “The costs for a 
hydrogen infrastructure are . . . comparable to rolling out a charging infrastructure for BEVs and 
PHEVs.  A dedicated hydrogen infrastructure is therefore justified and doable.”  McKinsey called 
the initial infrastructure investment “relatively low.”    
 
While the analysis focuses on the European vehicle fleet and CO2 reduction goals, the technology 
and cost assessment is applicable worldwide –and the policy conclusions are relevant to the United 
States, since the U.S. has an even greater percentage of medium and heavy duty vehicles than 
Europe, and we drive our cars longer distances.  
Significant conclusions include:  


• ICE will continue to improve by up to 30% further to improve, but additional reductions in 
CO2 will need to come from electrification pathways. 


• Battery electric vehicles, given their limited energy storage capacity, shorter driving range   
and relatively long recharging times are ideal for smaller cars and shorter trips – i.e. urban 
driving  


• Plug-in hybrids are a good transition technology   
• Fuel cell electric vehicles have a driving range and performance comparable to internal 


combustion engines are the lowest-carbon solution for long distance driving and family-size 
cars which represent 50% of all cars and 75% of all emissions.  


• The cost of infrastructure for battery electric vehicle recharging and hydrogen refueling are 
comparable and the long term cost of ownership for fuel cell electric vehicles is significantly 
lower than other electric vehicle options. 


DOE, Well-to-Wheels Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Petroleum Use for 
Mid-Size Light-Duty Vehicles, 2010.24 


 
This assessment estimates the carbon reduction and petroleum reduction potential of a variety of 
drive trains and fuels, in an SUV in 2030, including BEV and PHEVs.  Fuel cell EVS are 
consistently among the cleanest vehicles – even when the hydrogen is extracted from natural gas; 
the cleanest FCEVs are the cleanest of all the vehicles analyzed. 


                                                 
23  McKinsey and Co. http://www.now-gmbh.de/en/press/analysis-decarbonisation-of-personal-mobility.html 
24 http://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/10001_well_to_wheels_gge_petroleum_use.pdf 
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National Research Council, Transitions to Alternative Transportation 
Technologies: A Focus on Hydrogen, 2008.25 
 
Following are excerpts from the abstract.   
“In response to a congressional request in the Energy Policy Act of 2005, this National Research 
Council (NRC) study estimated the maximum practicable number of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles 
(HFCVs) that could be deployed in the United States by 2020 and beyond, together with the 
investments, time, and government actions needed to carry out this transition.  
 
“The NRC’s Committee on Assessment of Resource Needs for Fuel Cell and Hydrogen 
Technologies concluded that the maximum practical number of HFCVs that could be operating in 
2020 would be approximately 2 million in a fleet of 280 million light-duty vehicles. The number of 
HFCVs could grow rapidly thereafter to about 25 million by 2030.   
 
“The use of HFCVs can achieve large and sustained reductions in U.S. oil consumption and CO2 
emissions, but several decades will be needed to realize these potential long-term benefits. 
Considerable progress is still required toward improving fuel cell costs and durability, as well as 
on-board hydrogen storage. The substantial financial commitments and technical progress made in 
recent years by the automotive industry, private entrepreneurs, and the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE) suggest that HFCVs and hydrogen production technologies could be ready for 
commercialization in the 2015-2020 timeframe. Such vehicles are not likely to be cost-competitive 
until after 2020, but by 2050 HFCVs could account for more than 80 percent of new vehicles 
entering the fleet.  
 
“The main advantage of a transition to HFCVs is the potential for reducing the use of oil and 
emissions of CO2. Although hydrogen could not replace much gasoline before 2025, the 25 years 
after that would see a dramatic decline in the use of gasoline in the light-duty vehicle fleet to about 
one-third of current projections, if the assumptions of the maximum practical case are met. CO2 
emissions will decline almost as much if hydrogen is produced with carbon capture and 
sequestration or from nonfossil sources.  
 
“The committee also found that alternatives such as improved fuel economy for conventional 
vehicles, increased penetration of hybrid vehicles, and biomass-derived fuels could deliver 
significantly greater reductions in U.S. oil use and CO2 emissions than could use of HFCVs over 
the next two decades, but that the longer-term benefits of such approaches were likely to grow at a 
smaller rate thereafter, even with continued technological improvements, whereas hydrogen offers 
greater longer-term potential. Thus, as estimated by the committee, the greatest benefits will come 
from a portfolio of R&D technologies that would allow the United States to achieve deep reductions 
in oil use, nearly 100 percent by 2050 for the light-duty vehicle fleet.  
 
                                                 
25 http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12222 
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“Achieving this goal, however, will require significant new energy security and environmental 
policy actions in addition to technological developments. Although broad policies aimed at reducing 
oil use and CO2 emissions will be useful, they are unlikely to be adequate to facilitate the rapid 
introduction of HFCVs. A competitive and self-sustaining HFCV fleet is possible in the long term 
but will require hydrogen-specific policies in the nearer term. These policies must be substantial and 
durable in order to assure industry that the necessary long-term investments can be made safely.” 


• All the advanced vehicle pathways have substantial GHG emission reduction potential.  But 
abandoning the hydrogen pathway could make the job impossible.  All have similar 
commercialization costs.  All require substantial investment in new infrastructure.  
Benefits will take time to accrue.  Especially over the next decade and until we know which 
technologies will succeed, the best path is to sustain our options. 
   


 
 
Figure 2.  Comparison of annual greenhouse gas emissions (as equivalent CO2).  The left figure shows the 
Reference Case (light blue), ICEV Efficiency Case (pink), Biofuels Case (green), and Fuel Cell Success Case (dark 
blue). No single approach reaches an 80% reduction by 2050. Right: Comparison of annual greenhouse gas 
emissions. 


 







 


QTR’s Cited Analyses  
 
One need only look at the analyses cited in the Framing Document to find abundant evidence of the 
dynamism of fuel cell research, the potential payoff for society, and the priority that a wide range of 
reviewers give to developing and commercializing fuel cells and hydrogen energy.    


President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST), Report  
• The PCAST report that provided the impetus for the QTR is direct and positive about the 


near-term strategic value of fuel cells and hydrogen. 
 


o “For security: The oil shocks of the 1970s provided a short-lived impetus to reducing 
oil dependence.  Thirty years later, we experienced $140/barrel oil. Today, we are 
“exporting” about a billion dollars per day for imported oil and face serious national 
security and foreign policy constraints because of the industrialized world and 
emerging economy dependence on oil for mobility. The complexities of the Middle 
East do not require elaboration. However, scientific advances over the last decades in 
biology, nanotechnology, and other scientific areas have opened promising 
technology pathways – biofuels, NG and synthetic fuels, advanced batteries, and 
hydrogen – that can provide elasticity in the transportation fuels market. We have 
the scientific tools and now need to apply them with an urgency appropriate to the 
national security benefits of reduced oil dependence. These considerations set the 
stage for extraordinary action by the Federal government to supp ort not only R&D 
on new energy technologies but also demonstration, adoption, and diffusion of these 
technologies in concert with the private sector.” (p. 2) (emphasis added) 


DOE’s Strategic Plan, 2011 
• The plan notes the importance of its current bioenergy research to the generation of 


hydrogen, and in embracing fusion energy research for its long-term potential certainly 
recognizes that some high value advanced energy pathways will require patience and money 
for success.  
 


o “Genomics-based systems biology research, agronomic strategies, and fundamental 
understanding of biological and chemical deconstruction of biomass are particularly 
important elements of these activities. Research supported in this area will have 
impacts beyond bioenergy, underpinning technologies such as batteries and fuel 
cells, catalysis, hydrogen generation and storage, and membranes for advanced 
separation.” (p. 30) 







 


National Academy of Science, America’s Energy Future, 2010 
• America’s Energy Future identifies fuel cell and battery electric vehicles as having 


substantial energy saving and CO2 reduction potential, though the authors speculate that 
sales will not be “significant” before 2030, a conclusion they recognize is at odds with the 
NAS’s 2008 assessment discussed above. The potential value of such a transition, however, 
is also recognized. 
 


o “Hydrogen has considerable potential, as discussed in previous National Research 
Council reports.17 Hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles could yield large and sustained 
reductions in U.S. oil consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, but it will take 
several decades to realize these potential long-term benefits. (Summary,  p. 46)  
 


o After 2030, hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles and battery-electric vehicles may also make 
up a significant portion of vehicle sales. Because fuel-cell and battery-electric 
vehicles could ultimately eliminate the need for petroleum in transportation, they 
could also reduce and possibly even eliminate light-duty-vehicle tailpipe emissions 
of greenhouse gases. However, the full-fuel-cycle emissions of greenhouse 
gases—cumulative emissions associated with all steps in the use of a fuel, from 
production and refining to distribution and final use—will depend on how hydrogen 
is produced for use in fuel cell vehicles and how electricity is produced for PHEVs. 
The success of PHEVs will depend on the development of batteries that have much 
higher performance capabilities and lower costs than those currently available. The 
success of fuel cell vehicles will depend on improved and lower-cost fuel cells and 
probably on a better means of storing hydrogen on board the vehicles. (Summary p. 
14) 


DOE and U.S. Department of Agriculture, Biomass as Feedstock for a 
Bioenergy and BioProducts Industry: The Technical Feasibility of a 
Billion-Ton Annual Supply. ORNL/TM-2005/06, 2005  


• This report contemplates a role for fuel cells in electricity generation via biofuels by 
defining biopower as the use of biomass to produce electricity via”…engines, turbines, fuel 
cells, or other equipment.” 


FreedomCAR & Fuel Partnership, Electrical and Electronics Technical Team 
Roadmap, 2010  


• The tech team roadmap endorses a portfolio approach to accomplishing its energy security 
mission, specifically including fuel cells as part of the portfolio, and anticipates a gradual 
progression to fuel cell vehicles as the motor vehicle fleet electrifies.  As the Tech Team 
expresses it, the portfolio approach offers the greatest chance for success.  
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o  “Mission/Vision: Achieving energy independence demands hybrid electric and fuel 


cell vehicles that are economically justifiable for the average consumer. Essential to 
this effort is the development of advanced power electronics and electrical machines, 
as key enabling technologies for propulsion systems.  . . .  
 
“As technology moves from HEVs to PHEVs and then to battery electric vehicles 
(BEVs) and fuel cell electric vehicles (FCVs), the Electrical and Electronics 
Technical Team (EETT) is charged with advancing the technologies required to 
make electrically driven transportation preferred to today‘s petroleum-fueled 
vehicles. The team will encourage the national research community and industry to 
focus on developing technologies that will lead to the commercial viability of 
electric propulsion in the future.”  (pp. 1-2) 
 


o “ Address multiple technologies, because no single new technology will achieve of 
all of the targets. For the motor, it is necessary to consider issues such as new 
designs, magnet materials, and manufacturing methods. For the power electronics, it 
is necessary to consider semiconductor switches, capacitors, magnetics, packaging, 
and new topologies. Added to all of those issues is the challenge of thermally 
managing the modules. (p. iii) 


 







 


IEA, Technology Roadmap: Electric and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, 2009  
• The IEA roadmap contemplates annual sales of about 50 million battery and fuel cell 


electric vehicles by 2050, about evenly divided, with PHEVs seen as a bridge technology.  
 


o “PHEVs and EVs are expected to begin to penetrate the market soon after 2010, with 
EVs reaching sales of 2.5 million vehicles per year by 2020 and PHEVs reaching 
sales of nearly 5 million by 2020 (see Figure 3, Figure 5 and Table 3). By 2030, sales 
of EVs are projected to reach 9 million and PHEVs are projected to reach almost 25 
million. After 2040, sales of PHEVs are expected to begin declining as EVs (and fuel 
cell vehicles) achieve even greater levels of market.” (p. 14) 


 







 


DOE Vehicle Technologies Program, Multi-Year Program Plan, 2011-2015 
 


• The Vehicle Technologies Program coordinates its work with the Fuel Cell Technologies 
program, and specifically lists thermal system integration, control strategies and combustion 
R&D as benefitting hydrogen fuel and/or fuel cell vehicles.  The program office evaluated a 
long list of vehicle technology options based on the assumption of success for the VTP’s 
research by   and concluded that the per-vehicle potential for CO2 reduction and petroleum 
savings is greatest for fuel cell electric vehicles.  (Fig. 2-0-1) 
 


 







 


European Commission on Energy’s Strategic Energy Technology Plan 
• The Commission’s Smart Cities initiative includes a significant demonstration of fuel cell 


electric vehicles and fuel cell power generation: 
 


o “ – 10-20 testing programmes for the large deployment of alternative fuel vehicles, 
from road public transport and municipal fleets to private passenger vehicles (electric 
vehicles, hydrogen and fuel cells, low consumption vehicles, natural gas vehicles, 
biofuels, etc.) including the fuel/energy supply infrastructure”. (p. 50) 


 


DOE Biomass Program Multi-Year Program Plan, 2010  
 
The biomass program notes the work under way to extract hydrogen from biomass and discusses the 
important of hydrogen in upgrading biomass (p. 2-23 and elsewhere.) 


• “Fuel Cell Technologies Program (FCT): The production of hydrogen from biomass is 
pursued through two main pathways – distributed reforming of bio-derived liquids and 
biomass gasification. Research efforts on reformation and gasification, the availability of 
biomass, and renewable hydrogen as an enabler for biofuel production are coordinated 
between FCT and the Biomass Program. In addition, the programs collaborate on using 
algae to produce biofuels and hydrogen.” (p. 1-17) 
 


European Commission on Energy’s Strategic Energy Technology Plan 
 


• The Commission’s Smart Cities initiative includes a significant demonstration of fuel cell 
electric vehicles and fuel cell power generation: 
 


o “ – 10-20 testing programmes for the large deployment of alternative fuel vehicles, 
from road public transport and municipal fleets to private passenger vehicles (electric 
vehicles, hydrogen and fuel cells, low consumption vehicles, natural gas vehicles, 
biofuels, etc) including the fuel/energy supply infrastructure. (p. 50) 


o “joint programming for smart grids, fuel cells and marine energy, preparatory steps 
to develop a Joint Programme have been undertaken.” (p. 54) 


  







 


Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Future of Coal: Options for a 
Carbon-Constrained World, 2007.  
MIT notes the central importance of hydrogen in advanced coal combustion and gasification and 
liquefaction and encourages research in a portfolio of innovative options.   
“ADVANCED CONCEPTS 
A healthy R&D program needs a component that invites competitive proposals for basic research 
and innovative concepts that could lead to breakthroughs for high efficiency clean, CO2 emission 
‘free’ coal use, or for new sequestration approaches. The transport gasifier and chemical looping, 
mentioned in Chapter 3, are examples. New system ideas, such as integration of fuel cells with 
IGCC, is another example.  The program should be sufficiently large to allow for evolution of 
promising research results into pilot scale facilities.” (p. 85) 


DOE EERE, 20% Wind Energy by 2030: Increasing Wind Energy’s 
Contribution to U.S. Electricity Supply, DOE/GO-102008-2567, 2008.  
EERE suggests that fuel cell electric vehicles could provide a stimulus for wind power by 
converting off-peak wind to hydrogen vehicle fuel. 


• “Several customer-driven energy trends could have a significant impact on wind 
development. Much wind generation occurs in hours when energy use is low. Two proposed 
off-peak electricity uses—the deployment of plug-in hybrid vehicles with off-peak charging 
and the production of hydrogen to power vehicles—could absorb much of this off-peak, 
low-cost wind generation. In addition, as more customers gain the ability to practice 
automated price-responsive demand or to automatically receive and respond to directions to 
increase or decrease their electricity use, system loads will be able to respond to, or manage, 
variability from wind and other energy sources.” (p. 93) 
 


• “The 20% Wind Scenario would require end users to be able (via price signals and 
technology) to respond to system needs by shifting or curtailing consumption. Time-shifting 
of demand would help reduce today’s large difference between peak and off-peak loads and 
encourage more flexible loads (such as plug-in hybrid cars, hydrogen production, and smart 
appliances) that take energy from the grid during low-load periods. These practices would 
smooth electricity demand and open a larger market for off-peak wind energy.” (p. 101) 


DOE, Electric Power Industry Needs for Grid-Scale Storage Applications, 2010  
 
DOE contemplates a role for fuel cells in energy storage as the amount of intermittent energy 
generation increases.  


• “SYSTEM DESIGN, which includes the storage device (e.g., battery, flywheel, regenerative 
fuel cell, or capacitor), the power conditioning and control systems that allow the system to 
communicate with the electric grid, and any other ancillary equipment necessary for the 
device’s operation (e.g., auxiliary cooling systems), is also interrelated with the cost and 
technical performance of an energy storage system. . . .  Storage technologies that meet the 







 


economic, technical performance and system design requirements of the intended 
application are well positioned to achieve widespread adoption in the electric power 
industry.” (p. 15) 


The Minerals, Metals, and Materials Society, Vision Report of the Energy 
Materials Blue Ribbon Panel, 2010  


 
• This Vision Report concludes that materials science and engineering could yield “the 


greatest potential impact” in battery and fuel cell technologies.  
o The Panel’s findings are that materials science and engineering (MSE) 


breakthroughs can be the key enabler for many energy efficiency and carbon 
reduction solutions. The Panel identified several areas where MSE can have the 
greatest potential impact:  
• Battery technologies 
• Industrial energy efficiency 
• Vehicle energy efficiency 
• Solar energy 
• Nuclear fission and fusion 
• Fuel cells and hydrogen technologies” (Summary) 


o The Report specifically identifies fuel cells as “a highest priority area.”  “Hydrogen 
and fuel cells have been an area of substantial R&D focus to date and are a highest 
priority area in the long-term. MSE innovations in catalysts and membrane materials, 
combined with increased infrastructure, could allow hydrogen fuel cells to make a 
major impact on the long-term state of the U.S. energy sector.” (p. 11) 


Interlaboratory Working Group, Scenarios for a Clean Energy Future, 
ORNL/CON-476, 2000  


• The Working Group includes as a cross cutting technology in buildings, transportation and 
combined cycle power generation and suggests it model could be improved by improved 
modeling of distributed power generation, such as fuel cells in buildings and combined heat 
and power in industry.  
 


o “In the longer term, however, the opportunities for a clean energy future depend 
critically on technologies that do not presently exist in the marketplace or are in early 
stages of commercial trial. The commercial success of these technologies – which 
range from technologies that produce energy with low or zero pollutant emissions 
(renewable, hydrogen, and advanced nuclear power systems) to those that 
dramatically reduce energy use per activity or output (e.g.100 mile per gallon 
automobiles and 200 lumen per watt lighting systems) to systems for the 







 


sequestration of carbon – will make the difference between energy futures with high 
or low economic, social, and environmental impacts” (p.8.1) 


 
• The Working Group also specifically discusses the benefits of fuel cells in transportation, 


citing fuel cells as “potentially pollution free propulsion.”  
 


o “Hybrid, Electric, and Fuel Cell Vehicles. Developing commercially viable, 
mass-market electric-drive vehicles (EVs) would free the automobile from 
dependence on carbon-based liquid fuels while simultaneously reducing vehicular 
emissions. Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) combine an electric drive with an 
auxiliary power unit and energy storage device (e.g., battery). A heat engine could be 
used as the auxiliary power source, but if fuel cell technology could be sufficiently 
advanced and the infrastructure for supplying hydrogen fuel developed, a potentially 
pollution-free propulsion system would be available (depending upon how the 
hydrogen is produced).” (p. 8.11) 
 


• The Working Group sees fuel cells and hydrogen as a potential pathway for renewable solar 
power to provide energy for transportation.   
 


o “In the longer term, PV may also be used to meet the needs of other energy markets. 
One tantalizing possibility is the light-duty vehicle transportation market (Fig. 8.6). 
There are several conceivable routes for PV to play a role in this rapidly evolving 
international market. The most direct possibility is the use of PV either mounted on 
the surface of a “world car” or stationary applications used to charge the batteries of 
an electric vehicle. In the long term, PV may also become the major energy source for 
hydrogen to power fuel cell vehicles. Either electrolysis or some form of direct 
photoconversion might be used. These concepts are attractive in that they address the 
long-term issue of petroleum resource availability and because they inherently include 
storage. They are not hindered by the issue of the intermittent availability of the solar 
resource.” (p.8.15) 
 


DOE, Advanced Materials and Devices for Stationary Electrical Energy Storage, 
2010  


• DOE indentified fuel cells as a “high priority” technology for energy storage and Identifies 
regenerative fuel cells as an “emerging technology” and a mid-term priority. 
 


o “The advancement of large-scale energy storage technologies will require support 
from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), industry, and academia. Figure 1 
outlines the high-priority research and development activities that are necessary to 
overcome the limitations of today’s storage technologies and to make 







 


game-changing breakthroughs in these and other technologies that are only now 
starting to emerge, such as metal-air batteries, liquid-metal systems, regenerative fuel 
cells, advanced compressed-air energy storage, and superconducting magnetic 
electrical storage.” (p. 1) 


 


 















The Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technical Advisory Committee 
Washington, D.C. 


 
 
           March, 2011 
The Hon. Dr. Stephen Chu 
Secretary of Energy 
U.S. Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Ave. SW 
Washington, DC 20585 
 
Dear Mr. Secretary: 
 
       It is with great pleasure, but with some dismay, that we enclose with this letter the 2010 Annual 
Report of the Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technical Advisory Committee (HTAC).  Our pleasure comes from 
being able to report to you on the robust accomplishments of the past year in the hydrogen and fuel cell 
(HFC) industry, and our dismay is that the Department’s Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Program has been 
singled out for major cuts in funding in the proposed 2012 budget, when all other significant energy 
options have received increases.  We hope that as you read our report you will come to share our view 
that the HFC option offers one of the most attractive ways to achieve critical objectives of your 
Department and the Obama Administration: 
 


 Reduce our dependence on foreign oil,  
 Enhance energy security, 
 Reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and 
 Create high quality green jobs here at home. 


 
Our Committee’s considered view on these points has been reinforced by a number of important reports 
prepared by prominent independent experts, both here in the US and in other countries – reports that we 
have studied carefully and which are summarized in this and our two previous Annual Reports.  We 
believe the Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Program should be supported vigorously. 
 
       As is abundantly clear from our Annual Report, R&D on hydrogen and fuel cell technologies over the 
past few years has led to the development of products that are being adopted in commercial material 
handling, telecom, and building system applications today. These commercial deployments make it 
obvious that HFC products are a currently available option – not some distant dream. 
 
       In addition, other nations, notably Japan, Korea, China, and the European Union (EU), have made 
very public policy and financial commitments, memorialized in government-industry compacts and 
MOUs, to bring hydrogen and fuel cell vehicles (HFCVs), and the infrastructure to fuel them, to market in 
2015 or earlier.  Already these nations are aggressively preparing for the 2015 roll-out, with a rapidly 
growing hydrogen infrastructure and numerous hydrogen-powered pre-commercial vehicles already on 
the road, while the US has far fewer HFCVs and a very modest network of refueling stations to date.  
Companies that operate in these hydrogen-friendly nations will become the technology leaders of the 
future.  These companies will spend the next 5 to 10 years perfecting designs and driving cost out of the 
fuel cell and hydrogen infrastructure.  This is a substantial threat to U.S.-based companies that will be 
forced to go off-shore for critical HFC technologies or face substantial competitive headwinds. 
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        We urge you to reconsider the decision to cut back on funding for our nation’s HFC program, 
which has been so successful in meeting its objectives, at this critical moment when the technology is 
rapidly emerging into commercial markets and HFC products are successfully crossing the “valley of 
death,” where the first generation technologies are inherently more expensive.  The World’s automotive 
companies are already ramping up their supply chain for HFCV production launches in just a few short 
years. We on your Advisory Committee feel that the decision to slash one of the most successful 
programs in EERE defies logic and is seriously ill-advised.  We are deeply concerned that it:  
 
 Will ultimately cause the country to lose its competitive position in what is clearly seen as a massive 


market opportunity by other nations.  We have already allowed that to happen in other energy 
technologies and we should not let it happen again. We must choose to lead, or resign ourselves to the 
reality that these technologies will be controlled by foreign governments and companies.  If US 
consumers ultimately end up buying HFCVs only from foreign automakers, that will be a sad outcome 
indeed. 


 Sends a negative signal to the financial community about investing in continued HFC innovation, and 
will likely drive the emerging supply chain off-shore as well, both of which will negatively impact 
current HFC jobs (around 30,000) and constrain future growth (projected by DOE’s own analysis to 
be up to 675,000 HFC industry jobs by as early as 2035). 


 Will limit our ability to take full advantage of intermittent renewable resources.  When the penetration 
of wind and solar grows beyond the 20 to 30 percent levels, the electricity grid encounters stability 
challenges that require effective energy buffers. Many state RPS programs already on the books 
mandate these penetration levels, making storage options essential.  Hydrogen production offers an 
attractive way to capture the value of these renewables when the grid cannot accept their output.  The 
EU and Japan are already aggressively working on projects to use hydrogen as a way to capture 
stranded wind capacity and shift solar output to the utility system peak. 


 
       Our hope is that you will make it a personal goal to look carefully at the reality of what is going on in 
the HFC industry.  We suggest that you consider: 
 
 Driving as many as possible of the superb HFC vehicles that are currently being leased to regular 


customers in several regions throughout the country.  We can help arrange a “ride and drive” for you 
and your immediate team, and would be pleased to do so. 


 Talking to the customers who use fuel cells today (Sprint, Whole Foods, FedEx, etc., as described in 
our Report) to hear their story. 


 Reviewing real data with a truly open mind, to test whether the “miracles” you have said are needed 
have, in fact, already happened: 


− Fuel cells are being manufactured at acceptable cost for some markets, and have operating 
lifetimes well in excess of the times needed for many stationary, and most automotive, 
applications.  Continued R&D will further reduce cost and improve performance, just as 
ongoing R&D will do for batteries and advanced biofuels, but the fuel cells we know how 
to make today are already commercially ready. 


− Natural gas can be reformed to produce H2 at a cost of $3-4/kg (1kg is 1gge).  On a 
cost/mile basis in an HFCV this translates to $1.50-2.00/gge, while reducing carbon 
emissions for the same physical outcome (i.e. miles driven) by 50% or more.  When 
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renewables can produce electricity at 5-6¢/kWh, H2 production using renewable electricity 
and employing electrolyzers that are already available commercially (but will be produced 
in the near future in much larger numbers at lower cost) will also be cost effective.  New 
technology resulting from continuing R&D will certainly reduce the cost of hydrogen 
production over time, but the cost is already very competitive with gasoline. 


− High pressure (700 bar) storage systems are able to achieve vehicle ranges in excess of 400 
miles. For larger scale energy storage, when H2 is stored at the same pressure as air in 
underground caverns, it enables more than 150X the energy storage in the same volume.  
Continued research will doubtless lead to ever better storage solutions at ever lower cost, 
but current approaches are more than adequate for first generation commercial 
applications. 


− All the components required for a robust H2 infrastructure have been developed and are 
being used today in commercial hydrogen stations around the world.  The National 
Academy, the EU, and industry analysts all point out that the cost of early development of 
the infrastructure is quite reasonable compared to the incentives being provided to 
stimulate other alternative technologies.   Infrastructure cost is clearly important, but it is 
not a substantial barrier to early vehicle deployments. Vehicles will be introduced initially 
in selected geographies, like Los Angeles and Oahu in the U.S., and in Germany, Korea, 
and Japan. We urge you to talk with the California Fuel Cell Partnership, the leading 
automakers, the industrial gas companies, and your counterparts in Germany, Korea, and 
Japan, to learn their views.  It is important to note that the recently published EU study, 
based on proprietary cross-industry data, confirmed the National Academy’s earlier 
conclusion that H2 infrastructure costs are comparable to those needed to support electric 
vehicles. 


 
        Finally, we urge you to engage with your HTAC, whose members devote substantial time and their 
broad-based expertise to serving you and the Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Program.  We commit to sharing 
real data, careful analysis, and actual commercial experience with you, and to engaging in dispassionate 
dialog on the facts.  We are certain that if you are willing to look seriously at the reality of what has been 
accomplished and is currently being supported by the HFC Program, and the extent to which the global 
HFC industry has progressed, you will become convinced that the HFC option deserves a much more 
prominent place in the nation’s advanced energy portfolio than the recent budget proposals signal. 
 
       
With sincere regards, 
 


 
 
Dr. Robert W. Shaw, Jr. 
HTAC Chair 
On behalf of all of the HTAC Members 
 
 







In September 2009, both the European Union and G8 


leaders agreed that CO2 emissions must be cut by 80% by 


2050 for global warming to stay below the level of 2°C. But 


80% de-carbonisation overall by 2050 requires 95%  


de-carbonisation of the road transport sector.


With the number of passenger cars set to rise to 273 


million in Europe by 2050, de-carbonising road transport 


may not be achievable through improvements to the 


traditional internal combustion engine or alternative fuels 


alone. It is therefore vital to bring to the market a range of 


technologies that will ensure the long-term sustainability of 


mobility in Europe.


Introduction


A portfolio of power-trains for Europe: 
a fact-based analysis


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in 
Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles







About the study 


A comparative analysis 


A group of 27 private companies, 1 NGO and 2 Government 


Organisations undertook a study on passenger cars in order to 


assess the alternative power-trains most likely to de-carbonise the 


road transport sector. These alternative power-trains have been 


compared to conventional vehicles with internal combustion engines 


(ICEs) and include three types of electric vehicles:


	 •  BEVs: Battery electric vehicles - electric vehicles that use 


chemical energy stored in rechargeable battery packs


	 •  FCEVs: Fuel cell electric vehicles - electric vehicles which use 


a hydrogen fuel cell as their source of electric power


	 •  PHEVs: Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles - hybrid vehicles with 


rechargeable batteries that can be restored to full charge by 


connecting a plug to an external electric power source


The conclusions present a balanced scenario for the electrification 


of passenger cars in the EU by 2050 and a significant role in 


achieving the de-carbonisation of the sector, provided electricity 


generation is de-carbonised. 


FCEV BEV PHEV ICE


Performance


•	Driving performance in similar 
range to ICE


•	~600km average driving range


•	Refuelling only takes a couple 
of minutes


•	Fewer services needed


•	Limited energy storage 
capacity and driving range 
(150-250km)


•	Refuelling time in the order of 
hours2


•	Driving range equal to ICE in 
ICE drive ( >800km) ; 40-60km 
in electric drive


•	Similar top speed, gasoline 
refuelling time & service 
intervals 


•	Battery recharging takes some 
hours


•	Highest driving range


•	Best top speed and refuelling 
time


•	Only service intervals shorter
•	Ideally suited to smaller cars 


and urban driving


Environment


•	High CO2 reduction (~80%) 
compared to today with CCS & 
water electrolysis


•	No local vehicle emissions


•	Lowest carbon solution for 
medium/larger cars & longer 
trips


•	High CO2 reduction (~80%) 
if CCS or renewable energy 
is used


•	Depends on electricity 
footprint


•	No local vehicle emissions


•	Considerable CO2 reduction 
(~70%)


•	Some local emissions in ICE 
drive


•	Highest CO2 and local vehicle 
emissions


•	Unlikely to meet EU CO2 
reduction goal for 2050 


•	Low CO2 if 100% biofuels •	Low CO2 if 100% biofuels


Economics1


•	Purchase price is ~€4,000 
higher than ICE


•	Total cost of ownership3 
comparable to ICE for larger, 
but not smaller cars


•	Infrastructure comparable cost 
to BEVs


•	Economic for smaller cars


•	Purchase price higher than ICE


•	Total cost of ownership 
~€3,000 higher than ICE


•	Fuel costs comparable to ICE 
due to high infrastructure cost


•	Higher purchase price and 
total cost of ownership than 
ICE


•	Better fuel economy than ICE 
for larger cars


•	Low infrastructure cost


•	Most economic vehicle


•	Lowest purchase price 


•	Higher fuel or maintenance 
costs


•	Existing infrastructure


The study “A portfolio of power-trains: a fact based 


analysis” is based on more than 10,000 confidential 


and proprietary data points provided by participating 


companies to McKinsey & Company on an 


unprecedented scale. This data included information 


on costs (vehicle costs, operating costs, fuels and 


infrastructure costs), performance, efficiency and 


emissions across the entire value chain. The results 


of the analysis have proven to be robust to significant 


variations in learning rates and cost of fuels. 


1 Consumer economics can be different, dependent on tax region
2 Fast charging for BEVs implies reduced battery lifetime, lower battery load and higher infrastructure costs than included in this study
3 The total cost of ownership (TCO) describes the costs associated over the entire lifetime of the vehicles, i.e. purchase price and running cost. The economic comparison between power-trains is based on the TCO.


SOURCE: Study analysis
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Main conclusions 


ENVIRONMENT - Significant emission benefits 


All electric power-trains have the potential to significantly reduce 


CO
2
 and local emissions. BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric drive 


have zero tail-pipe emissions while driving and can be made close 


to CO
2
-free, depending on the primary energy source used. They 


are also more energy efficient than traditional internal combustion 


engines.  


PERFORMANCE - Meeting consumers needs 


The range of electric power-trains play a complementary role and 


can meet the needs of consumers and the environment. BEVs are 


ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips; FCEVs to medium/


larger cars and longer trips; PHEVs are an attractive transition 


solution for short trips or where sustainably produced biofuels are 


available. 


ECONOMICS - Cost-competitive alternatives  


After 2025, total costs associated over the lifetime of the electric 


vehicles (incl. the purchase price, fuel cost and maintenance cost) 


converge. They all become viable alternatives to traditional internal 


combustion engines. Together with tax incentives, BEVs and FCEVs 


could be cost-competitive with traditional internal combustion 


engines as early as 2020. 


FCEVs CAN PlAy A SIGNIFICANT ROlE


Family sized cars (medium/large) account for 50% of all cars 
and 75% of CO2 emissions. FCEVs are technologically ready 
and, in the medium to long term, are the best low-carbon 
substitute for this segment. Incentives could make FCEVs 
cost-competitive as early as 2020. The costs for a hydrogen 
infrastructure are approximately 5% of the overall costs 
of FCEVs over the coming decades. This is comparable to 
rolling out a charging infrastructure for BEVs and PHEVs.


 A dedicated hydrogen infrastructure is therefore justified and 
doable, but, the first companies to build a publicly-accessible 
hydrogen retail infrastructure are at a disadvantage. This 
is because the cost for first movers is very high as many 
infrastructures need to be built simultaneously and sales 
volumes are low in the first years. The risk is greatly reduced 
if many companies invest, coordinated by governments and 
supported by dedicated legislation and funding over the next 
two decades.


“Europe must achieve a significant penetration of fuel cell, battery and  
plug-in hybrid electric cars if it is to achieve its CO2 reduction goal, alongside 


large efficiency improvement of the internal combustion engines and an 
increase in the use of sustainably produced biofuels” 


SOURCE: Study analysis
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FCEV> 20


10 - 20


Annual  


driving  
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(1,000 km)


lowest CO2 abatement solution
TCO (total cost of ownership) delta to ICE2 


1  Constant lifetime, but different total driving distances (90,000 km; 180,000 km; 360,000 km)
2  Calculated as ICE TCO minus lowest FCEV/BEV/PHEV TCO. 


SOURCE: Study analysis
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EUR/year/car1, assuming no cost of CO2  2050


By 2050, all electric vehicles are cost-competitive with ICEs 







Next steps


For more information on the 30 organisations that participated  
in the study (including 11 car manufacturers, 5 oil and gas companies,  
3 industrial gas companies, 2 governmental organisations, 1 NGO, etc.)  


please visit: 


Investment cycles in energy infrastructure are lenghty. BEV, FCEV 


infrastructure and scale up should be initiated now in order to 


achieve a broad market uptake beyond 2020.


In the short term, CO
2 
emissions will be reduced by more efficient 


internal combustion engines and plug-in hybrids while taking two 


concrete actions to meet the investment challenge and avoid 


market failure:


•   Study EU market launch plan for FCEVs and hydrogen 


infrastructure starting with the development of a Member State 


business case (e.g. in Germany) followed by the formulation of an 


EU roll-out study based on the learnings from initial experiences 


•  Co-ordinate a similar roll-out plan for BEVs, PHEVs and battery 


charging infrastructure in order to avoid the market failure of these 


technologies


E-mail : info@zeroemissionvehicles.eu  


Phone: +32 2 54 087 75


January 2010 June 2010 Q2 2011 Q3 2011 Q4 2011


“A portfolio of power-
trains for Europe:  


a fact-based analysis”


Develop Member State 
business case for FCEVs


Evaluation Formulate EU roll-study plan


6 months 9-12 months 4-6 months


In order to achieve the de-carbonisation of Europe’s 
vehicles, policy makers and industry need to coordinate 
their efforts.  EU and national policy-makers play 
a critical role in de-risking these technologies and 
ensuring market uptake, specifically through:  


• Clear political endorsement 


• Regulation and standards development


• Funding and fiscal measures


The role of policy–makers 


www.zeroemissionvehicles.eu 
The current brochure does not reflect the study in its entirety. 


For the complete version of “A portfolio of power-trains for Europe: a fact-based analysis“, please refer to the aforementioned website



www.zeroemissionvehicles.eu

nfo@zeroemissionvehicles.eu
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The following companies and organisations participated in this study: 


Car manufacturers  
BMW AG, Daimler AG, Ford, General Motors LLC, Honda R&D, Hyundai Motor 
Company, Kia Motors Corporation, Nissan, Renault, Toyota Motor Corporation, 
Volkswagen 


Oil and gas  
ENI Refining and Marketing, Galp Energia, OMV Refining and Marketing GmbH,  
Shell Downstream Services International B.V., Total Raffinage Marketing


Utilities  
EnBW Baden-Wuerttemberg AG, Vattenfall


Industrial gas companies  
Air Liquide, Air Products, The Linde Group


Equipment car manufacturers  
Intelligent Energy Holdings plc, Powertech


Wind  
Nordex


Electrolyser companies  
ELT Elektrolyse Technik, Hydrogenics, Hydrogen Technologies, Proton Energy Systems 


Non-governmental organisations  
European Climate Foundation


Governmental organisations  
European Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking, NOW GmbH


 


This document reflects the results of a fact-based study that has been prepared 
on behalf of the companies and organisations listed above. The information and 
conclusions contained in this document represent the collective view of the working 
groups of this study and not that of individual companies or organisations. Any 
information and conclusions provided in this document are for reference purposes 
only and are not intended, nor should they be used as a substitute for professional 
advice or judgement with respect to certain circumstances. None of the companies 
and organisations listed above guarantee the adequacy, accuracy, timeliness or 
completeness of the document’s contents. Said companies and organisations therefore 
disclaim any and all warranties and representations as to said contents, express or 
implied, including any warranties of fitness for a particular purpose or use.


McKinsey & Company, the management consultancy, provided analytical support to the 
study. Any recommendations or positions taken in this report are the responsibility of the 
authors, not of McKinsey & Company.
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Conventional vehicles alone may not achieve EU CO2 reduction goal for 2050


In September 2009, both the European Union (EU) and G81 leaders agreed that CO2 emissions 
must be cut by 80% by 2050 if atmospheric CO2 is to stabilise at 450 parts per million2 – and 
global warming stay below the safe level of 2ºC. But 80% decarbonisation overall by 2050 may 
require 95%3 decarbonisation of the road transport sector.  


With the number of passenger cars set to rise to 273 million4 in Europe – and to 2.5 billion5 
worldwide – by 2050, this may not be achievable through improvements to the traditional internal 
combustion engine or alternative fuels: the traditional combustion engine is expected to improve 
by 30%, so achieving full decarbonisation is not possible through efficiency alone. There is also 
uncertainty as to whether large amounts of (sustainably produced) biofuels - i.e. more than 50% 
of demand - will be available for passenger cars, given the potential demand for biofuels6 from 
other sectors, such as goods vehicles, aviation, marine, power and heavy industry. 


Combined with the increasing scarcity and cost of energy resources, it is therefore vital to develop 
a range of technologies that will ensure the long-term sustainability of mobility in Europe. 


A factual evaluation of BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs based on  
proprietary industry data


To this end, a group of companies, government organisations and an NGO – the majority with 
a specific interest in the potential (or the commercialisation) of fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs)
and hydrogen, but with a product range also spanning battery electric vehicles (BEVs), plug-in 
hybrids (PHEVs) and conventional vehicles with internal combustion engines (ICEs) including 
hybridisation – undertook a study on passenger cars in order to assess alternative power-trains 
most likely to fulfil that need. Medium- or heavy-duty vehicles were not included.


Electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric drive) not only have zero tail-pipe emissions7 
while driving – significantly improving local air quality – they can be made close to CO2-free over 
time and on a well-to-wheel basis, depending on the primary energy source used. Zero-emission 
power-trains therefore go hand-in-hand with the decarbonisation of energy supply, with the 
potential to significantly reduce emissions from central power and hydrogen production by 2050. 
Electric vehicles have substantially lower pollution from noise, NO2 and particles.


It was considered particularly important to re-assess the role of FCEVs in the light of recent 
technological breakthroughs in fuel cell and electric systems that have now increased their 
efficiency and cost-competitiveness significantly. Given satisfactory testing in a customer 
environment - with more than 500 cars covering over 15 million kilometres and 90,000 refuellings 
- the focus has now shifted from demonstration to planning commercial deployment so that 
FCEVs, like all technologies, may benefit from mass production and the economies of scale.  


1 The Group of Eight industrial powers – Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the UK and 
the United States


2 CO2-equivalent
3 McKinsey Global GHG Abatement Cost Curve; International Energy Agency World Energy Outlook 


2009; US Environmental Protection Agency; European Environment Agency (EEA)
4 Parc Auto Survey 2009, Global Insight 2010; study analysis
5 European Commission, April 2010
6 The study makes the following assumptions: by 2020 biofuels are blended, delivering a 6% 


well-to-wheel reduction in CO2 emissions for gasoline- and diesel-engined vehicles, in line with the 
EU Fuel Quality Directive. By 2050, biofuel blending increases but is limited to 24%, reflecting supply 
constraints


7 FCEVs emit water vapour only
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Over 30 stakeholders therefore came together in order to develop a factual evaluation of the 
economics, sustainability and performance of BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs across the entire 
value chain – many with an equal interest in all four power-trains. 


It meant providing confidential and proprietary data on an unprecedented scale8 – including 
vehicle costs (in this report, purchase price is used to refer to cost plus a standard hypothetical 
margin, equal for all cars within one segment), operating costs, fuel and infrastructure cost. 


In order to ensure a realistic outcome, it was agreed that:


 � The study should include a balanced mix of vehicle sizes (or segments) and ensure no bias 
towards any particular power-train, representing the majority of vehicles on the market9


 � While it is possible that breakthrough technologies could provide step changes in current 
pathways to sustainable mobility, the study should only consider vehicle technologies that are 
proven in R&D today and capable of a) scale-up and commercial deployment and b) meeting 
the EU’s CO2 reduction goal for 2050


 � Average values should be taken, with no “cherry-picking” of the most favourable data


 � Input data provided by participating companies would be frozen before results were shared.


A balanced scenario for the electrification of passenger cars  
in the EU by 2050 


A combined forecasting and backcasting approach was then used to calculate the results: from 
2010 to 2020, global cost and performance data were forecasted, based on proprietary industry 
data; after 2020, on projected learning rates (see Annex, Exhibit 42, page 54). 


In order to test the sensitivity of these data to a broad range of market outcomes, three European 
“worlds” for 2050 were defined, assuming various power-train penetrations in 2050:


1. A world skewed towards ICE (5% FCEVs, 10% BEVs, 25% PHEVs, 60% ICEs)


2. A world skewed towards electric power-trains (25% FCEVs, 35% BEVs, 35% PHEVs, 5% ICEs)


3. A world skewed towards FCEVs (50% FCEVs, 25% BEVs, 20% PHEVs, 5% ICEs). 


These three “worlds” were then backcasted to 2010, resulting in a development pathway for each 
power-train. As the impact of the different “worlds” on FCEV costs was found not to be significant 
(see page 18), this report focuses on results for the second “world” as having a balanced split 
between the four power-trains (25% FCEVs, 35% BEVs, 35% PHEVs and 5% ICEs). 


8 Over 10,000 data points were collected for the study
9 No assumptions have been made on a potential shift in the composition of the car fleet from larger 


to smaller cars. An average ~30% fuel efficiency gain was included for the entire ICE fleet
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Assumptions are robust to significant variations


To test the robustness of results, all assumptions in the study’s vehicle and supply models were 
varied to identify possible “tipping points”. However, this showed that the conclusions were 
robust to significant variations in learning rates for the power-trains and the cost of fossil fuels  
(see page 24).


The power supply pathway underlying this report is based on the European Climate Foundation’s 
“Roadmap 2050”, which was developed in corporation with the industry and describes a pathway 
to decarbonise the EU power mix by 2050. In 2020, the expected share of renewable (RES) 
production capacity is approximately 34%. This is the minimum needed to meet the 20% EU 
renewable energy target, as there is limited RES opportunity outside of the power sector. 


For the following results, a conventional hydrogen production mix is assumed to 2020, utilising 
existing assets – industrially produced hydrogen and centralised steam methane reforming 
(SMR) – with a growing proportion of distributed units (water electrolysis and SMR). After 2020, 
a balanced and economically driven scenario is assumed, including CO2 Capture and Storage 
(CCS), water electrolysis (increasingly using renewable energy) and avoiding over-dependence 
on any single primary energy source.


An alternative production mix was also examined (see Exhibit 26, page 38), representing 100% 
electrolysis, with 80% renewable energy by 2050, which increases the total cost of ownership 
(TCO) of FCEVs  by 5% by 2030 and 3.5% by 2050. However, both production scenarios achieve 
CO2-free hydrogen by 2050. 


The value of electric vehicles on balancing an (increasingly intermittent) power grid can be 
significant and could amount to several billions of euros (ref. “Roadmap 2050”). This applies to 
BEVs (charging when power supply is available) as well as hydrogen cars (using stored hydrogen 
to produce power when supply is short).


SUMMARY OF RESULTS


1. BEVs, PHEVs and FCEVs have the potential to significantly reduce CO2 
and local emissions


Electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric drive) can be fuelled by a wide variety of 
primary energy sources – reducing oil dependency and enhancing security of energy supply. 
Well-to-wheel efficiency analysis also shows that electric vehicles are more energy-efficient than 
ICEs over a broader range of primary energy sources.


Owing to limits in battery capacity and driving range10 (currently 100-200 km for a medium- 
sized car11) and a current recharging time of several hours, BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars 
and shorter trips, i.e. urban driving (including new transportation models such as car sharing).


With a driving range and performance comparable to ICEs, FCEVs are the lowest carbon solution 
for medium/larger cars and longer trips. These car segments account for 50% of all cars and 
75% of CO2 emissions, hence replacing one ICE with one FCEV achieves a relatively high CO2 
reduction.


10 The range chosen in the study for BEVs and PHEVs reflects the car manufacturers’ current view on 
the best compromise between range, cost, and load bearing capacity for the vehicle


11 For C/D segment cars this will increase to 150-250 km in the medium term
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With a smaller battery capacity than BEVs, PHEVs have an electric driving range of 40-60 km. 
Combined with the additional blending of biofuels, they could show emission reductions for 
longer trips. 


ICEs have the potential to reduce their CO2 footprint significantly through an average 30% 
improvement in energy efficiency by 2020 and the additional blending of biofuels. After 2020, 
however, further engine efficiency improvements are limited and relatively costly, while the 
amount of biofuels that will be available may be limited.


BEVs, PHEVs and FCEVs have significant potential to reduce CO2 and local emissions, assuming 
CO2 reduction is performed at the production site. They play a complementary role, with BEVs 
ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips and FCEVs to medium/larger cars and longer 
trips. PHEVs can reduce CO2 considerably compared to ICEs on short trips or using biofuels, 
depending on  availability. The energy and CO2 efficiency of ICEs is expected to improve by 30%.


Medium/larger cars with above-average driving distance account for 50% of all cars, and 75% 
of CO2 emissions. FCEVs are therefore an effective low-carbon solution for a large proportion of 
the car fleet. Beyond 2030, they have a TCO advantage over BEVs and PHEVs in the largest car 
segments (see below). 


2. After 2025, the total cost of ownership (TCO) of all the  
power-trains converges 


In the study, the economic comparison between power-trains is based on the total cost of 
ownership (TCO), as it describes the costs associated over their entire lifetime (see page 18). In 
order to ensure a like-for-like comparison, taxes are not included unless specifically stated.


BEVs and FCEVs are expected to have a higher purchase price than ICEs (battery and fuel cell 
related) and a lower fuel cost (due to greater efficiency and no use of oil) and a lower maintenance 
cost (fewer rotating parts). 


The cost of fuel cell systems is expected to decrease by 90% and component costs for BEVs by 
80% by 2020, due to economies of scale and incremental improvements in technology. Around 
30% of technology improvements in BEVs and PHEVs also apply to FCEVs and vice versa. This 
assumes that FCEVs and BEVs will be mass produced, with infrastructure a key prerequisite to 
be in place. The cost of hydrogen also reduces by 70% by 2025 due to higher utilisation of the 
refuelling infrastructure and economies of scale. 


PHEVs are more economic than BEVs and FCEVs in the short term. The gap gradually closes and 
by 2030 PHEVs are cost-competitive with BEVs for smaller cars, with both BEVs and FCEVs for 
medium cars and less competitive than FCEVs for larger cars.


While the fuel economy of ICEs is expected to improve by an average of 30% by 2020, costs also 
increase due to full hybridisation and further measures such as the use of lighter weight materials. 


The TCOs of all four power-trains is expected to converge after 2025 – or earlier, with tax 
exemptions and/or incentives during the ramp-up phase. 


For larger cars, the TCO of FCEVs is expected to be lower than PHEVs and BEVs as of 2030. 
By 2050, it is also (significantly) lower than the ICE. For medium-sized cars, the TCOs for all 
technologies converge by 2050. BEVs have a (small) TCO advantage over FCEVs in the smaller 
car segments.


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Executive summary
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PHEVs are more economic than BEVs and FCEVs in the short term. All electric vehicles are 
viable alternatives to ICEs by 2025, with BEVs suited to smaller cars and shorter trips, FCEVs 
for medium/larger cars and longer trips. With tax incentives, BEVs and FCEVs could be cost-
competitive with ICEs as early as 2020.


3. A portfolio of power-trains can meet the needs of consumers  
and the environment


BEVs have a shorter range than FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs: an average, medium-sized BEV with 
maximum battery loading cannot drive far beyond 150 km at 120 km/hour on the highway, if real 
driving conditions are assumed (and taking expected improvements until 2020 into account)
Charging times are also significantly longer: 6-8 hours  using normal charging equipment. Fast 
charging may become widespread, but the impact on battery performance degradation over 
time and power grid stability is unclear. Moreover, it takes 15-30 minutes to (partially) recharge the 
battery. Battery swapping reduces refuelling time; it is expected to be feasible if used once every 
two months or less and battery standards are adopted by a majority of car manufacturers. BEVs 
are therefore ideally suited to smaller cars and urban driving, potentially achieving ~80% CO2 
reduction by 2030 compared to today. 


FCEVs have a driving performance (similar acceleration), range (around 600 km) and refuelling 
time (< 5 minutes) comparable to ICEs. They are therefore a feasible low-carbon substitute for 
ICEs for medium/larger cars and longer trips, potentially achieving 80% CO2 reduction by 2030 
compared to today.


PHEVs have a similar range and performance to ICEs, but electric driving only applies to shorter 
distances, while the amount of biofuels available for longer trips is uncertain. They represent an 
attractive solution, reducing CO2 considerably compared to ICEs. 


Over the next 40 years, no single power-train satisfies all key criteria for economics, performance 
and the environment. The world is therefore likely to move from a single power-train (ICE) to a 
portfolio of power-trains in which BEVs and FCEVs play a complementary role: BEVs are ideally 
suited to smaller cars and shorter trips; FCEVs to medium/larger cars and longer trips; with 
PHEVs an attractive solution for short trips or where sustainably produced biofuels are available.


4. Costs for a hydrogen infrastructure are approximately 5% of the overall 
cost of FCEVs (€1,000-2,000 per car) 


For consumers who prefer larger cars and drive longer distances, FCEVs therefore have clear 
benefits in a CO2-constrained world. This segment represents around 50% of cars driven and 
can therefore justify a dedicated hydrogen infrastructure. The value of the FCEV over alternative 
power-trains in terms of TCO and emissions (including the cost of the hydrogen infrastructure) is 
positive beyond 2030. The economic gap prior to 2030 is almost completely determined by the 
higher purchase price, not by the cost of the hydrogen infrastructure. It can therefore be assumed 
that if this consumer segment prefers the FCEV, the cost of the infrastructure (5% of the TCO) will 
not be prohibitive to its roll-out. Having said that, an orchestrated investment plan is required to 
build up the first critical mass of hydrogen supply.
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In order to develop a portfolio of power-trains, several supply infrastructure systems are required – 
not only for gasoline and diesel, but potentially new infrastructures for CNG, LPG, 100% biofuels, 
electricity and hydrogen. Early commercial deployment of BEVs and PHEVs is already happening 
in several European countries: many car manufacturers have announced the introduction of new 
commercial models between 2010 and 2014. This report therefore focuses on the commercial 
deployment of FCEVs, which still needs to be addressed.


One could argue that it is inefficient to build an additional vehicle refuelling infrastructure on top  
of existing infrastructures. However, the additional costs of a hydrogen infrastructure are relatively 
low compared to the total costs of FCEVs and comparable to other fuels and technologies, such 
as a charging infrastructure for BEVs and PHEVs. Costs for a hydrogen distribution and retail 
infrastructure are around 5% of the overall cost of FCEVs – the vast majority lies in the purchase 
price. The attractiveness of the business case for FCEVs is therefore hardly affected by the 
additional costs required for distribution and retail. In other words, if FCEVs make commercial 
sense – as demonstrated by this study – building a dedicated hydrogen infrastructure can be 
justified.


In the first decade of a typical roll-out scenario, supply infrastructure costs per car – especially 
those for a retail infrastructure – are initially higher, due to lower utilisation. Nevertheless, sufficient 
network coverage must be available for consumers and initial investments required could amount 
to around €3 billion (covering hydrogen production, distribution and retail) for a region such as 
Germany. Although a single company would struggle to absorb the risk of such an investment, 
this is not the case at a societal level. This is confirmed by countries which have built up alternative 
infrastructures, such as LPG and CNG.


The cost per vehicle for rolling out a hydrogen infrastructure compares to rolling out a charging 
infrastructure for BEVs or PHEVs. The costs for hydrogen retail and distribution are estimated 
at €1,000-2,000 per vehicle (over its lifetime), including distribution from the production site to 
the retail station, as well as operational and capital costs for the retail station itself. Building an 
infrastructure for 25% market share of FCEVs requires infrastructure investments of around €3 
billion in the first decade and €2-3 billion per year thereafter. Annual infrastructure investments 
in oil and gas, telecommunications and road infrastructure each amount to €50-€60 billon.12 
Additional investments required to decarbonise the power sector amount to €20-30 billion  
per year.13


Current costs for an electric charging infrastructure range from €1,500 - €2,500 per vehicle. The 
higher end of the range assumes 50% home charging (investment of €200 - €400 per charging 
station) and 50% public charging at €5,000 for a charging station that serves two cars (€10,000 
in the first years). Potential additional investment in the power distribution networks are not 
included, but could be material, depending on the local situation. In contrast, once the territory is 
covered, no further investment is needed in hydrogen infrastructure – regardless of the number 
of cars – due to the fast refuelling time. As the number of FCEVs increase, it also benefits from the 
economies of scale.


12 Global Insight
13 http://www.roadmap2050.eu/attachments/files/Volume1_fullreport_PressPack.pdf


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
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Under the key assumptions of the study (i.e. zero CO2 from power by 205014), Europe must 
achieve a significant penetration of electric cars by 2050, if it is to achieve its CO2 reduction goal.
Early commercial deployment of BEVs has already started in several European countries, but 
infrastructure for FCEVs remains to be addressed.


Over the course of the next decades, costs for a hydrogen distribution and retail infrastructure are 
5% of the overall cost of FCEVs (€1,000-2,000 per car) and comparable to rolling out a charging 
infrastructure for BEVs and PHEVs (excluding potential upgrades in power distribution networks). 
The attractiveness of the business case for FCEVs is therefore hardly affected by the additional 
costs required for distribution and retail: if FCEVs make commercial sense – as demonstrated by 
this study – building a dedicated hydrogen infrastructure can be justified.


5. The deployment of FCEVs will incur a cost to society in the early years


The benefits of lower CO2 emissions, lower local emissions (NO2, particles), diversification of 
primary energy sources and the transition to renewable energy all come at an initial cost. These 
will ultimately marginalise with the reduction in battery and fuel cell costs, economies of scale and 
potentially increasing costs for fossil fuels and ICE specifications.


A roll-out scenario that assumes 100,000 FCEVs in 2015, 1 million in 2020 and a 25% share of the 
total EU passenger car market in 2050 results in a cumulative economic gap  of approximately 
€25 billion by 2020 – mainly due to the cost of the fuel cell system in the next decade, but also 
including around €3 billion for a hydrogen supply infrastructure. The CO2 abatement cost is 
expected to range between €150 and € 200 per tonne in 2030 and becomes negative for larger 
cars after 2030. 


A hydrogen supply infrastructure for around 1 million FCEVs by 2020 requires an investment 
of €3 billion (production, distribution, retail), of which €1 billion relates to retail infrastructure – 
concentrated in high-density areas (large cities, highways) and building on existing infrastructure. 
If only one energy company were to invest in hydrogen retail infrastructure, it faces a first-mover 
disadvantage due to the initially low utilisation by a small number of FCEVs and the risk of 
technology delivery failure or delay. In the latter case it would result in a potential write-off in the 
order of hundreds of millions per annum. The initial investment risk would be somewhat reduced 
if further companies also invest and even further if the roll-out is supported by adequate policy 
measures and risk underwriting all one word by governments. 


Hydrogen manufacturers have an incentive – as soon as the economics work – to race to beat 
their rivals. While financial incentives are required to persuade consumers to appreciate FCEVs, 
there is nothing to hold the hydrogen manufacturers back – as long as the retail infrastructure is in 
place. Infrastructure providers, on the other hand, bear a first-mover risk, making a heavy upfront 
outlay to build a retail station network that will not be fully utilised for some years; the unit cost 
reduces over time simply because the fixed capital expenditure is used by an increasing number 
of FCEVs.


The cumulative economic gap of around €25 billion for FCEVs up to 2020 is calculated on a global 
cumulative FCEV production and is mainly due to a higher purchase price. If this is also only met 
by a few car manufacturers, they will each need to finance around €1 billion per annum. Bridging 
this gap could be facilitated by adequate government actions and global co-operation. After 
2030, it can be reasonably assumed that the majority of the consumers will be financially driven, 
making their choice of car in response to an established tax and legislative regime. 


14 The power supply pathway underlying this report is based on the European Climate Foundation 
“Roadmap 2050“, which was developed in cooperation with the industry and describes a pathway to 
decarbonise the EU‘s power mix by 2050 - See page 24
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Provided these are stable and clear, car manufacturers, hydrogen manufacturers and 
infrastructure providers should all be able to make investments on the basis of well-understood 
risks and projected returns. A global roll-out would further reduce the economic gap for Europe.


A strong case will be required to persuade governments as to the level of explicit subsidy needed. 
In subsequent steps, it will therefore be important to make proposals that show how industry 
is taking responsibility for all the risks that they can reasonably analyse, control and mitigate. 
Discussions with Member State and EU governments are likely to focus on sharing the costs and 
risks between public and private sectors. 


The emerging FCEV market (2010-20) requires close value chain synchronisation and external 
stimulus in order to overcome the first-mover risk of building hydrogen retail infrastructure. 
While the initial investment is relatively low, the risk is high and therefore greatly reduced if 
many companies invest, co-ordinated by governments and supported by dedicated legislation 
and funding. With the market established, subsequent investment (2020-30) will present a 
significantly reduced risk and by 2030 any potentially remaining economic gap is expected to be 
directly passed on to the consumer.


SUMMARY OF NEXT STEPS


Investment cycles in energy infrastructure are long and BEV and FCEV infrastructure and  
scale-up should be initiated as soon as possible in order to develop these technologies as 
material transportation options beyond 2020. In the short term, CO2 emissions will therefore have 
to be reduced by more efficient ICEs and PHEVs – combined with biofuels – while taking two 
concrete actions: 


1. Study EU market launch plan for FCEVs and hydrogen infrastructure 


Car manufacturers have signalled that they are ready to mass-produce FCEVs, as demonstrated 
by the Letter of Understanding in 2009 (see page 13). This study shows that FCEVs are 
technologically ready and can be produced at much lower cost for an early commercial 
market over the next five years. The next logical step is therefore to develop a comprehensive 
and co-ordinated EU market launch plan study for the deployment of FCEVs and hydrogen 
infrastructure in Europe (see pages 52-53). This consists of two phases:


 � An in-depth business case and implementation plan for a single Member State (i.e. Germany) 
in order to de-risk the commercialisation of technology and test the supply chain for the rest of 
Europe, starting in 2015. At the same time, a series of subsidised FCEV demonstration projects 
in other Member States should start to gain experience with the technology.


 � A potential staged roll-out plan – first, a market introduction in Member States that have 
developed experience through the demonstration projects, followed by other Member States. 


The implementation plan should be fit for investment by companies and the public sector. This 
includes addressing the risks associated with the plan, how hydrogen will be decarbonised and 
its impact on future CO2 emissions from the transport sector. 


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Executive summary
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The dynamics of setting up a hydrogen retail infrastructure are such that there is a limited 
opportunity to gain “early mover” advantage, so the first player will not be able to compensate for 
any losses. Indeed, they will develop the market for all other infrastructure providers who will then 
reap the benefits at a later stage. However, if several hydrogen retail infrastructure providers invest 
– or a market-based mechanism is developed to spread the risk between different infrastructure 
providers – none will gain a ‘free ride’. The market launch plan must therefore go hand-in-hand 
with appropriate government policies. 


After the technology has been de-risked and achieved cost reductions in one Member State – 
and at the same time gained more experience with a series of demonstration projects in other 
Member States – a staged roll-out plan for subsequent introductions in other Member States has 
then to be studied. This will address the supply constraints of car manufacturers and hydrogen 
infrastructure providers; the primary energy resources of different Member States; and CO2 
reduction goals for the transport sector as a whole.


2. Co-ordinate roll-out of BEVs/PHEVs and battery-charging infrastructure 


A similar action would be helpful to support the roll-out of BEVs and PHEVs in the EU. Here, too, 
the risk of market failure exists. Although the investments per electric recharging point are low, 
the financial risk for infrastructure providers remains. As with hydrogen infrastructure, upfront 
investment for public charging will be necessary in order to give customers appropriate access to 
infrastructure from the start.


In order to achieve a sound market introduction, the technology also needs to be commercially 
de-risked and programmes for BEVs currently exist in several European countries and at 
EU level, addressing issues such as technology, market introduction, funding schemes and 
standardisation etc. A coherent approach to these activities would help to optimise development 
and support early market readiness.
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INTRODUCTION


EU CO2 reduction goal for 2050 requires 95% decarbonisation  
of road transport 


In 2009, both the European Union (EU) and G8 leaders agreed that CO2 emissions must be cut 
by 80% by 2050 if atmospheric CO2 is to stabilise at 450 parts per million15 – and global warming 
stay below the safe level of 2ºC. But 80% decarbonisation overall by 2050 requires 95%16 
decarbonisation of the road transport sector (Exhibit 1).  


Exhibit 1: In order to achieve EU CO2 reduction goal of 80% by 2050, road transport must 
achieve 95% decarbonisation 


Decarbonisation may be achieved through efficiency, biofuels and electric power-trains (including 
hydrogen). With the number of passenger cars set to rise to 273 million17 in Europe – and to 2.5 
billion18 worldwide – by 2050, full decarbonisation may not be achievable through improvements 
in the traditional internal combustion engine or alternative fuels alone. A comprehensive analysis 
would be helpful to determine the true global potential of biofuels and for which sectors and 
regions they may be most effectively used.


Combined with the increasing scarcity and cost of energy resources, it is therefore vital to develop 
a range of technologies to ensure the long-term sustainability of mobility in Europe, with “ultra 
low-carbon electric power-trains and hydrogen fuel cells the most promising options”,19 according 
to the European Commission. This study was therefore undertaken in order to compare the 
performance and costs of alternative power-trains for passenger cars – fuel cell electric vehicles 
(FCEVs), battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and plug-in hybrids (PHEVs) – with those of conventional 
vehicles with internal combustion engines (known as ICEs). This included every step of the value 
chain, or “well-to-wheel”.


15 CO2-equivalent
16 McKinsey Global GHG Abatement Cost Curve; International Energy Agency World Energy Outlook 


2009; US Environmental Protection Agency; European Environment Agency (EEA)
17 Parc Auto Survey 2009, Global Insight 2010; study analysis
18 European Commission, April 2010
19 COM(2010)186: A European strategy on clean and energy efficient vehicles, published April 2010
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Total 
abatementEU-27 total GHG emissions1 Sector


SOURCE: www.roadmap2050.eu


1 Large efficiency improvements are already included in the baseline based on the International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2009, 
especially for industry 


2 Abatement estimates within sector based on Global GHG Cost Curve 
3 CCS applied to 50% of large industry (cement, chemistry, iron and steel, petroleum and gas, not applied to other industries) 
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Electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs) are necessary to achieve EU CO2 
reduction goal 


The benefits of electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric drive) over ICEs are:


 � Electric vehicles have zero emissions while driving – significantly improving local air quality 
– and they can be made close to CO2-free, depending on the primary energy source used20. 
Zero-emission power-trains therefore go hand-in-hand with the decarbonisation of energy 
supply, with the potential to eradicate emissions from central hydrogen production completely 
by 2050. 


 � Electric vehicles can be fuelled by a wide variety of primary energy sources – including gas, 
coal, oil, biomass, wind, solar and nuclear – reducing oil dependency and enhancing energy 
security (e.g. through stabilising an increasingly volatile power grid).


 � While ICEs have the potential to reduce their CO2 footprint considerably through improved 
energy efficiency, this is insufficient to meet the EU’s CO2 reduction goal for 2050. Full 
decarbonisation through biofuels depends on their availability.


Technologically ready, FCEVs are now focused on commercial deployment


30 stakeholders came together in order to develop a factual evaluation of the four power-trains 
and their role in decarbonising road transport. It was also considered particularly important to 
re-assess the role of FCEVs in the light of technological breakthroughs in fuel cell and electric 
systems that have now increased their efficiency and cost-competitiveness significantly 
(Exhibit 2). Previous studies21 predicted that all technological challenges would be addressed 
simultaneously within a few years. In reality this has happened sequentially, with a steady but 
significant improvement in all key areas:


 � With the implementation of 700 bar storage technology, hydrogen storage capacity has 
increased – without sacrificing volume – resulting in driving ranges that approach gasoline 
ICEs. In general, safety concerns have been adequately addressed.


 � Cold start is down to -25ºC, or even lower, due to the application of purging strategies at shut-
down and new materials (e.g. metallic bipolar plates) which have optimised heat management 
in the stacks.


 � With better understanding of the mechanisms affecting durability and the implementation of 
counter measures, such as enhanced materials (e.g. functionalised or nanostructured catalyst 
supports) and cell voltage management, durability (hence cost) has significantly improved.


 � With the development of CCS, an additional low-cost, low CO2 hydrogen production route 
would be made available.


Common standards for hydrogen and FCEV equipment have also been agreed, further reducing 
their complexity and costs: standard connections, safety limits and performance requirements 
for hydrogen refuelling have been established by several SAE22 and ISO22 standards, while the 
electric system is fully compliant with SAE and ISO safety standards. 


20 This is commonly illustrated by well-to-wheel emissions, integrating the CO2 footprint of fuel 
production with its transformation by the power-train (see Annex, Exhibit 43, page 54)


21 See Annex, Exhibit 44, page 55
22 SAE International (formerly Society of Automotive Engineers), the recognised authority on standards 


for commercial vehicles, together with ISO (International Organization for Standardization)
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With more than 500 passenger cars – both large and small – covering over 15 million kilometres 
and undergoing 90,000 refuellings,23 FCEVs are therefore now considered to have been 
comprehensively tested in a customer environment. The result: the focus has now shifted from 
demonstration to commercial deployment so that FCEVs, like all technologies, may benefit from 
mass production and the economies of scale.   


Exhibit 2: With all technological hurdles resolved, the focus for FCEVs has now shifted from 
demonstration to commercial deployment


This was clearly signalled in a Letter of Understanding issued by leading car manufacturers24 
in September 2009, in which they stated their goal to commercialise FCEVs by 2015, with 
hundreds of thousands of vehicles being rolled out worldwide shortly thereafter – assuming 
sufficient hydrogen refuelling infrastructure is in place. This was a catalyst for the in-depth 
evaluation of the four power-train technologies undertaken in this study.


A public-private partnership called H2 Mobility was also established, which is now developing 
a business plan for building a hydrogen refuelling infrastructure in a single Member State (i.e. 
Germany) – complemented by a series of demonstration projects in other Member States – as 
essential first steps towards a full EU roll-out (see pages 52-53). 


The window of opportunity is short. If FCEVs are to achieve economies of scale within the time-
frame necessary to meet EU CO2 reduction goals, action must be taken as a matter of urgency. 
There is also a danger that Europe will lose its technological leadership as other international 
markets gain ground. The European Commission has confirmed that “the global trend towards 
sustainable transport shows that the European automotive industry can only remain competitive 
by leading in green technologies”.25


23 Study data
24 Daimler AG, Ford Motor Company, General Motors Corporation/Opel, Honda Motor Co., Ltd., 


Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Motors Corporation, the alliance Renault SA and Nissan Motor Co., 
Ltd. and Toyota Motor Corporation


25 European Commission, April 2010


SOURCE: Study analysis


Temperature dependency
▪ Cold-weather performance tests 


have shown that cold start and 
driving performance is equivalent 
to ICE


Water management
▪ Prototype systems have shown 


that appropriate membrane 
humidity can be provided without 
external humidifier


Heat management
▪ Current systems have reduced 


heat loss with remaining heat 
used for vehicle climate control


Efficiency
▪ Fuel stack net efficiency has 


increased to 59%, with further 
improvement leading to a 
downsized system at lower cost


Durability
▪ Durability tests have shown that 


acceptable stack efficiency can 
be maintained for the lifetime 
of the vehicle


Material cost
▪ Acceptable cost will be 


achieved by 2020 through 
design simplifications, 
reduction of material use, 
production technology and 
economies of scale


Hydrogen storage
▪ Innovations in materials allow 


Hydrogen storage at 700 bar for 
increased driving range that 
approaches gasoline ICEs


Size
▪ Current fuel cell systems 


fit into vehicle without 
compromising cargo volume 
and vehicle weight


Average and peak load
▪ Voltage range of stack has 


improved, with power battery 
providing additional buffering 
capacity for increased stack 
durability and efficiency


Platinum
▪ Catalyst requirement is 


significantly reduced to 2-6 
times catalytic converter 
loading of conventional ICE. 
Platinum in fuel cells is also 
highly recyclable
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The reality is that no transportation model can be changed overnight – it requires preparation and 
ramp-up of production. A “knee-jerk” response to external factors, such as a rise in oil prices, 
supply constraints and the disastrous consequences of global warming will be too little, too late.


All conclusions are based on proprietary industry data 


This study represents the most accurate to date,26 as conclusions are based not on informed 
speculation, but on confidential, granular and proprietary data, provided by key industry players. 
This has allowed a true comparison of the power-trains, with all underlying assumptions clearly 
stated (see Methodology section, pages 15-25).


In order to present an integrated perspective across the entire value chain, the study addresses 
five key questions:


1. On a well-to-wheel basis, how do BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs compare to ICEs over the medium-
to-long term on emissions, performance and costs?


2. What are the key drivers by car size, miles driven, supply technology and over time?  


3. What are the potential market segments? 


4. How do fuels, electricity and hydrogen production, distribution and retail pathways compare? 


5. What is required at a high level to deploy electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs) at scale 
so that they can benefit society by significantly reducing CO2 emissions, enhancing energy 
security and improving air quality – without compromising its current expectations for 
mobility?


The positive effect of electric vehicles on public health


The benefits of electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs in electric mode) go beyond the 
decarbonisation of road transport and energy security to address the key issue of air pollution 
in large, congested cities: the exhaust from ICEs not only emits CO2, but also local pollutants27 
such as carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and nitrous oxides. Diesel vehicles also emit particles 
referred to as particulate emissions or “soots”. Although these emissions are mitigated by 
catalytic converters, all pollutants that cannot be processed are released into the atmosphere, 
degrading air quality and reducing the ability of large cities to meet air quality targets.


Electric vehicles, on the other hand, release zero emissions in their “tank-to-wheel” process, with 
emissions limited to the “well-to-tank” process – far removed from the vehicle itself. Emissions 
also depend on the primary energy source used and can be potentially reduced to zero. Finally, 
unlike ICEs, electric vehicles are virtually silent, also reducing noise pollution significantly.


26 Other studies taken into consideration include “Hydrogen Highway”: www.hydrogenhighway.com; 
Roads2HyCom project www.roads2hy.com; “On the road in 2035”, published 2008; “The Hydrogen 
Economy”, published 2009; “Hydrogen Production Roadmap: Technology Pathways to the Future”, 
published 2010 


27 This would also apply even if using 100% biofuels
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METHODOLOGY


This study provides a factual comparison of four different power-trains (Exhibit 3) – BEVs, 
FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs – on economics, sustainability and performance across the entire value 
chain1 between now and 2050, based on confidential and proprietary industry data. This was 
possible due to the central role of an independent consultancy and a strict division between the 
consultancy’s “Clean Team” responsible for input gathering and the “Analysis Team” responsible 
for output generation. 


Data was submitted, challenged and, where necessary, benchmarked and validated for every 
step of the value chain – including purchase price, operating costs, fuel, as well as infrastructure. 
While it is possible that breakthrough technologies could provide step changes in current 
pathways to sustainable mobility, the study only considered vehicle technologies that are proven 
in R&D today – and in many cases demonstrated – and therefore capable of a) scale-up and 
commercial deployment and b) meeting the EU’s CO2 reduction goal for 2050.


To ensure a realistic outcome, it was agreed that all conclusions should be based on 
average values derived from the range provided, with no “cherry-picking” of the most 
favourable data.


Exhibit 3: The study focused on a portfolio of power-trains: BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs, 
taking into account significant advances in ICE technology between now and 2020 


In order to ensure no bias towards any particular power-train, the study included a balanced mix 
of car sizes (known as “segments”), representing the majority of vehicles currently on the market 
and with high data availability among study participants (Exhibit 4). Average values for fleets, as 
opposed to specific cars, were taken.


1 Commonly referred to as “well-to-wheel”


▪ Series hybrid
configuration of electric 
and ICE drive3


▪ Smaller battery capacity
than BEV, (Li-ion)
▪ Vehicle can be plugged-in


to charge from the grid
▪ Small ICE-based 


generator for larger range 
(‘range extender’)
▪ Short range: typically


40-60 km) electric driving.  
(based on battery weight 
of 20-80 kg2)


▪ Purely electric drive 
▪ Large battery capacity,


Li-ion technology
▪Only charging of battery 


from the grid while 
stationary1


▪ Short range: typically 
150-250 km (based on 
battery weight of 
70-180 kg2)


▪ Series configuration of fuel 
cell system and electric 
drive
▪ Fuel cell stack based on 


PEM technology
▪Hydrogen tank pressure 


typically 350 or 700 bar
▪Medium range: typically 


400-600 km


▪Conventional internal 
combustion engine
▪No dependency on 


electric infrastructure
▪High fuel consumption


and exhaust emissions
▪High range: typically 


800-1200 km


▪ Parallel hybrid 
configuration of electric 
and ICE drive; also known 
as hybrid electric vehicle 
(HEV)
▪ ICE is primary mover


of the vehicle with support 
from small electric motor
▪ Small battery charged 


by the ICE
▪ Fully electric driving only 


at low speed for smaller 
distances (<5 km)
▪Better fuel economy


than conventional ICE


1 Exchange of battery pack is possible, but not considered in this study
2 2020 values averaged over A/B, C/D and J segments – a ~50% decrease over 2010. Although considerable cost improvements in battery technology 


are considered in the study, it is not expected to achieve significantly lower specific  volumes or weights beyond 2020 
3 Other configurations are possible 


Fuel cell electric vehicle 
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Plug-in hybrid  electric 
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Current technology (2010)     Advanced (2015/20)
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Exhibit 4: The study focuses on the vehicle segments that represent the majority of the EU 
car fleet (75%) – selected small (A/B), medium (C/D) and larger (SUV) cars


A balanced scenario for the electrification of passenger cars in the  
EU by 2050 


In order to test the sensitivity of the economics to a broad range of market outcomes, the study 
envisioned three “worlds” with varying degrees of BEV, FCEV and PHEV penetration (Exhibit 5). 
These cover:


a. The full spectrum of expected futures for hydrogen, electricity and primary energy sources 


b. Market shares and segment penetration rates for the different power-trains 


c. Coverage area and availability of hydrogen.


All “worlds” assume 273 million passenger cars in the EU in 2050, with a hydrogen retail network 
infrastructure starting in the most densely populated areas (i.e. large cities) and growing to meet 
the needs of expanding vehicle clusters, leading to mass market roll-out. The car fleet is built up 
by introducing BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs where they are most competitive with ICEs (Exhibit 6).


SOURCE: HIS Global Insight 2010; study participants


Defined reference segments


Typical 
characteristics


Vehicle 
segment


6▪ <3,800 mm
▪ 3 door hatchback
▪ €8k-15k


A – City ▪ Hyundai i10
▪ Smart


23▪ 3,700-4,200 mm
▪ 5 door hatchback
▪ €10k-20k


B – Super-
mini


▪ Toyota Yaris
▪ Mercedes A


23▪ 4,000-4,500 mm
▪ 5 door hatchback
▪ €15k - 25k


C – Medium ▪ Honda Civic
▪ Ford Focus


13▪ 4,400-5,000 mm
▪ 4 door sedan
▪ €25k-45k


D – Upper 
medium


▪ Renault Laguna
▪ Honda FCX
▪ Mercedes C


5▪ 4,700-5,100 mm
▪ 4 door sedan
▪ €40k-120k


E – Large ▪ Mercedes E/S
▪ Lexus GS


<1▪ 2/4 door sedan
▪ > €100k


F – Luxury ▪ Maybach


Example


EU vehicle 
production
2008, %


Typical 
characteristics


Vehicle 
segment


<1▪ 2 door coupe
▪ >€30k


S – Sport ▪ Mercedes CLK
▪ Nissan 370Z


12▪ 3,900-4,400 mm
▪ 5 door MPV
▪ €10k - 30k


M1 – Small
MPV


▪ Mercedes B
▪ Renault Scenic


9▪ >4,400 mm
▪ 5 door MPV
▪ €25k-50k


M2 – Large
MPV


▪ Mercedes R


5▪ 3,700-4,000 mm
▪ 5 door 4x4
▪ €10k-30k


J1 – Small
SUV


▪ Hyundai 
Tucson


▪ Toyota RAV4


3▪ 4,000-5,100 mm
▪ 5 door 4x4
▪ €25k-75k


J2 – Large
SUV


▪ Toyota 
Highlander


▪ Ford Explorer


Example


EU vehicle 
production
2008, %
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Exhibit 5: Assumptions for the three “worlds”, each showing a different penetration scenario 
for BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs in the EU in 2050 


Exhibit 6: For all three “worlds”, the car fleet is built up from 2010 to 2050 by 
introducing BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs where they are most competitive with ICEs


1 EU29 defined to include EU27 + Norway and Switzerland


SOURCE: Study analysis


Size of coverage 
area
million km2


▪ 2020: 0.36 
▪ 2030: 1.3 
▪ 2040: 2.3 
▪ 2050: 3.3 


FCEV penetration
2050
Percent


▪ BEVs achieve a higher 
penetration than FCEVs


▪ FCEVs mainly sold in C+ 
segments with high share 
in J, M, D


Zero-emission –
Electric vehicle dominated


2010-2020


Coverage end state 
2050


▪ FCEVs are used in all countries 
with some rural exceptions


▪ Coverage is ~3/4 of the EU29 
area1, (97% cars)


2


FCEV BEV PHEV ICE


35%35%25% 5%
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3
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A combined forecasting and backcasting approach to maximise accuracy


In order to ensure conclusions were as accurate as possible, both a forecasting and backcasting 
approach was then used: from 2010 to 2020, all cost and performance projections are based on 
proprietary industry data; after 2020, on projected learning and annual improvement rates.  
These forecasted data were then backcasted from the envisioned penetration of power-trains 
in the EU in 2050, as described above. The results showed that the impact on costs for varying 
FCEV penetrations is not significant2 (see Annex, Exhibit 45, page 55):


 � 5% penetration of FCEVs might be expected to be uncompetitive, but this is not the case: 


 —While a Europe-wide highway infrastructure is deployed, clustering of vehicles in higher 
population density regions could keep fuel costs from escalating significantly


 —Focusing FCEV deployment on the medium/larger car segments where FCEVs are more 
competitive helps offset the lower economies of scale and increased vehicle costs


 —Comparing 5% to 25% FCEV penetration in 2050 on a “like-for-like” basis, a C/D segment 
FCEV has a 6.1% higher purchase price and 17.4% higher fuel costs, resulting in a 7.3% 
increase in TCO


 � No significant improvements in economies of scale exist that improve the economics of FCEVs 
or hydrogen infrastructure between 25% and 50% penetration.


The study therefore focused on the “world” with a penetration of 25% FCEVs, 35% BEVs,  


35% PHEVs and 5% ICEs as a balanced scenario for the penetration of electric vehicles in the EU.


2 The TCO of BEVs and PHEVs is constant over the three worlds due to the fact that their learning 
rates are defined on a yearly basis, not on an increase in capacity.


Total cost of ownership (TCO)


In the study, the economic comparison between power-trains is based on the total cost of ownership (TCO), as well as
purchase price (see Annex, Exhibit 46, page 56 for a sample TCO calculation for an FCEV). 


Consumers buy cars for a wide variety of reasons, including purchase price, new vs. second-hand, depreciation rate, styling, 
performance and handling, brand preference and social image. The cost of driving the same vehicle when new is also greater 
than that for the next owner. Calculating the TCO of the power-trains is therefore important because it describes the costs 
associated over their entire lifetime – on top of which individual customer criteria are applied. TCO includes:


▪ Purchase price: the sum of all costs to deliver the assembled vehicle to the customer for a specific power-train and segment


▪ Running costs:  
– Maintenance costs in parts and servicing specific to each vehicle type and power-train combination
– Fuel costs based on the vehicle fuel economy and mileage, including all costs to deliver the fuel at the pump/charge 


point and capital repayment charges on investments made for fuel production, distribution and retail; or for 
BEVs/PHEVs, for charging infrastructure


N.B. There is no discounting of cash flows over the years and no residual value after 15 years. Time value of money has not 
been taken into account. All taxes on vehicles and fuel (including VAT) are set to zero to ensure that comparisons reflect the 
true costs of driving and are revenue-neutral to governments. 


TCO equation +
=


Purchase price


Parts cost


Assembly cost
+                          


SG&A
+


Margin


+


Running cost                                                    
=


+
Fuel cost   


(incl. infrastructure & fuel costs)


Maintenance cost


TCO 
= 
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A balanced hydrogen production mix including a variety of technologies


N.B. Assumptions on power generation are in line with the European Climate Foundation’s 
“Roadmap 2050”, which describes a realistic scenario for all power-trains (see page 24 and 
Annex, Exhibit 47, page 56). 


In this report, well-to-wheel emissions do not incorporate indirect emissions resulting from 
feedstock exploration and the associated infrastructure build-up (e.g. Exploration platforms, 
mining activities, power plant build-up), nor so-called CO2 equivalent green-house gases. If these 
indirect emissions are taken into account, the well-to-wheel emissions of the different power-
trains will change over time, depending on the production and supply pathway. In future analysis, 
it would be useful to take these into account as well.


The study consists of two business models – the vehicle model (generic for all power-trains) 
and the supply model (more detailed for hydrogen as the electricity supply chain already largely 
exists). In each “world” scenario, the demand for each fuel in each year is set by the annual driving 
and fuel economy of the power-trains on the road.


1. The vehicle model (see Annex, Exhibit 48, page 57) calculates the purchase price, operating 
cost, TCO and CO2 emissions based on the cost of electricity and hydrogen and the CO2 
footprint calculated from the supply model. It also includes key assumptions agreed among 
participating car manufacturers (Exhibit 7).


Exhibit 7: Key assumptions for the vehicle model were agreed among participating car 
manufacturers


2. The supply model (for FCEVs) then calculates the CO2 footprint, the cost of delivered 
hydrogen and investment required, based on cost and performance data received for the 
three components of hydrogen infrastructure – production, distribution and retail.  
 


1 Assumed  to be similar across reference segments, with the exception of profit assumption, since margins vary significantly between vehicle segments
2 Percentage will be applied to ICE purchase price per reference segment; same absolute cost will then be applied to all power-trains in the segment


SOURCE: Euromonitor, Polk, EU MVEG, Credit Suisse, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research report, study analysis


Parameter Proposed value


▪ Average vehicle lifetime ▪ 15 years


▪ Average annual distance driven ▪ 12,000 km


▪ Combined fuel economy ▪ Distance weighted average
of ECE-15 and EUDC cycles


▪ Sales tax ▪ Tax-free base model run


▪ Vehicle assembly cost as % 
of ICE purchase price1,2


▪ 13.5% 


▪ SG&A (including distribution) cost 
as % of ICE purchase price1,2


▪ 13.5%


▪ Return on investment as % of ICE 
purchase price1,2


▪ 2% - A/B segment
▪ 7% - C/D segment
▪ 8.5% - J segment
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Key assumptions included:


 � Each year, based on hydrogen demand for vehicles, components are added to meet new 
demand and replace components that are at the end of their life


 � With the exception of retail infrastructure and delivery trucks, utilisation is set to 95% (80% 
for distributed production) due to rapid increase in hydrogen demand, allowing installed 
equipment to achieve full utilisation within a few years (see Annex, Exhibit 49, page 57).


 � Shifting from small to medium to large installation size depends on the annual hydrogen 
capacity added each year, i.e. small components are built when hydrogen demand is low, large 
components when demand is high.


a. Production 


Nine major production pathways were considered for hydrogen, representing all the main 
technologies with the potential for rapid, large-scale deployment in Europe (Exhibit 8). Based on 
these production pathways, many different production mixes are possible. 


Among other options, the study examined two hydrogen production mixes: a balanced and 
economically driven production mix with CCS; the other without CCS, representing 100% 
electrolysis with 80% renewable energy by 2050. Both, however, lead to CO2-free hydrogen 
production by 2050 (Exhibit 9). While the production of hydrogen from SMR with CCS remains 
the lowest-cost scenario, the 100% electrolysis production mix only increases the TCO of FCEVs 
(C/D segment) by 5% by 2030 and 3.5% by 2050.


N.B. All the results in this report are based on the first balanced and economically driven 
production mix described below


Exhibit 8:  Nine major production pathways were assessed


1 Simplified reaction
2 Includes co-firing with biomass
3 100% CO2 reduction from power by 2050: www.roadmap2050.eu


SOURCE: Study analysis


VariationsTechnology Governing reaction1Process


▪ On-site SMR
▪ Central SMR
▪ Central SMR + CCS


SMR
Steam Methane 
Reforming


CH4 + 2H2O  4H2 + CO2


Methane H2


Steam CO2


▪ On-site WE
▪ Central WE


WE
Water 
Electrolysis


2H2O  2H2 + O2


Water H2


Electricity3 O2


▪ CG
▪ CG + CCS
▪ IGCC
▪ IGCC + CCS


CG/(IGCC)
Coal Gasification 
/Integrated
Gasification 
Combined Cycle


C + 2H2O  CO2 + 2H2


Coal2 H2


Steam CO2
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Exhibit 9: The study examined two hydrogen production mixes, both of which  
lead to CO2-free hydrogen by 2050


As total hydrogen demand for FCEVs is comparatively low up to 2020, a conventional production 
mix is assumed, utilising excess hydrogen from existing assets (industrial sites and centralised 
SMR), with a growing proportion of distributed units (water electrolysis and SMR). 


Beyond 2020, when hydrogen demand for FCEVs increases rapidly, a balanced and 
economically driven scenario is assumed, reflecting the diversity of resources available in 
different parts of Europe and including new sources of clean and green hydrogen.3 This scenario 
avoids over-dependence on any single primary energy source and provides the most cost-
effective means of decarbonising hydrogen supply.


In summary:


 � Before 2020, utilising existing production assets, Central Steam Methane Reforming (CSMR) 
has 40% and Distributed Steam Methane Reforming (DSMR) and Distributed Water Electrolysis 
(DWE) each have 30% share of new production.


 � After 2020, CSMR and Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) each have 30%, coal 
gasification has 10% and Central Water Electrolysis (CWE) and DWE each have 15% share of 
new production.


 � In line with the “Roadmap 2050” study, it is assumed that the share of renewable energy in the 
power mix increases steadily (important for electrolysis) – see Annex, Exhibit 47, page 56.


 � CO2 Capture and Storage (CCS) is applied to all new CSMR, IGCC and coal gasification 
capacity starting in 2020 and coal is co-fired with 10% biomass, which costs three times the 
IEA4 estimate to account for pre-treatment required prior to gasification.


3 “Clean hydrogen” refers to the use of CCS; “green hydrogen” to renewable energy
4 International Energy Agency
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100% water electrolysis production scenario


Balanced and economically driven production mix scenario
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 � Coal, natural gas, clean electricity and biomass are all important for hydrogen production.


Both water electrolysis and IGCC could play a key role in supporting the electricity grid: 
electrolysis for demand management; IGCC for dispatchable power, i.e. for storage or export. 
Both technologies are also compatible with providing load balancing services, which will be in 
high demand in an electricity grid which includes a high percentage of renewable energies.


b. Distribution


A range of distribution methods was included in the study (Table 1).


                         Distribution method                                  Tonnes of hydrogen/day


Liquid trucks 3.5


Gaseous trucks 0.4 (250 bar), 0.8 (500 bar)


Pipelines 1, 2.5, 10, 100


Table 1: An overview of distribution methods included in the study


Industry data were then used to calculate the distribution costs5 for different volumes and 
distances, with the least expensive distribution method chosen for the required delivery 
distance. 


A wide variety of distribution infrastructures may be considered, according to hydrogen volumes, 
distances and local specificities. This study assumes a distribution roadmap where gaseous 
trucks are initially the most important method, with liquid trucks bridging the gap to pipelines,6 
which will result in a significant reduction in delivery cost and CO2 emissions (Exhibit 10). 


5 Delivered cost = production cost + distribution cost + retail cost (each cost comes from the  
weighted average cost of all operating components using current feedstock and electricity prices). 
Components already built are assumed to continue operating for their lifetime until retired


6 Private companies in Europe already own and operate the world’s largest hydrogen pipeline network 
covering ~1600 kilometres in France, Germany and the Benelux countries. Smaller pipelines are also 
operating in Italy and Sweden. 


The role of biofuels


There is still uncertainty as to the amount of (sustainably produced) biofuels that will be available for passenger cars 
in the medium and long term in Europe. The study takes the following assumptions: by 2020 biofuels are blended, 
delivering a 6% well-to-wheel reduction in CO2 emissions for gasoline and diesel engined vehicles, in line with the EU 
Fuel Quality Directive; by 2050 this increases to 24% to reflect growing supplies. 


It also reflects the fact that this market will face increasing competition from other sectors – especially goods vehicles, 
aviation, marine, electric power and heavy industry to meet the needs of these sectors and a global passenger car 
fleet of 2.5 billion cars in 2050. A comprehensive analysis on the true global potential of biofuels is needed to 
determine both their availability and for which sectors and regions they may be most effectively used.
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Exhibit 10: The hydrogen distribution mix assumed for the study


c. Retail stations 


Small station (70-100 cars per day) 2 dispensers, 0.4 tonnes of hydrogen/day


Medium station (150-250 cars per day) 4 dispensers, 1 tonne of hydrogen/day


Large station (450-600 cars per day) 10 dispensers, 2.5 tonnes of hydrogen/day


Table 2: An overview of retail stations included in the study


The size of retail stations added was determined by hydrogen demand and coverage area: when 
coverage expands faster than demand, new retail stations are small; when demand grows faster 
than the coverage area, larger retail stations are added etc. 


In the first decade, utilisation of retail stations is low, resulting in higher costs, but by 2020 it 
achieves 80% of the designed capacity, based on industry experience in fuels retail (see Annex, 
Exhibit 49, page 57). As expected, large retail stations have better economics than small and 
medium stations.


For the simulation in all “worlds” (see pages 16-18), the number of retail stations grows from an 
initial cluster of four in 2010 to 198 in 2015 and 755 in 2020; for the electric vehicle-dominated 
“world”, Exhibit 11 shows a breakdown of retail stations from 2020 to 2050.


Annual H2 distribution
Percent


2010 205020302020


100% Method


Pipeline


Liquid Trucks
Gaseous Trucks


Gaseous TruckPipeline Liquid Truck


SOURCE: Study analysis
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Exhibit 11: The number of hydrogen retail stations from 2020 to 2050  
in the electric vehicle-dominated “world” 


Assumptions are robust to significant variations


Projected cost reductions are based on years of experience of conventional vehicles – ICEs – 
including learning rates, the simplification of systems and economies of scale achieved by scaling 
up to larger production lines. The introduction of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), on the other 
hand – with millions now on the road – has given a deep insight into the pace of cost reduction for 
innovative power-trains and components over the last 10 years. 


Nevertheless, all conclusions are robust to significant variations in learning rates and the cost of 
fossil fuels; and by 2030, there is only a small difference of –1 to +3 cents per kilometre (based on 
a pre-tax cost of 18 cents per kilometre), even with variations of +/– 50% (Exhibit 12). 


Thousand retail stations in EU29


Note  Small stations have maximum capacity of 400 kg H2/day, medium have 1 tonne H2 /day and large have 2.5 tonnes H2 /day


25% FCEV penetration in 2050 (hydrogen retail network covers 75% of EU29, giving local access to 97% of all cars)
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SOURCE: Study analysis
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Key assumptions 


▪ WACC (Weighted average cost of capital) of 7% in nominal terms (post corporate tax), with no additional margin
▪ An asset lifetime of 20 years (30 years for pipelines)
▪ Oil, gas and coal prices are assumed from the IEA (see Annex, Exhibits 50-52, pages 58-59)
▪ Key raw material prices (e.g. metals) are taken from industry consensus analysis 


The power supply pathway underlying this report is based on the European Climate Foundation “Roadmap 2050”, 
which was developed in cooperation with the industry and describes a pathway to decarbonise the EU’s power mix by 
2050. In 2020, the expected share of renewable production capacity is approximately 34%. This is the minimum 
needed to meet the 20% EU renewable energy target, as there is limited RES opportunity outside of the power sector 
(see Annex, Exhibit 47, page 56). This ensures that the treatment of the power sector is consistent with the EU CO2
reduction goal of 80% by 2050 (i.e. zero CO2 from power by 2050) and draws a self-consistent set of electricity tariffs 
for wholesale, industrial and retail use, together with CO2 emissions from power generation.
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Exhibit 12: All conclusions are robust to significant variations in learning rates and the cost of 
fossil fuels


iso TCO lines


1 Assuming 15 year lifetime and annual driving distance of 12,000 km
2 No taxes included, e.g. excise tax, CO2 tax, VAT
3 Fuel cell membranes: 15% pdc (per doubling of capacity); non-platinum catalyst: 15% pdc; FC structure: 15% pdc, EV-specific parts: 4.0%/1.5% p.a.; 


FC periphery 4.0%/1.5% p.a.; glider cost (FCEV & ICE): 0%; ICE basic power-train parts: 0%; technology packages: 1.5% p.a.


-2 Negative numbers
relate to a TCO 
Advantage of 
FCEV over ICE


Learning rates after 2020


TCO delta between FCEV and ICE-gasoline1


EURct/km, 2030


+50%


-50%
-50% +50%0% - 15%3


+2


0


+1


-1


+3


Fossil fuel2
Oil 0.58 EUR/litre, 
Gas 39 EUR/MWh
Coal 88 EUR/ton


+1


C/D SEGMENT


SOURCE: Study analysis
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The collection, benchmarking and validation of over 10,000 data points


The process of collecting and sanitising data from participating companies was both methodical 
and rigorous:


1.  The independent consultancy and participating companies together defined precisely the 
data to be collected in order to evaluate the four power-trains on a well-to-wheel basis.


2.  The consultancy’s “Clean Team” then sent out detailed data requests on economics  
(Exhibit 13), sustainability and performance for all four power-trains (BEV, FCEVs, PHEVs and 
ICEs), including the following supply chains: Gasoline and diesel, Electricity, and Hydrogen


Exhibit 13: An example of cost data collected for a FCEV


3.  The Clean Team collected the data and assessed whether they were of the  
appropriate quality.


4. The Clean Team reviewed the submitted data in order to understand the differences between 
the data sets of the various companies, asking them to preside correct data, where necessary.


5. Individual output data were submitted to relevant companies for sign-off (Exhibit 14)


INPUT DATA


Collected data sets for all drive trains in the segments A/B, D, J


ICE – Gas
ICE –
DieselPHEVBEVFCV


A/B D J A/B D J A/B D J A/B D J A/B D


Cost


Fuel 
economy


Perfor-
mance


Data points


2010


2015,20


2010


2015, 20


2010


2015,20


8 8 8 6 5 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6
8 8 8 6 5 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6
8 8 8 7 6 5 6 6 6 4 5 4 5 5 4
3 7 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 4 5 5 4
8 8 8 7 6 4 6 6 6 3 4 3 4 4 3
3 7 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4


Total cost of 
ownership
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Fuel cost
EUR/vehicle


Maintenance 
cost
EUR/vehicle


Parts cost
EUR/vehicle


SG&A
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Margin
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Taxes
EUR/vehicle


Assembly cost
EUR/vehicle


Purchase price
EUR/vehicle


Running cost
EUR/vehicle
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Exhibit 14: An example of cost output data for water electrolysis


After all the output data had been signed off, it was then considered frozen and the analysis of the 
power-trains began.
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The following conclusions are not forecasts, but one possible outcome – the result of a 
backcasting exercise based on a penetration of 25% FCEVs, 35% BEVs, 35% PHEVs and 5% ICEs 
in the EU by 2050 (see pages 16-18).


1. BEVs and FCEVs have the potential to significantly reduce CO2  
and local emissions


BEVs: given their limited energy storage capacity and driving range  (150-250 km1) – and a current 
recharging time of several hours – BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips, i.e. 
urban driving.


FCEVs: with a driving range and performance comparable to ICEs, FCEVs are the lowest-carbon 
solution  for medium/larger cars and longer trips.


PHEVs: with a smaller battery capacity than BEVs, electric driving for PHEVs is restricted to short 
trips (40-60 km). Combined with the additional blending of biofuels (see page 2), they also show 
emission reductions for longer trips, but uncertainty remains as to the amount of sustainably 
produced biofuels that will be available for this market. Nevertheless, they are an attractive 
solution, reducing emissions considerably compared to ICEs. 


ICEs: ICEs also have the potential to reduce their CO2 footprint significantly through improved 
energy efficiency and biofuels. After 2020, however, further engine efficiency improvements are 
limited and relatively costly, while the availability of biofuels may also be limited.


a. Electric vehicles are more energy efficient than ICEs over a broader range of 
feedstocks


Exhibit 15: The well-to-wheel efficiency of FCEVs is comparable to ICEs, while BEV remains 
the most efficient power-train 


1 For C/D segment cars in the medium term


RESULTS


1 All power-trains have different performance criteria and therefore different driving missions
2 CNG used in gasoline ICE; diesel production from natural gas through Fischer-Tropsch process
3 Gasoline and diesel production from coal-to-liquids transformation through Fischer-Tropsch process
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In the energy- and carbon-constrained world in which we now live, the efficient use of primary 
energy resources is essential. 


Exhibit 15 shows the well-to-wheel efficiency of the different power-trains using different types of 
primary energy sources. BEVs are the most efficient solution. FCEVs are more efficient than ICE 
on gas and coal. On oil and biofuels, the difference between ICE and FCEVs is small (see Annex, 
Exhibit 43, page 54, for a more detailed analysis).


Exhibit 16: On a net-distance-travelled basis, electric vehicles could potentially drive more 
kilometres than ICEs using less energy


The data in this exhibit are the result of a backcasting exercise based on FCEVs achieving a 
range of penetrations in the EU by 2050 (see pages 16-18) and the scenario for power generation 
outlined in the European Climate Foundation’s report, “Roadmap 2050” (see page 24). 


While oil will remain the main source of energy for passenger cars in the short-to-medium term, 
switching to a high percentage of electric vehicles will increase flexibility and security of energy 
supply as they can be fuelled by a variety of primary energy sources.


For all future scenarios – and on a total global vehicle travel basis – BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs and 
future ICEs can drive more total kilometres than today’s ICEs using less primary energy due to 
increased efficiency.


1 Biofuels assumed to have zero carbon footprint, otherwise more is required to meet well-to-wheels CO2 reduction assumption
2 Electricity as secondary energy – no losses from primary energy included
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Exhibit 17: A variety of technologies are available to produce CO2-free hydrogen  
(future cost levels)


A variety of technologies and feedstocks will be able to produce CO2-free hydrogen, including 
fossil fuels, renewable electricity, nuclear and biomass. 


The most cost-effective future production methods use existing technologies – steam reforming 
and coal gasification.


Costs of existing technologies such as SMR and coal gasification, will increase due to increasing 
fuel prices and costs of CCS (partly offset by technology advancements).


Cost of water electrolysers reduces due to efficiency improvements. The assumed power  
price reflects that these units can be run intermittently, providing a balancing solution for the 
power grid.


Hydrogen can be produced cost-effectively on both a small and large scale – from 0.4 to 1000 
tonnes per day – from centralised or decentralised production.
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b. BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips 


Exhibit 18: BEVs and FCEVs can achieve significantly low CO2 emissions, with BEVs showing 
limitations in range


Despite improvements in fuel economy, the capacity of ICEs to reduce CO2 is significantly less 
than that of BEVs and FCEVs, which can achieve close to zero CO2 emissions (well-to-wheel). 
As the range of BEVs is limited for medium sized cars, they are ideally suited to smaller cars and 
shorter trips.


See Annex (Exhibit 53, page 59) for a graphical analysis of how BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs can 
reduce CO2 emissions over time.
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CO2 Capture and Storage (CCS)


CO2 Capture and Storage (CCS) has been identified as an important solution for reducing CO2 emissions, with the 
potential to provide 20% of the cuts required in the EU by 2030 and 20% of global cuts required by 2050


While the technology is being developed to reduce the CO2 footprint of power generation, an additional benefit is that 
pre-combustion CO2 capture technology also allows the production of large volumes of CO2-free hydrogen. This is 
important to the economic assumptions of the study, as in the balanced and economically driven hydrogen production 
scenario (see pages 20-22), 70% of hydrogen is assumed to be produced using CCS.


CO2 capture has already been practised on a small scale, while the technology for CO2 storage is similar to that used 
by the oil and gas industry for decades – to store natural gas or for enhanced oil recovery (EOR). CO2 storage 
technology combined with EOR is therefore very advanced, providing ample data for storage in depleted oil and gas 
fields, while pure storage has been demonstrated for over a decade in a limited range of deep saline aquifers. 
However, the inherent risks associated with scale up and deployment are recognised. 


The next step is therefore to scale-up the technology, with demonstration projects of a size large enough to allow 
subsequent projects to be at commercial scale. This will also build public confidence, as it is seen that CO2 storage is 
safe and reliable.


The EU has already made significant progress in advancing CCS, establishing a legal framework for the geological 
storage of CO2 and public funding to support an EU programme of up to 12 CCS demonstration projects. The goal: to 
enable the commercial availability of CCS by 2020. This has been echoed by many similar initiatives worldwide.


For more information, please refer to the European Technology Platform for Zero Emissions Fossil Fuel Power Plants 
(ZEP), otherwise known as the Zero Emissions Platform: www.zeroemissionsplatform.eu.
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c. FCEVs are the lowest-carbon solution for medium/larger cars and longer trips 


Exhibit 19: Medium/larger vehicles with above average driving distance account for 50% of 
all cars and 75% of CO2 emissions 


Medium/larger cars are responsible for a disproportionately greater share of CO2 emissions due 
to the fact that they generally cover longer distances, as well as emit more CO2. Replacing one 
ICE in these segments with one FCEV therefore achieves a relatively higher CO2 reduction. 


As FCEVs also have a clear TCO advantage over BEVs and PHEVs for medium/larger cars and 
longer trips (see Exhibit 32, page 42), FCEVs represent the lowest-carbon solution for a large 
proportion of the car fleet, based on current mobility patterns. 


BEVs and FCEVs have the potential to significantly reduce CO2 and local emissions. 
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d. PHEVs are an attractive solution for short trips or using biofuels 


Exhibit 20: BEVs and FCEVs can achieve 95% decarbonisation of road transport by 2050


In order to achieve the EU’s goal to reduce CO2 emissions by 80% by 2050, CO2 emissions in the 
road transport sector must be reduced by 95%. 


PHEVs can reduce CO2 emissions when using the electric drive, but only for short trips (40-60 km). 
Combined with the additional blending of biofuels, they also show emission reductions for longer 
trips, but uncertainty remains as to the amount that will be available for this market (see page 2).


2. After 2025, the total cost of ownership of all the power-trains converge


In the study, the economic comparison between power-trains is based on the total cost of 
ownership (TCO), as well as purchase price, as it describes the costs associated over their entire 
lifetime (see page 18). All costs are “clean” of tax effects, including carbon prices.


BEVs and FCEVs are expected to have a higher purchase price than ICEs (battery and fuel cell 
related) lower fuel cost (due to greater efficiency and no use of oil) and a lower maintenance cost 
(fewer rotating parts). 


The cost of fuel cell systems is expected to decrease by 90% and component costs for BEVs by 
80% by 2020, due to economies of scale and incremental improvements in technology. Around 
30% of technology improvements in BEVs and PHEVs also apply to FCEVs and vice versa. This 
assumes that FCEVs and BEVs will be mass produced, with infrastructure as a key prerequisite 
to be in place. The cost of hydrogen also reduces by 70% by 2025 due to higher utilisation of 
the refuelling infrastructure and economies of scale, e.g. the capital cost of hydrogen refuelling 
stations is expected to reduce by 50% between 2010 and 2020.


Balanced scenario


Range of scenarios1


1 Scenarios refer to a range of potential futures of varying electricity decarbonisation and biofuel implementation:
Balanced – decarbonised electricity sector via renewables, CCS and nuclear, and 24% well-to-wheel reduction in diesel and gasoline CO2 footprint
High CO2 – central SMR for H2 production, EU 2010 electricity mix and 6% well-to-wheel reduction in diesel and gasoline CO2 footprint


2 C/D segment emission limit set to 4% of current 2010 vehicle emissions to achieve 95% CO2 reduction allows 20% more vehicles in 2050
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PHEVs are more economic than BEVs and FCEVs in the short term. The gap gradually closes  
and by 2030 PHEVs are cost-competitive with BEVs for smaller cars, with both BEVs and FCEVs 
for medium cars and less competitive than FCEVs for larger cars. 


While the fuel economy of ICEs is expected to improve by an average of 30% by 2020, costs also 
increase due to full hybridisation and further measures such as the use of lighter weight materials. 
The TCOs of all four power-trains are expected to converge after 2025 – or earlier, with tax 
exemptions and/or incentives during the ramp-up phase.  
 
For larger cars, the TCO of FCEVs is expected to be lower than PHEVs and BEVs as of 2030. 
By 2050, it is also (significantly) lower than the ICE. For medium-sized cars, the TCOs for all 
technologies converge by 2050. BEVs have a (small) TCO advantage over FCEVs in the smaller 
car segments.


By 2020, the cost of a fuel cell system falls by 90%, BEV components by 80%


Exhibit 21: The cost of a fuel cell system falls by 90% by 2020


Exhibit 21 is based on a set of data provided by the participating companies. As discussed 
in the Methodology section, the average value for the fuel cell system cost is used for further 
calculations. The data set in 2010, 2015 and 2020 forms a broad range (see Annex, Exhibit 54, 
page 60), which is normal for an industry planning on mass production. The difference between 
the best and the worst cost data points can vary by a factor of 5, depending on the different 
technologies and processes used by car manufacturers.


The fuel cell system is the most significant cost component in an FCEV (other cost elements 
include the electric power-train and hydrogen tank). With all critical technological hurdles 
resolved, all projected cost reductions for FCEVs are based on engineering improvements and 
manufacturing efficiencies for commercial production. These include:


 � Improvements in design, e.g. removing components; operating at a higher temperature in order 
to simplify the units
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 � Different use of materials, e.g. reduced platinum use; using alloys and smart catalyst structure; 
mitigation of fuel cell degradation


 � Improvements in production technology – moving from batch to continuous production 
patterns; solvent-free (dry processes) with high throughput


 � Economies of scale (1 million FCEVs in the EU by 2020).


All projected cost reductions for FCEVs and hydrogen supply until 2020 are based on proprietary 
data. In order to ensure a realistic outcome, learning rates after 2020 are conservative and 
considerably lower than historical improvements of comparable technologies, such as Wind, 
Solar PV or LNG (see Annex, Exhibit 42, page 54).


Exhibit 22: The cost of BEV components falls by 80% by 2020


Exhibit 22 is based on a set of data provided by the participating companies. As discussed in 
the Methodology section, the average value for the BEV component cost is used for further 
calculations. The data set in 2010, 2015 and 2020 forms a broad range (see Annex, Exhibit 55, 
page 60), which is normal for an industry that has just started mass production. The difference 
between the best and the worst cost data point can vary by a factor of 3.


All projected cost reductions for BEV components are based on proprietary data  
and include:


 � Improvements in production engineering: operations such as electrode cutting, forming, 
stacking and contacting of the collectors will gradually grow more efficient through the 
introduction of advanced laser technologies and a shift from “batch to continuous” production 
modes. The automatisation and rationalisation of quality testing along the production line will 
also generate efficiency gains.


 � Economies of scale from larger production plants (3 million BEVs in the EU by 2020). 
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Exhibit 23: In 2020, 31% of technology improvements in BEVs and PHEVs  
also apply to FCEVs


 � BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs are complementary technologies as they share many similar 
electrical drive-train components, i.e. battery and electric drive. Investments in BEVs and 
PHEVs therefore also benefit FCEVs and vice versa.


Exhibit 24: ICE fuel economy is assumed to increase by an average of 30% by 2020 
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The results of the study take into account significant improvements in fuel economy in ICEs  
by 2020.


a.  The cost of hydrogen reduces by 70% by 2025


Exhibit 25: The production mix assumed in the study is robust to energy shocks


Of the nine hydrogen production mixes studied, two were considered the most relevant for this 
study: the first (Exhibit 25) is more economically driven and based on a mix of fossil fuels and 
renewable energy; the second is based entirely on renewable energy (see Exhibit 26). Both 
production mixes reduce CO2 emissions (well-to-tank) to near-zero. 


Before 2020, the first production mix assumes that the limited volume of hydrogen required will be 
produced using centralised SMR (40%), distributed SMR (30%) and distributed water electrolysis 
(30%). After 2020, when the costs of FCEVs have come down and hydrogen demand rapidly 
increases, it assumes centralised SMR + CCS (30%); IGCC + CCS (30%); coal gasification + CCS 
(10%); centralised water electrolysis (15%); and decentralised water electrolysis (15%). Between 
2010 and 2050, the study assumes an increasing share of renewable energy in the power mix (see 
Annex, Exhibit 47, page 56).


The exhibit shows results for the first hydrogen production mix on which the study is based: the 
lower left hand chart indicates the costs of the chosen production mix. In the upper left hand 
chart, hydrogen retail delivered costs rapidly approach €4.50/kg, while in the upper right hand 
chart, the CO2 well-to-tank emissions first increase, then reduce rapidly after 2020.


As can be seen in the lower right hand chart, hydrogen can be produced, distributed and retailed 
cost-effectively by 2020 from a variety of feedstocks to suit local and market conditions.


N.B.  All the results in this report are based on the balanced and economically driven 
production mix described in Exhibit 25.
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Exhibit 26: An alternative production mix representing 100% electrolysis, with 80%  
renewable production by 2050


The alternative production mix – representing 100% electrolysis, with 80% renewable production 
by 2050 – increases the TCO of FCEVs  by 5% by 2030 and 3.5% by 2050. 


Exhibit 27: The cost of hydrogen reduces by 70% by 2025, then stays relatively  
flat (excluding taxes and incentives)
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▪ Small retail stations operating at low utilization drive high 
initial cost, but is required to allow vehicle adoption1


▪ High initial price is only necessary for relatively small 
volume of H2


▪ Production costs decrease significantly after 2020 due 
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▪ Minimal price decrease after 2025 is a result of relatively 
low learning rates and increase in natural gas price


1 Coverage requirement sets area and retail station density requirements for vehicle adoption
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The cost of hydrogen will be high in the first five years (2010-2015), as a result of the under-
utilisation of retail stations and the fact that very small stations will be built to reduce capital costs. 
This is still a pre-commercial market, so these stations will have very low economies of scale. 
For example, in order to persuade current gasoline and diesel station owners (dealers) to start 
providing hydrogen, hydrogen will need to be untaxed and dealers will require subsidy.


In the next five years – in the early commercial phase, when stations become larger and utilisation 
grows as more FCEVs come on the road – hydrogen (assuming it is untaxed) could become cost-
competitive with gasoline ICEs (assuming gasoline is taxed).


By 2020, retail costs will have significantly reduced, as more FCEVs come on the road and large 
stations, with multiple pumps and a higher utilisation, are built. New large-scale IGCC and CG 
plants will also start to be built, further reducing the cost of hydrogen.


b. By 2030, BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs are all cost-competitive with ICEs in relevant segments


Exhibit 28: After 2025, the TCOs of all the power-trains converge


Due to the initial steep decrease in the cost of fuel cell systems, BEV components and hydrogen 
as a result of higher utilisation and economies of scale, the TCOs of all the power-trains converge 
after 2025.
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Exhibit 29: By 2020, the purchase price of BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs is several thousand more 
euros than ICEs, which could be offset by tax exemptions


By 2020, the purchase price of electric vehicles is still several thousand euros more than that 
of ICEs, but reasonable public incentives on vehicle, fuel and an attractive customer value 
proposition could be sufficient to bridge this cost gap (see page 43). The purchase price of BEVs 
is lower than FCEVs.


The purchase prices of electric vehicles may vary widely according to market conditions and car 
manufacturers who may either be further advanced in achieving cost reductions and/or choose 
to limit the premium. They also depend on branding strategies, with a whole range of purchase 
prices within any car segment – from lowest cost to premium vehicles.


1 Includes production and distribution cost
2 Includes retail cost
NOTE: Assuming 15 year lifetime, annual driving distance of 12,000 km, no tax (e.g., fuel excise, VAT)
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Exhibit 30: By 2030, all electric vehicles are viable alternatives to ICEs, with running costs 
that are comparable and a purchase price that is close to comparable for larger cars


By 2030, the advantages of lower running costs almost outweigh the higher purchase price 
of electric vehicles, which start to close the gap with ICEs on both purchase price and TCO. 
Typically, electric vehicles (BEVs, FCEVs, PHEVs) cost 2-6 cents more per kilometre than ICEs.


Exhibit 31: By 2050, FCEVs are more economic than ICEs for larger cars and fully competi-
tive for medium-sized cars
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By 2050, all electric vehicles are cost-competitive with ICEs, FCEVs are the lowest-cost solution 
for larger cars (J segment).


Exhibit 32: The FCEV has a TCO advantage over BEVs and PHEVs in the heavy/long-
distance car segments 


In terms of car size and annual driving distance, BEVs are economic for smaller cars and shorter 
trips while FCEVs perform best for C/D and J segments (medium and larger cars) and longer trips. 


FCEVs score almost as well as BEVs on annual driving distances of 10,000-20,000+ km in the 
A/B (small car) segments.


As medium/larger vehicles with above average driving distance account for 50% of all cars, but 
75% of CO2 emissions, FCEVs are therefore an attractive abatement option for a large proportion 
of the car fleet.
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2 Calculated as ICE TCO minus lowest FCEV/BEV/PHEV TCO. Negative numbers indicate a TCO advantage over the ICE


SOURCE: Study analysis
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c. Incentives could make BEVs and FCEVs cost-competitive with ICEs by 2020 


Exhibit 33: The higher purchase price of BEVs, FCEVs and PHEVs could be partially offset by 
tax exemptions


With an average vehicle subsidy of nearly €6,000 for FECVs as currently provided for BEVs in 
several Member States , the purchase price of FCEVs could start to close with ICEs by 2020 and 
be lower in 2030.


Exhibit 34: Temporarily forgoing fuel taxes on hydrogen or electricity will level fuel costs for 
all power-trains over the next 10 to 20 years


1 Assuming a EUR 6,000 subsidy on electric vehicles (either passively through foregoing excise taxes or actively through support)
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If hydrogen is not taxed like gasoline and diesel in the ramp-up phase, infrastructure and fuel 
costs for FCEVs could become cost-competitive with ICEs as early as 2020. 


3. A portfolio of power-trains can satisfy the needs of consumers and the 
environment


Over the next 40 years, no single power-train satisfies all key criteria for economics, performance 
and the environment. As different power-trains meet the needs of different consumers, the world 
is therefore likely to move from a single power-train (ICE) to a portfolio of power-trains in which 
BEVs and FCEVs play a complementary role.


The results show that BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips, FCEVs to  
medium/larger cars and longer trips, with PHEVs providing an intermediate solution to a zero-
emission world.


a. FCEVs and PHEVs are comparable to ICEs on driving performance and range


Exhibit 35: FCEVs and PHEVs have a driving performance and range  
comparable to ICEs


With limited energy storage capacity, BEVs are in a different category to FCEVs, PHEVs and ICEs 
with regard to speed, range or refuelling times:


 � For example, an average, medium-sized BEV with maximum battery loading e.g. 30 kWh, 
around 220 kg in 2020) will not be able to drive far beyond 150 km at 120 km/hour, if real driving 
conditions are assumed (taking expected improvements until 2020 into account).


 � Charging times are longer, even at maximum proven battery technology potential: 6-8 hours 
using normal charging equipment. Using more sophisticated and expensive technologies 
can reduce charging time. Fast charging may become widespread, but the impact on battery 


SOURCE: Study analysis


1 Bars represent range of performance across reference segments
2 Fast charging; implies higher infrastructure costs, reduced battery lifetime and lower battery load
3 The gas tank of a PHEV has the same refueling time as a conventional vehicle
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performance degradation over time and power grid stability is unclear. Moreover, it takes 
15-30 minutes to (partially) recharge the battery. Battery swapping reduces refuelling time; 
it is expected to be feasible if used once every two months or less and battery standards are 
adopted by a majority of car manufacturers.


FCEVs have a driving performance and range comparable to ICEs: an average driving range 
of 500-600 km, similar acceleration and a refuelling time of less than 5 minutes, similar to ICE 
fuelling which is a proven business model. 


The driving range and performance of PHEVs is similar to ICEs when in ICE drive. 


See Annex, Exhibit 56, page 61, for a graphical analysis of the impact of cruising speed on range.


b. Snapshot of 2030: different power-trains meet different needs


Exhibit 36: Snapshot of 2030 – only a portfolio of power-trains can satisfy key criteria for 
performance and the environment 


With a driving performance comparable to ICEs and a TCO comparable in the J segment, FCEVs 
are the lowest-carbon solution for medium/larger cars and longer trips.


With limited driving range, BEVs are ideally suited to smaller cars and urban mobility. Although 
considerable cost improvements in battery technology are considered in this study, it is not 
expected to achieve significantly lower specific volumes or weights beyond 2020.


PHEVs demonstrate a considerable CO2 reduction. This applies  either when using  biofuels or 
driving short distances. The smaller installed battery depletes quickly when driving at a higher 
speed, with a heavier load or over a longer distance. Although fuel economy is better than ICEs 
for larger cars (especially in stop/start city driving), the purchase price and TCO is higher and from 
2030, PHEVs no longer have a cost advantage compared to FCEVs.
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4. Costs for a hydrogen infrastructure are around 5% of the overall cost of 
FCEVs (€1,000-2,000 per vehicle)  


In order to develop a portfolio of drive-trains, several supply infrastructure systems are required – 
not only for gasoline and diesel, but potentially new infrastructures for CNG, LPG, 100% biofuels, 
electricity and hydrogen. Early commercial deployment of BEVs and PHEVs is already happening 
in several European countries: many car manufacturers have announced production and the first 
commercial models are expected between 2011 and 2014. This report therefore focuses on the 
commercial deployment of FCEVs, which still needs to be addressed.


One could argue that it is inefficient to build an additional vehicle refuelling infrastructure on top of 
existing infrastructures. However, the additional costs of a hydrogen infrastructure are relatively 
low compared to the total costs of FCEVs and comparable to other fuels and technologies, such 
as a charging infrastructure for BEVs and PHEVs.


Costs for a hydrogen distribution and retail infrastructure represent 5% of the overall cost of 
FCEVs – the vast majority lies in the purchase price. The attractiveness of the business case 
for FCEVs is therefore hardly affected by the additional costs required for distribution and retail. 
In other words, if FCEVs make commercial sense – as demonstrated by this study – building a 
dedicated hydrogen infrastructure can be justified.


In the first decade of a typical roll-out scenario, supply infrastructure costs – especially those for 
a retail infrastructure – are initially higher, due to lower utilisation. Nevertheless, sufficient network 
coverage must be available for consumers and initial investments required could amount to €3 
billion (covering hydrogen production, distribution and retail). Although a single company would 
struggle to absorb the risk of such an investment, this is not the case at a societal level. This is 
confirmed by countries which have built up alternative infrastructures, such as CNG and LPG.


The cost per vehicle for rolling out a hydrogen infrastructure compares to rolling out a charging 
infrastructure for BEVs or PHEVs (excluding potential upgrades in power distribution networks) – 
see Exhibit 38 below. The costs for hydrogen retail and distribution are estimated at €1,000-2,000 
per vehicle (over the lifetime), including distribution from the production site to the retail station, 
as well as operational and capital costs for the retail station itself. The average annual investment 
of €2.5 billion compares to that for other industries, such as oil and gas, telecommunications 
and road infrastructure, which each amount to €50-€60 billion2. It is also significantly less than 
additional investments required to decarbonise power (€1.3 trillion3 over 40 years).


Costs for an electric charging infrastructure range from €1,500 to €2,500 per vehicle. The higher 
end of the range assumes 50% home charging (investment of €200-€400 per charging station) 
and 50% public charging (investment of €5,000-€10,000 for a charging station that serves two 
cars. Potential additional investment in the power distribution networks are not included, but 
could be material, depending on the local situation. In contrast, once the territory is covered, no 
further investment is needed in hydrogen infrastructure – regardless of the number of cars –  
due to the fast refuelling time. As the number of FCEVs increase, it also benefits from economies 
of scale. 
 
 
 
 
 


2  Global Insight
3  www.roadmap2050.eu
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a. Up to 2020, FCEVs require €3 billion supply infrastructure investment   
for 1 million cars


Exhibit 37: Total capital investment for a large-scale roll-out of hydrogen supply infrastructure 
in Europe is estimated at €100 billion over 40 years


Initial investment before 2020 is relatively low, as it will be concentrated in areas of high density, 
such as large cities. Investment in retail stations is required in order to reach sufficient coverage 
of the territory, while being initially under-utilised. Retail cost then decreases as more vehicles are 
deployed, with a higher utilisation of the retail station.


The conclusions in this study are based on 25% penetration of FCEVs in Europe by 2050 (see 
pages 16-18). To achieve a 50% penetration, the cost of infrastructure would rise by another €75 
billion, but there would be no significant difference in TCO per vehicle.
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Exhibit 38: A large-scale roll-out of BEVs and PHEVs in Europe could require up to  
€500+ billion over the next 40 years


Electrical infrastructures could require an average annual investment of €13+ billion until 2050 in 
order to serve 200 million BEVs/PHEVs. Two thirds of this relates to BEV infrastructure, as they 
could require a higher share of public charging stations than PHEVs.


5. The deployment of FCEVs will incur a cost to society in the early years


The benefits of lower CO2 emissions, lower local emissions (NO2, particles), diversification of 
primary energy sources and the transition to renewable energy all require an initial investment. 
However, these will ultimately disappear with the reduction in battery and fuel cell costs, higher 
economies of scale and potentially increasing costs for fossil fuels and ICE specifications.


A roll-out scenario that assumes 100,000 FCEVs in 2015, 1 million in 2020 and a 25% share of 
the total EU passenger car market in 2050 results in a cumulative economic gap4  of €25 billion 
by 2020. Almost 90% of this relates to the relatively higher cost of the FCEV in the next decade. 
The CO2 abatement cost is expected to range between €150 and €200 per tonne in 2030 and 
becomes negative for larger cars after 2030.


A strong case will be required to persuade governments as to the level of explicit subsidy needed. 
In subsequent steps, it will therefore be important to make proposals that show how industry 
is taking responsibility for all the risks that they can reasonably analyse, control and mitigate. 
Discussions with Member State and EU governments are likely to focus on sharing the costs and 
risks between public and private sectors.


4 Economic gap is the delta between the TCO of the power-train under consideration and the ICE 
TCO, multiplied by the number of vehicles in the respective year.
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Up to 2020: a cumulative economic gap of €25 billion


Around €3 billion investment is required for a hydrogen supply infrastructure (production, 
distribution, retail) for 1 million FCEVs by 2020. Of this investment, around €1 billion relates to retail 
infrastructure. This will be concentrated in high-density areas (large cities, highways) and build on 
existing infrastructure. If only one energy company made the investment in retail, it would face a 
first-mover disadvantage due to the initially low utilisation by a small number of FCEVs. This could 
lead to a potential write-off of around €0.5 billion per annum if roll-out is terminated or delayed. 
The initial investment risk would be somewhat reduced if further companies also invest and even 
further if the roll-out is co-ordinated by government and supported by dedicated legislation and 
funding. 


The remaining €2 billion required for production and distribution presents a different investment 
risk: hydrogen producers do not expect a shortfall and can meet hydrogen demand as it 
arises, being paid-for product at rates that would cover their costs. In the first couple of years, 
in particular, hydrogen producers can respond with existing production capacity without large 
speculative upfront expenditures. Incremental capacity could then be added in small units at 
reasonable cost. The same applies to the distribution of hydrogen envisaged during this period.


While hydrogen producers may enjoy a first-mover advantage, retail investors face a first-mover 
disadvantage. Hydrogen manufacturers have an incentive – as soon as the economics work 
– to race to beat their rivals. While financial incentives are required to persuade consumers 
to appreciate FCEVs, there is nothing to hold the hydrogen manufacturers back – as long as 
the retail infrastructure is in place. They may also gain a marketing advantage. Infrastructure 
providers, on the other hand, bear a first-mover risk, making a heavy upfront outlay to build a retail 
station network that will not be fully utilised for some years; the unit cost reduces over time simply 
because the fixed capital expenditure is used by an increasing number of FCEVs. 


To reap the benefits of lower emissions, energy diversification and technology development, a 
cumulative economic gap for FCEVs of €25 billion may develop up to 2020, mainly due to a higher 
purchase price. If this is met by only a few car manufacturers, they will each need to finance €1 
billion per year. An incentive to ramp up production therefore only exists if most car manufacturers 
commit and co-ordinate, and government provides temporary funding support. 


This report assumes complete tax neutrality among the four power-trains, which allows clean 
comparison of technologies, but may not be realistic where practical policy is concerned. 
Gasoline is heavily taxed throughout the EU and various green incentives are in place  
(see page 43). 


Financial support for car manufacturers could be provided through tuning the tax regime. For 
the period to 2020, more explicit per-vehicle subsidies could also be applied. In the case of 
infrastructure support, some form of underwriting or sharing by government of investment risk 
may be more appropriate – the issue being not so much the cost of building the infrastructure as 
the risk that the market does not develop, leaving the infrastructure a stranded asset.


It is possible that governments could elect not only to provide the “carrot” of support to both cars 
manufacturers and infrastructure providers, but also the “stick” of legislation. Legislation would 
need to be credible and may present the risk of unstable outcomes that could leave the first-
mover problem only partly resolved; however, it could have a role. 
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2020-2030: a cumulative economic gap in the order of €75 billion due to increasing  
car volumes


If a core infrastructure is in place by 2020, even if it were regional, with a critical mass of FCEVs 
on the road, there could be a much greater willingness to invest and more scope for finely tuned 
legislative measures and tax incentives.  However, as 2020 approaches, it will become clearer 
whether target numbers and costs are being reached – and whether 1 million vehicles is indeed 
the critical number to achieve momentum. At this stage, it seems possible that any government 
support needed during this period could be provided through tax and regulatory systems, 
without special measures or subsidies.  


Beyond 2030: any potential remaining economic gap per vehicle is expected to be small 
and carried by the consumer


After 2030, it can be assumed that the majority of the consumers will be financially driven, making 
their choice of car in response to an established tax and legislative regime. Provided these are 
stable and clear, car manufacturers, hydrogen manufacturers and infrastructure providers should 
all be able to make investments on the basis of well-understood risks and projected returns. 


a.  FCEVs face a cumulative economic gap of €25 billion (cars + infrastructure) up to 2020


Exhibit 39: The cost of shifting from ICEs to FCEVs may amount to €4-5 billion per year for 
Europe (€500 per new car), with the economic gap beginning to close after 2030


Up to 2020, FCEVs face a cumulative economic gap (cars + infrastructure) of €25 billion (mainly 
due to a higher purchase price) and an additional €75 billion up to 2030. 


The TCO of FCEVs vs. ICEs falls dramatically by 2020 and is competitive with ICEs by 2030 for 
medium/larger cars, at which point it is anticipated that the economic gap per vehicle may be 
passed on to the consumer. However, the economic gap continues to rise due to increased sales. 
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Exhibit 40: BEVs could face a cumulative economic gap of €80 billion by 2020, €500 billion 
by 2050


In total, a cumulative economic gap of €80 billion exists for BEVs by 2020 and €500 billion by 
2050. (For an analysis of the economic gap for PHEVs, see Annex, Exhibit 57, page 61.)


Owing to their modular nature,5 electrical infrastructures are easier to build up, but after 2020, 
infrastructure costs for FCEVs are less than those for BEVs as the number of public charging 
stations remains commensurate with the number of cars, due to the lengthy recharging time. In 
contrast, once the territory is covered, no further investment is needed in hydrogen infrastructure 
– regardless of the number of cars – due to the fast refuelling time. By 2030, infrastructure for 
BEVs therefore costs 1.5 - 2.5 cents per kilometre, compared to 1.5 cents per kilometre for FCEVs. 


5 The study assumes 50% home charging (75% for PHEVs), 50% public charging, with two sockets 
serving two cars per public charging station, i.e. four cars
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In April 2010, the European Commission confirmed that “Green vehicles, including those capable 
of using electricity, hydrogen, biogas and liquid biofuels in high blends, are likely to contribute 
significantly to the Europe 2020 priorities of...promoting a more resource efficient, greener and 
more competitive economy”.1 This echoed the call of the European Parliament in 2007 to “institute 
hydrogen fuel cell storage technology, and other storage technologies, for portable, stationary 
and transport uses and establish a decentralised bottom-up hydrogen infrastructure by 2025 in 
all EU Member States”.


Urgent action is required for passenger cars to achieve EU CO2 reduction goal


Plans for the market launch of electric vehicles should therefore be initiated jointly by car 
manufacturers, equipment manufacturers and infrastructure providers. In the short term, CO2 
emissions will have to be reduced by more efficient ICEs and PHEVs, combined with biofuels. 


But investment cycles in energy infrastructure are long and for BEVs and FCEVs to achieve the 
economies of scale necessary to meet the EU’s CO2 reduction goal, action must be taken as a 
priority. Implementation plans for BEVs and PHEVs are described in other reports, therefore this 
report focuses on FCEVs.


a. Prepare EU market launch plan study for FCEVs and hydrogen infrastructure 


This study presents a first step towards a wider, co-ordinated EU roll-out plan study for FCEVs 
and hydrogen infrastructure. With all technological hurdles resolved and thousands of hours of 
testing in a customer environment, industry is clearly ready – as demonstrated by the Letter of 
understanding issued by car manufacturers in 2009 (see page 13) and the global consortium of 
stakeholders who have been prepared to share confidential data for the express purposes of this 
study. The next logical step is to develop a comprehensive and co-ordinated EU market launch 
plan study (Exhibit 41). This consists of two phases: 


1. An in-depth business case and implementation plan for a single Member State (i.e. Germany), 
starting in 2015. At the same time, a series of FCEV demonstration projects should also start in 
other Member States in order to gain experience with the technology.


2. A staged roll-out plan study – first, a market introduction in Member States that have 
developed experience through the demonstration projects above, followed by other  
Member States. 


The above single Member State implementation plan should be fit for investment by companies 
and the public sector. This includes addressing the risks associated with the plan, how hydrogen 
will be decarbonised and its impact on future CO2 emissions from the transport sector.


As this study indicates, there is a first-mover disadvantage for retail investors. However, if 
several hydrogen retail infrastructure providers invest (e.g. via a consortium), or a market-
based mechanism is developed to spread the risk between different infrastructure 
providers, none will gain a “free ride”. The market launch plan must therefore go hand-in-
hand with clear government incentive mechanisms to offset this risk, or the launch will not 
happen. 


After the technology has been de-risked and achieved cost reductions in one Member State – 
with a series of small, subsidised demonstration projects taking place in parallel in other Member 
States – a staged EU roll-out plan study is required, with market introductions in those Member 
States that have gained experience through the earlier demonstrations. 
1  COM(2010)186: A European strategy on clean and energy efficient vehicles


NEXT STEPS
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(Staging the roll-out will address the supply limitations of car manufacturers and hydrogen 
infrastructure providers who cannot undertake market introductions in all Member States at 
the same time.) Market introductions and hydrogen supply infrastructure build-up should also 
take into account the preferred primary energy resources of different Member States and CO2 
reduction goals for the transport sector as a whole. 


FCEV demonstration projects in other Member States are likely to start in 2015. These should 
ideally benefit from the learnings in Germany. Starting too early could result in a 50% higher 
investment for the same volume of cars, e.g. for a country such as Belgium a FCEV demonstration 
project comprising 100 vehicles and four stations in 2011 would cost €30 million now, versus €12-
13 million if implemented after the German launch (the cost of FCEVs will have reduced by a factor 
of four to five and retail stations by a factor of two). 


Exhibit 41: Market launch plan for FCEVs in Europe 


b. Co-ordinate roll-out of BEVs/PHEVs and battery charging infrastructure 


A similar action would be helpful to support the roll-out of BEVs and PHEVs in the EU. Here, too, 
the risk of market failure exists, but as investment per electric recharging point is low in non-public 
applications, so is the financial risk for infrastructure providers in such cases. However, as with 
hydrogen infrastructure, upfront investment for public charging will be necessary in order to give 
customers appropriate access to infrastructure from the start. 


In order to achieve a sound market introduction, the technology also needs to be commercially 
de-risked and several programmes for BEVs already exist in various European countries and 
at EU level,2 addressing issues such as technology, market introduction, funding schemes 
and standardisation etc. A coherent approach to all these activities would help to optimise 
development and support early market readiness.


2  European Green Car Initiative


1 Roll-out in a single member State will be complemented by a series of demonstration projects in other Member States
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Exhibit 42: Projected cost reductions of FCEVs and hydrogen supply are lower than historical 
improvements for comparable technologies


Exhibit 43: FCEV well-to-wheel efficiency is competitive with ICE, with a flexible use of 
feedstocks, while BEV remains the most efficient power-train


ANNEX
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Exhibit 44: Summary of previous studies which were not based on proprietary industry data


Exhibit 45: The different “world” scenarios for the penetration of FCEVs in the EU – 5%,  
25% and 50% – do not alter the business case dramatically


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Annex


SOURCE: Press search, OICA, US Department of Energy, study analysis
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Exhibit 46: An example of a TCO calculation for FCEVs


Exhibit 47: An EU 2050 production mix of 60% RES was assumed


1 If fuel cell lifetime is less than average vehicle lifetime (mileage), a replacement fuel cell(s) will be required. 
The cost of the replacement fuel cell(s) will be included in the vehicle purchase price.


2 TCO based on 15 years lifetime and 12,000 km annual driving distance
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Exhibit 48: The basic structure of the vehicle model used for the study


Exhibit 49: Average utilisation rate of hydrogen refuelling stations


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Annex


1 Sustainability focuses on the operation (running period) of the vehicle, not emissions for vehicle production or end-of-life
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Exhibit 50: Feedstock price assumptions up to 2050 and corresponding gasoline and  
diesel prices (version 1)


Exhibit 51: Feedstock price assumptions up to 2050 and corresponding gasoline and diesel 
prices (version 2)


SOURCE: IEA WEO 2009; Working team diesel/gasoline regression analysis on Germany. Study estimates after 2030 
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Exhibit 52: Power price assumptions for electrolysis production scenario


Exhibit 53: In the long run, BEVs and FCEVs have the greatest potential to reduce  
CO2 emissions


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Annex


SOURCE: EEX power spot price; “Roadmap 2050” study by the European Climate Foundation; Global Insight; study data
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Exhibit 54: The cost of the fuel cell stack, based on data submitted by participating car 
manufacturers and suppliers


Exhibit 55: The cost of the battery, based on data submitted by participating car manufactu-
rers and suppliers


SOURCE: Study data
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Exhibit 56: FCEVs have sufficient range at higher cruising speed, while BEVs  
are restricted on range


Exhibit 57: PHEVs face an economic gap of €420 billion by 2050


The role of Battery Electric Vehicles, Plug-in Hybrids and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 
Annex


SOURCE: Study analysis
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Summary 
Rare earth elements (REEs) are critical to the function and performance of solid oxide fuel cells 


(SOFCs)1. Given the concentration of commercially minable REE deposits and production in 


China (and especially given recent tightening of its export quota), the US Department of Energy 


is interested in understanding how REE demand for SOFC applications could impact REE 


markets and vice versa.  


Yttria (yttrium oxide), lanthanum oxide, and ceria (cerium oxide) are important materials in the 


ceramic cells that form the core of any solid oxide fuel cell, imparting on the functional layers of 


the cells ionic conductivity, electronic conductivity, and/or structural strength. Gadolinium, 


scandium, and samarium are also used in some SOFC designs. 


The amounts of REEs contained in state-of-the-art SOFC are modest, and represent less than 5% 


of annual production (Table 1). Spent SOFC stacks and production waste will likely be recycled 


for their metal and REE content, which would reduce REE demand for stack replacements by 


80-90%. 


Table 1 Overview of SOFC-Driven REE Demand, REE Production and Reserves 


 


REE Content 


of SOFC 


SOFC-Driven 


Net REE 


Demand2 


REE Production 


(2009) 


Estimated 


Reserves 


 g/kW t/yr (2030) t/yr T 


Yttria  21 40 9,000 540,000 


Lanthanum 


Oxide 


9.2 95 >12,000 >10 million 


Other REE 


(Ce, Gd, Sm) 


<3 <12 20,000 ~50 million 


 


Market prices for these REEs have risen considerably over the past year, first doubling and then 


spiking to 4-5x their 2008 price levels in the past few months. At today’s prices then, REEs 


would contribute about $12/kW to the first cost of SOFC systems (based on pre-2008 prices bulk 


REE cost would have been about $1/kW). While noticeable, this is a small fraction of overall 


                                                      
1 In the production of SOFC, REEs may be used as metals, oxides, or salts. However, for consistency and 


to avoid confusion, they will be expressed as elements throughout this paper. 
2 Assuming annual SOFC production of 4 GW/yr of new capacity plus 4 GW/yr of stack replacements 


assuming 90% REE recycling. 
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SOFC manufactured cost, representing less than 10% of the SOFC stack, about 2% of the SOFC 


module in powerplants, and less than 1% of the SOFC powerplant cost. The combined impact of 


first cost and stack replacement would contribute about $0.50/MWh to the levelized cost of 


electricity (LCOE) of SOFC powerplants. This is well within the margin of error of the overall 


LCOE estimate (around $80/MWh). 


In summary, REE demand for SOFC applications is not likely to substantially impact overall 


supply – demand balances for REEs. And while recent price increases clearly affect the 


production and O&M cost for SOFC systems, plausible fluctuations in REE prices are not likely 


to fundamentally alter the economic viability of SOFC in power generation applications. 
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Introduction & Background 
The US Department of Energy (DOE) has recognized that several emerging energy technologies 


rely to varying degrees on the unique properties of rare earth oxides (REEs)3. In fact, the DOE 


recently requested   information from industry regarding the potential impact of emerging 


energy technologies on REO markets (DOE 2010). 


The US DOE (the Office of Fossil Energy through the National Energy Technology Laboratory, 


primarily) has supported Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) development for years, most recently 


through its Solid State Energy Conversion Alliance progam(Surdoval, Singhal et al. 2000; Vora 


2010). Partly due to this support, SOFC technology now appears to be nearly ready for 


commercialization, with some companies now projecting initial commercial products to be 


available over the next five years (Delphi 2009; Lim 2010). SOFC rely on unique properties of 


several REEs, especially in their core components: the ceramic cells. These multi-layer ceramic 


cells contain several REEs or REE-based components. Almost all SOFC designs contain yttrium 


(yttrium oxide, yttria, is used as a stabilizer in zirconia in electrolyte, anode, and often cathode) 


and lanthanum (as the key component of the cathode) and in some cases cerium, scandium, 


gadolinium or samarium4. Therefore the DOE’s NETL thought it relevant to investigate the 


potential impact of SOFC commercialization on REE markets and vice versa, and hence the DOE 


requested the preparation of this paper. This paper is organized in the following categories: 


1. Uses of REEs in SOFC: which REEs are used in SOFC, how, and what is their function?  


What substitutes are available? 


2. Impact of SOFC on REE Demand: how will commercialization of SOFC increase 


demand in REEs and how might recycling of REEs used in SOFC impact demand? 


3. Impact of REE Cost & Availability on SOFC Commercialization: how would changes 


in availability and price of REEs affect the economic viability of SOFC and its 


commercialization 


                                                      
3 The rare earth elements are: yttrium, scandium, and the lanthanides (atomic numbers 57 – 71, including 


lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, promethium, samarium, europium, gadolinium, 


terbium, dysprosium, holmium, erbium, thulium, ytterbium, and lutetium). Note that strontium is not 


considered an REE. 
4 In SOFC REEs are typically found as oxides (rare earth oxides or REOs), but for consistency and 


transparency, we will refer to the elements throughout this paper. 
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Uses of REEs in SOFC (DOE RFI5 Category 2) 


REEs in the SOFC Ceramic Cells 


REEs fulfill crucial roles in the core electrochemically-active components of SOFC: the ceramic 


cell.  


Basic SOFC Function and Materials 


The heart of any SOFC is a multilayer ceramic cell, which allows the generation of power by 


electrochemically oxidizing the fuel. A simple overview of the ceramic cell’s function and 


architecture are shown in Figure 1.  


 


Figure 1 Overview of Architecture, Function, and Materials of SOFC 


As can be seen from the diagram, the ceramic cells contain several ceramic oxides with REEs: 


• Yttrium is used as a dopant to stabilize the zirconia commonly used for the electrolyte, 


and sometimes in the electrodes as well. Yttria stabilizes the particular crystal structure 


that provides the ionic conductivity for the electrolyte (and electrodes)6. The yttria 


                                                      
5 Categories from DOE’s RFI (Request for information)  
6  i.e. the yttria stabilizes the crystal structures that provide oxygen mobility (and hence ionic 


conductivity) combined with low electrical conductivity. 
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doping level is most typically 8 mole % in those structures (or about 14% yttria or 11% 


yttrium by weight) but different doping levels are sometimes used, especially for 


structural components (e.g. the anode support in anode-supported cells). The most 


commonly considered alternatives to YSZ as an electrolyte are Scandia-Stabilized 


Zirconia (ScSZ) and Lanthanum Strontium Gallate Magnesite (LSGM), each of which 


contain significant fractions of scandium or lanthanum, each of which are also REEs. 


Aside from its role as electrolyte, YSZ is often used in SOFC electrodes (anode, cathode) 


to provide some ionic conductivity to electrode materials that don’t have enough, and, 


in some SOFC, as a structural cell support. For example, a Ni-YSZ cermet is commonly 


used as anode material in SOFC. Similarly LSM (see below) cathodes are often mixed 


with YSZ.  


• Lanthanum is another common and key component of most SOFC: several of its oxides 


provide the electronic conductivity and with high catalytic activity for oxygen reduction 


needed for efficient cathodes and some, in addition, combine ionic and electronic 


conductivity7. Common compositions are shown in Table 2. The table suggests that 


while a variety of cathode materials is being considered, many contain ~50% lanthanum. 


The literature reports experience with several REE-free cathode materials (Singhal and 


Kendall 2003) though not all alternatives necessarily lead to lower cost cathodes even at 


today’s REE prices (e.g. platinum was used in early SOFC experiments). 


• Doped ceria (usually doped with samarium, SDC, or gadolinium, GDC; samarium and 


gadolinium are also REEs) is commonly used in interlayers used between various SOFC 


ceramic cell layers (especially in the cathode-electrolyte interface) to prevent or 


minimize unwanted reactions between electrochemically mismatched layers. Although 


it may be possible to substitute the REEs in the interlayer structures, the amounts used 


are so small that this is likely not to be a priority in the near future. 


  


                                                      
7 LSM has been commonly used as a SOFC cathode. It is commonly mixed with YSZ to provide the 


cathode with mixed ionic electronic conductivity (MIEC). More recently, LSC, LSF, and LSCF, which are 


MIEC cathode materials, have gained in popularity (Borglum (2005), Shaffer (2004)). 
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Common 


Name 


Chemical Formula La Content8 Other REO 


Content3 


Comments 


YSZ Y2O3/ZrO2 - Y (3-8%)  


LSM LaxSryMnO3 


(x= 0.8 – 0.85; y = 0.15 – 0.2) 


56% Sr (9%) Commonly 


mixed with 


YSZ 


LSCF La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ 44%   


LSC La0.6Sr0.4Co0.4O3 51%   


LSF La0.6Sr0.4FeO3-δ 44%   


SDC Ce0.8 Sm0.2O1.9  Ce (80%) 


Sm (20%) 


 


GDC Ce0.8 Gd0.2O1.9  Ce (80%) 


Gd (20%) 


 


Table 2 Overview of REO Contents of Various SOFC Materials 


 


 


SOFC Materials Use in Ceramic Cells 


As shown above, all SOFC ceramic cells currently contain some REEs. However, the amounts 


used (in terms of unit weight per unit power output, e.g. g/kW) are heavily dependent on the 


cell materials used, cell architecture, and cell power density, as is shown in Figure 2 below.  


The overall REE content of planar anode-supported SOFC is modest: around 30 g/kW or less. 


Tubular cathode-supported SOFC contain ~1500 g/kW9. For perspective, the figure for planar 


anode-supported SOFC is about 100x the platinum loading targets DOE has for polymer 


electrolyte membrane(aka proton exchange membrane, PEM) fuel cells for vehicle applications ( 


which are 0.2 g/kW for 2015). Platinum (and other Platinum Group Metals or PGMs) are about 


10,000 times less abundant than REEs. Even at today’s REE prices (September 2010) PGMs are 


~500 – 1000 times more expensive than REEs.  


                                                      
8 For consistency, REEs are expressed in this paper as their elements, rather than as their stable oxides, i.e. 


Y2O3, La2O3 etc. 
9 The tubular cells discussed here are flattened, high-surface area tubes, not the older type cylindrical 


tubes. Other SOFC architectures, including those based on planar electrolyte-supported and tubular 


anode-supported cells, will contain different amounts of each of the REEs, falling between the two cases 


discussed here. SOFC that are supported on a REE-free substrate (e.g. strip design cells) may have 


significantly lower REE content than planar anode-supported cells. 
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Figure 2 Materials and REO Content of Some Typical SOFC Structures Reflecting the Current State-of-the-Art (for detailed 
Assumptions, see (Thijssen 2007))    


As can be seen in Figure 3, the REE content of SOFC is strongly influenced by the cell structure. 


Anode-supported SOFC have dramatically (~40x) lower overall REE content than tubular 


cathode-supported cells, mainly because: 


• The supporting anode of planar anode-supported cells has a 10x lower REE content 


(~5% Yttria, compared with ~50% lanthanum in tubular cells) , 


• The supporting layer (the thickest layer) is less thick (~600 µm for planar anode-


supported cells vs 1200 µm for tubular cells), 


• Tubular cells tend to have more inactive area than now common large-format planar 


cells. 


In addition, there is a significant difference in the types of REOs used in each type of SOFC (see 


Figure 3): 


• REO content in tubular cathode-supported SOFC is dominated by lanthanum use. This 


is the consequence of the thick structural cathode made of LSM (Which is ~50% 


lanthanum) 
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• Lanthanum and yttrium dominate REO content of planar anode-supported SOFC, 


together responsible for about 75% of REO content. Cerium and gadolinium or 


samarium represent the balance. 


 


Figure 3 REO Content of Typical State-of-the-Art Planar Anode-Supported and Tubular Cathode-Supported SOFC10 


The production processes currently envisioned for most planar SOFC mainly involve tape 


casting, calendaring, and screen printing11(Thijssen 2007). At maturity, the process yields 


associated with such processes are typically around 90- 95%. Several studies confirm that such 


figures are plausible for SOFC and are indeed consistent with pilot production experience.  


When considering all of the uncertainties in cell material use, architecture, and production 


methods the REE use in the production of SOFC ceramic cells based on current state-of-the-art 


technology already shows a fairly broad range (Figure 4): 


• Layer thicknesses between designs vary by a factor two. The supporting layers for 


planar anode-supported designs vary between about 600 – 800 µm.  


• Material choices for at least some of the components could affect uses, especially of the 


minor constituents (such as cerium, gadolinium, and samarium), which may or may not 


be used depending on the cell architecture. 


• The manufacturing process overall may be expected to reach around 90-95% yield, 


which has been demonstrated by some developers using pilot production 


                                                      
10 Cell structures and material uses are consistent with the current state-of-the-art. Details on cell structure 


are discussed in detail in Thijssen (2007) ,current performance was based on Vora (2010), Ghezel-Ayagh 


(2010), and Pierre (2010). Figures are on mass basis, accounting for REEs as elements 
11 Other production processes considered, such as extrusion and plasma spray methods may have lower 


yields, but the losses can be relatively easily recycled either inside the process, or back to the raw material 


suppliers. As a consequence, the net REO demand from these processes is dominated by the REO content 


of the product, with process losses a relatively modest factor. 
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equipment(Borglum 2005). However, yield on individual layers may be lower (e.g. 


because of overspray in plasma spray processes). 


• Variations in power density further broaden the range. In this analysis, power densities 


for planar anode-supported cells between 0.4 – 0.5 W/cm2 have been taken into account, 


consistent with recent performance  


In the future, reductions in REE content of SOFC can be expected, especially if REE prices 


remain high (see Figure 4 again). This trend is likely because of three principal factors: 


• Increases in power density will reduce REE content per kW, even if the REE use per unit 


active area stays the same 


• Reduction of layer thicknesses especially of the support layers can drastically reduce REEs 


content 


• Changes in layer composition can reduce REE content (e.g. via substitution by other 


materials). 


 


Figure 4 REO Use for the Production of Planar Anode-Supported SOFC Including Production Losses. Ranges Reflect both 
Typical Current State-of-the-Art and Potential for Future Improvements by 201512 


The REEs used in current processes and contemplated for production of SOFCs are high-purity 


fine powders of the respective REOs (i.e. oxides, they are used in tape casting, screen printing, 


and plasma spray processes primarily). Currently, purity requirements for these applications 


are typically in the 99.5% or better range. The purity requirements can, in some cases also be 


more prescriptive in terms of the specific impurities of interest (e.g. Si). The purity requirements 


                                                      
12 Range for current state-of-the-art reflects a range of power densities, layer thicknesses, and 


compositions. Future projections consider improvements in power density, layer thickness, and some 


material substitution. 
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vary somewhat according to the precise materials system and cell architecture used. In research 


projects, higher purities are sometimes used out of an abundance of caution to minimize 


experimental variations (the added cost of high purity is small compared to the overall cost of 


the tests). 


In addition to the purity requirements, the particle size distribution and surface area of the 


powders are of importance and differ according to the use of the powder. For example, for the 


electrolyte typically a fine powder is needed to facilitate rapid densification while for electrodes 


surface area is typically important.  


The price impact of specifications is considerable: ultra-fine pure powders typically sell for 3-10 


times the bulk material (still 99.9% pure) market price. The large mark-up results from the 


additional processing cost, and the supply-demand dynamics in markets for these pure 


products. Ergo, when basic REE prices increase, the increase in high-quality REO powders may 


be expected to be less than proportional. In addition, while most REE production is 


concentrated in China, the purification and processing of REOs is (still) partly the domain of 


Japanese and Western specialty ceramics companies. Nevertheless, to be conservative, we 


assumed that the mark-up factor between bulk REE prices (FOB China) and fine powder prices 


remains constant. 


Other REE Uses in SOFC Systems 


While use in ceramic cells is clearly the highest-impact use of REEs in SOFC, we want to 


mention other potential uses for completeness. Other applications of REEs in SOFC systems 


could include: 


• Reformer / fuel processing catalysts may contain certain REEs as catalytic agents or 


support. Some developers have considered the use of ceria-based catalysts for reforming 


hydrocarbon fuels.  


• Some SOFC systems call for an exhaust gas catalytic oxidation device, which may use a 


ceria-based catalyst. 


Nevertheless, use of REEs in these applications is far from universal, and in most applications 


competitive alternative materials are available. Even where REEs are used outside the stack, the 


amount of REEs used in is less than 10% of that used in the ceramic cells. Therefore, we will not 


delve any more deeply into these other uses of REEs for SOFC systems at this point. 


Impact of Stack Replacement 


Because current SOFC stacks require periodic replacement (because of gradual irreversible 


degradation in performance) we must consider the REE demand resulting from the demand for 


replacement stacks (in addition to stacks for new systems). Currently SOFC stacks degrade at a 
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rate of around 1% per 1,000 hrs (Borglum 2009; Kerr 2009), which would result in a service life 


of 2 yrs or less. However, in order to be commercially viable stack life should be extended to 


about 5 yrs, and the DOE has set R&D targets commensurately.  As technology improvements 


proceed, stack life is expected to continue to improve after the initial commercialization of 


SOFC. Although technically different, Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC) stack life was around 


20,000 hrs for the initial commercial systems, while current stacks last for over 60,000 hrs (UTC-


Power 2005). Similar improvements were made with the molten carbonate fuel cells (which are 


more like SOFC). So for our projection, we consider an initial stack life of around 5 yrs (in 2015) 


and an improvement to a 10 yr stack life by 2030.  


Impact on Demand for REE from SOFC, Impact of Recycling (USDOE 


RFI Categories 3, 6) 
DOE’s projects a cumulative installed base of about 15 GW of Integrated Gasification Fuel  


Cell (IGFC) plant by 2030 (DiPietro and Krulla 2010). Considering typical ramp-up profiles and 


initial commercial market introduction of IGFC systems in the 2020-2025 timeframe this implies 


an annual new SOFC capacity addition of 3-5 GW. To assess the implications of this level of 


market penetration as well as the longer-term impacts of SOFC production on demand for 


REEs, we consider three scenarios13: 


1. Baseline Projection Gross Demand in 2030 – the gross demand for new and replacement 


stacks based on the DOE’s SOFC market penetration projections, 


2. Baseline Projection Net Demand in 2030 – taking into account a plausible mature 


recycling rate, 


3. Long-Term Demand Potential – the demand that would result from SOFC stack 


replacement rate if all coal-fueled capacity were replaced with SOFC. 


Scenario 1: Baseline Gross Demand for 2030 


The DOE’s current projections envision commercial introduction of SOFC around 2015 for 


initial applications (distributed generation, APUs, industrial, and military applications) and 


around 2020 for utility –scale applications. Because of their modest cost and high efficiency, as 


well as the potential to provide CO2 capture at marginal additional cost and loss of efficiency, 


SOFC sales are thought to increase rapidly, reaching 15 -20 GW of installed capacity by 2030.  


Based on this, 2030 demand for new capacity, as stated above, is implied to be around 4 GW/yr. 


2030 is an estimated 5-10 yrs into commercialization cycle of coal-based SOFC applications 


(which represent the majority of projected demand). Hence the projected annual demand is 


                                                      
13 While other applications may be commercially significant, their impact in terms of production volume, 


and hence REE use, is small compared with coal-based applications. 
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sensitive to the assumptions surrounding the commercialization (e.g. initial commercial 


availability, rate of market penetration).  


By 2030 only stacks installed in the initial years of IGFC commercialization will have reached 


the first stack replacement cycle, so stack replacement would add only about 1 GW/yr or less. 


Because this figure would rise dramatically in 2031 – 2035, we assume instead that the 


replacement rate is equal to new capacity additions for this analysis, resulting in a gross 


demand for SOFC stacks of 8 GW/yr.  


Figure 5 shows the projected gross baseline REE demand for SOFC applications obtained by 


combining the projected REE use (in g/kW from Figure 4) with the projected gross SOFC 


demand (in GW/yr).  


 


Figure 5 Projected Annual Gross REE Demand for New Systems and Replacement Stacks in 2030 (for Planar Anode-
Supported SOFC, Demand in Metric Ton per Year Measured as Metals) 


The combined demand for all REEs in this scenario would be 300 – 700 tons / yr. The range 


shown in the figure reflects only variations in REO use (compare Figure 4). Uncertainties in 


demand for both new and replacement SOFC capacity would further broaden that range. The 


reader is encouraged to consider all three scenarios to appreciate the impact of these 


uncertainties in demand.   


The REE demand will of course depend on the choice and performance of SOFC technology. 


For example, if tubular cathode-supported SOFC technology were used, lanthanum demand 


would be about 16,000 – 20,000 t/yr, about 40-75x higher than for planar anode-supported 


technology (yttrium use would be comparable, no other REEs would be used).   
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Scenario 2: Baseline Net Demand for 2030 – The Impact of Recycling 


 Recycling of production waste as well as spent stacks will likely significantly reduce REE use 


for SOFC, especially in the long run. Given the concentration of rare earths and metals in used 


stacks, it is not unlikely that used stacks will be recycled. The processes used to process REE 


ores appear suitable for recycling of used stack materials.  


Assuming the ceramics from the stacks are separated from the metals first, e.g. using 


conventional smelting technology, our analysis shows that the REO content of stack ceramics14 


would range from around 20% - 60%, depending on stack architecture, compared with 7-10% 


for typical ores(Haxel, Hedrick et al. 2002). Concentrations of REOs in production waste (e.g. 


overspray, rejected parts) can be even higher. These high concentrations will make recycling 


REEs from spent stacks attractive to REE producers.  


Given the use patterns of SOFC, and the anticipated business structures for replacement stacks, 


a high rate of recycling would appear to be feasible. Especially if stack life remains relatively 


short (i.e. close to 5 yrs), it is likely that such a market for recycling REOs from the stack will 


arise even by 2030.  


Given the attractiveness of recycling it would not likely impact the cost of SOFC strongly but it 


would be economically self-sufficient (i.e. REO producers would pay to recover portions of 


SOFC stacks).  


Given the situation, a recycling rate of about 85% - 95% for production waste and spent stacks 


combined appears reasonable. With a 85% recycling rate the demand for REEs in 2030 would 


drop by around 50%, as shown in Figure 6. The resulting overall REE demand would  be in the 


160 – 360 t/yr range15. 


                                                      
14 We exclude the nickel from the cermet anodes as we assume that in a recovery process that would be 


relatively straightforward and profitable to recover as nickel metal. 
15 Even by 2030 85% recycling will not lead to a 85% reduction in demand because a substantial portion of 


the market will still be a new market. With recycling, demand will stabilize sooner. 
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Figure 6    Projected Net REE Demand for SOFC in 2030 (for Planar Anode-Supported SOFC, Demand in Metric Ton per Year 
Measured as Metals) 


Scenario 3: Long-Term REE Demand 


Because 2030 is still early in the commercialization of SOFC technology, we thought it useful to 


assess the potential long-term contribution of SOFC to REE demand. To that end we considered 


a future scenario in which:  


• Installed capacity of SOFC equals 100% of today’s coal-fueled electric generating 


capacity. No growth in capacity is assumed, consistent with negligible net growth in 


coal-fired capacity over the past 10 yrs. 


• SOFC stack life is 10 yrs, requiring stack replacement every 10 yrs. 


• Recycling rates vary between 85 – 95%. 


• REE use per kW is taken from the future range presented in Figure 4. 


As can be seen in Figure 7, REE consumption under such a scenario is reduced by 30 – 80% 


compared with net baseline consumption. This indicates that REE use for SOFC is likely to 


be sustainable in the long-term. 
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Figure 7  Projected Net Long-Term REE Demand for SOFC (for Planar Anode-Supported SOFC, Demand in Metric Ton per Year 
Measured as Metals) 


Availability and Cost Impact (USDOE RFI Category 4) 


Availability in Relation to SOFC Demand 


The availability and prices for REOs have been the subject of much media attention recently. 


One reason for this interest is the recent dramatic rise in REO prices. The Economist reported 


that an index of REO prices has risen roughly fivefold since 2009 (Economist 2010), which is 


confirmed by a review of proprietary industry data (Metal-Pages 2010). The recent rise in REE 


prices is driven primarily by export restrictions being imposed by China. In recent years, China 


supplied around 90% of all REEs worldwide. Thus it is not surprising that China’s announced 


40% reduction of REE availability for export has led to dramatic price increases.  


In addition to China, other countries, including the US, Australia, and Canada also hold 


considerable REE deposits. However, production from these countries has dwindled in recent 


years because Chinese suppliers were low-cost producers. Not surprisingly, in response to 


China’s tightening of supplies, US, Australian, and Canadian companies are considering a 


resumption or increase in production of REEs in their respective countries.  


Compared with the quantities used today, the additional potential REE demand from SOFC 


applications appears modest. Considering that SOFC demand will grow to projected levels over 


a period of 5-10 years, SOFC-driven demand for REE products appears unlikely to significantly 


challenge the supply chain or world reserves. In the following, production and reserve data for 


REEs are taken from a variety of USGS sources (Haxel, Hedrick et al. 2002; Salazar and McNutt 


2010; USGS 2010): 
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• Yttrium: 


o The projected 2030 net baseline SOFC demand for yttrium is 96 ton/yr. A 


rationalization of yttrium use for the anode could reduce that figure to ~8 ton/yr, 


as represented in the future scenario. 


o Compared with a 2005 - 2009 US consumption rate fluctuating between  400 – 


742 t/yr  net baseline use for SOFC is significant. However, the figure for the 


future scenario is not likely to materially impact overall yttrium markets. USGS 


estimates world mine production to be at least 8,900 t/yr. In that context, even the 


impact of baseline demand would be modest. The impact of potential future 


SOFC demand on overall demand and prices of yttrium is likely to be small. 


o The abundance of yttrium in the earth’s crust is 31 ppm similar to that of nickel 


and chromium. However, as other REEs, it is relatively disperse, with relatively 


few discovered more concentrated deposits (even in deposits yttrium is not very 


concentrated: 200 – 500 ppm typically). USGS estimates reserves of yttrium at 


540,000 tons, about 220,000 of these in China, and about 100,000 tons in the US 


(mainly in the Mountain Pass deposit in California). 


o Virtually all Y used in the US is currently imported. More than 90% of world 


production is currently in China. The Chinese government has recently (in July) 


announced  cuts in REE exports by about 40%.  


o Prices for bulk yttria (Y2O3, 99.9% pure or more, FOB China) have risen from 


around $5/kg in 2002 to around $40/kg in September 2010. High-volume prices 


for ultra-pure fine powders of yttria however can be 3-6 times higher than bulk 


prices, depending more on purity level and physical form.  


• Lanthanum: 


o The projected 2030 net baseline SOFC demand for lanthanum oxide is 40-90t/yr.  


o Compared with annual global production of 33,000 t/yr, the potential demand for 


SOFC is modest and appears unlikely to materially alter lanthanum markets.  


o Lanthanum’s abundance in the earth’s crust is about 30 ppm, between that of tin 


and nickel, although, like other REOs, it is relatively disperse in the earth’s crust. 


But compared with yttrium, REE deposits have high concentrations of 


lanthanum, with concentrations of ~25% in large deposits such as the Mountain 


Pass deposit in California and about 15% in many Chinese deposits. Given this, 


lanthanum reserves in producible deposits are thought to be over ten million 


tons. 


o Notwithstanding considerable US deposits, nearly 100% of lanthanum is 


currently imported in the US, mostly from China 


o The prices for bulk lanthanum oxide  (La2O3, 99.9% pure or more, FOB China) 


have increased dramatically from around $3/kg in 2002 to nearly $50/kg in 
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September 2010. This dramatic price increase is driven  partly due to short-term 


supply-demand imbalances caused by drastic increases in lanthanum use in 


NiMH batteries (primarily for hybrid vehicles) but strongly exacerbated by 


China’s export restrictions.  


o If tubular cathode-supported SOFC are commercialized instead of planar anode-


supported ones, lanthanum demand could be about 50x higher (about 60x higher 


content but likely longer stack life), or up to 7,000 t/yr. That level of demand 


would likely be sufficient to significantly affect lanthanum oxide markets and 


prices. 


• Cerium: 


o Net demand for ceria for SOFC applications appears likely to remain below 10 


t/yr.  


o Compared with US consumption of cerium compounds of around 2,000 t/yr this 


projected demand from SOFC is modest, and appears unlikely to materially 


affect overall Cerium markets and prices. 


o The abundance of cerium in the earth’s crust, at about 60 ppm, is the most 


abundant of the lanthanides on earth. Its abundance is similar to that of 


chromium, though it is less concentrated. Found mostly in conjunction with the 


lanthanides, cerium-rich deposits are found predominantly in China, with 


smaller deposits in the US and Australia. Ceria are thought to represent almost 


half of REO reserves; i.e. about 50 million tons. Clearly, demand for SOFC will in 


not likely strain world reserves. 


o Prices for cerium too have risen sharply from about $2/kg in 2002 to around 


$37/kg in September 2010.  


• Gadolinium and Samarium: 


o Projected 2030 baseline SOFC demand for gadolinium or samarium is 2-8 t/yr. 


Future demands could be reduced to below 1 t/yr. 


o Compared with report current global gadolinium production of around 400 t/yr 


this demand is modest. Samarium production is estimated at around 700 t/yr. 


o Gadolinium is about 5 times less abundant than yttria, at about 6 ppm, while 


samarium  has a similar abundance as yttrium. Gadolinium and samarium 


reserves worldwide, found in China, the US, Australia, Brazil and India, are 


estimated to be around 1 million tons and 2 million tons respectively. 


o Gadolinium and samarium oxide prices were historically several times higher 


than those of yttria, lanthanum oxide, and ceria (about $10-$12/kg in 2002). 


Current (September 2010) prices are similar to the other rare earths of interest 


however at near $40-$50/kg. 
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The expectation is that if Chinese cuts persist for some time, and prices stabilize at this higher 


level, additional production capacity in other countries will supplant the reduced Chinese 


supply. However, because of the market risk the Chinese policy poses (China’s marginal cost of 


production is still lowest, and hence could undercut other suppliers at any time if it wanted), 


such investments are likely to be made with caution. 


Price Impact 


The impact of REE prices on SOFC cost and economic viability in the context of IGFC 


systems(Kearns 2010) is limited, as REOs contribute around $10/kW to the first cost of SOFC: 


• The total capital cost16 + stack replacement cost together represent about 4.5 ¢/kWh  


• Of the ~$1750/kW installed CAPEX of IGFC systems about $700/kW is related to the 


SOFC power unit; 


• Of the $700/kW power unit, about $100/kW is the manufactured cost of the stack; 


• Of the $175/kW stack, less than $10/kW are represented by the cost of the ceramic 


powders;.  


• Of the ceramic powders, REEs represent about $10/kW based on September 2010 prices 


(based on pre-2008 prices, REOs would cost about $1/kW). The combined impact of 


$10/kW stack cost (including both capital cost effects and stack replacement cost) on 


LCOE would amount to around 0.05 ¢/kWh, which is in the margin of error of such 


LCOE estimates at this time. 


Figure 8 provides a perspective on the historical impact of REE prices on SOFC stack cost. 


Although further increases in REO cost are possible, long-term prices substantially above 


today’s levels seem unlikely, because they would stimulate production in other countries (than 


China). So based on this analysis it appears unlikely that even the dramatic increases in the 


prices of REOs seen over the past years will not fundamentally alter the economics and viability 


of SOFC in central power applications. 


It is worth noting that the price impact of REEs on SOFC based on some of the other cell 


architectures can be much more significant. For example, bulk REE cost contributes about 


$80/kW to the cost of tubular cathode-supported SOFC cells. Where REE use was hardly a factor 


in determining the relative cost competitiveness of various SOFC technologies based on 2002 


prices, it appears that current prices lead to material differences in cost between various 


technologies. 


                                                      
16 Total capital cost of the plant, not just the SOFC 
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Figure 8    Historical Impact of REE Prices on SOFC Stack Cost (bulk figures represent just REE bulk prices FOB China, fine 
powder figures assume a 7x mark-up over bulk prices)17 


Conclusion and Recommendations 
A few REEs (notably yttrium, lanthanum, and cerium) are crucial to the functionality of SOFC; 


viable alternatives have not been identified for all REE applications in SOFC so far. However, it 


appears that this need not be of significant concern, given that demand for these REEs resulting 


from even highly successful commercialization of SOFC would not materially impact REE 


markets and because even dramatic further increases in REE prices would not likely alter the 


economics and viability of SOFC in central power applications decisively. 
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Dear Steve, 
Sorry I can’t make the meeting next week on energy efficiency in buildings.  
 
I do have several suggestions of crosscutting activities that should be considered. 
 
In the policy area there is no one who has done a broad scale study on the building energy 
sector similar to the MIT coal study or the MIT nuclear energy study. I suspect part of the 
reason is the difficulty in framing such a study; all the more reason to try and tackle the 
framing issues as part of such a study. 
 
Some of the major goals that many federal and state governments and NGO’s have 
adopted need serious study. They include the feasibility of requiring most new buildings 
to go all the way to zero net energy on site. Is this a more effective use of our resources 
than a more widespread development and application of integrated energy efficiency 
measures for new and existing buildings? Another example is the energy efficiency and 
CO2 impact of cool roofs retrofits of older buildings. Recent work we are doing suggests 
that increased insulation has a much larger impact on energy efficiency and global 
warming reduction. 
 
DOE EERE has identified many of the specific technologies for buildings that should be 
addressed in their research program. However, the programs seem compartmentalized 
and many RFP’s specifically prohibit crosscutting proposals that combine several 
technological areas. This discourages an integrated approach using several synergistic 
technologies, a necessity to meet ambitious efficiency levels. The program also has 
concentrated on high profile technologies while ignoring advances in more passive 
measures such as the increased use of daylighting and natural ventilation to provide 
efficiency and increased comfort and productivity. 
 
I hope these comments will be useful in your review. 
 
Sincerely, 
Leon 
 
 
Leon Glicksman 
Professor of Building technology and mechanical Engineering 
MIT 
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Gopstein, Avi (S4)


From: Koonin, Steven
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:35 AM
To: DL-SC DOE-QER-TEAM
Subject: FW: Fuel Cells in the QTR
Attachments: Department of Energy Framing Document  Ltr  041511.pdf


Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged


Categories: QTR Transparency


 
 


From: McQuade, J. Michael UTCHQ [mailto:J.Michael.McQuade@utc.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:32 AM 
To: Majumdar, Arun; Koonin, Steven 
Subject: Fuel Cells in the QTR 
 


Steve, Arun, 
 
First, a very big compliment to you, Steve, on the quality and depth of the QTR Framing Document 
that was released for public comment. As you both know better than me, these processes are in 
many ways defined and constrained by the initial context in which they are communicated, and a 
terms of reference that misses the mark can make an entire, vital process doomed from the start. We 
do not have that problem here. 
 
UTC has been using the various channels to provide input, including Pratt’s participation last week in 
the public session on biofuels, and by providing a written submission to the overall document from 
UTC Power, our fuel cell business. This latter document provides commentary both on fuel cells and 
on the overall technology options section and it will go through the normal process as input to the 
QTR team. 
 
After a brief discussion with the Secretary while at the SEAB meeting and at his recommendation, I 
have attached that document to make a few comments on the first section on fuel cells. The issue 
that we discussed is that statements about the gaps to viability for automotive fuel cell that the 
Secretary made early in his tenure have been generally interpreted much more broadly to mean that 
DOE does not believe in fuel cells in any application. While it is my understanding that this was not 
the intent, the lack of any reference in the Framing Document seem to support this view. 
 
At UTC we have substantial work on automotive fuel cells underway but I share the view that it is still 
a long way to go before this is a viable option, particularly given the current state of battery progress 
and the need for an ubiquitous hydrogen infrastructure to make this work. However, we believe 
strongly that fleet applications should not be painted with the same brush. In these applications 
hydrogen infrastructure is only needed at a small number of controlled locations and real progress 
has been made on high power fuel cell durability and cost. If we get to the point where municipal 
fleets are required to be no emission rather than just low emission, then fuel cell buses may 
represent the only viable option we have.  
 
Similar progress has been made on stationary applications, where on-board reformed natural gas fuel 
cells can provide building and district scale distributed power and which, when combined with 
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integrated thermal energy recovery, can lead to applications approaching 90% system efficiency. 
DOE investments in technology and in tax policies have played a big role in helping this option begin 
to build volume. 
 
As the QTR goes through its process and as you, Arun, look at how the applied offices might look at 
fuel cells in the aftermath of the initial zeroing in the fuel cell technology budget, I would just like to be 
sure that we’re considering adequately the full spectrum of applications for this technology and that 
we don’t inadvertently remove fleet and stationary fuel cells technologies from the DOE radar screen 
based on views of the viability of automotive applications. 
 
I am always happy to discuss more but at a minimum wanted to get this to you. 
 
Best regards to both of you, 
 
 
Michael 
 
Dr. J. Michael McQuade 
Senior Vice President, Science and Technology United Technologies Corporation 
411 Silver Lane 
East Hartford, CT 06108 
Phone:  1-860-610-7754 
Fax:      1-860-610-1695 
e-mail:   j.michael.mcquade@utc.com 
 








Extended-Range Electric Trucks







The fuel economy of a Prius with 
the payload of a pickup


VIA’s E-REV powertrain is ideal for America’s fleets, 
cutting fuel costs by up to 75%, while dramatically 
reducing petroleum consumption and emissions—
electricity costs an average of 60 cents per equivalent 
gallon. Recharging daily, the average driver could 
expect to refill the gas tank less than 10 times a year 
rather than once a week.  It offers all the advantages 
of an electric vehicle, without range limitations. 
Working with vehicle manufacturers, VIA plans to 
begin delivering E-REV trucks to government and 
utility fleets in 2011.


The onboard generator provides a work site 
with 15 kW of exportable power


Up to 40 miles in all-electric mode and up to 
300 miles using the range extender


Enough mobile emergency power  
for you and your neighbors


Ideal for fleets—cuts fuel  
costs by up to 75%


Powering America’s Green Fleets


The 4WD E-REV Powertrain from VIA Motors 
E x T E n D E D - R A n G E  E l E c T R I c  V E h I c l E


Dual Motor Controller 
Controls both the generator
and drive motor, it’s designed 
to power trucks and SUVs 
up to 650 volts


High Efficiency 2.0 Liter 
Combustion Engine 
A large standard V8 engine is 
replaced with a smaller 
2.0 liter engine used exclusively 
to generate electricity.  Tied to 
the generator, it can provide 
enough recharge power to drive 
300-miles in a single fill-up


200 kW AC Induction 
Symetron Motor 
The high-torque, liquid cooled 
268 hp electric motor propels 
the vehicle at all times. It’s no 
hybrid—It’s full electric. It’s a 
propriety design by VIA


100 kW Generator
PM Synchronous Generator
Nowhere to plug in? No problem. The batteries 
can be recharged rapidly and efficiently by the 
onboard liquid-cooled generator. It has enough 
juice to plug-in an entire construction site with 
15 kW of on-site exportable generating power. 
The generator is custom designed by VIA to 
match the engine’s most efficient sweet spot


Automatic Transmission & 
Transfer Case Delivers 4WD 
Operation
Ideal for light trucks and SUVs


Advanced Li-Ion 
Batteries 
Batteries can be 
recharged conveniently 
at home using a 
standard 120 or 240 
Volt outlet







VIA Motors is a new kind of car company. 


We build electric versions of your favorite trucks and SUVs.


The powertrain works 
in a variety of vehicles
VIA’s E-REV powertrain is applicable to a large variety of 
light trucks, SUVs and delivery vehicles.


Gas Fuel Economy


Miles Driven per Day 40 50 60 200+


Gas Fuel Economy Battery only 100 mpg 60 mpg 20 mpg


75% of
Drivers


Driving on Electricity  


The E-REV powertrain by VIA enables larger vehicles, including 
4WD SUVs and light trucks, to drive the first 40 miles in all-
electric mode with near zero emissions, and a full range of 300 
miles on a single fill-up. For most drivers, this means over 100 
mpg in typical local daily driving. It’s exciting to drive—with 
more low-end torque, the electric truck performs as well or 
better than the comparable gas version.


More Efficient Use of Batteries


With 75% of drivers averaging less than 40 miles a day, most 
electric vehicles carry extra weight in costly batteries—VIA 
has optimized its battery pack, carrying only what’s needed 
for most days.  VIA’s E-REV truck generates its own electricity 
on longer trips using the onboard range extender. 


Performance Targets E-REV Truck


Acceleration: 0 – 60 mph 9.6 seconds


Electric Range: 40 miles


Combined Range: (miles) 300 
(11 gal tank)


Fuel Economy: (mpg) 100 mpg*


Max Vehicle Speed: (mph) 85


*Typical daily driving up to 50 miles per day


The best way to improve gas economy... 
 ...is not to burn gas!


Designed for how we drive
With 40 miles of battery range, most drivers won’t burn any gas in a 
typical day.  Driving 50 miles in a day, 40 miles on batteries and 10 
miles with the help of the range extender, the typical driver would 
average about 100 miles per gallon in gas fuel economy.  When 
driving over 200 miles in a day, the E-REV Truck still gets significantly 
better  fuel economy than the gas version.


VIA’s E-REV powertrain was designed to work in popular light 
trucks such as the GM Silverado, the Ford F-Series, and the 


Dodge Ram series trucks.


Standard Cab Extended Cab
First Production Model


Crew Cab


2WD & 4WD configurations available


The vehicle gets 60 mpg using proposed EPA rating for extended range electric 
vehicles, by averaging battery range and charge sustaining mpg.







Plug it In


On the average, it only 
costs about 60 cents per 
equivalent gallon to 
drive your truck on 
electricity charged 
conveniently at home. In addition, you can 
qualify for up to $20,000 in incentives from 
state and federal governments, depending 
on where you live.


Charge Time
Plug it into any standard 120 or 240 volt 
socket.


Charge Station 240 V Outlet 120 V Outlet


2 hours 4 hours 8 hours


  


Gas it up
 
The vehicle only uses 
gas when you drive 
beyond the capacity 
of the batteries. 
VIA’s new Extended 
Range Electric 
Vehicle (E- REV) drives up to 40 miles on 
batteries then continues up to 300 miles. It 
generates its own electricity using a small 
fuel-efficient gas-powered generator or 
“range extender” when needed. An E-REV 
can charge conveniently at home using a 
standard 110 or 220 Volt outlet or can be 
refueled with gas at any gas station.


Exportable power  
for the work site 
 
An extended-range electric 
work truck comes with a 
powerful onboard gen-
erator that can be used in 
place of a tow-behind generator to power 
the work place or provide emergency 
power. Some fleet customers say that 
with VIA’s E-REV work trucks, its almost 
like getting a free truck with their mobile 
generator!


Mobile Power


On board 120 & 240 Volt Outlets


Power for tools
for the work site


Emergency electricity  
and lighting


VIA Motors: A Better Way to Go
Detroit   248 419 4884      San Fransico  415 287 0565       Utah 801 764 9111


www.viamotors.com


Don’t have a charging station?  
No problem.


Use a standard charging station, or charge 
conveniently at home using a standard 110 or 220 
Volt outlet.  Nowhere to plug in? Use gas from any 
gas station. Best of all, electricity is just 60 cents per 
equivalent gallon.


VIA’s Extended-Range Electric Fleet Truck
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Gopstein, Avi (S4)


From: Banerjee, Shouvik
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2011 10:50 AM
To: Koonin, Steven; Gopstein, Avi (S4); Holland, Mike (S4); Hopkins, Asa (S4)
Subject: FW: Alternative Fuels Quadrennial Review Workshop


Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged


Categories: QTR Transparency


From: Banerjee, Shouvik  
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2011 10:48 AM 
To: 'Ruth Cox' 
Subject: RE: Alternative Fuels Quadrennial Review Workshop 
 
Dear Ruth, 
 
Thanks for your note, and I understand your concern.  Broadly, you should know the QTR is assessing the viability of fuel 
cells in vehicles, distributed power, and centralized power plants to support the nation’s energy goals.   
 
The 4/26 workshop is limited to biofuels and alternative fossil fuels for vehicles.  A workshop on 5/4 in Knoxville, 
Tennessee will consider technical pathways for vehicle efficiency and electrification – and will cover fuel cells.  Some fuel 
cell experts have already RSVP’d.   
 
If there are at experts at specific companies in any of the 3 fuel cell applications, we welcome your suggestions.  The 
ideal participants have technical expertise and can speak to the technology’s future potential, and also have industry 
experience delivering products to market.   
 
Best, 
Shouvik  
 


From: Brundage, Miles  
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2011 10:01 AM 
To: 'Ruth Cox' 
Cc: Banerjee, Shouvik; Majumdar, Arun 
Subject: RE: Alternative Fuels Quadrennial Review Workshop 
 
Dear Ruth, 
 
On behalf of Arun, thank you for the email. I am looping in Shouvik Banerjee (CC’d), who has been coordinating with Dr. 
Koonin on the Quadrennial Technology Review for our office. He can get back to you about the concerns you expressed 
below.  
 
Best regards, 
Miles 
 
 
Miles Brundage 
US Department of Energy 
Special Assistant to Arun Majumdar 
ARPA-E and Office of the Under Secretary of Energy 
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From: Ruth Cox [mailto:rcox@fchea.org]  
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2011 9:30 AM 
To: Majumdar, Arun 
Cc: Brundage, Miles 
Subject: Alternative Fuels Quadrennial Review Workshop 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Acting Undersecretary Majumdar, 
 
It has come to our attention that Undersecretary Steve Koonin is conducting a Quadrennial Review Workshop on the 
subject of alternative fuels on April 26th in Chicago.  To our knowledge, no one from the hydrogen industry has been 
invited to participate in this workshop.  We believe such an omission, should it indeed exist, would be a disservice to the 
Quadrennial Review process and to the country’s clean energy strategy. 
 
Would you please investigate to determine whether representatives from the hydrogen industry have been invited to 
attend this workshop and intend to participate?  If they have not been invited, or no one has accepted the invitation, we 
would appreciate any assistance you can offer to ensure that the FCHEA or others who can represent the interests of the 
hydrogen industry are included in the workshop. 
 
We are aware that a number of companies that will be in attendance have been strong critics of hydrogen.   We need to 
ensure that all viable clean energy alternative fuels, including hydrogen, are adequately considered as a part of the 
Quadrennial Technology Review process. 
 
Thank you for your assistance with this urgent matter. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Ruth F. Cox 
President and Executive Director 
Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Energy Association 
1133 19th Street, NW, 9th Floor 
Washington, D.C.  20036 
(202) 736‐5735  office 
(805) 906‐6159  cell 
rcox@fchea.org 
www.fchea.org 
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Gopstein, Avi (S4)


From: Hopkins, Asa (S4)
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 3:11 PM
To: Koonin, Steven
Cc: Gopstein, Avi (S4)
Subject: FW: Invitation to a meeting on Grid Modernization in Scottsdale, AZ, May 23-24th
Attachments: Hogan_Trans_Cost_050811.pdf


Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged


Steve, 
 
Bill Hogan sent along a recent paper with his workshop RSVP. Since he clearly meant for you to get it (and not just your 
“impersonal” mailbox), I am forwarding. 
 
Asa 


 
Asa S. Hopkins, Ph.D. 
AAAS Science & Technology Policy Fellow (Contractor, ORISE) 
Special Advisor to Under Secretary for Science Steven Koonin 
Ph. 202-287-5245 
Fax 202-586-8693 
asa.hopkins@science.doe.gov 
 
 
 
 


From: William Hogan [mailto:william_hogan@harvard.edu]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 12:34 PM 
To: Steven E. Koonin, Under Secretary for Science 
Subject: RE: Invitation to a meeting on Grid Modernization in Scottsdale, AZ, May 23-24th 
 
Steve, 
 
I would like to help out if I can, but I have a conflict that day that prevents me from accepting. 
 
A good idea would be John Kassakian who is co-hair of the current MIT Grid study. 
 
FYI.  I have attached a copy of a paper on grid cost allocation that I am giving next week at the Rutgers CRRI conference.
 
Bill 
 


William W. Hogan 
Raymond Plank Professor of Global Energy Policy 
John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Harvard University 
Mail Box 84 
79 John F. Kennedy Street 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
617-495-1317 (o) 
617-495-1635 (f) 
email: william_hogan@harvard.edu 
web page: www.whogan.com 
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From: Steven E. Koonin, Under Secretary for Science [mailto:UnderSecretaryforScience@Hq.Doe.Gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 12:00 PM 
To: 'donaldpa@usc.edu'; 'daniel.kammen@gmail.com'; William Hogan; 'cgelling@epri.com'; 'jcaspary@spp.org'; 
'mvalocchi@us.ibm.com'; 'elitvinov@iso-ne.com'; 'robert.kondziolka@srpnet.com'; 'rcowart@raponline.org'; 
'mark.lauby@nerc.net'; 'mjacobs@xtremepower.com'; 'cgildea@silverspringnet.com' 
Cc: Hopkins, Asa (S4); Lin, Cynthia (S4); Chambers, Megan (S4) 
Subject: Invitation to a meeting on Grid Modernization in Scottsdale, AZ, May 23-24th 
 
I want to seek your engagement in an upcoming event that is part of our Quadrennial Technology Review process.  (See 
http://energy.gov/qtr/ if you’ve not heard about this before).  
  
As you know, on May 23rd we will hold a workshop of about 80 people in Scottsdale, AZ on Grid Modernization.  The goal is to 
broadly engage that community (industry, academia, labs, NGOs) in discussions of both the big DOE questions and specific 
technology paths and roadmaps.   
  
I would like to solicit your participation in that meeting and particularly in a smaller focus group (about a dozen well‐selected 
individuals) for a more in‐depth few‐hour discussion first thing in the following morning, May 24th.   
  
Your participation will be particularly valuable.  Please let me know if you can help out.   
  
I am, of course, happy to answer any questions you might have and we’ll be able to provide more details in due course.   
  
Steve Koonin 
Under Secretary for Science 
US Department of Energy 
202‐586‐0505 
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“The cost of transmission facilities must be allocated to those within the 
transmission planning region that benefit from those facilities in a manner 
that is at least roughly commensurate with estimated benefits.” (FERC 
2010b, p. 91) 


Benefits include reliability, economic and public policy related impacts. 
Turning the principle into a workable policy is important as a support for 
restructured electricity markets. A challenge is to make the different 
measure of benefits commensurable, and to find approximations that 
honor the principle without imposing a standard of perfection. A 
framework for such cost allocation uses examples from existing models 
and transmission investment studies to describe how the cost allocation 
principle could apply within the limits of available analytical capabilities.   


Introduction 
Cost allocation for electricity transmission infrastructure presents a challenge for 
regulators.  In the case of established transmission networks, existing allocations of sunk 
costs may suffice to collect sufficient revenue while preserving a workable set of 
operating and investment incentives.  But the case is different for new investment in 
transmission infrastructure.  Cost socialization envisions cost allocation according to a 
rule which is independent of the distribution of the benefits, such as a load ratio share 
when only some of the load could be seen as beneficiaries.  The beneficiary-pays 
principle envisions cost allocation that is reasonably commensurate with the distribution 
of benefits.  For traditional reasons such as demand growth, and newer pressures such as 
developing a greener electricity system, there is an expectation of significant expansion 
of the transmission infrastructure.  Some of this investment, such as local connection of 
new generation, lends itself to easy application of the principle of cost allocation to the 
beneficiaries.  Although the same principle appeals for larger scale projects, application 
of a beneficiaries-pay cost allocation rule is not as easy.   


Combined with decisions from the courts1 and proposals from the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC 2010a), transmission investment cost allocation policy 
should move in the direction of reducing or eliminating cost socialization and ensuring 
that cost allocated to beneficiaries is commensurate with the benefits.  For most large 
scale investments, there is debate over the definition of benefits and identification of 
beneficiaries.  The purpose here is to outline the components of a workable application of 
the beneficiaries-pay principle that utilizes information embedded in standard planning 
studies.   


                                                 
1 Illinois Commerce Commission v. FERC, 576 F.3d 470, 476 (7th Cir. 2009). 
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Efficient Investment Framework 
The underlying framework for efficient investment seeks to maximize total benefits 
minus total costs (Baldick et al. 2007) (Olmos and Pérez-Arriaga 2009).  For a given 
level of projected demand, this would follow a familiar prescript of minimizing total 
costs to meet demand.  In the wider framework that recognizes the potential flexibility of 
demand, the total value of expanded load would be compared with the total costs.  The 
even broader social cost framework would include various policy instruments to 
incorporate externalities through regulation. 


In a pure vertically integrated setting, where a single decision maker captures all the 
benefits of load and incurs the all the cost of production, the definition of benefits minus 
costs is conceptually straightforward.  The social planner would choose the transmission 
expansion plan to maximize the expected total benefit of load less the expected costs of 
generation less the cost of transmission investment.  Prices of electricity and net 
payments would enter only implicitly as the marginal costs at the optimal solution. 


In a pure market setting, with certain regularity conditions, prices at the optimal solution 
would also be consistent with a market equilibrium where market participants take prices 
as given and optimize profits at these prices.  The profit maximizing solution for load 
equates expected marginal benefits with prices; for generation the expected prices equal 
marginal costs; for transmission infrastructure the expected marginal congestion costs 
equal the marginal cost of transmission expansion.  Net payments among the parties at 
these equilibrium prices capture market revenues.  Total net societal benefits differ from 
the market revenues and could be partitioned into the usual components of consumer 
surplus, producer surplus, and transmission congestion rents. 


Consumer surplus: Consumer surplus is the difference between the total load 
benefits and the payments made by the load.  The consumer surplus is an upper 
bound on the additional amount that consumers would pay under a perfectly 
discriminatory pricing system without changing total consumption. 


Producer surplus: Producer surplus is the difference between the revenue 
received by producers less the total cost of production.  The producer surplus is an 
upper bound on the additional amount that producers would surrender under a 
perfectly discriminatory pricing system without changing total production. 


Transmission rent: Transmission congestion and loss rent is the difference 
between the payments made by load and the revenue received by producers.  This 
could be treated as the revenue paid to the owners of transmission rights. 


The three components partition the total net benefit.  In the pure market case the objective 
would be to emulate efficient investment in the social planning case by maximizing the 
expected total of consumer surplus, producer surplus and transmission congestion rent. 


The electricity market includes both investment and operating decisions.  For the present 
discussion the emphasis is on the expected long-run conditions.  But an underlying 
assumption is that the short-run operations adhere to the principles of organized markets 
operating security-constrained, bid-based, economic dispatch with locational prices and 
financial transmission rights (Hogan 2002). 
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In a hybrid setting there would be a mixture of regulated and market entities making 
consumption, production and investment decisions.  The principle for hybrid market 
design would be to align the different decision processes to provide a workable 
approximation of an efficient investment framework.   


The alignment of efficient market investment incentives may break down in the absence 
of the assumed regularity conditions.  In the case of transmission investment, there is a 
problem when transmission investment is episodic rather than continuous, and comes in 
discrete lumps (Joskow and Tirole 2005) (Hogan 2007).  With these common 
circumstances, transmission investment can materially change market prices.  At the 
prices expected without the transmission investment, the investment would be profitable.  
But at the prices that would result after the transmission investment, the benefits that 
could be captured in the market would not justify the cost.  This produces in an inability 
to recover the costs from the resulting prices (Pérez-Arriaga et al. 1995).  Thus efficient 
investment may need regulatory mandates and a regulatory cost allocation.   In addition, 
for large entities lumpy transmission investments can inherently undermine the price 
taking assumption.  This leads to both strategic problems where market participants may 
seek to benefit from price changes, and often creates free-riding concerns about 
beneficiaries who do not bear an appropriate share of the total costs of investment. 


Other complications of hybrid markets would include the array of contracts and vertical 
integration between and among producers and consumers.  The effect of the contracts 
would be to entangle incentives between consumers, producers, and transmission owners 
in ways that could either reinforce or distort an efficient investment framework.  The 
outline here of an efficient transmission investment framework with workable cost 
allocation principles begins by ignoring contracts, and then addresses some of the 
implications of considering contracts. 


Cost and Benefits 
For purposes of a cost allocation outline, we consider two general types of transmission 
investment: voluntary and mandated.  Voluntary investments would span the range from 
simple merchant investment where a party invests to obtain the incremental transmission 
rights, to more complicated consortia where the participants agree to make a collective 
investment and share costs and any transmission rights according to an agreement of their 
own making. 


The focus here is on transmission investments that are efficient, in producing benefits 
greater than the costs, but where the benefits are difficult to capture through incremental 
transmission rights.  These lumpy investments would be approved and mandated by a 
regulatory body, with some or all of the cost recovery through a rate base or some similar 
method that uses the power of government to compel payment.  Mandated investments 
could socialize the costs according to some rule, or could envision cost allocation 
according to the distribution of benefits.  Some of the beneficiaries may disagree about 
the distribution of net benefits and not support the allocation of costs; otherwise the case 
reduces to voluntary agreement.  The mandate forces some or all of the participants to 
pay for the transmission investment. 
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The attraction of the principle that the beneficiaries pay for transmission investment has 
dimensions of both fairness and efficiency.  The fairness criterion is important especially 
because the cost allocation principles apply to mandated transmission investments that 
exploit the power of government to compel participation.  The emphasis here, however, is 
on the effect of cost allocation principles on the efficiency of electricity system 
framework.  Absent a beneficiary-pays principle, it would be difficult to maintain a 
mixed system of voluntary and mandated transmission investments, or provide efficient 
incentives for generation and load that in part compete with and in part are 
complementary to transmission.  For particular investments, beneficiaries that might be 
prepared to agree to voluntary cost allocations would have strong incentives to prefer 
mandated investments if the mandate were to shift the cost in part to those who do not 
benefit.  Similarly, socialization of the cost of transmission would create the demand for 
offsetting socialization of competing load and generation investments.  However, if the 
effect of mandated investments were to allocate the costs to beneficiaries, there would be 
a reinforcement of the incentive to proceed with voluntary arrangements.  Therefore, the 
principles for mandates transmission expansion and cost allocation stand at the center of 
the structure for electricity market design. 


In the simplest cases, for small incremental investments that have no material effect on 
expected prices across locations, there would be incentives for efficient voluntary 
investment, even straight merchant investment where the benefits would be captured 
adequately by incremental financial transmission rights.  More complicated cases involve 
lumpiness and greater scale of investment that can have a material impact on expected 
market prices.  There can still be voluntary merchant investment in these cases, but as is 
often observed there may be inadequate value in the resulting financial transmission 
rights to support merchant investment.  The expected differences in locational prices 
would signal the benefit of transmission investment, but the properly sized investment 
would so substantially reduce the price differential that the financial transmission rights 
(valued at the new prices) would not be sufficient to support the investment. In such 
cases, efficient investment could require regulatory mandates for both the investment 
decision and cost allocation.   


The real transmission grid involves many locations and strong network interactions.  
However, a simplified model with two locations illustrates some of the basic concepts 
governing interactions between efficient investment and cost allocation. 
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Figure 2 


   


Transmission Benefits 
Consider the stylized case of an electricity system with two regions with generation, load 
and transmission right 
holders.  Assume all 
participants within a region 
are price takers and their 
choices aggregate to a 
representative agent for 
each type of participant, 
generators who supply and 
loads who demand.  The 
low cost region has both 
local demand and supply.  
At any given price, the net 
of supply minus demand 
defines the region’s export 
supply. The higher cost 
region with its own demand 
and supply is connected by 
a transmission line.  At any 
given price, the net of 
demand over supply defines the import demand.  As illustrated in Figure 1, with enough 
transmission capacity, imports and exports would find market equilibrium.  Ignoring 
losses, the equilibrium price where imports equal exports would be the same in the two 
locations. 


When transmission capacity is restricted, there is price separation between the two 
regions.  The left vertical 
line in Figure 2 indicates 
the initial transmission 
capacity.  The area under 
the import curve defines 
the aggregate import 
benefits of the existing 
capacity and the area under 
the export curve defines the 
export costs.  The letters 
label areas that   partition 
this net benefit.  For the 
existing transmission 
capacity the “consumer” 
surplus for imports is area 
A, defined as the total 
benefit of the area under 
the import demand curve 
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Figure 3 


less the payments at the import price in the high price region.  The “producer” surplus for 
exports is area E, the payments for exports at the export price in the low price region.  
The transmission congestion rent is the sum B+C+D, the net revenues for imports minus 
the payments for exports.  The allocation of these benefits across market participants 
could take many forms depending on ownership or contracts.  Initially, consider the case 
of no vertical integration through ownership or contracts. 


Expansion of transmission capacity between the two regions would create incremental 
benefits of F+G+H.  In the absence of contracts, where everyone pays or is paid the new 
prevailing price, the new consumer surplus for imports would be the area A+B+F.  The 
new producer surplus for exports would be E+D+F.  The new transmission congestion 
rent would be C+G.  Part of the increase in the import surplus is the transfer B from 
existing transmission right holders to the participants in the import region.  This transfer 
is not part of the aggregate incremental benefits, but it is a net benefit to the import 
region.  Similarly, part of the increase in export benefits is the transfer D from existing 
transmission right holders to the export region; this transfer does not add to aggregate 
benefits but is a net benefit to the export region. 


The incremental aggregate benefits would be compared with the total cost (TC) of the 
transmission investment.  
In the easiest of the cases 
illustrated in Figure 3, 
where G>TC, transmission 
investment would be an 
attractive opportunity for a 
merchant undertaking by 
an independent entity.  The 
expected congestion rents 
(G) associated with the 
expanded transmission 
capacity would define the 
value of the incremental 
financial transmission 
rights.  Hence, the 
merchant transmission 
benefits of expansion 
would be greater than the 
investment costs.  Of 
course, there would be losers in the case of a merchant investment.  For example, the 
holders of existing transmission rights would be affected by the competitive entry of new 
transmission investment, losing total congestion rents going forward of B+D.  The new 
entrant transmission investor would not incur losses from the reduction of existing 
transmission congestion rents for existing financial transmission rights. As with any 
competitive entry, the investment decision and cost allocation model would not protect 
the incumbent losers, as long as there is efficient entry, as would be true here in the strict 
merchant case. 
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The merchant case might apply for small scale investments, where area F+H is small or 
effectively zero.  However, when the total F+H is larger, because lumpy transmission 
investment affects market prices, there is a material benefit that might not be captured in 
the incremental financial transmission rights.  The rule for the regulator would be to 
support transmission investment only when the incremental benefits exceeded the 
transmission investment cost; i.e., when F+G+H>TC.  This is the test of efficient 
transmission investment and defines the gold standard for regulatory approval. 


A challenge for the regulator would be to recognize those cases where a subset of the 
market participants might find it in their interest to proceed with the transmission 
investment even though the transmission cost was greater than the net benefits; i.e., 
TC>F+G+H.  An example of this would be the business stealing case (Mankiw and 
Whinston 1986); i.e., where B+F+G+D+H>TC>F+G+H.  Then a sufficiently large 
coalition of private beneficiaries could capture enough transfers in B+D to make the 
investment privately profitable but socially inefficient.  In this case, voluntary funding 
would not be consistent with efficient transmission investment. 


The simple example conceals another complication that can arise in a real transmission 
system.  There may be cases where privately profitable voluntary transmission 
investment could reduce transmission capacity.  Although it is possible to use financial 
transmission rights to mitigate or eliminate these incentives (JB Bushnell and Stoft 1996), 
as a practical matter regulators will be required to approve all transmission investments, 
and part of this process should include application of the gold standard for efficient 
investment.  In the case of voluntary investment that fails the gold standard test and 
reduces overall efficiency, the regulatory mandate should be to preclude the investment.   


Approval of efficient voluntary investment does not require cost allocation to other 
parties.  However, when transmission investments meet the efficiency test but not the 
merchant funding test, then the framework envisions mandates for investment and cost 
allocation.  


Cost Allocation 
Mandatory cost allocation arises as a necessity when voluntary investment may not be 
sufficient to support efficient expansion; i.e., when F+G+H>TC>G.  This condition 
presumes a material change in the price and a scale of transmission investment that 
substantially exceeds the scale of individual generation or load.  In other words, if 
individual load in the importing region is too small to capture all but a fraction of F, or of 
H for generators in the exporting region, then there is an effective externality.  The 
benefits that are easy to capture, namely G and a small fraction of F+H, would not be 
enough to cover the cost TC.  Without some way to aggregate the beneficiaries and share 
the costs voluntary, efficient transmission investment would not be supported. 


If there is a close call, and the estimate of incremental benefits approximately equals the 
total cost, it may be difficult to allocate the costs and support the investment well enough 
to preclude substantial opposition from the supposed beneficiaries.  Less than perfect 
estimation of the benefits and their distribution could be problematic.   Even with 
transmission mandates, this may lead to some such expansions failing to go forward.  
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This would be a loss.  From a societal perspective, however, this would not be much of a 
loss because by assumption the investment is about a net zero benefit. 


The more interesting case is where the net benefits are substantially greater than the 
transmission cost.  If voluntary merchant investment is not forthcoming, efficient 
investment could follow the mandatory route with regulated cost allocation.  An 
important observation is that in these cases cost allocation may by definition not require 
perfection in the estimation of the benefits or the distribution of benefits.  By assumption, 
in this case there is a substantial excess of benefits F+G+H over the cost TC.  
Furthermore, in the absence of contracts, the regulators have the added advantage that the 
private interests of market participants diverge from efficient investment in ways that 
could make cost allocation easier rather than harder. 


Consider the importers.  If there are no contracts, then importers would capture a transfer 
of B in addition to the net aggregate benefit F.  From the point of view of importers, a 
cost allocation for a share of TC that was less than B+F would be privately beneficial.  Of 
course, they would be happy to pay less, but only when the cost allocation exceeded B+F 
would the importers be better off with no expansion.  Similarly, exporters would now see 
D+H as the upper bound on the cost allocation where transmission expansion is better 
than no expansion.  


An implication is that a simple decision rule might be to allocate incremental 
transmission rights to importers, and assign transmission costs to equal to the net benefit 
including these rights.  Assume the incremental transmission rights are assigned to the 
loads.  Let the allocation shares s for the import and export regions follow the distribution 
of the aggregate net benefits: 


, .I E


F G H
s s


F G H F G H



 


   
 


Then the import region cost allocation would be sITC.  The balance of the transmission 
cost would be assigned to exports, or sETC. 


If there are no contracts, then the benefits to the importing region are 
B+F+G>F+G>sITC.  The import region participants would be net winners.  And since 
D+H>H>sETC, the export region participants would be net winners. 


The cost allocation to the participants within regions would be to loads in the importing 
region and generators in the exporting region. Of course, generators in the importing 
region would be incurring a loss of market benefit as a result of the transmission 
investment.  As usual, support of competitive entry implies that transmission investment 
would not protect these competing incumbent generators, nor would it assign any costs to 
these generators in the importing region.  Similarly, the load in the exporting region 
would see a loss of market benefit.  Load in the exporting region would not be protected, 
but also would not be assigned any cost of the transmission expansion. 


Existing holders of transmission rights would see a loss of value to the degree that prices 
fall in the importing region and rise in the exporting region.  Again, support of 
competitive entry would not protect the value of the existing financial transmission 
rights.  The financial transmission rights would remain, and be protected through 
adherence to the simultaneous feasibility test (Hogan 1992), but the value of the existing 
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rights would fall by the amount of the change in the price difference between regions.  
Assignment of the new rights to load in the importing region is a convenient choice, or 
the rights might be auctioned with the revenues used to reduce the amount that must be 
recovered through the transmission rate base. 


This unpacking of the change in benefits and costs within each of the regions reinforces 
the above observation 
about the acceptability of 
workable approximations 
in the transmission cost 
allocation percentages.    
As illustrated in Figure 4, 
increased transmission 
capacity raises prices in the 
export region and reduces 
prices in the import region.  
This change in prices 
produces different 
responses and impacts for 
load and generation.    
Absent perfect matching of 
contracts, the implicit 
aggregation into exports 
and imports conceals 
another form of pecuniary benefit where the private benefits of the beneficiaries would be 
greater than the net societal benefits.  This condition would be helpful in arranging for 
cost allocation. 


For example, Figure 5 expands to illustrate more detail.  The net benefit in H for 
exporters understates the 
potential benefit for 
generators in the export 
region.  In the absence of 
contracts, there would be 
further transfers from load 
to generation within the 
export region, with the net 
benefit to the region 
represented by H.  Without 
contracts, the incremental 
benefits to generators could 
be I+D+H.  The transfers 
from load to generators 
would not add to aggregate 
benefits, but would be seen 
as a private benefit by 
generators.  Symmetrically, 
there is a similar situation 
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for load in the importing region, where the gross benefits for load may be greater than the 
net benefits in F.  These transfers within regions create more room for error in the cost 
allocation without upsetting the conclusion that the aggregate beneficiaries of 
transmission expansion are still net beneficiaries after the allocation of the costs. 


Contracts and Diversity 
Contracts by their nature redistribute costs and benefits.  For example, consider the case 
of a load in the import region that is constant and predictable that matches the fixed 
capacity of a generator.  The load could contract with a generator for a fixed price, 
arrange a financial transmission right, and ensure a fixed cost of delivery.  For this load 
and this generator, transmission expansion does not produce any benefits.  The contract 
may have been a hedge against higher costs, and the load gave up the lower cost 
possibility just as the generation gave up the higher price outcome.  The hedge may have 
been privately beneficial, but the change in costs of transmission expansion would not 
create net benefits for the particular load or the particular generator.  Hence, any 
allocation of transmission expansion costs to this load or generator would exceed their 
net benefits.  Other loads and generators may benefit, but not this particular pairing. 


An advantage of voluntary transmission investment, whether through merchant 
investment or more complicated consortium projects, is implicit treatment of existing 
contracts.  The parties presumably know their respective contract situations.  They will 
voluntarily incur additional costs only if there are net benefits relative to their current 
situation.  Voluntary investment does not free the regulator from applying the golden 
standard of efficient expansion, but it does avoid the complication of mandating a 
particular cost recovery.  The parties can consider their contracts in the negotiation of the 
cost recovery. 


It would be quite another matter to call for a mandatory regulatory cost allocation to 
reflect the impact of private contracts.  The information and enforcement requirements 
would seem overwhelming, and would create perverse incentives to create contracts 
designed to avoid transmission cost allocations, even for beneficiaries.  


Assuming no contracts at all would be a natural extreme case.  In the simplified example 
above, this would imply a wide range for the total benefits and allocation of costs.  For 
example, in Figure 5, for the generators in the exporting region the total benefits would 
be I+D+H, and any cost allocation up to that amount would be better than no expansion.  
The private benefits of the generators are higher than the social benefits of the exporting 
region.  This would complicate the investment decision, and thus requires the application 
of the gold standard for efficiency; but the same fact would simplify cost allocation to the 
beneficiaries because the private benefits are larger than the costs. 


The cost allocation rule above does not fully exploit the no-contracts assumption.  The 
cost allocation rule is conservative in that it allocates only in proportion to incremental 
benefits H, the minimum that could be allocated to the export region and guarantee that 
the aggregate cost allocation rule would always support efficient investment.  This 
conservative position implies that in many cases the private benefits to the generators in 
the exporting region would exceed the cost allocation. 
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The simplified rule treats all loads and generation within the export or import region as 
being otherwise in the same condition.  This is the representative agent perspective 
hidden in the aggregation to a single supply or demand summary for each region.  But not 
all loads in the exporting region will be the same.  There is diversity among participants 
of each type. In general, expansion of generation from the export region will not just be 
proportional for all generators.  In other words, different conditions of individuals will 
result in different shares of H within the region.  Cost allocation by the above rule within 
the region would differentiate between load and generation, but is silent on the allocation 
among individual loads or individual generators.  Although the beneficiary-pays principle 
guides cost allocation across different locations, and between generation and load, the 
simple model provides no further guidance on the allocation among loads at a particular 
location.  In this sense, workable application of the principle could include some 
socialization of the benefits across different parties at the same location.  At least the 
analysis is silent on the allocation of costs among these parties. 


Workable Models 
The simplified model above serves as a metaphor for transmission investment and cost 
allocation.  The analysis provides a number of implications for application of workable 
models of transmission investment and cost allocation. 


Ex Ante Determination 
Transmission investment will last for many years and transmission planning is inherently 
a dynamic problem.  The framework presented is essentially a two stage approach.  In the 
first stage there is a consideration of the existing transmission grid.  The expectations for 
the future with that grid determine the current estimate of aggregate benefits.  This base 
case defines the counterfactual to the construction of the particular transmission 
investment (Gray et al. 2010). 


The analysis hypothecates a particular expansion of the transmission grid and estimates 
the benefits under this alternative case.  The critical information to calculate would be the 
analog to areas F, G, and H.  Given regional prices p and trade quantities q before (0) and 
after (+), treating imports as positive and exports as negative, with locations k, import 
benefits  kb q , and net local investment and operating cost for exports  kc q , we could 


approximate these benefits as: 
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The components of these calculations are byproducts of standard planning models.  
Transmission investment is inherently locational, and the planning models incorporate 
locational differences for generation and load.  The dispatch calculations simulate the 
resulting locational quantity and price outcomes.  The transmission investment decision 
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involves changes in operating costs of existing generation and load at a location, and 
facilitates changes in investment in new generation and load.  These investments and 
changes in operating costs are an essential part of the choices analyzed in a planning 
model.  The estimate of the distribution of benefits follows from these calculations. 


For example, in an importing region, the increased gross benefits between the investment 


case and the counterfactual would be    0
k k k kb q b q  .  The net benefits subtract the 


payments in the same location for the increased imports  0
k k kp q q    valued at the 


locational price.  The net benefit would be the change in “consumer” surplus kF  at the 


import location.   These cost and payment estimates could be estimated directly from the 
planning investment analysis model results or, for small changes a by the linear 


representation in Figure 2, approximated as   0 01


2 k k k kq q p p   .  A symmetric 


description applied to calculating the net increment to “producer” surplus kH  at an 


export location.  As for the value of the increment of transmission capacity in G , the 
expanded volume of transmission is valued at the new prices across locations. 


In general, while it is possible in principle to calculate the change in the aggregate 
congestion rents in G, there still remains the problem of allocating the rents to the 
particular regions.  This is simplified by the existence of incremental financial 
transmission rights which have the same aggregate value.  The idea would be to allocate 
some or all of the incremental transmission rights to the loads, and attribute the 
incremental benefits to the loads.  An analytical similar approach would be to auction the 
incremental transmission rights for G, and subtract this sum from the transmission cost 
TC to be allocated through mandates through the rate base. 


The general case is a network and not a single line.  The comparison with a 
counterfactual is simplified in the going forward perspective before the incremental 
expansion.  In a sufficiently dense network, any attempt to estimate the benefits ex post, 
after a particular transmission expansion has been made, would be confounded by the 
daunting task of separating the network effects and reconstructing a counterfactual that 
identifies and removes all of the collateral investments in generation, load, and other 
transmission. The long history of discussion of transmission rights that led to the reform 
of transmission rights as point-to-point financial rights, rather than describing any 
particular path in the network, revealed that there is in general no known method for ex 
post valuation of transmission based on separate flows on individual facilities (Hogan 
2002).  However, attempts to fashion cost allocation policies often assume the opposite or 
ignore the issue.  When compounded with the regulatory challenges of constantly 
reopening the cost allocation box, explicit or implicit embrace of an ex post 
determination of the distribution of benefits creates such inherent difficulties that it can 
lead quickly to arguments for cost socialization (Baldick et al. 2007, pp. 56-57.).   Since 
cost socialization ignores the distribution of benefits, changes in the distribution of 
benefits do not matter for the socialization approach. 


Importantly, there is nothing in the transmission investment decision or ex ante cost 
allocation rule that depends directly on examination of the power flows across individual 
lines or other transmission facilities.  The estimate and comparison with the 
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counterfactual is made at the first stage.  This ex ante perspective is unavoidable in 
evaluating the investment decision.  Given the complexity of network interactions, where 
the power flows across individual lines do not describe actual use or value in any 
economically meaningful way, the only available methodology based on first principles is 
to allocate costs according to the same estimates of the benefits the future outcomes.  
This is consistent with the perspective for the beneficiary-pays principle as described by 
FERC:  “Those that receive no benefit from transmission facilities, either at present or in 
a likely future scenario, must not be involuntarily allocated the costs of those facilities” 
(FERC 2010b, p. 91).  The cost allocation is made ex ante based on the same analysis that 
is and must be made before the investment goes forward.  The cost allocation does not 
depend on the ex post utilization that actually occurs, which is difficult to even define 
much less measure.   This ex ante perspective is particularly significant in the context 
dealing with uncertainty. 


Uncertainty 
The treatment of uncertainty is especially relevant given the long life of projected 
transmission investments.  The future is uncertain and there will be many anticipated and 
unanticipated changes in conditions.  In the extreme, the uncertainty about the future 
might average out to an ex ante cost allocation that amounts to de facto socialization of 
the costs across all participants.  “For example, a postage stamp cost allocation method 
may be appropriate where all customers within a specified transmission planning region 
are found to benefit from the use or availability of a facility or class or group of facilities 
(e.g., all transmission facilities at 345 kV or higher), especially if the distribution of 
benefits associated with a class or group of facilities is likely to vary considerably over 
the long depreciation life of the facilities amid changing power flows, fuel prices, 
population patterns, and local economic developments” (FERC 2010b, p. 94 emphasis 
added).   


The emphasis here is on the recognition of uncertainty and the ex ante perspective.  The 
implication is that the evaluation of the prospective benefits should include a range of 
possible outcomes for the uncertain variables.  In the extreme, if the uncertainty is such 
that that expected benefits are uniformly distributed, then cost socialization would be 
equivalent in outcome to ex ante allocation to expected beneficiaries.  But absent such 
uniform distribution, the calculation of benefits and cost allocation would be based on the 
expected values of the benefits and beneficiaries.  Dealing with uncertainty is a standard 
part of the analysis of investment decisions.  Treatment of uncertainty is not simple, but it 
is unavoidable.  The investment decision and cost allocation both can utilize the expected 
values of benefits and costs across a range of conditions.  The scenario analysis is an 
approximation, but this is not fatal for either the investment evaluation or the cost 
allocation.  The existence of uncertainty does not imply or require cost socialization. 
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Approximations 
Transmission planning and dispatch models involve a variety of details (Latorre et al. 
2003).  The basic elements 
include evaluation of the 
costs and benefits of 
generation and load, 
subject to a variety of 
network contingency 
constraints, energy balance, 
reserve requirements, and 
operating costs.  There may 
be an explicit consideration 
of outage conditions and 
the associated probabilities, 
as shown in Figure 6.  The 
basic structure in this 
figure abstracts from the 
dynamics with emphasis on the two stages of the evaluation of expected outcomes.  The 
evaluation fixes the transmission scenario and calculates the expected benefits and costs 
for the counterfactual.  The alternative case assumes the envisioned transmission 
investment and estimates the difference in the expected benefits and costs.  This includes 
prospective investment in generation and load facilities, as well as operating costs and 
benefits.  The planning model inherently seeks to represent to an acceptable degree the 
network with locational differences in load and generation.  Locational differences are of 
the essence of transmission planning evaluations which involve changing the movement 
of electric power from here to there.  Implicit in the solution of such as model are the 
prices and quantities at each location that can be used to estimate the change in net 
benefits to compare with the expected cost of the transmission investment.  Such 
planning models are widely used and provide the canonical extension of the metaphor 
above for calculating the distribution of benefits. 


In practice, application of these models has always made the distinction between 
economic investments and reliability investments.  Economic investments would be 
designed to reduce congestion and expand economic performance of the electricity 
sector.  Reliability investments would be designed to ensure that the future grid and the 
expected configuration of load and generation meet certain established reliability 
standards. 


In the new policy established by FERC, there is the added distinction of policy 
investments needed to meet other goals such as environmental constraints that would 
arise under renewable portfolio standards, cap and trade policies or possible carbon taxes 
(FERC 2010a).     


Strictly speaking, the framework in Figure 6 embraces all of these perspectives.  
Importantly, all transmission investments affect economics, reliability and policy.  Hence, 
the challenge is not so much to classify the investments as it is to provide commensurable 
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estimates of the benefits and their distribution for cost allocation.  The combined estimate 
of benefits of each type would apply to allocation of costs. 


In practice, implementation of the different perspectives raises slightly different issues 
and criteria that need to be made consistent with estimation of benefits and costs. 


Economic Expansions 
Economic evaluation of transmission investments follows most closely the framework in 
Figure 6.  There is some art to the construction of scenarios and evaluation of the 
forecast, but the art involves workable attempts to approximate the costs and the benefits.  
Different scenarios capture the major uncertainties included in the expected value 
analysis.  Different outcome measures are aggregated to define the costs and benefits.  
Inherent in this analysis is the difference in outcomes across locations. 


For example, Figure 7 illustrates the process from a Midwest Independent System 
Operator (MISO) planning 
exercise.  There is an 
explicit treatment of 
scenarios and uncertainty.  
For given scenarios, there 
is optimization across the 
grid.  In the MISO 
Regional Generation 
Outlook Study (Midwest 
ISO 2010a), the details 
include specification and 
quantification of the 
relevant costs and benefits.  
The subjective estimates 
include the scenario 
probabilities used to weight 
the benefit outcomes 
calculated with the 
transmission planning model.  The range of costs and benefits considered includes a 
range of components worth reciting in some detail: 


As a key component of transmission value assessment, the following financially 
quantifiable measures have been considered for making comparisons on the 
performance of the three (3) RGOS plans: 


a. Adjusted Production Cost Savings where total annual generation production costs 
include fuel, variable operations and maintenance (O&M) and start up costs, and are 
adjusted with off-system purchases and sales. The off-system purchases and sales 
are quantified using load weighted LMP and gen weighted LMP respectively. 
Adjusted production cost savings can be achieved through reduction of transmission 
congestion costs and more efficient generation resource utilization. 


b. Load Cost Savings where load cost represents the annual load payments, 
measured by projections in hourly load weighted LMP. Load cost savings and 
adjusted production cost savings are essentially two alternative benefit measures to 
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address the single type of economic value and are not additive measures. Load cost 
savings is not used to calculate the total value of the RGOS plans in MTEP10. 


c. Capacity Loss Savings where capacity losses represent the amount of capacity 
required to serve transmission losses during the system peak hour. The intent is to 
capture the value of reducing the amount of capacity reserves that are required to 
maintain system reliability. The avoided capacity investment due to loss reduction is 
quantified using a generic overnight construction cost of $960,000 per MW. 


d. Capacity Savings Due to Planning Reserve Margin Reduction: The intent of this 
measure is to capture the value associated with transmission plans by potentially 
lowering the overall Planning Reserve Margin requirement through congestion relief. 
Recognizing a relatively small reduction in reserve requirement would allow a 
significant amount of benefits to accrue, this measure is under consideration for 
inclusion in future evaluation of transmission plans/portfolios. 


e. Carbon Emission Reduction Cost Savings: To address carbon reduction 
legislation in some future scenarios, a certain cost on carbon is placed combined with 
uneconomic coal retirement deployment to achieve the high level carbon reductions. 
The cost of carbon is modeled in a way to only impact the unit dispatch as a penalty 
and exclude the costs associated with carbon emissions from production costs. The 
benefits of carbon emission reduction are additive to the adjusted production cost 
savings described above. The corresponding carbon cost modeled in each scenario 
is used to quantify the dollar value of carbon emission reductions. 


f. Generation Revenue Due to Wind Curtailment Reduction: With the new 
transmission corridors to access the remote wind resources, the curtailment level of 
wind energy is minimized substantially, particularly for the futures with aggressive 
RPS requirements. The revenue is quantified using annual generation weighted LMP 
for the RGOS footprint as an estimate. The intent of this measure is only to provide a 
standalone value associated with wind curtailment reduction and is not included in 
the overall value calculation, as this value is embedded in adjusted production cost 
savings described above. 


Robustness testing for the three (3) long-term strategies has been focused on 
financially quantifiable measures as a starting point. There are other benefit 
measures including qualitative and risk factors that need to be taken into account to 
provide a more thorough analysis and allow a more complete value to be captured 
through the robust business case development process. Midwest ISO will continue to 
collaborate with stakeholders on further development of value measures as an 
ongoing effort in the next few planning cycles.  (Midwest ISO, 2010b, pp.153-154) 


Importantly, as discussed for the simplified model, the MISO calculations recognize the 
impacts on revenues or payments by load and to generators, but these are “not included in 
the overall value calculation.”  The model calculates the costs and benefits A through H, 
and keeps track of the major transfer payments B and D.  But the transfer payments 
through load savings or generator revenues are not included in the aggregate net benefits 
in F+G+H.    


“Load Cost Savings where load cost represents the annual load payments, 
measured by projections in hourly load weighted LMP: Load cost savings 
and Adjusted Production Cost savings are essentially two alternative 
benefit measures to address a single type of economic value and are not 
additive measures. Load cost savings were not used to calculate the total 
value of the RGOS plans in MTEP10. … Value of transmission plan (per 
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future) = Sum of values of financially quantifiable measures = Adjusted 
Production Cost savings + Capacity loss savings + Carbon emission 
reductions.” (MISO, “2010 Transmission Expansion Plan,” Nov. 30, 2010, 
p. 153-154.) 


Applying the appropriate locational version of the calculations, that must be embedded in 
the model detail, would allow utilization of this framework to handle the estimation of 
the location net benefits that would be used as outlined above to determine the cost 
allocation. 


Inherent in this estimation of the costs and benefits is a tradeoff between transmission 
investment and other 
investment and operating 
costs and benefits.  As 
illustrated in Figure 8, 
taken from the same MISO 
study, relying primarily on 
local generation increases 
total costs.  Investing more 
in transmission to reach 
more distant but cheaper 
new generation lowers total 
costs.  But eventually 
transmission investments 
intended to reach ever more 
distant generation sources 
would not be compensated 
by lower total costs.  The 
optimal balance is a 
combination of 
transmission investment 
with local and regional generation.  This economic tradeoff between transmission and 
location of new generation is inherent in the investment problem has will have important 
implications for both total costs and cost allocation according to the principle of 
beneficiary pays. 


Reliability Expansions 
Traditional reliability planning has not been in the form of a cost benefit analysis.  The 
canonical description of reliability planning postulates a future distribution of load.  The 
probability of deviation from that load is combined with the probability that generation 
will be able to produce adequate power and transmission will be able to deliver the power 
to the given load.  This explicit probability calculation is compared with a reliability 
standard.  Typically the idea is that load would exceed generation no more than one in ten 
years (Wilson 2010).  If the violation is because of a lack of generation capacity across 
the full region, then generation investments would be indicated.  Typically the violation 
of the standard would be location dependent.  If the calculation indicates a violation of 
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the standard for a particular location, then planners would select a cost effective 
transmission investment that would meet the standard (PJM 2010). 


Although not explicitly involving a cost benefit tradeoff, there is an inherent locational 
characteristic in the case of transmission investments.  Violation of the reliability 
standard involves a probability, an amount, and a location where load would have to be 
curtailed in order to prevent a cascading failure.  Absent the transmission expansion, the 
cost of this lost load would be imposed on the load in the constrained region.   A 
reasonable approximation of the net costs and benefits, therefore, would be to calculate 
this expected value of loss of load in each location (PJM 2010, pp. 45-63).  If the 
reliability model is using a zonal approximation for the transfer constrained area, then the 
expected value of lost load would be socialized across all loads in the zone.   


The value of lost load might be very high, but the difference in the expected value of the 
loss of load could be low.  For example, using the parameters from (Wilson 2010), if the 
occurrence is for 5 hours valued at $20,000/MWh with a probability of occurrence one 
day in ten years, then the total expected benefit would be of the order of $10 thousand per 
MW-year for a reliability line that completely eliminated the possibility of involuntary 
curtailment.  This is an upper bound on the implied annual reliability benefit, with the 
expected value being determined by the change in the probability and the expected 
curtailment.  By comparison, for an illustrative example PJM estimates the cost of the 
PATH transmission line at $2.1 billion for overnight construction and providing 4800 
MW of incremental reliability transfer capability (PJM 2011, pp. 129-133).  Even if we 
assume that all the increment translates into a corresponding reduction in expected lost 
load, the reliability benefit would be only a small fraction of the carrying cost of the 
transmission expansion.2  The change in the expected value of lost load, with and without 
the transmission investment, could be added into the benefits from the economic analysis 
of the same investments.  If the reliability standard is justified, then the calculation could 
be considered as just a better approximation of the tails of the distribution of the model 
that would apply in Figure 7. 


If the reliability standard is too restrictive, reliability rules may still require an investment 
that does not meet the gold standard that estimated benefits exceed costs (Wilson 2010).  
The reliability standard may in this case trump the cost-benefit analysis.  This could be 
good policy recognizing the reality of imperfect model calculations and the severe 
consequences of reliability violations.  But the argument to proceed with the reliability 
investment as needed despite the implications of the cost benefit calculations does not 
extend to the cost allocation.  The same distribution of cost allocation to the beneficiaries 
would apply to a portion of the cost, even though aggregate estimate of benefits was less 
than the total investment cost.  The remaining cost could be treated as for the difficult-to-
quantify benefits discussed below. 


                                                 
2  Compare an upper bound of $48 million in annual change in expected loss of load benefits to $315 
million annualized transmission cost at a capital recovery factor of 15%. 
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Policy Expansions 
Identification of transmission lines needed to meet policy objectives seems to set up a 
different category (FERC 2010a).  However, there are simple ways to incorporate many 
different types of policies within the framework of Figure 6. 


Consider the simplest case of a tax on carbon emissions.  The tax would be part of the 
operating cost of generation, with more or less impact depending on the carbon emissions 
of particular generation technologies.  This variable cost would be included in the 
operating cost parameters.  In organized markets with generation offers, the carbon tax 
would be part of the costs internalized in the market offers.  This fits immediately into the 
cost-benefit framework.  There is nothing new required. 


A cap and trade policy would have a similar impact.  The effect of the cap (with its likely 
safety valve prices) could be modeled through a proxy carbon tax, or it could be included 
explicitly through an added constraint in the dispatch model.  The constraint would 
induce a price (the implied carbon tax) and the price would alter the calculation of costs 
and benefits in the planning model.  This calculation would be inherently locational, and 
would fit naturally into the collateral calculation of the net benefits as outline above.  In 
principle, there is nothing new required here. 


A renewable portfolio standard (RPS) would have a similar treatment.  The standard 
could be administered through a creation of renewable energy credits (REC).  The total 
standard would dictate a certain number of required credits.  Different generation 
technologies would produce different volumes of credits.  Again the constraints would 
give rise to an implicit price of the credits that would be incorporated in the calculation of 
expected net benefits.  There is nothing new required, other than to modify the planning 
model to incorporate the RPS policy.  The details would involve treating separately 
different standards in different regions, and modeling the linkage in the application of 
RECs to different standards to avoid double counting.  This would be a modest change in 
the models compared to the complexities of dealing with issues like reliability and 
contingency constraints that have already been addressed. 


Benefits Beyond 
Current planning and production cost models involve inherent approximations that can 
limit or ignore representation of the full benefits of transmission expansion (Gray et al. 
2010).  For example, the usual scenario based methods for evaluating uncertainty ignore 
the option value that arises in the sequential resolution of uncertainty over the dynamic 
future.  This is the option value that comes from being able to change your mind later 
when new information is revealed.  Inevitably, it is and always has been true that part of 
the decision for any investment involves judgment about benefits that are harder to 
quantify.  The only necessary criterion to proceed is a judgment that the expected benefits 
are greater than the costs. 


This difficulty has slightly different implications for evaluating the decision to go 
forward with an investment and for the associated cost allocation.  If the quantifiable 
benefits that fit into the modeling framework are greater than the cost of the investment, 
there would be a relatively easy decision to go forward with the transmission expansion.  
The harder case would be when the reverse holds, and the decision keys on the evaluation 
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of the putative additional benefits.  This would depend in the end on the judgment of 
regulators who would make the policy decision.  Identifying the additional benefits and 
providing an estimate of the aggregate size would be an important topic that may depend 
on the particular details of the investment. 


The implications for cost allocation would be somewhat different.  The existence of 
difficult-to-quantify benefits does not lead inexorably to cost socialization.  The 
quantifiable benefits and there distribution could still be estimated using the existing 
modeling approximations.  If the total quantifiable benefits exceed the transmission 
investment cost, then allocating in proportion to the quantifiable estimates would be 
consistent with efficient investments.  The beneficiaries would be better off with the 
expansion and this allocation than they would be without the expansion.    


In the case that the easily quantifiable benefits are less than the investment cost, but the 
subjective estimate is that the total benefits are greater, the challenge would be to 
estimate the subjective distribution of those subjective benefits.  In the extreme case, the 
regulator could decide that the subjective benefits are evenly distributed.  Whatever the 
subjective estimate, a simple rule would be to allocate the costs equal to and according to 
the quantifiable benefits (F, G, H) and then allocate the residual costs (TC-F-G-H) 
according to the regulators subjective distribution of benefits.  This would preserve as 
much as possible the principle of allocating costs to beneficiaries, and revert to cost 
socialization only when indicated by the distribution of benefits, or when applied as a 
last–not a first–resort.  Only in the limiting case, when all the benefits are subjective and 
evenly distributed would this result in a cost allocation equivalent to full socialization. 


A complementary transmission expansion policy would involve the beneficiaries in the 
decision to make the investment.  With imperfect estimation of the benefits and their 
distribution, it is possible that the regulators are wrong; or at least that the intended 
beneficiaries have a different view about the benefits.  Voluntary investment where the 
participants pay is one attractive solution, but as discussed above it does not exhaust all 
cases of efficient transmission investment.  Mandated investment with payment through 
the rate base provides another solution.  But there is a spectrum in between that provides 
a workable balance of voluntary and mandatory features. 


The case of New York illustrates the idea of allowing the putative beneficiaries some 
room to disagree, but without fully recreating the problems of free-riding that partly 
motivate the need for mandated investment.  Now embodied in the tariff of the New York 
Independent System Operator (NYISO), the idea was succinctly explained in the initial 
proposal: 


“The proposed cost allocation mechanism is based on a ‘beneficiaries pay’ 
approach, consistent with the Commission's longstanding cost causation 
principles. … Beneficiaries will be those entities that economically benefit 
from the project, and the cost allocation among them will be based upon 
their relative economic benefit. … The proposed cost allocation 
mechanism will apply only if a super-majority of a project's beneficiaries 
agree that an economic project should proceed. The super-majority 
required to proceed equals 80 percent of the weighted vote of the 
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beneficiaries associated with the project that are present at the time of the 
vote.”  (New York Independent System Operator 2007, pp. 14-15.)  


The votes are weighted according to the same distribution as the proposed cost allocation.  
Only the beneficiaries can vote.  The assumption is that if more than 20 percent of the 
beneficiaries disagree with the estimate of the benefits, the proposal should not go 
forward.  The details of the implementation might be different from the NYISO case, 
where only loads are presumed to be beneficiaries, and the fraction for super-majority 
approval could be different.  But the idea illustrates a design of a hybrid system that is 
compatible with the larger goals of efficient market design.   


Cost Allocation Reform 
The outline above, using the simplified metaphor of a single transmission line to guide 
application of existing planning models, points in the direction of a workable 
implementation and points away from certain current practices.   


The Southwest Power Pool (SPP) uses a transmission decision making and cost allocation 
methodology that focuses on a portfolio of transmission projects (SPP 2009).  An 
important feature of the SPP approach exploits the vertical integration of the participants 
and their ownership of generation needed to serve the load.  This avoids the distinction 
between the benefits to load and the benefits to generation, as the benefits are merged in 
one organization.  In deciding on expansions and allocating the costs, the SPP balanced 
portfolio model uses the language of cost socialization with system wide postage stamp 
rates and additional locational charges.  However, this is misleading because a key part of 
the analysis and negotiation is to rebalance the mix of local charges and system wide 
charges until the benefits exceed the costs for each participant and the parties agree on 
the expansion portfolio and cost allocation (SPP 2009, p. 23).  In its operation, therefore, 
the SPP model is consistent with the principal that beneficiaries pay and costs are not 
socialized.  The SPP balanced portfolio approach is essentially voluntary and the 
beneficiaries pay.  The model may not translate well to other regions that do not enjoy the 
same degree of vertical integration, but it does conform to support of efficient 
transmission investment. 


The SMARTransmission study provided an extensive analysis of transmission investment 
in the Midwest (Tan, Maghdan, and Gentile 2010).  The summary reports “that the 
differences in the economic performance are small across the various generation futures 
run for the study year 2029” (p. 9).  However, a key assumption was the exogenous 
choice that “incremental wind generation in the study footprint was then allocated among 
the states in proportion to the wind capacity” (p. 13).  The effect of different transmission 
profiles was to change the dispatch but not the location of the investment in wind and 
other generating plants.  This approach is not consistent with the central tradeoff 
illustrated in Figure 8 that balances new generation location and transmission 
construction.  The SMARTransmission approach answers a narrow question, but is not 
consistent with identifying the total net benefits or estimating the distribution of those 
benefits to guide cost allocation. 


The MISO Multi-Value Project (MVP) methodology is another innovation in 
transmission planning and cost allocation.  Like the SPP methodology, the idea is to 
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develop portfolios of projects that might produce a broader array of benefits and 
beneficiaries.  Unlike the SPP balanced portfolio methodology, the MVP does not 
envision voluntary participation or approval by the beneficiaries.  Rather the essence of 
the idea is to identify projects that have economic, reliability and policy implications, and 
whose impacts touch the whole region to at least some degree.  Since all transmission 
investments have economic, reliability and policy impacts, the extension to have some 
impacts across the region eliminates some investments (like direct connection), but it is a 
low threshold.  Once the portfolio passes this threshold, and the mandated investment is 
approved by the regulator, cost allocation reverts to socialization with postage stamp 
rates across the MISO footprint, sharing the total cost 80% with load and 20% with 
generators (Midwest ISO 2010c) (FERC 2010b).  There is no explicit connection to the 
degree of impact or the distribution of benefits.  Adopted before the resolution of the 
issues raised by the beneficiary pays principle, this cost allocation approach is 
inconsistent with the framework described above.   


Treatment of incremental net benefits separate from transfer payments between 
participants is not well embedded in current practice for transmission investment and cost 
allocation.  For example, following direction from FERC, the PJM Regional 
Transmission Organization (RTO) must define transmission investment benefits as a 
weighted mix of net benefits and transfer payments: 


“The Energy Market Benefit component of the Benefit/Cost Ratio is 
expressed as:  Energy Market Benefit = [.70] * [Change in Total Energy 
Production Cost] + [.30] * [Change in Load Energy Payment]. … 
Reliability Pricing Benefit = [.70] * [Change in Total System Capacity 
Cost] + [.30] * Change in Load Capacity Payment].” (PJM, 2010, p. 75) 


In other words, the benefit cost ratio is based only in part on F+G+H in Figure 2, and 
includes the transfer payments B+D that are not an addition to aggregate net benefits.  
This calculation of benefits cannot be consistent with either efficient transmission 
investment or cost allocation according the principle that the beneficiary pays.  It is clear 
from this description that the PJM analysis and models produce the necessary information 
to determine aggregate net benefits and the distribution of benefits.  But application of 
that information will require a reframing of transmission decisions and cost allocation. 


Applications 
A common first question applies to the case of a new generator connecting to the 
transmission grid.  The transmission line linking the generator to the network presents an 
opportunity for evaluating the distribution of benefits.  Application of the analysis 
described above would accept the constraint that the new generator is constructed.  
Hence, the investment cost in the generator would not be part of the analysis.  However, 
the operating cost of the generator would be relevant.  The base case would be no 
connection to the transmission grid, in which case the benefits to the generator would be 
zero.  The alternative case would be connection for total investment cost TC.  With the 
generator connected and the line in place, the planning model would simulate the 
investment and dispatch scenarios with associated prices and quantities.  If prices in the 
rest of the grid were largely unaffected, then the net benefit of the connection would be 
limited to the implied dispatch profits of the new generator.  In this case, application of 
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the beneficiary pays principle would allocate essentially all of the transmission 
investment costs to the new generator.  Only in the case where the new generator’s 
dispatch materially affected prices in the rest of the grid would there be an allocation of 
costs to other beneficiaries. 


In the case that the new generation is a collection of generators, such as wind farms 
across related locations, the benefits for the collection of anticipated benefits would be 
estimated and the costs assigned in proportion to the benefits.  If the expected new 
generators are not known, there may be a chicken-and-egg problem that requires a 
regulatory decision to go forward with some interim financing and partial socialization of 
the new line until the anticipated new investment occurs and costs are assigned to the 
generator beneficiaries.  For example, this is the approach in the California tariff for 
Location Constrained Resource Interconnection Facilities (CAISO 2010, pp. 33-35). 


In the event that the new generation and its transmission may not be constructed, the 
analysis would be similar.  The comparison would be between the base case without the 
construction and the alternative case that considers the investment cost of the generation.  
The expected dispatch benefits for the new generator would be the same.  However, the 
cost of the generation could be subtracted from the new producer surplus, reducing the 
estimate of H.  If the new generator and transmission connection had no material effect 
on market prices, then we would have 0F G   in Figure 2.  If the net benefit of H 
exceeded the transmission cost TC, then the project should go forward and the cost of the 
new transmission should be assigned to the generator. If the benefit in H is less than TC, 
then the generator would presumably choose not to go forward, and this would be the 
efficient expansion decision because the costs exceed the estimate of the social benefits. 


The SPP Balanced Portfolio analysis illustrates the application under a more general case 
of a network with many components and strong network interactions (SPP 2009, p. 23).  
As shown in Table 1 for an example portfolio, the SPP region divides into a number of 


Table 1 


Portfolio Balance With Transfers for Portfolio 3-A at 345 KV Costs 


#  Zone  Benefits  Costs 
Transfer 


 Allocation 
Transfer 


Out 
Transfer 


Net Net Benefit  B/C  
Original 


 B/C  
1  AEPW  $20,880,672  $24,939,597 $14,640,350 -$18,699,275 -$4,058,925 $0  1.00  0.84  
2  EMDE  $5,828,820  $2,923,755 $1,716,339 $0 $1,716,339 $1,188,726  1.26  1.99  
3  GRDA  $1,797,527  $2,170,293 $1,274,032 -$1,646,798 -$372,766 $0  1.00  0.83  
4  KCPL  $8,337,354  $8,571,771 $5,031,907 -$5,266,324 -$234,417 $0  1.00  0.97  
5  MIDW  $1,590,879  $798,241 $468,593 $0 $468,593 $324,045  1.26  1.99  
6  MIPU  $1,598,074  $4,491,010 $2,636,368 -$5,529,303 -$2,892,935 $0  1.00  0.36  
7  MKEC  $5,294,897  $1,243,893 $730,206 $0 $730,206 $3,320,798  2.68  4.26  
8  OKGE  $44,982,968  $15,731,003 $9,234,607 $0 $9,234,607 $20,017,358  1.80  2.86  
9  SPRM  -$29,773  $1,719,556 $1,009,435 -$2,758,764 -$1,749,329 $0  1.00  -0.02  


10  SUNC  $389,069  $1,185,151 $695,722 -$1,491,804 -$796,082 $0  1.00  0.33  
11  SWPS  $43,102,775  $12,809,661 $7,519,685 $0 $7,519,685 $22,773,429  2.12  3.36  
12  WEFA  $11,792,345  $3,508,023 $2,059,323 $0 $2,059,323 $6,224,999  2.12  3.36  
13  WRI  $23,072,688  $12,818,241 $7,524,722 $0 $7,524,722 $2,729,725  1.13  1.80  
14  NPPD  -$608,956  $8,896,109 $5,222,303 -$14,727,368 -$9,505,065 $0  1.00  -0.07  
15  OPPD  -$472,047  $6,896,029 $4,048,192 -$11,416,267 -$7,368,075 $0  1.00  -0.07  
16  LES  -$145,808  $2,130,072 $1,250,421 -$3,526,301 -$2,275,880 $0  1.00  -0.07  


Total   $167,411,485  $110,832,404 $65,062,205 -$65,062,205 $0 $56,579,080  1.51  1.51  


All numbers in the above table represent annualized costs for Portfolio 3-A over a ten-year 
period.  Transfers out of a zone represent the dollars that must be moved from the zonal 
rates to a region-wide rate in order to achieve balance. 
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zones for evaluation of transmission costs and benefits.  The original cost of construction 
of new transmission facilities in the portfolios includes expenditures in zones that may 
not provide adequate benefits in all the zones.  However, the SPP methodology involves 
transfers of costs among the zones in the region until the benefit cost (B/C) ratio is at 
least equal to unity in every zone.  The cost allocation does not follow the location of the 
facilities or tracking of power flows.  The cost allocation does reflect the ex ante estimate 
of benefits.  The result does not go to precise allocation of costs according to the benefits 
to the individual load or generator, but it is far from a default to cost socialization.  The 
SPP methodology is an example of a workable transmission cost allocation approach 
according to the principle of allocating costs commensurate with benefits. 


Conclusion 
A workable system of cost allocation commensurate with benefits for new transmission 
investment is within reach using available analytical tools.  Cost allocation commensurate 
with the distribution of benefits follows directly from the information that must be 
produced as part of the evaluation of the investment.  Transmission is inherently about 
moving electric power between locations, and the analysis of the value of such 
investment requires calculation of locational impacts on generation and load.  A 
consistent parsing of the benefits allows for estimation of cost allocation shares that make 
the beneficiaries better off while respecting the principle that those in regions who do not 
benefit do not pay.   The procedures are not perfect, but they provide a workable 
approximation that makes transmission cost socialization a last, not a first, resort. 
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Toronto Dominion Bank, Transalta, Transcanada, TransÉnergie, Transpower of New Zealand, Tucson 
Electric Power, Westbrook Power, Western Power Trading Forum, Williams Energy Group, and Wisconsin 
Electric Power Company.  Scott Harvey, Ignacio Perez-Arriaga, and Richard Schmalensee provided helpful 
comments. The views presented here are not necessarily attributable to any of those mentioned, and any 
remaining errors are solely the responsibility of the author. (Related papers can be found on the web at 
www.whogan.com ). 
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Gopstein, Avi (S4)


From: Kiczek,Edward F. [KICZEKEF@airproducts.com]
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 7:40 PM
To: Gopstein, Avi (S4)
Subject: Hydrogen Infrastructure Latest Advancements
Attachments: Air Products Written Comments to 2011 2012 AB118 Investment Plan.pdf


Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged


Categories: QTR Transparency


Avi, 
You may recall we met in DC when the McKinsey team from Germany came to discuss the EU study 
on hydrogen infrastructure. At that time I mention a significant advance in infrastructure 
that would be announced soon. 
Attached is our testimony to the California Energy Commission on deploying that technology. 
We were awarded the project to build 9 stations in southern California with the backing of 
vehicle deployment by 5 auto companies.  The first station broke ground last week. These 
stations will cost less than $1MM each, be placed next to existing gasoline pumps and 
delivered hydrogen at a taxed cost equivalent to gasoline. We believe we have taken the 
infrastructure issue off the table. 
 <<Air Products Written Comments to 2011 2012 AB118 Investment Plan.pdf>> If you would like 
to discuss further please feel free to contact me. I plan on being at the quadrennial session 
in Knoxville, if you are attending.  
 
Air Products 
____________________________________  
Edward F. Kiczek   Hydrogen Energy Systems 
Global Business    Air Products and Chemicals Inc. 
Director       7201 Hamilton Blvd 
      Allentown, PA 18195 
Tel: 610‐481‐4705 
Fax: 610‐706‐8821 
www.airproducts.com Email: kiczekef@apci.com  
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Docket 10-ALT-1 
 
Air Products is pleased to submit written comments to the 07 March 2011 Advisory Committee Meeting. 
 
Significant technology breakthroughs have advanced the infrastructure deployment forward to make the 
dispensing of hydrogen cost competitive to existing transportation fuels.  Earlier programs sponsored 
by federal, state and local agencies have provided hydrogen infrastructure developers with the 
opportunity to gain valuable experience regarding the supply chain associated with the production, 
distribution, and dispensing of hydrogen for the developing fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) market.  
California has been a key location for this activity, as many auto manufacturers have chosen the state 
as the site for their U.S. alternative vehicle research/development/demonstration facilities.  The auto 
manufacturers have indicated plans to deploy thousands of FCEVs in 2015, and tens of thousands 
more through 2017.  In addition, system capacity of hydrogen production exists which would serve the 
fueling needs of over 100,000 vehicles in CA.  Given California’s efforts to improve local and regional 
air quality (by reducing emissions of criteria pollutants) and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the 
transportation sector (for example, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard), fuel cell vehicles provide an 
important pathway to achieve these objectives.  Although activities in Europe are focusing on 
development and deployment of hydrogen infrastructure, the infrastructure requirements to serve the 
marketplace for refueling and the transportation needs of consumers in California (and the U.S.) will 
likely need a different approach and result in a different solution. 
 
Since 1995, Air Products has been a key supplier of hydrogen and fueling technology infrastructure to 
over 130 fueling station projects for light duty vehicles, material handling applications, mass transit and 
for other markets in 19 countries.  The current fueling rate for a variety of vehicles and stationary 
systems is in excess of 325,000 events per year.  Based upon this experience, Air Products has 
developed advanced fueling station technology for light duty vehicles that meets the following 
objectives: 
 


 Utilize improved delivery technologies to reduce the cost of transporting low-priced hydrogen from 
central facilities with high product availability. 


 Develop station concepts that are simple, modular, expandable to full-sized station capacities, and 
reduce capital costs at the point of use. 


 Reduced overall site maintenance costs. 


 Minimize station footprint to use existing retail gasoline forecourt locations, which significantly 
lowers the initial cost of infrastructure.  


 Utilize renewable resources most efficiently to meet the requirements of CA SB 1505. 


 Meet U.S. Department of Energy commercial price targets that are competitive with gasoline today, 
as well as for hydrogen applications in other emerging fuel cell markets with smaller station capacity 
than other station configurations. 


 More closely match the projected rollout of fuel cell vehicles to serve the market as it grows, as 
opposed to the installation of large stations that will be underutilized for longer periods of time 
(which would further suppress a business case for hydrogen fueling). 


 Provide a model for national fueling infrastructure, which piggybacks on existing production 
capabilities.  And would provide for energy independence as hydrogen can be produced from 
domestic sources. 


 
For a delivered hydrogen product and fueling of FCEVs, the current supply chain (shown in Figure 1) 
includes the steps of (1) production/purification, (2) preparation for transport, (3) distribution, (4) site 
storage, (5) preparation for fueling, and (6) dispensing.   
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Figure 1 – Current Supply Chain for Delivered Hydrogen to Refueling Stations 


 
As a more detailed depiction of steps 4 through 6 in Figure 1, Figure 2 below shows a conventional 
fueling station for light-duty vehicles requiring hydrogen at 35 MPa (H35) and 70 MPa (H70).  
Compression is required for delivery of hydrogen at either pressure (whether from a single compressor 
or two separate machines as illustrated here), which means station availability is strongly impacted by 
downtime associated with onsite processing.  These types of stations cost between $2 million (for 
stations integrated with an existing application) and $5 million (for a Greenfield hydrogen fueling 
station).  Onsite generation of hydrogen at the point of use would also add to station costs when 
compared with delivered product. 
 
Data from hydrogen refueling station operating history worldwide shows that the most downtime and 
maintenance at fueling stations is attributed to onsite processing systems and specifically those 
including compressors.  Unlike gasoline stations where low pressure fuel pumps are a low-cost and 
highly reliable means of providing fuel, addition of redundant systems would only increase capital costs 
and station footprints from today’s levels.  Station throughput is set by processing capacity, so 
expansion would require additional compressors, for example, at the fueling station.  In order to 
improve viability of hydrogen refueling stations, this bottleneck can be overcome with a fueling station 
that is simpler and more robust. 


 


 
Figure 2 – Conventional Light-Duty Hydrogen Station (delivered product) 


 
The new station concept being deployed by Air Products will merge the several steps from Figure 1 into 
a single operation with a unique cost effective offering by operating from a central production location.  
Figure 3 depicts the simplification of the supply chain for the proposed station concept.  Instead of each 
station having its own processing system onsite and (in the case of liquid hydrogen) site storage, a 
single system can be located at a distribution hub.  Therefore, the equipment at the hub, which would 
include all processing equipment, can be sized for larger throughput and utilized for a greater 
percentage of the time, and its capital cost and product output can be allocated to a number of sites 
instead of dedicated to a particular station, each of which results in significantly lower cost to each 
fueling outlet.  
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Figure 3 – Proposed Low-Cost Supply Chain for Delivered Hydrogen to Refueling Stations 


(Patents/Patents Pending) 
 
A key to the enabling technology for this step-change in delivery/station design is the use of proprietary 
high-pressure gaseous delivery trailers.  Air Products has worked under an exclusive contractual 
funding arrangement with Structural Composites, Inc. (SCI) (Pomona, CA) in the development and 
testing of composite vessels that achieve higher operating pressures at a significantly lower weight than 
steel tubes.  Three delivery trailers using this vessel technology have already been deployed for use in 
the marketplace with patents and pending patents filed related to this technology area.  
As shown in Figure 4, utilizing this trailer in a light-duty fueling station eliminates the need for onsite 
processing systems for H35 fueling, providing a significantly higher reliability for fuel supply than 
hydrogen fueling systems deployed to date.  The H70 equipment can be bolted on as needed for the 
particular application.  This innovative fueling station configuration can cost around $1 million as 
opposed to the $2 million or more for conventional hydrogen refueling stations, requires 30 to 50% less 
area than stations using liquid hydrogen as feedstock, and significantly reduces the setback distances 
from property lines compared to most existing stations. 


 


 
Figure 4 – Proposed H35/H70 Light-Duty Hydrogen Station (delivered product) 


 
Capacity at the station is determined by a combination of station footprint (which might limit the size of 
the trailer) and number of deliveries per unit time.  As volumes build at the station, an additional 
dispenser and associated equipment can be added by a station owner based on the economics of 
added vehicle traffic (both for fuel and other products/services) through the station.  The high-pressure 
gaseous delivery trailers can be filled either from a central production plant or from a mobile two-phase 
liquid hydrogen trailer that can supply compressed gas (currently six of these systems are deployed 
worldwide) in the same fashion that gasoline is delivered today.  Duplicating the gasoline model of 
deliver, store and dispense is the most reliable and lowest cost pathway for hydrogen as it takes 
advantage of existing station forecourt and existing hydrogen production capability.  This model 
provides the least capital risk to “seed” an early market.  Other models which employ larger stations 
may provide better capital utilization in a fully developed market but at multiples of capital investment to 
“seed” the market and are beholden to orders of magnitude higher hydrogen demand to reach 
breakeven. 
 
Under the funding support provided by the Energy Commission during the 2010 solicitation for 
hydrogen fueling infrastructure (PON-09-608), Air Products will be deploying eight stations (six new 
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retail locations/two retrofit stations) which will result in hydrogen pricing for early market users of fuel 
cell vehicles at less than $10 per kilogram based on anticipated demand. 
    
Our analysis indicates that these types of stations can become self-sufficient financially at throughputs 
as low as 200 kilograms per day.  The consumer price decreases as station capacities increase up to 
400 kg/day.  Further cost reductions are possible with continued technology advancements in storage, 
compression and distributed production, and also with expected market economies of scale.  There are 
significant opportunities to lower the dispensed fueling costs for hydrogen because hydrogen as a 
transportation fuel is less mature than traditional petroleum based fuels.   A price today with proper 
demand loading would be approximately $7.00/kg.  A cost breakdown based on the latest technology is 
provided in Figure 5. 


 


Figure 5 – Cost Breakdown for Light-Duty Hydrogen Station (delivered product) 
 
Air Products believes the $40 million funding level in the first CEC Investment Plan released in April 
2009 would be sufficient capital to provide for a self-sustaining infrastructure for these small station 
configurations in southern California.  A total of $13.3 million has already been targeted for southern 
California, and an additional $10.2 million has been allocated for 2011.  If another allocation of $16.5 
million were made over the next two years, it would allow for 20 more fueling stations using Air 
Products’ latest technology to be installed.  We believe at that point with the developing hydrogen 
fueling station infrastructure in southern California that private investment would consider taking a more 
active investment role.  Air Products would be willing to work with the Commission and the key 
stakeholders on an optimum hydrogen infrastructure rollout strategy using an analysis tool such as the 
STREET software being developed at UC Irvine to assist with station site selection.  Air Products 
believes with continued and targeted funding through the AB118 program that hydrogen fueling can be 
made readily available at the lowest possible cost to stakeholders, can confirm the value proposition for 
fuel cell vehicles to meet customer requirements for transportation, and provide a domestically 
available fuel that can move the transportation sector toward significant reductions in greenhouse gas 
emissions. 
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Gopstein, Avi (S4)


From: Miner, Laurel (S4)
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 6:07 PM
To: Gopstein, Avi (S4)
Subject: FW: QTR inputs
Attachments: GHGs & Oil use for AFVs-final.pdf; Maximum GHG & Oil Reductions.pdf; Key points from 


McKinsy EU report on electric vehicles.pdf


Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged


 
 


From: Cleancaroptions Mail [mailto:ecocargreen@verizon.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 8:44 PM 
To: Miner, Laurel (S4) 
Subject: QTR inputs 
 
Dear Laurel, 
  
Thanks for your help coordinating the Capstone workshop today. 
As promised, attached are three items: our summary “key  points from...”of the McKinsey & Company report 
on alternative vehicles in the EU, and here is the link to the full report. 
  
Also, I am attaching the results of the recent research that I mentioned; the full information and derivation of 
the data is presented in the document “GHGs & Oil use for AFVs‐final”, and a short one‐page summary of 
these data entitled “Maximum GHG & Oil Reductions.”  (I just noticed that the full 6‐page report is listed at 
only 71.1 K, while the one‐page summary is shown as 135 KB...strange! 
  
Bottom line results: if all US LDVs were replaced by BEVs and PHEVs, then, according to the Argonne National 
Lab GREET model, GHGs would be reduced by only 28%, and oil would be reduced by only 67%.  These same 
two reduction numbers if all cars were replace with fuel cell electric vehicles powered by hydrogen made from 
natural gas would be 50% GHG reductions and nearly 100% oil consumption reduction. 
  
I would appreciate it if you could insert this information into the QTR process. 
  
Also, I live in Alexandria, so I would be pleased to visit DOE and make a presentation on these and related 
data. 
  
Thanks again, 
Sandy Thomas 
  
  
  
C.E. (Sandy) Thomas, Ph.D. 
Clean Energy Consultant (former legislative assistant to Senator Tom Harkin and former President of H2Gen 
Innovations, Inc.) 
Mobile: 703‐507‐8149 
thomas@cleancaroptions.com 







GHGs & Gasoline consumption for alternative vehicles 


1. Introduction 


The main purpose of this report is to a) determine how many US vehicles could be comfortably 


and affordably powered by batteries and b) how much these BEVs and also plug-in hybrid 


electric vehicles (PHEVs)could reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and oil consumption.  


We have calculated the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and oil consumption for  battery 


electric vehicles (BEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and fuel cell electric vehicles 


(FCEVs) in the US, using the using the DOE’s Argonne National Laboratory GREET 1.8_d_0 model 


that calculates the well-to-wheels total GHGs and oil use for alternative vehicles 


 


2. Conclusions 


On the basis of detailed computer simulations, we conclude that: 


a. Battery EVs (BEVs) could at most replace less than 40% of all US light duty vehicles
1
 (LDVs), 


and these small vehicles account for less than 28% of all US vehicle miles traveled (VMTs), 


and they produce less than 26% of all LDV GHGs
2
.  If we include the GHGs generated at the 


average US power plant to recharge the BEV batteries, then the net GHG reductions from 


converting all US small cars
3
 and 50% of all US midsize sedans and wagons to BEVs would cut 


GHGs less than 10%, and they would reduce oil consumption by less than 26%. 


b. PHEVs could in theory replace all larger vehicles.  But even with BEVs replacing all small 


LDVs and PHEVs replacing all other LDVs, GHGs would only be reduced by less than 28%, still 


far below the goal of cutting GHGs by 80% below 1990 levels, and oil consumption would be 


reduced by less than 67%.  By contrast, hydrogen-powered fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) 


would immediately cut GHGs by 50% and oil consumption by nearly 100% assuming that all 


hydrogen is made from natural gas.  In the long-term FCEVs could also achieve the desired 


80% reduction in GHGs once hydrogen was made from biomass, and other renewable 


sources, including particularly the anaerobic digester gas from waste water treatment 


plants. 


3. Detailed Results 


The reductions in GHGs from the light duty vehicle fleet are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 for hydrogen-


powered FCEVs, BEVs, PHEV, and a combination of BEVs for all small vehicles and PHEVs for all large 


vehicles.  Data are shown for years 2015, 2020 and 2035.  The grid emission data for 2015 and 2020 are 


from the GREET model.  The electrical grid generation data for 2035 are taken from the Energy 


Information Administration’s Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) for 2011.  The grid mixture is not expected to 


change significantly over the next 24 years as shown in Table 2.  Figure 1 shows that FCEVs using 


hydrogen made exclusively from natural gas will cut GHGs by more than 50%, while BEVs and PHEVs 


                                                             
1
 Other vehicles are either too heavy or travel too far to be affordably powered by batteries alone. 


2
 For a derivation of these numbers which are based on 30 years of LDV sales in the US, see the report 


“Distribution of US Car Fleet by Car Class,” available at: 


http://www.cleancaroptions.com/Distribution_of_US_Car_Fleet_by_Car_Class.pdf  
3
 By small cars we include all 2-seaters, all minicompacts, subcompact and compact cars, all small pickup trucks, all 


small vans, and all small SUVs. 







would cut GHGs by at most 28% due to the preponderance of coal-based electricity, which the AEO 


predicts will still be at 46.1% of all electrical energy generated in 2035, down only marginally from the 


2010 coal fraction of 46.6% . 


Table 1. Summary of maximum GHG and oil reductions possible for BEVs and PHEVs replacing all light duty vehicles 


 


Similarly, FCEVs will cut petroleum consumption much more than BEVs and PHEVs as shown in Figure 2 


and Table 1.  FCEVs will cut petroleum use by nearly 100%, while the combination of PHEVs and BEVs 


would at best cut oil consumption by 67%, since PHEVs still use some gasoline, and the GREET model 


even attributes significant petroleum consumption to BEVs, since petroleum is required to mine, clean 


and transport coal, and petroleum is also used in natural gas recovery and processing.  So the two main 


fuels to generate electricity in the US, coal and natural gas, both consume petroleum in the process of 


producing electricity to charge the vehicle batteries.  Therefore even if BEVs replace all small vehicles 


and 50% of all midsize sedans and midsize wagons, petroleum use in the LDV sector would only be 


reduced by 25%, due primarily to the fact that most larger cars would still be consuming gasoline or 


diesel fuel
4
. 


The raw data from the GREET model are shown in Tables 3 (GHGs) and 4 (Petroleum use). These are the 


values per vehicle, and do not reflect the number of vehicles that could be displaced by each type of 


vehicle. 


 


                                                             
4
 But BEVs themselves also require petroleum to process and deliver fuel to the electrical generation plant, as 


shown in the detailed data of Table 4.  In fact, each BEV on the road consumes four times the petroleum of each 


FCEV according to the GREET model as shown in Table 4. 


ICV GHG  
Reductions*


BEV 
GHGs


PHEV 
GHGs


Net GHGs
Net % 
GHG 


Reduction


ICV Oil  
Reductions**


BEV Oil 
use


PHEV Oil 
use


Net Oil 
use


Net % Oil 
Reduction


BEV-Only
2015 (292,565)     198,332  (94,232)     -8.2% (26.6)           0.47       (26.1)      -25.1%
2020 (292,565)     185,715  (106,850)   -9.3% (26.6)           0.46       (26.1)      -25.1%
2035 (292,565)     179,387  (113,177)   -9.9% (26.6)           0.45       (26.1)      -25.1%


BEV +PHEV -         
2015 (1,146,473)  198,332  672,296    (275,844)   -24.1% (104.2)         0.47       36          (67.4)      -64.7%
2020 (1,146,473)  185,715  654,417    (306,341)   -26.7% (104.2)         0.46       34          (69.7)      -66.9%
2035 (1,146,473)  179,387  644,438    (322,647)   -28.1% (104.2)         0.45       34          (69.7)      -66.9%


PHEV-only
2015 (1,146,473)  902,637    (243,835)   -21.3% (104.2)         49          (55.5)      -53.2%
2020 (1,146,473)  878,632    (267,841)   -23.4% (104.2)         46          (58.5)      -56.1%
2035 (1,146,473)  865,234    (281,238)   -24.5% (104.2)         46          (58.5)      -56.1%


  * GHGs are in metric tonnes of CO2-eq. per year Car  GHG and cr iteria pollut ants (Rev B) .XLS; WS 'Best  Fuels'  H 153  7/ 5 / 2011


  ** Oil use is in units of million gallons of gasoline per year  







:  


Figure 1. Estimated reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by US alternative vehicles in three time periods 


 


Table 2. Average US electrical grid mix from the AEO-2011 projections
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0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0%


FCEV


BEV-only


PHEV-only


BEV + PHEV


2015


2020


2035


% Reduction in GHGs


2010 2020 2035
Petroleum 1.0% 1.0% 0.9%
Natural Gas 23.3% 20.0% 22.1%
Coal 46.6% 45.5% 46.1%
Nuclear 21.4% 21.9% 19.1%
Renewables & other 11.0% 12.1% 11.8%


Car  GHG and crit er ia pollutants.XLS; WS 'Best  Fuels' D 114  7/1 / 2011







 


Figure 2. Estimated % reduction in petroleum consumption per US vehicle 


 


Table 3. GHGs per vehicle estimated by the GREET model for the time periods shown. 


 


ICV = internal combustion engine vehicle; E-85 = mixture of 85% ethanol in gasoline; HEV = hybrid electric vehicle; NG = natural gas; BEV = 


battery electric vehicle; FCEV = fuel cell electric vehicle; PHEV = plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (with 40 miles all electric range); RFG = 


reformulated gasoline; SI = spark ignition; CIDI = compression ignition, direct injection (diesel) engine; FTD =Fischer-Tropsch Diesel; DME = 


dimethyl ether; BD 20 = 20% biodiesel mixture. 
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PHEV-only


BEV + PHEV


2015


2020


2035


% Reduction in Petroleum consumption


Fuel feedstocks: NG Biomass
Electrical grid: AEO2011 all nuclear


Summary of GHGs over time US Grid
Vehicle 2010 2013 2015 2018 2020 2035 2050+


Gasoline ICV (CG&RFG) 473 457 447 421 405 405 405
E-85 ICV 442 427 418 395 380 380 380
Gasoline HEV (CG&RFG) 339 327 320 301 290 290 290
NGV 404 370 350 329 316 316 316
NG HEV 274 264 258 242 233 233 233
E-85 HEV 317 306 300 283 273 273 273
BEV 337 316 303 274 257 248 3
FCEV 240 226 218 200 189 189 2
NG PHEV 381 342 314 292 278 274 141
FC PHEV 563 379 296 271 257 252 3
CG & RFG PHEV 473 409 352 326 310 305 173


Grid-connected SI PHEV-40 E-85 103 141 197 187 180 176 43
Grid-connected CIDI PHEV-40 FTD 532 442 369 339 322 317 15
Grid-connected CIDI PHEV-40 DME 482 409 351 324 307 303 4
Grid-Connected CIDI PHEV: BD20 416 363 325 302 288 283 149
  (all PHEVs have 40 miles AER) Car GHG and cr i t er ia pol lutant s.XLS; WS 'Best  Fuels' I 54  7/ 5 / 2011


grams/mile of CO2-eq.
US average electrical grid


NG for H2, FTD & DME; corn for EtOH







Table 4. Petroleum consumption estimated by GREET for time periods shown Fuel feedstocks:


 


 


 


For the future GHGs and oil use can be reduced further by replacing electrical generation with zero-


carbon sources such as renewables or nuclear power, and by replacing fossil fuels with biofuels for other 


vehicles.  Several possibilities are summarized in Table 5 for future GHG and oil reductions.  The best 


options (lowest GHGs or petroleum use) are highlighted for each fuel. I have added one option for 


hydrogen generation that is not currently in the GREET model: utilizing the anaerobic digester gas from 


waste water treatment plants, such as the molten carbonate fuel cell system installed at the Orange 


County Sanitation District in Fountain Valley California.  This option should have negative net GHGs, 


since the stationary fuel cell displaces grid electricity for the treatment plant, and its waste heat 


displaces the use of natural gas to heat the digester vessel, eliminating two sources of GHGs from the 


existing WWTP operation.  This option can produce totally green, renewable hydrogen at very low cost, 


since the electricity and natural gas fuel savings pay for the stationary fuel cell system in a few years.  


This is not some future option, but has been implemented in California, supplying renewable hydrogen 


to FCEVs near a major interchange in Fountain Valley. 


As shown in Table 5, the FCEV option with woody biomass gasification produces the lowest GHG source 


at only 2 grams of CO2-eq. per mile.  The next best option is dimethyl ether (DME) in a diesel 


enginePHEV-40 at 4 grams/mile. 


 


Fuel feedstocks: NG Biomass
Electrical grid: AEO2011 all nuclear


Summary of GHGs over time US Grid
Vehicle 2010 2013 2015 2018 2020 2035 2050+


Gasoline ICV (CG&RFG) 5,212 5,002 4,870 4,542 4,343 4,343 4,343
E-85 ICV 4,993 4,809 4,693 4,414 4,246 4,246 4,246
Gasoline HEV (CG&RFG) 3,723 3,573 3,478 3,245 3,102 3,102 3,102
NGV 30 28 26 25 24 24 24
NG HEV 21 20 19 18 18 18 18
E-85 HEV 3,566 3,435 3,352 3,153 3,033 3,033 3,033
BEV 93 89 86 79 74 73 4
FCEV 23 22 21 20 18 18 73
NG PHEV 29 39 55 52 51 50 13
FC PHEV 54 47 56 53 51 50 49
CG & RFG PHEV 5,212 3,815 2,278 2,043 1,905 1,905 1,868


Grid-connected SI PHEV-40 E-85 1,648 1,258 797 714 675 674 637
Grid-connected CIDI PHEV-40 FTD 64 64 69 65 63 62 100
Grid-connected CIDI PHEV-40 DME 85 78 78 73 70 69 100
Grid-Connected CIDI PHEV: BD20 4,405 3,180 1,874 1,687 1,578 1,577 1,540


btu/mile


NG for H2, FTD & DME; corn for EtOH
US average electrical grid







Table 5. Estimated future per vehicle GHGs and oil use with zero-carbon (Nuclear) grid and biofuels or biomass feedstocks


 


GHGs Oil
grams/mile btu/mile


Vehicle Fuel
SI PHEV-40 gasoline 173 1868


Corn 148 629
Farmed Trees 43 654
Herb. Biomass 60 636
Forest residue 70 678
Corn stover 43 637
NG 182 25
Landfill Gas 7 14
Farmed Trees 15 100
Herb. Biomass 36 95
Forest residue 20 178
Corn stover 18 101
NG 168 32
Landfill Gas 8 22
Farmed Trees 4 100
Herb. Biomass 24 96
Forest residue 9 171
Corn stover 7 101
NG 189 18
Landfill Gas 2 73
100% woody trees* 2 73
50/50 woody/H.bio* 12 71
PV 29 8
WWTP ADG (negative?) 0?


  *H2 from biomass with electricity cogeneration Car GHG and cri t eria pollutant s.XLS; WS 'Best  Fuels' D 30  7/5 / 2011


  WWTP ADG = waste water treatment plant anaerobic digester gas


E-85 SI PHEV-40


FTD CIDI PHEV-40


DME CIDI PHEV-40


G. H2 FCEV







Bob Rose states that the McKinsey and Company report “confirms the value of fuel cell EVs in our 


national energy portfolio”, and lists these key points from that report 


� FCEVs are the best EV option for longer trips and medium size and larger cars, where they are 


cost-competitive with internal combustion engines.   


� FCEVs have inherent advantages, including better performance and range.  FCEV refuelling time 


is measured in minutes compared to hours for battery EVs.  


� Refuelling infrastructure is affordable and in line with other EV options. (“A dedicated hydrogen 


infrastructure is therefore justified and doable.”) 


� Long lead times make it “a matter of urgency” that governments adopt programs to support 


vehicle sales and infrastructure in the early years. 


� While the analysis focuses on Europe, the technology and cost assessment is applicable 


worldwide –and the policy conclusions are relevant to the United States 


o the U.S. has an even greater percentage of medium and heavy duty vehicles and we 


drive our cars longer distances 


Here are some more details to backup several of Bob’s key points: 


 


1. FCEVs are ready for commercial scale-up; here’s how McKinsey and Company 


put it: “Given satisfactory testing in a customer environment - with more than 


500 cars [FCEVs] covering over 15 million kilometres and 90,000 refuellings - the 


focus has now shifted from demonstration to planning commercial deployment 


so that FCEVs, like all technologies, may benefit from mass production and the 


economies of scale.” 


2. FCEVs are the best option for longer trips where they are competitive with 


ICEVs. Figure 1 (next page) compares the McKinsey estimated total cost of 


ownership (TCO) for various vehicles in 2030 and 2050.  By 2030, they estimate 


that the TCO for FCEVs will be less than the TCO for BEVs and PHEVs, although 


still slightly higher than the TCOs for gasoline or diesel ICVs.  By 2050, however, 


(red bars) they are projecting FCEVs to have the lowest TCO, even lower than 


gasoline and diesel  ICVs.  By 2030 they project that a FCEV will cost €32,700 for 


a large J-segment vehicle, while a large BEV would cost €37,300 and a large 


PHEV would cost €34,700.  For smaller A/B segment cars, the BEV and PHEV 


would cost less and  have slightly lower TCOs.  However, they point out that the 


medium C/D/E-segments & larger J/M-segment cars that travel more than 


average distances each year account for 50% of all cars in the EU and these 


medium/large vehicles generate 75% of vehicle CO2 emissions. 







 
Figure 1. Estimated TCO for large (J-segment) vehicles in 2030 and 2050 


3. FCEVs have inherent advantages in terms of range and fueling time. As the 


McKinsey report puts it: 


“Owing to limits in battery capacity and driving range1 (currently 100-200 km for 


a medium-sized car2) and a current recharging time of several hours, BEVs are 


ideally suited to smaller cars and shorter trips, i.e. urban driving (including new 


transportation models such as car sharing). With a driving range and 


performance comparable to ICEs, FCEVs are the lowest carbon solution 


for medium/larger cars and longer trips.”  And: 


 ” For example, an average, medium-sized BEV with maximum battery loading 


e.g. 30 kWh, around 220 kg in 2020) will not be able to drive far beyond 150 km 


at 120 km/hour, if real driving conditions are assumed (taking expected 


improvements until 2020 into account).  Charging times are longer, even at 


maximum proven battery technology potential: 6-8 hours using normal charging 


equipment. Using more sophisticated and expensive technologies 


can reduce charging time. Fast charging may become widespread, but the 


impact on battery performance degradation over time and power grid stability 


is unclear. Moreover, it takes 15-30 minutes to (partially) recharge the battery. 


Battery swapping reduces refueling time; it is expected to be feasible if used 


once every two months or less and battery standards are adopted by a majority 


of car manufacturers. FCEVs have a driving performance and range comparable 


to ICEs: an average driving range of 500-600 km, similar acceleration and a 


refueling time of less than 5 minutes, similar to ICE fuelling which is a proven 


business model. The driving range and performance of PHEVs is similar to ICEs 


when in ICE drive.” 


                                                             
1
 The range chosen in the study for BEVs and PHEVs reflects the car manufacturers’ current view on 


the best compromise between range, cost, and load bearing capacity for the vehicle 
2
 For C/D segment cars this will increase to 150-250 km in the medium term. With a smaller battery capacity than 


BEVs, PHEVs have an electric driving range of 40-60 km. Combined with the additional blending of biofuels, they 


could show emission reductions for longer trips. 







See Annex, Exhibit 56, page 61, for a graphical analysis of the impact of cruising 


speed on range. 


 


4. Refueling infrastructure is affordable and in line with other EV options. 


For example, they estimate that hydrogen infrastructure will cost between 


€1,000 and €2,000/FCEV, while the costs for electrical charging infrastructure 


will cost between €1,500 and €2,500 /BEV.  In addition, they estimate that the 


total cumulative cost for a hydrogen infrastructure for the entire EU will be €100 


billion over 40 years, while the cost of an EU electrical charging infrastructure 


will cost over €500 billion over 40 years (excluding the likely added costs of 


expanding the electrical distribution system to meet growing demand for BEV 


and PHEV charging.) [Our own detailed computer simulations for the US showed 


similar infrastructure costs: we estimated a total hydrogen infrastructure cost 


over 50 years of $80.9 billion ($29.3 billion government subsidies and $51.6 


billion of direct industry investments.) and $276 billion to install electrical 


charging outlets ($41 billion of government support and $234 billion of industry 


investments in charging infrastructure.)  Thus we estimated that the BEV and 


PHEV charging infrastructure would cost 3.4 times more than a hydrogen 


infrastructure, while McKinsey estimated that the electrical charging 


infrastructure would cost 5 times more; both of these estimates exclude the 


cost of upgrading the electrical transmission system to handle increased power 


transfer, particularly during the daytime battery charging which most analysts 


say would be necessary to attract BEV and PHEV purchasers.) 


Note: McKinsey report estimates that the oil & gas, telecommunications, and 


road infrastructure industries each spend €50 billion to €60 billion per year, or a 


total of €150 billion to €180 billion per year, so the estimated tab of €100 billion 


over 40 years for building an EU-wide hydrogen infrastructure is reasonable. 


[note: we estimate that the oil & gas industry has spent more than $100 billion 


per year over the last three years in the US just to maintain the existing gasoline 


and diesel fuel infrastructure in the US.] 


 


5. Authenticity 


McKinsey and Company report was based on proprietary data from the auto 


companies: “This study represents the most accurate to date3, as conclusions 


are based not on informed speculation, but on confidential, granular and 


proprietary data, provided by key industry players. This has allowed a true 


comparison of the power-trains, with all underlying assumptions clearly 


stated 


 


The full Mckinsey report can be downloaded from: 


http://www.europeanclimate.org/documents/Power_trains_for_Europe.pdf  


 


 


                                                             
3
 Other studies taken into consideration include “Hydrogen Highway”: www.hydrogenhighway.com; 


Roads2HyCom project www.roads2hy.com; “On the road in 2035”, published 2008; “The Hydrogen 


Economy”, published 2009; “Hydrogen Production Roadmap: Technology Pathways to the Future”, 


published 2010 
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Maximum Greenhouse Gas and Oil use Reductions 


Recent analysis of the US vehicle fleet revealed that even if all US small cars, vans, pickup trucks and 


SUVs and 50% of all midsize sedans and midsize wagons were replaced by BEVs, and all other US 


vehicles were replaced with PHEVs with 40 


miles all-electric range such as the Chevy 


Volt, then the GHGs and Oil use could only be 


reduced by at most 28% and 67% 


respectively, while hydrogen-powered 


FCEVs
1
 could reduce these two factors by 


50% and nearly 100%, as shown in Figures 1 


& 2.   


These results will be valid until at least 2035 


according to the EIA projections for grid 


electricity, after which time both hydrogen 


and electricity may be generated from 


renewable sources, with subsequently larger 


decreases in GHGs and oil use. 


Therefore limiting alternative vehicle 


choices to only BEVs and PHEVs as 


proposed by Secretary Chu and the Obama 


administration will severely limit our 


nation’s ability to substantially cut GHGs or 


oil consumption until mid-century or later. 


The ill-advised decision by the 


administration to terminate the DOE’s 


hydrogen and FCEV program is dangerous 


and very short-sighted and dangerous, 


robbing future generations their best tool 


for fighting our addiction to oil and climate 


change gases. 


 


 


 


 


                                                             
1
 Assuming that all hydrogen is made from natural gas. 


Figure 1. Maximum reductions in greenhouse gases (GHGs) possible 


with 100% replacement of all US vehicles with the alternative 


vehicles shown on the graph 


Figure 2.Maximum reductions in oil consumption possible with 


100% replacement of all US vehicles with the alternative vehicles 


shown on this graph 
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Gopstein, Avi (S4)


From: Hopkins, Asa (S4)
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 10:04 AM
To: Gopstein, Avi (S4)
Subject: FW: Update: DOE Quadrennial Technology Review (DOE-QTR) Building and Industrial 


Efficiency Workshop May 17th, Pittsburg, PA
Attachments: NSF CMMI Workshop Report v_4.0.pdf; Complete_book_NSF_CMMI_Workshop.pdf


 
 


From: Alleyne, Andrew G [mailto:alleyne@illinois.edu]  
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 8:19 AM 
To: Steven E. Koonin, Under Secretary for Science; Hopkins, Asa (S4); Chambers, Megan (S4); Lin, Cynthia (S4); 
Alexander, Kathleen (S4) 
Cc: Koonin, Steven 
Subject: RE: Update: DOE Quadrennial Technology Review (DOE-QTR) Building and Industrial Efficiency Workshop May 
17th, Pittsburg, PA 
 
Dear Steve, Kathleen, Asa, Megan and Cynthia 
 
Many thanks for the invite to participate in the QTR workshop last week.  I enjoyed it and learned some new things. 
 
As I’d mentioned to some of the participants, we held an NSF‐sponsored workshop last year on a similar theme focusing 
on the Buildings aspect of it. In particular, we examined the modeling/dynamics/controls aspects since this was the 
community that was holding the workshop. 
 
To fill you in on what we came up with, I am attaching a copy of the final report as well as the presentation book from 
the workshop.  Feel free to use the information in here as you come up with your own QTR.  I’d be happy to provide 
more detail on what the participants came up with if you feel that is needed for anything.  Note: the final report was 
written before the Building Hub was announced so it’s possible that with the Building Hub the called for “co‐laboratory” 
aspect has already been created within the past year. 
 
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance. 
 
Best, 
Andrew 
 
Andrew Alleyne 
Ralph & Catherine Fisher Professor of Engr. 
Associate Dean for Research                                    Assistant: Lori Melchi 
College of Engr. University of Illinois                     Office of Associate Dean for Research 
MC‐244                                                                             310 Engineering Hall, MC‐266 
1206 West Green Street                                            1308 West Green Street 
Urbana, IL 61801                                                           Urbana, IL 61801 
217‐244‐6448 (phone)                                                Phone: 217‐244‐6449 
217‐244‐6534 (fax)                                                       Fax:    217‐333‐7852 
alleyne@illinois.edu (e‐mail)                                  e‐mail: lmelchi@illinois.edu 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Motivation and Purpose 
Buildings have a huge environmental and societal impact that is growing with increasing 
worldwide urbanization.  To address this economically and environmentally important area the 
National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsored a Workshop on Building Systems at the 
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign on 24-25 May 2010. The purpose of this workshop was 
(1) to assist NSF with identifying priority areas for potential funding for improved energy 
efficiency of buildings and for the comfort, safety, and productivity of their occupants, and (2) to 
raise awareness in the controls community of the research issues in this area. The participants 
were from industry, government, and academia.  


Fundamental Issues 
The workshop participants discussed the broad areas of (i) modeling, (ii) sensing and estimation, 
(iii) communication, and (iv) controls/optimization to determine the fundamental issues in these 
areas they relate to building controls. Key issues identified from each area were: 
 


Modeling issues:  (a) Existing analytical models do not adequately predict the real behavior 
across the relevant range of dynamics; (b) current numerical software is difficult for users to 
use; and (c) models created from integrating models of components, either analytical or 
numerical, are not easily simplified for control algorithm development, decision making, etc. 
Estimation/Diagnostics issues: (a) Estimation and diagnostics are essential to retrofit of 
existing buildings; (b) sensor networks in large buildings are extremely complex from which 
it is easy to get data, but hard to obtain useful knowledge for diagnostics/estimation; (c) 
systems and sensors change over time; (d) robustness to humans in the loop is essential. 
Communication issues: (a) Building network configuration and maintenance is a labor 
intensive endeavor;  (b)design, specification and deployment of sensor networks are ad hoc, 
typically optimistic in cost and performance, and with no ability to reliably evaluate cost-
performance trade-off in the early stage of the design; (c) understanding of human-machine 
interfaces to ensure persistent energy efficient building system operation is lacking; (d) 
integration and interoperability of building information sources (e.g. sensors, building usage 
schedule, weather data, power distribution, power generation and delivery, security, etc.) is 
insufficient; and (e) powering distributed sensors and communication networks may be 
challenging from an energy viewpoint. 
Controls and Optimization issues:  Control technologies and optimization strategies are 
needed (a) for building retrofit; (b) for minimizing the number of required sensors and for 
robustness to sensor location/variability/faults; (c) for rapid technology deployment/adoption; 
and (d) for integration of buildings with the electricity grid.  Additionally, (e) systems must 
account for human factors and psychology in their operation. 


The body of this report discusses each of these issues in these areas greater detail. 


Crosscutting Themes 
In addition to fundamental areas, the participants sought to identify crosscutting themes within 
the technical sub areas. Several such themes emerged from the workshop. Foremost was the 
importance of prioritizing issues related to retrofitting existing commercial, industrial, and 
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residential buildings, since the vast majority of buildings that will be in existence in 2030 are 
already 10 years old. Other recurring themes were (1) the importance and dearth of suitable 
modeling frameworks and tools, (2) the importance of accounting for psychology, human factors 
and human-machine interaction, (3) complexity and emergent behavior of building systems, and 
(4) the need for adaptation and learning to account for changing use and aging on time scales 
ranging from less than a day to several decades. 


Recommendations 
Given the societal impact and relevance of the various building systems in use today, as well as 
the fundamental intellectual challenges discussed and uncovered in this workshop, we strongly 
recommend that the National Science Foundation, in close collaboration with other agencies 
such as DoE and possibly NIST, take a leadership role in advancing the science of building 
systems within the context of critical translational research.  Currently, the large scale systems 
science tools needed to address the building systems space, incorporating the building systems 
constraints (i.e. uncertainty, changing behavior, humans-in-the-loop, faults present, etc.), are not 
readily available in any of the technical areas discussed in the workshop.  We advocate a core 
research program in building systems science with a funding model that supports the entire cycle 
of research and education. 
 
Specifically, given the scope of the problem, we advocate a program similar in scope and 
structure to the George E. Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation 
(www.nees.org).  This would be a “collaboratory” distributed across the United States that would 
examine different aspects of the building systems science base but coordinate in a streamlined 
fashion. 
 
Note: subsequent to the workshop, the DoE ERIC hub on buildings was awarded to a 
Pennsylvania consortium. The workshop sentiment is still for NSF to advocate and enable a 
broad national engagement on this topic.  It will take many different perspectives to make 
progress. 
 


2. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
 
Currently, buildings account for a 
large fraction of global energy usage. 
In the U.S. alone buildings consume 
39% of total energy usage, including 
71% of electricity and 54% of 
natural gas [1]. This is illustrated in 
Figure 1.  Moreover, it is estimated 
that buildings contribute to 40 % of 
the worldwide greenhouse gas 
emissions [2].  For buildings, the 
energy consumption of 41 quads is 
on par with all transportation systems 
and the carbon footprint is actually 


Fig 1. U.S. Energy consumption by sector 
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higher.  Part of this environmental impact is due to the building design and part is due to the 
building operations over its lifecycle.  As the world population becomes more and more 
urbanized, the environmental pressures will increase. Therefore, there is a large energy cost and 
a large environmental cost to be paid and this cost will rapidly increase with the current pace of 
global urbanization.  Demand for building space will not decrease.  Therefore, if nothing is done 
to increase the overall system efficiency, there will be a true economic and environmental threat 
appearing in the not too distant future. This building energy crisis has received remarkably little 
attention from the research community compared to the focus on new sources of energy or 
energy conservation within the transportation sector. 
 


In a certain sense, modern 
commercial buildings can be 
thought of as extremely complex 
heterogeneous networks of dynamic 
systems.  This is depicted 
schematically in Figure 2. In 
addition, these systems must 
interact with human users and be 
subjected to regulatory constraints.  
There are a multitude of available 
technologies that can be used to 
improve the performance of these 
systems including active facades, 


ventilation, chilled beams, window treatment, solid state lighting, and HVAC/R controls.  The 
state of the art research in the general field of buildings and building technologies has allowed 
large improvements in the individual components.  However, due to the fragmentation of the 
design and build approach to these systems, the interplay among the subsystems is often 
neglected.  Moreover, the interaction of these subsystems with the building occupants is not well 
understood and challenging to predict. As an example of the interplay, there is interplay among 
all of the various heating and cooling energy exchange systems within the building including the 
HVAC components, air zones, and building structure.  Additionally, lighting systems can be 
designed to take advantage of natural light but must compensate with internal solar load as a 
potential system disturbance on the HVAC.  Lighting systems, which are the second largest draw 
of power in buildings, are also networked in the sense that adjacent lighting systems affect the 
number of lumens present 
in an enclosed space. All 
of these subsystems 
operate on one or more 
networks of information 
flow throughout the 
physical building.  In 
addition, these networks 
can communicate with the 
outside world in terms of 
weather forecasting or 
energy price forecasting. 
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Fig. 2. Building schematic as a complex system 
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Buildings are clearly high impact examples of complex “systems of systems” that will benefit 
from examining the physical aspects of building systems (e.g. lighting, power systems, heat 
transfer, fluid mechanics) in addition to the communication network and decision systems 
activity.  One example of the interplay which illustrates the inefficiencies present in the system is 
the simultaneous overlapping usage of both heating and cooling within a building HVAC system.  
Figure 3 shows an unnamed U.S. university campus which simultaneously implements both 
heating and cooling systems throughout the year.  Clearly we collectively can do better than the 
current practice. 
 
2.1 NSF CMMI Workshop 
 
Given the scope of the technological problem and the societal impact of the application area, it 
was deemed valuable to convene a focused group of scientists and engineers to study the issue 
from a broad array of perspectives.  A workshop was proposed, supported by NSF, and held at 
the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign campus on May 24-25 2010.  The workshop had 
over 3 dozen participants from industry, academia and government who participated in a series 
of presentations and detailed discussions.  The primary goals for the workshop were twofold.  
First, we wished to raise awareness within the academic controls community as to the rich 
intellectual merit of the research needs present within the context of building systems.  The 
controls community is one which has much to offer this societal problem but there is a lack of 
understanding of how it could engage.  By bringing researchers from a wide variety of 
backgrounds, including over half from outside the general buildings arena, we targeted the 
dissemination of information regarding opportunities.  The second goal was to identify key 
challenges and barriers as well as propose potential solution paths that could be taken by our 
research community; possibly in collaboration with other communities.  These research 
challenges and opportunities were identified by over 6 hours of interactive discussions sessions 
following 5 hours of presentations. 
 
2.2 Workshop Agenda 
 
The workshop began with 8 presentations from a combination of industry, academia and 
government. 
 


• Colin McCormick (Dept of Energy): “Building Systems: Measurement, Simulation and 
Control” 


• Michael Wetter (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory): “Building Modeling and 
Simulation to Support Controls Design and Operation” 


• John Beane (Honeywell Research): “Energy Related Building Systems Research” 
• Prashant Mehta (UIUC): “Estimation and Control Problems in Buildings” 
• Steven Bushby (NIST): “Building Automation Control Networks” 
• Jim Braun (Purdue): “Embedded Intelligence to Enable Intelligent Building Systems” 
• Luke Leung (Skidmore Owings & Merrill): “Burj Dubai Natural Environment and 


Building Control” 
• Amit Chakraborty (Siemens Research Center): “Optimization for Building Systems Asset 


Allocation” 
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The goal of the presentations was to give a broad overview of the state-of-the-art from the 
perspective of multiple user communities.  They posed problems and challenges that have not yet 
been met by the research community due to gaps in the systems and control knowledge base 
within the buildings science community.  These presentations generated interest among the 
participants and fed directly into the working group discussions. 
 
2.3 Working Groups 
 
There were 2 separate working group sessions, one in the afternoon of the 1st day and one the 
morning of the 2nd day.  The participants attended 2 separate sessions so as to get a mix of 
opinions and input on multiple topics.  The working groups were aligned along the topics 
outlined earlier. 
 


a) Modeling and Simulation  
b) Estimation and Diagnostics 
c) Communication  
d) Optimization and Control 


 
The working groups were asked to: 


• Assess the state of the art 
• Identify key barriers or challenges that could be opportunities for the controls community 
• Outline potential research projects that could address these barriers 


 
The working groups each had leaders and scribes to capture the input of the participants.  The 
second morning, a specific integration session was held to combine and synthesize the input 
from co-leaders on each session.  These were then put into presentation form and presented to 
the entire workshop community over a working lunch.  This outbrief activity gave the 
opportunity for all participants to have additional input.  Subsequently, the workshop advisory 
committee retreated to begin assembling the workshop report. 
 
The rest of this report gives a summary of the workshop outcomes including descriptions of the 
discussions that took place within the four main thematic areas.  Additionally, summaries of 
recommendations are also present along with conclusions suggesting next steps. 
 
 
 
3. CROSS CUTTING THEMES 
 
There were several themes that cut across all of the technical discussions throughout the 
workshop.  In this section, we give an overview of these and illustrate how they are relevant to 
several different technical areas.   
 
A primary message emerging from this workshop was the relative impact that could be had by 
developing translational research approaches to systems science specifically for buildings.  In 
particular, the turnover of building stock is relatively slow with the vast majority of current 
buildings still likely to be in use in 2030 and beyond.  The biggest impact that the systems and 
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controls community could have would therefore be in the retrofit space given this slow turnover. 
Existing buildings would be reconfigured with new information gathering systems (sensors), new 
communication capabilities, and new mechanical systems that could actuate the energy flow 
within the building space.  From a systems science point of view, the retrofit problem is more 
challenging than the new construction problem since there is often incomplete information about 
the current nature of the physical plant and it is challenging to reconfigure the plant to achieve 
better dynamic performance.  Solving this retrofit problem will translate to solutions readily 
available for new building design and construction. 
 
Another theme that emerged throughout the workshop was the lack of appropriate models for 
estimation, diagnostics, decision and control.  The simulation tools available today are not well 
suited for dynamic prediction because they were never designed for the purpose.  The models 
that drive these simulation tools can also be more complex than necessary for the purpose of 
control.  Moreover, these tools are ill suited for formally handling complex heterogeneous 
physical system representations that span multiple time scales. The appropriate simulation tools 
and model structures would enable estimation and diagnostic algorithms because they would 
give a model structure that could be used to determine what is nominal behavior and then 
deviations from this.  The right modeling structure would then facilitate robust scalable decision-
making architectures.  The desired modeling structure includes the ability to capture the 
interaction of the building inhabitants with the envisioned cyber-physical surroundings which 
leads to the third cross-cutting theme. 
 
While many of the participants entered the workshop focusing on the physical aspects of the 
building systems problem, a presentation early on by J. Beane from Honeywell brought home the 
point that the interactions with the inhabitants is critical and often overlooked.  During the 
workshop the comparison was made with another complex dynamic system: a large jetliner.  The 
jetliner has a ground-based maintenance crew that is dedicated to maintaining it in perfect 
working order prior to usage.  The jetliner’s behavior is ensured to be the same as the previous 
usage and common to all jetliners of the same class and make. Additionally, there is a highly 
trained flight crew that is responsible for operating the machine.  The passenger inhabitants of 
the jetliner are able to make small changes to their individual environments but nothing major.  
This is completely different from a building as a large complex system. There is no trained crew 
to maintain the pristine operating condition. The inhabitants have a major say in the operation of 
the building even going as far as reconfiguring the layout of walls, windows and doors. 
Additionally, the inhabitants can provide disturbances that are large enough to affect the overall 
energy performance of the system.  Anecdotes were shared about sensors being intentionally 
deactivated by building inhabitants or building management systems suspended ‘temporarily’ but 
never turned back to normal operation.  The ability to understand the interactions of the complex 
collective of humans with the complex cyber-physical system and then utilize this knowledge to 
control the building system emerged as a key scientific challenge. 
 
A fourth theme that emerged was the complexity of building systems, particularly for 
commercial buildings that occupy our increasingly urbanized cities.  L. Leung of Skidmore 
Owings & Merrill gave two separate examples of very large scale building systems project in the 
Middle East and Far East.  These were extreme cases but all the workshop participants agreed 
that any research performed or solutions proposed should be scalable such that it can be applied 
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to a small building system or large building system.  Even residential systems should be 
considered in a scalable framework since it is envisioned that Smart Grid capabilities may turn 
neighborhoods into mini-grids or cooling/heating districts that need to coordinate amongst 
themselves.  J. Stoustrup from Aalborg University illustrated examples of where that is already 
being done in Denmark but currently in a decentralized individual setting. 
 
The fifth theme that cut across technical areas was the notion that, unlike the jetliner example, 
buildings will be operated in conditions that are not what they were designed or commissioned 
for.  Therefore, any building systems activity will have to operate in the face of failures to parts 
of the system.  In other words fault tolerance is mandatory. Any approach to addressing the 
complex building system problem must be robust to failures either by physical design, e.g. 
chiller redundancy, or by operating mode, e.g. distributed control.  It may also be possible to 
identify faults and adapt the behavior of the system to accommodate this.  Both the 
learning/adaptation and the robustness are part of the same need for consideration of operating 
under failed conditions for part of the system. 
 
 
 
4. TECHNICAL THEMES 
 
During the breakout sessions, each of the technical themes were discussed within the following 
context 


a) Description of the research area 
b) Technical research challenges 
c) Recommendations for advancing the field 


In the following report on the areas, this format will be followed.  It was challenging to distill all 
the ideas that emerged but the breakout leaders and scribes were able to consolidate the input 
from over 3 dozen people into clear concise bulleted lists.  However, the reader should note that 
the results presented in the next four sections are not given in a prioritized order.  All challenges 
that remained in the report were deemed worthy and all recommendations were worth 
considering. 
 
 
 


4A. MODELING AND SIMULATION 
 
Description of the area 
 
The energy systems in modern buildings, especially HVAC systems are modeled and simulated 
with significant details in large-scale, special-purpose software packages such as Energy+ and 
DOE-2 & Trnsys.  These tools were mainly designed to evaluate energy consumption and 
thermal/lightning performance.  The solutions were obtained iteratively through multiple nested 
solvers which result in numerical errors and discontinuities.  Moreover, these tools were 
developed starting in the 1970’s for steady state system balance analysis; for example, the 
Fortran tool Trynsys became available in 1975.  It is only more recently when there has been an 
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attempt to bridge these legacy tools with dynamics systems for decision making. Within the 
current toolset there are inadequate notions of continuous-time and hybrid control systems 
interacting with the building system.  Due to these limitations, existing building energy models 
are not ready to be integrated with control functions to simulate the overall performance and 
energy consumption of the entire closed-loop system.  This gap impedes the development of 
building control functions and the analysis of energy reduction potentials of retrofitting existing 
buildings.  Moreover, the current toolsets are not well suited to representing complex systems in 
a manner that easily allows for the understanding of the underlying dynamical phenomena 
 
Research Challenges 
 


• Currently, there is a lack of ability in efficient handling of multi-domain and multiple-
time-scale phenomena– including electrical, mechanical, thermal, optical, chemical, 
and controls for cyber-physical integration. 


• There is inadequate high-quality data available for model development, especially for 
larger buildings. 


• Current models do not fully capture all relevant factors such as environmental inputs 
(disturbances) and the effects of the occupants, including thermal/lightning preference 
and usage pattern, and their ingress/egress on energy needs and losses. 


• The technology path for model validation, model reduction, automated model 
creation, uncertainty characterization, and integration in design iteration/optimization 
and control systems is not yet clearly defined.  The path needs to be defined jointly by 
the building modeling community and the control community. 


• Comprehensive models that can be used to demonstrate benefits such as net zero 
energy building, energy saving for retrofits and smart grids do not yet exist. 


• Plug-and-play model modules need to be developed to enable cross-disciplinary 
collaborations and innovations.  However, such modules may pose challenges and 
require breakthrough in numerical and software techniques. 


• Renewable power sources and plug-in vehicles are being integrated with buildings to 
form microgrids.  This developing trend has not been incorporated in current-
generation building models. 


Recommendations 
 


• NSF should consider supporting or facilitating programs to collect quality data 
helpful for building energy model development.  This could mean the establishment 
of a national user facility such as the NEES model for distributed data gathering for 
building system simulation under widely varying geographic conditions. 


• NSF could work with other government agencies and industrial partners to collect 
usage data through large scale household monitoring. 


• NSF and DOE (Office of Science) should promote the development of current-
generation, control-oriented modeling and simulation tool for building systems.  This 
would be a departure from the 1970’s vintage Fortran-based tools that are currently 
state of the art.  This includes modeling tools for complex dynamic systems with 
multiple time scales and large scale human interaction. 
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• There seems to be significant analogy between building energy systems and other 
energy systems, such as hybrid vehicles.   Knowledge and lessons-learned in those 
areas can be leveraged through the support of NSF.   


• NSF should support research on the microgrid concepts, to clearly understand the 
impacts and potentials of integrating building energy systems with renewable energy 
sources and plug-in hybrids.  


 
 


4B. ESTIMATION/DIAGNOSTICS 
 


Description of the research area 
 
For future buildings, and recent construction, building information management (BIM) tools give 
access to a lot of information which could be relevant to several types of building models that 
would be constructed using current state of the art tools (Trynsys, Energy+, etc.).  While it was 
acknowledged in the Modeling working group that these tools are currently lacking, there is at 
least some current capability.  The key challenge to rapid deployment and impact for automation 
and control for building systems is the fact that the vast majority of buildings in existence today 
do not have BIM databases.  In fact, many buildings do not have any electronic records of their 
composition or layout.  Since buildings have a useful life of decades, it is likely that the lack of 
capability for forward modeling will remain for the foreseeable future.  Therefore, for systems 
science tools to be of use to buildings, it is critical to be able to examine measurement data from 
sensor systems and use that to infer the building behavior.  This is the estimation problem and it 
is essential to the retrofit problem which is the highest payoff sector in the building systems 
space. 
 
The dual to the estimation problem is the diagnostics problem whereby sensor information is 
used to determine faulty system components and take necessary action. 
 
Technical Challenges 
 
The estimation of building behavior is similar in some respects to the estimation problem for 
other engineered systems; however, there are some key differences that were identified as major 
challenges. 


 
• Complexity:  There are large numbers of sensors and points of data collection 


available within buildings.  Apart from the practical issues associated with gathering 
(sensing) and transmitting (communicating) the data, there are analytical issues 
associated with dealing in large scale information management in real time.  The 
ability to manage this information in an efficient and scalable fashion is critical.  This 
becomes even more critical with the retrofit problem whereby the optimal location of 
the sensors within a network is part of the overall challenge.  The solution paths of 
centralized or distributed estimation/diagnostics are both available but one is scalable 
and recyclable whilst the other is not. 
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• Robustness:  Building systems are uncertain environments that are dynamically 
changing due to external conditions.  Moreover, the actual underlying dynamical 
structure will change over time as building mechanical systems get ‘out of tune’ or 
sensors drift/degrade/fail.  In a dramatic case, the building system itself is physically 
reconfigured through additions or remodeling.  Anecdotes abounded from 
practitioners regarding space reorganization such as a dividing wall being unwittingly 
inserted between a sensor and the air handling unit supplying cooling.  It is 
imperative that any estimation/diagnostic approach be either robust against system 
changes or, preferably, learn the system changes (i.e. parameters/structure) while it is 
simultaneously determining the system states. 


• Human-in-the-loop: The ability to estimate the physical structure and its behavior for 
these large complex heterogeneous systems is a challenge as previously mentioned.  
Performing this identification when a population of individuals is occupying the 
building is an additional challenge.  The key challenge is whether humans-in-the-
cyberphysical-loop are to be seen as disturbances or as sensing elements in their own 
right.  This challenge maps back to previously mentioned challenges regarding 
appropriate models and dynamic constructs that can be used to capture the behavior 
in a form enabling estimation/diagnostics. 


 
Recommendations: 


 
• Develop scalable robust tools for estimation of large scale complex uncertain systems.  


These tools could be model-based with a hierarchical structure to handle complexity 
or they could be unstructured using a purely data-driven machine learning paradigm.  
Additionally, the tradeoffs between centralized and distributed/local estimation must 
be created for these systems.  In particular, they must be robust to the stochastic and 
unpredictable nature of wide range of human interaction. 


• NSF should work with other agencies or organizations to establish testbeds for 
estimation on these large scale systems. One promising avenue is the large box store 
community.  They have very well defined and well known system parameters.  They 
are well instrumented.  They have redundant geographic coverage allowing for 
averaging and comparison of results among different units. 


• NSF should develop human-in-the-cyberphysical-loop multi-disciplinary programs 
that focus on understanding human-machine interface (HMI) from a much broader 
perspective than current IT related computer activities.  In particular, we seek to 
understand how significant populations (100’s to 1000’s) interact with a dynamic 
built environment.  The first stage would be to identify scalable dynamic modeling 
paradigms and develop appropriate tools that could be used to support many of the 
other technical topics considered in this workshop. 


 
 
 
4C. COMMUNICATION 


 
Description of Area: 
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Communication infrastructure is an essential and integral part of the building information and 
control system.  It supports the intra-building information exchange between human 
users/operators and automation systems (e.g., sensor data for operators to make 
decisions/monitor, operator command), between sensors (as part of the sensor network), and 
between sensor and actuators as part of the closed loop control system.  It may also involve 
extra-building communication with utility company and market (pricing information) and 
renewable sources (generation capacity).  There is an emerging building network standard, 
BACnet, but it is not interoperable with other building information sources and is challenging to 
configure.  Communication infrastructure remains challenging to retrofit to existing buildings.   
 
Research Challenges:  


• Building network configuration and maintenance is a labor intensive endeavor.  There 
is a lack of plug-and-play capability such as 802.11x. 


• Design, specification and deployment of sensor networks for building control and 
diagnostic applications are ad hoc, typically optimistic in cost and performance and 
with no ability to reliably evaluate cost-performance trade-off in the early stage of the 
design. 


• There is a lack of understanding of effective human-machine interfaces that ensure 
persistent energy efficient building system operation. 


• There is a lack of integration and interoperability with building information sources: 
sensor measurements (thermal, lighting, occupancy, surveillance), building usage 
schedule, weather data, power distribution, power generation and delivery, security, 
etc. 


• Communication network and sensors use energy too.  This lead to research issues on 
energy harvesting, sensor scheduling, query-based sensing.  Some of these issues 
could involve collaboration with the sensor network community, especially field 
sensing. 


Recommendations:  
• Develop Tools for automating the configuration, customization, and deployment of 


building networks. Key issues to address include: protocol design, reduce field 
engineering/expert touch, preserve modularity (plug-and-play capability)  to enable 
scalability and extensibility. 


• Tools for synthesis and configuration of building sensor networks. Key issues to 
address include: Wired/wireless sensor network design tailored to specific 
applications (i.e. control design, diagnostics algorithm) with cost-performance trade-
offs. Uncertainties in the built environment should be factored in explicitly. What 
kind of information/data needs to be collected (how many sensors, what type and 
where?) to get a robust estimate of the “state of the building” (relevant to a specific 
application – control, diagnostics)?  This is a cross-cutting issue with estimation-
diagnostics-control groups, since this involves synthesis of application/information 
layer as well as implementation/network layer. 


•  Human-machine interface design. The key issue is how best to communicate 
information to the user for more “educated decision-making,” e.g., what is the best 
means to be make occupants/operators aware of energy usage so that solutions 
implemented are not over-ridden or ignored?  This is inherently a human factor and 
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psychology issue, as well as relevance to sociology, since comfort has cultural/socio-
economic underpinning. Therefore, collaboration with the HMI community is 
essential. 


 
 
 


4D. CONTROL AND OPTIMIZATION OF 
BUILDING SYSTEMS 


 
Description of the area: 
 
The control and optimization of efficient building energy consumption is a multi-domain 
challenge.  Buildings are complex systems that vary dramatically in age, size, and materials.  In 
addition to these generalizations, each building has a one-of-a-kind character to its energy 
utilization while responding to climates in its own unique way.  The lack of equipment 
standardization and the legacy of existing energy utilization subsystems add an uncertainty 
dimension to this engineering challenge.  Consider, for example, the HVAC systems in buildings.  
These systems can be centralized, decentralized or a hybrid combination of both owing to partial 
upgrades within a building.  In new building projects, there exists a potential for employing a 
systems engineering approach that can effectively leverage highly advanced control analysis and 
design tools to robustly improve energy efficiency.  However, for the retrofit of existing 
buildings the avenues of improvements in energy efficiency are much more limited.  Common 
among all of these challenges of building systems is the significant energy improvement while 
realizing both comfort and safety.  
 
Research challenges: 
 
The fundamental issues associated with the control and optimization of building energy usage 
include 
 


1. human factors and psychology, 
2. scalable robust control and optimization technologies, 
3. minimal sensor sets insensitive to location and faults while exploiting new opportunities 


in virtual sensing, and  
4. integration with the electricity grid. 


 
Each of these are explored in more depth in the following: 


• Human Factors and Psychology: Many building energy utilization control systems are 
not operating optimally owing to human-in-the-loop interactions.  There is a 
fundamental disconnect between the user desire and the reference signals available to 
achieve those desired outcomes.  For example, if a building occupant is too hot; their 
response is to lower the temperature. However if the interface (thermostat) is less 
quantitative and more qualitative, such as “I am too hot”, a combination of blower 
speed and A/C compressor operation could be simultaneously specified such that the 
overall energy consumption is minimized subject to the cooling request.  Moreover, a 
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user education interface should be realized which links their desired energy 
consumption commands to overall energy usage.  Presenting users with an innovative 
interface will enable both human-machine integration and user education.   


• Scalable Robust Control and Optimization Technologies: A general control and 
optimization approach to building energy utilization requires fundamental 
advancements in scalable multivariable adaptive control technologies.  Such solutions 
create the enabling technologies for both new and retrofit building solutions.  Owing 
to the large dimensionality of the control and optimization problem, advancements in 
self-configuring and self-calibration control systems are paramount.  Based on the 
building floor plan, the sub-system may be ordered to produce a block diagonal 
interconnection.  This latter feature allows for a hierarchical control structure where 
local control loops guarantee robust operation and a supervisory control system 
provides optimally based coordination of the subsystems. 


 
Beyond the controller design and optimization methods is the hardware realization 
ranging from sensor technology, to energy transformation subsystems to the 
sensor/controller communications.  Collectively, a systems level fresh-eyes-
perspective of all the issues associated with the optimization and control of building 
energy utilization provides unique opportunities for fundamental discoveries in 
knowledge.  The key areas of research identified during this workshop addressing 
optimized energy consumption in buildings include the following:   


 
a) Closed loop behavior of large-scale networks. The communication 


technology of today has lead to significant research and advancements in 
wireless (and wireline) sensor networks. Building systems is the natural 
application for this technology. However, it is anticipated that significant 
challenges will emerge concerning the design closed loop systems based on 
large-scale wireless/wireline networks.  


b) Building controls co-design. A fundamental challenge to control of building 
systems is that the control system is usually not taken into consideration when 
the building is designed. For example, actuators and sensors should be chosen 
to make building energy utilization both controllable and observable, and 
building control system design should take advantage of local operating 
environments such as natural lighting, solar heat gain, wind, etc.  In this 
regards, passive subsystems with adaptive parameters could be developed 
similar to a variable volume air handling system thereby further allowing the 
building controllability properties to be tunable.     


c) Closed loop identification and adaptive control for buildings. In many 
building applications (especially in retro-fit situations), a control-oriented 
building model is not available. Although it is possible to implement local 
control solutions at the subsystems level, the system-of-systems operation will 
be highly suboptimal. The challenge is to determine the key parameters that 
can be identified during closed loop to facilitate increasingly better control 
performance (e.g. in terms of energy consumption and comfort) of the 
building as the system is operated in days, weeks, seasons and years.  
Opportunity of significant performance and efficiency gain exist for key 
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building subsystems including HVAC/R and lighting systems. Methods such 
as model predictive control, adaptive control and robust control could be fused 
into the development of an evolutionary learning based control solution, with 
emphasis on distributed architectures to avoid excessive communication 
overhead.   


d) Active building envelope control. A huge potential for improved 
performance in building energy consumption is anticipated from active or 
adaptive components that control the energy transmission path between the 
building and its exterior climate.  Nano-technology and materials engineering 
are viewed as revolutionary technologies for intelligent building façades, 
windows and roofs.  Harvesting energy from the building exterior via solar 
solutions and wind will further drive materials innovation leading to energy 
harvesting structural components.  The active building envelop will create 
many new opportunities as well as create significant challenges with regards 
to the control and optimization of energy transport.   


e) Control of building systems as micro-grids or as Smart Grid components. 
Networks of buildings (such as a campus) or an isolated building can be 
considered as a micro-grid (sometimes having its own power sources). The 
operational flexibility of (networks of) buildings can offer significant 
flexibility in grid balancing by exploiting the significant thermal storage 
possibilities in buildings, where the slow time constants are exploited. In this 
way, all buildings can easily absorb (negative or positive) power spikes of 5-
10 minutes duration, but usually also much longer power transients can be 
absorbed. For buildings with water-to-air heat pumps, energy can be stored for 
more than a year.  Climate based energy utilization models could also be 
developed for energy needs forecasting.  The forecasting models enable 
service providers to schedule and prioritize the power needs in advance while 
also notifying consumers in advance that excessive requested power levels 
should be reduced. 


f) Control retrofit. In many existing buildings, the feedback systems are not 
tuned optimally, are not sufficiently coordinated, or do not exist. The 
challenges are to identify the modifications with higher potentials, to calculate 
the saving potentials based on improved control for a specific building, and to 
document the savings, once a new feedback strategy has been implemented.  


 
Recommendations: 
 


• NSF, potentially in collaboration with other organizations, should establish research 
initiatives towards massive energy savings solutions based on building systems control. 


• Additionally, it is imperative to establish research initiatives towards a new paradigm for 
designing control systems for buildings that take a holistic but scalable approach. 


• Establish research initiatives towards cross-disciplinary activities that cross-fertilize 
between the systems and controls engineering with other building design stakeholders, 
e.g. architecture, civil engineering, behavioral psychology, meteorology, etc.  
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5. DISCUSSION 


 
The primary goals of this workshop were twofold.  First, to raise awareness within the controls 
community as to the suitability of and need for novel control tools in this important domain of 
societal need.  The second goal was to identify key technical challenges, their barriers, and 
potential paths forward towards solutions. This collection of individuals, and the resulting 
exchange of information, went a long way towards satisfying these two goals of the workshop.  
By design, many of the invited participants worked in technical areas outside the general 
application space of buildings.  Consequently the goal of raising awareness for building systems 
as a worthwhile scientific challenge within the controls community was definitely met for this 
subset of participants.  During the workshop there were several communications among 
participants as to how their skill sets could be targeted towards buildings systems.  Many of the 
attendees came into the workshop very skeptical of the relevance for their control tools on 
building systems and also skeptical of buildings as a scientific endeavor in the systems and 
control space.  However, short-term follow up conversations by the organizers have found a high 
degree of enthusiasm and urgency for action by attendees who had not previously viewed 
buildings as a scientific challenge.  The longer-term follow up to the workshop will include the 
communication of the workshop results to the larger controls community with the goal of 
drawing upon additional members of the community to provide their best ideas. 
 
The workshop was also able to point out key technical challenges associated with building 
systems that our controls community is well positioned to address.  Building systems are 
complex heterogeneous dynamic systems.  To control these systems it is imperative to create a 
scalable modeling architecture that spans the requirements, demands, and constraints of the 
physical nature of these systems to the level needed for dynamical insight and decision making.  
Additionally, it is important to develop simulation and analysis tools that are designed to meet 
the current needs combining computing, communication and decision-making.  The current 
state-of-the-art modeling tools are based on 1970’s vintage capabilities.  We need new multi-
physics tools and toolsets that allow us to span a wide range of physical phenomena, spatial 
resolution and time scales.  Bits and pieces exist today, and Dr. Wetter from LBNL gave an 
overview of particular Modelica approaches under development in his group.  However, there is 
no large scale concerted effort.  Additionally, the modeling in humans interacting with these 
systems would be a key contribution.  If an effort such as the previous NSF NEES activity could 
be turned towards modeling, simulation and verification for building systems this could be a very 
valuable enabler. 
 
In addition to forward modeling, it is imperative to determine analytical tools that can extract 
building system dynamics from available and appropriate sensor information.  In particular, these 
tools must be modular and scalable to allow zone-level or building level or even district/campus 
level system identification.  The tools must also be robust to potential sensing problems, possibly 
building in redundancy through sensor fusion.  As was stated by one workshop participant, “stuff 
happens and you have to assume some sensor will go bad at some point in time.”  Large scale 
complex system interrogation and identification under imperfect or unknown model structure 
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plus incorrect input information is a tremendous technical challenge that the controls community 
can address. 
 
Finally, the ability to control these complex systems in a safe and efficient manner is a research 
challenge well suited to our community.  In fact, one participant indicated that buildings may be 
the ‘perfect large scale systems science application’ due to the fact that they possess specific 
structure and are inherently safe in a dynamical sense.  Since building energy flow networks are 
an interconnection of passive subsystems, the overall emergent behavior is much more likely to 
be stable than other types of large scale systems such as power grids.  This gives the control 
engineers opportunities to be more aggressive in control and optimization designs than other 
fields.  However, as with the case of sensing and identification for complex systems the designed 
control algorithm must be robust to the inevitable changing of the dynamic environment as well 
and the sensor failures that will occur. 
 
. 
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
In conclusion, the participants in the workshop agreed that the challenges are significant; both 
technically and from a societal viewpoint.  They also agreed that it was imperative for NSF to 
provide scientific leadership in this arena since it was possible for NSF to sponsor and promote 
longer term basic research in systems theory related to buildings that other organizations could 
not.  The advances in efficiency to be made may necessitate collaboration with other disciplines 
so as to bring in the multiple facets of the overall building.  However, there was consensus 
among the participants that the controls community can and should take the lead in meeting the 
challenges 
 
There were several recommendations made in each of the breakout groups but, as with the cross 
cutting themes, there were some macro-level recommendations that emerged as clear points of 
focus.  First and foremost, it is imperative to establish a large scale cross-disciplinary effort 
across the country that is focused on building systems science.  This will entail multiple 
disciplines; from controls to civil engineering, behavioral psychology, human factors, economics, 
etc. However it should be led by the controls community which has the ability to see things from 
a systems perspective.  Secondly, it is critical to replace the current modeling and simulation 
tools, now 40 years old, with next generation tools.  Thirdly, it is necessary to develop or, in 
some cases, translate scientific tools that are capable of dealing with large scale complex systems 
that are continuously evolving and also subjected to faults. 
 
A recommended approach to incorporating all of these activities is to develop a network of 
installations and institutions that is a collection of the best practices and capabilities in each of 
the areas needed.  The network approach is advocated since it may be a distinct challenge for any 
one institution to create the necessary span of intellectual infrastructure to be successful.  For 
example, there could be a modeling and simulation center that was responsible for developing 
and deploying the next generation simulation tools.  This would be closely tied with a separate 
center responsible for understanding large scale human-in-the-cyberphysical-loop interactions.  
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Simultaneously, a third entity (campus, company, national lab etc.) could act as an experimental 
laboratory gathering data to validate the tools being developed elsewhere.  This is a short and 
non-exhaustive list and there are naturally other entities whose capabilities could be brought to 
bear. The goal would be to create a virtual center out of several distributed activities where 
individual best practices could be integrated to both create large scale scientific solutions and, as 
importantly, drive these solutions into the technical community so that they are accepted.  The 
analog for comparison is the NSF-sponsored George E. Brown Jr. Network for Earthquake 
Engineering Simulation that tied together several key pieces of scientific infrastructure to create 
a national research and education resource that created much more than the sum of the parts.  A 
similar construct could be made to work for buildings whereby the best ideas and capabilities 
could be pooled to create a national infrastructure. 
 
A key question is “Why NSF?” and here we present 2 answers.  First of all, NSF has the 
experience of creating collaboratories among research institutions.  The NEES program is but 
one example, with others being the National Nanotechnology Infrastructure Network, Academic 
Research Fleet, Aricebo observatory, etc.  These Major Multi-User Research Facilities are 
something NSF has a long track record of establishing and overseeing.  The second reason that 
NSF should take the lead is the long-term view that NSF is afforded for the development of 
scientific tools and knowledge.  Other federal agencies operating in this application domain 
would not have the same time horizon for the basic research into systems science that NSF 
would have. 
 
Based on these recommendations and reasoning the organizers urge the NSF leadership to take a 
bold step towards transforming our national infrastructure.  Based on the response from the 
workshop participants, the systems and controls community stands poised to vigorously 
participate.  
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Agenda 


 
 


 
Monday, May 24, 2010 


7:30 -8:00 AM  Continental Breakfast 


8:00 - 8:30 AM  Opening Remarks and Overview — A. Alleyne and S. Jayasuriya  


8:30 - 9:00 AM  Speaker 1— Colin McCormick (Department of Energy) 


9:00 - 9:30 AM   Speaker 2 — Michael Wetter (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory) 


9:30 - 10:00 AM  Speaker 3 — John Beane (Honeywell Research) 


10:00 - 10:30 AM Speaker 4 —Prashant Mehta (Illinois) 


10:30 - 11:00 AM  Break 


11:00 - 11:30 AM Speaker 5 — Steven Bushby (National Institute of Standards and Technology) 


11:30 - 12:00 AM  Speaker 6 — Jim Braun (Purdue) 


12:00 - 1:00 PM  Lunch and preliminary discussions 


1:00 – 1:30 PM  Speaker 7 — Luke Leung (Skidmore Owings & Merrill) 


1:30 - 2:00 PM  Speaker 8 — Amit Chakraborty (Siemens Research Center) 


2:00 - 2:30 PM   Break 


2:30 - 3:00 PM   Orientation for working group meetings 


3:00 - 5:00 PM   Working group meetings 1 (Assigned groups) 


5:30 - 6:00 PM  Reception, Grainger Engineering Library 


6:00 - 8:00 PM   Dinner, Grainger Engineering Library, West Lounge (2nd floor) 


 


Tuesday, May 25 


8:00 – 8:30 AM Continental Breakfast 


8:30 – 10:00 AM  Working group meetings II (Assigned groups) 


10:00 – 10:30 AM  Break 


10:30– 11:30 AM  Preliminary Report synthesis and preparation 


11:30 - 1:30 PM  Working Lunch 
Report presentations and general discussion 


1:30 PM  Workshop adjourns 


1:30 - 5:00 PM Initial report writing by Advisory Board.  
Start to outline report and issue initial writing assignments issued. 
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Andrew Alleyne, University of Illinois 
 
Andrew Alleyne earned his BSE in mechanical/aerospace engineering from Princeton 
University, and his MSE and PhD in mechanical engineering from University of 
California at Berkeley. He joined mechanical engineering faculty at Illinois in 1994, 
and he was named the Ralph M. and Catherine V. Fisher Professor in 2002.  He 
currently serves as the Associate Dean for Research in the College of Engineering. 
  
Prof. Alleyne's research addresses a range of issues within controls: the analysis and 


design of control systems in a dimensionless framework, advanced motion control through iterative 
learning control and adaptive feedforward techniques, and robust control approaches to gain‐
scheduling as they relate to energy systems and fluid power. 


 
John Beane, Honeywell Research  
 
John Beane is the research manager for Knowledge Services in the Honeywell 
Automation and Controls Solutions Lab. Honeywell is a global leader in the energy 
space. Honeywell is working closely with the utilities to develop cost‐effective ways 
to connect homes and buildings to the Smart Grid. Related research topics include: 


wind farm CBM, predicting wind output, optimizing sources and loads to manage a building microgrid, 
home energy manager, ADR for buildings and homes, energy data visualization, using data to change 
human behavior, smart grid communications standards, building energy modeling and simulation, 
building energy efficiency, mobile tools for building operations and BIM.  


 
Jim Braun, Purdue University 
 
Dr. Braun has worked in the field of air conditioning and refrigeration for over 30 
years in both university and industrial settings.  His practical experience includes 
working as a development engineer for advanced cooling equipment, a software 
developer for simulation tools in modeling buildings and large‐scale heating and 


cooling plants, a developer of intelligent control algorithms for large commercial energy management 
and control systems, and group manager for controls research.  He has been awarded four patents.  His 
research combines the use of computer modeling, optimization, and experiments to study and improve 
the performance of thermal systems.  Overall, Dr. Braun has led or been involved with proposals leading 
to research awards totaling over $20 million and has over 200 papers journal and conference papers 
published or in review, five of which received best paper awards. Within ASHRAE, Dr. Braun has been 
chairman of technical committees on “Smart Building Systems” and “Building Operation Dynamics” and 
is currently Vice‐Chair for the Research Administration Committee.  He is an Associate Editor for the 
International Journal of HVAC&R Research.  He is a Fellow within ASHRAE and has received the ASHRAE 
Distinguished Service Award, the E.K. Campbell Award of Merit, in recognition of outstanding service 
and achievement in teaching and/or research in subjects relating to the industry and professions 
represented by ASHRAE, and the Early Achievement Award from the International Building Performance 
Simulation Association. 
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Steven Bushby, National Institute of Standards and Technology 
 
Mr. Bushby is the leader of the Mechanical Systems and Controls Group and the 
Embedded Intelligence in Buildings Program in the Building and Fire Research 
Laboratory at the National Institute of Standards and Technology. He is responsible 
for overseeing research activities related to the development of national and 
international standards for integrated building automation systems, automated fault 
detection and diagnostics for HVAC system components, automated commissioning 


tools for HVAC control systems, integration of building control systems with the Smart Grid, and 
developing a testbed for studying the interaction of multiple building control systems in "cybernetic" 
buildings. 
 


 
Amit Chakraborty, Siemens Research Center 
 
Dr. Amit Chakraborty leads the Data Modeling and Optimization Program at Siemens 
Corporate Research. He received his PhD in Electrical Engineering from Yale 
University. Prior to that, he obtained his MS and M.Phil in Electrical Engineering also 
from Yale and his B.Tech in Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering 


from the Indian Institute of Technology. He joined Siemens Corporate Research right after his PhD 1996 
as a Member of Technical Staff, was subsequently promoted to a Project Manager then to a Senior 
Member of Technical Staff and to a Program Manager, a position he has held since 2005 to lead the Data 
Modeling and Optimization program. With a team of 35‐40 research scientists, engineers and students, 
the program focuses primarily on Data Mining and Optimization applications across all three sectors in 
Siemens, Industry, Healthcare and Energy. He has successfully led several Research and Development 
projects in Energy Management such as Total Plant Optimization for High Performance Buildings, 
Parametric Fault Diagnostics for Gas Turbines, Power Flow Optimization for Electric Grids, Semantic Data 
Modeling for Power Systems etc. His team is also engaged in a several large government R&D projects in 
collaboration with leading universities. Dr. Chakraborty has mentored many employees, and PhD and 
Masters students. He has 15 granted and many more pending patents and has also published in 
respected journals and conferences. 


 
Luke Leung, Skidmore Owings & Merrill 
 
As Associate Director and leader of the Sustainable Engineering Studio, Luke Leung is 
responsible for systems design and specifications from conception to construction 
for many commercial and institutional projects including Burj 
Khalifa, the world’s tallest building. He has designed many LEED® projects, ranging 
from certified to LEED® Platinum, including the second largest LEED® certified 
building, McCormick Place West. 
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Colin McCormick, Department of Energy 
 
Dr. Colin McCormick is a Senior Technical Advisor to the Assistant Secretary of 
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy at the Department of Energy.  Prior to 
joining the Department he was an energy and security analyst at the Federation of 
American Scientists, a staff member with the House Science and Technology 


Committee, and a AAAS Congressional Fellow on the staff of Rep. Ed Markey of Massachusetts.  Dr. 
McCormick received his PhD in atomic and optical physics from the University of California, Berkeley, 
and did post‐doctoral work in quantum optics at the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) in the group of 1997 Physics Nobel Laureate William Phillips. 


 


Prashant Mehta, University of Illinois 
 
Prashant Mehta is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Mechanical Science 
and Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana‐Champaign.  He received his Ph.D. in 
Applied Mathematics from Cornell University in 2004.  Prior to joining UIUC, he was 
a Research Engineer at the United Technologies Research Center (UTRC).  His 
research interests are at the intersection of dynamical systems and control theory, 
including fundamental limitations in nonlinear control, model reduction of Markov 
chains, phase transition and learning in large population games.   


 
Prashant Mehta received the Outstanding Achievement Award at UTRC for his contributions to modeling 
and control of combustion instabilities in jet‐engines. His students received the Best Student Paper 
Award at the IEEE Conference on Decision and Control 2007 and 2009. 


 


Michael Wetter, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 


Michael Wetter is a Computational Scientist in the Simulation Research Group at 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). His research includes integrating 
building performance simulation tools into the research process, as well as their use 
for design and operation of buildings. At LBNL, he is developing the Modelica 
Buildings library for building energy and control systems, the Building Controls 
Virtual Test Bed software for co‐simulation and model‐based operation, and the 
GenOpt optimization program. Prior to joining LBNL, he led the development of 


building system models at the United Technologies Research Center (UTRC). He did his dissertation at 
the University of California at Berkeley and at LBNL, where he created the GenOpt optimization program 
and the BuildOpt building simulation program and where he developed the first building energy 
optimization technique that provably converges to the optimal building design. He is a recipient of the 
bi‐annual Outstanding Young Contributor Award of the International Building Performance Simulation 
Association (IBPSA), the vice president of IBPSA‐USA and a member of ASHRAE. 
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NSF CMMI Workshop on 
Building Systems


Welcome


• We gratefully acknowledge the support from the National 
Science FoundationScience Foundation
– CMMI


– PM Jayasuriya


• We hope it will be an exciting and productive workshop
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Participants


• 35 people
– Smaller number chosen to focus discussionsSmaller number chosen to focus discussions


• Mix of academia and industry and government


• 1 person per organization


• Mix of “Buildings” and “Non-buildings” personnel


• Breadth of input to the discussions


Workshop Goals


• Two main goals for this workshop


• Raise Awareness
– Longer time scale


– Make Buildings the next “Vehicle Swarm” application for Controls 
community


S t Di ti
Focus on: Building Science


• Set Directions
– Shorter time scale


– Identify key research topics to be initiated now to enable future 
breakthroughs
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Current State


• Buildings use 40% of the total energy consumed 
in the US todayin the US today.


Past, Current, and Future State


• For electricity, it is more severe
– By 2030, 80% of our electricity will be consumed by buildingsBy 2030, 80% of our electricity will be consumed by buildings


Actual and Predicted % of 
Electricity Usage By Buildings


40 00%


60.00%


80.00%


100.00%


Unknown impact on the Smart Grid 
development and deployment 


activities underway


0.00%


20.00%


40.00%


1979 1989 1999 2009 2019 2029


Year


Bldgs Energy Data Book
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Current State


We will nurture a system integration approach to building design, aided 
by computer tools with embedded energy analysis. It was the system 
integration of the automobile engine transmission brakes and batteryintegration of the automobile engine, transmission, brakes and battery 
that enabled Toyota to create the Prius. With computer control of 
ignition timing and fuel mix, today's automobile engines operate at 20 
percent higher efficiency. With computer monitoring and 
continuous, real-time control of HVAC systems, lighting, and 
shading, far more spectacular efficiencies can be realized in 
buildings. There is a growing realization that we should be able to 
build buildings that will decrease energy use by 80 percent with 
investments that will pay for themselves in less than 15 years.


Secretary Steve Chu, CalTech Commencement, 2009


Current State


• DoE
– ARPA-E Solicitation Several Recent 
– Innovation Hubs (ERIC)
– Interestingly, no EFRC activity to date


• Perhaps DoE doesn’t see this as scientific as Batteries?


• NSF
– EFRI topic specific to buildings


• Much of the building work ongoing focuses on 
current/near term technology


Funding Initiatives


current/near-term technology


• What new controls-relevant tools need to be developed 
to enable breakthroughs?
– >10 year horizon
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Current Challenges


• Complexity


• Constraints• Constraints


• Stochasticity
– Weather


– Pricing


– People


Variability and uncertainty
Yang/Yamazaki Blgd


• 2370 HVAC measurements• Variability and uncertainty
– Buildings change over time


• What tools can our research community provide?


2370 HVAC measurements
• 1 min sample time


Current Challenges


• Complexity


• Constraints• Constraints


• Stochasticity
– Weather


– Pricing


– People


Variability and uncertainty
Siebel Center
D• Variability and uncertainty


– Buildings change over time


•Dampers
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Current Challenges


• Complexity


• Constraints• Constraints


• Stochasticity
– Weather


– Pricing


– People


Variability and uncertainty
Simple Example


• Variability and uncertainty
– Buildings change over time


Current Challenges


• Complexity


• Constraints
ROOM 2ROOM 3


AMBIENT
BOILER 1


BOILER 2


• Constraints


• Stochasticity
– Weather


– Pricing


– People


Variability and uncertainty


ATRIUM
(ROOM 1)


ROOM 4


ROOM 5


ROOM 6


CV 1


CV 2


CV 3


RP 1


RP2


RP3


CV 4


CV 5


CV 6


RP 4


RP 5


RP 6


CV : CONTROL VALVE


RP: RADIANT PANEL


LEGEND


• Variability and uncertainty
– Buildings change over time
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Current Challenges


• Complexity


• Constraints
ROOM 2ROOM 3


AMBIENT


• Constraints


• Stochasticity
– Weather


– Pricing


– People


Variability and uncertainty


ATRIUM
(ROOM 1)


ROOM 4


ROOM 5


ROOM 6 Sensor fault


• Variability and uncertainty
– Buildings change over time


Current Challenges


• Complexity


• Constraints 2
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Sensor Fault


• Variability and uncertainty
– Buildings change over time
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Current Challenges


• Complexity


• Constraints• Constraints


• Stochasticity
– Weather


– Pricing


– People


Variability and uncertainty• Variability and uncertainty
– Buildings change over time


• What tools can our research community provide?


Technical Aspects


• Modeling


• Estimation/Diagnostics


• Communication


These are the 4
main topical areas


we will address
in this workshop


• Optimization and Control/Decision-Making
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Workshop Agenda
Time Activity


8:00 - 8:30 AM
Opening Remarks and Overview
A. Alleyne and S. Jayasuriya


8:30 - 9:00 AM Speaker 1—Colin McCormick (Dept of Energy)


9:00 - 9:30 AM Speaker 2—Michael Wetter (LBL)


9:30 - 10:00 AM Speaker 3 – John Beane (Honeywell Research)


10:00 - 10:30 AM Speaker 4—Prashant Mehta (UIUC)


10:30 - 11:00 AM Break


11:00 - 11:30 AM Speaker 5—Steven Bushby (NIST)


11:30 - 12:00 AM Speaker 6—Jim Braun (Purdue)


12:00 - 1:00 PM Lunch and preliminary discussions


1:00 – 1:30 PM Speaker 7—Luke Leung (Skidmore Owings & Merrill)


1:30 - 2:00 PM Speaker 8—Amit Chakraborty (Siemens Research Center)


2:00 2:30 PM Break2:00 - 2:30 PM Break


2:30 - 3:00 PM Orientation for working group meetings


3:00 - 5:00 PM
Working group meetings – I
(Assigned Groups)


6:00 – 8:00 PM Dinner and continued discussion. 


Workshop Agenda


Time Event


8:30 – 10:00 AM
Working group meetings – II
(Assigned Groups)(Assigned Groups)


10:00 – 10:30 AM Break


10:30– 11:30 AM Preliminary Report synthesis and preparation


11:30 - 1:30 PM
Working Lunch
Report presentations and general discussion


1:30 - 5:00 PM Draft report writing by Advisory Board
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Presentations


• Variety of technical areas


• Variety of presenter backgrounds
– Industry, Academia, Government


• Presentation goals are two fold
– Set the stage by providing technical context & insight


R i ti t ti l t th htf l di i– Raise questions to stimulate thoughtful discussion


• Questions to be further examined in the breakout 
sessions


Breakout Sessions


• There will be 2 separate breakout sessions
– 1st day afternoon and 2nd day morning1 day afternoon and 2 day morning


• Select a session lead who will guide discussion and 
communicate the results back to the rest of the 
workshop
– There will be projectors in the breakout rooms for your use


– Scribe will be there as well to capture discussionScribe will be there as well to capture discussion


• Dinner will provide further opportunity for discussion
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Reporting


• Lunch report on day 2
– Presentation to rest of the workshop by each breakout areaPresentation to rest of the workshop by each breakout area


• Desired outcomes
– Cogent and concise report


– Focus on setting longer term research directions


– Avoid a laundry list without context or prioritization


• Time is given on day 2 for synthesizing and assembling 
presentation reports but they can be started on day 1


Reporting


• Advisory Committee will:


• Work on expanding the report after the initial 
presentations


• Start writing assignments


• Leave with a draft report in place
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Conclusions


• Thank you for joining us


• We value your ideas


• Enjoy the rest of the workshop
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NSF CMMI Workshop on
Building Systems


Honeywell Energy Research


May 24-25, 2010


Nearly 50% of Honeywell’s product portfolio is linked to energy efficiency.         
The U.S. could reduce its energy consumption 15 – 20% by immediately         


and comprehensively adopting existing Honeywell technologies.


Air Traffic 
Modernization


Biofuels Green Buildings Reduced Emissions


2 May 24, 2010


Industrial Process Efficiency Energy Efficiency, 
Demand Response & Smart Grid


Energy 
Performance Contracts


Fuel Efficiency


Creating sustainable jobs today using existing 
technology and infrastructure
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Heating 31%
Water Heat 12%
Cooling 12%


Lights 11%
Refrigeration 8%


U.S. Energy Consumption (all sources)


Industry (gas)
32%


Transportation (oil)
28%


Buildings
(electricity) 40%


Residential
22%


Commercial


Lights 26%
Heating 14%


Cooling 13%
Water Heat 7%


Ventilation 6%
Offi E i t 6%


Refrigeration 8%
Electronics 7%


Wet Clean 5%
Cooking 5%


Computers 1%
Other 4%


3 May 24, 2010


Building automation can control 
66% of energy in homes and buildings


US DOE Buildings Handbook, 2008


18% Office Equipment 6%
Refrigeration 4%


Computers 3%
Cooking 2%


Other 13%


Energy Efficiency at Honeywell Automation & Control


• 60% of products & services related to energy
• Large Installed Base


- 150M+ Homes
- 10M+ Buildings
- 5,000+ Industrial Facilities
- Hundreds of Utilities
- Over $5B in ESPC savings delivered since ‘88


4 May 24, 2010


Global Leader In Building Controls
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Smart Grid ↔ Home Energy Manager


Goal:
▪ Help utilities reduce peak loads
▪ Help consumers save $’s 
Not all utilities agree with #2
CTQ’


Utility


CTQ’s:
▪ Support flexibility in DR programs
▪ Drive behavior change 
▪ Simple, intuitive, sticky UI
Approach:
▪ Show meter reading to consumer 
▪ Multiple personas 
▪ Multiple platforms (web/mobile/wall)
▪ Multiple radios
Questions:


H t t t l k t HEM?


5 May 24, 2010


▪ How to get consumers to look at HEM?
▪ Can social networking help? 
▪ How to add control w/o complexity?  
▪ Do consumers want more (smart home)?


How to Effect Behavior Change?
1. Show consumer the meter reading.


You have used x kWh today/this month/this year.
What is a kWh?


2. Show history to interpret meter reading.
You have used y kWh more than yesterday/last month/last year.
Why? How do I compare to others?


3. Show performance of similar homes in your neighborhood (zip code).
Out of 100 similar homes in your neighborhood, 87 used less energy.
How much money am I losing? A few pennies?


4. Show energy performance in $’s.
Compared to the average, you spend $53 more per month.
What can I do to save $’s on my monthly energy bill?


5. Make recommendations to save energy $’s.


6 May 24, 2010


Turn up thermostat (in the summer) by a few degrees. SAVE = $20 per month. COST = $0.
Sign up for a DR program with your utility. SAVE = $25 per month. COST = $0.
Install thicker insulation in your attic. SAVE = $50 per month. COST = $1000.
How do you calculate expected savings?
How do you motivate persistent or lifestyle change?
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Future: Building as Micro-Grid


Goal:
▪ Move toward NZE building
▪ Improve power reliability
CTQ’s:


R f DR


Emergency 
Backup 
Generator


▪ Range of DR programs
▪ Cost-effective storage 
Approach:
▪ Local generation: renewables, turbines
▪ Storage: batteries, thermal, chemical 
▪ Prediction: demand, supply
▪ Markets: buy – sell – store decisions
▪ Participate in EE, DR, islanding
Questions:
▪ How soon will markets develop?
▪ Effective storage options


7 May 24, 2010


Effective storage options
▪ Renewables output prediction  
▪ PHEV’s, part of the equation?
▪ Lower cost of building model/simulation


Chemical/Thermal storage?


Future: BIM Enables Mobile Decision Tools


Architectural
CAD drawings


Integrated 3D Model/View


Immersive
Environments


Equipment
Schematics


Performance
Data


Camera
Views


Procedures
Work Orders/
Schedules


Alarms


Maps


Configure Test Respond TrainServiceOperateInstall Secure Schedule


Architectural
CAD drawings


Integrated 3D Model/ViewIntegrated 3D Model/View


Immersive
Environments


Equipment
Schematics


Performance
Data


Camera
Views


Procedures
Work Orders/
Schedules


Alarms


Maps


Configure Test Respond TrainServiceOperateInstall Secure Schedule


BIM enables …


… smart, mobile tools.


Goal:
▪ Access BIM for effective decision aiding
CTQ’s:
▪ Simple, intuitive, task-specific
▪ Common mobile platform, adaptive
Approach:
▪ Context-aware, knows my task 
▪ Location-aware knows where equipment is


8 May 24, 2010


▪ Location-aware, knows where equipment is
▪ Anticipates my information needs
▪ Access to performance, maintenance history
Questions:
▪ Distributed sources, limits of BIM coverage
▪ Security concerns: access based on task
▪ Business model, 3rd party apps (Apple Store)
▪ Extend to security, emergency response 
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Energy Services for Big Box Retail
Goal:
▪ Help Novar analysts do more buildings
CTQ’s:
▪ Quickly ID problem buildings
▪ Need actionable recommendations 
▪ Auto-generate reports
A hApproach:
▪ Office Depot pilot
▪ Visualize data using Tableau 
▪ Drill down to equipment level
▪ Look for unusual operation patterns
Questions:
▪ Sensor coverage
▪ Heterogeneous buildings?
▪ What is an appropriate benchmark?


9 May 24, 2010


Summary


Four Case Studies


1. Smart Grid ⇔ Home.
How do I make the HEM UI sticky?
How do I motivate persistent behavior change?
Quick energy models for homes? Need BIM for homes.
Ti i it li hti t t i t?Tie in security, lighting, entertainment?


2. Building as Micro-Grid.
How soon will carbon market develop?
Cost‐effective generation/storage options
Prediction for renewables
Quick energy models for buildings


3. BIM enables Mobile Decision Tools.
Extend BIM for building operations, security. Why limit BIM to just buildings?
Data security concerns
Business model for data access


4 Energy Services for Big Box Retail


10 May 24, 2010


4. Energy Services for Big Box Retail.
How many sensors is enough?
Benchmark for heterogeneous buildings


Miscellaneous.
Impact of social networking
Spatial reasoning using BIM
Extend situation awareness with cell phones
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Department of Mechanical Science & Engineering


University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign


Estimation & Control Problems in Buildings


Presentation made at the
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University of Illinois
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Outline of the talk


An overview of (common) problems in buildings 


Common mathematical abstractions 


Future outlook on common solution strategies 


Cornell University22 Oct, 2008


High Performance Buildings
Objectives: Efficient energy utilization and occupant comfort for normal building operation


Robust response to health and safety threats and events


People move-
-ment & egress


Energy Efficiency
Energy & mass balances govern steady-
state building energy performance


“Slow” non-local coupling Otis
Dynamics - Stochastic


Slow  non local coupling 
from air movement system 


UTC Power Carrier


Otis


Building


Security - Fire, smoke, 
CBR detection & control
Equations for Species transport “Fast” non-local coupling over 


communication/control network 
for response to transient events


Communications/
Control network
Local PID loops; global adhocChubb
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High Performance Buildings
Drivers & Enablers


High Performance Buildings are those that meet or exceed the 
needs of the occupants at lower life cycle costs  and resource 
utilization than typically realized using conventional methods


• Multi-threat alarm & response
• Safe occupant egress
• Contaminant protection


Healthy
• High indoor air quality
• Local occupant control


Drivers
• Pervasive communication
• Occupant tracking technologies
• Advances in Chem/Bio sensors


• Control of whole building dynamics 
• Embedded, network systems


Enablers


Safe


Healthyp
• Interior space flexibility


Efficient
• Reduced energy consumption
• Combined heat and power
• Low maintenance costs


, y
• Wireless technologies


• Sensing
• Efficient system power utilization 
• Diagnostic/prognostic capabilities


Outline of the talk


An overview of (common) problems in buildings 


Common mathematical abstractions 


Future outlook on common solution strategies 
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Common Mathematical Abstractions
Why Markov processes are useful? 


1. Conservation equations for species


cDcyxU
t
c


Δ=∇•+
∂
∂


),(
r


2. Thermal models: RC network models of heat flow


Abstracted as 
Markov processesdT AT


dt
=


3. People flow models: Agent movement models 


The Complexity Issue
Building thermal model and its RC-network representation


(a) Layout of a 4-room building (b) RC-network representation


Kun Deng, P. Barooah, P. G. Mehta, and S. P. Meyn. Building Thermal Model Reduction via Aggregation of States. To appear in 
2010 American Control Conference. Baltimore, MD, USA. Jun 2010.
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Building thermal model reduction via aggregation of states
A simple two-room example


(a) Full-order RC-network (b) Full transition-rate matrix


(b) Reduced transition-rate matrix(a) Reduced-order RC-network


Building thermal model reduction via aggregation of states
Recursive bi-partition algorithm for aggregation


Original 37-node RC-network Modeling error for aggregation


3-partition 4-partition 9-partition5-partition
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Control of occupancy evolution
Dynamics: Flow of people; Control problem: Evacuate people


m


k


l
0:75


0:75


Queuing models of agent movement


i0:25


K. Deng, W. Chen, P. G. Mehta, and S. P. Meyn. Resource Pooling for Optimal Evacuation of a Large Building. 
47th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control. Cancun, Mexico. Dec 2008.


Control of occupancy evolution
Workload based methods for performance analysis and control design


Workload analysis and relaxation techniques Evacuation policy based on workload relaxation


Performance bound


From simulations


1. Workload analysis of congested regions
2. Performance bounds on evacuation time
3. Workload-based reduced order modeling
4. Synthesis of distributed control policies 
5. Demonstration on simulations
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SUN: Receding Horizon Estimation
SUN :Sensor, Utility & Network Structure combined through Constrained Optimization 


)(txi
⎟⎟
⎠


⎞
⎜⎜
⎝


⎛
=


)(


)(
)(


tr
tx


tφ Occupancy
Flow rate


)(txj
Sensors )(trij


Optimization:


• Calendar data• Prior estimation
C l d


13


• Building space usage pattern
• Preferences for walking speed, proximity, path
• Clustering, Lane formation
• Behavior dependence on age, mobility, aggressiveness…


• Historical record• Calendar


• Flow sensors
• Sound
• Video…


S. Meyn, A. Surana, Y. Lin, S. M. Oggianu, S. Narayanan, and T. A. Frewen. A Sensor-Utility-Network Method for Estimation of 
Occupancy Distribution in Buildings. IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, 2009.


Summary : Occupancy Estimation Error
SUN reduces estimation error from 70% to 8-11% (Building Level), 30% to 22% Zonal Level


Building Level Zonal Level


14


Ground Truth: Manually by sifting
through video data 


Building Level Error Zonal Level Error


Naive 70% 30%


SUN A 21% 20%


SUN B 8% 21%


SUN C 11% 22%


6pm
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Outline of the talk


An overview of (common) problems in buildings 


Common mathematical abstractions 


Future outlook on common solution strategies 


16


How to represent and simulate complex systems?
- Analysis tools for commissioning
- Performance analysis and off-line optimization


Basic Research Issues and Needs
Common across complex systems and networks


How to use models for real-time estimation or control?


There is no science today that offers the fundamental knowledge 
necessary to design large, complex networks in such a way that their 


behaviors can be predicted prior to building them. Given this shortfall, 
trying to implement network-centric operations capabilities as 


- Information management tool
- Decision support tool
- Self re-configuring systems
- Distributed versus centralized implementation


y g p p p
envisioned by the Department of Defense (DOD) is like trying to design 
and build a modern combat jet aircraft without resorting to the science 


of fluid dynamics [taken from NRC report on “Network Science”]


National Research Council Committee on Network Science for Future Army Applications. Network science. National 
Academies Press, Washington, DC, 2005.
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17
Modeling
Issue: Dynamics are coupled and uncertain


18
Modeling
Need: Online model reduction methods that capture the correct scales


1


3


2


4 5


1


3


2


4 5


Evacuation policy based on workload relaxation


These are network cuts that define the workload


4 5


6


8 10


7


9


4 5


6


8 10


7


9


Energy efficiency problems


These are zones that capture the slow to intermediate time-scales


Original 37-node 
RC-network


3-partition 4-partition
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19
Control and Estimation
Learning and adaptation are the key


Optimization based framework


Models are complex (high-dimensional) and have large uncertainty


But there exist low-dimensional features that are important to estimation and control


Learning based approaches


It is important to be able to use this a priori information in design of control architectures


Use models/reduced order approximations to define appropriate coordinates (basis functions)
(e.g., workload vectors)


Adapt these coordinates in an online fashion 
(in many applications, this can be done on slow time scale) 


Control/estimation algorithms based on approx dynamic programming principles
(e.g., h-maxWeight policies for evacuation, SUN estimator)


20
Fundamental limitations and performance trade-offs
Issue: what information is important?


Relative impact of information on closed-loop performance
- Knowledge of real-time thermal loads
- Weather prediction including uncertainty


Closed-loop
performancep g y


- Occupancy including distribution of people


How much and what information to share 
- Distributed versus centralized implementation Knowledge 


of loads
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21
Modeling – Smart Grid
Issue: Dynamics are coupled and uncertain


Whole-building dynamics, coupled with
Power grid
Generation
Population dynamics  …  Smart buildings form key component of future smart grid


22
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Embedded Intelligence to Enable 
I t lli t B ildi S t


May 24, 2010


Intelligent Building Systems


James Braun


School of Mechanical Engineering


Purdue University


CONTENTS


Intelligent Building Systems: Vision RealityIntelligent Building Systems: Vision Reality


Need for Low Cost, Embedded Solutions


Automated Diagnostics


S i C t lSupervisory Controls 


R&D Needs
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Commercial HVAC System
Introduction


Outdoor air
Supply air flow
(Ci l ti i ) Z t i l b


Coils, filters, dampers, fans


Typical Air Handling Unit Serving Multiple Zones


Zone 1 Zone 2


Ou doo a
(Ventilation  air flow)


Exhaust air
Return air


(Circulation air)


Air 
handling


unit 
(AHU)


Zone terminal boxes
Co s, e s, da pe s, a s


Recirculation
air


Return air


Feedback Control
• zone air dampers
• fan speeds
• cooling/heating coil valves
• ventilation dampers


Supervisory Control
• zone temperature settings
• coil supply air temperatures
• mixed air temperatures 


Commercial HVAC System
Introduction


Typical Chilled Water Distribution


Chilled Water
Pumps    
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Chiller SupplyChiller Supply 


Chiller Return 
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Commercial HVAC
Introduction


Typical Conventional Cooling Plant


Feedback Control
• compressor loadings


dCooling Tower 
Cells    


Condenser Water
Pumps    


M lti l Chill


• pump speeds
• tower fan speeds


Supervisory Control
• chiller selection
• chilled water supply temp.
• pump selection


Chiller 2


Chiller 1


Chiller 3


Multiple Chillers
(electric and/or gas driven)


• cond. water supply temp.
• tower selection


Commercial HVAC
Introduction


Typical Ice Storage System
Feedback Control
• compressor loadings


d• pump speeds
• tower fan speeds
• storage valve


Supervisory Control
• trajectory of storage 


charging & discharging 
ratesCooling Plant


• chiller selection
• pump selection 
• cond. water supply temp.


Ice Storage
Tanks


Evaporators


Condensers
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Vision for Intelligent Buildings
Introduction


Self-diagnose problems, make 
service recommendations, and 
identify part requirements/costsidentify part requirements/costs


Coordinate controls to minimize 
operating costs using building-
specific information and weather 
and utility information


Access to information using a 
variety of devices (LCD PDA PCvariety of devices (LCD, PDA, PC, 
TV, Phone, FAX) across a variety 
of pathways (LAN, WEB, wireless)


Integration of energy management, 
security, and safety functions


But where are we?
Introduction


Only 10% of U.S. commercial buildings (33% of 
commercial floor space) have an energy management p ) gy g
and control system (EMCS)


EMCSs tend to be installed in larger buildings having 
operations staff 


Only a fraction of EMCS functionality is typically 
utilized
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Barriers to More Intelligent Buildings
Introduction


Relatively high cost of engineering and maintaining 
advanced control features


B ildi d d i ll ll b ildi diffBuildings are not mass produced practically all buildings are different 
and require unique engineering solutions


Building systems continually change throughout their lifetime


Smaller buildings with packaged HVAC typically don’t have operational 
personal


Large built-up HVAC systems may incorporate thousands of control 
variables and monitored points at different system levels


Zone Level - thermostats and terminal boxes


Air Handling Unit Level – control valves for cooling and heating 
coils, ventilation control, fan control


Plant Level – multiple chiller sequencing and loading with multiple 
energy sources, pump controls, cooling tower controls, thermal 
storage control


Barriers to More Intelligent Buildings
Introduction


Benefits are often difficult to quantify and sell
Energy and maintenance costs are much smaller than “people” costs 
for commercial applicationsfor commercial applications


Difficult to quantify impact of improved indoor environments on 
productivity


Building owners lack the skills and tools to understand impacts of poor 
controls or maintenance on energy costs


Utility cost incentives for intelligent operations vary widely between 
locations, class of service, and over time


Fixed price energyFixed price energy


Time-of-use energy and demand charges


Real-time-pricing of electricity


Critical peak pricing of electricity
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Improving Cost-Benefit Ratio
Introduction


Standard communication protocols (e.g.,BACNET) 
greater competition leading to lower costs and better features


Decreasing installation costs
Less wiring distributed architectures, use of existing 
enterprise networks (e.g., Ethernet), wireless 
communications


More tools for configuring and commissioning components


Growing incentives
higher energy costs, utility programs


Consolidation of Large Controls, Equipment, Service, 
and Facility Operations Companies  


moving towards an environment of hardware as a commodity 
and operations/service as the big money maker


CONTENTS


IntroductionIntroduction


Need for Low Cost, Embedded Solutions


Automated Diagnostics 


S i C t lSupervisory Controls


R&D Needs
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Comparisons with Other Applications
Need for Low Cost Solutions


Benefits Applications


Safety Nuclear Power
Air Craft


Reduced Product Costs Chemical Process Plants
Manufacturing Plants
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Lower End-Use Automotive 
Operating Costs HVAC
(Maintenance & Energy)
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Measurement Costs vs. Benefits


Need for Low Cost Solutions


Measurements Application


Vibration Predict Mechanical 
Failures


Energy Use Performance Impact
Evaluationnc


re
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Evaluation


Pressures/Temperatures Detect and Diagnose 
Thermal System Problems
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Keys to Widespread Intelligent Buildings
Need for Low Cost Solutions


Embed intelligence in individual building system 
components turn intelligent features into p g
commodities not programming projects


Make it dirt cheap to install and configure intelligent 
building system components


Allow access to information from any intelligent 
component using a variety of readily available devices 
(computer, PDA, phone,..) and interfaces (e.g., web 
browsers)


Example of Embedded Intelligence
Need for Low Cost Solutions


Psuc, Tsuc
Refrig. Flow
Power


Virtual Sensor


Virtual Air 
Flow Sensor


Pdis, Tdis


Temperature
Measurements


Air
Flow


Compressor
Map


Condenser


Virtual Refrigerant 
Flow Sensor
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Virtual Sensing
Need for Low Cost Solutions


Use models and low-cost measurements to obtain 
high value indirect measurementsg


e.g., refrigerant flow and power from pressure and 
temperature measurements and compressor 
model


Particularly useful to enable cost effective 
performance monitoring and automated diagnostics


Virtual Sensing for Automobiles
Need for Low Cost Solutions


Virtual Sensing Systemized Vehicle 1. Monitor and estimate
hi l d d i i t t


Advantage and Significance


VTirePS


VTireFoS


VTransFoS


VRoadFrS
VSideAS


VC2CS


VMotorTS


VLightCS


VStabCS


   vehicle and driving status


2. Indirectly track road conditions


3. Backup or replace expensive,
    hard to install or easy to broke
    physical sensors and accessories


4. Improve car quality while
    lower primary costs


5. Avoid  extra maintenanceVRoadFrS
VVelS     services and potential risking costs


VTirePS-Virtual vehicle  tire-air  pressure sensor
VTireFoS-Virtual vehicle tire-road forces sensor
VTransFoS-Virtual vehicle transversal forces sensor
VRoadFrS-Virtual vehicle road friction sensor
VSideAS-Virtual vehicle sideslip angle sensor


VVelS-Virtual vehicle velocity sensor
VC2CS-Virtual vehicle car-2-car communication sensor
VMotorTS-Virtual motor combustion timing sensor
VLightCS-Virtual vehicle enhanced  lighting preview control sensor
VStabCS-Virtual vehicle stability control sensor
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CONTENTS


IntroductionIntroduction


Need for Low Cost, Embedded Solutions


Automated Diagnostics 


S i C t lSupervisory Controls


R&D Needs


Vision for Automated Diagnostics 
Automated Diagnostics


F l !


Building 
Management 
System


Building 
Management 
System


Building 
Management 
System


Faults!Failure!


Complaints! Communications Infrastructure Order 
Parts


Call for 
Service


Deliver 
Parts


Deliver 
Service


Processing FDD


Monitoring Reporting


Service Contractor


Deliver Parts


Order Parts


Emergency 
Call


Deliver 
Service


ServerService Contractor


g
Request


FDD 
Reporting


Service
Call
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Vapor Compression Equipment (chillers, packaged AC & heat pumps)


Identification of most common and expensive faults using detailed 


Overview of Previous R&D
Automated Diagnostics


service records


Vibration signature analysis for mechanical (e.g., bearing) faults


Variety of approaches using thermodynamic measurements for 
faults that degrade performance (fouling, refrigerant leakage, 
compressor degradations, etc.)


Algorithms for optimal scheduling of heat exchanger maintenance 
and filter replacementp


Some limited assessments of the economic benefits of automated 
diagnostics


Air Handling Units


Identification of most common faults


Overview of Previous R&D
Automated Diagnostics


Rule-based approaches for economizer diagnostics


Rule-based and model-based approaches for fan, heat exchanger 
faults


Whole Building Fault Analysis


Inverse modeling approaches for identifying changes in overall 
energy usageenergy usage


Rule-based approach for resolving conflicts between fault reports 
from equipment-specific diagnostic outputs
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Diagnostic Hand Tools


A number of competitive products


Products for Packaged AC Equipment
Automated Diagnostics


Costs spread over many systems


Generic rule-based approaches


On-Line Performance Monitors


Software integrated into energy management or add-
on system


Embedded Diagnostics


Products under development


Requires low cost sensors (e.g., temperatures only)


Can employ equipment-specific information


Diagnostic Approaches for Packaged AC
Automated Diagnostics


• Thermodynamic Impact


associate specific faults with changes in 
thermodynamic (e g temperature) measurementsthermodynamic (e.g., temperature) measurements
requires models for “expectations” under normal 
conditions 
does not handle multiple-simultaneous faults


• Decoupling Features


id tif titi th t i l d d i di id lidentify quantities that uniquely depend on individual 
faults (e.g., air flow)
can handle multiple-simultaneous faults
utilize “virtual sensors” to eliminate expensive 
measurement requirements (e.g., flow rates)
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Compressor Decoupling Example
Automated Diagnostics


Compressor 
Valve Problems


Reduced
Flow


Higher
Specific


Work


Higher
Discharge


Temperature
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Air-Side
Conditions


disTΔ


Compressor
Fault


Exp.
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Compressor
Fault


dissucsuc PTP ,,


measdisT ,


Thermodynamic Impact ApproachDecoupling Feature Approach


Air-Side


NORMAL 
SYSTEM 
MODEL


,dis measT


,dis predT


Evap. 14


Comp.Exp.


Evap. 14


Comp.Exp.


Evap.Evap. 14


Comp.


_
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Compressor 
Map Model


preddisT ,
Other Faults


Air Side
Conditions


Virtual Refrigerant Charge Gauge Demo
Automated Diagnostics
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AMB=27~52C, DB=26.7C, WB =13~23C


50~140% of Nominal Indoor Air Flow , AMB = 35~46C, DB=26.7C, WB=12~20C


32~100% of Nominal Oudoor Air Flow , AMB = 35~38C, DB=26.7C, WB=20C
Virtual Refrigerant Charge Sensor


Automated Diagnostics
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Example Virtual Sensors
Automated Diagnostics


Virtual Sensor Output Measurement & Model


Refrigerant Mass Four surface mounted temperatures & correlation


Refrigerant Pressure Surface temperature in two-phase section & 
refrigerant properties 


Refrigerant Flow Rate Two pressures, one temperature & correlation 
(compressor map valve model)(compressor map, valve model)


Compressor Power Two pressures, one temperature & correlation 
(compressor map)


Air Flow Differential pressure, one temperature & 
correlation (fan characteristic)
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Multiple-Fault Demo
Automated Diagnostics


CONTENTS


IntroductionIntroduction


Need for Low Cost, Embedded Solutions


Automated Diagnostics 


S i C t lSupervisory Controls


R&D Needs
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Previous R&D
Supervisory Control


Savings Potential through Optimal Supervisory Control
Optimization of cooling plant setpoints and modes of operation 
( 10% i t ti l)(<10% savings potential)


Optimal charge and discharge control of ice storage systems 
(<10% for conventional utility rates, >20% for real-time pricing)


Optimal control of building thermostat setpoints to take advantage 
of building thermal mass (up to 40% cost savings)


Real-Time Optimal Control
Demonstrations for cooling plant, ice storage, and building 
thermal mass control


Embedded (Near-Optimal) Control Strategies
Developed for a number of different applications


Embedded Control Strategies
Supervisory Control


Many near-optimal control algorithms developed for 
commercial buildings


Return from night setup/setback


Cooling tower sequencing and fan control


Chiller sequencing and setpoint adjustments


VAV fan static pressure reset


Night ventilation precooling


Ice and chilled water storage control


Hybrid gas/electric plants 


Demand-limiting with building thermal mass
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Control Strategy Development
Supervisory Control


Theory Application Experience


Control Algorithm


Initial
Development


System Simulations


OptimizationPerformance
Evaluation


Performance Estimates


Implementation
Evaluation Laboratory Testing Field Testing


Hybrid Cooling Plant Example
Supervisory Control


• Combination of gas and electric chillers 
(absorption, engine-driven, centrifugal)Cooling Tower     (absorption, engine driven, centrifugal) 


• Primary advantage is reduced 
electrical demand charges


• Gas chillers typically have greater 
maintenance and energy costs


• Optimal chiller control switches 
between electric and gas chillersPump 1


Cells


Condenser Return
WaterCondenser Supply


Water


between electric and gas chillers 
depending on utility rates


• Optimal cooling tower control varies 
with chiller choices and load


Chiller 2


Chiller 1


Chiller 3


Pump 2


Pump 3
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Hybrid Plant - Benchmark Optimization
Intelligent Control


Monthly Optimization:  Minimize utility and maintenance 
cost (Jp) with respect to a peak plant power limit (Ppl,limit,p)


*
,lim ,


1


N


p k p pl it p
k


J J DR P
=


= +∑


Hourly Optimization:  At each hour, minimize


Minimum hourly energy/maintenance cost


electric demand rate ($/kW)


(  ,  ,  ,  )kJ f tower control chiller selection chiller loading energy rates=


Subject to constraints on control variables and equipment limits and the 
daily demand constraint.


Hybrid Plant – Decoupled Strategies 
Intelligent Control


• Near-optimal strategies for hourly energy optimization 
with demand constraints


Energy cost optimal cooling tower fan settings based on design 
parameters, energy rates, and chiller loadings


Chiller sequencing and loading strategies for minimum energy cost 
subject to a demand constraint


• Monthly heuristic strategy for setting demand targetMonthly heuristic strategy for setting demand target


Reset target each billing period using simple heuristic
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Hybrid Plant – Simplified Tower Control
Intelligent Control


Tower Air Flow for Two-Speed Fans (from optimization theory)
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Relative tower air flow


Rated tower approach


Rated tower range


Rated power 
of tower fans


Cost of energy 
input for chiller


Rated chiller 
energy inputChiller 


part-load 
ratio


Relative tower air flow of tower fans


Cost of
electricityRatio of chiller heat rejection to total 


tower heat rejection at rating condition


Sensitivity of chiller input energy 
to condenser temperature


• Relative air flow converted to specific fan speed settings 
using optimal sequencing rules


Hybrid Plant – Tower Strategy Performance 
Supervisory Control
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Hybrid Plant – Overall Strategy
Supervisory Control


Update Chiller Sequencing Lists for
Different Stages of Demand-Limiting


Utility Rates


Chiller Design
Performance and
MaintenanceDifferent Stages of Demand Limiting Maintenance
Information


Bring Chillers Online or Offline as NecessaryPlant Power
Plant Demand
Target


Update Individual Chiller Loadings
Plant Demand
Target


Plant Power


Update Cooling Tower Fan Settings
Plant Load
Utility Rates


Chiller and Tower
Design Performance
Information


Update Plant Demand TargetPlant Power


Hybrid Plant – Overall Strategy Performance
Supervisory Control
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Hybrid Plant – Example Savings
Supervisory Control


(0.1 $/kWh On-peak, 0.05 $/kWh Off-Peak, Fixed-Speed Electric + Engine-Driven) 
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Ice Storage Control with Real-Time Pricing
Supervisory Control


Typical Ice Storage System


N
Cooling plant power (kW)


Benchmark Optimization


Minimize


100


h
) Utility 1, Weekday Tmax = 115 FCooling Plant
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= Δ∑
Hourly energy cost ($/kWh)


with respect to hourly charging and 
discharge rates of storage and subject to 
constraints
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Ice Storage – RTP Controller Savings 
Supervisory Control


90


100


Savings Compared to Chiller-Priority Control (576 different systems)
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Building Thermal Mass Control
Supervisory Control


Benchmark Optimization
Minimize


{ } { }J EC P t Max DC Pk k
k


N


k N k k= +
=


≤ ≤∑ Δ
1


1


w.r.t. hourly zone thermostat settings (Tz) and 
subject to comfort and other constraints


kzkzkz TTT max,,,min,, ≤≤ ),,( ,1 kTxfx kzkk −=
rr


maxmin xxx k
rrr


≤≤


J = monthly utility cost
P = building electrical power (kW)
EC = cost per unit of electrical energy ($/kWh)
DC = cost per monthly peak power demand ($/kW)
xk = vector of states for condition of energy storage
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Example Demand-Limiting Results
Supervisory Control
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Embedding performance characteristics, virtual sensors, 
supervisory control algorithms, and diagnostics at the factory 
within individual components and equipment could reduce


Embedded Solutions
R&D Needs


within individual components and equipment could reduce 
costs and takes advantage of manufacturer specific information


enables plug-and-play capability to reduce implementation costs


prospects are improved by consolidation of controls, equipment, 
and service companies  


Necessary to develop appropriate communication protocols, 
configuration approaches, and conflict resolution schemes to 
enable diagnostics and optimal supervisory control at the 
system level


Identify appropriate decoupling features for the components, 
equipment, and subsystems found in buildings


Embedded Automated Diagnostics
R&D Needs


Develop appropriate virtual sensors for decoupling features and 
other needed monitoring information


Develop appropriate communication protocols, configuration 
approaches, and conflict resolution schemes to enable system-
level performance monitoring & automated diagnostics using 
embedded intelligence (i e local virtual sensor & diagnosticembedded intelligence (i.e., local virtual sensor & diagnostic 
information)


Demonstrate fully distributed diagnostic systems that employ 
embedded intelligence
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Develop embedded near-optimal control algorithms for building 
thermal mass (e.g., smart thermostat)


Embedded Supervisory Control
R&D Needs


Develop appropriate communication protocols, configuration 
approaches, and conflict resolution schemes to enable system-
level optimal control using embedded intelligence (i.e., cost-
control sensitivities)


Demonstrate fully distributed optimal control systems that 
employ embedded intelligence


Questions?
The End


Questions?
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Burj Dubai Natural Environment andBurj Dubai Natural Environment and 
Building Control


Dry Bulb Temperature
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ASHRAE Method:
39.6 ºC  (103.3 ºF)
29% Reduction


DALR:
36.3 ºC  (97.4 ºF)
44% Reduction
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Temperature Inversion


Benefit:
- Conduction Heat Gain Decrease


Cooling Predominant Environment:


- Infiltration (Sensible) Decrease


- Increase in Radiant Comfort


Total Summer Cooling 
Load Savings 
in the Hottest Hour:


- About 10%
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Moisture


Moisture Can Decrease with Elevation


1 kM18.3 ºC 1 kM
(3280 Ft)(65.0 ºF)


University of Wisconsin-Madison
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Benefit:
- Reduction in Ventilation Latent


Cooling Predominant Environment:


- Infiltration (Latent) Decrease


- Less Moisture Related Issues


Total Cooling Load Savings in the hottest hour:
- About 0-4%


Solar Radiation
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Aerosols


Aerosols Impact the Amount of Available Radiation
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Direct IrradianceDiffuse from SkyDiffuse from Ground


Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP Require Field Measurements
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University of New Hampshire, Durham
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Orographic Uplift


4000  m


Sea Level


3000 m


2000 m


1000 m


30 ºC


20 ºC


15 ºC


10 ºC


20 ºC


30 ºC


40 ºC


Dew Point at Condensation Level = 20 ºC
Dry Adiabatic Rate = 10 ºC/1000 m
Wet Adiabatic Rate = 5 ºC/1000 m


Air Density
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Air Density Drop with Elevation
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Air Density:  ASHRAE Standard 62.1‐2007 
“Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality” 
: Ventilation rates may be adjusted for actual 
d it  b t  h dj t t i t i d f


Ventilation Energy Savings


density but such adjustment is not required for
compliance with this standard.” 
= 17 CFM at the top of the building 100%
=15 CFM at the bottom of the building 88%, 12% 
savings
=13 8 CFM at Standard Atmosphere  81%  19% =13.8 CFM at Standard Atmosphere, 81%, 19% 
savings


* Does the Amount of Oxygen Matter?
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Benefit:
- Reduction in Ventilation Load


Cooling Predominant Environment:


- Reduction in Ventilation Fan Energy


Total Cooling Load Savings in the hottest hour:
- About 3-4%


Wind
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Wind Speed Increases with Elevation
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Combined Impact of All of the Above


Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP


Temperature: 10%


Moisture: 0%


Cooling Predominant Environment Loads:


Air Density: 4%


Wind: -1%


Solar: ?


Total: 13%


Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP


• Also Increase in Comfort Because of Mean Radian 
Temperature


• Less Harsh Environment


• Utilitzing Wind as Fan Power
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Freedom Tower Study


What is Missing?
Ai D it


Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP


- Air Density 
Changes
- Humidity Changes
- Stack Effect


Credit: National Renewable Energy Laboratory


How are the new Super Tall buildings 
different than what came before?
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Should a Design Reflect it’s Environment?
If so, which One?


Sacramento, Ca


Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLPDubai, UAE


101 FBurj Dubai: 
Magnitude of 
Difference


115 F
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Taking Advantage of Height:
Building in the Clouds?


What else might designers try to take advantage of ?
Gravity
B ildi MBuilding Movement
Stack Effect
Electrical Potential
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Fresh Air Intake through 
Slots or Louvers


Supply and Exhaust Air Systems 
939,785 Cubic Feet of Outside Air Requirement Per Minute


Approx. the volume of 100’Wx100’Lx100’H per minute


Supply Fans, Exhaust Fans and Air 
Handling Units


Vertical Supply Air Distribution
through Ducted Vertical Risers


Burj Dubai      Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP


Stack Effect


Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP
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Stack Effect Mitigation


Also known as chimney effect 


Occurs when temperatureOccurs when temperature 
difference between exterior and 
interior air induces air movement


In a cold climate, warmer inside air 
rises through building, colder 
outside air rushes in at the base


Burj Dubai      Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP


Process is reversed in a hot climate like Process is reversed in a hot climate like 
Dubai:Dubai:


colder air inside falls, drawing in hot outsidecolder air inside falls, drawing in hot outside


Stack Effect Mitigation


colder air inside falls, drawing in hot outside colder air inside falls, drawing in hot outside 
air       at top of the buildingair       at top of the building


Mitigated through:Mitigated through:
–– Revolving doors/air locks/gasketsRevolving doors/air locks/gaskets
–– Mechanical systems balancingMechanical systems balancing
–– AirAir--tight construction of continuous shafts tight construction of continuous shafts 


and exterior walland exterior wall
–– Interruption of continuous shafts through use Interruption of continuous shafts through use 


of:of:
Air locksAir locks
Revolving doorsRevolving doors
Intermediate level lobbiesIntermediate level lobbies


–– Areas of refugeAreas of refuge Burj Dubai      Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP
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Elevator BS-1, 
transfer at 138


Burj Dubai      Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP


Total Infiltration onto Floor
(NoWind Effects, No HVAC System Pressure set in the core)


Burj Dubai      Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP
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Pressure Differences Between Inner Core and Ambient Conditions 
(NoWind Effects, No HVAC System Pressure set in the Core)


W/. Wind Effect 
Upwind


W/. Wind Effect 
Downwind


Burj Dubai      Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP


Pressure Differences Between Inner and Ambient Conditions
(W/. Wind Effects and HVAC System Pressure set in the Core)


W/. Wind Effect 


W/. Wind Effect 
Upwind


Burj Dubai      Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP


/
Downwind
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Burj Dubai      Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP


Burj Dubai      Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP
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Gravity Express Risers


Chilled Water Systems Chilled Water Systems 
12,500 Tons of Cooling per Hour


Normally Multiple Circuits @150 M Head(500 ft) will be required.
2 Circuits to Reach the Top, Maxi. Pressure Rating for Equipment


75 Floor Heat Exchangers
and Pumps


Express Line Up


Incoming Pumps
and Heat Exchangers


Burj Dubai      Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP


Transition from Concrete to Steel


Lightning ProtectionLightning Protection
Faraday Cage


Building Rebar used as Down 
Conductor


Copper Conductor tape 
located on parapet


Conductor loop in slab 
at each set back and mechanical floor


Piles with Ground 
Conductor


Counterpoise Loop


Burj Dubai      Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP
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Center. He joined GE in 2005 and since then has worked on controls and estimation problems in various 
fields such as aircraft engines, wind turbines, ultrasound therapeutics, and building energy management 
systems. Dhiraj holds a doctorate in Mechanical Engineering with emphasis on design of control 
systems. 
 
 
 
John Beane  Honeywell  john.bean@honeywell.com 


John Beane is the research manager for Knowledge Services in the Honeywell Automation and Controls 
Solutions Lab. Honeywell is a global leader in the energy space. Honeywell is working closely with the 
utilities to develop cost‐effective ways to connect homes and buildings to the Smart Grid. Related 
research topics include: wind farm CBM, predicting wind output, optimizing sources and loads to 
manage a building microgrid, home energy manager, ADR for buildings and homes, energy data 
visualization, using data to change human behavior, smart grid communications standards, building 
energy modeling and simulation, building energy efficiency, mobile tools for building operations and 
BIM. 
 
 
 
Francesco Borelli  University of California Berkeley  fborrelli@me.berkeley.edu 


Francesco Borrelli received the `Laurea' degree in computer science engineering in 1998 from the 
University of Naples `Federico II', Italy. In 2002 he received the PhD from the Automatic Control 
Laboratory at ETH‐Zurich, Switzerland. He is currently an Assistant Professor at the Department of 
Mechanical Engineering of the University of California at Berkeley, USA. He is the author of more than 
fifty publications and in the field of predictive control. He is author of the book Constrained Optimal 
Control of Linear and Hybrid Systems published by Springer Verlag, the winner of the `Innovation Prize 
2004' from the ElectroSwiss Foundation and the winner of the 2009 NSF CAREER award. In 2008 he was 
appointed the chair of the IEEE technical committee on automotive control. His research interests 
include constrained optimal control, model predictive control and its application to advanced 
automotive control and energy efficient building operation.  For more info visit: www.mpc.berkeley.edu 
 
 
 
James Botic  Johnson Controls Inc.  james.s.botic@jci.com 


James S. Botic, Received his BSEE in 1967 from the University of Wisconsin Madison, and his MSEE – 
1972, PhD in 1983 from the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee.  He is currently the Director of Controls 
Research Building Efficiency and the Chief Architect for Metasys Building Automation System. 
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Jim Braun  Purdue University  jbraun@purdue.edu 


Dr. Braun has worked in the field of air conditioning and refrigeration for over 30 years in both 
university and industrial settings.  His practical experience includes working as a development engineer 
for advanced cooling equipment, a software developer for simulation tools in modeling buildings and 
large‐scale heating and cooling plants, a developer of intelligent control algorithms for large commercial 
energy management and control systems, and group manager for controls research.  He has been 
awarded four patents.  His research combines the use of computer modeling, optimization, and 
experiments to study and improve the performance of thermal systems.  Overall, Dr. Braun has led or 
been involved with proposals leading to research awards totaling over $20 million and has over 200 
papers journal and conference papers published or in review, five of which received best paper awards. 
Within ASHRAE, Dr. Braun has been chairman of technical committees on “Smart Building Systems” and 
“Building Operation Dynamics” and is currently Vice‐Chair for the Research Administration Committee.  
He is an Associate Editor for the International Journal of HVAC&R Research.  He is a Fellow within 
ASHRAE and has received the ASHRAE Distinguished Service Award, the E.K. Campbell Award of Merit, in 
recognition of outstanding service and achievement in teaching and/or research in subjects relating to 
the industry and professions represented by ASHRAE, and the Early Achievement Award from the 
International Building Performance Simulation Association. 
 
 
Francesco Bullo  University of California Santa Barbara  bullo@engineering.ucsb.edu 


Francesco Bullo is a Professor with the Mechanical Engineering Department at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara. He received the Laurea degree "summa cum laude" in Electrical Engineering 
from the University of Padova, Italy, in 1994, and the Ph.D. degree in Control and Dynamical Systems 
from the California Institute of Technology in 1999. From 1998 to 2004, he was an Assistant Professor 
with the Coordinated Science Laboratory at the University of Illinois at Urbana‐ Champaign. 
 
 
Steven Bushby  National Institute of Standards and Technology  steven.bushby@nist.gov 


Mr. Bushby is the leader of the Mechanical Systems and Controls Group and the Embedded Intelligence 
in Buildings Program in the Building and Fire Research Laboratory at the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology. He is responsible for overseeing research activities related to the development of 
national and international standards for integrated building automation systems, automated fault 
detection and diagnostics for HVAC system components, automated commissioning tools for HVAC 
control systems, integration of building control systems with the Smart Grid, and developing a testbed 
for studying the interaction of multiple building control systems in "cybernetic" buildings. 
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Amit Chakraborty  Siemens Corporation, Corporate Research  amit.chakraborty@siemens.com 


Dr. Amit Chakraborty leads the Data Modeling and Optimization Program at Siemens Corporate 
Research. He received his PhD in Electrical Engineering from Yale University. Prior to that, he obtained 
his MS and M.Phil in Electrical Engineering also from Yale and his B.Tech in Electronics and Electrical 
Communication Engineering from the Indian Institute of Technology. He joined Siemens Corporate 
Research right after his PhD 1996 as a Member of Technical Staff, was subsequently promoted to a 
Project Manager then to a Senior Member of Technical Staff and to a Program Manager, a position he 
has held since 2005 to lead the Data Modeling and Optimization program. With a team of 35‐40 
research scientists, engineers and students, the program focuses primarily on Data Mining and 
Optimization applications across all three sectors in Siemens, Industry, Healthcare and Energy. He has 
successfully led several Research and Development projects in Energy Management such as Total Plant 
Optimization for High Performance Buildings, Parametric Fault Diagnostics for Gas Turbines, Power Flow 
Optimization for Electric Grids, Semantic Data Modeling for Power Systems etc. His team is also engaged 
in a several large government R&D projects in collaboration with leading universities. Dr. Chakraborty 
has mentored many employees, and PhD and Masters students. He has 15 granted and many more 
pending patents and has also published in respected journals and conferences. 
 
 
 
Emmanuel Collins  Florida State  ecollins@eng.fsu.edu 
 
 
 
Geir Dullerud  University of Illinois  dullerud@illinois.edu 


Geir E. Dullerud is Professor of Mechanical Engineering, and Research Professor of the Coordinated 
Science Laboratory, at the University of Illinois at Urbana‐Champaign. Prior to this he was on faculty in 
Applied Mathematics at the University of Waterloo 1996‐1998, after being a Research Fellow at the 
California Institute of Technology from 1994‐1995, in the Control and Dynamical Systems Department. 
During the academic year 2005‐2006 he held a visiting faculty position at Stanford University in 
Aeronautics and Astronautics. He has published two books:   "A Course in Robust Control Theory", Texts 
in Applied Mathematics, Springer, 2000, and "Control of Uncertain Sampled‐data Systems", Birkhauser 
1996. His areas of current research interest include networked and cooperative control, robotic vehicles, 
complex and hybrid dynamical systems. In 1999 he received the CAREER Award from the National 
Science Foundation, and in 2005 the Xerox Faculty Research Award at UIUC. He is a Fellow of the IEEE. 
 
 
 
Brian Fabien  University of Washington  fabien@u.washington.edu 


Professor Brian C, Fabien: Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle, 
WA 98195.  Professor Fabien received his Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering from Columbia University in 
1990.  His research interest include; (i) the modeling of multi‐discipline dynamic systems, (ii) nonlinear 
optimal control theory and computation; and (iii) the development of energy storage technologies. 
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Brian Fiegan  Trane  bfiegen@trane.com 


Brian Fiegen, Global Systems Applications Leader, is responsible for Trane’s Applications Engineering, 
Systems Marketing, and C.D.S. (Customer Direct Service) groups. He joined Trane in 1983 immediately 
following graduation from college. Brian has held a number of airside product management positions 
throughout his career including Climate ChangerTM Air Handlers and VariTraneTM Variable Air Volume 
products and controls. He has been involved with product development and promotion of air handling 
and distribution products, systems, and controls throughout much of that time. Today his groups 
actively help customers apply HVAC products and controls into systems to meet various performance 
needs as well as deal with key industry issues such as IAQ and sustainable construction.  


Brian received his Bachelor of Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering from South Dakota School of 
Mines and Technology in Rapid City, SD and he is a member of ASHRAE. 
 
 
 
Matthew Franchek  University of Houston  mfranchek@central.uh.edu 


Matthew Franchek is Professor of Mechanical Engineering Department and of Biomedical Engineering at 
the University of Houston.  He received his BS degree (1986) in Mechanical Engineering from the 
University of Texas at Arlington, and his MS (1987) and PhD (1991) in Mechanical Engineering from 
Texas A&M University.  His expertise includes nonlinear dynamics, linear/nonlinear control theory for 
scalar and multivariable systems, and system identification. His research is directed toward accurate 
systems diagnostics, prognostics and the cooperative robust integration of engineered systems.  The 
application areas include internal combustion engines, subsea systems and artificial organs. He was 
advised over 15 PhD students, 25 MS students and is the author of over 120 peer reviewed publications.   
 
 
 


Brandon Hencey  Cornell University  bhencey@gmail.com 


Brandon Hencey is an assistant professor in the Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
at Cornell University. Recent work includes model predictive control of a campus chilled water plant 
with thermal energy storage and system theoretic results for interpolated controller synthesis via 
convex optimization. His research interests also include constructive methods for distributed synthesis 
of complex control systems. Dr. Hencey held a postdoctoral position at United Technologies Research 
Center after receiving his Ph.D. from the University of Illinois. 
 
 
 


Jungho Kim  Univesity of Maryland  kimjh@umd.edu 


Jungho Kim holds a professorship in the Dept. of Mechanical Engineering at the U. of Maryland.  He has 
performed extensive research in heat and mass transfer with support from NASA, NSF, ONR, NIST, AFRL, 
NSA and private companies that has resulted in over 110 journal and refereed conference publications .  
He is an associate editor for the Int. Journal of Multiphase Flow, and is a past chair of the ASME K‐13 
committee on Multiphase Heat Transfer. His work in building energy focuses on control using multiple 
wireless sensors, and prediction of building thermal response to predicted weather conditions. 
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Miroslav Krstic  University of California San Diego  krstic@ucsd.edu 


Miroslav Krstic is the Daniel L. Alspach Professor at UC San Diego and the founding director of the Cymer 
Center for Control Systems and Dynamics. He is a co‐author of eight books, including Nonlinear and 
Adaptive Control Design (1995), which is one of the two most cited research monographs in the history 
of control engineering, the new single‐authored Delay Compensation for Nonlinear, Adaptive, and PDE 
Systems (2009), and six other books on control of turbulent fluid flows, stochastic nonlinear systems, 
and extremum seeking. Krstic has held the Russell Severance Springer Distinguished Visiting 
Professorship at UC Berkeley and the Harold W. Sorenson Distinguished Professorship at UC San Diego. 
He is a recipient of the ONR Young Investigator, PECASE, and NSF Career Awards, as well as the Axelby 
and Schuck Paper Prizes. Krstic was the first recipient of the UCSD Research Award from the area of 
engineering. He is a Fellow of IEEE and IFAC. Krstic serves as Senior Editor in IEEE Transactions on 
Automatic Control and Automatica and as Editor of the Springer‐Verlag book series Communications 
and Control Engineering. 
 
 
 


Luke Leung  Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP  Luke.Leung@som.com 


As Associate Director and leader of the Sustainable Engineering Studio, Luke Leung is responsible for 
systems design and specifications from conception to construction for many commercial and 
institutional projects including Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest building. He has designed many LEED® 
projects, ranging from certified to LEED® Platinum, including the second largest LEED® certified building, 
McCormick Place West. 
 
 
 


Colin McCormick  Department of Energy  Colin.McCormick@ee.doe.gov 


Dr. Colin McCormick is a Senior Technical Advisor to the Assistant Secretary of Energy Efficiency and 
Renewable Energy at the Department of Energy.  Prior to joining the Department he was an energy and 
security analyst at the Federation of American Scientists, a staff member with the House Science and 
Technology Committee, and a AAAS Congressional Fellow on the staff of Rep. Ed Markey of 
Massachusetts.  Dr. McCormick received his PhD in atomic and optical physics from the University of 
California, Berkeley, and did post‐doctoral work in quantum optics at the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) in the group of 1997 Physics Nobel Laureate William Phillips. 
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Prashant Mehta  University of Illinois  mehtapg@illinois.edu 


Prashant Mehta is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Mechanical Science and Engineering, 
University of Illinois at Urbana‐Champaign.  He received his Ph.D. in Applied Mathematics from Cornell 
University in 2004.  Prior to joining UIUC, he was a Research Engineer at the United Technologies 
Research Center (UTRC).  His research interests are at the intersection of dynamical systems and control 
theory, including fundamental limitations in nonlinear control, model reduction of Markov chains, phase 
transition and learning in large population games.   
 
Prashant Mehta received the Outstanding Achievement Award at UTRC for his contributions to modeling 
and control of combustion instabilities in jet‐engines. His students received the Best Student Paper 
Award at the IEEE Conference on Decision and Control 2007 and 2009. 
 
 


William Messner  Carnegie Mellon  bmessner@andrew.cmu.edu 
 
 


Satish Narayan  United Technologies Corporation  NarayaS@utrc.utc.com 


Satish Narayanan earned his degrees in Mechanical Engineering starting with B.E. (Hons.) from the Birla 
Institute of Technology and Science (Pilani, India), and then did his M.S and Ph.D at University of 
Houston. He currently leads R&D programs in high performance building systems in the Energy Systems 
Program Office at UTRC. Since joining UTRC in 1998, he has worked in a broad range of problems 
involving physics‐based modeling, experimentation and control of nonlinear dynamic phenomena in 
aerospace and building systems. He has published over 12 archival journal articles and over 30 
conference papers, and received 4 patents. 
 
 
Huei Peng  University of Michigan  hpeng@umich.edu 


Huei Peng is currently a Professor of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, and the Executive 
Director of Interdisciplinary and Professional Engineering, at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.  His 
research interests include adaptive control and optimal control, with emphasis on their applications to 
vehicular and transportation systems.  His current research focuses include design and control of hybrid 
electric vehicles and vehicle active safety systems.  He has more than 180 technical publications, 
including 70 in referred journals and transactions. 
 
 
Brian Rasmussen  Texas A & M  bryan.rasmussen@gmail.com 


Bryan Rasmussen received his B.S. degree magna cum laude in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
from Utah State University in 2000.  He was awarded M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Mechanical Engineering 
from the University of Illinois at Urbana‐Champaign in 2002 and 2005.  He is currently an Assistant 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering at Texas A&M University, researching dynamic modeling and 
control of thermo‐fluid energy systems.  He was awarded the NSF CAREER and the ASHRAE Young 
Investigator awards for research, and is the recipient of several university and national teaching awards. 
He is a member of Tau Beta Pi, ASME, ASHRAE and IEEE.  He and his wife Holly are the proud parents of 
five children. 
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Mario Rotea  University of Texas ‐ Dallas  rotea@utdallas.edu 


Mario A. Rotea graduated with a degree in electronic engineering from the University of Rosario in 1983. 
He received the master’s degree in electrical engineering in 1988 and the Ph.D. in control science and 
dynamical systems in 1990 from the University of Minnesota. He is currently a professor and head of the 
Mechanical Engineering Department at the University of Texas at Dallas, where he is also a professor of 
electrical engineering. He began his academic career at Purdue University, West Lafayette, where he 
was a professor of aeronautics and astronautics for seventeen years. He was a professor and head of the 
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering Department from 2007 to 2009 at the University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst. He managed the Control Systems program at the NSF from 2005 to 2007 and 
worked for the United Technologies Research Center in 1997–1998. Dr. Rotea has made has pioneering 
contributions in optimal and robust control systems.  He has developed and transitioned to industry 
control systems to mitigate noise and vibrations in gas turbine engines, helicopters, and machine tools. 
He is a Fellow of the IEEE. His current research interests are in monitoring and control of energy 
conversion systems. 
 
 
Sarah Ryker  Science & Technology Policy Institute  sryker@ida.org 


Sarah J. Ryker analyzes energy and environmental policy at the Science and Technology Policy Institute, 
a federally funded research and development center with a Congressional charter to advise the White 
House Office of Science and Technology Policy.  Her PhD is from Carnegie Mellon’s Department of 
Engineering and Public Policy, where she developed technical and decision‐analytic methods to prioritize 
federal research and regulation of drinking water.  Prior to her PhD, she spent 13 years as a researcher 
and research manager with the US Geological Survey. 
 
 
Marty Savoie  US CoE CERL  Martin.J.Savoie@usace.army.mil 
 
 
Kim Stelson  University of Minnesota  kstelson@me.umn.edu 


Kim A. Stelson is Director of the NSF‐funded Engineering Research Center for Compact and Efficient Fluid 
Power.  He is a Professor in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Minnesota 
where he has been since 1981.  He received his B.S. degree in mechanical engineering from Stanford 
University in 1974 and his S.M. and Sc.D. degrees in mechanical engineering from M.I.T. in 1977 and 
1982.  Before becoming involved in fluid power research, Stelson was active in research in the modeling 
and control of manufacturing processes, especially metal forming, polymer processing and composite 
materials manufacturing. He has been a visiting faculty member at Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology, the University of Auckland and the University of Bath. He has previously been Director of 
the Design and Manufacturing Division and Director of Graduate Studies for the M.S. in Manufacturing 
Systems Program at the University of Minnesota. Stelson is Associate Technical Editor of the Journal of 
Dynamic Systems, Measurement and Control, a journal that has twice awarded him the best paper 
award. He is a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. 
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Jakob Stoustrup  Aalborg University  jakob@es.aau.dk 


Jakob Stoustrup received his MSc degree in EE in 1987, and the PhD degree in Applied Mathematics in 
1991, both from the Technical University of Denmark. In the period 1991–1996, Jakob Stoustrup held 
several positions at the Department of Mathematics, Technical University of Denmark. He has been a 
Visiting Professor atthe University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK, and at the Mittag‐Leffler Institute, 
Stockholm, Sweden. Since 1997 he was a Professor at Automation & Control, Aalborg University, 
Denmark, and since 2006 was Head of Research for the Department of Electronic Systems. He has acted 
as Associate Editor, Guest Editor and Editorial Board Member of several international journals. He is an 
IEEE SM, and has been Chairman of an IEEE CSS/RAS Joint Chapter. Since 2008, he has been Chairman 
for the IFAC Technical Committee SAFEPROCESS. He has received the Statoil Prize, the Dannin Award for 
Scientific Research, and is a member of The Danish Academy of Technical Sciences. The main 
contributions of Stoustrup have been to robust control theory and to the theory of fault tolerant control 
systems, with more than 200 peer‐reviewed scientific papers. Recently, Prof. Stoustrup has proposed 
the so‐called plug‐and‐play control framework. Apart from the theoretical work, he has carried out 
industrial applications in cooperation with more than 50 industrial companies. 
 
 
 
Greg Washington  The Ohio State University  washington.88@osu.edu 
 
 
 
John Wen  Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute  wenj@rpi.edu 


John T. Wen received his B.Eng. from McGill University in 1979, M.S. from University of Illinois in 1981, 
and Ph.D. from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1985, all in Electrical Engineering.  From 1981‐1982, 
he was a system engineer at Fisher Controls.  From 1985‐1988, he was a member of technical staff at 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.  Since 1988, he has been with Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute where he 
is currently a professor in the Department of Electrical, Computer, and Systems Engineering with a joint 
appointment in the Department of Mechanical, Aerospace, and Nuclear Engineering.  He was appointed 
in 2005 as the Director of a New York State sponsored interdisciplinary research center, Center for 
Automation Technologies and Systems (CATS).  He was an ASEE/NASA Summer Faculty Fellow in 1993, a 
JSPS Senior Visiting Scientist in 1997, and an Oversea Assessor for the Chinese Academy of Sciences from 
2004‐2009.  His research interest is in dynamical systems modeling and control with applications to 
vibration suppression, robot manipulation, opto‐mechatronics systems, thermal management, and flow 
control. He is a Fellow of IEEE since 2001. 
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Michael Wetter  Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory  MWetter@lbl.gov 


Michael Wetter is a Computational Scientist in the Simulation Research Group at Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory (LBNL). His research includes integrating building performance simulation tools into 
the research process, as well as their use for design and operation of buildings. At LBNL, he is developing 
the Modelica Buildings library for building energy and control systems, the Building Controls Virtual Test 
Bed software for co‐simulation and model‐based operation, and the GenOpt optimization program. 
Prior to joining LBNL, he led the development of building system models at the United Technologies 
Research Center (UTRC). He did his dissertation at the University of California at Berkeley and at LBNL, 
where he created the GenOpt optimization program and the BuildOpt building simulation program and 
where he developed the first building energy optimization technique that provably converges to the 
optimal building design. He is a recipient of the bi‐annual Outstanding Young Contributor Award of the 
International Building Performance Simulation Association (IBPSA), the vice president of IBPSA‐USA and 
a member of ASHRAE. 
 
 
 
Fumin Zhang  Georgia Tech  fumin@gatech.edu 


Dr. Fumin Zhang received the B.S. and M.S. degrees from Tsinghua University, Beijing, China, in1995 and 
1998, respectively, and the Ph.D. degree from the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
University of Maryland, College Park, in 2004. He has been an Assistant Professor in the School of ECE, 
Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech), Atlanta, since 2006. He was a Lecturer and Postdoctoral 
Research Associate in the Mechanicaland Aerospace Engineering Department, Princeton University, 
Princeton, NJ, from 2004 to 2006. He worked for the Institute for Systems Research, University of 
Maryland. He founded the research and teaching program in the fields of robotics and control at 
Georgia Tech Savannah Campus. His major research focus includes design and control of underwater 
robots and mobile sensor networks, battery modeling and control, and theoretical foundations for 
cyber‐physical systems. He received the NSF CAREER award in September, 2009,  the ONR YIP Award in 
April, 2010, and the Lockheed Inspirational Young Faculty Award in May, 2010. 
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Meeting with Resources For the Future (RFF)  
Wednesday, April 20, 2011, 2:30 p.m.  
 
Attendees:  
DOE:  
Steven Koonin  
Michael Holland  
Asa Hopkins  
 
RFF:  
Phil Sharp, President  
Roger Cooke, Senior Fellow  
Carolyn Fischer, Senior Fellow (Tentative)  
Alan Krupnick, Senior Fellow and Director, Center for Energy Economics and Policy (CEEP)  
Molly Macauley, Senior Fellow and Research Director  
Nathan Richardson, Resident Scholar  
Heather Ross, Visiting Scholar  
Jhih-Shyang Shih, Fellow  
 
RFF has not submitted an ex parte communication memo, as of June 21, 2011. Once the DOE-QTR team 
has received their memo this description will be replaced with RFF’s description of the meeting. 








TO: expartecommunications@hq.doe.gov
 


.  


Date: March 16th, 2011 
External: Karen Fries, Jabe Blumenthal, Brian Arbogast, Steve Davis, Ken Caldeira, David Keith 
DOE Participants: Steve Koonin, Dr. Steven Koonin, Dr. Asa Hopkins, Dr. Michael Holland, Avi Gopstein, 
Cynthia Lin 
 
Organization: NearZero 
 
 
The goal of the meeting was to discuss how NearZero can most effectively provide public input into the 
DOE’s QTR Framing document. 
 
To that end the NearZero team needed to understand deadlines and priorities for information gathering. 
 
Dr. Koonin described their process for getting input. 
 
NearZero team explained that we are considering whether to focus our comments on DOE’s broad 
strategy or specific technologies and data sources. 
 
Drs. Koonin and Holland spoke to the strategic issue of prioritization (i.e. how DOE resources should be 
allocated within and among technology areas) and the need for specific input updating source documents 
such as those from the America’s Energy Future project. 
 
Call ended with NearZero team reiterating we plan to provide comments to the QTR Framing document 
and expressing appreciation for the opportunity. 
 
There were no documents presented in either written or electronic format during this conversation. 
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Gopstein, Avi (S4)


From: Exparte Communications
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2011 9:28 AM
To: Gopstein, Avi (S4)
Subject: FW: hydrogen fuel cell program in quadrennial report
Attachments: Personal recommendations based on May 9 meeting.pdf


Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged


Categories: Red Category


Avi, this one mentions you. 
 
Note: This e-mail message is intended only for the named recipients.  It contains information that may be confidential, privileged, attorney work product, 
or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law.  If you have received this message in error, are not a named recipient, or are not the 
employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, 
or reproduction of this message or its contents is strictly prohibited.  Please notify us immediately that you have received this message in error, and 
delete the message. 


 


 


From: sigmundgronich@aol.com [mailto:sigmundgronich@aol.com]  
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2011 8:01 PM 
To: Holland, Mike (S4); Gopstein, Avi (S4); Exparte Communications 
Cc: kiczekef@airproducts.com; rcox@fchea.org; brose@fuelcells.org; CDunwoody@CAFCP.org 
Subject: hydrogen fuel cell program in quadrennial report 
 
Dear Mike: 
  
Thank you and Avi for taking the time from your schedule to listen to our discussion on the hydrogen fuel cell program.  I 
came away from the meeting feeling we were talking from two different perspectives on the financial requirements for the 
hydrogen fuel cell vehicle and its infrastructure, and the implications of the deployment of 1 million battery electric vehicles 
by 2015 on the need for the fuel cell vehicle.  I put a position paper together that discusses these issues based on 
industry announcements, changed hydrogen fueling paradigms and the unique importance of these programs to national 
security and balance of payment deficits.   
  
I hope you find the information useful and that the Quadrennial report can reflect some of the recommendations I made in 
the paper.   
  
Sig Gronich     
 







I recommend that the Department of Energy prioritize the need to develop a 


vehicle market transformation activity for electric platform vehicles in the 


Quadrennial report that is consistent with the industry’s commitment to deploy 


vehicles as stipulated in company announcements.  The support should be in two 


areas:  tax credits for electric platform vehicles and federal cost share for 


infrastructure support.  Electric platform vehicles should be defined to include 


battery electric, plug-in hybrid and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. 


The rationale for this prioritization is that within the Department programs the 


vehicle sector is not only necessary to meet global climate change targets as does 


the electric generation sector, but the vehicle sector is also of critical importance 


to national security and the country’s balance of payment deficits.  The hydrogen 


fuel cell vehicle offers the prospect of not only offering the option to decrease the 


foreign import of oil, but establishing the potential for the foreign export of fuel 


because of the large quantities of natural gas and coal that are available in this 


country.   Natural gas is an excellent feedstock for the production of hydrogen.   


Also, oil has been exhibiting significant price escalations to the point where 


electric platform vehicles can be competitive in the marketplace when mass 


produced, whereas coal and natural gas prices have not exhibited similar 


behavior.  Thus, the vehicle market area is an excellent candidate for the 


introduction of new disruptive technologies and consideration for market 


development activities. 


Rationale for the inclusion of vehicle market transformation activities for both 


battery electric and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles: 


As discussed with Mike Holland and Avi Gopstein of the Under Secretary’s office 


on May 9, 2011, progress on the projected costs for hydrogen fuel cells at $50/kW 


and hydrogen storage at $13/kWh to $17kWh in 2010 is equivalent on a vehicle 


cents per mile basis to a 40 mile range battery electric vehicle with a $300/kWh 


high energy intensity battery to be first achieved by 2014 according to DOE 


program plans based on cost projections of 500,000 units.  These projections are 


jointly developed by DOE and automotive technical teams and accepted by the 


industry to plan for future vehicle deployments.       







David Howell, Program Manager of Energy Storage Systems, reported at the 2011 


Annual Merit review for Vehicle Technologies that based on public 


announcements from automobile manufacturers that they plan to deploy greater 


than 1 million battery electric vehicles by 2015 (http://www.vehicles.energy.gov).  


As such the Department has included $224 million in fiscal year 2012 budget for 


support of the electrical infrastructure introduction.    However, while the 


Department does accept these announcements at face value, it does not 


recognize industry announcements for the hydrogen fuel cell vehicle (HFCV) as 


being valid.  The hydrogen fuel cell vehicle community has, in response to a 2011 


California Fuel Cell Partnership survey, indicated that they plan to deploy 52,000 


hydrogen fuel cell vehicles by 2017.  This is on the basis of traditional product 


introduction scenarios where the components are developed and tested to meet 


performance and durability criteria first and then a vehicle platform is designed 


around the power plant.  The latter process takes 5 to 6 years which leads to a 


2015 commercialization date for GM, Toyota, Honda, Daimler and Hyundai for 


HFCVs.  The early deployment of 1 million battery electric vehicles by 2015 is 


being done prior to low cost high energy intensity technology being available 


which is an accelerated more risky approach.  However, GM who has made the 


most significant commitment to the 1 million battery electric vehicle deployment 


has also publically announced HFCV deployments in California, NY and Hawaii.  


Also at the May 9 meeting, we presented letters of intent from automobile 


manufacturers for the production of commercial HFCVs by 2015.  If GM and the 


other automobile companies listed above have in recognition of the 1 million 


battery electric vehicles being on the road by 2015, still contemplate deploying 


commercial hydrogen fuel cell vehicles in 2015, then it is a fair assumption that 


they see missions for both technologies.  DOE needs to recognize the industry 


position and not unilaterally conclude that the deployment of the 1 million 


electric vehicles will preclude HFCVs from the marketplace. 


Some of the main points made at the meeting concerned that there is little 


precedent for people buying fuel cell cars and that the Prius sets a precedent for 


plug-in hybrid cars.  Also, it was stated that batteries are a common product and 


fuel cells are not.  However, the Prius did not set the precedent for the electric 



http://www.vehicles.energy.gov/





charging infrastructure and the complications that all people don’t have home 


garages and both home refueling and on-road refueling is likely to be required.  


Time of fueling that is similar to their automobile experience is much better 


accomplished with the hydrogen infrastructure model than the electric 


infrastructure model.  And both the battery and the fuel cell will be under the 


hood of the car with little interface with the driver until it mal-functions.   


The cost of the hydrogen infrastructure was another point addressed at the 


meeting.  We presented a paradigm shift in the delivery and station concept 


which in combination with the urban centered deployment strategy over a 7 year 


period minimized the need for government cost share beyond some initial 


stations and perhaps to about 300 stations, out of tens of thousands urban 


stations, on the interstate system to support travel between urban centers.  The 


urban centered approach pioneered by DOE and adopted by Europe and Japan 


allows for the introduction of larger more cost effective hydrogen stations sooner.  


We are hopeful that you presented that information to Dr. Koonin for his decision 


making.  The anticipated federal support for the deployment for the first 50 


stations to support the deployment of the first 52,000 HFCVs by 2017 is $50 


million over four budget years starting in 2012.   This is in comparison to the $224 


million request in the 2012 budget for the electric infrastructure which is likely to 


be continued for a number of years. 


Lastly, the recommendation included that the HFCV enjoy the same $8000 tax 


credit that is accorded the battery electric vehicle through 2016.  The application 


of this tax credit to the battery electric vehicle is likely to cost billions of dollars 


for the 1 million vehicles while the application to the 52,000 HFCVs would be in 


the hundreds of millions of dollars.  It is not a correct assumption that prior to 


2016, the hydrogen fuel cell vehicle would require the same order of magnitude   


commitment as the battery electric vehicle appears to require, and therefore 


both can and need to be supported.  Let the U.S. support both as needed to 2016, 


evaluate performance, durability and consumer interfaces and then decide.  That 


is the conclusion of the industry that is proceeding with both and is willing to let 


the marketplace decide.  







     


 


 


 


 





		May 9, 2011 - Sigmund Gronich

		Personal recommendations based on May 9 meeting






Meeting Summary 
 
Meeting Subject: Lessons Learned from prior Quadrennial Review experience 
Date of Meeting: March 4, 2011 
  


Attendees 
 


Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc. 
Mark Gerencser, Executive Vice President 
Joan Dempsey, Senior Vice President 
Gary Rahl, Senior Vice President 
 


Department of Energy 
Dr. Steven Koonin, Under Secretary (Science) 
Michael Holland 
Dr. Asa Hopkins 
 


Description 
 
Booz Allen provided a summary overview of our experience in Quadrennial Review (QR) processes for 
several federal agencies: the Department of Defense (QDR), the Intelligence Community (QICR), the 
Department of Homeland Security (QHSR), and the Department of State (QDDR).   


 Each agency, and each vintage of QR, followed a more-or-less common process, but also 
differed considerably in focus and outcome based on leadership objectives for the review 


 Failure to have or clearly communicate a leadership objective generally limited the usefulness of 
the review and its ultimate success  


 
Under Secretary Koonin gave a description of Doe’s Quadrennial Technology Review (QTR), consistent 
with what has been made publicly available for comment in the QTR Framing Document. 


 Booz Allen shared our experience that leaders need to determine whether they are pursuing an 
a QR more as an analytic exercise (perhaps to influence near-term budgets) or change 
management process; the QRs that are best institutionalized have focused on change 
management 


 We suggested that DOE consider a parallel effort to identify all of its research and technology 
investments (by organization and technology readiness level) in the six categories described by 
the QTR, forming the kind of baseline we created for DOE in the area of energy storage 


 
Booz Allen described our experience in the QICR in greater depth, as the Intelligence Community had 
parallels with the current DOE environment.  The QICR used several techniques to capture diverse points 
of view, and drive organizational change.  Along these lines, we described our thought leadership in the 
area of optimizing strategies in a diverse stakeholder environment, specifically talking about some of the 


examples in the Megacommunities, of which Mark Gerencser is a co-author.  Available at:
http://www.the-american-interest.com/article.cfm?piece=926
  
 


  
We used no Powerpoint presentation, and provided one document to the DOE attendees: a reprint of an 
article, Re-imagining infrastructure, authored by Mark Gerencser for the March/April 2011 edition of 
The American Interest magazine.  Re-print is attached.   
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Disclaimer:  
DOE is waiting for McKinsey to provide documents and information that can be publically 
shared. This memo discloses information discussed during the meeting, pursuant to the 
Department’s transparency commitment for the DOE-QTR, and will be supplemented by 
McKinsey provided documents when they are received.  
 
Document received by DOE from McKinsey: A “discussion document” titled 
“Decarbonization pathways for the United States” (confidential and proprietary). DOE continues 
to wait a non-proprietary document from McKinsey for public dissemination. 
 
Subject: McKinsey provided briefing on recent work and indicated potential connection 
with QER 
 
Date: Feb 16, 2011 
 
List of External Attendees:  


Jon Wilkins (McKinsey) 
Stefan Heck (McKinsey) 
Rob McNish (McKinsey) 


 
List of DOE Attendees:  


Dr. Steven Koonin 
Dr. Asa Hopkins 
Cynthia Lin  


 
Description 
  
McKinsey requested a meeting with Dr. Koonin as a result of the PCAST recommendations for 
the QTR to begin immediately at the Department level. McKinsey is interested for two reasons: 
  


1) McKinsey has had experience helping DOD on its QDR efforts. McKinsey has 
also had experience dealing with energy strategy issues for the US military 
coming out of the QDR.  


2) McKinsey feels it has relevant expertise in areas useful to the QTR: ongoing 
research and work on the global economics of carbon abatement and 
renewable, financing, engagement, document-pulling.  


 
Dr. Koonin’s intent is for the QTR to be framed using facts and principles. The QTR effort 
currently does not have means to hire external consultants, but DOE is mindful of McKinsey’s 
expertise and welcome external critique.  
 
McKinsey discussed portions of their presentation. The first portion focused on a recent project 
on how the EU could meet an 80% GHG reduction goal by 2050. This project used a McKinsey 
model to determine the clean power requirements in each EU country to meet that goal. The 
second portion centered on McKinsey’s Low Carbon Economics Toolkit, developed in 
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partnership with a number of sponsors (the technical specifications of the tool were published in 
March 2010).  
 
McKinsey proposed a potential project in which its LCE Toolkit could be used to support and 
guide DOE’s first Quadrennial Energy Review:  


o Roadmaps for key energy technologies 
o Portfolio assessments laying out optimal deployment of resources 
o Funding needs for critical technologies 
o Prioritization of demonstration projects 
o Identification of policy gaps 
o Plan for involvement of natural laboratories  


 
The LCE Toolkit would provide facts that can be used to prioritize technology goals. It is able to:  


o Identify key cost/performance levels required for widespread rollout of new 
energy technologies 


o Quantify benefits of breakthroughs in costs or performance criteria 
 GDP, jobs, energy security, power prices, balance of trade, GHG, 


emissions 
 Results available at state and industry levels 


o Allow consistent comparison across technologies  
o Highlight barriers preventing wider adoption of critical technologies  


 
 





